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Fiscal Commission-Written Evidence 

Vol.lll 

- ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION OF INDIA, CALCUTTA. 

The Association would make i(clear ~hat th~ views. expressed below refer mainly 
to the engineering and allied industries in -wnich the A$sociation are mainly in
terested. 

Before going further, the Association would like to make clear the ramifications 
·of the Engineering Industry. No proper documentation of the definition of the 
Engineering Industry has so far been .made eith~r in this country or in any other 
.country of the world because the Association find that this term is very loosely used. 
For instance, sometimes such terms as Engineering and Iron and Steel or Engineering 
and Shipbuilding or Engineering and Machine Tools or Engineering and Aircraft 
are used thereby indicating as if Engineering and the branches of the Engineering 
Industries were two separate things. The Association would, therefore, request 
the Fiscal Commission to describe the scope of Engineering Industries in order that 
in future course ,of action Government of India· and the trade may follow a sustained 
policy for the development and -protection of the engineering industries. The 
Engineering Industry should include . :-

l ron and Steel Industry

(l) Main Industry 

(2) Re-rolling I!ldustry 

(3) Ancillary Industry 

(4) Associated Industries 

(i) Tinplate Industry 

(ii) Steel Oastings 

(iii) Wires and Wire Nails Indnst:y 

(iv) Screw Industry 

(v) Bolts, Nuts and Rivets 

(vi) Expanded Metal 

Non-Ferrous M etal Industry

Aluminium Industry 
Copper Industry 
Lead Industry 
Antimony 
Tin Industry 
Miscellaneous Non-Ferrous Industries 
Non-Ferrous Refining Industries 
Secondary Metals 
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PART I 

SECTION A (l) 

Introductory-Changes in the economic background since 1[)22-23. 

Question 1.-Do yo>t con.sider that the economic background in the countnj ha$ so altered 
since the Indian Fiscal Commission reported in 1922 that it necessitates a 
fundamental change in the approach to the problems with which the present 
001'11;mission is concerned J 

Yes, the Association consider that the economic background in the country 
has fundamentally changed with the result that the country's fiscal policy requires 
a considerable change in order to fall in line with the aspirations of lndin's growing 
industries. 

Question 2.-Will yol! list the principal changes in our agriculturalsit.>tation in respect 
o.f 

(a) Prodmtion, 

(b) Cansu,mption and 

(c) International trade in agricultural commodities! 

The Association are not concerned with these and, therefore, they would not 
like to make any observations. 

Question 3.-To what extent, if any, have these changes affected or are likely to affect 
the f>tt>tre pace and direction of our industrial progress ? 

Since the Engineering Industries do not depend for their raw material on agri
cultural products this question does not arise directly. However, there is one im
portant point with regard to the demand for machinery to be used on the farm. 
In so far as the demand of agricultural India for machinery is concerned the Associa
tion hope this would necessitate the development of industries connected with 
agricultural plant and lllachinery and agricultural implements in order to satisfy 
that demand. Although mechanisation of agriculture has not so far gone ahead, the 
Association feel, from the changes brought about, during the last two years in regard 
to reclamation of waste land, that the demand for agricultural machinery is likely 
to be considerable in future. 

Similarly, the development of certain branches of Engineering Industries, 
for instance, jute mill machinery, sugar mill machinery, and cotton mill machinery 
depend for their developments which in turn are dependent upon agricultural crops 
like sugar cane, Jute and cotton. Therefore, the development of these three agri
cultural industries is likely to stimulate the sugar, cotton and jute industry which 
in turn lead to a demand for industrial machinery for these industries. The 
development of these industries bas already led to an increasing demand for these 
types of machinery and the developtnent of new engineering industries in order to 
satisfy these demands h~s already taken place to a certain extent. 

Question 4.-Wlmt are thr. ba~ic improvements in 011r agriculture and mining that yo>t 
would consider urgently necessary as a support for any policy of intensified 
industrialisation f 

The Engineering Industries are mainly concerned with the developimnt of 
rnining industries in so far as the growth of Engineering industries is dependent 
upon them, For this. purpose the Association would suggest the development of 
18 M. of Com. 
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I · 1 t th u., .. ofthe recommendations oftlw Indian Coalfields Committee's coa m< us ryon ew ~ . 1 d t" d · a1 
report 1946-47 regarding conservation of coal, rehg!Odnac pdisr? tu"cb lOt~ anTh re?mdn 
consUlllption and also better coal preparation met o s <Or r1 u 10n.. e. m US· 
trial consumers of coal have been demanding the supply of coal on specificatwn and 
this can be met only by the establishment of _was!ling plan~,s ~o clean ~II coal to stan
dard specifications. There is too much lax1ty ~ the ex~stmg ~admg sy~tem _and 
tbe consumers are content to accept coal of infertor quahty at h1gher pnces smce 
standard~ are not officially enforced. 

The second important mining industry ":hich requires dev~lopment on sound 
and systematic Jines is the mica industry as mrca she<;ts a~ requ~d to be processed 
in a special manner for the development of our electrtcal mdustr1es. 

Similarly, in order to help the establishment of more steel works, the develop. 
ment, of iron ore industry in other pro,cinces than those where they are already being 
mined is necessary. India has been an exporter of iron ore and the development of 
iron ore mining may help the country to earn foreign exchange. 

Question 5.-Wkat are the main directions in rrhidl Ot<r industrial devewpment haa 
progressed since the Indian Fiscal Commission reported in 1922 1 Plell8e give 
your appreciation of the •anie. 

' ' 

The main development in the Jield of Engineering Industries since 1922 has 
been tile development of secondary industries. Almost all the Engineering Industries 
excepting iron and st;,el have been developed after 1922. When the Indian Fiscal 
Commission reported in 1922, they made a survey of t,he economic position in India 
and regarding Indian industries _they reported as follows :-

"On the industrial ~de India has two great textile industries on modern lines, 
cotton and JUte. In 1919 which is the latest vear for which statistics 
are ava_ilable, there were 277 cotton spinning and weaving mills 
emplo~g ?,06,310 persons in addition to 1,40,786 employed in 1,940 
cotton~' cleaning and pressing mills. The jute industrY possess
ed. 76 mills employing 2,76,079 persons, besides 2ll jute presses in 
~ch ~3,316 persons were employed. Next after these two great 
~dust:nes ':"me the railway work shops with 1,26,134 employees and 
~ce mills WJth 48,563. Engineering workshops, tanneries, tile factories, 
tron a~d steel works, mineral oil..and many other industries employed 
apprectable numbers, bnt out of a total of industrial workers for all 
~dia whic~ is returoed at 13,67,136, the cotton and jute mills together 
WJth the gms and presses and the railway workshops account for no 
less th_an 882?625. The above fignres relate to what are known as 
!arge mdllstrial establishments and take no a<Jconnt of the important 
mdustry of coal mining which in 1919 employed 203,752 persons, 
:'0 ' of the numerous village or cottage industries of which far the most 
tmpplortant is that of handloom weaving which is believed to provide 
em oyment for over two million workers " t 

From the above it would tha h . . . • . 
dismissed and th F· 1 C app~ar_ t t e Engmeermg workshops were summarily 
development of these lB.~ 0 '_1lmrssron of that time did not take any notice of the 
son for this treatmen~ ust':tes. The Association are not concerned about the rea· 
during the two deeades ~ete . out to the en~eering industries at that time and 
the development of th 0.llowmg: But what IS most important to consider is that 
in order that the futur:::" ;{'dua_trres even _at that time was worthy of being recorded 
deficiencies in this reaa ~ ~al_generatron of India might have taken notice of the 
of India in the yearso;hic~nfol~~:!d.to fill those gaps in the industrial canvass 

' Report of the Indian p· 1 
18Ca Commi..saion 1921·22, pages 17 anct ~S~ pate.. 30. 
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·The Ifiscal Commission of 1922 summed up the industrial position of India. in 
these words : 

"We find in the cotton and jute mills two important industries of modern 
type, a considerable diffusion of mechanical engineering represented 
by the railway workshops and the private engineering works which are 
now springing up, the beginnings of an Iron and Steel Industry and 
a number of mining industries, none of which has yet reached the 
stage of being a serious economic factor in the country. In addition 
there is a large production of mineral oil and there is the important 
industry of coal mining on the future of which the industrial develop
ment of the country largely depends. Finally, scattered throughout 
the country unorganised and handicapped by metbods of marketing 
and finance that hardly permit them to rise above the lowest economic 
level is a vast army of handloorn weavers." 1 

This was the industrial position in 1922 as surveyed by the Fiscal Commission. 
From the above it would appear that there were three types of engineering industries 
taken account of by the Commission, namely (1) Railway Workshops, (2) Private 
Engineering Workshops and (3) An Iron and Steel Industry which was reported as 
having made only a beginning. Tbe Association are not surprised at this census of 
the Engineering Industries of which the notice was taken by the Fiscal Commission. 
At that time in the field of Iron and Steel Industry there were only the Tata Works 
at J ?'rushed pur and that too in a struggling state. Since 1922 the development of 
Engmeering Industries in all the sectors has gone apace as would be evidenced from 
the following accounts which the Association give regarding the development of 
these industries. ' 

. Iron arul Steel Irulustry.-The iron and Steel Industry in India comprises of 
two sections: (1) The basic industry and (2) the steel re-rolling industry. The basic 
industry is in the hands of main producers who manufacture steel by using the Besse
mer Open Hearth Process. They melt the iron ore, make pig iron out of which they 
~nufacture steel, whereas the re-rollers use either billets or scrap and five of the 
1IDportant units in this section of the industry are equipped with electric furnaces 
to make steel from scrap by electric process. 

There are at present three workshops in the field of the basic steel industry, 
namely (1) Tata Works at Jarnshedpur (2) Indian Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., and 
Steel Corporation of Bengal, at Burnpore and (3) Mysore Iron and Steel Works at 
Bhadravati. The Indian Iron and Steel Co., was floated in 1918 and later on was 
amalgamated with Bengal Iron Co., in 1936. The capacity of the newly amalga
mated company was 850,000 tons of pig iron and 100,000 tons of cast iron pipes, 
sleepers and general iron castings per annum. The Steel Corporation of Bengal 
carne into existence in 1937 and set up a steel plant adjacent to the blast furnaces 
of the Indian Iron and Steel Co. The new Steel plant commenced production on the 
lOth November, 1939. The capacity of the Works is about 200,000 to 250,000 
tons per annum. 

The third main producer of iron and steel is the Mysore Iron & Steel Works at 
Bhadravati. About the year 1920 the Mysore Government erected the Works 
with a productive capacity of 28,000 tons of charcoal pig iron per year. A surplus 
was left after being used for cast iron pipes and to take care of the surplus a steel 
plant was added in 1934. It is understood that the capacity of the rolling mills 
is 28,000 tons of light structurals and bars. There is also a rod and strip mill with a 
capacity of 5,000 tons of hoops and another 5,000 tons of rods of quarter inch and 
below. 

1. Report of the In-lin.n Fisca.l Commission 1921-22. po.ro.. 31, page 80, 
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B~fore the war of 1939 India was producing about 1,750,000 tons of pig lron 
of which nearly l\0 per cent was used for makin~ steel and t~e remainder was u~ed 
in foundries in the country and exported outside. The chtef markets for Indian 
Pig were Africa. ,Java, Ceylon, Burma, the U. S. A, .Japan and the U. K. 
'!:he quantity of finished steelnumnfM~urcd came to about :750,00? tons per annum. 
In addition to these i30.000 tons offimshed steel produced Ill Indm the country was 
importing about 150,000 tons to 300,000 tons per annum, thus bringing tbe total 
consumption to nearly a million tons. 

Durin« the first vear of the war, Tatas added a Magnesite Plant for the production 
of magnesite peas end magnesit~ bricks. In ad~ition to th.is some other extensions 
have also taken phlce the most Imfortant of wluch are their Wlteel and Axle plant 
and the Toluene plant. The Mysorelron & Steel W~rks added a ~5 ton basi~ furnace 
together with two small electric furnaces which has mcreafed their :pro~~cllve rapa
city to well oYer 50,000 tons. My<ore has also manufactured ferro-silicon of the 
quality required, for the first time in India and India may be considered self suffi
cient so far as this alloy is concerned. The Steel Corporation of Bengal have added 
a new Duplex plant during the w2.r. 

Out of the ten blast furnaces working in India five belong to Tatas, one to 
Mysore and four to Indian Iron & Steel Co. Before the war wagons were manu
factured in India but wheels, tyres and axles had to be intported. However, with 
the operation of the wheel and axle pknt at Jam<hedpur this need has been met. 
Another notable achievement is the manufacture of high silicon rr.eets for the re-
quirements of the electric· a! industry of the country. ' 

Alloy Steel.-The most significant development during the war time has hee:n 
the manufacture of alloy, tcol and special stEels. Previously the production of alloy 
steel was only 250 tons per month which has now reached the figure of 1,000 tons per 
month. 

Alloy steel is the steel of the future as ordinary carbon steel is being gradually 
replaced in many manufacturing proces.es by alloy steel since the latter gives more 
strength for its weight and resists corrosion. India is well placed for the manufacture 
of alloy steel. Even before the war, low alloy steel w&s successfully manufactured 
by the Steel Industry in India under the names 'Ti8cor' and 'Ti8crom' but the 
impetus of war has given further confidence and experience in its manufacture 
since thousands of tons of special steels of varied specifications have been 
made in the c?untry for munition purposes \n electric furnaces a:nd by other 
processes and Ji can be stated that the industry has mastered the preliminary 
difficulties. The Jog H~·dro-Eleetric Sc·heme in Mysore when completed will 
add 64,000 H. P. from Sivasamudran and Shima Power Station to begin 
with. At its firo't stage of operation, Jog is expected to give 32,000 
H. P. b;r 1956, and.th~s help to make ~fysore the centre of alloy steel and other alloy 
~etals m~ustry, With Its cheap electnc power and chrome and other minerals found 
~ the neighbourhood. As regards further development in British India of the 
mdustry. ~f alloy steel and o~her alloy metals, help is required from Government (a) 
for prov>s~on of cheap ;lectriC power. (b) for a pilot plant to manufacture electra<!es 
for electric furna.e~s smce electr?des are a heavy item of expe:nditure in electric 
furnaces and prac!lcal research aided by Government is required to make electrode 
"!'amJ~acture. a success though m&ny J?rivate parties have been experimenting in this 
lme WJth vaned results, an~ (c) fo~ laymg down specifications for Government require. 
menta _of tool steel etc., With a VIew to utilising the specid alloy steels that can be 
made m the country most~y from materials available in this country. It may be 
ata ted here that the establishment of electrode industry in the country would be a 



great help to Aluminium Industry also. The r..lloy steel industry is the source of the 
very i!"portant industry of tool steel and machinery parts etc., and as such requires 
fostermg by the State. 

Other Achievement$.- Other war time achievements of the Indian Steel Industry 
u.re high speed steels for machhle tools, high carbon steels for the manufacture of 
mint dies arld certain other types of pla,in carbon for high explosive shells for ord
na,nce purposes. The making of high carbon tool steel has already resulted in the 
expansion of twist drill manufacture. This may lead to the establishment of such 
industries as razor blades, files, cutters, knives, dies etc. Nickel steel plates for gun. 
carriages and a special high aJloy nickel manganese st•el was also manufactured 
during the war. The Indian Steel Industry has also manufactured stainless steel. 
But it is understood that financial difficulties have rome in the way of its development 

Steel Re-rolling Industry.-The Steel Re-rolling Industry is of recent growth. 
In 1919 the idea of startmg the Steel Re-Rolling Industry was mooted ont but attained 
maturity only m 1929. The first re-rolling mills were engaged in rolling scrap accu
mulated in railway workshops. Subsequently a better class of scrap was imported 
and billets were purchased from the mam steel producers and these were rolled mtc 
nsefulsections require<! for construction and other purposes. Twenty years ago there 
were only 2 or 3 re-rolling mills in the country. But from 1935 onwa.rds largely owing 
to the feverish re-armament boom in Europe, the mdustry got a fillip and by 1940 
the number of mills roseto about 50. In the latter part of 1941 the war demand for 
steel became so heavy that the entire production of there-rollers was taken over for 
military purposes. This abnormal demand encouraged the establishment of new 
mills and there arose as many as 150 re-rolling mills of all sorts and conditions. 

There were 4 types of steel re-rollers during the war, namely, Class A-1, A, B, 
and C Class. A-1 were the mills which were highly efficient mills producmg specialised 
products ; Class A, less efficient ; class B still less efficient and class C least efficient. 
This classification was brought about during the penod of the warm order to enable 
the Government to allocate the available raw material !among these mills. B and 
C class re-rollers comprised the majority of the re-rolling mills and were about 90 
m number. Five ofthese have established electric furnaces and they can be regarded 
as secondary producers. At present there are only two classes of re-rollers, viz., 
regi.'ltered and un-registered. 

In the year 1933 the conditions obtaming m the Re-rolling Industry was sub
jected to expert scrutiny and investigation by the Tariff Board who reported as 
follows:-

"The mdustry is very new and inexperlenced and for the most part poorly 
equipped ........ we believe that as m England and elsewhere there 
is a place for these re-rolling mills m a well organi£ed mdustry and that 
the growth of re-r.:>llmg sectiop of the industry capable of dealing with 
small orders even of steel products which may compete with the out
put of the main steel producing works will be a natural and desirable 
outcome of the present tendency". 

The most serious problem confrontmg the re-rollmg industry is the acute short
age of raw materials. The stage has been reached when the re-rollmg mills collect
ively must either put up their own steel making plant and be self sufficient in the 
matter of raw material supplies or they must enter into .ome agreement with the 
mam producers which may enable them to put up further steel making capacity in 
their existing works exclusively for the re-rollers. 
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Before the war, tnis industty was protected by Govemment ~y e.xempting fore!gn 
billets etc., from impmt duty and by not subjectmg the re·rolling m.dustry workmg 
on scrap or purchased billets to the excise duty which the mam steelm~ustry had to 
pay. These advantages to the industry should continue but somethmg more has 
to be done to evolve order and rationalisatiOn at least for the C clas~ r:-rollers who 
are apt to mu!Liply inconveniently. The Government control on tnis l'!'dust;ry ~as 
to continue because then it would be 'possible to admit some sor! of ratlonabs~tion 
aiming at (I) zonal distribution of the industry to eradic&te unfair local competit~on 
(2) standardisation of products to eliminate indlimcnt units (3) control o~p~od':'cti'!n 
to avoid overlapping and ovei production and to render scope for specialisatiOn ~u 
different lines of production and (4) distribution of billets procured fi?m tne mam 
steel industry. 

Ancillary Indu.stry : 

Refractories--There are various industries ancillary to steel production w!rlch 
have developed since 1922. These are refractories like silica bricks, fire bricks, 
magnesite bricks etc., the estimated annual consumption of these is os follows:-

Fire Clay Bricks 95,000 tons 

Silica Bricks 25,000 tons 

Magnesite Bricks 4,000 tons 

C!Irome Bricks 1,500 tons 

The industry bas made great progress since 1939 aud the present production of_ 
refractories comes to about 190,000 tons per annum. 

Ferro-alloys.-In addition to these all steel manufacturers use some ferro alloys. 
The simplest ferro alloys are ferro silicon and ferro manganese_ The manufacture 
of ferro silicon has been started at Mysore during the war and it is considered that 

_they shall be meeting a substantial demand of the country. Ferro manganese is 
also ]llanufactured at Jamshedpur_ 

Associated Jndustries:-Since 1922 some other industries which are associated 
with the Steel Industry have been developed in the country_ These industries com
prise the manufacture of tinplate, bolts, nuts and rivets, steel castings, wire and wire 
products, wood and machine screws, expanded metal, wire mesh, wire gauge etc. 
These are all essential products in the industrial economy of the country. :Before 
the war (1939) India's requirements of 23,000 tons of bolts, nuts, and rivets were 
largely met from imports. Tinplate industry was started some 25 years ago and has 
now been definitely established. 

Tinpln!£ Industry:-The establishment of the Tinplate Industry in India dates 
back to the year 1920 but the actual production of tinplate started in 1923. This 
industry came within the purview of the Tariff Board in 1924. The Tariff Board • 
reported that the natural advantages which the industry for the manufacture of 
tin-plates were those which held good in the steel industry generally. The tin had to 
be imported but in this respect India was not worse off than the United Kingdom. 
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The progress of the Indian Tin-Plate Industry will be evidenced from the following 
figures of production : 

Year 

1929-30 

1930-31 

1931-32 

1932-33 

1933-34 

-1934-35 

1935-36 

1936-37 

1937-38 

1938-39 

Indian 
Production 

(tons) 

35,081 

37,868 

38,306 

38,967 

45,270 

49,934 

51,839 

52,643 

53,431 

46,761 

Imports 
(tons) 

31,087 

17,229 

7,584 

7,003 

7,240 

5,583 

6,488 

1,352 

7,441 

14,013 

Total Indian 
Consumption 

(tons) 

66,768 

55,097 

45,890 

45,970 

52,510 

55,517 

58,327 

53,995 

60,872 

60,774 

The progress of the industry since 1939 is indicated in the following table: 

Years 

1939 

1940 

1941 

1942 

1943 

1944 

1945 

1946 

froduction 
(tons) 

59,065 

61,787 

57,340 

58,335 

68,408 

73,512 

62,216 

58,250 
-·---· 
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Steel Castings:-The Steel Castings Industry was also started near about 1922 
and made rapid progress after 1935. This industry was examined by the Tariff 
Board in 1937 for protection and assistance. The economic position of the industry 
was summed up by the Tariff Board in the following words :-

"The industry at present worKs in a circle ; prices are fixed on the basis of 
present costs and costs cannot be reduced because prices are too high 
to secure orders sufficient to ensure an economic output". 

The main difficulty in the way of growth was dumping by Continental firms. 

The industry, however, developed as a result of the recommendations of the 
Tariff Board and the establishment of the Wagon building industry which was the 
second best consumer of steel castings the first being the railways themselves which 
ordered the wagons. During the war (1939-45) the industry witnessed a period of 
co:np~rative prosperity. An additional demand for castings was created by the 
war-time purchases of the Government. In common with a number of other 
Indian Industries, the steel castings industry was also subjected to Government 
control when it became evident that some measure of priority rating was absolutely 
indispensable t<> secure the most desirable sequence of deliveries. Accordingly a 
panel representative of almost the entire industry was constituted with representatives 
from the four important steel castings producers who between themselves command 
more than 75 per cent capacity of the entire industry. 

The present potential capacity of the industry is about 13,000 tons of steel 
castings per annum. The bigger of the Indian foundries are laid out for mass pro
duction of railway castings such as axle boxe., rubbing blocks, buffer plungers etc. 
Tin industry today, however, suffers from a serious drawback for want of sufficient 
machining capacity. 

Wire and Wire Nail lndustry:-India owes the wire and wire nail industry to 
the pioneering effort£ of the Indian Steel & Wire Products Ltd., which was formed in 
1919. Actuar operation commenced about 1923. The early history of this industry 
is full of vicissitudes and their progress during 1928-29 and 1932-33 will be evidenced 
from the follo\\ing fi,aures :-

Year Wire "\\'ircnails 

1928-29 • 1,898 tons 1,031 tons 

1929-30 865 , 1,090 , 

1930-31 1,819 1,554 ,, , 
1931-32 2,1!6 1,754 " " 
1!'32-33 4,952 3,678 " " 
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This industry too came in for review by the Tariff Board in 1932 as a result of 
which protection was granted to t 'I~ h1dustry under the shelter of which the industry 
made rapid progress. The present proJuction c_apacity of the industry is as under :-

Name of the article Productive capacity 

1. Bars & Wire Rods 
2. H. B. Annealed Wire 
3. Galvanised & Telegraph Wire 
4. Barbed Wire 
5. Wire Nails . 
~- Bolts, Nuts & Rivets 

(in tons per year) 

60,000 
43,000 

7,000 
6,000 
4,500 
1,000 

In addition to Indian Steel & Wire Products Ltd., there are other small manu
facturers of wire nails in the country. 

Woo<l Screw Industry.-The Wood Screw Industry has been developed in the 
country during the period of the last war. The industry came into being directly 
as a result of scarce conditions of supply created by the war. The present production 
of wood screws in the country is roughly 400 to 500 tons per annum. The demand is 
2,000 tons per annum. The industry has been hard hit owing to partition and keen 
competition from abroad. 

Bolts, Nu,ts and Rivets.-This industry has considerably developed during the 
last 20 years. The country imported roughly 23,700 tons of bolts, nuts and rivets 
before the war. The production of the industry at present is roughly 30,000 tons as 
against an annual demand of 50,000 tons. 

Expanded Metal.-The Expanded Metal Industry owes its origin and develop· 
ment to the World War II. The present production of expanded metal in the 
country is in the neighbourhood of 3000 tons, which is not only sufficient to meet the 
country's demand but can enable the country to export some quantity outside. 

Non-Ferrous Metal lndnstry.-The Non-Ferrous Metal Industries as they are at 
present carried on in Indi!> can be grouped as follows:-

Production of virgin metals from Indian ore deposits. This is pri=ry pro-· 
<luction. 

2. Reclamation of metals and alloys from scrap. That is secon<lary pro<lw;tion. 
3. Processing of metals mto semi-manufactures, and 
4. Fabricating and casting industry which makes finished products out of 

sheets, rods and bars etc. 

Non-ferrous industries in the country have developed only recently. The 
increased war demana fot non-ferrous metals and for the manufuctures thereof gave 
a strong fillip to their production in tho country !!ond this has had notable influence 
Oil the mining of ore and on the refining of scrap. Great impetus was also given to 
the m&Liufacture of the various alloys required for conversion !nto sheets, pipes, tubes, 
etc., required in electrical, automobile, shipbuilding, aircmft and other industries. 

Proiluction of Virgi» Metals.-At present India produces aluminium, copper, 
antimony &Lid load among metals. The production of copper is about 6000 tons, 
antimony 250 tons, lead 100 per annum. 

Aluminium.-The present productive capacity of aluminium industry in India 
may be taken at 3500 tons per =um for each of the two factories in the country. 
This will meet the entire dem&Lid for aluminium in the country. 

18 M. of Com, 



The .Aluminium Corporation of India manufi\cture metal fro~:n r.Iumin~ produ~eit 
from Indian bauxite and turn them into bars, sheets, and ~II'cles. ~he Indian . 
.Aluminium Co., Ltd., use both indigenous and imported alumma. They manufac •. 
ture ingot, sheets and circles etc. 

The greatest danger to the Indian in~ust~y is the en~rmous increase in the 
production of aluminium during the war per10~ ill coun~ries like Canada, Japan and 
the U. S. A. To giw an idea of the enormous mcrease It ma.y be stated thet acco~d
ing to the Canadian ~lm!!'t<>r of:r.Iunit.ion• during the war, 1\fr. Howe, the productiOn. 
in Canada was M fellows :-

1939 

1942 
194:{ 

83,000 short ton.:; 

3,35,000 , " 
5,03,000 u , 

' 
There are tine.. important industries connected with aluminium: 

(I) The productiOn of Metal from hamate. 

(2) Fabrication of the metal into bars, sheets and castings. 

(3) i\Ianufacture of consumer goods. 

Aluminium industrv has become very important because of increasing use that. 
:. made of aluminium ;n the automobiles, aircraft, chemical and other industries •. 

Besides owing to its lightness and compantive cheapness, aluminium is requiied in 
many other industries like chemical, metallurgical etc. The W ai of I !!39 has shown 
the great importance of aluminium which wrs used in the manufacture of auxiliary 
part.s of electrical transformers, field telephone parts, scientific instruments, a!U·· 
minium cables & conductors etc., etc. For active industrialisation of the country 
the aluminium industry must be protected iu order that it gets established in the 
country. 

Gopper.-India has only one copper smelter belongiug to the Indian Copper· 
Corporation Ltd., in the province of Bihar. The first refined copper in India was 
produced iu 1929. It produces about 6,000 tons of copper by treatillg about 350,000· 
tons of ore. In additicn to \irgin meteJ they manufacture brass and copper oheet 
and strip etc. 

Antimony.-One of the important developments dmiug the war was the begin
ning of manufacture of antimony in the country. There is only one smelter situated 
at Bombay which now uses imported antimony ore from Brazil after the part1tion 
of the country as their original supply used to come from Chitral ill theN. W. F. P. 
The present productiOn is about 250 tons per annum. The industry was examined 
by, the Tariff Board for protection and assist~nce and enjoys protection as accepted. 
by the Government. 

Lead.-The present productiOn of lead is about 100 tons a year which is rather· 
insignificant •s compared to the demand which comes to about 8,000 tons of lead 
both wrought and unwrought. The demand for lead sheets is likely to go up on 
account of development of electrical industries. Lead sheets accumulator plates 
and lead pipes are all manufactured in the country. ' 

Tin.-Tin industry is an important branch of the non-fmrous mew! industrial> 
because of its extensive use. It is used in the manufacture of anti-friction metal 
and solder. It is also used for the condenser manufacture in the electrical industry. 
During the war an attempt was made to refine imported tin from Burma but the 
imin:-try wa• lost owing to absence of imports when Burma became an activo theatre 
ofwat. 

MiscdlaneoU& Vir!Jin Metal Nan-Ferrous industries.-Undor the miscellaneous 
group full such industries as nickc·l, ruagn.csium, manganese, beryllium, arsenic,. 
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barium, tita.nium, chromium etc. The following table will indico.tc at a glance,. 
India's production of these metals and their consumption:-

Name of the 
metal 

India's demand India's production 

.....,------11---------1-------------

Nickel 

Manganese • 

Beryllium . 

Arsenic 

Barium 

'!ita.nium • 

~omium. 

3,000 tons per annum 

Exact tonnage i < not 
known but India•, con
sumption is very u,tle. 

Exact tonnage is not 
known. 

Very little 

About 200 tons 

Exact tonnage is not 
known but it 1s exten
sively used in the paint, 
ceramic and glass indus
tries. 

Not exactly known 

About 15,000 tons 

Nil 
Some 2,000 tons per year of Nickell 

Silver is also imported into India. 

About 43,000 tons of Magnesite· 
was mined in Indh in 1939. The 
whole of it is exported. 

Only a small fragment of the quan
tity mined wo.s uptil recently 
smelted for the production of 
ferro. m?.Ug?.m: se. Some 20,000 
tons of ferro manganese is being 
m:>nuf:1cturcd annually. Over 
95% of Mr.ng.".nf'So is t'xportc<:. 
India is one of the two principal 
producers of high gro.cl.e Mo.nga
nese in the World. 

Rajputana produces excellent Beqi 
for export. Between 1932-35 it 
exported between l 00 to 300 tons 
arulU"tlly. 

Before tho W"r Arsenic compounds 
were extracted in Chitral. Exact 
tonnage is not known, but thero 
&ore enough deposits to st<::..r~ an 
industry to meet the Indian de
m:ctnd both r.s metal and as com
pound. 

In 1941 the total L1dian production 
of Barytcs, the chief ore of B"ri
um was 22,250 tons which was 
chiefly used in the Pdnt Ltdus
try. 

The Bauxite deposits now worked 
for Aluminium Manufacture con
tain appreciable quantities of 
Tita.nium which can be recovered 
as a bye-product. No commer
cial production is at present 
undertaken. 

During war years tho production 
was about 50,000 tons but it 
can be d<weloped fm titer. 
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fuQ:a's demand India's production 

------------····-----------
Tung~tt-n The present ..,-.-:•:<umption 

of tungsten is not much 
but with the future ex
pansion of the steel in
dustry it is likely to be 
considerable. 

Production not undertaken at pre
sent. Wolfram which is the 
chief ore of Tungsten is found in 
workable amount.• in Rajputana 
and C. P. but no estimates of 
the re"""'··;es have so far been 
made. 

Xon..Jerro1113 refining ind•.'·'rnes.-Refini~g of non;ferrous_ ~eta! scrap is an im
portant industry. In conntr>es whore ther~ IS a paucity o_f v:n-gm met.al every effort 
!t:.s to be made to refine the scrap. Durmg the :tar this mdustry has developed 
cunsid~::"r<tbly. 

Kon-farou~ Mewl Manufru:ture.· ··.During the war India has ~ade great strides 
in the processing of non-ferrous metal aJloys an.J. could have made still better progress 
had it been possible to import modem plant with trained personnel. The greatest 
developmmt has been in th~ p10duction of wile, strip and rod, a field which has 
hardly been touched before the wm of 1939. The country is now manufacturing ~ll 
types of non-ferrous metal products like brass and copper wile, sheet and strip, rods 
and bars, lead pipes and lead sheets, bearing metals, gun metals, phosphor bronze, 
brdSS and copjkr sheets etc. 

The non-ferrous merol indust:y in Indi• is in its infancy Pnd this country has a 
long way to go ,f sl:>e is to take her proper plrce among the n~m-ferrous producers 
of the world. Specwlly, in VIew of her pauc1ty of raw m:.tmals, active steps are 
calle<i for. li In rna uses her opl_lortUPJties "ell -.nd geta astrkle II' time no.t or ly 
willEhe be able to snoolv n•T own expanding m!l.l'kets but moy P !so capture a portion 
of the eo.>km matkets. 

' . Machine Tools.-M•chme Tools is one of the mo!lt importont industries which 
has develm:ed durivg the W'r. Befme the war there was no regular machine tool 
inclustry ir lod1a Just befo:e the war, the great majority of the machine tools were 
imported. But during the war considerable development took place in this field. 

Tt.e rna< hin' tools manufs c-tured in lndh comorise, among others, lathes;-drilling 
machines, planing machines, shaping machines, moulding machines, gdnding and 
polishing eqnipments, shearing machin<'8. The production of machine tools during 
the last year came to about 1691. There are about a dozen first-class manufacturing 
firms in the country and the machine tool industry has now definitely come to stay 
in the country. 

The induotry was examined by the Tariff Board in 1946 but the working of the 
recommer.~ti< n• of the Tariff Board has been such that the industry has not been 
a hie to get any relief. The importance of the machine tool industry to the national 
< conomy of the country is very great. In a country like India where industrialisation 
has just begun a flourishing machine tool industry would he a powerful factor in the 
establbhment of new industries and th• development of exiHting ones. The machine 
tool indu;try cannot well exist anywhere but in a large industrial country and we feel 
that the pkns of industriw development for future India will provide the machine 
tool industry with a gie"t <>]Jportunity. "Just as cotton is the first industry to be 
&:t up when an agricultural country embarks on industrialisation so the manufacture 
of machinery will be the last _but one_ and ma<;hine Y>ol? last of all". It is extremely 
'lecessary that a strong machine tool mdustry IS mamtamed as a part of public policy_ 
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Small Too!s.-UJlder small tools are included (l) hand tools such as pick axes 
shovels, chisels, screw drivers and (2) metal cutting tools like twist drills and (3) 
wood working tools. Before the war the small tool industry was not ver:y much 
developed. The indigenous production could meet only lO per cent of India's 
total demand, the remaining 90 per cent being imported from abroad. 

During the war the industry got a strong fillip. In war time the production 
of small tools had been increased considerably as would be evidenced from the 
following figures of average annual production :-

Hammers. 5 lakhs 
Pliars 3 lakha 
Chisels 3 lakhs 
Screw drivers 3 lakhs 
Drills 4 lakhs 

The small tools industry operating in Indja produces a large variety of smal! 
tools and there are several factories big and small in the industry. The tools manu. 
factured by the industry have now reached a high degree of precision and the in
dustry is adequately financed and manned by suitable technical personnel. 

Mechanical Engineering Jnd11stry.-Mechanical Engineering is that branch of 
the Engineering Industry which concerns with the shaping, processing and treating 
of metals. In India the industry first sta.rted with the repairing of machines, 
their parts and other appliances. Thus in the first stage this industry was engaged 
in repairs etc. The second stage in the development of mechanical engineering en
visaged making of parts of machines, and in the third stage the development of 
mechanical engineering witnessed the manufacture of industrial plant and machinery, 
prime-movers and other types of machines. 

lnilu.trial Plant and Machinery.-This industry has made a headway only re
cently. The range of manufacture of industrial plant and machinery is so varied that 
it is not possible for us to indic..,te all the items. The Association, therefore, make 
only a passing reference to these industries in order to indicate the development 
that has already taken place since 1924. 

Textile M acMnery.-The manufacture of textile machinery in India was started 
after 1930. The country now manufaCtures in the field of spinning machinery, spin
ning rings, ring frames, flutted rollers and" large number of spares. In the field of 
weaving machinery the country manufactures looms and all the necessary parts. 
The industry is quite self. sufficient in regard to the manufacture of finishing machinery 
like dyeing, bleaching, etc. One of the long-felt difficulties of the textile industry 
has been that it has had to depend on foreign countries for the fabrication of textile 
machinery and parts with the result that in timrs o' crisis like war its efficient 
working and <xprmsion are seriously hindered. The establishment of the textile 
machinery industry, therefore, fills an important gap in the industrial economy of the 
country. 

Sugar Mill Machinery.-Mter the textile machinery, sugar machinery ranges 
first in the list of India's requirements for industrial plant and machinery. The 
manufacture of sugar machinery on any large scale has recently begun in the country 
and there is a large number of factories doing casting work for sugar machinery 
and others which manufacture sugar machinery parts. Regarding the ability of 
the Indian Engineering industries to manufacture sugo,r machinery the Sugar Panel 
appointed by the Govermnen~ of India in their report observed as follows :-

"Detailed enquiries have been made by the Institute to ascertain the possi
bilities for the fabrication of sugar >-lachinery by engineering firma in 
Imlia. It hns been found. that there ar. several such firms possessing 
equipment suitable for this type of work who would presumably gladly 
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take it up now that the pr~sure of work in connection with the war is 
reduced. The Panel accordingly recommends that a Central Expert 
Organisation at.~ohed possibly to the office of the Sugar Controller or 
the Imperial Institute of Sugar Technol?g:!', Cawnpore, ~ho~d be set 
np for ascertaining require..oents ; or classU:VI,ng and con~olidntmg them ; 
for. the programming of their supply ; for toe preparatiOn of supply ~f 
design ; and for organising contacts between factory owners and engi
neering workshops". 

V'gctaUe Ghee Plant.-The manufacture of vegetable ¥hee plants in India. is 
carried on in its entirety. The industry has already supplied complete plants m
cluding post and pre-refineries and hydrogenation to a number of firms manufac~uring 
veaetnble ghee. The foundry, machine shop, and structural shops are well eqmpped 
fo; the fabrication of these plants. The Indian industry is able to guarantee earlier 
-deliveries, efficient working, and service facilities. 

Fir.e Chemical Plank! and Machinery.-The manufacture of parts of chemical 
plants has been carried on in India for some time past, Rotary driers stills, acid 
pots, e..-aporators etc., have been manufactured in the co~try. Similarly, :water 
.softening plants, filters and a large number of others are bemg manufactured m the 
wuntry. If the proper materials could be locally produced, many of the stan
dard equ.ipments can very easily be made in the country. 

Soap ar.d Coomftic Machin<ry.-The Indian Engineering Industries are also 
manufacturing machinery for soap and cosmetics industry. Machineries like soap 
plodding machines. soap kettles, caustic soda tank, soap calling frames are ail being 
manufactured in the country. 

Miscdlo.n<eus group.-There is no planned production of machinery required 
by cement, paper, paint, rubber factories etc. The Engineering firms in the country 
have, however, in the past manufactured machinery parts according to the require
ments of indiridual parties and these industries may now be regarded as having 
begun regularly though in a small way. 

DiHel Oil E"l}iJUs.-The pioneering efforts in the field of diesel oil engines have 
been made by :IIfs. Cooper Engineering Ltd., Satnra, which was started in 1922. 
In 1932 the manufacture of internal combustion engines was introduced with a. 
range of solid injection type diesel oil engines in sizes from 7 B.H.P. to 20 B.H.P. 
During the war the manufacture of these eu.,.mes had to be ste;;ped up. Their range 
of industrial engines now includes cylinder, horizontal, cold starting, solid injection 
4 cycle types from 4 B.H.P. onwards ; twin cylinder type from 100 to 200 B.H.P. 
and 4 cylinder type from 200 to 256 B.H.P. together with the Tecently introduced 
design of 10 B.H.P. high speed engine operating at 1,000 R.P.M. Mfs Kirloskar 
Brothers Ltd. another firm of pioneering engineers has established a factory at Poona 
for the manufacture of diesel oil engines. Their programme of manufacture includes 
from 5 B.H.P. to 300 B.H.P. to start with. They have already started manu
facture since last year. 

Road Making machinery -The chief items under road making mechinery are 
Bitumen ~oilers and mixer.;. These items are being manufactured in the country 
for some t1me past and th<: present production comes to about 1,000 pieces per 
year. The present productton capacity of asphalt mixers and concrete mixers comes 
to about 60 pieces per annum. 

Rcllf' Rolkrs.-Thr. !!lannfacture of diesel engine road rollers has also now been 
started m the country. The Government of India have a contract with l\fls. 1\fnr
shalls of Gainsborongh, England for the manufacture of 1 000 road roller~. Tata 
Locomotive and Engineering Co., Ltd., are the sub-contram;,;rs of Mfs. Marshalls and 
they are at present making in co-ordination with Mfs. Marshalls 20 road rollers a 
month. Mfs . • Jessop & Co., Calcutta are also manufacturing road roiiers for the 
Government. 
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Manufacture. of Boilers and Locomotives.-A subsidiary of the Tata Iron & Steel 
·Co., the Tata Locomotive and Engineering Co., Ltd., have successfully started the 
manufacture of boilers for locomotive after overcoming the initial difficulties. 
They are making now 4 to 5 boilers per month. This company's programme is to 
make ultimately 100 locomotives per year and 100 additional boilers, whereas Gov
ernment locomotive Factory at Mihijam now under construction will make 120 
locomotives and 50 additiona · ':>o.:ers per year. 

Weighing Machines and Jacks.-The manufacture of weighing maclrlnes in 
India was started much beforQ the war and two of the important units that were 

·engaged in this line of manufacture are the Star Iron Works, Lilooah, and the India 
Machinery Company Ltd., Calcutta. The growth and development of' sugar 
·industry and later on the war of 1939 gave a strong fillip to the industry and the 
productive capacity of the firms expanded grea.tly. The increased production was 
achieved by the old firms due to their greater concentration on this item. 

There is a vast field for the weighing machine industry in India in the manu
factw:e of new types. 

In addition to weighing machines, jacks are also manufactured. In 1943 India 
produced some 15,000 jacks but there exists a capacity for over 75,000 units per 
annum. 

' Water fi.ttim.gs.-Before the war there was no organised production of water 
·fittings of standardised designs. India had to depend largely upon imports for her 
Tequirements. But during the war the manufacture of these articles was encouraged 
by the Government by placing large orders with them and supplying raw materials 
at controlled rates. 

The raw materials required for the manufacture of water fittings are: brass, 
copper, gun metal ingots, scrap and zinc. The brass and gun· metal ingots form the 
basic raw material. These are melted in small crucible furnaces and the molten 
parts are then treated on lathes and various other operations of screwing, threading 
and cutting and grinding etc., are performed. Then the parts are fitted, chilled 
.and buff polished. 

The industry has made considerable progress during the war years. The 
Indian production of water fittings like bib cocks, glob valve etc., are produced in 
·sufficient quantities and good quality. 

Centrifugal and Hand Pumps.-The in.dustry existed in India before the war, 
"the four important firms engaged in the manufacture of centrifugal and hand puml?s 
being Mfs. Kirloskar Brothers Ltd., Kirloskarvadi, Mfs. Jtoyi Ltd., Baroda, Mjs. 
1'. S. G. & Sons, Coimbatore. and Maya Engineering Works, Calcutta. As a result 
-of the impetus given by the war several other small firms came into the field to meet 
"the civilian demand because the manufacture of these old established firms went 
"to meet the demand of the Government. .During the war the production of Cen
-trifugal pumps received a set. back on account of non·availability of ball and roller 
beo.rings but it has now gained momentum again because the war time difficulties 
do not exist. 

Hand operated pumps are also manufactured in India by a large number of 
:firms. In the case of hand pumps India's produetion is quite sufficient to meet the 
demand. 

Electrical Engineering Industries.-The development of electric power is a great 
desideratum for the development of all modern industries. It is a chief motive 
power for industries. In addition, electricity is essential for r<Lising the standard 
~f living of the people. The development of electricity meets the shortage of coal 
and oil fuels. The electricity will also l>c .:-equired for transport purposes, specially 
for the electrification of railways, in order ~o conserve metallurgical quality of coking 
eoal and in the extended use of tram cars, consumption of electricity would increase 
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greatly. The use of electricity in lighting and air ~onditioning is daily !ncreasing· 
India possesses vast natural resources for generation of Hydro·Eleotrio Power. 
The potential reserves are estimated at about 27 million Kilowatts of which about 
half a million Kilowatts only have been used so far. 

With the greater consumption of electricity, the development of. electrical 
engineering industries had taken place before the war of 1939. These Importa"!t 
electrka1 industries, namelv, electric wires end cables, electric fans and electric 
lamps had got definitely established. The manufacture of electric motors, transfor
mers etc.,-had begun on a small scale before the war of 1939. The war of 1939 
presented a tremendous opportunity to the development of the existing electri
cal industries. The industries that greatly expanded their production were electric 
fans, lamps, motors; wires and cables and secondary batteries, dry batteries and 
cells distribution transformers and electric lighting accessories. Since the Fisc<d Com. 
mission reported in 1922, all the electrical industries have developed in the Collllt.ry 
beyond measure. It is significant to note that inspite of the adverse circ1•mstances 
obtaining in the country, e!ectrlce.l engineering industries were the few ofthose whlch 
did not at all approach for protection. 

Electric FanB.-Eiectric Fan industry in India was started in 1924 by the India 
Electric Works Ltd., which for a considerable time remained the only manufacturer 
of Electric Fans in this country. The success achieved by this pioneering Company 
attracted other firms to come into the field and before the war of 1939 half a dozen 
factories had been established. The pre-war production of electric fans of India 
came to about 30,000 ceiling fans and 5,000 table fans, the table fans being manu
factured by India Electric Works Ltd., alone. 

When the war broke out, electric fans were in great demand and the production 
of electric- f~ns incr<attd gre&tly as would be evi<!enccd from the folk wing figures:-

year Ceiling fans Table fans 
1940 38,000 6,800 
1 g.u 47 ,8oo 9, 6oo 

19-!2 38,40U ll,UOU 
19-!3 41,~00 10,000 
194-! 1,05,000 30,000 

It is estimated that India's present production is about 180,f,lll ru annum 
with the production capacity at 300,000. The country is self-odE< krt in this rro. 
duct aud if more raw material is available, it is exrectcd th:it t!:.c ir.dt:,try can lc<. ve 
an exportable surplus. 

. E~c~ric Lomps.-'U.e manufacture of incar,dcHcnt d«tri<· I< n•r, ""' •tm1ed 
m India m about 1929. Before the war India was consuming about 14 milli~n• of 
bulbs of which about 11 millions were imported • 

. The war gave a treme.ndous fillip to this industry as well and the production 
durmg the war years v.as of the following order :-

1942 
19-!3 
19H 

• • • 
• 3! millions 

• • 3! ii 
• 5 , 

At present there are _l2la~p factories in India and their total production 
~pactty co~ws t? about 1" nullion.s of ~ulbs JJCr ann_um. By l!J50 the capacity 
ts .~ be gre«.tly tn<Teased. ~e produetwn of elcetriC lrmps in 1U47 was 7 ·62 
millions and 1n 1948, 9 ·13 mtlhone. By 1949 the industry hores to have an export
able surplus. 

Elect'fc Motors.-Eiectric _lllotor Ir,duetry in India ""s alw dnelv].<d after 
the appmntment of the ]:rt\lous Fieu.l Ccmmi>sion. 'Ihe fTCffJ;t prcduotion 
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capacity is about 20 thousand motors per annum. The Kirloskar Electric Co., 
Ltd., Bangalore which was started a couple of years ago has plans to manufacture mo
tors up to 300 H.P. The power is tl:c life blood of modern industries and es such the 
development of electric motor industry has ~' great n.ational importance. 

Electric Wires anil Oables.-Bcfue the war of 1939 there was only one concern 
in India namely Indian Cable Company, a British concern in origin. But its pro
duction wa" small and major portion of India's demand for wires and cables was 
met by imports. When the wn· hoke Clit, the import fell off and the Gm·ern
mcnt of India was faced with the problem of enhancing the local production. .As a 
result another important unit was established under the name and style of 
Nr,tional Insulated Cable Co., of India Ltd., who establisht•o. a factory in O.P. and 
later on removed it to Calcutta. 

· The Indian Oa.ble Industry at present is manufacturing bare copper wire, 
cotton covered wire, rnamelled. '''ire, c:nrl V.I.R. cr,blm~. ']]:e rnanufE.rture of cables 
and wires in 1948 was as follows:-

Bare copper conductors 

V.I.R. Cables 

5,880 tons 

22 million yds. 

In,dia has now begun to n1anufucture winding wires as 'veil on a. 5mr..ll scale, 
the production of which in 1948 was 330 tons. 

Electric Lighting Accessories.-.Accessories for electric lighting include tumbler 
switches, ceiling roses, plugs, wall sockets, cutouts, lamp holders etc. The industry 
has been started after the Fiscal Commission reported in 1922. During the war, 
the development of the industry was held in abeyance on account of non-availability 
of bakelite powder, but however, the industry made a great headway on account of" 
the help rendered by the Government. The present production of the industry is in 
the neighbourhood of 300,000 dozens of all types of electrical <J.CCessories. The 
industry has been recently examined by the pre"ent Tariff Board for protection 
and assistance. 

Conduit Pipes.-Conduit pipes are pipes made of steel which are used for 
covering electric wires .. 

They are of two classes (1) soli~ drawn and (2) welded. Both of these types 
. may be either galvanised or black enamelled. 

Before the war Conduit Pipes were not manufactured in the country. Th<> 
industry was started during the war. The industry is mostly in the hands of small 
manufacturers as the industry is a simple one. 

Black A_dhesive Tapes.-Biack .Adhesive Tapes are used for electric,insulation. 
This industry was also started during the war. The total production at present is 
about 5 tons per annum. 

Distribution Transformers.-Distribution transformers of standard and indus
trial types up to 500 KV .A capacity and up to 11,000 volts capacity on the H.T. 
side were first manufactured in 1936 by the Government Electric Factory, Bangalore. 
During the war, the industry expanded and two more companies namely the .Asso
ciated Electric Industries (India) Ltd., Calcutta and Crompton Parkinson (Works} 
Ltd., Bombay also entered the field. The in~t<illed capacity is 175,000 KV.A and 
1947 and 1948 production figures arc 23,000 ~-I A and 82,000 KV .A respectively. 
In terms of quantity the production during the war years was as follows :-

1942 
1943 
1944 

• 
• 

• 

The pre-war figure was only 60. 

• 

200 
600 

1,ii00 
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Dry Batteries and Cdls.-Thc manufacture of dry batteries and cells was started 
"before the war of 1939, but imports on a large scale principally from the U.S.A. 
were also coming in. ,-The Estrella Batteries: Bombay and National Carbon Co., 
Ltd., Calcutta, are the principal manufacturers of dry batteries and cells. War gave 
a great impetus to this industry which now comprises dry batteries for aircraft 
wireless equipment, field tcle?hones and testing apparatus, etc. The number 
·of batteries manufactured in 1948 came to 123,830,055. 

Seoondary BaUeries.--Secondary batteries which are otherwise known as elec
tric accumulators are mostly used by the motor car industry. The two important 
Companies before the war were Amco Ltd., Bombay and Estrella Batteries, Bombay. 
Now there are many other firms engaged in the _production of motor car batteries. 

·There are two types of these batteries namely (1) lead acid type with plates and lead 
·dilute sulphuric type as electrolite and (2) Alkaline type with composition of iron 
and Potassium Hydrate as electrolite. The production of motor car batteries in 
1948 was 100,000 in number, the demand being about 250,000 in number. 

Broadcaoting Receivers.-There are a large number of small factories manufac
-turing broadcasting receivers in the country. The National Radio and Engineering 
·Co. of Bombay is the ouly large manufacturer of necessary components. This firm 
has already been carrying on the manufacture of a variety of components on a pilot 
scale and has a small chemical laboratory to help processing of raw materials. It 
is understood that the National Radio Engineering Co., Bombay and R.C. Co., Ltd., 
London have entered into an agreement for further development and Radio manu
·facture and distribution in India. The Mysore State. it is understood is planning 
i:o set up a radio factory in collaboration with a "·ell-known Continental Radio 
Manufacturer. -

Ball Bearing.-A factorv for the manufacture of ball bearings and steel balls is 
being set up at Jaipur by ·~Iessrs. National Bearing Co., Ltd. This factory is 

·expected to begin production in another two months' time. Ball bearings are 
required for a large variety of mechanical appliances and the establishment of this 
industry on proper lines should be regarded as a great national asset. 

Structural Engineering.-Structural Engineering is one of the most imp~rtant 
branches of engineering industries. It is a specialised industry and requrres a 
~ge workshop and mechanioal equipment on a large scale. The work carried on 
IS mostly of the jobbing nature which implies that the same machinery can be utilised 
for manufacturing a large number of structures of widely different varieties. In 
normal times India produces the following categories of structural :-

(1) Aeroplane Hangars of various designs and construction 
(2) Jetties 

(3) Press steel tubs, cisterns etc. 
(4) Building Steel Work 
(5) Railway Bridges 

(6) Steel Frame Structures for building, workshops etc. 
(7) Floating docks etc. 

The industry is highly concentrated in and around Calcutta and in the Provinces 
-of Bihar and Bombay. 

IJu:ing the War, the,industry manufactured floating docks which WIIS one 
of the nnportant achievements of the industry. Before the war India's capacity for 
~ctural e':gineering, was not utilised in fiiU but the war time demand gave strong 
fillip to the mdustry and the capacity may now be estimated at anything between 
one lakh and one and half lakh tons per year • 

. Shipping and Sh!P J!uilding Industry.-The dead weight tonnage of present 
Indian merchant marme 1B about 5,50,000 tons. Progress hilS been made but at 8. 



·hea~y cost. . Last year the Scindia Steam Navigation Company called for new 
~apttal and tts shareholders contributed Rs. 7,30,000 for the development of this 
mdustry. It further issued Rs. 5 ~rores worth of debentures to finance its forward 
looking poli?Y· It. has two overseas services. Six ships are run on India/America 
ro_ute and etght shtps are run on India/U.K. Service. Scinc\ia is also co·operating 
With the ~over~ment of India in the formation of Indian Eastern Overseas Shipping 
C?rporat~on whteh• will have a capital of Rs. 10 crores in financing:lwhich Government 
will provtde 51% of the capital and Scindia 49%. This first of the proposed three 
sen.li.~ationaliserl corporations will operate in the Ncar East, Far East and Australia. 
Thts IS the first important step taken by Government since the publication of the 
P'?li?y Committee's report on Indian Shipping in 1947. The present target is 2 
m!lhon tons of merchant shipping for India in the next five to seven years. As 
regards ship building, the target is 150,000 tons annually for the next five years. 
Besides ~cindia, the Indian Steamship Co., Ltd., of Calm;tta has also started over-

=-seas serVIce. 

so·ne of the pre~:mt rliffi~:.tlt\e3 of Indian Shipping are ghl'"an below. 

. We hose el'Owhere deo,lt with the ad.vers~ effects of partition on our shipping 
md~stry, the unequal treatment of our ships at Karachi and Chittagong, the con
gestion of the Bombay port owing to diversion of cargo for Upper India traffic pre
viously shipped to Karachi ani routo:l thr0u.,.h the N.W.R. Pa,kist!ln's tonnage of 

,shipphg is 88,00) tom of wlticlt 46,00() tons ;{re owned and the rest chartered. 

The disturbed comlitions in Burma have shrunk the import and export businesS 
of In,lia with that country. For instance previously India was importing 18 lakh 
tons of rice per year from Burma; this is now reduced to 2t lakh tons. 

There is so much congestion at the Bombay port and the idle time spent at 
that port before getting a berth for loading or unloading has so much increased, 
that some steamer lines have ceased touching at Bombay, because the cost of each 
idle day spent at port for an 8,000 tanner is about £500. Owing to the inordinate 
delays in getting a berth at the Chittagong harbour, both Scindia's and Indian Steam
ship Coy's steamers have ceased to call a.t Chittagong. Previously the average 
number of days spent in a port in a year were 168 and those at sea 197 ; now it is the 
reverse .corresponding figures being 219 and 146 with great loss to the steamship 

·compames. 

Steamship Companies' business with K•r~chi has declined. For instance 
Scindia. did buoiness with Kar<>chi and earaed freight of Rs. 20,39,000 from July 
to December, 1947 whereas the busit\es; fr"m January to June 1948 was only worth 
about Rs. 8,21,000. 

Seamen's wages have gon,e up five times the prewa.r wage. There is a great 
·dearth of dock officers an.d en.gineers to man new ships. Govemment is looking 
into this question. The present congestion in the C>lcutta port is due partly to the 
.insufficiency of river pilots. During the war there were, it is reported, 42 pilots; ' 
I\OW the number is reduced to about 25. It takes 2! years, to train new pilots. 

It is not possible to finance the replacement of old ships with new from the 
, depruciation funds as the new ships cost three to four times the original value where
as the deprJciation fund haB been built up on the basis of original value and not 
roplaoement value. II\ other W'lrd' when Government is allowing .depreciation 
allowa,nce on the basis of origin&! value pf ships and taxes the rest of the revenue, 

:it is taxing pJ.rtly ca.pitu.l and not ravenue. 

Soindia has completed J"la Uslm, an 8,000 tonnor in the Comp~ny's yard at 
"Vizagapatam, Jaluprabha has been launched and Jala·Pr.tkash is U!!dor construc
tion. Jala.Usha cost 68 lakhs of rupees nearly double the amount of a British 
ship of the same type and tonnage. It was a pioneer venture. There were a. 

.number of dtfficnlties to be overcome prMtio~>lly everytbing except ship plates and 
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a few steel sections had to he imported; labour which had to b_e train~ fot this n_ew· 
industrv went on 3 months' illegal strike and usual delays m rece1pt of foreign. 
materW delayed the completion of tho ships ~uch }'oyond cxpccktio.n .. When. 
these lUlf,wourable factors are taken into consideration, the hea Yj" cost 1~ not 
surprising since it is calculated that to construct this .type of 8,000 tonne! would 
haYe cost owr Rs. 96 lakhs in Italy, over Rs. 73 lakhs in Canada and over Rs. 69· 
la.khs in Austmfu. In other words If we have to have a modern merchant marine 
for purposes oftmde and defence, we must P?-Y th~ ~ost, hefLvy as _it m:-y.be 
sine<.> it appears that neither our merchant marmc shippmg n, ·· Jur ship budding 
in the present circumstances can subsist without subsidy from th~ State. Again 
the old question o.rises. Where is the money to come from ! Unless both workern 
and employers venture forth and work hard to produce new we'llth ·to support 
nation building activities of the State we should remain cont<>nt to be a. fourth rate 
State at the mercy of any aggressor nation. 

One of the reasons that mows the Gowrnment of India to help in the den· lop. 
ment of Indian shipping is the saving of dollar exchange by bringing food from hard 
currencv countries in Indian bottoms. It is understood that in 19±6 thl' total freight 
charges" paid on food grains into India amounted to Rs. 17 crores. Out of this 
about R>. 4 crores were paid on dollar ships; also from April!. to August 14, 1947, 
the total freight <:>harges were Rs. 22 crores, freight charges on dollar ships amounting 
to Rs. 1·95 crores. At. present it is ca.lculated that the current freight charges per 
ton of food grains from the U.S.A. is about 19 dollars which works out to 20% of 
the cost of the food grains. This would indic<tto the me&sure of economy in dolla.r 
exchange attainable by bringing food from herd currency countries in Indian ships. 

Engineering Store<~ 

Croted Abm.,ive Industry.-The Coated Abrasive industry we.s started in 
India. in 1038. CDated Abrasives are essential in engineering and other iudustric B· 
fnr d.raiding, polishing and sharpening metals of nil types. There are 4 important 
pr'JduceiS of abrasiyes and the total production capacity of tlw industry is about· 
20,),000 ren.ms per annum, the production during the year 1948 being 40,600 reams. 

Belting.-The belting industry of Indie. wc.s started in 1929 by the Bcngd Belt. 
ing Works Limited, Calcutta. The ent;rccindustry is located in and ;,round Cdcut ta. 
The indJLstry is capable of meeting the entire demand of the country. Indn•Lry 
manufuctures all types of belting both co.nvas e.nd hair. The production in HH8 · 
was 661 tons a.s against the tot<>! capacity of about 1500 tons per annum . 

. St-..el Belt Lac.ing awl BeU Fasteners.-The steel belt lacing industry wa.s started 
durmg the war and is in a position to meet a portion of Indi<J.' s demand. Similarly 
belt fasteners are also manufactured in the country on small scale. 

Grinding Whe<Z8.-Grinding wheels are essential for engineering industries. 
They are required mostly for grinding iron and steel matcrbls. There are two 
firms manufacturing grinding wheels in the country anrl the inrlustry is a protected 
one. 

8cie11tjjic Instruments.-The industry is only of recent origin. There are about 
half a dozen of firms at pres~nt manufacturing scient~c instruments in the country. 
In the present set up of the mdustry, one of the standing proble!UB is to standarcl.i>!e 
the types of instruments produced and used in the country. 

P.ailway Engiru;ering .. -There .is a. number of engineering workshops in the. 
C)Quntry manufact_urmg railway engmeermg stores of all types and description. This 
mdustry has consrderabl:y developed and alm?'~t all the railway.·engineering require
ments can be produced m the country. Railway wagons are manufactured in the 
coun~ by four firms. The total output before tho war was about 3000 wagons
per year. 



Automobiles.-General Motors •.nd Ford Motors have, for a long time, large 
-workshops equipped to assemble imp•'rted parts of automobiles. Others followed 
in the line and they have done good wvck in the training of workers in this special 
:Jine. There are also Indian Companies solely devoted to such assembly work. 
"These plants in 1947 assembled 10,433 oars and 9,418 trucks. 

Hindustan Motors Ltd., registered in 1942 are the first to set out in the difficult 
·v:enture of manufacturing motor oars in India. Their paid up capital is Rs. 5 crores 
.and their well-laid out main workshop near Calcutta was completed in 1948. They 
'have entered into agreement mth )forris ~Iotors and Studebaker Export Corporation 
tfor techuioal assistance. 

1Ies<rs. Premier Automobiles Ltd., Bombay were registered in 1944 mth an 
authorised capital of Rs. 10 crores of which 2! crores is the issued capital. They are 
<>onnected mth Chrysler Group of U.S.A. and wjll manufacture Dodge, Desoto 
Motor cars and Dodge and Fargo trucks. Their assembly plant has started opera
tion since 1947. It is understood that Messrs. Austins have also entered into agree
ments with a firm which has been registered in l\Iadras under the name and style of 
.Ashoka l\Iotors Ltd. 

Bicycle.-Bicycle industry in India has been started during the war." There 
'are at present 3 cycle manufacturers in the country, one in Bombay, one in Patna; 
both of which are manufacturing complete_ cycles and factory No. 3 at Calcutta 
Testricting itself to make cycle accessories. The manufacture of bicycles in 1948 
-<:arne to 64,740 numbers. 

Air Transport Indu.stry.-In India we have also now begun to manufacture 
aircrafts in addition to operating air lines. Hindustan Aircraft Ltd., was formed 
to undertake the manufacture of aircraft in India. From August, 1942 to 31st 
March, 1946, this organiaation was under the sole control of Government maiuly 
repairing U.S.A. and R.A.F. air-crafts. From lst April, 1946 this organisation 
started work as a commercial concern, the l\Iysore Government and the Government 
·of India being the principal shareholders. This Comapny has also undertaken as 
a temporary measure construction of railway coaches and several J coaches have 
.already been supplied to the Railway Board. Very important from the national 
point of view is the work the company is doing on designing and construction of 
.aircraft in India. It employs about 3,800 literate men who make an efficient labour 
force for the Company. This is a uuique achievement for the industry. 

Light Erl{lineering lndustry.-There are a number of other engineering industries 
IDre manufacture of Hurricane Lanterns, Malleable Iron Castings, steel furniture, 
manufacture of containers etc., which is carried on in the country. The manu
facture of sewing machines is catTied on by Messrs. Jay Engineering Works Ltd., 
at Calcutta whose present production is 2500 machines per month. There are about 
.half a dozen concerns engaged in the manufacture of Hurricane Lanterns whose total 
production in India in 1948 came to about 2 millions of lanterns. Malleable iron 
castings are made by two concerns in the country and they supply the requirements 
of Jute, Cotton 1\Iills, and Railways etc. Steel furuiture Industry is now well 
-established and can stand on its feet mthout any fear of foreign competition. 
Another important industry which is being carried on in the country is the manu
facture of tyres and tubes whos9 production during 1948 was Cycle tyres 3,160,000, 
·Cycle Tubes 4,00,000, :!.Iotor Tyres 790,000, Motor Tubes 730,000. 

The country also has e<n enamelled ware industry. It can meet the total 
·demand of India. 

Question 6.-To what e:rtent do you think our industrial development still falls 
'8hort of our essential requirements? Would b<n' lwt cntr main deficiency? 

• Lines of Manufacture.-The Association would give below the main deficiency 
-of the country in the matter of engineering industries. In the field of Iron and 
;Steel Industry, the country requires a modern automatic cold rolled steel strip mill 



special steels of the types that are not yet manufactured; high tensile steel wire for
wire ropes, electrodes, certain ferro-alloys. stainles.s steel sheets etc. In the field 
of non-ferrons metal industries, the country reqmres the development of almost. 
all the vir<!in metals except aluminium, the production of which is sufficient to meet 
the dema,;"d of the country for the •present. Although a good start has been made
in providing facilities for th<> production of heavy m.achin~ry but. the c'?m~try h?s 
yet to go a lon<T"Wfl.V in deyeloping her hNn~y machmery mdustrtes. S1milarly m 
the field of heary electrical industries, the country is deficient. The average facilities. 
which constitute the basis for building an electrical machinery industry are sadly 
lacking in the country. The country also requires enamelled wire, winding wire 
and insulating materials industries. Caps and wires for lamp industry are also
necessary. A start has been made in establishing a machine tool indnstry but for 
the manufacture of heavy machine tools facilities are not yet available in the country. 

In regard to the deficiency in the lines of manufacture we would like to point 
out that it is very necessary that the branch of the engineering industry which deals 
with design and manufacture of dies, ,Jigs and small tools etc., requires special 
technical knowledge and workmanship and should be developer! as it will greatly 
relieve the burden of all 'the engineering concerns. 

At present the difficulty of the manufacturer in India is that he has to manu
facture all the things from A to Z from a small tool to huge castings. It is not so 
in other countries. This involves huge capital outlay all round, and employment 
of a large number of workers. It is, therefore, essential that we should rationalise 
our manufacture. 

I' olum~ of Produdion.-Xo statistics are available with the Association. 

Overhead and operative cwt.-O,·erhead and operative costs in Indian factories. 
are very high. The cheapness of Indian labour is not borne out by facts as the 
productive efficiency of an Indian workers is not the same as of his counter-part in 
the west. Experts opine that even under Indian conditions, the efficiency of labour 
can be substantially increased provided labour decided to put in more effort. 

Quality of Management.-With certain exceptions the quality of management 
in India is not as satisfactory as it should be. l\1anagement requires improvement 
on the lines of the westem countries and the Association feel that the introduction 
of scientific management in Indian indnstries would go a long way towards intro
ducing improvemt•nt. 

. Supply of Capital.-Capital in India is scarce and the formation of capital is 
Yather stagnan~ on "":co.unt. of high ~ax~tion of corporate and individual profits_ 
For successful mdnstrialisation of India, It appears that the Government will have 
to finance expansion of existing plants and establishment of new ones. 

Availahility of Raw Materials, F11el and Power.-Iron and Steel is the bread of 
engineering indnstries and it is very scarce. Since the war has ended most of the 
engineering indnstries have been working at much below tJ:,eir capacity and it ia 
Tery necessary that production of steel should be enhanced. Efforts should also 
be made to manufacture locally the raw materials which are at present imported 
from outside. 

A_vaiklbilit1f of High Gra~;. Technical Ability.-There is a great scarcity of 
technically tr"'!'<:<i m~n ar.d It .'s necessar,Y that a comprehensive plan should be 
made for proVIding h1gh technical educatwn to Indian personnel. 

FJ!!'ilities for technologiw! train~''!! and research.-These instruments of progress, 
ap~ _from what has .been rmprovlSed under the stress of war by the Board of 
3CJentific and lr..dustn:<l ~searc~, lag fa~ behind our quickened 'industrial tempo 
and a~ our all-emb~acmg mdnst~tal planmn!l.. Planning for rapid industrialisation 
~f India wo~d be ~r;omplete Without l?roVI?mg for relative deficiency of facilities 

or: technologtcal trammg and research, smce m the long run without locally available 
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scie~tific and te~hno!ogical talent. self-suffic_i~ncy of Indian economy, cannot be
achieved and mamtamed on a basrs of stabrhty, able to withsta.nd the stress and 
strain of world competition. Although so many technical institutions have been 
started, Government have .not yet made it clear as to what facilities would be
available from them to the industry. 

. Supply of. skille~ and uns~iUed labo'!!. --There is no doubt that supply of 
skilled labour m India of the nght type IS not adequately available. 

Engineering and Management Experience.-There appears to be the greatest. 
need for engineering and management experience commonly called "know-how''. 
T~ w~ to h:'v~ b~en expecte~ but_ft must be dealt with as a prerequisite for any 
raptd mdustrralis~tron of India; knm~-how" m~~ns the intintate knowledge· 
of the most practtcal means under any gtven conditiOn, to produce in quantity at 
lowest cost and involves knowledge of methods of processing, tooling and desigtting· 
of i!gs and fixt':'"'~; the layou~ of equipment and the provision of labour-saving 
deviCes; the desrgttmg and settmg up of proper controls of production and inven
tories; the organisation of supervisory personnel, and laying down lines of authority 
and responsibility. 

This "know-how" is one of the most important single element requisite for
successful industrialisation. It should be said here that this "know-how" is observed 
in a few private establishment and in the ordnance factories. "Know-how" also 
consists of being able to estimate markets and demand for products and thus to· 
co-ordinate methods and facilities of manufacture with the demand for products. 

Efficiency of Labour.-l'vluch has been said and written about the lack of 
efficiency of Indian labour and it is not the intention of the Association to belittle 
the potential efficiency of Indian labour but the Associat.ion would like to point out 
that labour is not generally getting the necessary encouragement and opportunity 
from labour leaders and Trude Union Officials to make himself us efficient as he could 
possibly be. It is, therefore, very necessary that the economic question concerning 
labour should, as far as possible, be divested from its political colour in order that 
efficiency of labour may not suffer. 

Indian labour in the Engineering industries is not as efficient as he should be 
and experience shows that the efficiency of labour has been going down. For instance, 
a worker at the Tata Works used to produce 16·248 tons in 1938-39 where as in 
1947-48 the output per employee was only 13·25 tons. Similarly in case of coal 
in 1939 the production per worker was 10·19 toriS while in 1946 it was only 6•87. 
In case of cotton textile, production for a worker in 1939 was 702 yds. whereas in 
1946 it was only 531 yds. 

The decline in productivity of labour in almost all the industries is a noticeable 
feature of our economy and this fact alone has added proportionately to the cost of 
production. The industries are required to employ more capital and more labour 
in order to achieve the production which was possible with less investment few years. 
ago. 

Qiie..tion 7.-(a) Pletu!e give a broad analysis of the present position of small scale 
and cottage industries in the economy of this country. 

(a) Before describing the present position of the small scale and cottage 
industries in the field of engineering, the Association would li!re to define the term 
"small scale" industries and "cottage" industries. There has been a great confusion· 
introduced in treating the small scale and cottage industries together. As a general 
rule handicraft; home industries, villa~e industries, cottage industries and small 

_scale industries have beer. put wgetner w co~e in the :;>urvi~w of small ~cale a?-d 
oottage industries. Many people who have wrttt, _ .m the subJect of small mdustrtes 
have ignored tho different a•pects of the terms and it is found thaf some tintes they 
&re used ,., synonyms. 'Cue Association wish to point. out that clerr differentiation 
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-should be made between sm'll scale industry and cottage industry. The Indian 
Industrial Commission of 1916 defined cottage industry as an industry carried on 
in the home of the workers. In this case the scale· of operation is sm~ll and there 
is little orrrn.nisation so that they are, as a rule, capable of supplying only the local 
needs. The National Planning Ccnnnittec have defined cottage industJ.y as an 
industry in which e worke1 works w .:!1 his own tool, in his o= home, and mth the 
aid of bis family. 

On the other hand a smoll sc~le industry is not :.t ~ll a cottage industry. They 
may be rerrarded as smo.ll either for reasons of finance or on account of small number 
of worke,; or on account of littlo organisation, that is required to plon them. In 
the field of en~ineering indusmes a small scale industry ho.s an important part to 
play in th< ir e~onomy. In order t<> be precise about the scope of the small scale 
industry the Association would define a smr ll scale industry as an industry where 
-the capitol invested is rehtiwly speaking small and the organisation requireo is 
to pay persond supervision t<> the work carried on. A smoll scole industry has 
<:ertain distinctive feztures. It involves, in gener:.l, a relatiwly small capital 
-equipment and op<rot-es with only a fe,v mechanical appliances. The unit of efficient 
organisation is small with a hig~ degree of personal supe':'·ision. .The .processes of 
production entall a brge proportiOn ofbbour cost and a high premiUm IS ploced on 
-efficiency in skill and cwftmanship. 

In the field of engineering industry, the country hos got a large number of small 
scale industries like cutlery, certain processes in the field of electrical industries, 
brass industry, mrnufacture of locks , tc. 

(b) What should be relatian between (1) Small scale and Cottage industrie8 
and Agriculture? 

The Association h?ve no views to offer. 

(2) Smdl scak and cattage ind'U8tries and large scale ind118tries? 

The small scale industry and large scale industry in the field of engineering 
should not be and cannot be competitive. They should he complementary. The 
.Association find by experience that at present in India a fact<>ry Is requited to manu
facture all the components and parts in order to have good finished products. This 
process of manufucture can easily be splitted up in order that the production may 
be efficient. For instance, in western countries electrical accessories indus+ry is 
essentially an assembling industry. On the other hand in Iridin a factory manu
facturing electnc'>l accessories r>as to manufacture all the parts. This leads to 
waste in tne process of manufactme and :aises +he cost of production. The 
Government of India have appointed last year a Cotte.ge Industry Board but the 
Association 'lore not 2.wa1e of its achievements so far. The AEsorif:.tion feel that in 
~he field of ?ngine.ering industries • S~a!l Seale lnd~strics ~oariJ. should be appointed 
m order to mvestigac-e the present position of these mdustnes and find out what part 
they can effectively play in order to help large scale industries of the country. 

·Quwian 8.-Do yo" think small scale and cottage ind'U8tries have significant role to 
play in the economic development of our country (a) under prMent 
circu111RfiLnces, (b) in the long run. 

The. Assoei2tion b~lieve that smr II scole industnes have a very important part 
.to pby m the econom1c development· of the country both in the short term and in 
the long term. It i~ often. co':'"'icl_ered ~hat a~ultaneous development of small 
·scale and large scale l!l~ustries IS either l!lConceJvable or that the dovelopment of 
·one wo~d mea_n the rm.n. of the ~tb.er. The two types of indusbial organisations 
are COMid•red mcomP"'ltlve and It IS thought that the development of each eonld 
.only be ot the expe~ of the other. But neither the~ry nor practice has proved 
the mutually exclusive nature of eacl> other. Th< view of the Associl•tion is that 
ctwo types of organisations may be dovetailed with: re!\t. adva.nrnt<c to both of them. 
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'l'he cutlery industry of Fran,ce and fhe toy industry of Nuremberg are examples of 
such suecessful dovetailiP". TJ-a~ can be cor>current· and pPrvllel developn•ent 
of the two types of indust~i< s witrout in the k11st impairing the soundn,ess of the 
economic organisation r.f +he country. It is a mat.ter of g•eat interest to ?bserve 
that small organisations are developing as subsidiary to large scale facto11es. 

SECTION A (ii) 

Question 9 .-Please enumerate tl,e small scale and cott~ge indu.trie3 which ''""' t~·o"ld 
li/ce to develop: (a) M s•~bsidianJ- to agriculture. 

The Association have no comment• t.l offer. 
(b) As supplementary to large scale industries. 

Tt is not poesiule for the Associe.tion to enumerrte t~e small scale ~1dustries 
which should be developed as supplcmcntrry to large scale mdustry. But mstan~:s 
can be given of industries like screws, moulding powder, manufacture of fountam 
pen parts, electro plating, manufacture of cutlery etc., the manufacture of tools, 
dyes, jigs, and fixtures, machine parts and components. 

(c) As other independent units of production. 

TJ-.e AssoCiatiOn have no comments to offer. 

Que.stion ·10.-Which cottage industries you consider specialty suzted jor expori 
purposes? 

The Assocmtion hr.ve no comments to offer. 

Quution ll.--Do you consider that the protection to large acale industries haa in any 
wzy aJffeoted s.mzll scale awl cottage industries? If so, please alate how 
and to what extent they have been so affected. 

G<lnerally speaking, protection to large scale industries has greJtly helped the 
development' of small scale :iD.dustries by me king raw materie Is available for the 
smaU scale industries. · 

Question 12.-What in your view are the main handicaps from which the small ecalt 
and cottage industries suffer? What steps would you recommend fa. 
the removal of these lmndicaps particularly utith regard ,to the 

(a) supply of raw mate~i<2ls. 

Tne small scale industries suffer to a con<Iderable extent from the non-avail
ability of arlequate supply of raw materials. It is, therefore, recessary tbnt an Asso
ciation of small scale manufacturers should be formed in order that bulk supply 
of raw materbls may be made available to them for distribution to these indu•tries. 
In the field of engineeriPg industries, raw material would be iron and steel and a 
few otnor items and coal and coke. At important. centres of concentration of these 
industries depots should be openea iP order· to stock raw materials for distr;bution 
~o these industries. 

(b) supply o! technical skill. 

Tne requirements of small scele industdes in rrga1d to t!Je supp!y of technica I 
skill is the technical ossistone< in a small w,ty to se; ve their day to day problems 
such as (a) what kind of luhrice~tion would give S<ttisfactory result<; (b) horr to 
incroo.se tho effil'iency of boiler equipment; (c) how to have periodical examiru~tion 
of their limited machinery; (d) to see that tlwy·r.re not out of order and ot11erwisc 
require a•tention; (e) how to avoid corrosion in their stills when. tJJey are dealing 
with chemical•; (f) now to get cheap and rdiable· analyses lliadc of tncir '\'arts when 
cumplail!ts ariHe; •(g) whet kind of bland or mixture thoy c~ ould use fot their 

l8 M. of Com. 
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castin!!S and whc;t kind of steel they would r'gquire md-whnt t<>mper and time etc., 
they ~tould allow for tempering wher. occasion arises, for _them to make l'\3pairs · 
or rephce machinery parts made in tndr own small foundrrC's _and w~rkshops etc. 
Such assistance can best be rendered by a Government Industrial Engllle<r located 
at important mdustrial cities like Cdc~t~·a, B?mba~:, Ca'\\npvre, l\ladr31s, De~i, 
etc., who would charge 8 small fee fm g1vmg his adv1ce to these sm'lll mdustnes, 
which c~nnot afford to engage teclmical assistance and research workers for their 
needs. 

(c) their technique of manufacture: 

The technique of manufacture employed by the small scale industries are not 
defecth·e but it is inadequate and inefficient. It is, therefore, considered necessary 
that if Government Industrial Engineers on the line of recommendation made are 
appointed this difficulty would also go. 

(d) iheir structure and organi,ati011: 

The structure and organisation of the small scale industries is rather defective. 
In the field of many small scale industries there is a tendency to multiply inconve
niently in order to reap temporary advantages with the result that production 
beco:nes irrationalised and every one of them suffers in the long run. The problems 
of structure inYoh-e three considerations, namely, site, size, and scope. In other 
words, location of these industries, their size and the types of integration are the 
problems which have a great bearing on their productive activity. On ..the other 
hand organisation refers to the entire field of the industry, like industrial combi
nations which reduce competition and determine prices. 

The Association feel that rationalisation is necessary in the field of these 
industries in order t<l improve their efficiency. So far as the organisation is 
concerned it is very necessary that cooperative system should be introduced so 
that marketing facilities, production technique etc., might improve. 

(e) supply of finance: 

In India at the present moment both the large seale and small scale industries 
suffer from inadequate finance and the Association have no hope that any temporary 
palliative would be of any major assistance to these industries. Industrial finance 
is a difficult matter and it is necessary that consolidated efforts should be made to 
create capital in the country and create reasonable condition for its free employ
ment i l the industries. The Association suggest that the activities of the Industrial 
Finanoe Corporation in the provinces should be increased in order to help the small 
scale industries in the solution of their financial difficulties. 

(j) marketing facilitieB: 

The difficulties of finding market for the small scale industries are also there 
and it is suggested that the. large. ~cale industries which consume tooir products 
ohould help them by purchasmg their products through some sort of an Association 
so that these s=ll scale industries are not put to difficulty. Where the small scale 
industry exists as an independent unit and makes consumers articles the Industries 
Directorate of the Provincial Government should help t\>em in t.h~ sale of their 
products. 

Q~re<ticn 13.-What s~ps •""'fdd beta/an to enBure that the in!Ar<6ts of small swk and 
cottage mdustrus are safeguarded wlun trade agreements with foreign 
countries are n•gotiatRd? 

The Association have no comments to offer. 
" . 
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SEOT:<)N B. 

Policy of Discriminating Protection and its application •ince 1923. 

Question 14.-Tl!e Fiscal Commi<~sion appointed by the Governm£nt of India in 1921 
recommended "that discrimination should be exercised in the selection of 
industries for protection and in the degree of protection afforded so as to 
make the inevitable burden on the community as light as is consistent 
with the due development of industries". On the strength of this basic 
r-rincip1e the Commission decided that an industry seeking protection or 
assistance should satisfy the 3 conditions enumerated in paragraph 1 of 
this note. Besides Tariff protection, the Commission recommended 
also certain non-fiscal measures. Are you satisfied that the policy recom
mended by the Commission was fully implemented between 1923-1939? 
If not, please enumerate the main deviations .from the policy. 

The Association are not satisfied that the policy recommended by the Com
mission was fully implemented by the Government. The Association first of all 
would like to point out the defects in the policy recommended by the Fiscal Com
mission and the criteria which they wanted an industry to satisfy. The Association 
find that the policy of discrimination has been exercised by the Government through 
the appointment of ad hoc Tariff Boards. But the difficulties which have faced 
different industries in placing their cases have been great and getting protection 
has been most dilatory. The subsidiary recommendations which the Commission 
recommended related to the deletion of the proviso to Section 20 of the Sea Customs 
Act in regard to the levy of customs duty on goods belonging to Government. 
Another important recommendation which the Commission made was in connection 
with the difficulties in the shape of shipping rebates or unfair advantages like dump
ing, depreciated exchanges, bounty fed exchanges from abroad. The Government 
of India did nothing of the kind and the difficulties of the Indian industries continued. 
The third recommendation of the Fiscal Commission was that industrial develop
ment be permitted by giving a more industrial bias to primary education and 
providing opportunities for training of apprentices and organisations in increasing 
the mobility of labour. The shortage of technical labour in the country continues 
.as before and the Government did not follow any concerted policy for opening 
technical institutions. India has still to depend, in the more skilled branches of 
the industry, on imported labour. · 

It had been urged before the Commission that the system on which railway rates 
were fixed was injurious to the interest of industries. The Commission fully realised 
the significance of the complaint but the Government did not take the necessary 
action. 

Question 15.-Do you find any defects in the working of this policy? If so, please give 
details with suitable examples. 

There have been many defects in the working of the policy as recommended by 
the Fiscal Commission. Many a time Tariff Boards did not recommend adequate 
protection to an Indian Industry. Sometimes Government of India outright 
rejected the claim of an Industry for protection. The arbitrary rejection of the 
Tariff Board findings by the Government has been the cause of great bitterness 
among the J ndian commercial circle. The case of the Indian Glass Industry is one 
which illustrates the arbitrary rejection of the recommendations of the Board by 
the Government. In 1927 when an application for protection was made by tho 
Glass Industry the Government of India had suggested that the industry could not 
be said to enjoy any natural advantage so long as it was dependent on imported 
soda ash. But the second Tariff Board adopted a more liberal attitude in inter
preting the conditions laid down by the Fiscal Commission and held that even if 
the industry was using imported soda ash the claim for protection could not be. 
rejected unless it was found on balance that the ind,ustry did not possess sufficient 
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natural advantages. The .Board submitted its report in 1922 but ~ts P:Ublication
was delayed for about 2 years and besides the Government of India r~Jected the· 
recommendation of the Board outright. Further imperial preference was mtroduced 
within protection. The Tariff Board had recommended th~t no genera!- system. of 
imperial preference should be introduced but that the . q_uestiOn of adoptmg a po~cy 
of preferential duties on a limited number of commodities be referred to the Indmn 
legislature after preliminary representation in several cases by the Tariff Boa:rd; 
that if the above policy be adopted its application be governed by the followmg , 
principles:-

(i) that no preference be granted on any articl~ without the approval of the 
legislature; 

(ii) tb~t no preference be given in any way so as to diminish the protection 
required by Indian Industries. 

(iii) that preferences do not involve on balance any appreciable economic 
loss t{} India; that no preference which it may be found possible to give 
t{} the United Kingdom be granted as a free gift; and that in the case of 
other parts of the empire preference be granted only by agreement 
mutually advantageous. 

In spite t>f the mounting hostilities of the Indian public opinion against any 
form of imperial preference the Govermnent of India has gradually led the country 
into it. The system of preferential duties in favour of British manufactures was 
first introduced by the Steel Industry Protection Act of 1927. The preferential 
duties cin iron and steel were further altered by an agreement, supplementary to 
the Indo-British Trade Agreement of 1932. 

There are many anomalies which the working of this policy reveals and it iS
difficult to present a precise picture of all the defects. 

Question 16.--:-Do you agr<e with the specific canditions laid down by the Oommissio11> 
- tlitd 110rmal prcuction shculd be accardR.d to an i11>dustry only if the 

canditions referred to in question 14 are satisfied? 

The Association do not agree that the conditions recommended by the Fiscal 
Comznission are necessary to be fulfilled in order to give protection to an industry. 
The outlines of the policy recommended by the Commission was that the scheme 
of diS-criminating protection should be worked out with the assistance of a perma
nent Tariff Board so that before the industry could be granted fiscal protection it 
should establish its claim to the S-atisfaction of the Board. The Board after detailed 

, investigation into the economic position of the industry was to recommend whether 
protection should be extended and if so at what rate and for what period. The 

-conditions laid down by the Fiscal Commission were as follows:-
(i) it must be one possessing natural advantages such as an abundant 

supply of raw material, cheap power, sufficient supply of labour and a 
large home market; 

(ii) it must also be one which without the help of protection either is not 
likely to develop at all or is not likely to develop so rapidly as is desirable 
in the interest of the country; 

(iii) finally it must be proved that the industry will eventually be able -to 
f, ce world competition without protection. · 

The A.i;sociaTion qnite agree that the policy .of protection should be applied 
v.ith discrimination as in<llitcriminate proteetion to all Indian industries would lead 
to ewnomic waste. There should be a reasonable chance for the industries claiming 
protection to be able t{} face world competition without protection in the near future 
e-.:cept where the industry mnst be developed in the na,ional interest. It is for 
~'.lese reasons that protection has essentially to bo temporary and in so far as this 
rondition is o>ncern•.d Lhe Association quite agree with the recommendation of the 
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"Fiscal Commission. However, the tests laid doWn by the· Fiscal ·commission as 
-conditions _precedent to be fulfilled by an iridustry were rigid. The Association find 
,that the working of the protection policy since 1922 has been such that on account 
of the rigidity of the conditions laid down by the Fiscal Commission Indian industries 
have not been able to take full advantage of protection. For an industrially back
ward country like India it was undesirable to put such rigid conditions and thereby 
fetter the discretion of the Tariff Board, as it is not always necessary that an industry 
·seeking protection should possess an abundant. supply of raw materials or large 
home market etc. The structure, for instance, of the Lancashire Cotton industry 
.indicates beyond· any shadow of doubt that an efficient indus'try can be organised 
Without an abundant supply of raw materials or the• availability of a large b,ome 
market. It is surprising to note how cotton mills in Lancashire get their raw cotton 
from America and supply to_ the Indian market and still have developed under the 
oaegis of a strong protectionist policy. If such rigid conditions had been imposed 
by the industrially advanced countries of the world like Britain, Germany and 
-Jap11n etc., most of their organised industries would not have come out of their 
swadling cloth. 

-Question 17.-Do you consitkr that the supplementary measures for the protection of 
and assistance to indu.•trU>s as recommendEd by the Commission in 
Chapter VII of their rez;ort wert adequate and wEll conceived ? 

Supplementary measures recommended by the Fiscal Commission related 
to:-

(i) Industrial bias in primary education with a view to creating a mechani-
cally minded industrial class. ' 

(ii) Training Gf apprentices for more skilled work. 
(iii) Increased mobility of labour by giving better methods of education. 
(iv) Revision of railway rates policy. 
(v) Lowering of coastal shipping rates. 
(d) Shipping rebates. 

(vii) l\Ieasures agaii1st dumping and certam other cognate matters. 

So far as the general recommendations m regard to t]w primary education and 
trait1ing of apprentices are concerned these ore m<>tters whore it is very difficult to 
pronounce an..V judgement. There is, howevm·, no doubt that the recommer;,dation 
"Of the Fiscal Commission in this regard was very W3ll conceived. How~ver, much 
had to depend upon the action the Government had to taka m implementmg this 
policy. Very few en!(iueeriug colleges and technicol institutions which have come 
up here and there since then have no doubt met a great dcman(l ef the country but 
it connot be soid that they have come into bemg as a result of any concerted policy 
followed by the Government. 

The railway ntes pclicy us has been operative in the country has not at all been 
"helpful to the development of the mdustry. The Fiscal Commi>sion endorsed the 
followmg recommendations of the Indian Industrial Commission m very strong 
:terms. · 

(i) The governing prmciple which we think should be followed in railway rating 
'SO far as 'it affects rndustzies is that mternal traffic should be rated as nearly as 
possible on an eqlU).!ity with traffic of the same class over similar distances to and 
fro\m the ports. 

(ii) That the railway should accept the principle which is followed m some !lt.her 
ports of the world that a consignment travdlmg over more th~n one line should be 
dlarged a single sum based on the total distance. 

(iii) 'Ve Iecogmse the <hnger of a policy of individu<>l concessions to mdustries 
and of treatmg rdlway rotes as an indirect method of subsidy by the Stste.. But· 
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we think within the limitations laid down by the Industrial Commission it is not 
umea.sonable tlu•t a. special rate should be granted for a term of years ~o new indus
tries and even to others if they can make out a proper case for specml treatment. 

The recommendations of the Fiscal Commission in this regard were very halting 
and beyond tl•e endorsement of a gener,u rec~mme~detio'! of the In~ustrid Co~
mission, they did not go a step further. The d1flicult~es which_ the Inman Industries 
ha•e had to face since then have been great and the railway poncy ofthe Government 
has not at all been helpful to their development. 

IVith regaro ~the shipph,g ~tes on the coast the Commission had overwhelming 
evidence before them. tbat the rates had been quoted showing a great disparity 
between the ch'U"ges of goods shipped from one Indian port t<> another and those 
on goods conveyed between Indian and foreign colliltries. In this regard too, th<> 
Fiscal Commission did not make any strong recommendstion and simply endorsed 
the idea. of" the development of an Indian mercantile marine. They sinlply drew 
"ttention to the system of shipping rebates and they simply expressed the feeling 
that the Government of India should make a thorough enquiry into the desirabilhy 
of initiatnig similar legislr.tion in India prohihting t!>e m!J.intenance of a shipping 
monopoly. 

With regard t<> dumping, the Fiser! Commissior> did not think it expedient to 
recommend the enactment of a measure against dumping such as that in force in 
Canads. They recommended that the Government should consider the desirability 
of introducing a m""'sure more on the lines of th~t pessed in the United States 
whereby p<>wer should be take" to inlpose tariff duty when "fter enquiries of the 
Tariff Boyd it had been established that dumping was taking phoe and that it 
was injuring or was likely to injure an Indian industry. 

Question 18.-In a resolution pa<Jsed in the Central Legi<Jlative Assembly on the 16th 
FelmLO!Ty, 192.1, the principle of di<Jcrimimting protection wa<J accepted 
M the bab'i<J of Government policy subject to the follou·ing general 
classifo;ntions:-

(a) That the principle slwuld be applid with due regard to the well being of 
the community and to the safrguards mentioned in quution 14. 

(b) Thai in the application of thi<J principle regard must be had to the financial 
nfftU of the cou>Itry and to the then def'nd~n<e of the Government of 
India on import, •~Fort and excise duties for a large part of its reve
nue8. 

To whai extent if any, do you think these classifications affected the policy 
of discriminating protection between the years 1923 and 1939. Please give 
your comments if possible 6eparately for the follawing sub-period<J ·-

(i) 1923-29. 
(ii) 1930-34. 

(iii) 1935-39. 

. T~e classific:'tion mentioned above affected the working of the policy of discri
mmatrng protectiOn between the years 1923 and 1939 to a considerable degree in
asmuch as because of the restrictions placed on the discretion of the Tariff Board 
many of the_ industries could not receive protection. Between the years 1924 and 
~939 about "0 cases wer!' refen;ed to the Board for investigation and out of thes<> 
m the year 1939 only 8 rndustnes were on the protected list. The period between 
19~3 and 1929 w":" one when this po~cy was vigorously followed as it was a new 
thing. The first mdustry to be exammed by the Tariff Board was the iron and 
steel industry and it was given the necessary protection. Similarly the cotton indus
try _was also protected. The period between 1930 and 1934 was a period of dep
r~on when the revenues of the Government were falling and, therefore, Government 
~esitated_to send up cases for protection except the outstanding example of the sugar 
mdustry. The penod between 1934 and 1939 was one when only old cases were sent 
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up for reconsideration for continuance of protection. No new industries wer e 
added to the protecte:l list as a re.•nlt oft~ese qualifications. 

The wellbeing of the community is a very confusing slogan. When a basio in. 
dustry gets established in a country, the benefits derived from it in the larger interes t 
of the nation are immense and cannot easily be estimated. 

Question 19. The changes Bet out in paragraph 4. of the note were made in t~e 
principle of discriminating protection in 19~.5 whtn the if!~erim Tariff 
Board was estahlished. What are your vi&UJs· on 'tlteSe il<!viat~ana from {~e 
original policy as laid down in the Indian FiBcal Commission's report 1 

Tbe Association welcome these deviations from the original policy as !ttid down• 
in the Indian Fiscal Commission's report of 1922. Many o(the industries, specially· 
in the field of engineering were started during the war under circumstances of con·· 
siderable difficulty and some of these industries were very important for the nation• 
both in peace time as well as in war and, therefore, it was necessary that these indus
tries should have been given the chance to find whether they could exist to the bene
fit of the nation even in peace time after the war had ended. It must be remem. 
bered that it is not so much the token of friendship exhibited by these industries 
which was so much responsible for the Government care about them. Industries 
like small tools, machine tools, wood screws, beltings, electric motors, textile ma
chinery, abrasives etc., are such as are required by the nation at all times. It was, 
therefore, very necessary that the Government of India slackened the rigorous 
conditions that were imposed by the Fiscal Commission. Tbe conditions which the 
industries have now to fulfil are quite suitable and easy to be fulfilled. There is no 
doubt that no industry should be allowed to be supported by public funds uuless 
it shows signs of being run on successfully without protection or State assistance in 
the future. The industry after a certain period of time should be able to carry on 
successfully without protection or State assistance. 

Question 20. Are you saHsjied that this policy' of 1945 i8 being fully imple
mented ! If not, JClease indicate where in your opir.ion the d<f<ets in 
implementation lie ! 

The policy of 19-!5 in the opinion of the Association is being fully implemented. 
The ouly defect which the Association find in the working of this policy is that the 
llfiuistry of Commerce have reserved to themselves the right of forwarding a particu
lar case to the Tariff Board for examination and enquiry. This means that an inilus
try whose case is not forwarded by the Ministry of Commerce is not at all able to
reach the Tariff Board. The Association feel that every industry should have thE> 
chance of going up to the Tariff Board and this duplication of effort at the Ministry 
of Commerce should be avoided. 

SEOTION C 

Review of the effects of past tariff policy 

Qu<stioWJ 21 & 22. W ou/d you attempt a broad analysis of the effects of the 
actualrolicy puT8ued by the Government of the day. on the growth and de•e
lorment of our ma}or industries under the jollowmg heads :-

(a) Carital imested in the industry (paid up) ; 

(b) Rated capacity ; 

(c) Output ; 

(d) Employment of labour (technical and non-t<chnical) ; 

(e) Wage bill (technical and non-technical) ; 



(f) Eamings of managemen& ; 

(g) Profits eamed and distributed ; 

(h) Ex-works price and retail price; 

Would you make a d<tm7ed analyst" on the above liiU.s particula•ly in 
res]"ct of the follcwing indu,tri£s :-

(i) Iron and Stal; 

(ii) Cotton twil<s ; 

(iii) Sugar ; 

(iv) Pap<r; 

(v) Matches ? 

Please give your answer for the following periods :

(a) at the time wlum protectiou =given; 

(b) in 1938--39 ; 

(c) in 1948-49_ 

Of the industries mentioned in question 22 the Engineering Association is in
tere>ted only in Iron and SteeL It may be pointed out that individual replies have 
already beeu submitted by the firms concerned like the Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., 
The Steel Corporation of Bengal, The Indian Iron and Steel Co., and the Mysore 
Iron and Steel Works. From their replies the Fiscal Commission wonld get an idea 
about the development that has taken place in each of these units. The Associa
tion's replies therefore, should be regarded as only general. The Association 
would point out that the effect of protection on the iron and steel industry of the 
country bas been one of constant development of the industry. It would be recalled 
that in 1922-23 the Tata Iron and Steel Co. were the only manufacturers of steel in 
the country ; the ~Iysore Works were just beginning to come into being. The Steel 
Corporation of Bengal came into being in 1937 as a direct result of the policy of 
protection granted by the Government. :l.Ioreover, the Tata \Vorks also consider
ably expanded since the Fiscal Commission first reported. Although there has been 
no increaoo in the capital invested, the gross block of Tatas which stood at Rs. 
20·41 crores in 1923-24 increased toRs. 26·69 crores in 1938-39 and toRs. 39·83 
crores in 19!8-49. This expansion was achieved by prudent financial management 
and adoption of a sound policy of ploughing back the profits in the industry. The 
Steel Corporation of Bengal came into being in 1937, the subscribed capital of the 
company being Rs. 4,48,86,725. The gross block of the company amounts to Rs. 
4,45,89,281. In 192! when the steel industry was first examined by the Tariff Boatd 
the production of steel was only 1,63,000 tons. The development after the grant 
of protection has been quite commendable. This would be revealed by the fact that 
the production capacity of Tatas which in 1923-24 was only 2,00,000 tons increased 
to 7,50,000 tons in 1938-39 and to 8,50,000 tons in 1948-49. Similarly, the actual 
output of Tatas also increased which wonld be evidenced from the following 
figures:-

Years Pig Iron Stetl Ingots Finished steel 
Tons Tons Tons 

1923-24 4,43,000 2,35,000 1,63,000 
1938-39 10,20,000 9,47,000 7,01,000 

1948-49 9,17,000 9,04,000 6,61,000 
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The production of pig iron and ferro alloys for the whole country since 1939 
was as follows :-

Years Tons 
1939 17,58,654 
1940 20,12,611 
1941 20,42,164 
1942 18,50,938 
1943 17,59,583 
1944 '14,43,200 
1945 '14,05,042 
1946 14,38,054 
1947 14,35,396 

In the above quantities the following figures relate to ferro alloys:-

Years Tons 

1939 1,613 
1940 18,199 
1941 31,850 
1942 21,197 
1943 i0,7ll 
1944 6,189 
1945 8,694 
1946 15,611 
1947 18)21 

The production of fiuished steel increase as follows :-

Years Tom 
1939 8,42,905 

1940 1,33,784 

1941 11,37,650 

1942 10,45,877 

1943 11,49,308 

1944 10,13,203 

1945 9,96,678 

1946 8,90,383 

1947 8,93,296 

The production of steel ingots and metal for castings has also increased simulta
neously. It may be noted that the steel industry has expanded considerably as a 
result of protective policy followed by the Government. Not only that 
it has helped the development of a large number of engineering industries, but 
it has given the country an opportunity to build up a strong nucleus for 
highly skilled labour. In the Tata Steel Works alone in 1923-24 there were 30,000 
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31 000 · 1938 39 The employment statistics workers employed which increase? to , ~n · • 
for the country as a whole are grven below .-

No, of Workers 

1939 54,177 

1940 56,729 

1941 59,2-!5 

1942 65',672 

1943 67 ,35'7 

1944 68,801 

1945 63,932 

1946 65,400 

This leaves out of consideration the number of workers engaged in the ore mines 
and the collieries owned by the different Steel Works. 

The expansion of the ~dustry as describ~ abov!' will indicate that the policy 
of tariff protection has consrderably helped the mdustrial development of the country. 
But for the protective policy followed by the Government the Steel Industry would 
have presented an entirely different picture to-day. 

Que.sti<m 23 (a) Please indicate the significant f":tuta_ if anY_, in t'!e structure awl or-
gani8ation of the protected and assiSted rndustnes With reSip<ct to : 

(i) the size of the unit, 
(ii) their loeati<m, 
(iii) development of combinati<ms horizontal or ••ertical, 
(iv) the development of ancillary industries, 
(v) any other a8pe~ that you may consider it necessary to menti<m. 

(b) Do you think that the form or manner in·which protection or assi8-
tance h'M been given to these industries has had anything to do with 
thPJJe fwtures. Which of tl~<:Se features are in the interests of OUF 

economy and which are u~Ukairable ! 

(a) (i) Size of Units :-

The Steel Industry in India has cewin important features in regard to its size, 
The Tata Iron and Steel Co. are considered to te the Iugest single unit rn the world 
outside the United Stat..s of America. It is a fully integrPted unit inasmuch as the 
Company owns ita own mines and quarries supplying iron ore, limestone, manga
nese ore and also c:>aJ mines supplying about 50 pel cent of its co&! requirements. 
Similarly the Steel Corporation of Bengal have their own coal mines and other mines. 
The Company has got its own coke ove11s at Hirapur and Kulti, the capacity of wnicb 
is abc.ut 6~,000 tons per month. The SCOB obtain their pig iron from the Indbn 
Iron ano St<cl Co. and commenced production in 1939. The third mdn producer 
of iron and skel viz., the :\Iysore Iron and Steel 'Vorks began thc·ir operation in Jan
uary 1923. Th~ mi;dnolplantoftho firm consisted of a hhst furn;we and a ·wood 
Distillation plant. Suhscqm nt additions of auxiliary plants hrve tak<'n place such 
as the pipe foundry and machine shops. .A steel piant with a rolling mill was c.dded 
in 1934 thus completing the mechanical equipment of the concern within the course 
of a decade. Their blast furnace is of modern design with productive capacity of 
28,000 tons per annum. They al.s<. set up • steel piant in order to raise the output 
of pig iron to the rated capacity so as to reduce over-head and other standing char
ges. It i3 nndtrstood that the maximum capacity of the rolling mills is 28,000 tons 
of light structural; and bars. There is also a rod and strip mill. with a capacity of 
~.000 tons of hoops and 5,000 tona of rods. The Association understand that the 



Steel Corporation of Bengal have recently obtained a loan from the GovermLent of 
India in order to extend their plant f~r inmeasing their capacity.· 

Fro',ll the _above it would be seen thst the Iron and Steel Industry in India has 
been designed m ~ucl a way that its growth and development are not retarded owing 
to future expansiOn plans. The followin~ factors which are mainly responsible for· 
the growth and development of the size of the units may be mentioned :-

(i) The original plan of tlie projects has piovided for a gradral and con
tinuous development of their size. 

(2j Th~ loeatii>H of tlie 8~1 tliiustry is ..;e'cy favour~bl~. 
(3) The policy of protection adopted by tlie Government. 

2. Locatiim.--'-The basic Indian iron and steel industry is located principally in 
the Provinces of Bihar, West Bengal and Mysore State. The Iron aud Steel Industry 
is a highly localised industry aud affords good example of the marked advautages of 
a suitable location.. A heavy industry like irou and steel is attracted to the place 
where iron ore aud coal the two most important raw materials art' situated. The raw 
materials required for the iron and steel industry are iron ore, coal aud wster, lime
stone, fluxes and dolomite etc. Iron ores aro found in abundance in Bihar, 
Orissa, l\{ysore and Goa. But some of the rich< st iron ore defosits < f the 
world exist in th3 lr<!n Belt which comprises the Singhbhum area in which the Tata 
Works are located. Ir respect of coal the Indian Steel Industry enjuys exceptional 
advantages because it is available within a short distance from the iron ore deposits. 
Ample deposits of limestone and dolomite are also available in the neighbourhood. 
In regard to the Mysore Works, the location. of the industry at Bhadravati is an in
teresting i.J::stance of transport orienta:bn. The two important raw msterids are 
irou ore aud wood, the latter being uecessitated by charcoal blast furnaces ; both 
of them are loco.lised materials. For each ten of pig iron produced 4·50 tons of 
wood and ·25 tons of limestone al'P required ; thus they are highly W6ight losing 
materials. All the raw mat<lrials are available witLin a radius of 30 miles aud heuce 
the industry is most advantageously located. 

The Wood Distillation Plant at Bhadravati has to draw its supply of wood over 
a. distance of 30 miles from the forests. The ratio is oue ton of charcoal to every 4 
tons of wood. Wood was transported to the Distillation Plant on account of the 
recovery of bye-pwducts. Since the cessation of ti-e recovery of bye-products the 
cast iron mills are installed in the forest area for the distillatior of wood. This is 
an interesting example of a chauge of location consequent upon reduction in the value 
of products manufactrued in relation to the locational weight transported. 

3. Development of combinations, vertical and horizontal.-The Association ar& 
not aware of auy vertical combinatioP in the case of the Indian Iron and Steel in· 
dustry but in so far as horizontal combination is concerned it may be mentioned that 
therr is a working arraugement between the Tot• Iron and Steel Co. e.nd the SCOB 
in regard to the sole of common products since 1939. Similarly a pooling arrange
ment has also been entered into by Tatas with the Indi:m Iron and Steel Co. for 
pig irou. 

4. Development of Ancillary ind1u;tries.-The establishment of steel industry 
in India has considerably stimuh•ted the growth of almost all the Engineering Indus
tries in the country. Aport from the concentration of a large number of important 
industries like tinplate, wire and wira-nails, oxygen gas; castings, locomotives etc. 
near Jamshedpur all over the country the development of Engineering Industries has 
been facilita.ted largely because of the availability of raw materials in tho country. 

. 5. Any other aspect.-There is a belief current in certain circles that protection 
to the ste< I industry imposed an.undue burden on the economy of the country. How 
ill-founded.aud mistaken the belief js will be appo;rent from a perus..J of the uote 
enclosed aloug with the reply submitted by Tats Iron and Stet! Co., Ltd., to the Fiscat 
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.COmmission (Appendix I) expbining the burden of protection to t~e consumers in the 
shape of protective import duties and the manifold benefits derrved by the country 
from such protection. The benefits completely outweigh the so-called burden of 
protection. The Tata Iron and Steel Co. further pointed out : 

" The establishment of the Steel Industry on its present basis and the constant 
additions and extensions made to the plant to incre•se the total ste, I producing ca
pacity ha-.e been greatly essisted by the protection granted to the industry since 
1924. 

"The form cr manner in which the protection WllS given took· the nature of 
bounties (for thref· years only) and protecti-.eimportduties.··n "may be generally 
stated that the form of protection adopted was conduci-.e tO the de-.elopment of 
en,«ineering and ancillary industries and railways. Thus the comparatively low d?ty 
-on structur.lls levied in 1924 was intended to keep the cost of steel t-o the consum1ng 
industries as low as pos>ible. The bounties granted '>n rails and fish plates in the 
same year by way of additional assistance, as also the supplementary protection 
panted in the following year in th0 form vfbounties, were intended to reduce the cost 
-of steel to the consuming industries and to the railways. The introduction of the 
principle of differentiol duties since 1927 with preferential duties on imports from the 
U.K.., which was the precursor of the principle of Imperial Preference subsequently 
embo<lied in the OttaWlJ Pact, ha(l the same resnlt of mininlising tha cost of protec
tion to consumers of tested steel, such as railways, engineering industries, machinery
manufactur€s, public utility undertskings etc. 

"In 1934, the protective duties on structura-ls and plates from the U. K., which 
are essentH raw moterhls for engineering and public utility undertakin,"S, and 
r:ills, fish plates antl sleepers from oil wurces, required by the railways, were made 
equivalent t·:> the ordinrry revenue duties plus the proportionate countervailing 
exci£e duty on ingots. Billets which are used by the re-rollers were exempted from 
all duties except the countervailing excise duty on ingots. 

" Thus the form and_manner in which prctection has been given to the main 
steel industry has been such as to afihd considerable a<sietanc._. to the ancillary ana 
engin<'fring indusbies as also the nil ways. Nom of the otl-er features in the struc
ture ana organbztion of the industry mentioned in (a) above has hadanyth ing to do 
with the form or manner in which protection was given,; nor me any of the flbove· 
mentioned fe2.tures in the structure and organisacion of the industry preju<licwlor 
harmful to the interests of the gen<'ral economy of the country. 

"There is, howe\er, one aspect (f the form and manner of protection to which 
we would like to make a reference here. The periods for whi<·h the different Tariff 
:&.ards recommended protection ranged from 3 to 7 years. The scale of protection 
req':ired was ~ete_rmine~ •fte_r consider~g the ex~ected !eve~ of C. I. F. prices of 
foreign ma.tends m ln<lia durmg the penod for which protection was recommended 
and the fair selling prices fer the products of the indigenous industry to give it a 
reasow:ble margin of profit._ In the s~eel in:dmt~ it has invariably happened that 
tl-e estrmates of C. I. F. pnoes and farr selling pne<s made by each of the Tariff 
Boards were upset due to d~velopments which were not foreseen at the time of the 
"Tariff Board's enquiries. Thus, fer example, while the scale of duties levied in 1924 
was intended to remoin ~ f?rce for a P';riod of three y~rs it proved inadequate on 
acco~t offurther dep~wtro~ o! co~tmental currenmes and appreciation of the 
rupee'-"; terms of sterlmg. Wtthin srx months of the grant of protection, therefore, 
the Tanff Board had to be asked to make a fresh enquiry to recommend additional 
p1otec:tion. 

" Again, while the protection granted in 1927 was intended to remain in force 
for a period of seven years, an increase in the rate of duty on galvanised sheets from 
Ra. 30 to R•. 67 per ton had to be sanctioned in 1930 on account of a reduction in 
the imports prices of galvauiscd sheets below those estimated by the Tariff Board. 
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In the same ;rear, on !"ccount ?f the lower off-take of rails by the railways, which 
caused a cons1derable mcrease m the works costs and a reduction in the profits th<> 
fair selling price of rails had to be increased from Rs. 110 toRs. 130 per ton. ' 

" The Tariff Board could not have anticipated in the year 1927 the world tradE> 
depression which set in the year 1929 and lasted upto 1933, causing a world wid<> 
reduction in the output, consumption.and prices of steel. Again the major strike· 
which took place in 1928 in the Steel Company's Works at Jamshedpur consider
ably reduced production, increased the works costs and caused considerable re
duction in profits, thereby retarding the Company's development plants. 

" The time lag which invariably occurred between the occurrence of a disturbing 
factor and the sanction of Government of suitable remedial measures, on the re
commendations of Tariff Boards appointed for the purpose, caused needless loss to the 
industry and precluded it from deriving the full benefit of protection. Much swifter 
action on the part of Government is necessary to see that protection gran ted to an 
industry does not at any stage prove inadequate. 

" We might also mention an instance in the history of protection to the steel 
industry, when Government, for reasons known to itself saw fit to curtail the measurE> 
of protection below what was recommended by the Tariff Board after a detailed en
quiry. In June 1925 the Tariff Board had recommended a bounty at the rate of Rs. 
18 per ton on the weight of ingots produced for a period of 18 months, subject to a 
maximum of Rs. 90 lakhs. Government, however, sanctioned a bounty at the re
duced rate of Rs. 12 per ton for a period of 18 months, subject to a maxim urn of Rs. 
60 Jakhs. 

" On account of these and other factors, the protection or assistance that thE> 
industry actually enjoyed during the period 1924-33, was far below that recommend
ed by the different Tariff Boards. As a consequence the Company was not in a 
position to pay any dividend on ordinary and deferred shares for the entire period 
from April 1922 to March 1935, except fGr a dividend of Re. 1 per ordinary share 
paid for the year 1926-27. For the period April1922 to March 1925 and, again, from 
April 1928 to March 1930 even the second preference shareholders had to go without 
any dividend. 

" The Steel Company was, however, able to a considerable extent to make up 
for the past losses after 1933 by which time the world depression had passed and 
definite recovery had set in in the world prices of steel. The formation of the interna
tional steel cartel on the Continent as also the armament manufacturing pro
grammes adopted by the European countries since 1937, further contributed to thE> 
general prosperity of the industry the world over; in which the steel industry in. 
India also shared . " 

Question 24. If you consuur that the .undesirable features mentior.ed, if any, wEre due 
to any defects or dEficiencies in the cor.trol exercised by Gcn:Ernment over 
the protected' or assisted industries, please point out such dEfects or de
ficiencies. 

· In view of our replies to que~tion 23b the question does not arise. 

Question 25. To what extent has the protection or assistance afforded to an industry 
resulted in :-

' 
(i) Its progresshe mEchanisation, 

(ii) the introduction of new economies and other tEchnical improvements, 

(iii) the optimum utilisation of indigenous raw matErials and bye-pro· 
ducts. 

Plea.~a illustrate with examples drawn from your Tmowledge or experience~' 
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The Steel Industry in India has all"along followed the po~oy of J?rogressive ~e-· 

<>ha.nization and the introduction of technical improvements With a VIew to reducmg 
<Jost of production. This would be borne out by the facts given in the memoranda 
submitted by indindual companies. The following, however, may be noted : 

(i) Installation of coal mixing bunk~':' in June, 1~39 which reduces the cost 
of handling coking coal, has facilitated blending and enabled control 
of the coke plant at Tata Works. 

{ii) Installation of coke breeze fired boilers in 1944-45 at Tata Works as 
a measure of fuel economy. 

{iii) Installation of normalising plant in the plate mill at Tata Works in 
1935-36. 

(iv) Introduction of duplex plant at the Steel Corporation of Bengal. 
{v) Modernisation of the coke oven by installing a new set of batteries and 

ancillary plant at the Steel Corporation of Bengal. 
(d) Establishment of a ferro-silicon plant at the Mysore Works. 
(t"ii) Installation of a rod and strip mill at Mysore. 

(viii) Proposal for the establishment of an electric pig iron furnance at 
:Uysore Works. · 

(ix) Recovery of bye-products at Jamshedpur and Mysore. 

The above illustrations would indicate that the Steel Industry under the shelter 
of protection has introduced progressive mechanisation and other technical improve
ments as economy measures. Along with the production of pig iron and steel, 
the consumption of indigenous raw materials like iron ore, dolomite, etc., has 
wnsiderably increased. 

Question 26. Hw; the protectian or w;sistance to our ind~Mtries introduced 
•tantial increw;e in the supply of :-

(a) Techniwl. persannel required by the industry, 

(b) skilled labour, 
(c) semi-skilled labour, 
(d) 81abilised indu81riallabour force 1 

ar.y sub-

{a) Technical Personntl required by the indu81ry.-The protection granted to the 
industry has undoubtedly led to the supply of technical personnel for the industry. 
In the initial stages the industry had to depend upon technical personnel imported 
from abroad. It may be pointed out that the Tata Iron & Steel Co., Ltd., set up a 
Technical Institute at Jamshedpur in 1921 for the training of Indians for employ
ment in higher grade posts. Ever since its start the Institute has turned out a regu
lar team of trained Engineers to meet the requirements of the indnstry. 

(b) &: {c) Skilled and semi-skilled labour.-The establishment and progressive 
development of the Steel Industry under protection has led to the creation of a skilled 
and semi-skilled labour force. The Tata Technical Institute also conducts an 
apprenticeship course for semi-skilled employees and they are also running a Techni
<>al night school for the employees. 

(d) Stabilised industrial labour force.-Labour force at Jamshedpur Hirapur 
an~ -~ulti. and Clfysore is stabilised ~ecause the industry _has offered them 'necessary 
faCJ!ities like labour quarters, secunty of employment, liberal terms of service, etc. 
The labour force employed by the Steel Industry may be regarded as stabilised. 

QUMtion 2i. To what extent, if any, haJJ indu81rial research been initiated and fostered 
by protected and w;sisted industries 1 

Since the main work in this field has been done by the Tata Iron & Steel Co. 
we have to ou!y describe the facilities which have been provided by them. They 
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m~tain the Tata Control and Researcli:·Laboratories where researches are being 
carried on on a large number of subjects. An illustration of the fruits of this research 
will be found in the fact that it has been possible to manufacture basic refractories 
from low grade chrome ore and nozzles and stoppers from clay etc. The Association 
would also draw the attention of the Fiscal Commission to the Memorandum 'submit
t~d by Tata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd., where detailed account has been given regar
dmg the research work carried on by their organization. 

Question 28. Do yo'! consider that "the revenue tariffs imposed in the past have had any 
apprecwhle effects on the growth and devek>pment of our industries and 
on the course of our export and import trade? lf so, would you illustrate 
your findings with some examples drawn from the trade or industry of 
which you have /c?unnledge or experience ! 

The Association have no comments to offer. 

Question 29. (a) What were the broad effect. of the)ariff policy pu1sued by the Gov
ernment between 1923 and 1939, on the volume, character and ywgra
z,hical distribution of our import and export trade ? 

(b) To what lxtent was the relative imr-ortance of our domestic and foreign 
trade affected by this policy during this period ? 

In so far as the effects of the tariff policy on the import and export trade of the 
iron and steel industry are concerned, the Association would refer the Fiseal Com
mission to the reply sent on this point by the Tata Iron & Steel Co., Ltd. Beyond 
this the Association have no views to offer. 

Question 30. Do you think that the deve'Wpment of any of the protective industri£8 waa 
hamp£red by the policies pursued or the measures adopted by Government 
with regard to matters other than protection ? Pleaae give examples. 

The Association have no comments to offer. 

SRCTION D 

Factor• in the formulation of a new Fiscal Policy-Import Control Policy. 

Question 31. What in your aasessment is the relatite importance of the main changes 
in the pattern of our foreign trade which had taken place in the periods (a) 
1939-45 and (b) 1946-49 ! 

In order to get an idea about the relative importance of the main changes in 
the pattern of our foreign trade during the war and post-war periods, it is necessary 
to state a few words about the pre-war position. India has been a supplier of 
vital raw materials to the world on a considerable scale and a bulk purchaser of 
manufactured articles from foreign countries. After the Industrial Revolution in 
Great Britain, India was made a market for British manufactures and plantation 
of supply of raw materials and food-stuffs to feed British factories and population. 
But this position was changed after World War I when in spite of so many draw
backs, modern factorie3 began to be installed. This progress of industriali3ation 
gained strength and began to assert itself not ouly in India but also to a certain 
extent in foreign markets with the result that our manufactures began to appear 
iii the export list. In the case of jute in particular India had a monopoly. This 
tendency once begun gathered vigour and speed with the march of time and is stea
dily continuing right up to the present da.y. The following table gives a clear 
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picture about the percentage of manufactured goods to the total trade both in 
exports and imports :-

Imporf Export 

1920-21 84% 36% 

1924-25 76% 22% 

1928-29 73% 27% 

1932-33 73% 29% 

1936-37 75% 26% 

1939-40 56% 38% 

It mil be seen from the above table that in 1920-21 manufactured articles con
stituted as high as 84°~ of our total imports and 36% of our exports. But the 
imports of m;tnufactur~d goods dwindled to ?6% a:'d that of export increased to 
3301 in 1939-40. The change brought about m the mcrease of e:>:port of manufac
tui'e'd goods is the result of our increasing industrialisation. 

In so far as the engineering goods are concerned, we have not been an exporter 
except in case of pig iron and iron ore. The manufactured articles which formed 
84% of the total value of our imports in 1920-21 declined to 56% in 1939-40. The 
import of industrial raw materials relatively increased from 5% in 1920-21 to 22% 
in 1939-40. The inmort of food stuffs incnased from 11% in 1920-21 to 22% in 
1939-40. On the exjiort side our export of manufactured goods declined relatively 
from 36% in 1920-21 to 26% in 1936-37 and the export of industrial raw materials 
increased from 35% to 55%-

This would indicate that Indian industries were developed mainly from the 
angle of producing those goods which were internally required and not for processing 
raw materials which are exported. 

But the period of War II brought about a considerable change in the pattern 
of our foreign trade. The period between 1939 and 1945 was full of abnormal 
difficulties and the Government of India had to control imports for: (1) Conservation 
of foreign ex chang eresonrces, (2) for meeting the war demand and (3) for utiliaing 
the available shipping space to the best advantage. The figures of exports from 
1941-42 show a marked drop in the export of industrial raw materials to 28% and 
an equally marked increase in the export of manufactures to the extent o£ 47%. 
During the war period on account of Government control for reasons of war, the 
foreign trade was hedged in and we did not have appreciable imports of manufac
tured articles which were either not required urgently or which could be procured 
locally. The result of thia was that many new engineering industries developed 
in the country. An example of thia may be found in the case of machine tools, 
small tools, various electrical induatries, new types of special steels, screws, antimony, 
non-ferrous metal industry etc., etc. 

After the termination of the war in 1945, the shipping difficulty largely dis-
appeared and the supply position in the Western countries which were our main 
exporters had considerably eased. In 1946 Government of India considered that 
import control could be sufficiently liberalised to meet the pent up demand in the 
country. The system of Open General Licence was extended to a large number 
of commodities imported from all sources. The total value of licences issued 
during the 12 months ending 12th :March, 1947, was about a thousand 
crore of rupees. It might be that the licences issued were not fully utili<ed 
but the result of this policy was to impose heavy burden on Indiu.'s foreign exchange 
resources. In thia connection reference may be made to the famous Hydari !llission 
which went to England and America and negotiated for the import of a large number 
Gf consumer goods. The country was flooded with imports of all sorts of commo
dities. In Hl47 the entire position was reviewed and the G!lvemm~nt decided to 
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limit imports to the current earnings of exports plus the transfers from the sterling 
ba:Jance~. The position of res~ricted . imports continued till July, 1948. During 
this p~nod a large numb~r <;>f mdustr1al raw materiais and plant and machinery 
we~e ~ported. B~t agam m July, 1948, the G<;>vernment reviewed their import 
policy m order to rmport a large number of articles to figqt the inflation. This 
again resulted in the Indian Market being flooded with imports and the result was 
ruinous both to the Government and the public. The country paid for the huge 
imports through her nose and in May 1949, came a time when the Government 
of India were faced with an economic crisis without parallel in our economic history. 
Import control was again tightened and the position so much worsened in September, 
1949, that India had to devalue her curr0ncy along with the sterling. 

From the above narration of the pattern of our foreign trade during 'the war 
and post-war periods it would be clear that in the first period the importance of the 
change in the pattern of our foreign trade lay in the development of new industries 
in the country specially in the field of engineering and chemicais and in the second 
period as a result of unstabilised Government import policy industrialisation got 
a severe shock. 

Question 32. Would you preds.Zy analyse the effects of (a) legislative and (b) adminis
trative measures relating to the cor.trol and regulations of our foreign trade which 
Government have had to adopt during the<e periods on (a) our impcrt and <XJ'Orl 
trade and (b) the growth and development of cur induslriesl 

The effect of Government control on our import and export trade has been dealt 
with in our replies to question 31 above. In short the pattern of our foreign trade 
has considerably changed as a result of these measures except for pariods of great 
abnormality when Government acted on their own without consulting the interests 
of trade and industry in liberalising or tightening all controls. The import control 
policy has resulted in the import of a large number of capital equipment and indus
trial raw materiais. As we have pointed out above, the import policy of the Govern
ment has resulted in our receiving a large number of consumer goods in the shipping 
periods of 1946 and in July-December, 1948 and till June 1949. These were the 
two· darkest periods in the economic history of post-war India when the country 
was flooded with cheap American and English goods which disorganised a large 
number of Engineering Industries in the country. 

In so far as the effect of the control on export is concerned, during the war it 
served a very good purpose of conserving the local supplies for civilian and military 
needs. The development of export trade has been considerably hampered as a 
result of these controls and it is heartening to find that the Government of India 
has decided towards relaxation of export control in order to earn foreign exchange. 
The Government of India had recently appointed an Export Promotion Committee, 
the report of which has already been submitted to the Government and the Govern
ment have already taken action on a large number of their recommendations. The 
Association feel that our export trade is likely to develop as a result of the measures 
announced recently by Government. 

So far as the effect of the Government control on Engineering Industries · is 
concerned, the Association would record their appreciation that as a result of scarce 
conditions created by the stoppage of imports a large number of Engineerb:ig Indus
tries had come into being during the war. In the earlier section of this memoran
dum, the Association have pointed out the development and growth of various 
Engineering Industries which have developed during the war. The example of 
these would be found in the development of Alloy and Tool Steel Industries, small 
Tools and Machine Tools, Wood Screws, Expanded Metals, non-ferrous l\Ietal 
Industries, a large number of Mechanical Engineering Industries like Diesel Engines 
etc.. Electrical Industries particularly Electric lliotors, Transformers and Switch 
Gear etc. The growth of these Engineering Industries was checked ns they were, 
faced with a serious competition from cheap foreign products in the last two y~ars. 
18 M. of Com. 
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Question 33. To wluU extent Tuul these changes affected the fundamental premises on 
which the recommendations of the Indian Fiscal Commission 1921-22_ were 
based? Please illustrate yr>ur reply with example drawn from the trade or tndus
try with which yoo may be roncerned or about which you may possess adequate 
1.-nowled{Je. 

The fundamental premises on which the recommendationa of the Indian Fiscal 
Commission for a policy of discriminate protection were based were :-

(1) That an indnstry must be possessing natural advantages such as an abun
dant supply ofraw materials, cheap power, sufficient supply of labour 
and a large home market. ' 

(2} The industry must also be one which without the help of protection either 
is not likely to develop at all or is not likely to develop so rapidly as 
desirable in the interest of the country ; and 

(3} Finally, it must be proved that the industry will eventually be able to 
face world competition without protection. 

In so far as the change in the pattern of our export trade is concerned 
the interest of the nation requires that we must export manufactured 
commodities in order to earn foreign exchange resources to pay for 
our capital equipment and indnatrial raw materials which we are 
not able to manufacture inside our country. This wonld mean that 
even though an industry may not be enjoying natural advantages in 
regard to the supply of raw materials, cheap power or anyone of them, 
it is very aecessary that that industry shonld be developed for catering 
to the needs of foreign markets. For the development of such an 
industry it may be necessary that raw materials should be imported. 

An example of this will be found in the case of plastic Industry where the raw 
material namely moulding powders are not available in the country. India's Plastics 
Industry has been built up with the help of imported raw material and it is now 
building up export markets in the neighbouring countries which wonld earn foreign 
exchange resources for the country. Therefore, in the case of such an industry 
the availability of raw materials inside the country in order to enable it to receive 
State protection shonld not be a necessary condition. Similarly in case of other 
Engineering Indnatries which can easily cater for foreign markets, it may be necessary 
to import steel because of shortage inside the country. The Association, therefore, 
feel that due to the necessity of our having to export a large number of articles in 
order to balance our payment position, it may be necessary for the Government 
to relax some of the conditiona imposed by the Fiscal Commission of 1921-22. 

Questim 34. Jr. the light of your appreciati<m wluU is the r.lative importance yoo 
attach under the present day er>nditions to the Governmental measures for the pro
motion of our trade ar.d industry which may be broadly classified under the 
follawing heads:-(a) Fiscal meawres and (b) non-fiscal measures. 

The policy of laissez faire under which the Government of a country has not 
to interfere with the industrial and commercial aspirationa of the country is dead 
and gone. In the present day economic conditiona of the world, the Government 
of every country has actuslly assisted the promotion of its trade and commerce. 
It is therefore, not necessary for the Association to emphasi•e the importance of 
Gov~ental interferen_ce for the promotion of our trade and industry. Private 
enterpnse has already gtven place to controlled economy and it is very necessary 
that our Government actively Rnpport the industrialisation of the country both 
by fuca! and non-fiscal measmes. In the opinion of the Association non-fiscal 
mea~res ha~e more importance t~ the fuca! measures especially on account of 
parttbon whlch has created for Indta two land frontiers one on the East and the 
other on the West, the result of which would be that the •mugglers trade would 
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flourish and the fisca.l measures adopted by the Government would not fully meet 
the requirements of the situation. It is apprehended that if the Fiscal Commission 
recommends help to our secondary industries by heavy protective Import duties, 
the smuggler's art will make small the protective wall, since the long boundary 
lines between the Dominions of India and Pakistan have become the. life lines of 
the smuggler's enterprise. It is to be understood that partition has made protection 
by import duties of small avail for many industries. For instance •f we raise the 
protective duty on cycles in the Indian Dominion say to 60% wbile in the Pakistan 
the duty is 20 %we will find thousands offoreign cycles wheeling down from Pakistan 
into the Indian Dominion. Suppose India wants to protect th" Jlbearing industry 
in India by raising the import duty to 70% while the Pakis " import duty is only 
10% we will then stimulate the Pakistan smuggler to ply a , •:rv profitable trade with 
India With this easily concealed material, which is very sm•ll in size but costly in 
price. We thus come to the paradox that it is not so much the import duties in 
India that will ultimately protect Indian industries as the Pakistan imp~rt duties. 

Question 35. Would you indicate the extent to which an appropriate tariff policy can 
further our foreign trade and assist in the development of our industries ~ 

The Association strongly believe that an appropriate traiff policy suited to the 
country will go a long way in the development of our industries and m building up 
our foretgn trade. What the Association has in mind is that if Government assist 
the development of our industries both by fiscal and non~ fiscal measures and actively 
support the development of our export trade, it would greatly benefit the country. 
There are a large number of engineering industries which have been established in 
the country during the last 10 years and most of them are in a position to export 
to the neighbouring countries. If restriction on imports is placed and standar
disation of quality is achieved, export trade is bound to develop. The Association 
are not in a position to say if any country has developed her industries without 
active Governmental assistanoe. 

Question 36. What in your judgment should be the objectives of tariff policy in short 
period! 

In the judgment of the Association the objectives of tariff policy in the short 
period should be; 

(i) to accelerate the pace ot industrialisation in the country; 

(ii). to introduce mechanisation in agriculture for the Association believe 
that human flesh and blood should not be required to do the job 
which iron and steel can do; 

(iii) to raise the standard ofliving of the masses; 

_(iv) to ~mat fuller employment of India's teeming population. 

Q1Ue8tion 37. The minority report of the Indian Fiscal Commission 1921-ZZ expressed 
the view that there should be an unfiualifieil pronouncement that the Fiscal 
Policy best suited for India is protection. Do you agree with this! 

The national aspirations of India have all along been towards following a pro
tective tariff policy for the country. It has always been the hope of Indians who 
have the best interests of the country at heart that a free India will, follow a protective 
policy. The country till 194 7 had been groaning under the hardship of a virtual 
free trade that had been imposed upon her by her rulers in their own interests. 
Indian economy has been exposed to the full blast of foreign competition and all 
such the country's industrialisation has proceeded at a very slow pace. Under the. 
present circumstances the Association strongly believe that the Fiscal policy best . 
suited for India is protection. It is very necessary for free India to follow a 
protectionist policy for some time in order to catch the arrears of our growth the 
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-various sectors of our economy and havmg risen to the full economic stature it will 
be easy for us to gh·e up the crutcheR of protection. It •hould not be un<1;erstood 
that the Association plead for a closed economy. In the preparatory per1od we 
too need have only a controlled economy. 

Questron 38. If so, what principles and conditions would you lay down for 
regulating the grant of protection or assi,stance! 

In the opinion of the Association the co11;ditions for regulating the g;ant ?f 
protection or asffistance should be the same as lrud ~own by the Governme~t. m thell' 
terms of reference to the Tariff Board appointed m 1945, as these conditions can 
cover almost any industry in the country which is worth development. ~e Asso
ciation would, however, suggest a liberal and helpful outlook by ~he Tarl!f Boar~ 
and the Government. This becomes necessary because interpretation of the condi
tions might create difficulty for an industry which otherwise is eligible for protection. 
For instance the phrase "Within a reasonable tinle" is .a vague one. An industry 
might take 20 years to dewlop sufficiently to C&ITJ' on without State 3Ssistance or 
protection whereas another industry might be able to do it within 5 yeers and, 
therefore, what is reasonable trme 1s a matter which depends upon the circums
tances of each industry. 

The Association, however would like to make it clear that protection should 
not be indiscrinlinate to any and every industry. Moreover, what is very necessary 
is that the Indian Standards Institution lays down the standards at an early date 
for all the articles manufactured in India and a highly qualified technical expert 
should be attached to the Tariff Board for purposes of determining standards, speci
fications and qualities of the products of such industries which go for protection. 
At the present moment the Tariff Board does not have any means of determining 
it except to ask for consumers views which under the present circumstances of the 
country do not C&ITJ' it far. It is, therefore, neces•ary that standsrd rests earned 
on by the Tariff Board Officials themselves coupled with the views of the consumers 
should be the criterion of standard quality. · 

In regard to the cost of protection the Association would like to emphasise the 
fact that nothing is mott costly to the nation than the export of its 
capital and resources to foreign countries in exchange of their goods and 
services.. If a country were t;, depend for all tinle on impo!'ted articles, her future 
would always be in danger. The cost of prorec:i'>n to the community at large has 
mt been scientifically worked out by any Tsriff Board so far. To the mind of the 
Association it would appear that the cost oiproiection to the community _is perhaps 
the measure of the difference between the landed cost of the inlported article and 
the fa.ir selling price of the indigenous product. The question, therefore, natmally 
arises whether an Indian shduld go on paying for sometime X plus Y, Y being the 
measure of protection or he should send out of his country X for all tinles. Th<> 
reply to the question is obvious. If India's teeming ruillions have to be provided 
with employment, if the standard cf livlllg of the masses has to be rmsed, and if 
the national dividend of the country has to be increased, increased industrialimtion 
is the only remedy and intTeased industrialisation in its tum depends upon protection. 
The Assoclli.tion have no doubt in their mind that the community has to shoulder 
this burden gladly. 

Questio;t 39. ll'':"ld yvu, in the application of the formula or [A'inciples, if ony, or 
tn the admmistration of the policy in general, like special consideration or :prio
rity to be given to any particular classes of industry! If so, please name the 
cl.aues. . 

'The As~-"'Iation would like to give special consideration to the needs of basic 
industries first: :~re&fte_r ehould ~ome the associated and secondary industry 
and the last N &il mdustr~e.• producmg consumer goods. But the Association are 
consciow; of a danger in making the above statemEnt. Every industry is important 
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for the nation and no hard and fast rule can be laid down in regard to the grant of 
protection with regard to special consideration or priority. 

Question 40. Do you agree with the view that the grant of protedion s7wuld not be con
f!ned to infant industriee but shauld be ocmeiilered if neceesary even before an 
tndustry ie eetab!iehed or when proposuls for its eetab!iekment are under consi
dereation! 

Th<; Association do not '.'gree with the view that gr'!nt of protection should 
be considered for an unborn mdustry. At least no question c f protection should 
arise by customs tariff. There are so many ways open to the Government to help 
the growth and development c.f industries and the Association would recommend 
the application of only non-fi!l<la} measures in case of unborn industries. 

Queelion 41. Please indicate your views on the vat'Wus alternative met7wde of protection, 
e.g.:-

(1) Proteeti.- t'mport duty. 

(2) Bounty or lfUbsidy. 

(3) System of pool prices e.g. the aluminium price pool whick was introduced 
til! recently. 

(4) (a) Quantitatwe re&triction of ®port based on guranteed market for ae 
least a percentage of domestic prod'UC!ion when suck, quantitatitJe restric
tions can be imposed without conflict with pre-existi'll{l agreemente or 
commitments. 

(b) whick oi these met7wds should be the normal methods. 

(c) would you !ike the appropriate met7wd to be determined in each case on its 
merits, if so what are the conditions you would like to bear in mind itt 
selecti'll{l the met7wd of protection~ 

(a) The best method of affording protection to an industry, in the opinion of 
the Association, with certain reservations, is by protective inlport duty. Bounty 
or subsidy can also be granted in certain cases. The system of pool prices is un
workable in actual practice except in very selected commodities like virgin metals. 
There are a large number of articles and in each article there are thousands of dealers 
and it is very difficult to work this system for industries seeking protectior. The 
Association would like to make it clear that the system of quantitative restriction 
on inlports should be applied in almost all the cases. The reason for this recommen
dation of the Association is that the restriction of imports has a great bearing on 
the -psychology of the consumers. Moreover, guaranteeing the Indian market for 
the mdigenous product is the least that Government should do. In the present 
<>ircumstances of the Indian industries specially in the field of engineering, Indian 
industry cannot be expected to compete with the quality products of the 
West which have been in the field for centuries now. Quality is a matter of ex
perience in technical skill and know-how. 

({>) The normal method of protection should be a combi11ation of protective 
inlport duty and restricted imports. 

(c) The Association would recommend the appropriate method to be deter. 
mined in each case 011 its merits; The co11ditions which a Tariff Board should keep 
in mind in selecti11g the method of protection should b-

(i) that the industry is one which without that particular method being 
applied cannot hope to exist. An instance of this would be found 
in the case of industrial plant and machinery where COI\Sumers are 
expert people and they would not care for a new Indian article so long 
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as they can have access to imported ~achiues. I~ may, therefore, 
be necessary to restrict the market for tmported arttcles, 

(ii) that the industry is one where the grant of protection by protective 
import duty or by restriction of imports ~ould be a heav:y burden on 
the consumers. ~ such a case only substdy may be destrable, 

(iii) that the cost of raw materials and labour compare proportionately less 
to the cost ofthe total product, and 

(iv) that there is a world monopoly in a product or in the acquisition of raw 
materials. 

Question 42; What ·should be Government policy and procedure u·here the situatiun 
calls for only safeguarding or anti-dumping measures _as dis!i11ct from subs
tantive protection whether for smallscale.or large scale <l!dustnes! 

In such circumstances the Government policy should be io prohibit imports 
temporarily. 

Question 43. (a) What place would you assign to export duties in the Tariff system in 
the future ! 

(b) Would you advocate export control (by duty or otherwise) for the purpose 
of: 

(i) safeguarding the domestic consumer agai118t critical shortages, 

(ii) C0118erving domestic supplies of raw materials for utilisation by domestic 
industries. 

(a) The purpose of export duty is twofold. In the first place they are mainly 
revenue and in th!l second place they are intposed for countervailing any currency 
measure which the importing coiDJtries of. Indian commodities might adopt. The 
Association would, therefore, recommend that export duties should 00 sparingly 
imposed and in any case their action should not be to hamper exports. 

(b) The Association quite agree with the view that in case of critical shortages 
export control should be utilised for making the supplies available to the . domestic 
consumer. In so far as the second question regarding conserving domestic supplies 
of raw materials for utilisation by domestic industries is.concerned, a. large number. of 
considerations come in. For instance the relative ..mportance of the particuh:i.r raw 
matenal m the export trade of the country, the intportance of the consuming domestic 
industries, the price of similar imported articles etc. On accoiDJt of such factors 
the Association would not like to make any definite observations on. this question. 
But the matter can be thrashed at the tinte of the oral evidence. 

Question 44. What fiscal measures, if any, would you recommend to enable an established 
industry to maintain its exports! 

No hard a.nd fa.st rule can be laid down regarding the application of any fiscal 
measures for maintenance of exports by an esU:blished industry. Each case ha.s 
to oo judged on its merits. 

Question 45. Hame you any comments on the method by which the Tariff Board at present 
fixes the quantum of protection! (The method of the comparing the fair selling 
price of the domestic product with the landed cost of the imported product.) 

In the first place the Association would like to register their objection on the 
method by which the cost of production of an indigenous commodtty is arrived at. 
The objections of the Association are based on actual experience of having conducted 
a large number of Tariff enquities. At present the Tariff Board takes into considera
tion the cost oha w materials, labour charges !mil QVerhea.de, interest on working 
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capiml and a certoin percenmge on block. Tl.ns lca.ves out of consideraticn som 
items of expenses like selling expenses etc. It me.y be noted that the landed cost 
of the foreign article is a price which includes the commission to the agent in India 
as. well as the profit of the manufacturer in foreign countries. The Association 
understand that the s< lling agent's commission in India is very high in almo.St 
all the imported articles. This fact gives a great competitive strength to the dealer 
in competing with the indigenous product in the country. The resclt is that the 
quantum of protection arrived at by comparing the landed cost with the cost of 
production of the indigenous product does not give sufficient relief. Moreover, 

. the T<>rifi' Board mkes the landed cost of a commodity on a po.rticula1 da.te from the 
Collector of Customs, which method is not at r.ll correct bec2.use the competition 
which the Indian industry hss to face is from not a. pe.rticular consignment but from 
the available stock m the country. The Tariff Bo2.rd does not make any effort 
to find out. the trend of plices in future with the result that m ;omo c~ses the protection 
granted does not come to much. A petu..<al of some of the Tariff Board reports will 
convjnce the ]1scal.Commissic"- th,.t in a. large number of cases the estimates of 
cost of product.ion for the future he.\ o been falsified inva.riably. The result has been 
that the qua.ntum of protection gr;;nted has not at all helpEd the industry; Rate 
of profit allowed to the Indian industry has been another factor in Iestrkting the 
growth of engineering industries. The Association, th~refore, would urge th~t the 
Tariff Board should be instructed to find out the landed cost over a period and not 
on a pa.rticular date. Similarly, h! consultation with some .Cost Accounmnts of 
repute a cermin smnda.rd formule. should be adopted in order to gnide th~ Indian 
jndustries to. present their accounts before the Tariff Board. 

Q?WJtiun 46. Would you recommend variations in duties to meet variations in import 
costs~ 

Yes, the Association would strongly recommend that the import duty should 
be varied according to the landed cost of the va.rious foreign products in the Indian 
market, and·this should be done almost immedistely. Tbe industry should nJt be 
required to move the Government for this purpose, There should be an administra
tive department atmched to the Ministry of Commerce whose main duty should be· 
to get da.ily reports from the port towns and watch the progress of the foreign prices in 
order that they are ena.bled to effect the variations without much difficulty. 

Question 47. Where protection is to be given by tariffs, what are the consideration'S which-
you think should govern the choice between the various alternative forms of duty· 
S'llCh as specific, ad valorem, cmnpownd etc.? 

Customs duties when they are utilised for giving protection to an indigenous 
industry may take one of the two forms. They may be either specific, that is to 
say, a. definite sum to be paid for a definite weight or measure of the commodity or 
they may be ad valcn-emt in which case the duty is expressed as a percentage ox 
the value of the commodity. The advantage of a specific duty consists in the case 
and certainty with which it is collected. The customs officials can easily know: that 
the duty to be paid is so much. There IS less likelihood of a dispute arising between. 
the Customs Authorities and the importers. In case of ad valorem duties the main 
difficulty lies in ascertaining fairly accurately the value of the goods to be assessed. 
Fm. ther the system of ad valorem duties involves certain disadv&.ntages to the im
porter. A rise in the price of the commodity means a corresponding rise in the duty 
pa.!d. On the oth~r hand s.recific duties su_ffer from obviou~ disadv_antages. Wh~n 
priCes are fluctuatmg considerably,. a specfic duty results m contmual changes m. 
the rate of duty. From the point o£ view of Government revenue ad valorem system 
is probably more advanmgeous. 

From the point of view of protootion the system of specific duty gives no assur
ance that the intentions of the Government w1ll. be carried out. If the gener"llevel 
of priCes rises tloe full protection designed by the Tariff Board ma.y not be ~afforded 
On tbe otuer hand if the general level of prices falls the protection may prove ex-
cessive. · , 
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From oil these difficulties it would appear that it is not easy to pronounce any 
judgment on the utility of eit!Kr of the two duties. The Association on the Whole 
would <ccommend that once the Ta.dff Board have come to the conclusion that an 
industry has t<> be effectively prote~ted. the;y •hould re~ommend the type. of duty 
which would be most desirable keepillg ill view all the crrcumstanccs of an illdustry 
to be protected. 

QU€8tion 48. What do you think of the utility and practicability of trarijj quotas1 

In the opinion of the Association what the Fiscal Commission have in mind 
is the utility of import quotas under which it may be laid down that the maximum 
..mount of the commodity which may be imported during a given period would be 
so much. The Association feel that in cases where the restriction of imports is 
-considered as necessary for protecting a certain industry which does not meet the 
total demand of the country and where the total demand can easily be ascertained 
import quota may be utilised with advantage. Quotas have certain advantages 
inasmuch as the home producers can exactly know what quantity of imports will 
-come in but here are certain disadvantages and the Association would, therefore, 
"I"ecommend that quota system should be utilised with care and caution. 

·Qu£Sticn 49. W m.ld you like a minimum or maximum duration to be laid dnwn for 
. protective measure ? 

No. Each case should be decided on ita merits. 

-Qv£Stion 50. Are you salisjitd with the t:CUting system of revenue tariff cla.ssijicaliofJ 
If net, whal are il8 def<cts and whal changes would ycu Buggest ? Can t"M 
txisting system be so modified aB to reduce the lnlrden on the conSiltner without 
any appreciable !ass of revenue to the public exchequer ? 

The first part of the question is not clear. In so far as the reduction in the 
:revenue duty is concerned the Association feel that they can be modified but this 
would require expert ex.'<mination for which the Association would suggest tho 
appointment of a C<>mmittee to go into this question in detail. 

Question 51. Hating regard to : 

(a) the future structure of our foreign trade, 

(b) the anticipationB rekding to the course of Internalicmal Trade (underlying 
the Havana Charter on Trade and Empwym<nt), and 

(c) the broad lin.,. of industrial policy aa laid dnwn in the stalement of the 6th 
April, 

would 11cu. altempt a formulation of the objectives of our U;ng term Fiscal 
Policy? 

This bas already been covered in reply to questions already answered. 

Question 52. In order to facilitale the objectives of our fi•cal policy dn you think it would 
be n<WJBary for Government or quasi Government inatitutionB to participale in 
foreign trade : 
(a) in the slwrt period, 
(b) in the U;ng period. 

. ~ the opini~n. of th~ Asso~tion it will not be necessary for Government In
stitutions to partictpate ill foreJgD trade except in abnormal circumstances. 

Questicn 53. If your anBWer to the above queBtion is in the affirmative, whal form 
G~vernment .or. qua.i G_avern?"~~ organuation wculd you recommend? What 
unU be the ltmtl8 to thetr actwitus and whal conditions if any would you im-
po&e on their functional ' ' 

In view of our replies to question 52, the question does not arise. 
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SECTION E 

Non-fiscal measures for the promotion of Trade a?UJ, I 1Ulust:ty 

-Question 54. The I1Ulian Fiscal Commission of 1921-22 8'UggesWZ several " 8Uppk
mentary measures" as an aid to the tariff policy which they had recommended. 
"!Vould you enumeratethenon-fiscalmeasuresthatGovernment should now adopt 
•n furtherance of any approved fiscal policy both in the short period a?UJ, in 
the lang period? 

In the opinion of the Association the non-fiscal measures that Government 
'should adopt for the promotion of our trade and industry should be :-

(a) to lighten the burden of railway freight rates, 
(b) improvement in land acquisition facilities for development of industries, 
(c) provision of technical training, 
(d) establishment of a Labour Academy for training Trade Union Ofil. 

cials, 
(e) modification in some of the existing laws relating to industry, 
(f) reduction in taxation, 
(g) provision for adequate supply of controlled raw materials for construction 

of new factories and for regular production, 
(h) supply of cheap power, 
(i) provision for technical training by Government Ordnance factories, 
(j) Government purchases should invariably be made from local sources. 

<Question 55. In particular have you-any special8'Uggestions to make as to how Govem
ment could facilitate :-
(a) the 8Upply of essential i1Ulustrial raw materials where these are not readily 

available in the country, 
(b) the 8Upply of essential plant a1Ul machinery, 
(c) the 8Upply of cheap fuel or power, 
(d) the production of cheap, adequate a?UJ, quick transport both for the movement 

of raw a?UJ, semiprocessed materials a1Ul their finished products made 
available under a scheme of rationalised freight structure, 

(e) the supply of techncial personnel of different grades, 
(f) the supply of technical in.formrtJ.ion ahcut i?UJ,ustrial methods a1Ul pro

C€88€8, 

(g) the supply of i1Ulustrial finance both for use as block a?UJ, as working ca-
pital? . 

(a) Under the present conditions of control, the Association suggest that the 
least that Government could do to help the development of engineering industries 
.is that licences should be issued expeditiously for importing raw materials which are 
.not available locally and the customs duties should be made light. In so far as 
·the supply of iron and steel is concerned, Government should rationalise its distri
bution in consultation with the industrial organisations of the country. Engineer

. ing Industries have been practically starved since 1945 and there would be very 

.few industrialists who would venture out in new fields, unless the existing situation 
improves. 

(b) In regard to the supply of essential plant and machinery there have 
been very few complaints received by the Association and the Association feel that 
the development of plant and machinery industry inside the country is very necessary 
:in order that local industries may not have to depend upon foreign supplies of such 
'machinery as can be manufactured within the country. There are enough resources 
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available inside the country and the report of Mfs. Fo!d,. Bacon & Dayis whi_ch 
has been submitted to the Government of India would mdicate how our mdustries 
can be developed for the purpose. 

(c) So far as fuel and power_ are concerned, so _J~ng as Government contin_ue 
their fued selling prices of coal neither coal nor electncity ~ be cheap. Indu_stries. 
have been clamouring for declaring the present fi.'l:~ pnces of coal ?" ma=um 
prices in order that any deal below the maximum pnces may be legalised, but Go
vernment have not so far cared about it. In so far as the development of thermal 
power stations and hydro works are concerned, the .Association look for Government 
schemes te fructify. 

(d) The .Association very much wish that there should be c?eap~ adequate and 
quick transport and for this purpose it is ~ecessary that th~ Indian r~vers s~ould be 
made navigable throughout the year. This would along With the railw:'ys rmprove 
the traru.-port situation in the country. 

The freight policy underlying the railway administration an~ transport ~qtrires 
inunediate revision. It was framed long ago mainly "lvith a new to helpmg the 
export of our produce and the import of foreign materials when Indian industri~s 
were in infancy. Now since many ofthem have reached maturity and further rapid 
industrialisation of the country is a necessity to minimise the evil of unemployment 
which grows. with the growth of population, the situation urgently reql!ires a different 
orientation of the freight policy which should be set definitely and .purposefully 
to accelerate the industrial progress of the country. In the vast sub-continent of 
India, it ·happens that some important industries are situated far from the industries 
consuming their products and it also happens that some important industries and it 
also ha]>pens that some essential raw m~terials are found far from where they a.re· 
required. A wise national freight policy would adjust its freights to ease such posi
tions and not insist on arranging freights on the basis of what the traffic can bea.r. 

To summarise, the outlook of RAilways requires drastic change ; the considera
tion in future should not be how a certain policy will affect RAilway budgets but 
how it will help existing industries and promote further industrialisation ; the in
dustraial giant, when once on the move, will carry with ease many a budget deficit. 
Unless the whole structure of freight policy is changed it is net possible to indus
trialise the country te a. large extent. It is significant to remYk here that with 
the same sea freight from the U.K. to any port in India from Karachi to Rangoon 
inlported articles are available at the same price in all the port towns and their 
neighbourhooq. With the present freight policy they find an immediate and even 
distribution throughout the country at a very cheap cost. Similar products locally 
ma~~d work at a disadvantage. An imported fan, for instance, could be 
easily distributed all over the country for the same price but an Indian fan will have 
te pay Rs. 5/- ~ Rs. ~!- a.s freight_ from Cal~utta_ te any upcountry town .. This
wo~ks as a_ subsidy for Imported articles. It IS high time that the whole railway 
freight policy of the country should be revised. River canals and water courses· 
should be developed and a net work of well co-ordinated rail road and water transo 
port system should be evolved while coastal marine traffic ,;n by indians should be 
organised to meet the growing demand of Indian industries. · 

(e) For the supply of technical personnel of different grades Government o:f" 
India have alr~~y taken ac~ion in establishing 4 high powered tec~cal Institutions 
a~d the Assocmtwn hope this would meet the demand of Indian industries for tech
meal perso~l. Moreove:, as ti).~ Association have elsewhere suggested Government 
should appomt Industrial ~ngmeers _at important cities like Bombay, Kanpur,. 
Calc-utta and Madras to adVIse and assist small scale industries. 

(f) If the Industrial Engineers are appointed and a small statistical office is
attached to them, it would take care of the supply of technical information. 
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(g) ~ regar?- ~o finance, the Association do not wish to make any detailed· 
observatiOns as It Is a patent fact how Gover':"llent action has already dried the 
~~01"'ces of our fina~ce; One pomt, however, which the Association would emphasise 
IS that. contractors bills for the supply of stores to Government should be paid for 
immediately. 

Question 56. How and to what extent could the trade and industry co-operate with Gov
ernment in the provision of such facl1ityf 

The Association.have no particular views to offer, 

Question 57. Do yo>t think any special types of organisation wo>tld be necessa.ry ? 

(a) to secure this. co-operation between the industry and trade, and 

(b)'to ptovide for the orderly supply of the facilities enum<mted in question 55 
or for the supply .of such other facilities as may be CO?Midered necessary. 

In the opinion of the Association the existing organisations like the Import 
Advisory Council, the Export· Advisory Council, the Central Advisory Council of· 
Industries, the Development Committees r.re taking good cate and··for the present
it is not necessary to add to them. 

flECTION F 

Fiscal policy in 'relation to Commonwealth preferences. 

Question fJJJ. What are yaur general views on the subject of Imperia~ rrqerence-par
ticularly in the l~ht of the principles .underlyiw the Gcnernl Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade and the Havana· Charter on World Trade and Employment ? 

In view of the changed economic and political conditions in the world as well as
in India, the entire question of Imperiltl Preference and the General Agreement on 
Tariff and Trade and the Havana Charter on World Trade and Employment neces. 

·sitl!-te a new approach. Owing to growing importance of manufactured articles in 
bur export trade and the entry of industrial raw materials in our import trade pre
ferences should be entered into with a careful eye in the national interest. They· 
should be reciprocal and mutually advantageous. 

Question 59. The Indian Fiscal Commission of 1921-22 recommended that if the policy: 
of Im.peria~ Preference was adopted on the lines indicated in their Report, its 
application should be governed by the following principles :-

(a) that no preference should be granted on any article witlwut the approval of the 
Legislatwre ; 

(b) that no peference given in any WltiJ should diminish tlw protection r~quired · 
by Indian Industries ; 

(c) that preference should not involve on balance any al[i:preciable economic to· 
India. 

On the assumption that the scheme of I•mperial Preference is contin!ted, would you· 
consider the abdve principles adequate ? If not~ would you formulate a compre
hensive set of principles that '1TWI!I be appi,cable to the czrcumstanJces of the 
present? 

The principles that the Association would recommend to guide any scheme of· 
preferences may be enumerated as follows :-

(i) Preferences granted should not reduce the quantum of protection enjoyed: 
by the Indian industries. 
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(ii) Mora emphasis should be !aid on preferences to be ~btained on industrial 
raw materials and cap1ta.l eqmpment and machinery. __ 

(iii) The preferences should not lead any foreign country to discr imlnate 
against ns. r ' \ 

(ill) Finally, such agreements should help the industrialization of the oountry, 

<Question 60. Would you make a broad arwlysis of the effects of the preferences granted 
and received, by India and U.K. respectively under the Ind<J-British Trade Agree
ment of 1939, annodified by the provisWns of the General Agreement on Tariff• 
and Trade under the following heade : 

(a) Expansion of trade; 

(b) OustMM revenues ; 

(c) Price lef1els of preferred commodities ? 

.(Ju<Stion 61. Please attempt a similar arwlysis in respect of the trade between India tm 
the one hand and the other Commonwealth wuntries and the British colonies tm 
the otkr. 

<QW'..stion 62. In what direction and to what extent do you think the preferetUJeS on lmpom 
into India hn.ve affected the burden on the Indian consumer? Could you attempt 
a I]U'lntitative assessment with reference to some major preferred imports? 

-Q!I.eation 63. Is it possible to mafoe a similar estinmte of the extent to which our exp<)IW 
hafJe expanded as a result of the preferences received by '11.8 in the U.K., the Domi,.. 
Wn8 and the other British territories? 

.-Question 64. Apart from the economic adrontoges that rrv:ty be derived from these mutual 
preferences do you think that they confer any bargaining etrength on India vis-a.~ 
(a) the" United Kingdom and other Cdmmonwealth countris and (b) non-Cdm11W71-
wealth countries ? If so, please illuetrate your arurwer with some exa>mples. 

<Qruetion 65. (•) In the light of your replies to the abm:e queetions would you form:u141& 
your views on the desirability of continuing the existing system of preferemet~ 
between (a) India and the United Kingdom, (b) India and the other DominloM, 
and (c) India and the other British territories? 

(ii) If you art not in favour of continuing the exieting syetem, what modijicatiOM 
would you suggest? 

The association have no views to offer. 

SECTION G 

Treatment and obligations of protected and assieted Industries 

<Queetion 66. (a) Do you consider that induetrics receimng protection or assietance 
from Government owe a special obligation to the rest of the community as n
gards the manner in which they render their services ? 

(b) If so, pkase etate your mews as to these obligations under the following heade :
( i) price policy and price structure ; 
( ii) wages and condiliO'IIs of labour ; 
(iii) adoption of technological impr011ements ; 
(iv) initiation of research in the technique o} production and distribution • 

' (v) training of apprentices and G011ernment Scholars and Btipendiaries; 

(vi) cont~ol or:er. the d!&tribution of the production of protected industrie8 in 
certam cont.ngenc>es. 
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(a) Yes, industries receiving protection or assistance have obligations to the· 
community in general. • 

(b) (i) The Association agree that the price policy of the protected industries· 
should be helpful to the consumer. In this case the Association would 
draw the attention of the Government to the protection granted to.. 
~he Iron and Steel Industry. Before the industry got established' 
~ the c~untry, the foreign manufacturers of steel were charging. 
higher pnces but after the grant of protection the prices of foreign 
products tended to fall and what is more interesting to note is that 
to-day the price of Indian steel is the lowest in the world. • 

(ii) In the opinion of the Association there is no necessity of making any 
~pecial _provision for the tre~tment of labour employed by protected. 
mdustnes. The consumer dictates the te=s and if the community. 
can afford to pay its labour handsomely, the Association feel, pro
tected industries would not deny fair return to labour. 

(iii) & (iv) The protected industries have already done commendable work 
in the field of research. For instance the Association would like to· 
refer the Fiscal Commission to the work done by the Tata Iron and 
Steel Co. in this respect. 

(v) Improvement in the available supply of technical labour will help to
improve the quality of indigenous products and may lead to reduction. 
in the cost of production. The protected industries should be treated 
in the same way as other industries in the matter of training of ap
prentices or Government scholars. 

(vi) Taking into consideration the particular circumstances of each industry,. 
distribution control can be, exercised if circumstances so warrant. 

Question 67. (a) Is it necessary to stipulate that no protected or assisted industry· 
should wgage in any restrictive practice in respect of (i) production, (ii). 
distribution or (iii) prices ? 

(b) What genual principles would you suggest to regulate the right of association
or combination of the different units in a protected or assisted industry. 

(a) It is necessary to stipulate that no protected or assisted industry will en
gage in any practice in respect of production, distribution or prices if it is going to
harm the comnmnity. But in certain extra-ordinary circumstances like shortage
of raw materials, transport difficulties, labour troubles, some control may be ne
cessary and industry should be allowed to exercise such couirol. 

(b) The protected industries or any other should have absolute right to form 
associations or combinations to protect their interests and increase the volume of' 
their services to the community. Industrial associations have a great disciplinary 
inilnence and the Association strongly feel that the industry should be encouraged 
to form associa tiona. 

Question 68. Would you lay down any conditions regarding the financial structure· 
of the industries receiving protection ? 

There is no' need to lay down any special conditions regarding the financia1 
structure of protected industres. The existing laws of the land and the terms of 
reference to the Tariff Board take sufficient care about it. 

Question 69. (a) Are you satisfied with the present arrangements for the standardiza
tion and control of the quality of industrial products ? !n particular, do you 
think that any special arrangements for the control qual1ty of the products of 
protected and assisted industries are necessary. 

(b) If so, would ymt impose this duty on the protecte~ or assisted industries through 
such sp,cial organisations as they moy set up w>th the approval of Government· 
or would you sEt up any special institutions outside these indu~tries ? 
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(c) What in your view slwuld be the structure and functions of such organisa. 
tions or institutions -~ Slwuld they be professionally expert bodies or be com. 
posed of representatives of the difftrent interests concerned ? 

(a) The Association are not satisfied with the present arrangement for the 
cBtandardisation and control of quality of industrial products in India but they 
strongly hope that the establishment of Indian Standards Institutions and the Indian 
Society for Quality Control will improve the situation. 

(b) The .Association would recommend that the matter of standardisation 
and regulation of quality be left over to the two Institutions named above. 

(c) The Constitutions of the Indian Standards Institution and the Indian 
Society for Quality Control will explain the structure and function of the two orga
nisations mentioned above. 

Question 70. Do you think thtd the obligtdi011S slwuld be embodied in the relevant 
statutes dealing with proteded or assisted industries or be left ta be prescribed 
by the tariff-makhzg machinery on an ad hoc basis, in each indi'llidual case of 
an industry seeking J'TOtedion of assistance ? 

It is not necessary to incorporate obligations of protected industries in statute . 

. Question 71. (a) Do you consider thtd any special administrative machinery is ne
cessar!l'to ensure thtd these obligati<Jns <Jf protected and assisted industries are 
duly discharged ? If so, whtd form of administrative machinery uxmld you 
suggest? 

(b) Or, would you prefer that this function sh<Juld be entrusted to a special wing 
of the tariff-making machinery or of any other existing organistdion? · 

(c) Or, do you think that it wiU be necessary or desirable for Government ta be 
represented on the management of protected or assisted industries in order ta 
ensure that these obligtdi011S are carried out in the spirit in which they are con
ceived? 

(a) The Association do not think it necessary that any special admlnistrative 
·body is required for the purpose. The Tariff Board should be able to keep watch. 

(b) The Association would very much welcome the addition of a special wing 
-of inspection with the permanent Tariff Board. 

(c) No, there is no necessity for Government association with the management 
-of protected industries. 

SECTION R 

OrganU.ation, metlwds a'nd procedure. 

•Question 72. In the light of your replies do you consider that the existing administra
tive organisati011S will be adequate to deal with the problems of implementa
tion that may arise out of Government's acceptance of a comprehensive policy 
as regards (i} ~cal measures and (ii) non-1iscal measures. 

The Association do not consider that the existing organisations Will be able to 
-deal with tile problems c.f implementation that may arise out of Government's 
acceptance of a. comprehensive policy as regards (i) fiscal and (ii) non-fiscal mea.
s~- At present t~e ~I_inistry ?f Commerce ~s, in the _main, resp~nsible for pro
tection matters. It u; a.sststedm tts work by (1) the TartffBoard (h) Departmental 
Commlttee which sc"TUtirises the applications fer protection and the recommenda· 
tions of the Tariff Board (iii) The Customs Depe.rtment which carries out the func
tion of ascertaining and collecting dutits. 'lue Ministry has no department for 

-administering the non-fiscal measures properly. 
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,(Juestion 7 3. If not, what organisational changes would you propose in tlul existing 
machinery of Government deaUng with these subjects ? 

The suggestions of the Associ.J.tion in regard to the creation of adequate a.nd 
necessary machinery are as follows :-

(i) The present ad hOc Tariff Board should be replaced by a permanent one 
cre.1~d by. Statute with necessary statutory powers to translate 
the mtentwns of the State, in regard to rapid industrialization of the 
country, into action. From the amount of work done by the present 
Tariff Board during the last four years it would appear that the work of 
the Board is of varied nature and quite heavy in volume. It would, 
ther.efore, be necessary to enlarge the composition of the permanent 
Tariff Board. At present the Tariff Board does not have sufficient 
technical assistance and e:.l'erience. In so far as engineering in
d11stries are concemed the Association would very strongly recom
mend that the Board should be empowered and obliged to co-opt a 
member for· each industry having sufficient knowledge about the 
industry concerned. It is the experience of the Association that 
the work of the Tariff Board has beer> greatly hampered because of 
the absence of expert technical knowledge available to it. 

(ii) 

(iii) 

There should be a specialized Department of Tariffs attached with the 
Ministry of Commerce who should be charged with the work of looking 
after the work connected with protection. This Department should be 
in charge of a Joint Secretary. 

I 
Simihuly, there should be a full-fledged Secretariat attached with the 

Tariff Board for keeping a watch over the affairs of the protected 
industries. 

(iv) In order to help the Customs ... uthorities, an administrative Officer 
of the Ministry of Commerce solely in charge of the protection work 
should be attached to Collectors of Customs at the pm·t towns, This 
officer in addition to helping the customs officials in regard to leviable 
duties, and decisions of the Government relating to protection 
matters, will help the industries about prices of imported products,· 
wrongful entry of protected or prohibited commodities, and the like. 

(v) A printing press for the Tariff Board is very necessary. 

(vi) The Tariff Board should also have an Inspection Wing and a small de
partment of the Indian Standards Institution attached to it. 

Questimt 74. (a) It hq,s been suggested that it might be necessary to set up one compre
lulnsive organisation (partaking of tlul nature of a Trade and Industrial 
Planning Cdmmission) subdivided into suitable branches to deal with 
tlul planning and execution of various measures, relating to (i) tariffs, (~i) 
other fiscal measures, and (iii) non-fiscal measures etc. Do you agree w•th 
his view? 

~b) If so, would you indicate the type of organi-sational chart that you haJJJe in. 
mind. · 

(a) & (b) The Association do not agree with the v~ew for e~tablishing. a 5'ompre•. 
hensive orga.nisation like the Tr.>de and Indu~trml. Plauumg Commis.si?n· The 
Advisory function of the Tariff Boa.rd, the administrative part ~the Mmistry of 
-commerce should be treated separately in order to ensure effiCiency and expert 
examination of the issues involved. 
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Questian 75. (a) Alternatively, would yo':' prefer a series af specialised organisationS' 
dealing with these particular subjects ? 

(b) If so, how would yau rorrel<lte the functions of these administrative organiJJa~ 
tions 1 

(a) The Association would prefer a series of specialised organisations dealing. 
with these particular subjects. 

(b) The following chart will indicate how to correlate the functions of the 
various administrative organisations :-

MINISTRY OF COMMERCE 
I 

4ariff 
Board. 

I ~--__!.._--.1 
Secreta'ri&t. J)eptt. Tech-

of nieal 

I 
Fiscal 
Secreta
riat. 

Econ. Doptt. 
& 

Statis-
tics. 

I 
Non-Fiscal 
Secret:lria.t. 

I 
Customs 
Depart. 
ment. 

Questio-n 76. As a further alternative wauld you favaur tmly one T'fhnical Organisa
tion dealing with Tarijfs, leaving the other subjects to be dealt with by the 
different :Ministries concerned more or less in the manner follawed at present ? 

The present pattern with the changes described above should continue. 

Questio-n 77. Whatever may be the structure of the planning and ro-ordinating machine11f 
that yau mey favour, ·do yau agree that a specialised organisatian for tariff 
purposes is essential ro the implenuntation of a scwntijic tariff policy ? 

Yes, the Association agree. 

Questio-n 7 8. If so, would you agree with the recommendations of the Indian Fiscal· 
Commission of 1921-22 that the Tariff Board or the Tariff Commission shauld 
be-

(i) a permanent body of high standing. 

(ii) ronsistiotg of members who are of high ability, integrity, and impartiality, 
preferably with a knawledge of economic and a practical acquaintance with busi
ness affairs 1 

(Paras. 302, 309, Chapter XVII.) 

Ha11e you got other v-kws on the status and structure of an appropriate Tariff 
Board Commissian 1 

(i) Yes. 

(ii) With the provision of co-option of a technic&] expert as a member of the 
Board, the Association would favour the recommendation of a Fiscal Commission of 
1921-22. 

QtiP.-dWn 79. What, in '!faur view, are the appropriate functions of a Tariff Board? 
Do yau agree unth the recommendatwns of the Indian Fiscal Commission of 
1921-22 on this BUhjects ? (Para . .306, Chapter XVII.) 

In the opinion of the Association, the functions of the Tariff Board should be 
widened. The Association agree with the recommendations of the Indian Fiscal 



Commission of 1921-22 in regard to the !unctions <if a Tariff Board. In the opinion 
of the Association following, in the main, should be the functions which would de
volve upon the Tariff Board :-

.(i) To investi~ate the clab;ns of parti_cular industries to protection and to 
make re?ommendat10ns reg~rding the rate of protective duty or any 
alternat1ve measures of assiStance or both. 

(ii) To watch the effect of protective duties or other measures of assistance 
on in~ustries ; to review periodically the results of such protection of 
each md~stry_ and to_ make recommendations when necessary for 
the modificatiOn or Withdrawal of protection. 

(iii) 

(iv) 

To investigate the relations between the rates of duty on raw materials 
partly finished products and finished products ; to make recommenda~ 
tions for adjustments in these rates, and to suggest solutions for 
conflicts of interests between different industries. 

To report which industries need assistance on the ground that they are 
essential for purposes of national defence, and in what manner snch 
assistance can most conveniently be given. 

(v) To consider the effects of excise duties on Indian industries. 

(vi) To report on what commodities revenue export duties can safely be 
levied and at what rates. 

(vii) To consider the effects of ail valorem and specific duties and tariff valua
tions on various articles, and to make recommendations for any 
changes that may be desirable. 

{viii) To consider to which articles preferential rates of import in favour of 
the United Kingdom or any other country tnight be extended and what 
the preferential rates should be. 

(b<) To report on proposals for trade agreements with foreign countries. 

(x) To investigate questions in connection with the treatment of Indian 
products by foreign countries and the advisibility of taking any re
taliatory action in special cases. 

(xi) To investigate any complaints regarding combinations of manul"acturers 
to the detriment of the Indian consumer and to make recommendations 
for any necessary action. 

(xii) To watch generally the effects of the tariff policy on the cost of living. 

(xiii) To study the tariff systems of other countries and report how far they 
affect Indian economy. 

(xiv) To report to the Government as and whe~ required _on the factors that 
lead to increase in the cost of productiOn of Indian manufactured 
goods or imported articles. 

(xv) To advise Government as and when reqnired of measures whereby 
initial protection may be secured in the most economic basis. 

(xvi) To enqnire, as and when reqnired by_ Government, into the cost. of 
production of a commodity produced m the country and to determme 
its wholesale, retail or other prices, and to report on the samll ; 

(xvii) To recommend to Government, M_ ~n~ when. tequired; m~ures /f 
. necessary for the protection of India s mdustr1es from dumpmg from . 
. abro11-d; 

IU M. of Com. 
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(xvili) To undertake studies, as and ·'wlien nec~y, on th~ effec~ of aa 

valorem and specific duties and tariff valuatwns on vano?" artwles and 
the effects on tariff concessions granted to other countnes ; 

Que.stion 80. Da you consider that the eeistinJJ functi~'"' of the ~re.sent Indian Tariff 
Board as laid down in the Government of Irul!a Reaolut:ons .of November, 3, 
194.5, November :26, 1917 and August 6, 1918 (summansed •n the note· to 
Section B) are adequate ? If not, what changes u:culd you suggest ? 

Please refer to replies to question 79. 

Queotion 81. Do you con.sider that the present struct:m and organi~ation of the Tariff 
Board are adequate for the disclrar9e of the dulles erdrlltted to tt ? 

The A-ssociation do not consider that the preseut structure and organisation 
of the Tariff Bnrd are adequate for the discharge of their duties. In regard to 
the changes and modifications, please refer to replies to questions 72, 73, 74(a) and 
(b) and 75(a) and (b). 

Question 82. Do you think that the present prvadure und<r u·hich an industry's 
fitne.ssfor protection is considered only on application by that irulu.stry is sound 't 
If not, how would you like it to be modified ? 

The Association do not think that the present procedure under which an in· 
dustry's fitness for protection is considerei only on application by that industry is 
sound. There is no doubt that, as a general rnle, industries should apply for pro
teotion but an application by an Industrial Association shonld also be sufficient 
ground for the Tariff Board to consider the claim of an industry provided facts 
and figures are available. 

Questian 8.3. In any case, should the present procedure be modified so far as smal> 
and unorganised industries are conctrned ? If so, in what di>ection ? 

In so far as the small scale and unorganised industries are concerned, in the opi
nion of the Association, non-fiscal measures would go a long way towards their 
development except in exceptional cases. At present these industries are not 
scientifically organised with the result that it is difficnlt for them to satisfy the 
tests of the Tariff Bo~d. 

Que.stion 84. Where the procedu•e provides for an application for protection, should tM 
application be addressed to Gcn:ernment or to the Tariff Board ? 

In the opinion of the Association, an industry should have the right to address 
its application to the Tariff Board direct who shonld be empowered to consider 
applications without interference from Government. 

Q~ution 85. What modifications would you ougyest in the :z;re.<<nt procedure to make 
it more expr;ditious ? 

The prorision for the Tariff Board receiving the applications direct and fixa· 
tion of a time limit wonld cut out much of the delay in the present procedure. 

Qu<otiGn 8G: Have you '!"Y i~prooe~Hnt to 8UQQESI in the Tariff Board's present 
""''king mP-llv.xls (mcludtng the pror.<du~e for r-~blic Juarir.(Jo)? 

·fhe Association feel that the present working methods of the Tariff Board are 
quite satisfactory. The only suggestion which the Association would make regard· 
ing the place of the public hearings is that public enquiries should b·, held at 
concentration points and the representatives of the Industries should not be 
calle;l.to a fixed pia~ as is being done at present. Moreover in regard to the 
J>nbllcity of the Tariff Board announcements, the Association suggest that some 
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bllliter method shouldb& adopted because at presentit sometiines happens that. the 
Tariff Board's announooments do not appear properly in the daily Press. 

Question 87. Do you con.sider that the Tariff Board's recommendations should nor~ 
mally be tUC€pted by Government and implemented by it ? 

Yes, the Association ronsidc,r that the Tariff Board's recommendations should! 
normally be accc1Jted by Government and implemented by it without mcdifica.tions 
un.less very important r.nd weighty reasons warrant othcrwiEe. The GuYcrnment 
should publicioe the rce.sons for rejecting the recommer,dations of the Tariff Board.. 

Question 88. (a) Hat'i11g regm·d to the nature of the duties andfuncticns entrusted fa the 
Tm'<jf Board, do you con;Jidcr that it should be placed on a slatut0f111 
basis? 

(b) If so, should the stat11te lay duwn only the cam position and functions 
of the Tm·iff Boar·d or also incl11dc the general principles got·erning;, 
tariff poliC1J, the general procuhtre to be follo11·ed in tariff enquiTiee.~ 
and the manner of enforcement of the obligations of protected ov·,· 
assisted industries? 

(c) To what extent would such statutory provisions militate agaimJ II 
flexibility! How could the possible risk of rigidity in proced7tre and'.! 
a.l·n~n.£::~ra~iJn. imp!icit in st.tt'utJry prJvisioTM1 be either el-imina.teciJ 
or reduced? 

(a) Yes, the Association consider it necessary that the Tariff :Board should lim 
}>laced on a statutory basis. 

(b) The statute should lay down only the composition, and functions ofthe Ta.rffi!' 
, Board and the broad principles of proc< dure. The statute should not fetter the dis
cretion of the Tariff Board nor should it prescribe the general proc<dure to be followel 
in the Tariff enquiries a.nd the manner of enforcement of the obligations of protecW 
or assisted industries. 

(c) Please refer to reply to question 88 (b). 

Conclusion. 
We have now reached the last stage of the enquiry. In ·conclusion the Assocfu.. 

tion would like to touch upon certain fur:,damentals which they believe wouJa be 
necessary for rapid industrialisal$on which apply to the entire field of Indian indus
tries in general and to the Engineering industries in particular. TLese fur:.rlamenta;Jis 
consist in :-

'(1) Ade'qua.cy of fa.cilities for teachnicru educstion ; 

(2) Availability of raw materials such as iron er.d steel, non-ferrous metalm 
and coal ; 

(3) Electric power at reasonable cost (4) Adequacy of transportation and (&' 
Engineering and Management experience commonly known as "know-
how". 

The Association, at appropriate plea.CC'S lmvo emphasised the compgra.tiYI) scarrity ·o£ 
techniedly trai:1cd nwn :'..nd it is noccss:~ry tha.t f~dlities for tec·hnied education should( 
be provided in order to fill this g.cp .. 'l'lw immediate bottleneck of industrhtlisation 
is the lu.ck of tr<dJ\<'d tcclu1i<·al pcrsoDJ\cl Loth in the <odminislmti,,e services of our 
Govcrn.mcut a.q,d in, the orgr~nisation, of our industries. ....'\.~ .:.;.,J,;.zstrialid iun rogresses, 
the nc<·d for Govcrnmt'n.t to havo a trained staff of administrators wi.tllCll an gh1,cerin~ 
and industrhl background 'will become obvious:. Go,·enunL~IJ.t tvn.tacts whicJl. 
industries have n.lroady increased and in tho future economic sot up of the country· 
it is understood, S~ttte guidance wm l:ccomc very necessary. Government shonlrl,. 
therefore, consi(er whether the tin<e is not ripe to create a. new udministrative service, 
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-:m the curriculum of whose studies engineering subject's, theoretical and practical 
~conomics, economic history, industrial rsyc-hology, cc::t r.ccounting etc. ~·~uld be 
included. As reooards the lack of eX]Juts, managers, foremen ar,d techn.Iciar.s to 
-<>perate our indu~tries, the country looks to the ph~lanth~ophy a~d p;rspicacity of 
-<>ur industrial leaders. Further Gowrnment of Ir.dm, wlule entermg mto contracts 
witli foreign firms for the supply ofmater!als to th~s country or for ir..dustrialfrojects, 
$<mld stipulate that Indian strdents will be tramcd by them. 

The shortage of basic raw materials like iron arcd steel ar.d coal and coke has great
J.y hronper<d the growth and dewlofment of Enginee~ing ii:dustries ad the Associa
~ion feel that without adequate supply of these matenals no amount of fiscal frotec
'tion would be able to make them stand on their legs. It has been the experience of 
.the Asrociation that protection granted to many of the engineering industries during 
fie h.-<t four wars could not be a-..ailed of to the full extent omng to the fact that most 
.,f them had-to work below capacity for want of raw materials. 

1Supr lv of cheap electric power is a great consic'.eration for future development of 
J:ndian ir..d.ustries. 'The dewlopment of major industries will te helped greatly by 
~heap electric power ar.d so will the surri-..al of existing •mdl ir:dustrics u.d the fS· 

ublishmmt of new ones. 'The Association strongly recommer.d the utilimtion oflow 
_grade Bengal ar.d Bihar coal for power generation in two or three large power-houses 
located in the comery area in collaboration with the Central Go-..ernment, Government 
.,f:Bihc.r ar.d Bengal, the Railway Board and the existing large distributors of electric 
-ell€I"gy in these areas mth a view to seeking a practical solution of the difficulty of 
.,heap electric power in these provinces through co-operative efforts. 'These power
houses mll supply the necessary power for industries and agriculture as well as for 
.the electrification of the railways mthin a range of lCO to 150 miles from Calcutta. 
:'J:hue ue -..arious other advantages on which the Aswciation neEd not dilate. 

"In reg&rd to the adequacy of tr&nSFort fa-cilities the AEEociaticn ha-..e Fainted 
<Out in the course of their replies to se-..eral questiens that the develorment of trans
port fucilities rail, road and river is very essential for the development of existing 
industries '-I:V. for industrialising ur:dewlored region' 'lf the cou'ltry. The greatest 
need <Jf the country to-day is for engineering acd manag<ment exFerience wwcn IS 
=mmonl_y call<d "know-how". 'The Association greatly hofe that the Government 
.of India "auld try and fill this gap, for the rapid industrialisation of the country. 

1n so fox LS the question of finance is concemed<the position at present is not very 
<alOOurag]ng. 'The nerres of the risk taking entrepreneur cless are benumbed to 
~ertake any r.ew enterprise and its -vitality is press<d out ur..der the weight of ex
<l!eSSive taxation, labour legislation and Tribunal awards. It has been a matter of 
_grez.ter intHest that in recent months Government have shown signs of being ali-..e to 
;this state of affairs and the Association hope that Government would take steps to 
aemedy the defects in the p1esent tax structure of the country. 

In regard to rationalisation, the Association would suggest to Government to 
-ilcpute an officer of necessary competence to study the question of rationalisation of 
In<lian Industries ar.d submit a preliminary report (which should not take more than 
:four months) as regards the lines on which rationalisation of particular ir.dustries 
.sbould proceed. Not only will such": report be _useful to Government as a supplement 
>to the Jm:ger stu~y of future pro~cctron to ln~Jan Industries but its pubhcatton will 
..,Uucate the p~blic how far partr~ula; mdustnes can help themselves, to a certain 
-extent, by then own efforts, and Jt will also tend to exert a moral pressure on hesita-
1iin~ a~ t_emporising elements ?f the industries conctrned to get together to undertake 
..-ationaiL•mg '?easurc"'!. 'lfle ~mp_ortanc_e of ra~ionalisatiGn in plann.ing is obvious. 
"Th<rc s wry httl< rattonalisabon m our mdustnes at preEent and if this individualis
¢i~ tend<:ncy_persists in future, it will he a s;eat _drag on our planning an<l Government 
'?ll have to Iron out this tendency aud,by Its drrec-twn an<l control, mducc the indus-
...... CODC<rriJed to get together for theJT own good. ' 



16th Dw.mber liM!£. 

In continuation of our letter No. Eng/F-2/871, dated the .15th December. 1949'~ 
I am directed by the Committee of the Engineering Association of India to make •er
tain additional observations in regard to the fiscal policy of India. 

In so far as the protection of industries necessary for defence is concerD.ed,_. the 
Association would strongly recommend that the Government of India shonlil. noo 
impose any conditions for their protection as they are need<d for the d<f<nce oftli.., 
couritry and. they should be developed at all costs. It may be pointed out tha.to "' 
nluiJ.ber of engineering industries' supply mili(a.ry storfs and; therefe~, lUs ve;r;;;,ge~ 
sary that their development should be foster~d in the country. Just' as ffidlutll;t)E<> 
Factories have to be maintain< d in spite of the fact that there may be no emergencies •. 
similarly, some of the engineering industries which ~tre D{~~~Q..:(cr defence lo.ave to be• 
developed and maintained in efficient condition. 

On~ very important pdnt which the Association would like the- Fiscal: CoillllliSsiO~. 
to keep in n:ind in regJ.rd t~ protection of industries is that prvtectio1!' granted by th(r, 
Tariff Board should not be nullified by actions of other Ministries of tLe @overnment-· 
For instance, experience shows that in certain cases as soon as Government' bil.v&· 
enacted legislation for protecting certain industries, Railways have increaEE<lE t!ieaJi-_· 
freight rates or that labour chargas have been increased on account of interference" 
by the Stato through adjudication awards. The .A.sociation strongly feel tha.t.ll!re :gna,
tection to an industry should be effective protection if its development Jiaor noll to, He
retarded. Similarly, the Association wish to state that the result of any p•otectiol\! 
Government may give, coupled with an Exchange Policy to safeguard liufia.m 
industries agdnst foreign competition, should not be neutralised by its Taxatioa 
Policy which tends to deprive Indie.n ir,dustrirs of the necesfary reserv•s t<> buy 
up-to-date new machinery for their expansion prcgramme and to repface ofisolete> 
machinery. Tl'e present Taxation Policy does not give much scope for building up> 
such reserves, and after the war it requires urgfnt consideration of Government to· 
provide facilities for these i:r..duEtri<'S to builc1. 1JP .!:uc-h 1-uitable l€HIYes. Go\{'ID.
ment should also msist in the industrialisation oft he country by encoura.gincr replace
ment of obsolete machinery by allowint; more generous obsolescence allowa,;:ce unden 
the Income-tax Act than they do at present. 

In the ;nd the Association would like to draw the attention of tlie Fiscal'CR>m
mission to some of the economic effects of the partition which have tLdr direct bea.r
ing on the task of the Fiscal Commission. Some of the economic effects of the•par
tition which require the attention ofthe Fiscal Commi«kn Me gh·en lel<nl' :-: -

(a) At one stroke, India has been deprived of her natural strategic frontienr :iill 
the West and North-West, entailing greater military expenditure th!Llll 
befl r~ the Partition in guarding the unnatural frontiers created- by 
Partition and thus curtailing the fund available for natfon-buildfug: 
purposes. Fear of military insecurity added to inadequacy of onrr 
Navy and Air Force causEs distant tremors in business confidence re
garding our industrial future. 

(b) The unrvttmollong bord"r lines between Pakistan &nd India are becoming; 
the life lines cf smugglers' trade wl>ich ev,des the custcms impost and: 
disrupts the norma.! legal channels of business. We know how much 
wheat and tea are being smuggled across the border of Eastern and 
Western Punjab. 

(c) By depriving India of the surplus wheat etc., of the Punjab, it lias·addedl 
to our expenditure of dollars for the import of additional food: 

(d) After the Partition our railway transport, inadequate as it was, lias· Dee!tl 
further deranged and slowed down to the great injury or our· fudimtry 
and trade, by the opting fqr Pakistan of the .Moslem personnel pr tit."' 
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rurui.in" staff and repair shops of our railways and by the Karachi 
Port a;;_d the North Western Railway not being available for foreign 
ships bringing imports for Northern India which have now to be divert. 
ed to the Port of Bombay and routed from there for Northern India 
through the already over-congested G.I.P.Ry. and B.B.C.I.Ry. 

[e) Our Shipping Industry has been. hit by the .deprivat.ion of the facilities 
previously enjoyed at the Ports of Kamch! and Chitta !long_ and by the 
serious con"estion at the Bombay Port owmg to the diversiOn to Bom
bay of imp~rts for Northern India previously landed at Karachi, which 
means great delays in getting berths and consequent heavy expenses 
on demurrage so much so that foreign companies whose ships touch 
Bombay have increased their freight rates. 

'.(j) If we deduct from t)'e value of refugee property left by Hindus an~ Sik!>s 
in Western PunJab the value of the property left by l\Ioslems m India, 
the loss to India would total up to a colossal sum. 

-~) The withdrawal of deposits from Indian banks operating in Pakistan both 
by Pakistanis and also by Indians who left Pakistan and the loss suffered 
by these Banks in bad debts would amount to more than 10 crores. 

{[h) The insistence of the Pakistan Government that Indian Insurance Com
panies operating in Pakistan should cover 100% of their business in 
Pakistan by Pakistan securities has practically lost to India Insurance 
blli>"iness in Pakistan though recently the restriction of 100% is reduc. 
edtoW%. . 

~i) Previous calculations made by the Tariff Board of the amount of protection 
necessary to make undivided India self-sufficient as regards particular 
industries have now to be revised because in the smaller post-partition 
India some protected industries may ha>e reached self-sufficiency and 
protection given to them would ha,·e to be reduced. 

{j) The scope of the Tariff Board to help Indian industriee by protective 
duties is, so to say, reduced, because 9 crores who were previously 
Indians are now Pakistanis and they need not buy from India. 

;{1:) Pakistan creates another problem for the Tariff Board in making protective 
duties ineffeeti>e in India under certain contingencies. The difference 
between the import duty in India and in Pakistan should not be very 
great. Otherwise smuggling will come into operation. Suppose on a 
certain article, Pakistan's import duty is 20% but Indian duty is 60% 
in such a case the temptation to import the article in Pakistan and 
smuggle it into India would be considerable. 

{1) Our future gains from Tourist traffic would be affected by the fact that two 
of the imp0rtant show places Darjeeling and Kashmir (if Kashmir 
remains with India) have to be reached through Pakistan territory 
with the consequent inconvenience and harassment to tourists. 

{m) Undivided India would have been better served as regardS :t, air transport 
by fewer air service companies than exist today in the two Dominions. 
The multiplicity of air services in the two Dominions among other 
causes have tended to reduce the working of all air companies to an 
unprofitable state and both in Pakistan and India some companies are 
on the verge of closing down. 

!n) The precipitate decline in the share values in our stock-exchan~e nnd the 
drying up of the inw"tmont money i• partly due to the diffic~IItics of the 
rich refugee.• from the Punjab who had oln'iously to cnsh what shares 
and securities they had to meet the new conditions. These rich mer. 
<>hants and Zamindars of the Punjab were one of the main supporters 



of new investments. They are no more. The yearly lo;s of income 
of these unfortunate merchants and Zaminders is calculated at 10 
crorNl {If rupees. 

(o) Antimony is an important metal for alloying purposes in the steel industry. 
9hitnd antimony ore was previqusly reduced and antimony made from 
It by the Star Refining Co., of Bombay which has now to import its ore 
from Bolivia. Baluchistan chrome ore is an important raw material 
for the steel industry. Being· far away from the centres of steel 
ind~stry in East India, it was never used before the Partition by the 
Indmn Steel manufacturers. The loss of Baluchistan chrome ore will 
be only felt by India when the present scattered sources of this ore near 
about the main Steel Works and in the Mysore State are exhausted. 
Pakistan at present buys Indian Steel because it is about Rs.100 cheaper 
than steel from Europe or America. Ultimately when normal times 
return, it seems Western Pakistan will be a great centre of re-rollin" 
industry, rolling from imported billets and to that extent Indian Ste.,O 
Industry will suffer, when with two new Steel Works set up by the State, 
there is a surplus capacity for export in India, especially if the coastal 
freight from Calcutta to Karachi tends to be higher than the freight 
from U.K. or continent to Karachi. 

(p) Coal-60,000 tons per month is required for the N.W. Railway and 40,000 
for the East Bengal Railway apart from civilian uses. The N.W. Rail. 
way received in 1948, 26,985 tons from U.S.A. and 35,421 from U.K. 
The East Bengal Railway received 7,563 tons from the U.K. This 
shows how our market for coal will tend to be adversely affected by Par
tition when normal times return and South Africa also compete in the 
Pakistan market. 

(q) -As export to Pakistan from Western countries and Japan revives and nor
malcy returns the large group of miscellaneous industries in India that 
either grew up or developed during the last war, manufacturing sewing 
machines, radios, batteries, non-ferrous materials and alloys, steel 
furniture, machine tools, tool steel, electric lamps etc., will experience 
a grievous loss of market in Pakistan which will naturally buy in the 
cheapest market. 

Calcutta September, 24, 1949 

Fiscal Policy in relation to Havana Charter on Trade and Employment and the General 
Agreeme.<t on Tariff-< anrl Trade 

In reply to your letter No. l-Fis/A(5)f49, dated the 25th June "ith "hich the 
·-General Questionnaire on Fiscal Policy has been issued by the Fisoal Commission, I 
am directed by the Committee of the Engineering Association of India to express 
their views on Part II of the Questionnaire relating to Fiscal Policy in relation to 
Havana Charter on Trade and Employment and General Agreements on Tariffs and 
"Trade as under :-

General 

Before attempting detailed replies the AssociatiOfl would like t-o give a brief 
resume of the hiotory of the nego~iations that led to the Havana Charter on Tra;.le and 
Employment and the General Agreeru~nt on :rari!fs and ~rade., Towards the end of 
1945 the United States Government c1rcu\ansecl for conRulcmt10n by the peoples of 
the world a document caller\ "Proposals for Expansion of W orlrl Trade and employ
ment". International economic co-operation which had, by then, already taken some 
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concrete form in the establishment of su~ll. international bodies as the!· A-0:·, I.M.F. 
and the I.B.R_.D., was.songht.to be reinforced by ft1~·ther measures de11tmg With trade 
barriers and discriminations. The proposals cot~tatiU'd a strong plea for a concertet£ 
effort to rclea•e trade from the v:zrious restrictiorn; imposed on it du.~iiUJ the int~r-war 
years with a view to securiiZ} the e:cpa~>~ion of world trade _on a ~ultil~ter!'l basiS !'nd 
through it increased employment all over the_ world. Smce th1s objeCtive reqmred 
that national policies in respect of InternatiOnal Trade ":nd Employment ~ho':'ld 
be in line with each other it was proposed that an InternatiOnal Trade OrganiSation 
(!.T.O.) should be set up, through which member-nations could promote national and 
international action to fulfil this purpose. 

Followin" the proposals of the U.S. Government, conferences on trade and em
ployment at i~ternationallevel were held in London, Geneva, and J:Iavana betw~en 
1946 and 19-!S, and the deliberations of these conferences resulted m the followmg 
.two docl'ment« :-

(1) General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (with a Prot<>cal of Provisional 
Application), and 

(2) the Havana Charter for an International Trade Organisation. 

G. A. T. T.-Following the lead given by the U. S. Government negotiations. 
were initiated at Geneva on April10, 1947 by 23 countries (including India) sharing 
among them approximately 70 per cent. of the export and import trade of the world 
for substantial reducation of tariffs and other trade barriers and elimination of pre
ferences on a reciprocal and mutually advantageous basis. These negotiations which 
ended on October 30, 1947,resultedintheframing of the General Agreement on. 
Tariffs and Trade. 

The text of the A,<Yreement coil5ists of three parts :-

Part I provides for general most-favoured-nation treatment, and deals with tariff 
concessions set forth in the schedules t<:> the Agreement; Part II reproduces such com
mercial policy provisions of the Draft Charter adopted at Gene,· a as arc necessary tc:> 
safeguard the value of the tariff concessions ; and Part III deals with tarritorial appli
cation, customs unions, and matters peculiar to the Abrreement itself such .as accep .. 
tance, modifications, amendment and accession. ~ 

So far as India is concerned, negotiations were conducte<l with 15 countries and 
the concessions exchanged took the form of reduction in customs duties, reduction in 
preferential margins and binding of existing traiff treatment against future increase. 
They covered 12 items of export from India and 13 items of import into India. In 
offering concessions India adhered to three main principles :-

(1) Concessions are t<> be demonstrably in the interest of national economy or 
at least not injlil"ious to it. ' 

(2) They should not relate to products which are protected or which migh~ 
claim protection during the next three years. 

(3) They should nut result in excessive loss of re"<"enue. 

Some of the provisions ~f the Agreement were initially unacceptable to India. 
These were subseque~tly mod1fied. A• a result certain deviations from the principles 
of most-favoured-.natwns ~reatment are now permiss!ble so that India can maintain 
her pr~nt sanctwns agamst. South Afric:', and India and Pakistan can grant 
concess10';'" to each. rn:her "1thout extendmg them to other countires. Similarly 
althou~h tmporl r:"'tncl!o~ can be uwl for proted.ive purposes only 1cith the prior appro
""!- of the contra<:_tmg pa~he. to the ~re<ment, it. has been provided that such approval 
~_be a.•It<~mat.calll:' g1ven wh~never the restriction.• are designed to protect indus-' 
tne. ert.ablished durmg the pen~ from _1st January, 1939 to 24th March, 1948, or ar"' 
found to be necessary_ to protect mdustnes engaged i11 the proce~~in" of domestio, ~·= X:'s3·2·N4it 0

.- .. y.~.,,., 

j o-3 
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materi?l or of the bye-products ofdomesOOindustries. Besides, permission has als<> 
-been gtven to the use of quantitative restrictions on balance of payment ground~., 

The Protocol of Provisional Application was signed on behalf oflndia on the 8th 
June, 1948, and the Agreement came into effect provisionally 30 days after on the 9th 
July, 1948. 

The Agreement is open to revision or termination after the end of December, 
1950. . 

Havana Clulrter 

The Havana Charter was signed on the 24th March 1948, by 53 nations. It. is a. 
document which prescribes code of behaviour in international trading relations and 
provides for the formation of an International Trade Organisation as a new specialised 
agency of the United.Nations. The aims of the Organisation are to promote the 
expansion of International Trade by fostering the increase of production and employ
ment and by encouraging the economic development of the backward areas. It sets 
forth a series of int<>mational commitments with respect to national economic policies 
regarding tariffs, trade restrictions, quotas', exchange controls, preferences, state 
trading subsidies, inter-Governmental ·Commodity Agreements, the international 
aspects of domestic employment policies, economic development and internal 
investments. 

The Charter consists of 9 chapters (lOG articles) which set out the specific obliga
tions and immunities of a member in respect of internat-ional trade and tariff and 
other associated matters (such as production and employment). 

It provides for, and facilitate.•, international investment for economic develop
ment and reconstruction, permitting at the same time such safeguards as may be 
necessary to ensure that foreign investment does not lead to interference wtth inter-
nal affairs or national policies. · 

It recognises the need for Government assistance to economic development and 
recon.c;truction in the form of protective measures, and whil~ discouraging un'"ise use 
of such measures, permits its application, in certain cases, by negotiations with mem
ber affected, and in others, with prior approval of the I.T.O. This approval, 
however, is made automatic in respect of certain specified industries such as those 
which were established between January l, 1939, and the date of the Charter, or those 
which are devoted to the processing indigenous primary commodities. 

The Clulrler further recognises tlult special c·ircum.sta1u:es may justify new preferen
tial agreeme~tts between two or more member.•. Such proposals need I. T. O's approval by 
a 2f-1rtk majority (of the members present and voting). Apprcval however is made 
automatic if the proposed preferential agreement fulfils cerlai~t stated criteria or condi
tions s•wh as, contigu-;ty of t/>.e contrar.tinoJ parties or their belonging to the same economic 
region, or the assurance of a sound and adequate market. 

I 

The Charter lays down a Commercial Policy covering questions oftariffs and pre
ferences. It deals inter-alia with the application of general most-favoured-nation 
treatment, reduction of tariffs and elimination of preferences as well as quantitative 
restrictions. The basic rule on quantitative. restrictions is that they are prohibited. 
·But there are specific exceptions relating to (1) the preventing or relieving of critical 
shortage of foodstuffs (2) internal control schemes to safeguard agriculture and fishery 
products and (3) balance of payment difficulty. Quantitative restrictions when al
lowed, are to be nsed in all general cases in a non-discriminatory manner. 

After giving a short history of the Havana Charter and the General Agreement, 
the Association give below their replies to the various questions rai•ed by the Com
mission. 
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-Question 89 :-Do yon approt•e of the ba.sic purpose and objectives underlying the Havana 

Charier on Trade and Employment ' 
Objeclil•i!s 

Article 1 of the Charter gives the purpose and objectives as follows :-
(1) To assure a large and steadily growing volume of r~l income and effective 

demand, to increase the production, consumptiOn, and exchange of 
goods and thus to contcibute to a balanced and expanding world 
economy. 

{2) To foster and assist industrial and ge~er~l economic developm~nt par~icular 
ly of those countries which are st1ll m the early stages of mdustrml de
velopment and to encourage the international flow of capital for pro
ductive investment. 

(3) To further the enjoyment by all count,ries, on equal terms, of access to the 
markets, products, and productive facilities which are needed for their 
economic prosperity and development. 

(-!) To promote on a reciprocal~nd mutually advantag~o~s ba~is the _red_uc~ion 
of tariffs and other barners t<> tcade and the elimmat10n of diScnmma
tory tceatment in international commerce. 

(5) To enable countries, by increasing the opportunities for their trade and 
economic development, t<J abstain from measures which would disrupt 
world commerce, reduce productive employment or retard economic 
progress. 

(6) To facilitate, through the promotion of mutual understanding, consultation 
and co-operation, the solution of problems relating to international trade 
in the fields of employment, economic de>elopment, commercial policy, 
business practices and commodity policy. 

Thus, set forth, the purpose and the objectives of the Charter are laudable 
but the underlying idea through all these objectives is the promotion of international 
tcade wruch the Association feel can be·of advantage, at the moment, only to highly 
industrialised c<>untries, The Association, in general, approve of the basic purpose 
and objectives but are constrained t<> state tllilt co-operation of this sort is only 
possible in a worlrl. where all the contcacting parties are placed on, more or less, the 
.same footing. The economics of the highly industrialised countri.es compel those 
countries to adopt a policy "hereby they can export their finished products and get 
sufficient raw Diaterial and food for their people and industriea. In strong contrast to 
this, for a country like India, which we make bold to state, has just entered an era 
-of industrial development the national interests demand that the indigenous industries 
.should be sufficiently developed in order to create a balanced economy in the country • 
.India is a country where about 75 per cent of the population still depends upon ag
riculture, and the industrial population is still a microscopic m~nority of tl: e entire 
population. The need of transferrir.g more people from the field to the factory has 
been p;;-r5istent for long but on account of industrial and commercial policies 
which the country had had to adopt under an alien rule-did not allow her to develop 
.her industries fully and bring about an equilibrium in her economy. 

The Havana Charter has been envisaged, perhaps, as a result of the growing res
:trictions tllilt were inlp?""d by the Continental countries during the inter-war period. 
The Havana Charter auns at the removal of these restrictions primarily in order to 
'help the development of world trade. Th~ eeonomics of free tcade verBWI protection 
ha.s been sufficiently discussed durin" the last three decades or so and the Association 
do not think that, at present, In<lia \;. in a position to subscribe to the tenets of a free 
-trade pobcy. \Vhen a country embarks on industrialisation, it has to utilise its raw 
~MrL~l r•_,;ources an<l appropr_iate them to the best advantage and in so doing has to. 
bnng about ~estnetwn.• on the mflow of such goods as begin to be manufactured in the 
wuntry. ThiS becomes necessary in the initial stages in order to give breathing scope 



to !ts na~cent industries. The entire industrial history of the United States, the 
Umted Kingdom, and othor highly indtL•traialised countries is full of such restrictions 
and rigorous measures which they had to adopt to protect their industries.' 

.Questions 90 & 91:-Do you consider thi prot•isions.and safeguards laid down in the 
Charter for the economic developme'(!t .and reconstruction of backward and under
developed countries are adequate 'for the reqnirement. of India Y 

lf not, to. w!mt extent ~o yon think these provisions and safeguards fall short of India's 
mzntmum requ.reme_nts ? Please illustrate your reply with facts drawn from your 
knowledge or exper~ence. 

Employment & Economic Activity 

The provisions and safeguards laid down in the Charter in Chapter II are not 
adequate to meet the requirements for the economic development of an under-deve
loped country like ours. In Chapter II of the Charter Article 3 it has been provided 
that: 

"measures to sustain employment, production and demand shall be consistent
:with the other objectives and provisions of this Charter. Members shall 
seek to avoid measures which would have the effect of creating balance of 
payments dijficnlties for other countries ". 

The Association do not understand how India can assure that any measure she 
takes to correct her unbalanced ~conomy will not result in creating difficulties for other 
countries. No country to-day discloses its assets and liabilities position to 
another country nor is any country in a position to foresee what the position is 
likely to be after a certain period of time. For insto,nce very rec~ntly, India had 
to overdraw on her own accounts and measures had to be hurriedly taken in 
the month of May in order to correct that position. When it i' difficult 
in the case of one country, how much more difficult it would be if a country under 
international obligations were to be obliged to take such actions as would not dis
turb the balance of payment position for others. 

Article 6 of Chapter II provides : 

"the Organisation shall have regard in the exercise of its functions to the need 
of members to take action within the provisions of this Charter to safe
guard their economies against inflationary or deflationary pressure from 
abroad". 

It is not understood how the Organisation will be nbl~ to help in this direction. 
Monetary policks followed by different countriC's of the world have serious repercus
sions in case there ie infi::ttionv,ry or rlcfbtionr.ry pressure-. The economic p.istory of 
India i:; full of such injustices in the past when in ordE'r to discourage exports from 
and encourage imports into this country, other Governments had taken mensures to 
bring a. bout a fall in their prices. An international body of the type of the Interna
tional Trade Organisa.tion, the Association beliwe, would not be equal to tha task. 
In the economic sphere of to-day the more highly industrialised countries have the 
upperhand in dictating policies. For instance, it woul~ be recalled that in oder t? 
maintain the price of wheat at a certain level, the Amerrcan people used to burn their 
wheat so that the market supply may not be larger. Similarly, a country like Ger
many after 19?2 applied a stries _of ~cono~ic co':trc1s in ord•:r ~o f>1ster her trade. 
Thesl'l are only mst.p .. ncns of economic dtflicultws which the A!"tsoo0hon feel the Havana 
Charter c?.nnot cn.sily solve. 

As it has been elsow.ocrc pointed out, the H,wann Charter aims principally a 
expansion of international trade and, therefore, it bas thought of devising every means 
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so that international trace may expand. .Artido 7 under Chapter II provides for 
fair bbour standnrd•. It st•1tes : 

"MemllE'tS recorruisf. that unf•.ir b hour conditions, particularly in produ?tion 
for e>:po"i-t, create difficulties in int<>mational tr~de a':d accordn;gl;r 
each member shall take whotever action may be appropriate to ehnu
nate such conditions within its territory ". 

There is no doubt that under the present conditions of the country In<lia cannot afford 
to adopt international standards in the field of labour. Durmg. the last 20 yQar,s th!lt. 
the country has been a member of the International Labour. Organisa_tion! under 
pressure ori.L.O. Conventions, she has been bringing out one labour. legiSlation af!:er· 
another with the result that Indian indnstries have not been able to keep pace With. 
the """win" labour lecislation in the country. Labour costs have increased considera
bly ~nd th';, countr/now is not in a position to go fmther in this direction. The 
American businessmen know it for a fact that there are countries wh&re cheaper labonr 
makes it convenient for them to compete in international markets. Further, nnder 
the stlfss of the war .American indnstries have so much developed that it is a matter 
<f gre2t concern to them that they are able to export their products to foreign conn, 
•·ties. It is fot t'lis reason that such provisions have been incorporated. 

Ecmwmic Development and Rw>nstructwn 
Chapter m of the Ha.vane Charter deals mamly with tbe economic development 

and reconstruction of under-developed and war-ravagpd countires. Under Article II 
para. 1 (b) it h•s been provided that : 

"No member shall take Ulll'Wsonable or unjustifillble action within its territory 
injurious to the rights and interests of nationals of other members in the 
entc·rprise, skill, cr.pital, arts c-r teclmclogy which they have supplied". 

Who will decide the ques~ion whether an action taken by a memb<:-r is unreason· 
able or unjustifillble. 1 The Intemation~1l Trude Organisc.tion, where highly indus· 
triali..<ed powers will wield power, will be the nltimate dictator of its polici< s :u:d under· 
developed countries like Indlli "ill be the hcpeless spect<ttors in this melodrama of 
internationd economics as they are in the field of politics. A country alone is able to 
decide what approprllite methods it should adopt if it has to encourage foreign in· 
vestment.. The Assochtion feel that an International Organisation will not be able 
to lay down conditions for employment of foreign inYestments. The Prime l\Iinist~r 
of India has al:re2.dy made 2. statement on the country's policy for fordgn investments 
in the country and the Association feel that it is quite adequate. If foreign capital 
feels frightened simply because of fantastic apprehension of the future, the country 
cannot afford to risk its future by entrusting its policy to internationd dictation. 

Article 13 _dealing with Go..-ernmental assistance tc the econGmic <!cvelopment 
and reconstruction is the most impcrtant so far e.s India is concerned. Article 13 (1) 
states : 

"They xecognise that an unwise usc of suc-h me3.sures (prott'<-tivc mcaswes) 
would impose undue burden on their own economies &r,d unwarranted 
restrietions on international tradfJ and might intrc~8e unnecessarily 
the difficulties of .:djustment for the econfJmies of otho c·mntries". 

Who will judg~ whether p~otcctive measures ~dopted by a country are being wisely 
used or othcrWL<C. In<lJa IS a country whme many of the industric., spec idly in the 
fiel<;J. of engineering, have _developed only recently and it is nccefsary for h' r to foster 
thell' development by takmg suitable measures. The justice or injustice c,f such mea
Bllles cannot be left to be decided by others. 

Clause 4A of Article 13 states : 

"If. .. : .. the~' should be an. increase in _imports of any product concerned, 
mcluding products which can be directly substituted therefor which if 
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continued would be so great as to jeopardise the establishment deve
lopment or teconstruction of the industry u bra.nch of a.gricultu~e con
cerne~ a.nd if no preventive n;teasures consistent with the provisions 
<Jf. thi< Charter can be found whtch seem likely to prvve effective, the ap
phcant memb~r after mformmg and when practicable consulting wtth 
the Orgamsshon would sdopt such other measures as the situ .. tion 
may requi:J e provided that such measures do not restJ ict import more 
than mcesse.ry to off-set the increase •n imports refen-ed to in this 
sub-paragraph ; except in unusual ctrcumstances such measures shall 
not reduce the imports below the level obtained in the most recent 
representative period precedmg the date on whic·h the member. 
initiated ~ction." 

This provision unduly hampers the right of a member to develop its industries. 
Ji'urther, the phrase "such measures shall not reduce imports below the level obtaining 
in the most recent representative period" is a difficult provision wbich, from experience 
we find Indio cannot adopt because if this country were to initiate any such 
measures, the most recent pericd would be 1946-47, 1947-48 and 1948-49 etc., when 
imports have been on a considerable scale and the country would not be justified in 
restricting imports to that lev< I. For instance, the country imported electrical acces
sories in a single year valued at about one crore of rupees whereas the normal re
<JUirements of the country at the present level of prices would not be even half that 
amount. Similarly, in case of some other engineering industries imports have been 
quite huge and it is feared that the imports of the last 2 or 3. years may be sufficient 
for another two years. 

Further Clause 4 (b) of Article 13 states : 

"the Organisation shall determine as soon as precticable whether any such 
measures should be continued, discontinued or modified. It shall in 
any case be tenninoted qg BO<'n a> the Organisation d~termines that the 
negotiations are completed or discontinued " 

This is a most unsatisfactory provision because the International Organisation can
not determine whether a country's need has been fulfilled. It is the country itself 
that shall determine the time when such restrictive measures should cease. The 
Association do not approve of the procedure of prior approval. The Association are 
of opinion that a "?m;ttry sh~uld be ftee to re~ort to protective _measures including 
quantitative restrwtwns on 1m ports to foste1 1ts plans of econonnc development and 
reconstruction. The Government should not abrogate the right to resort to protective 
measUlCS and delegate it to an outside agency. India should have an unfettered 
right to grant protection to its industries and take necessary measures to permit the 
establishment of others. It has to be noted that protection is granted to an industry 
aft<>r detailed investigation by an e>."}lert body like the Tariff Board. After the re
commend!1tions of the Tariff Board the Government of India car<\fully weigl> the 
pms and cans of the recommendations and take decision. 

Another factor on which the Association would like to Jay special emphasis is 
that of public prejudice in favour offoreign goocl.s. Clause 4 (a) of Article 13 referred 
to above states that 

"if imports of any particular product would be so great as to jeopardise the 
development etc ....... of the industry .... the member country 
after informing and when practicable consulting with the organisation 
adopt restrictive measures under certain limitations". 

In this connection it may be noted that imports may do a gteat damage to an indi
genous industry even 'Yhen. they are quanti~atively not very large. Ir~ India public 
mind is greatly.prejudtced m favour of foretgn goods. As long as foretgn goods are 
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available, indigenous goods are treated at. a discount.. ~e Government should, there
fore, be at liberty to adopt me&sures, without outside mterference, wluch may safe
guard local industry. 

The principle of piior appro-,ul, as in?orporated in the pro.Yisions under Article 
13 relatina to Quantitati>e Trade Restnct1ons "'nd Economic development, was 
quolified ~t Gene>a by the following two important pro>isions :-

(1) that the proposed moosure is unlikdy to be more festrietin of intor"!at~onal 
trade than any other practicable and reasonable measure permitted 
under the Charter, which could be imposed without any undue 
difficulty. 

(2) that qu~ntitati>e restrictions may be adopted in anticii>~tion of the con
currence of the Organisation. 

Further prodsions h'1w been introduced in the H<'Ycna Ch•rter, undN which the 
or<><l.nisation would ha;-e to gi>e its ~pproYd if an undcr·de>eloped cotmtry which 
pr~poses to apply quantitoth·e restrictions can shew that the industries it proposes 
to protect fall under one of the specified categories. 

General Assistance ro Ecorwmic Developm<nt and Reconstruction. 

Chapter III is full of restrictions on actions which the GoYernment can take in 
order to foster economic dewlopment. Clause 6 of Article 13 proYides that a member 
has tQ 

"notify the Organisation and to transmit to the Organis.,tion a written state
ment of the consideratbns in supp01t of the adoptiJn for a specified 
period oft he proposed measure 1 elating to restriction of import and the 
Organisation will give pennission if it is established that the measure,. 

(1) is desi,aned to protect particular industry established between 1st January 
1939 and the date of this Charter which was protected during that 
period of its development by ahnonnal conditions arising out of the 
war, or 

(2) is de,--i,aned to promote the establishment or development of a particular 
industry for the processing of an indigenous primary commodity, 
when the external sales of such commodity, have been materially 
reduced as a result of new or increased restrictions imposed abroad ; 
or 

(3) is necessary in view of the possibilities and resources of the applicant. 
Member to promote the establishment or development of a particular 
industry for the processing of a by-product of such industry which 
would otherwise be wasted, in order to achieve a fuller ·and more 
economic use of the applicant Member's natural resources and man
power, and in the long run to raise the standard of living within 
the territory of the applicant J\Iember and is unlikely to have a harm
ful effect, in the long run, on international trade; or 

(4) is unlikely to be more restrictive of international trade than any other 
practicable anrl reasonable measure permitted under this Charter, 
whieh couH be imposed without undue difficulty, and is the one most 
snitable for the pu:I'ose, having regard to the economics of tho industry 
or branch of ag;'culture concerned and to the applicant :l\Iembers' 
need for economic development or reconstruction." 

!<"rem uw above it would be clear that these conditions do not stO:t. the needs 
of th_e c;ountry._ With regard~ sub-p~ra l of c!ause 7(<I).which provides for import 
restrictwns destt,med to protect mdustnes established durmg the period from 1st 
Jannary, 1939.to 24th March, 1948, the Association desire to point out. that this 
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would not give relief to many Indian industries. It may be that an industry start
ed during· this period was not protected. In such a case, measure for import restric
tion cannot be taken. Further a number of engineering ·industries were establish
ed before the World War II .. Although the war gaye them tremendous opportuni
ty for development, it cannot be said that they are strong enough to stand the full 
blast of foreign competition from highly organised, financially and technically sound 
foreign firms. For instance, Electric Fan Industry came into exist;mce in the early 
thirties of the present century. Quantitative restrictions in· such a case may be ne
cessary, as in the case of any other industry, which came into existence during the 
war period. The Steel Furniture Industry is another instance. This industry is 
well organised a'd in quality and craftsmanshlp in manufacture, it is second to none. 
It will thus be seen that·nlthough an industry might have been established before-
1st January, 1939, it may require protection from Government on the same footing 
as any other industry established during the period of the war. Industries start
ed after 1948 are also out of consideration under this provision. 

Further, it is not clear as to what is meant by "processing of an indigenous 
primary commodity''. If we put widest possible construction, it will include ahnost 
all the industries because all of them use indigenous raw materials, to a large extent, 
and the non-existence of such industries would mean that these resources would 
remain unutilised. What is very important in this connection to consider is that 
the I. T. 0. shall concur in the proposed measure ouly where the external sales of" 
such primary commodities have been materially reduced as a result of new or increa-· 
sed restrictions imposed abroad. This is a serious situation and the Association• 
feel that the Government of India should not allow themselves to be swayed by 
any other considerations except the intrest of the Nation which would require 
tiat, India must establish her own industries in order that the natural 
resources of the country are fully utilised and in order that her teeming millions 
are given adequate opportunity for gainful employment. Referring to conditio111 
(iii) jt is not clear how the country can ensure that the restriction of imports are 
unlikely to have a harmful eff<ct on intemational trade. 

The above provisions of the Charter are subject to two importsnt conditions 
one of which is that : 

"the Organisation shall not .concur in any measure under the provisions of" 
(i),(ii) or (iii) above which is likely to cause serious prejudice to exports 
of a primary commodity on which the economy of another member· 
country is largely dependent." 

This is a very vagne condition because no country in the world is such where we can 
say that the economy of a particular country is largely dependent on imports of a pri
mary commodity from another country. India, for instance, exports mica to foreign 
countries. Mica is a primary commodity but we cannot say that the ec-onomy of" 
any cmuntry is largely dependent on mica alone. And, therefore, the Association 
feel that this condition may he interpreted narrowly with the result that the I. T. 
0. might construe that if the export of a commodity is seriously threatened because 
of developments elsewhere such a member country would not be allowed to protect 
her industries. India is one of those countries which have been exporters of raw 
materials during the last so many years. And if now the country were to decide 
to process her raw m11teriaL• inside the country and protect such processing industries 
and if such un action results in the stoppage of exports of the primary commodity, 
the L T, 0. will not give its consent. This is a grave situation and the Association 
thlulr that our country is not in a position to underta.ke such obligations au imposed 
by the Charter. 

Further ; under clause 7(b) of Artiole 13 it is provided that tlie 
"applic~nt Member shall apply any measure permitt"rl under sub-paragraph. 

(a) as to avoid unnecessary ~amag~ to. the commercial or eco~omic 
interest of any other Member mcluding mterests uuder the proVISions. 
of Article 3 and 9." 
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This provision is difficult to comply with and the ~oeiation feel that no colintty 
-can ensure the economic stability or commercial prosperity of another country. 

Strict adherence to these provisions would affect many Of the industries of the 
wuntry. The Association feel that the case of each industry should be judged on 
its own merit irrespective of the date of its establishment. 

A,"llin under "paragraph 8 of Article 13 cases other than those falling under 
param:aph 7(a) have been examined. Here the Charter lays down that the :!.!ember 
country shall afford opportunity to oth~r countries for consulta~on and inform 
the I. T. 0. about it. In the event of failure of mutual consultatiOns the I. T. 0. 
will initiate the discussions who will examine the objections received having regard 
to all the necessary conditions. International trade and standard of living of the 
applicant Member are the overwhelming considerations which the I. T. 0. propose 
to keep in mind. So far as the international trade is concerned, the Association 
have already expressed the view that its promotion is the condition of the existence 

<>f the highly industrialised countries. So far as the standard of living is concerned, 
highly industrialised countries never worried about the people of ,under-developed 
countries so far and now when political changes in South East Asia and in the con
tinent of Europe have changed the course of,economic development, the Western 
countries want to come to the rescue of the consumers by offering them foreign 
-articles. 

Pr.feremial Agreements 

The Association will now examine the provisions of Article 15 relating to pre
ferential a,areements for economic development and reconstruction. Here the 
provision under clause 6(b) dces not quite accord with the needs of India. Under 
this sub-paragraph it has been provided that if the proposed agreement is likely 
to cause substantial injury to the external trade of a l\lember country not party to 
the agreement, it shall ~orm interes~ members of its findings and shall require 
the members contemplatmg the conclusion of the agreement to enter into negotiations 
with that member. Further it has been provided that the I. T. 0. will award com
pensation to the injured member in case of disagreement. Who will pay this com
pensation! l\lany of the smaller countries on the Continent are in a position to 
<>ffer to India much needed capital goods and raw materials which are also available 
fro_m other_We:>tern countt:ies- If on account of considerations like lower price and 
-qmcke: deliven~ etc., India were to con~lude an ~ment with any one of these 
countnes, the mterests of other countnes are likely to suffer. The Association 
maintain that this is an obligation which the country cannot undertake. 

Quation 92.-In particular, do you corun.der tlud the terms and conditi07Ul proposed in 
the Charter for (a) t!'" contmued empk>ymmt of existing foreign capital 
and (b) n<w foretgn mvestm<nt are br<adly in conformity with the require
ments qj I ndia1 

Foreign Investment 

As regards international investment for economic development and reconstruc
tion A.-tide 12 of the Charter provides among others, that 

(l) The international flow of Capital will be stimulated to the extent that 
lllembers afford_ nationals. o~ other countries, opportunities for in~est
ment and seeunty for eXISting and future investments. 

(2) to deterniiue whether and t<> what extent and upon what terms it will 
allow future foreign investment. 

{3) to yrescribe and give effect on just ownership of existing and future 
mvestmenta. 

( 4) to preserve and give effect to other reasonable requirements with respect 
to existing and future investments. 



•(5) the interests of members whose nationals are in a position to provide 
capital for international investment and of members who desire to 
obtain the use of such capital to promote their economic development 
or reconstruction may be promoted if such JIIembers enter into bila
teral or multi-lateral agreements relating to the opportunities and 
security for investment which the Members are prepared to offer 
and limitations which they are prepared to accept of the rights referred 
to in sub-paragraph (c). ' 

<ClaUBe 2 of Article 12 further provides that Members ~ill undertake 

(i) to provide reasonable opportunities for investments acceptable to them 
and adequate security for existing and future investments and 

(ii) to give due regard to the desirability of avoiding discrimination as between 
foreign investments. 

The Association are of opinion that foreign capital is necessary for establishing 
mew industries and m&intaining the existing indusb ies in which foreign capital is 
.already invested. The Association, therefore, fully endorse the views of the Prime · 
Minister, Pandit Jawah&rlal Nehru, who h&s vlready muncioted the policy in his 
announcement on the 6th April, 1949, when he indicated that the existing foreign 
mvestment would be free from any di.scriminatmy restrictions, thot the facilities 
for remitting of profits earned in India, would be continued and if any foreign enter
prise was compulsmily acquired, the compenso.tion would bo paid on a farr and 
equitable basis. He further welc >med foreign ca,pital in r. constructive and co
·opero.tive rcle in the development of India's economy. 

The policy enunciated by the Prime Minister, therefore, is in accord with the 
provisions of Article 12 of the Charter. The Association woulct, however, like to 
.state clearly that foreign capite.! should not be allowed in those sectors of economy 
which are already developed.. Foreign capital should be allowed only in those 
.spheres of industry which are not yet developed and which required highly skilled 
technical knowledge an:l technique- of production which are not available at present 
in the country. Engineering industry in allrts branches is e t'chnical industry in 
which foreign concerns, through years of technologica I experience and knowledge, 
<>rganising ability, financbl eQundness, have acqmred a stage of perfection in com
parison to which the newly established indigenous industries, with little technical 
.experience and inadequate financial resources stand no comparison. Jf there ate 
·two different kinds of concerns started on production in a particular sphere, tho 
principle of survival cf the fittest will soon operate. The bigger firm, on account 
Qf superior compctith e cap~· city, immeasurable larger financial resources and up-to
-date knowledge of modern technique of prmluction wHI eoon drh·e out of existence 
.the indigenous firm. 

The Association would, thcrefo.·e, suggest that while all kinds of encouragement 
.should be given to foreign capital, it should be allowed only in those spheres which 
.are not yet developed and which require a lot of initiative and poineering effort 
and which foreign capital by virtue of its technical e'<perience and organizing ability, 
is captLble of undcrt»king. · 

Subject to the observations made above, the Association consider th~t provi
sions and safeguards laid down in the Charter Pre adequate for the requirements 
-of Indm provided Governmer.t of Indi:t do not hesitate m takmg bold steps to safe
guard Indtan industries. !VIuch depends on the attitude of our own Govnnment 
as to the question of developing indigenous resources and industries. It will be 
recalled that Government spokesmen have given expression to the view that quan
titative restrictions cannot be used for protecting industries, wllich is certainly not 
the case in the context of our adyerse trade balance and need for economic develop
ment. 

18 M, of Com. 
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Qw>mons 93 &: 94.-Are you in agreement with the broad lines of the commercial policy 
as set out in Chapter I.V ~f the Havana Charter 1 

If not, would you elaborate your objections to thos~ Articles _of the Havan'! Charter 
heari•>g on comm.,cial policy which you con.suier detemne~talro the ''!'"rest of 
our industry. Do your objections relate to the short or tne lung peraod or to 

both I 

Commercial Policy 

The Associ?.tion are not in agreement with the broad lines of the commercht 
po!!oy"" Eet out in Ch&pt~r IV ofthe Havana Charter. Ar1.icle 16 pera !lays down 
favou.ed nah'>n treatment granted to on~ country to be_applica.hle to •·ll.the member 
countrie.s. It is not undeistood how this c2.n be possible. India, for liiSt&nee has 
been dre.wing specid t.dvantages from the Uvited ~gdom, m•.rket in the mat~er 
of her imports and thel'l f. •re, it may l:e neeesSt.ry to give the m~st favoured nation 
treatment to the Unitrd Kingdom whereas another country which does not supply 
India's needs may not get them. 

Redur.tion of Tarifjs.-AI.ticle 17 lays down that : 

"each member shPll upon the request of any other member or members and 
subject to procec!ur•l arrangements estal liEh<d by the Organisation 
ent<"r into &nd cs.rry out with such other memb<r or memb< rs negotia
tions directed to the substan.i. .. J reduction of the genoral levels of 
muffs etc .. 0 ••• 0 0 •• 0 0 0 .. 0, 

The Associ2.tion feel that no country should be under obligation to reviEe its ta.rilfs 
simply becnt se 2.noth<r m<ml:er in order to develop its ttade, wv.nts it. Tariffs 
&re IUEed for two purpo&·s: (l) revenue and (2) rrotective. If It IS a protective 
duty the qunr.ion of revision should not r.rise &tall; iflt Is revenue duty, the consi
dcratior.s c.f revmue done for a country should weigh. Thn< fcrc, such a rrovision 
in the H .. vana Ch&rt<r a.s puts an obligetion UfOn a mcml;er country to carry on 
negotktions for revision of t&riffs seems to be uncallEd for. 

The 1=ro' ision in paragraph 4(b) reg&rding compulsion on a member to continue 
to gh·e concfs ions beJond a. pericd of2 yer.rs is dso not in the inte-rest of the country. 
As a Im.tt<r &ffo.ct s1l the sub-cl<.usos of this Ar1ide Fl<.ce r<·strictioLS on 2. member 
and the f, roun< s of a country in the matter of intcrnatiom..l tr>:.de should not l;e 
bound in t!Js way. 

National Treatment of Internal Ta:ration-Ar1icle 18 rc·latrs to IU'.hon2.l treat· 
ment on iot< rn:..l t2.xallon and regul<.t10n. The fl'O\ i.ions m:d<•r tlus Art ide require 
that n~m<ml<r country will2.prly any regulations etc., to impcrt<d rr<ducts which 
aie not applicalle to mterru..l products. In Inc:ia unfortumtdy the cuntrt.ry is 
the case pariictoLrly Witb regard to tmnsport cht.rges. Ir.die hLs LH·n f&r the last 
•o many yeus, giVing more fG.vour&ble freight rates from port towns to the interior 
with the ':•;ult tht.t thi.> pohcy !ills be~n fLvourmg the mov< ment of Imported goods 
to the prquLJ<e of thP- loco.! mdustry. The Asso<htion de• ire that such anomali<& 
should not exist. 

. Parugrz.ph 8(b) authorises a country to pay subsidics to the dcm<.tic rrcducers 
dcnvrd fr':m th<· proc~cds o~ the intorru..I t•.xes or cht.rgcs qy:l.<·d coiJCi•tu~tly with 
the proV.RI•ns of tl,~s Ar1tde ? .. r.d subdc:ics dfcct<d ti.r&tth G&nrrmmtat 
pure!" as and dom"~Ic products. Thia will mc2.n tht.t the GoV< rr.mc·nt c&nnot give 
sub"dY to tl.~ i&co.!J.l\~Ls:ry out of collectiuns of impcrt dutks ~<,, j, d on foreign 
p~oduct. 11Js, Ascoc.atwn f.d would not he cor.d.ucivc to t],., int<r< st of the 
tountry. 'fLe Tr.riff Bot.rd hc.d recommended in the cr.s~ of tho :ML<Ln:e Tool 
lndustrv, for i.ISt&nce, th&t out of >ho· JrOcO<.ds from Tariff dutios a certain sum 
•lu,u.lrl bo set apart for the <h.v .• ]opment of this ir.dustry. · Sudt ectwns would not 
be po'i,il.l~ if Government vflndm were to be a P"rty to the &vt.na Ch"rter. 
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Further! paragraph 9 o~ this Article ple.ces restrictions on Government's rower to 
fix ma.xrmum control pnces which the <rnarter regr,rds as prejudicial to the interest 
of exporting countries. 

Cinematograph Filma 

The provisions under Article 19 rogr.rding special provbicns relr.tir:g to the 
, cinem~:.togrcpb films are rathEr interesting. The Assoeir.tion fed thot t,_i, FroVIFion 
has been incorporated perhaps because of the fact that the exhibition of films builds 
up natioi\Ll cbf,racter and it may be necossr.ry for a country to put restrictions 
on the use of foreign films. Followmg this <•xr.mrle, the AsmciLticon wodd like 
to state that consumption of indigenous P,rticl< s by the ne.t ionr.ls ru a country is 
nece"' ary in order that t'Ie prejudica in th< public mind eg; .inst indigenous &rticles 
in a country like lndm which has been habituated to the use of foreign products, 
may disappear. 

Quantitative RMtricti01l8 

Artit·le 20 deals with gerei&l eliminatior> of quantitative restrictions. As a 
general rule it prolubits the imposition of restrictions cf impc·rts and exports and 
in so fa.r as exports are concerned it permits proh1b1tion m order to rdicve crillcal 
short?.ge of foodstuffs or other products essenti..I to the exporting memkr country 
but it does not give permission to prohibit impCits if an importing country is placed 
in simil;.r situations. This is a serious IP.cuna in the Chr.rter and the Assoch.twn 
desll'e that the Commission should give its due comideration to t!.is prm·i.ion. 

The provi' bns of Article 20 are too rigorous in their 2.pplication P.nd the Associa
tbn fed that tbe country should not be und<r an otligation to inform the I. T. 0. 
regarding the imposition cf quantitative restrictions. 

Article 21 relating to re<.trictions to sr.feguad the br.!P..nce of payments position 
Jays down two important cond.illons undc'r par-graph 3(e) wher<.i~ is sta:e'l that 
members und<·rtake (1) not t > apply testuctions so as to prevent unrec on .bly the 
import;, .tion of any description of mcrchanc'.ise in mirJmum comrr.erci. .I quantities 
the ex llsion of whic·h would imp; ir regul,r channdo of trade or resh i tior.s "hich 
woulJ. :prevent the importati m of comrr.err,·l sLmplos or prevent the im1 ortation 
of such mm1mum quantities of products &s mr.y be necess;:..ry to obt<.in r,nd m .1: tt.in 
patent tr.-de m;:..rk etc. This, the As;oci...tion feel, is inconsistent with thP pro,·isions 
made in pLri1graph 1 of Article 21 because m cortdn extrerue circumstances rt 
mD.v be pccessr.ry to prohil it imports <'-ltog~ther and in that cas< regul:.r channrls 
of tr&de ct£ hk~ly to be imp,.irt·d. T'he secon·- conilinon invclves an und<:rt.Lkir.g 
by a membtr tc apply reshictuns in a w•-Y as would avoid unnecrss..ry <U.m·.go to 
economic interests cf any othu m<,mb• r. Econ >mir intc•ests ore liknly to be ,.ffocted 
and no sucb condi ion can be comFii d with. Tito import restriCtions imposed by 
a memhr <.re likely to tell upon the econ< mi. s c·f tLe txp<rting countries end the 
Assod .tiur Ld that our country has to look to hs economy first. 

Article 22 denls with non-discriminatory edmir.i3tration of quanti:.:.iive restric
tions and pr,r<> 1 lays down that any proilbLion or resuicuon to be ap~!Ld by "'llY 
membEr "ill ba applicable to <-II the memb<r countJi ·s, TJ.is may not be posFil,le 
for our country. J<'or instance, m case of South Afnca, Inwa is r.pplying <'<'onomie 
sanctions &sa result of d.iscrimin&tory polic·y fvllow<o. by th,,t cour:try. TL.is would 
be impossible if India were to ratify the Ht.vE.na Ch9de.·. PcmgrL_ph 2 dc·Js with 
distribution of Festrictive quota <.mong VLrious member countries hnd J..ys down 
that, wherov< r pract.c&tle, quot"- representmg the totw amount of pt•ruuti.<J importe 
sh..Jl be fixed and notice given of th"ir Lmount. Suth information ifi lik<-1: 
to i!J8I·urb th9 price structure in both tho importing &n:i oxpvrtin1 
countdeu uecau•e the pric< s may go up or mc.y go down bS the quota fixed rna.) 
be high or low. It would, th~rvfore, be necess; .ry th~t d.ifh rent countries 
keep this inf~rmation strictly to them•ch es in or<:er u ... t the 
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internal economic structure may not be unduly disturbed. Morwve_r, '!"oer a. 
system of private tra{ling it Is impossib!e for Governments . to canahse Imports 
from a particula.I country. R<>ference to !IDpo·,•s of steel, for ms~ance, f~r the last 
2/3 yea1s will indicate th .. t our pre-war sources. for supply of this mau:n J are no 
mme available to us and therefore, no quotas m favour of such suppliers can be 
maintained. Under the ~xistin.,. ecopomic structure private parties take all th~ 
trouble of finding out sources .;£ supply and the Government come in t?-e pic~ure 
only after the ne.-otiations have been completed. It would, therefore, be 1mposstble 
for Govenmtent

0

to fix quotns among different count.ries. Again paragraph 3(a) 
of Article 22 imposes obligations on a country to disclose quotas of imports allowed 
to different countries to each other. This is not practicable in actual practic.e 
because it is likely to antagonise feelings in case quotas of a particular cou~try might 
be below their capacity or where a particular country looks for a definite market 
for its products in a particular country. Announcement by public notice of import 
quotas, imported quantities etc., is not feasible in the interest of a country's 
economy. 

Subsidies 

Section C of Chapter IV deals ''ith subsidies in general and requires a mei:nber 
country to disclose complet<> information to the I. T. 0. and other countries regard
ing its subsidisation policy. This the Association feel is not workable in practice 
because subsidy is granted for the purpose of enabling the local industry to get 
established or for the purpose of encouraging exports in order to earn foreign ex
change or matters which primarily affect a country's economy and the Association 
feel that any interference in this matter by an international organisation would 
not be conduci>e to national interest. The experience of the industry has been 
that some of the foreign countries have been subsirlising their exports to say Inrlian 
market for a very long time in order to be able to compete and sell their product 
at a cheaper rate in this market. Similarly, if India were to follow suit which it 
may become necessary for her to do now that the country is free and is determined 
to industrialise and increase the standard of liYir.g of its people, such a policy 
would not be permitted. Such an action would not be possible if the country were 
to ratify the Chart<>r. 

Export of Primary Commudit;es 

f~en in regard.to the s:recia~ trea~m.ent of primary c?mmoflitie~, t,rranting of 
s~bstd!es for export purposes ts stnctly l;m,ted and severely mterfers With the aspira
tiOns of the country to bmld up her export marketo. For instance Article 28 in 
para l lays down that subsid!es would not be granted for the maintenance or increase 
of export o~ any primary commodity s'? that a particular country may have more 
than an eqmtable shore of world trade ill that commoditv. The I. T. 0. has been 
~ven the funct~on of dete_r~ining the equitable share of ev~ry country in interna
tiOnal trade. Such restrJct•on:s on the development of export trade would mean 
!hat a ~ou~try can never a~prre to change the pattern of ·its trade \\ith a view to 
mcrea.·n~g- 1ts wealth. For ~stance_ India has so far been an exporter of primary 
c?mm~rhtles. But now her !ndustnes arc dev~lop1ng fast and there may come a 
t1me ."hen the country m:')l have t? take spe.,mJ Jll"asures to develop exports of 
"':rtam processed commodtttes. Thts would not be possible because the provisons 
o~ th~ Ha~ana Charter are very restrictive in theil· apiJHcation. 

Section D deals with State trading and reiateLI matters. The Association feel 
tha.t under th~ present con<J!tions of mixe<~ econon;y. a ~tate Corporation ma.y ha.vc 
to adopt spem.al measuree ill matters of mternat10nAl trade. This would not be 
possible nnder the provisions of Article 29. 



Restrictive Business Practices 

Chapter V of the Charter deals with restrictive business practices. Members 
have got the obligation to take appropriate measures to prevent business practices 
affecting international trade which restrain competition, limit access to markets 
etc. This commitment covers prn.ctices of priYate or public commercial enterprises 
possessing effective control of trade muong a. nu1nber of countries in one or more 
products. l\Iernbers affected by restrictive business practices may request the 
I. T. 0. to arrange for consultation or the members may submit written complaint 
for investigation by the I. 'L 0. If the oomp!aint prima facie has substance, the 
I. '1'. 0. will investigate the matter. The restrictive business practice• have been 
defined as fixing prices, controls or conditions to be observed in dealing with others 
excluding enterprises from or allocating or dividing any territorial m trket or field 
of business activities or allocating customers; discriminating aga:nst particular 
enterprises. It may be noted from these that a country if it fixes prices cf its pro
dllllts which affects international trade, such an action would be called in (jne~tion 
by the member countries affected and will form the subject matter ,.; v•mtplaint 
to the I. T. 0. 

For a country like India it may be necessary to promote, say, shipping industry 
by giving them special advantages by way of reserving to them work connected 
with our foreign trade. Similarly in the field of banking and insurance, Government 
assistance may be necessary and such actions of the Gove=ent will be subject 
of complaints. The As3ociation feel that our country cannot afford to comply 
with this obligation. 

Inter-Governmental Commodify Ayreemenls 

Chapter VI of the Charter provides for Inter-Governmental Commodity Agree
ments in regard to primary commodities which have been defined as any products 
of farm, forest or fishery or any mineral in its natural form or which has undergone 
such processing as is customarily required to prepare it for market-ing in substantial 
volume in international trade. Thi.• provision has been made because of the recog
nition that the conditions under which some primary commoclities are produced, 
exchanged or consumed are such that international trade in these commodities may 
he affected by special difficulties such as the tendency towards persistent disequilib
rium between production and consumption, the accumulation of burdensome 
stocks, and prolonged fluctuations in prices. These agreements may be of two 
types: (a) Commodity Control Agreements and (h) other lnter-GoYernmental Commo. 
ditv Agreements. The Commodity Control Agreement has beeP. defined ,_. an 
Inter-Governmental Agreement which involves:--

(i) The regulat.ion of procluction or the quantitative control of export or of 
a primary commodity and which has the purpose or might have the 
effect of reducing or preventin:s an increase in the production of or 
trade in that commodit.y, or 

(ii) the regulation of prices. 

Such ·a.,reement shall be designed to aS>ure the availability of supplies adequate 
at all ti~es for world demand at prices which are in keeping with the provisions of 
Article 57 (C) and when practicable shall provide for measures designed to expand 
world consumption of the commodity. Such agreements shall make appropriate 
provision to afford increasing opportunities for sat,isfying national consumption 
and world market requirements from sources from which such requirements can be 
supplied in the mo•t effective and economic manner due regard being had to the 
need for preventing serious economic and s_ocia_l_d_islocation and to the position of 
prorlucing areas suffermg from abnormal dtsabthttes. 

Inrlia is interested in the above provisions in so far as they help her to ente' 
into a<1reements in regard to primary commodities like sugar, tea, coffee, rubber·, 
mang~nese, iron ore etc., it may be possible for India to aiTange for stability of 
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prices of the.,e commo:!ities, but what is import~nt to .coru:idor is that such 
a.crre~m~nt~ might adversely affect her intere.sts 1n certam crrcumstanccs. For 
i~st.•nco, if an international body were to expand ·the consumption of Sa):· sugar 
and Iniia may be asked to consume c\eap Java sugar in place of Gut, her mdustry 
woul:l sulf,., Therefore, the benefits from these provL•ions should b.e, r~garde~ as 
do11ble e:lge;l because while in one case they might help some of I ndta s ~ndustr~es, 
they might act in other cases as det-errant to the development of other mdustnes. 

The Charter however, pJ'rmits bilateral inter-Governmental agreementa . as 
well, but. subject 'to the general obligations enjoined by the Havana Charter wt.th 
the result that under bilateral inter-Governmental agreements member countnes 
cannot resort. to the exceptions such as export subsidisat.ion, overall contr?l ~tc. 
Therefore, the benefits accruing from bilateral trade agreements appear to be hmtted 
under circumstances of restrictions imposed hy the Chart•er. 

General Provisions 

Coming to Chapter IX which is the last Chapter in the Havana Charter and 
which deals with the aeneral provisions relating to relations with non-members etc. 
the Cbrter does not prevent any member from maintaining economic relati?ns with 
non. members, but does not allow a. member to seek any arrangements w1th non. 
membe'" for the purpose of obtaining for the trade of its country preferential treat
ment as compared "ith the treatment accorded to the trade of other member coun
tries or so to conduct its trane w!lh non-member countries as to result in injury 
to other member countries. This is a very fantastic provision which has been made 
in tho Gnartcr inlSmuch as it t.·ies to establiah a monopolistic control of international 
trade. Wnereas, the basic purpose of the Charter is to e"pand international trade, 
create fellow feeling among the nat,ions of the world, this provision militates against 
that spirit, in so far a.s agreements with non. member countries cause ininry to trade 
of other member countries, the Association have nothing to ""Y but cvP-n if it does 
not injury the interest of the other countries the Havana Charter prohibit« a mem her 
wuntry from getting any preferential treatment from a non-member coun:ry. 

Queation. 9;i.-Do you ant.icipat~ of our injurious effects on our trade and intlu~try 
on account of our acceptance of the obligations of the Charter (i) in· 
the short period and (ii) in the long nml 

In reJ?IY to que,-tions 93 and 94 the Association have pointed out the injurious 
effects whwh adherence to the Charter is likely to bring to the trade and industry 
of the country. For a prec•se xwly the Association woulrl define short period a• 
consi<;ting of 3 to 5 years and long period of more than 5 vears. The ARsociation 
feel that the acceptance of the obligations of the Charter "woulrl be injurious to 
India's interests in both the periods. The reasons for this foehn« haYe already !wen 
explained in reply to questions 93 and 94. o 

Qaestwn .?6.-0n a careful balancing of pros and_ cons do you approYe of India"s 
adherence to the Havana Charter and her consequent participation 
m the ]11-gposed International Trade Organisation 1 

• 
In case India becomes a party to the Havana Charter it is doubtful whether 

she wonld be able t6- ]lUtS?-e poli~ies of vigorous economic development relatively 
unhampered by the obligatiOns which the Charter seeks to impose. Even the escape 
cia~ set up a ":nm?er o~ obstacles that must be surmounted. There are so many 
condit!ons an~ c.ntena which have to be fulfilled and satisfied. In almost all case• 
I.T.O. s permiSSIOn has to be obtained. Even after this bas been dono there are 
many other additional obligations which must be assumed. In tho cas~ of dove· 
lopment of .other new industries through ~easures which are prohibited by the 
Charter India ?as to approach th? International Trade Org~nisati0n l\Iombership 
of the I.T.O. ~t wonld appear, will not be of much help to this country. There i s 
on doubt that if the Havana Charter comes into being India will be at a disadvantag<> 
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by not joining it, but the advantages W be Secured from bilateral agreements WJlUld 
!lepend up~n ~he ter~s which the contracting parties are able to secure whether 
they are Withm or Without the I.T.O. The Association, therefore, feel that India 
should not a~ere to the Havan?- C~arter an~ consequent1y participate in the pro
posed InternatiOnal Trade Orgamsat10n. Indm should make a request to the United 
Nations that as !Ul independent country she is an infant and has not so far been able 
.to feel her way and know her position, that she should be given a little breathing 
time, say for the next five years, during which period she should have the unfet
tered right of developing her industries in the manner she thinks best and that the 
industrially advanced countries lilr<> the U.S.A. and the U.K. should undertake the 
-obligation of making India great industrially. The exigencies of the situation in the 
.South East Asia require it and comparative inability of the Western powers to he 
-of effective help in S.E. Asia demand that India should be made strong in order 
-that she may act as a bulwark against the rising tide of communism in this part 
.,f the globe. 

•Qiu&lion 97.-lf not, what ·would be tlte broad limB cf commercial policy tltat you u·ould 
adrocate fer India and particularly the fiscal measuns tltat you ncommend 
for Govemmwt's acc.ptance? 

From tlie foreign policy pursued by the country during the last two years 
=d her independent career it would seem that the country is not in favour of joining 
.any power block., Follo"·ing this pattern of neutrality in political affairs, the Asso
-ciation· would recommend that in the economic sphere too the country should follow 
'!'Ellatively a free policy, a policy of neutrality, a policy which would enable her to 
secure the most advantageous terms from the countries of the world with which 
she has had her trading relations. 

The Association would recommend that the country should follow a policy of 
bilateral trade agreements for the next five yems. She should have unquestioned 
light to restrict imports for the development of her industries if necessary. If the 
country finds that it is necessary to subsidise · production or export, she should 
have the power to do so. The Association suggests that Government of lnclia should 
appoin~ ,. permanent Tariff Commission whose functions should be us follows :-

(i) To investigate the administration and fiscal and industrial effects of the 
customs laws of this country now in force, or which may be hereafter 
enacted, the relations between the rates of duty on raw materials 
and finished or partly finished products, the effect of ad valanm and 
specific duties, and compound specific and advalarem duties, all questions 
relating to the arrangement of schedules and clas>ification of articles 
in the general schedules of the Customs laws, and in general to investi
gate the operations of Customs laws including their relation to the 
central revenue, their effect upon the industries and the labour of the 
country, and to submit reports of its investigations. 

-l(ii) The Tariff Commission shall put at the disposal of the President of India 
and Parliament whenever requested all information at its command 
and shall make such investigations and reports as may be reque•t
ed . 

. (iii)··The Commission should have power to investigate the tariff relations 
between India and foreign countries, commercial treaties, preferential 
pro'ljsions, economic alliances, the effect of export boll;llties and pre
ferential transportation rates, the volume of nnport~ttlons compared 
with domestic production and consumption, and conditions, causes 
and effects relating to competition of foreign industries with those of 
India, including dumping and cost of production. 

It is understood that such a body is functioning in the United States of Am
-eric& and Australia and that the Government of India would he doing great good 
to the country if such a Commission is appointed. 
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It is very clear that the country has to adop~ a policy of direct encour"'!lement" 
to Indian industries. Unlike most other countnes the Government of India was. 
required till 1922 to adopt a policy of laismfa!re towards. ~dian industries. !'B· 
a result of the investigations and report of the Fiscal CommiSSIOn ?f 1922 a po~cy 
of discriminating protection was adopted hy the Government. With t~e ~xcept~on. 
of England most of the countries of th~ ~vorld h_ave followed a pro~t~ctmmst policy 
for several with the result that now therr mdustnes have been suffiCiently developed 
and the Association feel that our country which is undeveloped should not be asked' 
to follow a suicidal policy "ith respect to her industries. 

The Indian Tariffs have always been a matter of great concern to the Western
Countries who had India as the market for their products. The Association has 
alreadv pointed out that the Western Countries are now trying the Havana Charter 
to keep the markets of the world free to their industries. This is a serious matter 
and the Association would wish to emphasise that Government of India do not fall· 
in line with their policy. 

In view of the importance of India in International trade, India must watch with 
care the effect of the movement in other countries regarding tariffs even as these· 
other countries are watching the development in our tariff. The Havana Charter 
which aims at lower tariffs and removal of restriction on foreign trade does not 
meet the present needs of the country. 

The Commercial policy of the future must recognise reasonable national econo·
mic requirements of the people of a country if it is to promote efficient and effective· 
utilisation of th<> economic resources of the country. The history of modern econo• 
mic development ~haws that most the of advanced countries in attempts to re-organise· 
the structure of their industries have had to resort to protection for safe-guarding 
their industries against unfair foreign competition. 

Question 90A.-If you agree that India should adhere to the Charier and join the b>-· 
ternational Trade Organisation have you any vie?Cs to Express on a struc
ture and fundioM of the International Trade Organisation (b) the pro-
e<dure laid for its u-orking and (c) India's position and status in the 
International Trade Organisation. 

In \iew of our recommendation not to ratify the Havana Charter, the question
does not arise. 

Question 99.-Do you agr>e with the main princiz;lu undtrlying the GaZ<ral.tlgr<emem· 
on Tariffs and Trade as la~d down i~ P_art I and Part II of the Agree
ment. If not, z;lelllie detatl your objeclwns undEr spec~fic h<ads. 

Subject to the observations made in replv to question 90 the .Association. 
agree \\ith the main principles underlying th";, Geneva Agreement on tariffs and 
trade. -

Question 100.-Have you an_y ~mmenl$ to make on (a) the concasions granted by m· 
to ct!ur cou:nnes tn Tl~Ject of impcrt into this country and (b) the con
e<swm reatved by us tn r<sp<ct of our exz;ort ahroad. 

!he prioc~pal commodities in respect of which India received direct concessions
ar~ JUte awl ]Ute ~anufactm:es, cotton manufacture, cashew.nuts, mica., shellac, 
"?IT mats and mattmg. sportmg goocL,, carpets, spices and condiments essential 
oas and tea. • 

The priocipal commodities in respect of which India has offered concessio-
could be classified under the follo\\ing heads :-

(1) Food Items. 
(2) Chemical Drugs and Meclinines. 
(3) MatErials oflndustrial Use. 
(4) Consumer goods. 
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. A !llance at the composition of food items will show, that besides various cereals 
winch m many cases had to be allowed free of duty, India has imported items such 
as bacon, ham, butter, milk, condensed or preserved, including cream, fresh al'ples, 
and pears, cheese, canned bacon, canned fish, canned meat, frozen meat, dehydrated' 
vegetables, ·canned sardines, and pilchard, canned vegetable, canned asparagus,. 
canned soup etc ....... on which a. reduction of standard rates has been allowed. Be· 
•ides many consumer goods have been imported which consL't of items which may 
be called luxuries. This has meant a huge loss to India's revenue. The Committee 
feel that in trade agreements which are being entered into by the Government of' 
~ndia under provisions of the Charter, attempt should be made firstly to discourage 
Import of luxury goods and secondly if such imports become inevitable duty should 
not be reduced to such a level that they bring down the Government revenue on the 
one hand and encourage imports on the other. 

AE regards concessions received by India, it has to be noticed that there are 
two items, namely raw jute and cotton in whic.h a vital change has taken place since 
the partition of the Colliltry. India has now virtually to depend on Pakistan for 
the supply of raw jute and long staple cotton. India, therefore, stands to gain
significantly nothing by way of concessions received from other countries on account 
of these two items which used to form the single main items of India's export be
fore. 

The Association, therefore, feel that conclusions arrived at previously on the· 
basis of the facts which do not exist now, do not hold good llilder the existing c~
cumstances. It would, therefore, be desirable that the question is considered agam. 
in the light of the changed circumstances. 

Que.tion 101.--0n a cartful examination oftlulse reciprocal concessions do you ocnsider· 
that the provision-s of the Geru.ral Agrament on tariffs and trade
have been on balance in tlul interest of India? If not, to what txt<nt do 
you think these pruvisions have been at fault from India's point of vi•w?· 

Plea.'" see answer to question 100. 

Questian 102.-Have you any commmt.s to make on the actual working of tl~.t tariff. 
conces8ions granted by India to other countries since July, 1948. 

The Association have no statistical data to make any comments on the actual 
working of the tariff concessions granted by India to other countries. They would, 
however, point out that these concessions have not, in any way, conferred any special 
benefit to the Indian consumer because the articles of consumption have continued 
to be sold at a high rate in spit-e of the fact that the duties have been reduced. Si. 
milarly in regard to the stin1ulus to our exports as a result of the tariff concessions 
the Association find that our exports have not been encouraged either. The Go. 
vemment of India who have completed details with regard to these matterR will be 
in a better position to explain. 

Que.,tion 103.-Have y<u any busines., to think that the provisions of the General" 
Agreement on tariffs and trade are not being worked by other ocntracting 
co~tntries in the spirit in which tluly were conceived! If so, plea<Je illustrate 
your •·eply witk examples drawn from your knowledge or e:rperi;onoe. 

The Association has no information on. the subject. 

Que•tirm 104--0ther tkings being equal would y01t or would you not favour tlul 
continuance of the tariff ocnoeesions granted by India to other cquntri~ 
beyond January 1, 1951 ? 
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Working ~f the tr.r_iff conc~ssions gr:•.nted, by India s~o11ld be studied !or some 
time moro bdorc "ny conclusions should bo r.nwcd r.t With r~gr.rd to tli~·JJ" future 
application, v~ry unfortun;-.tdy the poricd du~ing .whi<h. t~~se conc~ssJO~ have 
·boon.working hf!.s been full of unexpected he.ppenmgs m Indu• s bdr .. nre of P"J ments 
position wit!1 the reat I. t!w.t the country he.s not been able to weigh Jl<Oporly the 
benefits to be derh·cd frem such atrangements. 

Conclu.sion 

Since the Fi.;cr.l Commission issu~d thnr quest ionnr.ire during the la.'lt few days 
a momentoJs rhln•.gP has tr.kt>:n r l.ce in the world economic conC.Hions con.'-~e.ming 
the dev . .lu:.ti >n <·f the pound and sterlir.g II ><k. TLis hr.s creakd a gencrr.l uncer
t:.hty thr mghout the world ,•,nd p,,kiata.n's .,.ction in not devduing their currency 
hf!.B addod to the diffioul i ·s of the country.· The Associ"-tion desire to rcquost tho 
Fiscd Commiss:ion to advise the Gove-rnment the..t in ''il"W of the \'ery uncPtCJ.in times, 
·it would be dcsirc.lle fc·r them to r.sk the Ud~ed Netions to def<-r this question. 
For som• t imr, till m• t1 ste.bili rd conditions re-appear and the world in geMral is 
in a position to cov>iC:e: thia question. 

INDIAN NON-FERROUS METALS :lr!ANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION, 
CALCUTTA 

I. lntroductimt 

I am directed by the Committee of the India.n Non-ferrous 1\Ietels l\[a.nufecturers' 
.Assod .• tion to 1.c!drrss you the following m< momndum regr.rc.ing cc·rtcin of the 
·ques:ions conu.inrd in the Questionndre issmd by the Fiscd Commission. In 
doing so, the Committee h~ve been content with detdling the progress m1.de by the 
Industry witL.in the short periud of its existence ar.d focusdr.g the Commission's 
attention on problems which Lre pecuJi,.r to it, and wUch will Lighlight some ofthe 
requirements of a. Fiscd Policy necessW"y fvr integr~ted i&dustrid development. 

The Industry consists of:-(1) The mining m:d bencfi<il:.tinn of orcs, the smelt
ing of conc<·ntntes zt:d the r6fuung of the smdt<·d rroducts (2) the f"Lrication of 
semi-mr.nufc:..cturc-s like sheets, cinks, strirs, reds, cxtn:d.< d S£'ction..c;:, etc., (3) the 
production of foils, c~blcs, m<-tallic powd,•rs, (4) the r<fining of secot:d,_ry metals 
{5) the production of Llloys c.t:d c~stings. The manufLcturc of many it<·ms in< luding 
marhhu·ry p.:.rts, utensils, h<..rdwLre etc. dthough coming und<·r anothfr c-Lssification 
in the industrid world depends f<>r their r2.w me.tericls on the non-furous metals 
jndustry. 

II. Development of the Indian Non-ferrous Metals lndWJtry 

The important Non-ferrous Metals with which India is immeci .. tdy concerned 
·are Copper, Lead, Zinc, Antimony, Aluminium, ~kgncsium and Tin. Of these, 
India's resources of Bauxite and llkgnesite are big enough for the estaUishment of 
self-suffident ksic it;dustrics .. She has appr.eci.,tJe rescr\'es of CopfH Ore, and 
Lead Ore some of which bre being worked while none at ail of tin and but limited 

-quantities of zinc. The Antimony Refinery at Bombay which st&rt<·d durin" the 
-~ar W"-" ba~d on t~e obto.ining of orcs from the property "t ChittrLI, which has 
· ~mce Lllen mt? P<-kistan. ~~ Refinery has therefore now become depeudent on 
rmport;<d ore either from Bohvia or from B!JI'I?"• unless fresh prospecting end. ex
plor<>tJOn should reveal other workable deposits m the country a• in the E~st PunJab. 
Lead production whkh is based on an estimate of 6,000 tons of rofin<·d metal per 

.year =y <.BO be possible of. being increased, with fuller prospecting of oc<Lrrence• 
such l'..S In the C-entibl Provmccs ancl Central lnclia while J .. ipur Mysore and 
.Sikkim may yield additional workable resource• of copper not yet known. 
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The present positbn of India. in respect of different Virgin Metals a.s also of 
IDlJ.nnf&ot.ures and semi-manuf"ctures may be indicated roughly a.s below :-

Namo of the Metal 

1 

1. Ooppor 

~- Aluminfum 

4. Antimony . 

5. Zinc 

Vz'rgin Metals 

Yearly total demands 

2 

51,000 tons. (This is lower 
than the 70,000 tons ao· 
cepted by the Tariff 
Board and is fixed having 
rego.rd to the loss of cer
tain consuming markets 
to India.! 

24,300 tons. (Tho estimate 
by the Tariff Board of 
15,000/18,000 tons has 
been found to be on the 
low side due to further ex
pansion of the industry.) 

20.000 tons. 

fiOO tons . 

48,000 tons. (The Tariff 
Board's estimate was 
50,000/60,000 ton•.) 

Yearly 
uupplies 

from 
Indigenous 

Industry 

3 

'l?ons 
7,000 

1,000 

Nil. 

RemarkH 

4 

Nearly 44,000 tons will there· 
fore have to be treated as 
deficit, of which about 37,000 
tons may be imported in 
ingots, scrap, and wire bars, 
i.e. as raw metal. 

The installed yearly ca.pllCity 
of the Metal Corporation 
of India Ltd., is about 6,000 
tons but their present pro
duction iF. expected at about 
1,000 tons. 

The ingot capacity available 
at the moment between 
the two Aluminium Com
panies at their peak is 
about 7,000 tons ; capable 
of expansion to 15,000 tons 
per year. For balance see 
under Semi-Mfra. of Alumi
nium. 

The indigenous oapa.oity iS 
sufficient to moot the total 
demand but the restrictive 
factor here is the supply 
position in regard to ores. 
Since the loss of tho mining 
property in Chittral ores 
have to be imported from 
Bolh·ia. 

To be fully imported 

(The above estimates do not take into nccount recovery from scrap and its consumption.) 

~- Semi-manufactures 
(a) Oopper and 
brass ahe.tt-8. 

• (b) Rods of br~Us 
2,.500 tons and 
Copper includ
ing Arsenical 
and Extruded but 
excluding electro
lytic black copper 
rods. 

50,000 tons 

2,500 tons. (Tariff Board's 
etJtimate was about 4,000 
tons which we now feet 
was too high.) 

50/55,000 Nothing is required to be 
tons (Tariff imported except special size 
Board's of plates required for _loco
estimate of motive manufacturo and 
15,000 tons printing. 
has already 
boon greatly 
exceeded). 

To be fully . met from India, 
except a small percentage 
of special sections- the avail
able capacity of the extrusion 
prass and other rolling mil1s 
must bo about 6,500 tons. 

------~~------·------
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(c) Eledrolytic 
Bl<Kk copper rods 

(d) Oopp.,. ,r, Bross 
wif'e (i) bare Cop-

2 

(20,000 tons at peak of the 
two cable companies rle
mand.) 

per wirt._ 10,000 tons 
(ii) Grmrol 2,000 t<ms. 

Ekdrie «Jbks. V J.R. _50 million. yds. 
Winding wiru-Cot- 200 tons. 

km imuJated. 

Enamelled u·ir~. SmalL 
(B.S.S.) 

Othff ucti<m& of · 1,000 oons. 
braM ~ wpper. 

T·in blued alloys 7,000 tons. 
( Whi., M etalB and 
Solder•). 

Brasa, Bronzu, and 80,000 tons. 
caetinga therwf 
(excluding cast 
ulenail.8.) 

Lead pipu 

Zinc ahetU d." Strips 

Aluminium 8heets, 
for utemil8. 

Aluminium foi!JJ 

Aluminium Powder 
Caetinga 

Generall£rtf]inee.rlng 

Rock ft>r «Jbl,. 

1,000 tons. 

1,500 tons 

2,500 tons. 

15,000 tonB. 

750 tons. (About 300 tons 
more of strips may be 
required for milk-bottle 
capsule foils and other 
miscellaneous job.) 

500 tons for paints. 
800 tons castings. 
2,000 oons. 
1,000 oons. 

3 

30,000 
tons 

4 

To be fully met. from India
except about 1,000 tons oi 
special sections. The capo.
city for bare copper wire· 
was put by the Tariff Board 
at 24,000 tons a year and 
of commercial wires at. 4,000> 
tons a year. 

Sufficient to meet full demand. 
300 There is no capacit·Y for paper-
tons insulated cables und Cam brio 

Cables, which have to be-
imported fully. 

100 tons, that is more than is sufficient to. 
meet present demand. 

Bulk of it made in India. 

40,000 
tons. 

1,00,000 This '\\-ill cover also the melting-
tons. capacity required for the 

manufacture of brass and· 
copper sheets, bross and 
copper rods and brass and 
copper wires and still leav& 
a surplus. 

The full de-mand excepting sheets required 
in special sizes for the Chemical Industry 
is available within the country. 

Full demand to be met from country's: 
production. 

1,500 Strips for battery manufac-
tonP. turing and sheets for print

ing blocs to be imported. 

5,000J7,000 
tons. 

(For the Ten Industry which is fu1Iy met 
from Indian production. Another 800. 
tons came in from abroad, which should 
have gone into Chocolate wrapping. 
Cigarette wrapping, etc., and partly re
exported to Ceylon.) 

For uae in A.C.S.R. Demand for- A.C.S.R. 
cablos fully met between the Nicco and 
Mfs. Aluminium Industries Ltd. while 
rods will be supplied by M/s. National 
Rolling :Mills Ltd., if Aluminium wiro 
bars are received. Even at twice or· 
thrice this demand, theso unite could! 
handle the same fully. as they are. 

----------------------------------------------------
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From the above accoun,t it will be clear that the Industry during the brief period, 
>that it has been in, existence, has established itself well remembering that it had to 
.Btart mostly with Improvised machinery when import channels for the supply of 
most metal .manufactures and semi-manufactures as also of capital equipments 
·COmpletely stopped during the war. The Industry gives employment to about 30,000 
persons, even at the I educed output at which it is working in certain of its branch
·es. It distributes in wages approximately Rs. 1 crore, 9 lakhs a yea.r. Its invalu
able importance as a key industry for the defen,ce of the country was felt during 
the war since which time the Govern,ment of In,dia committed itself to protecting 
.an,d fostering it within the country. 

ill. Assistance Now Available. 

The protective duties that are levied on, different metal manufactures and scmi
man,ufactures today are detailed below:~ 

L Copper and Lead, copper scrap, Duty free. 
lead ingots, lead scrap, zinc ingots 
slabs, blocks or bars and zinc scrap. 

2. Tin, tin scrap, and tin plate scrap, Duty free. 
Nickel and Nickel scrap, Cob•lt, 
Chromium, Tungsten, l\Iagnesium, 
1\Iazak an,d Sera p of all other Non-
ferrous Metals and Alloys. 

. 3. •Brass ingots 
4. Zinc & Lead sheets . 

Lead sheets for tea chests 
.5. Yellow metal alloys other than 

brass, tin-solder, othrr.white metal 
alloys type metal, Nickel alloys, 
manufactured goods such as Steam 
and Sanitary fitting•. 

·6. BrDss sheets 
7. Tubes, Pipes & Sections of Brass 
8. Tubes, strips and sections of lead 
9. Bars hard-drawn or annealled 

Electrolytic Copper "~re and 
Cables A.C.S.R. 

10. Copper Sheets 

11. Pipes & Tubes of Copper . 
12. Copper rods other than, Electro

lytic copper rods. 

13. ·Rods & Wires of Brass 
14. Electrolytic copper rods 

15. Rubber Insulated cables 

16. Antimony 

10% Ad Valorem . 
20% Ad Valorem. 
30% Ad Valorem. 
30% Ad Valorem . 

aO% Ad Valorem. 
Ditto. 
Ditto. 
Ditto. 

20% Ad Valorem 011 British l\Ianufactun's 
and 36% Ad V>1lorem on Non-British 
l\Ianufactures. 

DittQ. 
35% Ad Valorem on British lllanufacture" 

and 45% Ad V~tlorem on Non-British 
Manufactures. 

35% Ad Valorem. 
25% Ad Volorem on British :Manufactures 

and 30% on Non-Brit:ish Manufactu
res. 

7!%-
30% Ad Valorem duty on refined metal 

and 20% Ad Valorem on Crude Anti· 
mony. 
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Indian Aluminium Co. Ltd :-
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30 % Ad V:-.Iorem duty plus a spedfi~ duty; 
·on ingots, slv~ts, &trips and circles. In 
the case of ingots Rs. 328/- per ton, 
237/- per ton, and Rs. 146/- pel ton 
during tho Y"'·:s 1949-50, 1950-51 and: 
1951-52 respectively end on sheets and 
st:i,Js and <iiclcs, ~s. 121/- per ton, 
Rs. 46 per ton r->spechvdy fur 1949-50and 
195J-51 "i h no specific duty at all on 
imp--orts of sheets 1111d strips and circles 
during 1951-52. Bcsi:les tho above, the 
Indi<1n Aluminium Co. end tho Alumi
nium Corporvtion of India Ltd. have 
been gmntcd subsi.:ics as follows :-

Rs. 330/- per ton on 'lll sheets and circles of\he comp:.ny C.uring 1949-50. 
Rs. 230/- per ton. - ,, ' , , u , , 1950-51. 
Rs. 130/· per ton. ,. , , , , , 1951-52. 

TM Aluminium Corporat.ion of India Ltd :-
Rs. 710/· per ton on oil sheets and circles of the company during 1949-50. 
Rs. 610/- per ton. ,. , , ,. ,. , 1950-51. 
Rs. 510/· ptr ton. ,, .. ,, , , 1951-52. 

Wlj}e on th<·ir Ingots it would be 900, 825, e.nd 750 rupcrs per ton durmg'the 
respeelive years, the IT.tc·s of duty and suhiC.y Lre brH don the h.r.dc<l c0st <X-duty 
of aluminium ingcts being Rs. 1,275/- prr ton and of :?0 gm.gc cudcs being Rs. 2,614/
per ton and are li"'ble to suireble adjustme-nts if tll<·Ee Fiees f!wuld· n.ry. The 
assist&nce is to be opcmtive for three yer.rs &r.d the subsi<ly is to be met out of the 
additioD.E-1 revenue that IS expect•d to be r""lised from the enhanced el.uty th&t will 
be imposed on aluminium ingots, sheets, &nd circles. 

IV. C~YTT~parative duties in the U.S.A, &: Australia 

The duties th<1t are now pr,,posed compr.re very favou.mbly with most <f the 
protective duties enforced in countries like the U.S.A. r.nd Austrdir. < nd should 
by such sbn<k.rds be r<:·gr..rded as being low. TLe r .. r. s of duty in the U.S. accord
ing to the Tariff Act of 1930 and the Tmde Agre-ements work< d out for copper to 
nearly 2 cent; per lb. while the corresponding dutks on kr.d mnge from 3/4 cent per 
lb. in the metd to about 1-1/8 cent a lb., on it<·ms like >k<-ts. Besid< s the &hove, 
the United Sret<>s usudly h2.s been protectir.g the mctd ir.dustry by the levy of an 
excise t&x <f 4 cents a lb. on copper-r<duced to 2 cents r. lb. by the Genev-. Trede 
Agreements 2.r..d wl.i:h i> however now susper.de·d until June 1950. Simih..rly the 
duty on Le..:.d Ore, Concentrates and Pig Lc<.d h; .s bc<n susy.er.ded as dso the duty on 
Aluminium, ~!&gnesium 2.nd Zinc scrap as well r..s Zinc dro•s Lr,d •kimmings until 
June 30, 1950. During the WLI i.e. from August 12, 1941 to the close ofWt.r, Ameri
can Copper prices were pe-gged by the Gon-rnment 1.t 12 ceLts p<r lb. dc livt•r< d Con
neeticut Vdlcy with cost plus contmcts LITLnge d for dl F' duc<rs und.le to meet 
this price. On Felru:..ry, 1942 the premium Jh.n WLS iru.ugun.ted ur..de-r whkh 
quot.La were set for v&dous FfOdue<·rs &n<! 5 cents pH lb. LLdcd to the 12 cent& for all 
produc-tion exceeding the quota through a Gonrnm<•m agency known r-s tho Metals 
Reserv<s Compehy. Later "-11 "-ddhivnd premium cf 15 cr·nts per lb. WLS L<!<lnd to 
the sm>llcr mines. 1ne over-Lll result of such m".surcs hr.s been that tl>e ceiling 
for copper ptiees W"-l! m .intLincd e.t 12 cents per lb. but the e.vcwgo prieo pdd to 
Producers during 1942-45 va.rkd prO!,'lessivdy from 12 ·25 eerts pt•r lb. to 13 ·75 
cents per lb. The Government durmg th< w-r dso contr•>lkd the procurement of 
mctdo from abroro p;;ymg anv drffer~nees between th' c.i.ill~ price fixed wi"hm the 
country and tbe Govcrnmem'd own purchase pnce. 
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.Alongside of the Austrr.lian T~Iiff Schedule also the Indian Toriff is indeed 
very mo<:!<r<.to on metL] items. A complete list of the dut ie• or. dffc·r<'nt metal! 
items F' ·V: km in Avs!r. JiJ has been 1-iv<•l_l hy tht lndun T:.J iff Boar•! in its report. 
on ~he No~-[nrous Mc.tds Industry pulhshcd m 1946, &nd i• not for that reason 
agam <:!_etdkd h<·r.e. Most of the duties in the Gem·r •. l Tr.riff in Austrclia ere sped~ 
fie dutH_.s exc£:pt 1~ r. fnv cases ~lH·TP tl:c re r.re ad valorem du1i· -s twice t.s !Jgh as oio 
even more thr.n twice <.fthe fud.~<.n ad valorem du!IC3, For inst&nce ir, the case of· 
paper or C:.mbric insd .ted cab!< s the duty in the Indian T:.riff Schedule is 3G%. 
~hile the ~cnc·ral ~:criff in Austtdb !s 4~ %. Simib ly on Lrr .ss cirdcs 11nd strips 
m Austral: a there IS a 5(,% duty r.g:.mst 1. duty of 3(% ad valorem in the Inrlian 
Schedule: . The duty on Coppc1 ro<'.s is 5l% &gdi:st a duty of 35% ad valorem· 
on r.ll Bnllsh llianufoJ.ctures and 45% ad valorem on all Non-~ritish M.,nuf~<ctures 
in India. 

V. An estimate of the assistance available during the war and later under the 
Protective d•ties 

The assistance available to the Industry during the War and later has been iib 
the nature of facilities for the import of necessary plants and equipments into 
the country, the bringing in sometimes even of personnel, the supply of raw materials. 
from Government depots during the war besides the supply of power and fuel at 
fixed rates, the planning of Government orders on the factories during tbe war period• 
and the natural protection afforded during such time by the closure of import 
channels. The actual assistance which the Industry has derived from the duties. 
which have been imposed is not possible of being correctly assessed yet, for the im
pcs:tion of such duties coincided with restrictions on licensing of manufactures. 
and semi-manufactures arising from considerations of foreign exchange. Further, 
in most cases the protective duty merely sanctified the existing position by the con
version of the revenue duties into protective. As against this mnst be kept in
view the fact that dnring the war the prices paid to the manufactures and semi
manufactures were always fixed prices-in the case of a co:npany like the Indian 
Copper Corporation these prices were below the world price and naturally deprived 
the Corporation of reserves which it would have been able to build up in ease their 
production had been sold at world price3. The import of plant and equipments 
in the exigencies of war and at inflated prices which worked to 200/300 per cent. of· 
pre-war prices has necessarily told on the capital structure of the Indian metal· 
Industry and to some extent affected its competitive power in relation to foreign. 
manufacturers who ha:l purchased plants and installei them at pre-war prices. The 
rea:>mmendation which was made by the Indian Tariff Board in all these eases 
that r-unt and capital equipments imported into the country for the purpose of 
replacements and modernisation of the factories shouli be dnty-free was not im
plemented although after protected delay and after a good deal of equipments had 
already arrived in the cotmtry, the duty was lowered from 10% to 5% on plants to-
he brought in the future. . 

VI. Broad aspecw of the present policy where it has failed 

Having given a brief description of the development of the metal industry so· 
far in the country and the manner in which it is protected today it is appropriate 
to focuss the attention of the Commission on the directions in which the Tariff Policy 
as applied to this industry has fallen short of the Industry's requirements and ex
pectations. 

Fu~damentally, the method of examination by the Tariff Board and the imple-
(n.) Metlwd of Examino.- mentation of these recommendations by the Government 

tinn bv tho Board and have not been different from the policy of discriminat
actJOn by tho Government ing protection which was laid down by the previous 
not ,.crv mu h d ff rent . . . I · · · d · f 
fr.., d·s 'rimioahng prot.eo- FLScal CommiSSion. t IS the cons1dere VIew o my 
tio: 

1 
c Committee that~ the exigencies and opportunities of war· 

and the closure of import channels consequent on the country's general adverse· 
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'balance a.ssisted the industry more substantially during these years of ita 
origin and growth than the halting policy of _protection chalke~ out "? far. 
For instance, with a better appreciation of the Import:ance o~ the mdustry m t_he 
defence of the country and its usefulness to ?ther mdustries as the supl?lier 
of materials necessary for their up-keep and mamt:enance,. the recommend~tions 
,of the Tariff Board to allow dnty-free import- of cap1t:'l eqmpments '.'nd machinery 
.should have been immediately implemented. It IS also appropriate to record 
here that although the Tariff Board submitted its reports to the Government 
on the different sections of the Non-.ferrous Metals Industry on the 
. 6th of Oct<> her, 19-!6, it was not until 11-6-1948 that the G~ve~en_t of India 
announced their decision on this report. The Government notification unplement. 
in" these duties was issued still later. The period of protection which had been 
indicated to be covered by this Board was a three ·year period ending with the 31st 
March, 1950, so that as things shaped by the end of March, 1950, the duties would 
have been in force for less than a year and a half. In the same manner, the case 
of the aluminium industry for protection was reported upon by the Tariff Board 
on the 20th June, 1946 ; but the Government's decision on the report was not avail. 
able until the latter· half of ]\fay, 1949. This shows that the sense of urgency 
which is necessary in the examining of cases for protection and the taking of execu
tive action on the recommendations of the Board was not present in deciding on 
these cases without which the necessary atmosphere for large-seale industrial de. 
velopment of the country could not be crea~d. Similarly, while interpretation 
of conditions attached t<> the grant of protection have no doubt been somewhat 
more liberal in the case of the interim Tariff Board appointed after the last war, 
it has also in its work been functioning to a large extent in the same spirit as ani
mated the previous Tariff Boards in the country. It is the ,;ew of the Committee 
of the Association that although watchfulness will be necessary on the side of the 
executive to make sure that protection granted t<> the Industry is fully utilised by 
it for its future development, the grant of protection itself should be adequate 
and liberal in all cases where there is a prima facie need for protection. In fact 
in such cases, it would be necessary to protect the industries straightaway and to 
conduct a more detailed enquiry ouly in case the measure of protection extended 
should be regarded by the industry as insufficient. The conditions for the grant of 
protection like those whlch require that the industry should be established and 
conducted on sound business lines, that having regard t<> natural or ~conomic ad
>antage or its actual or probable cost it is likely to develope in a reasonable time 
sufficiently to be self-supporting, and that it is an industry which it is desirable in 
the national interest to grant protection or that the probable cost of snch protection 
"ill not be excessi>e, still carry the trails of the previous Fiscal policy which aimed 
at finding a justification to keep the industrial development of the country in a 
nascent stage. What is required instead is an unequivocal assurance that in the 
interests of large-scale industrialisation of the country any new industry which is 
important to the national economy would be protected straightaway and to a gener. 
ous extent. 

Apart from protection by Fiscal or Non-Fiscal measures, the development of 
(b) :Xon-Fiscal :Measures this industry calls also for an active mineral policy, 

neither sufficiently assessed the exploitation of hydro-electric pO\\"er on a large 
nor implemented. scale, . f~cilities . ~or inducing the inflow of increasing 

quantities of vrrgm metals and scrap in which India 
is deficient etc. Industries ~ke the .Aluminium Industry which required substantial 
investments even to start mth may have to be assured of adequate protection if 
they are t<l be started at all. The building up of Industrial Research Institutes ~nd 
Statistical Institutes mnst also be a part of the policy of assistance to industries in 
the future. The half-hearted character of protection extended even to the metal 
industries of the country may be made clear by a. reference to the great amount of 

·discussions that took place at. the meetings of the Tariff Board on the question 
whether .t?e "':""nda~ metal mdustry (alloy and ingot making, utilising sorap 

•metal a.riBmg) m Indm should be protected or not and the subsequent decision of 
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the ~overnment that a. token duty of 10% on the ingot brass should be considered 
~uffime'!-t for the establishme?t of a Scrap Refinery industry in the country. Most 
mdustriall.f advanced coll?tries lay great store by refinding of scrap, as a measure 
of conservmg metal supplies. As will be clear from the measures of protection 
extended for the Aluminium Industry in the country even the modest recommend
ations of the Tariff Board were substantially revised by the Government. This was 
so al~o of the ~rst enquiry hel_d over the Antimony Industry by the Tariff Board in 
1946. Non-Fiscal measures like the payment of subsidies, the giving of tax-reliefs, 
the _import of ~lant and ~achinery du~y-fre~, etc. which were recommended by the 
Tariff Board did not receive the consideratiOn from the Government which they 
deserved nor measures like the reduction in Railway freights, etc. The practice of 
<:omputing permissible cost of production has not been satisfactory and has not 
been conducive to inviting fresh investments in such large-scale industries. In 
sum therefore the spirit underlying the enqniries conducted by the Tariff Board and 
the recommendations mad<" on the same by the Government although more liberal 
than in the past has nevertheless fallen short of what is necessary tc create what 
may be called an industrial climate in the country. Remembering that India has 
not, unlike the West, passed through an Industrial Revolution which ga:ve the main 
fillip to more and more industrialisation there, it would appear that even the laying 
down of stated criteria tc determine the eligibility for protection for industries would 
be extremely ill-advised. Instead the industries which are set-going must be given 
all possible facilities for their establishment and growth during the coming years 
based on ad lwc summary exainination of their needs and difficulties. Nat ural 
or economic advantages have come tc be more and more understood as accidents 
of geography. In any case, different economies today are inter-locked and changes 
in the political set-up of countries may substantially alter the position regarding the 
availability of raw materials and efficient )abour, while technological advances 
are increasingly discounting the above advantages, lll)der the circumstances, it 
would appear that the wise course would be to foster all industries that are possible 
of being built up in the country, taking care ouly to see that they are least comp<~o 
titive as among the different countries of the Asian Bloc and that they are such as 
would be able to draw most of their raw materials and machinery requirements 
from countries whose relationships with India have not on present showing, much 
chance of deterioration in the event of war. 

VII. Directions in which the Tar~ff Policy adopted towards theN on-ferrous 
Metals Industry has not been satisfactory 

Having indicated generally the spirit that should underline the policy of the> 
Government in the Fiscal policy that it may follow in the future years it remains 
now to examine under certain broad and specified headings the directions in which 
such policy as adopted to this Industry in the past has fallen short of its expecta
tions and its requirements. 

The first in importance which occurs in this connection is the method of profit 
(o.) ~Iethod of Profit determination and cost-examination adopted by. the 

Determination and Cost- Tariff Board. As briefly cited before,, the methocl of 
Examination. •uch examination has had necessarily to be rough and 
ready and must be so in future but in the proc~ss it ofte? erred on t~e side of_rigidi:ty. 
The usual method that is followed by the Tanff Board IS to determme the fmr selling 
price of the indigenous producer based on what is considered io? be his reasona~le 
cost of production in the present and _in tho ~ture and all?wmg_IO% ~rofit _on . 
the.block capital and _4% on the. workmg ea~lltal. The· fmr sellmg priCe .t~us. 
arrived at has necessarily been arbitrary, It did not reflect the c~st of produ~t~on 
existing at a given moment of tnne and for a stated out .put but a.rnve~ at sometnt!lg 
which was somehow a;Scertained to be a reasonable cost m case the available machin
ery worked to its full capacity_. This was set off_agains! what was. surinised.tc 
be a reasonable cost of production in the future, >.e. durmg the period for which 
18 M. of Com. 
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the protective measures were being formulated, ha':ing regard to possible improve~ 
ments in the installations of machinery, technological advanc~s etc. generally the 
expansion of capacity for production. The average thus arrived at on two such 
figures, themselves hypothetical, w~s nec~ssarily bound to _be not the ~ost of p~
duction at a giwn moment. In domg this, the Board pre-!udged the Issue wh!ch 
it had been called upon to adjudicate. In_ othe~ words, e":en If the C?~t of produ~tiOn 
vf what was admitted to be an economic UIUt under given conditiOns was higher 
than world parities throuo-h some rouo-h and ready reckoning it was decided that 
the cost should not be ,:hove a stat~d figure even at the output mentioned. On. 
this basis, the measure of protection which may be allowed was deoided upon. 

In the case of the Aluminium Industry the Tariff Board departed from its 
pre>ious practice of allowing IO% on the bloc~ an~ 4% ?n the working capitai 
merely for the reason that the total invested ":'Pita!~ the mdustry. was h';lge and 
that at tbe rate thev had sanctioned for other mdustries the protecti>e duties may 
have to be very high. This is in contrast to the observations of the Board in the 
case of the Antimony Industry where they felt that a profit of IO% on the gross block 
and 4% on the working capital could not be considered excessive in_ the conditions 
existing, with the inwstment involved and the high charges of mcome-tax and 
company-tax prevailing. They, therefore, allowed the profits on t~e cost of pro• 
duction as ascertained by manufacturing charges, cost of raw materials etc. In 
the final, the figure assumed by them would have yielded only 2l% on the invested 
capital which they considered should satisfy the industry during the period it was 
struggling to establish itself. 

A policy of this nature cannot be conducive to promoting new investments in. 
heary industries requiring substantial outlay. Besides, depreciation must be 
allowed at the replacement cost of the plant in such cases and not at its originab 
..-alue. A rate of 2!% on the invested capital it has been pointed out to us, is. 
much less than the rate chargei by even the Reconstruction Finance Corporation 
from industrial concerns. 

The rates of subsidy and the Sfecific duty recommended by them were subs
tantially revised by the Government of India after a further enquiry by a TechnicaE 
Committee with the result that the protection today to the Aluminium Industry 
is in some directions even less than which had been available to it under the Stop 
Gap Pool Arrangements. Further, by the delay that ensued between the recom
mend .. tions of the Board and the announcement of the Government's decision 
thereon, many of the costing figures accepted by the Board became even more 
inappropriate as in the meantime the Alumina Plant of one of the companies had 
come into production upsetting the Aluminium cost worked out by the Board and 
freight charges, the cost of hydrv-electrie power and the cost of labour had sub
stantially increased. This emphasises, in the view of the Committee of the As so· 
ciation, an important aspect of the Tariff Board's working in the recent past. The 
establishment of heavy industries like the Aluminium Industry which requires 
substantial investment funds would not be facilitated under an arrangement where 
the Government are not able to offer more than 2t% return on the block capital 
inwsted and which too remains on paper. It is quite likely that during the period 
of protection the" two companies would both incur substantial losses.• In the cas<>" 
of the Iron & Steel Industry which is an equally big heavy industry involving 
considerable in..-estment, the Tariff Board had allowed 8% on the block capital. 
The rate allowed to the aluminium industry, has it is considered had a direct bear
ing ~n the slow pro~ss and the gradual failure of the National Aluminium Company 
a third venture which was promoted under Government blEssings and which is now 
perhaps again to be resuscitated by the Government. The Tariff Board's scheme 
of protection to the Al_uminium Industry was based on a specific duty and subsidy 
on the Ingot productiOn. This was essentially sound, in as much as it aimed at 
fostering the basic ingottlng industry fu India as the· first in importance in the· 
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establishment of t)le country's Aluminium industry. The Government of India by 
backing on the Rolling Industry to the scheme of assistance did put the wrong. 
emphasis~for the natural tendency would be to invest in rolling mills and not on 
reduction works. 

In the compilation of cost, due consideration should be given to the fact that 
the factories in India are much smaller the.n those in other countries like the U.S.A.,. 
Canada, or Switzerland which are working with a smelter, or rolling capacity of 
hundreds of thousands of tons. The biggest smelting capacity of com

.panies like the Copper Corporation, the aluminium companies or the Lead Corpora
tion would he considered fractional alongside of that of then foreign counterparts 
and even such capacity they are not often able to utilise in full. Further, it is also· 
appropriate that in assessing the buraen of protection adequate allowances are 
made for the wages distributed in the country by a protected industry a no: the sub
sidiary occupations that are created. 

In the metal industry there are also different sections some of which may not 
lend themselves freely to reliable cost-accounting as for instance the alloys and 
castings manufacturing section where one and the same·factory would normally be
engaged in the production of a wide r~nge of items. Und.er such co~ditions the 
method of costing adopted by the Tanff Board becomes a severe handicap to the
indigenous industry. 

A second important point in respect of which the Association would I:ke to make· 
some comment is the manner in which the recommenda-

(b) Instances where Gov- tions of the Indian Te.riff Board have been acted upon 
er~ent a~tion on the by the Government. There are many instances where 
Tar•ff Board 8 Re1'ort has such recommende.tions hLve either been completely 
been wtth reservations. . . 

overlooked or substantially whittled down. For 
instance, the Tariff Board had proposed, in the· case of brass and: copper sheets, 

that provision should he made to adjust the duty auto
(i) Automatic adjustment matically so as to maintain the Tariff value of imported 

of duties. brass sheets at the figures assumed in the Repcrt through-
out the period of protection. This recommendation 
was not accepted as the Government held. that the Tariff· 

value could not, on principle, be manipula.ted to protect the Industry and that 
in case any disparity arose it would he open for the Industry to approach appropriate 
sources for necessary action. Another important recommendation made in regard 

to this industry in all different sections wa.s, as already 
(ii) Exemption from im- explained, that the plant and machinery imported for· 

port duty. of Imported plmt purposes of replacement and expansion · should he 
and machmery. II d f In • f c h · a owed .uty ree. VIew o the ,act t at th1s was an 
Industry of war origin which had been working mostly with improvised equip
ment and that the cost of new equipments bad risen nearly 3()0 per cent. of the war 
figures, it we.s expected that the above recommendation would he implemented 
without reserve. Howeyer, a decision on this matter was delayed for a very_ long 
time and was not available until a year ago when it was decided to remit half the 
duties in force on such plant and me.chinery in respect of ell equipmcnts imported 
into the country iv. the future. No claim for retrospectiw effect being given to 
this in respect of ple.nt and machinery which had been landed in the country in the 
meantime we.s a.llowed so that the Industry we• deprived of the advantage, ouly 
because this recommendation of the Tariff Boe.rd was consid.ered and decided 
upon r.fter considc·re.ble dele.y.. This spirit is in sharp contre.st to the practic<:> 
of othE-r countries. Even recently, it h&s come to our notice the.t a Government, 
like the Se!ve.dor Gov<rnment have allowed completely duty free import of cement 
mr.chinery untll the year 1965 to enable local and foreign capital being invested 
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1 bein" developed m a speedy ma!Uler. In some cases, 

in this Industry and t 1e sam~ in the instance of the manufacture of zinc and !~ad 
sheets; the Tariff Board recommended the reductmn 

(<) Ca-<>es where Revenue of even the existing Revenue duty from 30% to 20'/g 
-duties on Manufacture were even though there was not much of an expressed demand 
reduced Wlthout any demand £ this from the consuming industry, and thereby 
-for the same. or · bl 1 the ound surrendered cons1dera e revenue mere Y on gr 
that roduction in India was not yet on a large scale. While th!s could have been 
eonsi~ered a >alid reason for maintaining the dnty as it was, the "VIeW that the Boaa;,d 
took is difficnlt to be undrostood, especially because the R<>venue dnty_of 30}'. 
imposed for re>enue considerations had not been pointed out to be as sen?us dis
abilitv by the industries using these ~eet~ themsel;es. In the sam<; manner, the 
Go.e;nnient ha>e sometimes been 1gnonng certam recommendst10ns. made by 

the Board from the point of view of facilitatmg future 
(d) Draw back of dul\· on · · hi h 

:\luminium ~ods for the :.utt- deve1opment as in the case of recommendat!ons w c 
;,m;mn Industries Ltd. they made that a rebate shonld be allowed m exc_es_s of 
xefu.sed. the 30% duty on the rods imported by the Alummmm 
Industries Ltd.-a company then. only being se~ up-for the manufacture of alu
minium cables. The Go>ernment held that this concession need not be extended 
then and that Aluminium Industries shonld approach the Government when fnlly 
1l5tablished for anv such concession when their case conld be considered, ·"on 
merits'~- ~ 

E.en in respect of the measures recommended by the Board, the decisions 
. of the Government have not always been without reserve. 

(e) Protecbon as reeom- In f h B · Al · · Ind t th mended bv the TarriffBoard the case o t e &SIC umnuum us ry e 
for the A.iuminium Industry Tariff Board recommended assistance by a specific duty 
and a.s enforced by the Go"<"· and a subsidy. The Government after considerable 
-ermnent. coruiideration ofthis Report appointed a further Techni-
-cal Committee to examine the recommendations and then decided that the industry 
should be protected by an m1 mwrem duty of 30% and a specific duty and a rate 
of subsidy wh.i<·h were considerably less than the rates recommended by the Tariff 
:Board. By the time that these decisions were reached, the period of protection 
for whi<·h the Tariff Board's proposals had been framed namely the years, 1946--49 
bad already lapsed and a modified measure of assistance was made effective "Only 
froiL the middle of .:lla) 1949. A detailed statement showing the difference between 
the assi>tance wlllch would be a>ailable to these two companies under the Pool, 
the original recommendations of the Indian Tariff Board and what is now actually 
.available under the Government's decision is enclosed. This wonld be a sufficient 
testimony to the fact that in its attempt to reduce the qurden on the consumer, 
the Government have cut down the measure of assistance to the bare need thereby 
putting it in a very great difficulty for the existing. company to cahy out its pro
grammes. It would have been appropriate for the Government to !ib.ve considered 
in t_his co~ect_ion t~at the higher cost of the aluminium companies iJ.. relation to 
the1r fore1gn nvals IS to a large extent due to the unbalanced plants they have 
had to r-ut up under tho str<ss of war, often under e<Jnstant pressure from the Govern
ment to do so. In the case of the Indian Aluminium Company, for instance, the 
Rol!iP.g.Mill was the first to be put up; then the Reduction Plant at a site consider
ably <'>stant from the rolling mill ar..d lastly the Alumina Plant. The working 
of the reduction J?lant to its full capacity is not possible owing to the restrictions of 
pow~r supply \nth the r~ult that the Alumina Plant aiSQ has to be kept at a 
-consJderably reduced output. In the case of the CorporatiOn, wlule the alumma 
capaoty is about 6,000 tons the reduction capacity is only 2,000. While they have 
not yet sieeable rolling capacity they are also using costly thermal power which 
inc-reases the post of reduction. Against an estimated cost of 1 anna per unit of 
power,_the presen! cost now of power to them is about 8 ps. per K.W. The import
ant pmnt that ar!Ses from these is that while the factors. which contributes to 
their higher·cest of production against the foreign rivals has· been set off against 
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the two companies, n.o allowance has been made irl view of the ract 'that in the very
nature of the demand made on them by the Government durin.,. the war their 
plants could not have been more balanced or economic.- Instead 

0 
the sewre cal

cul.atio~ !"ade by the Tariff .Board have resulted m depriving tlrls heavy industry 
of 1ts a_bilit.y to forestall poss1ble rate wars and dumping from more industrialised 
countn~s hke Canada,. the U.S.A., Gerlllany, Switzerland and Japan. E>en ·the 
cost of •mport~d _Aiuiill;ll" assumed by the Board in their Report has been rendered. 
largely unreali~tlC while the cost of labour, power and transport has increased 
demonstrably •n common with many other industries of the country. 

In recounting the number of recommendations where even the modest recom

(f) Propos&! for the 
setting up of an Aluminium 
Development Board. , 

mendations of the Tariff Board were by-passed by the
Government, mention must be made of the proposal 
which the Board had made in regard to the Aluminium. 
Industry for the foflllation of an Aluminium Develop
ment Fund, out of the balances anticipated from the 
yield of the duty after paying the subsidy to the two· 

main producers. The Government held that it was not necessary to constitute 
the Fund for such purposes. Exploration prospecting and the proving of ores, 
especially in the nascent conditions of mdustrial development of the country today 
have been assigned by the Tariff Board to be distinct functions of the Government 
whereas the Government had <!ecide<! these must be the role of pri>ate industry 
and that very little indeed could be done at the Government's initiative. 

In the method of working out the details of subs1dy, 1t 1s understood that the
(g) Payment of subsidy subsidy is being paid on the total sales and not on their 

on sales. total production as recommended by the Board. This 
naturally implies that stocks carried over from one year's production into &nother 
would be receiving the subsidy at a lower rate than specified. It has been the ex
pmience of the companies during the time of the Pool's fwwtioning that there wa,s. 
considemble time lag between production for the Pool and the fins! disposal. Yet 

another recommendation made by the Tariff Boa,rd was 
(I ) R classification of the reclassification of metal items in the Customs Tariff 

Metai
1
Item: in the Indian Schedule under an appropriate main hea<!ing so that 

Customs Tariff Schedule. there would not be chances for the duties that are 
prescribed to be circumvented. Executive action in 

respect of this has. either been held up or n:ot consideNd nec~ssa~y &t all with the 
result that items hke valves, cocks, and fittmgs, etc., &re commg mat a lower •ate
of duty declared as machinery parts or pipe fittings while certain others like electro
lytic ma.nganese whicb is a necessary virgin metal is not obtaining the benefit 
of the duty free import by its being .classified as manufacturrd material. In the
same manner there are ddficulties in import of scrap into the country for even thouglt 
scra}l importr: are d~xty free!. ~he a.bs~nce of a definition ;egarding scrap results 
in rejections and nusfits wmch ate Imported as scrap bemg not alloweq to be 
cleared. In this manner, the advantage whiCh the industry might otherwiE& 
get under the Board's recommendations is denied. The idea of building up a 

strategic stockpile has similarly been 1ecommended 
(i) Bulding up of a by the Board. It becomes important to an industry 

strategic stockpile, whose raw materiels lie scatteted out of India and whose 
chances of supply in the event of war may be jeopardis
e-d. The Unite<! States even thoug~ she is the biggest 

producer and the consumer of these materials has nevert_hcless been bmldmg up 
an appremable stockpile. By virtu.e of her position as_ both the biggest producer 
and the biggest consumer of metals m the world the U.S.A. sets the pace to world 
metal prices. In the oontext of this, it is all the more important to have a proper
stockpile which would be a safeguard against scarcity conditions in an emergency. 
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~inally, orderly disposal of surplus sti>cks by the Government has b~~" recommend

ed by tho B):>rd so as n<>t to compete wtth the Industry 
(j) Orderly Dipo;ol or but the m'nner of_disposals noticed so far h'!.s both 

surplus stocks. been cha<>tic and d1sorderly. and has frequently upset 
the Indian market especially so in new items of m":nu

f.;nture like rod< bars and other sections of brass and copper. The M»gnesmm 
st~cks held by ti;e Wa~ 'Assets Adminis~ration in Ameri~ were t»ken over to the 
strategic stockpile to facilitate the workmg of the Magnesmm Company there. 

VIII. No safeguard ~gainst dumping 

The assistance so far extended to the Metal Industry in the country has been 
formulated onlv from the point of view of n,ormal competitive co~ditions _and has 
not been visuaiised to safeguard against dumping. Recent quotatiOns whtch have 
been received from Japan for the import of bras_s sheets a~d ~ircles as also for alu
minium sheet;; and circles from Japan and Swttzerland mdiCate that these may 
very nearly fall into the cate_gory of dumpmg. Instances of this ~ind should be 
subjects for immediate execuhve actiOn as and when they should arts~ and ~nn<>t 
in the nature of things be subjects for a long drawn out and exhausttve t.artff eu
quiry, 

IX. Need for quota rest.rictions in regard to imports 

There are also instances where quota. restrictions may be necessary as in the 
·case of lead sheets. In the case of lead sheets most of the consumers would be 
.able to do wry well with 3' wide sheets of indigenous manufacture. In spite of 
these, if m<tterials are imported into the country they could prejudice the indigenous 
manufactures, as most of these are utilised in small quantities by the consumer to 
whom the price itself would not be a major consideration. Similarly in the case of 
alloys t.!!ere is sufficient capacity in the country and a total import restriction 
would be necessary. Further, the expansion of the capacity that has taken place 
in countries like Canad'1, Switzerland, Japan and Germany for metals like alumi
nium m'l-ke it wry probable that they may attempt to off-load in India materials 
at cost or less than cost only for the facility of pronding additional tonnage to 
their works. 

X. Effects of an ill-conceit·ed Railway Rate policy on protected industrie.• 

An unfavourable railway rate structure can certaiu!y deprive the industry 
·of many advantages which it may otherwise derive from measures of carefully 
formulated assistance. Generally, the drastic revision of rates invohing the abo
lition of many concessional rates recently has raised the freight burden on the metal 
industry. About 5 tons of ore are necessary for the production of one ton of refined 
metal in aluminium. Calculated on the basis of total raw materials, it will be 9 
to 10 tons. If, therefore, the haulage of the ore or other raw materials becomes 
·costly, the cost of production of the metal would necessarily be affected. 

Under the Old Pool System, aluminium ingots were delivered F.O.R. desti
nation, freights being met from ·the Pool Account. As between the rates in force 
for aluminium ingot" before 1-1-48 and later with effect from that date, it is found 
that from ab?ut Rs. 99·5 as p•r ton of aluminium ingot produced by the Aluminium 
Corpor.>tton tt rose t? about Rs. 129-15-0 P?r ton for delivery at Bombay. Simi
larly, even on bauxtte the charges have tncreased. The cost of the bauxite at 
Smelter was taken by the Tariff Board at about Rs. 15 pet ton ; but since the revi<ed 
rates have eome into force the ore to the Corporatton at its site costs between Rs. 18 
per ton toRs. 20 per ton. Between the 1st of January, 1948, and the 1st of Ootober, 
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i1.948, the rates for Bauxite rose for the Corporation from as. 4 ps. 6 per Maun<l to as . 
. 1) ps. 2 per Mau~<l ove~an<labove the as. 2 surcharge per rupee, the burden from which 
also correspmldmgly mcrease<\. The railway administration to whom this mat.ter 
was represented held that the increase merely represented the absorption of the 
surcharge into the basic rate; this, however, is objectionable as it ma<le the surcharge 
J.evied on exceptional an<l emergent consideration a permanent fixture. The 
Tariff Boar<l's recommendations that all factors which retard the attaining of low 
~ost of production for aluminium should be eliminate<\ has certainly been violated in 
this instance. 

The In<lian Aluminium Company similarly in tendering evidence before t.he 
'Bgard gave certain comparative figures for the movement of aluminium in India 
and Canada, which are elucidative. Over one ton of ingot produced, 9 to 12 
ton miles of raw materials and semi-ll\anufactured goo<ls are to be moved. On 
this basis the comparative figures in India and Canada were mentioned as below; 
:but these have become out of date after the last freight revision in India and in the 
.absence of information regarding the present rate position in Cana<la, we. are not 
able to make these figure~ up to date :-

Freight in pies per ton mile. 

India Canada 

Aluminium Ingots ll 2·9 
Aluminium sheets & circles 5·5 3·5 
Bauxite 1 9•3 
Alumina 1 4 
Petrolium coke 4 2·9 
Pitch 9 4·6 

The freight rates paid by the Aluminium Corporation today are :
Freight in pies p~ ton mile 

Aluminium Ingots 
Aluminium sheets & circles 
Bauxite 
Petrolium coke 

25 
25·9 Pitch. 20·6 

9·3 
4·6 

In regard to the Lead Industry, another anachronism. in the matter of railway 
rates came to light. If the lead ore is brought from. RaJp_utana to the Smelter at 
Dhanbad for smelting-a distance of about 1,300 miles-1t cost oruy Rs. 45 per 
ton of refined metal computing 1! tons of concentrates to be moved for on~ ton of 
metal If however it were refined in Rajputana and brought to Dhanbad 1t worud 
<>ost Rs. 6'l per ton for the refined metal. While on prin~iple the fini~hed material 
must.bear a hig4er rate tb.e Ind•Jstry must be able to avad of concess10nal rates to 
distribute its output. 

In the first en~iry which was made into the claim for pro~ection to the anti
mony industry it wasP. . found that transport charges by rad alone worked out 
to nearly 7% _ofth•,.tot~l':ost while rail transport along with method; o{ ~ransho~ 
other than ·rat! "was in total accounting for about 66% of the manu a9 urm!l c Sf 
ges .. 

The instances which have been cited above will bear O';'t tl!e fact _that a railway 
o!icy which is not properly conceived can larg~ly nega~n:e mdustrml development 

for ,;hich assistance is exten<led by means of dutws, subs1dws etc. 



XI. Importance of the .•ltpply of cheap electric pcu·fr in the d,r,lcJ-ment of 
M etal!urgical I ndtMtries 

The supply of cheap electric power has come to be an iinporta;tt auxiliary in 
anv policy of industrial development. The reason for the estabhs_hment of the: 
In;lian Aluminium Company's reduction plant so far away from .theiT smelter and: 
their rolling mill was merely the availability of elec~ric power m. ~he Sou_th. It 
becomes imperative therefore that. ~rge hydro-electr.rc schemes ~!itch lia\e b':"n. 
contemplated are given the first prmr.ty. The follo"~ng table gtves some relattve· 
idea of power costs in the world: -(All hydro-electric). · 

Canada .. ·044 to ·066 anna per K.W.H .. 

Norway 
Sweden 
Travancore State 
Damodar Valley (Estintated) 

· 044 .to· ·066 do .. 

·044 to 
About 
About 

·066 
-Hi4'. 
•20 

do. 

do. 
do •. 

XII. Tariff Board's Method of ascertaining the cost of production of the 
foreign manufaclturer unsati.sf<tcfJJry 

Yet another consideration in regard to which tho Tariff enquiry as now conducted: 
mav not be satisfactory is in the method that i• followed for ascertaining the· 
cost of production of the foreign manufacturer and the landed. cost of intported: 
materials. As is well known, it has not been possible in most cases to ascertain the 

-cost· of production abroad. · The Tariff Board invariably had to be working out some: 
hypothetical figures from the available quotations for imported materials by mak
ing suitable adjustments for insurance, freight, manufacturer's profit and other 
item•. The Agent's Commission normally remains an undisclosed. entity and there 
is no method of making sure that these are not such as to permit of imports-cutting 
through the highest of tariff duties by effecting some sizeable economies therein. 
'While appreciating the difficulties which the Tariff Board were faced with in esti
mating such cost of production, it becomes nevertheless imperative to attempt in 
future, to have a fairly reliable idea of the manufacturer's cost in the competing 
countries. It would also be worthwhile to stud.y in such cases if any kind of 
export bounty is operative in these places. 

XIII. I-mportance of the secondary Melal' l!ndustry 

In view of the comparative cheapness of imported brass ingots in India it 
was contended that ingots and scraps should be duty free. The fact that the ques
tion, as to whether the secondary metal industry was necessarily a branch of the 
!'>on-ferrous Metals Industry was debated by the Board, shows the Board's res
tricted angle of approach to a most important subject. The secondarv Metal' 
Industry is vital to a metal poor country and should be fostered. Its raw· material 
to scrap, its product ingots, and the two subjects should not be confused. 

XIV. Need to safeguard against inter11«tumal carte!B and combinations 

Any policy of Industrial Development that is pursued should provide adequate: 
safeguards against the operation of combinatioo.s and cartels which may be existing· 
abroad and which would reinforce the competitive power of the foreign manufac-. 
turers. In the pre-war days there was a powerful cartel operating in Aluminium, 
known as the Alliance Alumiuium Co. of Basle. TJlli; was set up in 1931 fore a. 
period of 99 years to fix quotas for production, among its, members and is under-. 
stood to have been dissolved during the war. Sometime ago tt'had been stated that· 
the Aluminium Company of Canada h».d been charging preferential prtces for its 
Alumiuium sent to the U. K. as aginst India, but this too has had no method of 
verification. It is pertinent to point out that at present America and Canada bet •. 
ween them produce about 1! million tons of Aluminium a yean while all the other· 



countries together only 1 million tons. This will give an idea of the competitive 
power the Industr_y o!'tside has as aginst the Indian aluminium industry and if 
any central orgamsatwn among them should materialise, the aluminium industry 
in India would have serious difficulties. 

In regard to copper, the main supplier of copper to India is the Mesina Transv'al 
Development Co., of Rhodesia in which the U. K. has dominant interests. This 
has often meant that in·the matter of obtaining copper from Rhodesia the U. K .. 
and the U. K. companies operating elsewhere would have first priority. Since 
the commencement of bulk purchase acthities by the Govermnent of the U. S .. 
and the U.K. for purposes of their strategic stockpile they have acquired-especially 
the U. S. Government-very considerable powers for regulating the activities of the 
world metal markets. In fact the U. S. A. as both the largest producer and the 
largest purchaser of essential virgin metllls exercises controlling powers over the 
metal markets and New York has come to set the pace for world quotations in 
metals. 

This reached indeed such a peak that by virtue of the large reserves held of 
tin in the strategic stockpile, the U. S. Govermnent were able to influence tin 
prices the world over and to force the llialayan producers to keep their prices pegged: 
to a level approved by them. 

In the case of Copper, upto January 1937, there was an international cartel 
of most of the copper exporters and later as an organisation of the U. S. low cost 
producers concerned professedly with elimination of middle men, the preventing of 
manipulation and the stabilising of prices. Restrictions on output were removed 
in 1937 when prices began to rise and with the condition that if prices should fall 
these restrictions may resume. Copper prices since then have risen strikingly 
except the very unanticipated collapse they have had between the middle of March 
and the middle of September this year. We do not therefore know if an arrange· 
ment like this exists now. In the matter of lead also the U. S. producers in 
1931 did arrange to cut down production and regulate output but this cartel was 
short lived ; it was however underetood that the International Zinc Syndicate was 
functioning even later. The present position of this too is not known but in view of". 
the relatively uns"tisfied demand for most metals they may not perhaps be imme
diately operative. The International Tin Committee which started with the bless
ings of the Governments of the producing countries and has been functiOning since 
is a Cartel too-though during the war it became increasingly concerned with alloca
tions as it had very little of production as its disposal to restrict. The Committee 
is trying to transform itself into a Tin Study Group which would ouly be a more 
polite designation for covering the same activities. 

The existence of Cartels and Pool Arrangements at an Internation.allevelis a. 
matter which must concern the Government of India very much and must therefore 
be investigated into thoroughly. It becomes all the more important in an industry 
like the metal industry where a considerable part of the raw materials required .by 
the country have to be imported and where the control of the production of virgin. 
metals through Cartel Organisations would necessarily set a limit on both the quantity 
of materials that would be available to India and the prices at which the same could 
be purchased. More than this, it would also set against the protected industry of 
the country, the organised competitive power of many international organisations 
of the metal industry which are assembled at a much bigger financial investments 
and more up-to-date technological skill. It would thus defeat to a large extent 
the effective strength of any protective measures that may be implemented in .the' 
country. 

XV. Importance of Non•fiscal Measures 

lq .all industry, like the metal industry while tariff assistance has necessarily· 
very great importance for its development, an even, mofe d,esir'lble form of asis-
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tance would be the initiation of measures intended to make the country self-suffi· 
cient or nearly self-sufficient in regard to its supplies of virgin metals, th~ inst!tlla
tion of equipmeuts, the organis~tion of statistical research, and the carrymg out of 
technoloaical studies and vocational training. The steps recommended by the 
Non-ferr~us 1\letals Industries Panel like the formation of a 1\letals and Minerals 
Development Board with powers to discuss and decide policies pe~taining to. de
velopment, the export of minerals, the grant of ~rotecti?n a!'d ass1stance! !J"elght 
rates, determination of methods by which large mdust.ws like the Alummmm or 

.1\lagne;ium industry could be developed in the country, formulttion or euforce"?-ent 
of a proper stores purchase policy by the Gov~rnment-these have larg_ely remam~d 
on paper. In fact it is not known what acbon the Government deClded upon m 
reaard to the report which was submitted by the Panel. It would be too unreason
aWe to expect that an industry like tb,e Magnesium industry,. for instance, could. be 
started and de•eloped in the country without the industrial climate as such bemg 
made fa>oura.ble. The present consumption of m•gnesium in the country is limi
ted- in fact quite infinitesimal, alongside of the consumption oflargely industrialised 

. countries like the U. S. and Canada-and Government policy must be concerned 
primarily with the development of demand of magnesium, indicating to the pros
pecti>e manufacturers as to what types and what intensity of demand the Govern
ment itself could guara.ntee and generally trying to see that India slowly develops 
metals industries in regard to which she has amp!~ resources, truly and well. Ac
tion on these lines by pilot plant experiment, propaganda, etc., has not been so far 

· contemplated. 

XVI. Need for Co-ordination between Policy and Executive actio?] 

Similarly, the action of the Executive sometimes frustrates the effect of pro
. tection a.s in a case which was brought to our notice where imported Masonite for 
Bus bodies was preferred to aluminium despite advantages of cheapness, durability, 
storage value and heat resistance property of the latter and despite the fact th&t 

.·import of the former from the U. S. A. involved dollar exchange. 

:XVII. Indu..tries whwh may have to be protected even though they may remain. 
-unecorwmic for l.onq 

Another feature of industrial development which must engage the attention 
of the Commission in formulating a proper Fiscal Policy is that certain project• 
like an Electrolytic copper refinery, or a tin smelter may not be considered economic 
by accepted standards for quite a long time and perhaps for ever. But from the 

·-defence point of view, these are most important national projects r so it is that .the 
U. S. spends through the Reconstruction Finance Corporation very large amounts 
-on her Texas Tin Smelter which depends on Bolivian Ores ; that the Argentine is 

; putting up her own tin smelter and that the low grade and already worked out 
· Cornish )lines of Great Britain are kept alive though the prices of the Malayan 
producers would be very much competitive. The Non-ferrous Metals Industries 

. ·Panel estimated in 19-!6 that the cost of plant and equipment for a refinery and 
plant for production of electrolytic copper of a capacity of 10,000 tons per year 
would be Rs. 2,16,47,000. At the present level of price, this may be even more. 
A scheme like this may have therefore to be protected by a duty or a subsidy for a 

· considerable time to come but with so much of scrap arisings in and around India, 
·the blister copper available in Africo.n countries and the good will among the . 
countries of the Asiatic bloc that she particularly has, there should not be reason
ably any difficulty in feeding such a refinery. Tnis would, not, however, by normal 
st:>ndards of the Tariff Board's reckoning and in the light of the guiding directives 
la1d d"wn for the working of the Tariff Board, be considered an economic proposi
tion. A bold and active policy of development would therefore be needed here 
and mere tariff enquiry would be of very little use. The remarks of the recent 
.Australian Tariff Commission that 1t would be necessary to saddle the community 
:with a _permanent protective burden if considered necessary in the national interest 
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is t~e clue for an· in?ustrially undeveloped country like India. In the U. K., a 
parhamenta~y C?mm1ttee reported even recently on methods of assistance to the 
-~ow grade tiU mmes of Cornwall although Malayan tin production is soon getting 
mto gear. 

Belgium has got a Zinc Smelter which is working on concentrates imported 
from the Congo while nearly 50% of the lead produced by the U. S. comes from 
secondary refining. 

The point that is to be made out here is that industries such as these have to be 
'protected even before their establishment. Heavy industries of this character may 
have to be protected by remis•ipn of taxes on profits ; production bonuses ; draw
back of Customs Duties on imported raw materhls, etc. With the facility that is 
now available for dut~ .frae impc·rt of scraps there is already an advantage for an 
'industry of this kind to be set-going. 

XVIII. Stures !'urchase policy of the Government and Competition from 
Govemment-m;;ned or Government-wntrolled factories 

A different aspect of Government policy in regard to which some comment is 
necessary is the Government's Stores Purchase Policy. Most of the reports of the 
"Interim Tariff Board ha.ve stressed the fact that the requirements of the various 
-departments of the Government should be met as far as possible from indigenous 
_production. By virtue of the Let th-~t the Government happens to be the biggest 
bulk consumer in the market (which is true not merely of India but"£ all the coun
tries) it is clear that the industry must depend to a very considerable extent on the 
-demands of the Governments. A tendency however has been lately noticed on the 
part of the Government departments to make themselves self-supporting in regard 
to their requirements of various metal manufactures and semi-manufactures as 
far as possible by augmenting of many of their own workshops. The effect of this 

'is to divert the demand which would otherwise be available to specialised units of 
the private industry to the Government workshops, which are primarily intended 
·to handle defence requirements or railway repairs, and maintenance. The ord
nance factories ; the dockyards ; the f&etories like the Hindustan Aircraft which 
are not governed by ordinary principles of commercial costing and have much too 
·heavy plants designed essenthlly for other purposes and which in times of emergency 
would not have surplus capacity as now, are not only competing more with the 
private industry for items which the former is specia.Jly equipped to cover but 
are also contemplating expansion of capacity. Similarly, the purchasing depart
ments of the Governments sometimes attempt to cover their needs from foreign 
manufacturers, when quotations of the indigenous producer may have boon slightly 
"higher, without even caring to e.scertain the reasons for such disparity. It is es
sential to remember that modern industry depends on specis.lisation and that hand
ling of jobs like these by the Government factmies in times when they may not be 
Tully taken up with th• manufacture for which they are intended would not be in the 
interests of integrated industrial development. Competition of this kind has been 
noticed especially in items like bronze bearings, axle boxes, phosphor bronze 
ingots, brass and copper extruded rods. bars and sections, sheets and strips etc.
in fact almost all the items which are manufactured by the indigenous industry. 
Instead of this, what is wanted is that the Government being a big consumer in the 
Indian market must purchase from Indian sources and regularly. In fact the 
.antimony industry at present has stated that it would be content with the duty 
available only if it could be made sure that its entire output could be disposed of 
and that sufficient supplies of ore to feed their refinery would be available from 
-foreign sources. The inflow of virgin metals into the country must be facilitated 
by regu Jar aud periodical governme_nt purch~~;ses in the Indian market, so ~bat the 
metal importers may have the certamty of bemg able to off-load and replemsh sup
plies in a regulated manner. The meeting of all Government demands from indi
:genous sources would also impart stability and strength to the metal markets in 
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India which would grow more and more confident of acquiring adequate v1rgim 
metals stocks in the country, with the certainty of having one re~a_r bulk p~rchaser ,. 
at least. It would be an invaluable assistance therefore to the mdigenous mdustry 
that the demands of the Government are invariably covered from Indian sources .. 
Without this, even tariff assistance would not be greatly helpful. 

In the future development of the Industry it is also impo~nt to take into account 
the possibilities of export to the nearby countries. Items like bars: rods, tu~es, 
and other sections of brass and copper as also of brass and ~opper sheets, ~tnps, 
and circles; different alloys and castings etc., are already bemg produced m the 
country to an extent which would warrant export :rhe developmen~ of an exp?rt 
market would also enable the industry to produce a b1gger output, anu thus to brmg 
down its own cost of production. 

Certain types of scraps which may not be utilised in the cOUM.ry should also·be 
possible. of being export<>d. This will in turn develop the metal market iri India so 
that India would draw into it not merely metal that would be sufficient for her oWD. 
use but also to cater to some of the requirements of the neighbouring countries. 

XIX. Gm;ernment policy in regard to disrosa~< 

Tbe unregulated disposal of vast quantities of manufactures and semi-manu
factures from Go>ernment' s surplus stocks has already affected the development 
of the industry in its different sections. It may be recalled that one of the recom
mendations of the Tariff 13oard was that the pace of disposal of these surplus stocks. 
should be so regulated that production of the indigenous iridustry would not be 
interfered with to anv extent. AU the same, in practice, disposals have been made 
merely with a Yiew to obtaining revenue to the Government and with the intention 
of off-loading t~e manfsctures and semi-manufactures held in stock by the Govern
ment. 

An instance of this kind which may be particularly mentioned here is that of 
extruded rods, bars, tubes, pipes and other sections of brass and copper .. There is only 
one company in India, namely the National Pipes and Tubes Co. Ltd., which ha& 
been put up for such esctrusion work at fairly high investment of capital. Thi& 
company nnfortunat<>ly came into production at a time when the stocks available' 
wi~h the Government had begun to be liquidated and there were further surpluse& 
bemg declared iri adjacent countries. Such materials have been often selling 
~t a price not sufficient e>en to cover the raw metal price alone with the result that 
1t ~ not been possible for the National Pi pee and Tubes Co. Ltd., to organise 
the1r own production in an economic manner. It is doubtful if they would indeed 
be able to do so for a considerable tiule ahead in case such disposals continue. It 
had been suggested by us, that the Government of India should not dispose of these 
s~lus materials at prices which were lower than the prices of the National 
P1pes & Tubes Co. Ltd. This, it was felt, was the minimum necessary to 
ena:ble the company to organise their production and without which the tariff 
assistance that is available now wonld not serve much use. The Government, 
however, have held that the ouly way for the National Pipes & Tubes Co. Ltd., 
would be to purchase the materials advertised for disposal, themselves, which would 
not be ~ feasible_proposition for the company in view of the heavy financial commit
ments It ":ould mvolYe. T~is proposition has been considered very carefully by 
t~e Comm1tt<>e of the Assocmtion who have come to the conclusion that under the 
crrcumstances the only practicable step would be for the Government to 
take ov~r these surpluses to a strategic stockpile keeping them off from the· 
market m the sarue manner as has been done in America about the entire· 
ma~esi_um stocks rendered surplus at the close of the war. While a measure· 
of this kind may not be pract!cable as a rule, it is thought that in exceptional instance& 
Snch a.s now brought to notice there should not be any hesitatiolil iri follow ng this 
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JPolicy-the more so as. the materials taken into the stockpile would not deteriorate 
.in guality and would retain in value without wide variations. In the alternative, 
"these materials should be disposed of ouly as scraps after proper mutilation. 

XX. Need for rationalisati<>n of the demand of Government or Quasi-Government 
consumers 

It is also noticed that the demands of some of the Government indentors have 
been expressed for a wide variety of sizes and sections with the result that production 
to a standardised mass output becomes difficult and therefore the industry is not 
.able too, to take advantage of the economies available from such production. For 
.instance the extruded bars, rods, tubes, etc., used by the Indian railwayB do cover 
such a multiplicity of sections and sizes that it would be quite uneconomic for one 
extrusion press as now exists in the country to be producing each as and when 
;required. At the same time the limited total demand available would not warrant 
the putting· up of more mills just now. The facility which the foreign manufac
turers have, of catering to an export market with which they have long and depend
.able business connections and which in turn enables them to specialise in a great 
numb or of sizes and sections being sure that there is.an adequate demand for each, 
:is not available to the Indian manufacturers. The installstion of an extrusion 
press in india has been fairly costly and uuless the plant is enabled to engage. its 
full capacity by concentrating on fewer standard items, its productim> may take 1 ng 
:to be economic. Thus the rationalisation of sizes and guages of items consumed by 
·.the 'Railways or other Government departments becomes an imperative necessity 
when the total demand in many items is still limited by the standards of other 
.countries, the capital required for planning on the basis of an export market would 
be huge and India has to facilitate rapid industrial development. The Association 
.had· put up proposals in this regard pertaining to one item of manufacture where 
we considered it most necessary and so far only the Southern Group of the Ra
;tionalisation Committee of the Railways has intimated agreement to certain of our 
_proposals. The idea which the Committee of the Association would like to stress 
.here is that without standardisation of the demand itself in India of the bulk con
sumers like the Government departments, standardisation of production and the 
.attaining of resultant economies in the cost of production would not be possible 
in the present stage of the country's industrial development. 

XXI. Participation of foreign technical skill and finance 

The participation of foreign firms in technical assistance and gnidance is neces
•Sary even financial investment of such firms need not necessarily be harmful so long 
as they are governed by clauses intended to rest effective control and management 
in Indian hands, and to fully train up Indian technical personnel. The danger, 
.however, is real that foreign manufacturers, against whom Indian industries are 
protected may thus set · up their own units in India and take advantage of 
the Indian consumer or the tax-payer to compete with Indian-mvned or 
Indian-managed industries. So long as this does not jeopardise the country's eco
nomy or political status by creating dependence of our go vermnent or of our eco
nomy on these for supply of either semi-finished materials for processing or highly 
.specialised capital equipments for production, the policy of allowing foreign capital 
•to invest in the country i.e. as followed by Australia, may with suitable modifica
tions be useful to us. In fact, in such a highly technical and specialised industry 
as tbe metal industry, such participation would be an advantage, within limits. Act

.ually an important dra whack of our industrial schemes sponsored by our Govern

.ments is that they are concerned with increasing production of consumer goods as 
different from capital goods and raw materials for the industry and that they there
cfore reinforce our dependence on the industrialised countries of the West. Never-
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theless in an inter-dependent world economy this cannot be totally <>r even largely 
avoided. The emphasis should therefore be to build up such relations as far as 
possible with countries whose politi~ ~elations with In?J.a in the measurable
future ahead and in view of present assocmt10ns and past traditiOns, may be depended 
upon to be corrlial. 

XXII. Summary outline of the fnture Fiscal Policy 

The Committee trust that the foregoing would have conveyed to the Commission 
the broad outlines of the industrial policy which they have in view to facilitate· 
development generally and the progress of the metal industry in particular. The 
protracted deliberations of the Tariff Board at its hearings in 1946 to decide on & 

simple issue if the secondary metal industry was an industry at all; the appoint
ment of a Technical Committee by the Government of India after the Tariff 
Board had reported to go through its report on Aluminuim and the watering down 
of measures suggested therein, the unwillingness of the Government to admit the 
need for off-setting duties ; the slowness to co-ordinate different policies of the 
several Government departments ; all these and several other factors emphasize
the halting and the indecisive type of policy followed so far in regard to industrial 
development. In regard to the metal industry the policy must in future be aimed 
at :-

(a) facilitating the inflow of as· much virgin metals and scrap into the country 
as possible-without endangering the indigenous production of either 
virgin metals or secondary ingots ; 

(b) emphasising on the ingotting branch of the industry as the base of an 
integrated non-ferrous metal industry and linking it up with other 
fabricating sections of the industry in such a manner, that the differ
ent sections among them would grow into a single whole ; 

{c) discouraging the imports of manufactures and semi-manufactures fut,o. 
the country while encouraging those of materials like magnesium not 
made here with a view to creating a market which may come in handy 
for an industry to start. In this connection a Central Development 
Board could do propaganda and enable the popularising of the use of 
such light metals ; 

(d) the building up of a strategic stockpile of metals and concentrates we are 
deficient in and which conld come in handy during times of an inter
national emergency and also long period scarcity in metals in the.
international market to feed the industry ; 

(e) inviting fresh capital in high-risk industries or projects like the Alumin
ium Industry, the )[agnesium Industry, Copper Refinery, Tin Refinery 
etc For this various methods shall have to be tried. the Aluminium Co. 
of Canada which owns and operates the largest integrated plant was 
allowed a special depreciation to the extent of 40% of its production 
costs, to write off the value of the plant. The actual cost of production 
per lb. of aluminium ingot in 1942, it is reported, was ll· 09 cents
(inclusive of depreciation) but they were allowed a special depreciation 
of 5·44 cents a lb. and the metal sold to the U. K. at 21 cents a lb. 
i.e., double t_h? cost of production realising about 22% of profit from. 
sales and wntmg off also the value of the plant. Besides these, th..
War Assets Corporation of the U. S. Government leased out, the Alu
minium Plants built by it during the war at nominal returns or sold. 
them at prices as low as 25% of the original costs. Canada, the U.K .. 
or ,Japan have adopted va.rious policies of su bsidising their aluminium
industries ; 

(J) encouraging the prospecting and exploitation of mineral and metal 
deposits and intensifying research, technical studies, vocational train
in!( and statistical compilation at Government initiative ; 
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(g) enforcing of protection for a period that would he sufficiently long and · 
not as passing as a three year period. 

xxm. Import duties, 8Ub8idy and pooling 

The Association do not consider it necessary to discuss the comparative merits 
of import duties, subsidies, or pool arrangements as one or the other or several of 
these together may have to be adopted according to the requirements of each case. 
For instance, if the Copper ·price in future should fall, production in India being 
a small percentage of what the country needs, may have to be fully subsidised. 
Pooling however being in the nature of a stop gap arrangement not based on estab
lished scientific principles and depending on the judgment and assessment 
of those who administer the Pool cannot give the assurance and stability that are 
needed to foster industrial development. We do not favour this at all. 

For an underdeveloped country like India quantitative restrictions are necessary 
as already pointed out because of the massive output offoreign firms, the unknown 
percentage of Commission· allowed to agents by foreign manufact11rers, prejudice 
against indigenous products despite the quality of these being fully satisfactory 
etc. 

It is the earnest hope of the Association's Committee that aspects of the industry 
which have been conveyed to you here would enable the Commission to appreciate 
the requirements of an integrated Fiscal Policy in the country. The Association 
shall in due course depute its representatives to tender evidence before the Com
mission-preferably during its visit to Bombay-in case it is considered that this 
may be of some advantage. 



No. I. 

Stai<'III<'UI s/wu•iuy lht• fl<'llr:fil·• avnilnble to the two Oompauies 'Un<lcr the l'ool Sy-•tem from 1st uf !ffnrch, 1915 tu 15th !ff ny 194!1 

(Aill:ufculat-ion8 in terms of lt1yot }Jroductt'on) 

-----~·--------

lntlinn Aluntihimn Co., 1Jt-d, 

Ingot Price por ton pnhl by tho Supply 
DoJmrtmont 

1\l.Hi 

3,18!! 

{in HH, por ton) 

10·10 111•17 11148 

2,GRG 2,:!17 2,317 

2,800 2,Hjj0 2,8fi0 
(Upto 30th Jtmo JU48 

rniscd to HH, .1, 200 
for production from 
1-7-48 V> 1 <'i-40) 

Cost or lin port 

1046 1040 

1,(1.1() 1,040 
(U, K.) 

1,470 1,273 
(Cmul.dn) 

Do. Do. 

gxtcnt. of hm•don of tho Hnmo to t.ho t•onflumor :-

H.s. 600 t.o Rs. 827 por ton during 1040 for both t1io (~ompnnioH, 

Rs. 460 toRs. 627 per ton during 1946 for both the companies. 

Pool price of tho 
COilHUmor 

1046 11146 

2,300 2,100 

Do. lJo, 

AHHiHtunco available 
roprosonting tho dif· 
foronce botwoon tho 
coHt of import o.nd 
tho · price paid to 
tho Producer 

1046 

1,700 

1,042 

2,065 

1!140 

1,312 

IJ45 

1,210 

1,677 

No- s.-Thi~ is <'a!oulntod sopnrntoly ror ingot-s lnndfld from thoU. 1<. nncl Cnnnda per ton, It. is likely that if calculated on the hRHis of tho total 
.ptnnt-ity lunded in ouch yC!nr from Uot.h coltntt·ios tho figures mu.y show some difforoneo showing that tho burden on tho consumer wo.s even 
)('f)S, 
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Statement showing the Benefit available under the present solwme 

(Landed cost Ex-duty to.ken at Rs. 1,275 per ton against Rs. 983 assumed by the Board.) 

1949-1950. 
Ad valorem duty at Speci. Amount Total Total Ad valorem Spe-

.30% fio of relief cost of duty at 
duty. sub- proposed production 30% 

sidy. 

INDIAN ALUMINIUM CO., LTD. 
377-1-7 328 330 1,035.1.7 2,310-1-7 377·1·7 

ALUMINIUM CORPORATION OF INDIA LTD. 
377·1·7 328 900 1,605·1. 7 . 2,880-1-7 377-1.7 

E:Uent of bun:kn on the conaumer : 

[Being the sum of the two duties) 
Rs. 705 per ton during the year 1949-50. 
Rs. 614 per ton during the year 1950-51. 
Rs. 523 per ton during the year 1951.52. 

cifio 
duty. 

237 

237 

1950-51 1951-52 
Amount Toto.! Total Ad valorem Spe- Amount Total 

of relief cost of duty at cifiu of rolief 
sub- proposed production 30% duty subsi- proposed 
sidy dy 

230 844-1· 7 2,119-1-7 377-1-7 146 130 603·1-7 

825 1,439-1-7 2,714-1-7 377.1-7 146 750 1,273-1-7 

Total 
cost of 

production 

1,928.1-7 

2,548-1-7 

These· ca.loul8tions are b!lBed on a landed cost·Ex&duty of Rs. 1,275 por ton, which figure is far too high foi- recent offers and deducting 
Rs. 18 per ton for Jandini etc., as done by the Board although both these are iJJ.rorrnct, as judged by recent quotations availabl~ nne\ 
expeDies. . 
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No. 4. 

Conversion Charge aUowed under the Pool, the Tariff Board's Recommendations and 
the present Arrangement. 

The conversion charge allowed under the Pool was roughly as. 8! per pound 
during 1947-48. It worked out toRs. 1,190 per ton. Later it was raised to ns. 10 
ps. 3 per pound or Rs. 1,435 per ton for sheets of 20 guage. 

Against this the Tariff Board's own proposals would have given very much 
less although the pool prices were based on a thorough costing done by the Cost. 
Accounts Officers of the Supply Department. Under these proposals a conversion 
charge of as. 4 per pound was allowed working upto Rs. 560 per ton. But in view of 
the Board's recommendations to keep the same duty on sheets and circles as on 
ingots and therefore to keep a fair selling price of Rs. 2,450 per ton on sheets and 
ciccles. this conversion charge would haye risen toRs. 850 per ton. 

The proposals now implemented also fall short of the advantage which was 
available under the Pool arrangements. The landed cost of 20 guage circles may 
be taken at .-

Landed cost Ex-duty 
Deduet la.nding charge 
C. I. F. Price 
30% Ad Valorem duty 
Specific duty 
Landing charge 

Total 

Subsidy to the Corporation 

TOTAL 

Rs 
per ton. 

2,615 
20 

2,595 
778.2 
121 
20 

3,514·2 

710 

4,224. 2 per ton 

Similarly the landed cost Ex-duty of imported aluminium ingots on the basis 
of Rs. 1,275 per ton would be :-

Landed Cost Ex-duty 
Deduct Landing Charge 
C. I. F. Price 
Add 30% Ad Valorem duty 
Specific duty 
Add Land!ng Charge 
Landed cost inclusive of duty 
Subsidy to the Corporation 

Total 

1 ,27.5 per ton 
20 

1,255 
376.5 

328 
20 

1,979.5 
900 

2,879.5-
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""' 1'hus the rolling charge allowed will be:- Rs. 1,~44·7 per ton repreqenting 
the difference between the ingot price as calculated above of Rs.2,879·5 per ton 
and the price of 20 guage circles working to Rs. 4, 224.2 per ton. Against this the 
Pool arrangement used to give Rs. 2,310 per ton on ingots, and Rs. 3,7 45 per ton on 
circles, representing a conversion charge of Rs. 1,435 per ton. The new arrange
ment therefore gives about Rs. 90 less than under the pool. It may be remem
bered that the Conversion charge which is accrued to the Aluminium Company 
would be less on account of the fact that the subsidies payable to them are lower. 

It may be noticed from the statements which are enclosed that the assistance 
which the Aluminium Industry would be getting would be generally very much less 
than under the Pool Arrangement which was merely a stop gap arrangement and 
which on principles we do not approve of at all. Certain issues which have not 
been sufficiently appreciated in introducing the present scheme are :-

(1) That the landed costs assumed by the Government and by the Tariff 
Board have long ago ceased to have any meaning as it is found that 
Japanese circles are being offered at $593.6 per ton (Long ton of2240 
lbs.) which in terms of C.I.F. Calcutta quotation would come to 
Rs. 1,977 per ton. With the 30% Ad Valorem duty and after adding 
to it a landing charge of Rs. 18 and a specific duty of Rs. 121 the 
circles would be available in India at Rs. 2,173 per ton. This is very 
nearly the landed cost Ex-duty assumed by the Board for Sheets. 
As however a 30% duty would be levied on the basis of the landed 
cost Ex-duty of Rs. 2,614 per ton the circles would reach the 
consumer at Rs. 2,895 Circles of Swizz Origin have been quoted 
much lower. This shows that the fine limit to which protection has 
been cut has not been appropriate. The Tariff Board in its report on 
the Iron and Steel Industry had asked the Collector of Customs 
to periodically report on the landed prices which is not being done in 
this case. 

(;l) Secondly the rate of conversion from ingot to circles analysed from year 
to year is not commensurate with the actual cost incurred today. 

{3) Thirdly under the Pool Arrangements freights used to be paid from the 
Pool Account whereas now the freight on ingots sold away from the 
producing centre will be appreciable. 

4. Fourthly, the costs of Production themselves have risen substantially 
from increase in the electricity charges, increase in labour charges, 
production to a much smaller output than had been anticipated by 
the Tariff Board and on the basis of which anticipation they had cal
culated the cost, the use of indigenousAlumina in all current production, 
·etc. Whereas the Tariff Board had anticipated a fall in the cost of pro
duction for one of the companies when their Alumina plant went into 
production, the necessity to keep down the production of the re
duction unit owing to scarcity of electric power at the reduction works 
and the insufficient reduction capacity have implied higher cost for 
Alumina as against the imported Alumina. If these had been pro
perly set off by the Government against what they regarded as an 
increase in the landed cost at the time when they decided on the Tariff 
Board's recommendation, the final position would have been different. 
While the Government accepted the assumptions of the Board in 
regard to the future cost of production they did not consider it neces
sary to make adequate allowances for these possibilities. The con
·sideration that the rate of protection offered on the sheets may make 
oup any loss in ingot producti')n may not be appropriate. 
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Before the Pool terminated it is understood that the Corporation had offered 
about Rs. 3,200 per ton in respect of production from the lst July, 1948 to.the 14th 
of May, 1949. According to the new arrangement they would be ge~tmg only 
Rs. 2,879· 5 per ton i.e., Rs. 320·5 per ton less than what they were gettmg under 
the Pool. 

It is thus clear that the benefits available today would not even be to the extent. 
that they were available when the Pool functioned. 

INDIAN CHEMICAL MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION 

The Chemical and Pharmaceutical Industry occupies a unique position in the 
economic life of •II the countries of the world and the heavy chemical industry in. 
particular is described as a k~y industry, a.< several other industries are ?epe.ndent 
on its products. In India, establishment, during the war, of the chenucal mdus· 
try is of great national importance. 

Before the last war, the chemical industry was hardly in existence in tlus country 
and the pharmaceutical industry had just ~ade beginnings; The question o~ pyo
tection, therefore, under the recommend: .. Ic•'-1 of the previous FJScal CommJSSIOD 
did not arise. In the year 1929 hom,,, r. tile T. riff Board examined the claints of 
the industry '.s" r<sult of wii h the 1\I . . gH•sh:m C!Juride industry got protection. 
The Tariff Board no doubt e:>.""}rcss. ( t .. o ulili•.u that the chem10al industry is of 
supreme national importance to the <Uuntry and that it would be impossible for 
them to refuse the claints for protection uf the industry on which so many national 
int<>rests are depe11deut. 

The last war, however, offered tremendous impetus to the chemical industry. 
It established on the one hand the severe short<Jomings of the industry and pointed 
out on the <>ther the lliunense scope for development in those fields, which had so 
long been neglected by their not getting the necessary encouragement frpm the Gov. 
ernment. The industry was called upon in this period to supply the requirements 
of war and also the domestic needs ofthe country. The heavy chemical industry 
was thus star..ed on an organise;! scale and met with exemplary success 
within thdr li.aited resources. The production of drugs and medicines reached 
an efficient level ao.d met effectively nearly 70 per cent of the war time requirements. 
All these developments were possible only because of an artificial protection that 
the industry received by the virtual stoppage of imports from abroad. . The post 
war perio<1 has found the industry to-day in the difficult position of having to compate 
against Imported products of well-organised fordgn concerns with theiJ; 
vast financial ano. technica!Iesources. The policy (.f protection has, however, to 
be con.sidered from a long term view and the industry he IS to be assisted to expand 
furtheT in several basi<: lines for which the present ptoduction is very inadequate. 
The presel\t fiscal enqmry has, therefore, to take note of the rapid growth of the 
industry, particularly, during the last decade. 

It was expected that in the post war period, that is after 1945 the chemical 
industry would take heavy strides as the country would be self-. 
sufficient in respect of almost all chemicals and pharmaceuticals that were re
quired. Unfortunately, however, owing to several difficulties not only did the 
ind~ ~ot make an! development, but o~ the other hand production had to be 
cur~ed m seve_ral lines. _The gtea~st ddficulty that the industry experienced 
was m regard to Imports whlch were till recently being allowed by the Government 
very liberally. These unregulated imports naturally caused a tremendous set
hack to the ind~-- The phnf:s of soda ash, for example, were to be closed on 
account of excessive Imports durmg the year 1948-49. Similar was tbe caae with 
the. manufacturers of photographic chemicals, caustic soda, etc. 

. '1'? a certa~ extent the prese~t financial stringency and lack of confidence in 
mvestmg public are also responsible for the non.development of this industry. 
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In the case of chemical industry in particular, hold and definite steps on beh&Jf 
of the Government are required. The previous Fiscal Commission laid down 
th~ following general principles for the purpose of protection-

{!) The industry must be one possessing natural advantages such as an a bun· 
dant supply of raw materials, cheap power, sufficient supply of 
labour and large home market.· 

{2) T® industry .must be one, which without the help of protection IS either 
not likely to develop at all or is not likely to develop so rapidly as is 
desirable in the interest of the country. 

(3) The industry must be one which would eventually be able to face world 
cOmjJetition without protection. 

These conditions have been already waived by the Tariff Board, but so far as. 
the chemical and pharmaceutical industry is concerned, we beg to submit that these 
conditions should not be applied strictly. 

In view of the importance of the industry in the national economy of the country 
and considering the natural advantages like the availability of home market, raw 
_materials and labour and progress already made by the industry since 1940, the 
following suggestions are put forward, which should be taken into consideration by 
the Government while shaping a new fiscal policy. 

(1) Regulations of imports so that ouly such quantitie3 are imported as 
will make up the deficiency in production. 

(2) Mere protective tariff would not be an equitable measure of protection 
for several heavy chemicals. Pools of indigenous and foreign pro
ducts in respect of those chemicals, which are not yet produced 
sufficiently to meet the country's requirement& should be established. 

(3) Protection should be given to the industry on an equitable basis, where
ever it has been applied for. 

Protection must be given at least for a period of 10 years to enable the 
manufacturers to consolidate their positions. 

(4) Reduction of railway freight and reclassification in the goods tariff of 
drugs and chemicals as also raw materials required for their manu
facture. 

Special reduced rates for c9al and coke should apply to the chemical 
industry. 

(5) Import duty on raw materin.ls should be such as to enable manufacture 
of chemicals on an economic level. 

(6) For rapid development of the industry facilities should be given to im
port raw materials from the cheapest source. 

(7) Full facilities should be given for importing chemical apparatus and 
machinery from abroad and all such equipments imported for re
search purposes should be duty free. 

(8) Greater facilities should be accorded for scientific training and research. 
More co-operation should be encouraged between the Government 
and other academic institutions. 

(9) Complete removal of all restrictions, on export oflndian drugs and chemi
cals to foreign countries. 

(10) Uniformity of excise and other .taxation measures in all parts of the 
country. Various local and provincial taxes have been found to 
have seriously affected this industry particularly and have thereby 
limited their competitive capacity. 
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( 11) The establishment of proper organisation for making available the ':ast 

natural resources in the country for the development of chemical 
pharmaceutical industries. . . 

(12) The next step of development of the chemical ~nd phm;naceutJ~ m. 
dustry is the establishment of production of mtermediate che~ca:Js 
and for this purpose the establishment of dye-s~uff co.al tar, disti:· 
lating, synthetic and other anti-biotic industry mcluding th~ pe~
cillin, suplha-drngs, streptomycin, woul~ be necessary. This will 
require huge capital and it would be desrre17ble for t~ Gov:rnment 
to start industry by forming corporation mth establishe~ mdustry 
on the same lines as shipping corporations have been established. 

Wherever private enterprise is ~!l '?n ~ork for establishment of any. of 
these industries aud particularly on antJ-bJOtJC lines, the Government should giVe 

financial assistanC!'. 

Some foreirn concerns have established small factories in India, who mainly 
import finished

0 
products in bulk and bottle here. Thi~ practi~ undermines ~he 

indigenous industry. The Government should ascertam details of the tr~mg 
activities of such foreigii concerns and see that such harmful and mnlpr~ctJCes 
are put an end to. It would be easier for the Go~e~ent to undertake this task 
while scrutinising the import applications for matenals m bulk from such concerns. 

Gtwernment Compftition.-

It should completely stop where private enterpris3 is already in the line. The 
continued manufacture and standard preparations by the Government Medical 
Stores and other Government Institutions should b< discontinued. 

KHOJPARmHAD,CALmrrTA 
I. A Critiue of our Cu'{ent Fiscal Policy. 

Pr<>tection has come to stay in this country. The relevant question uow 
is how it should be organized so that the objectives of rapid industrialization and 
fuller employment can be realized at the smallest cost to the community. 

Till now our protective policy has been characteriEed by two features : (a) 
there has been no plan of overall development of the country to provide a framework 
of reference for individual measures of protection; protective dutiES have beeu 
imposed and revised in relation to single industries as and when public pressure has 
made itself effective. (b) Secondly, the approach to the problem of industrialization 
has beeu negative. We have been impressed by the cost of eaoh act of prctection 
and our chief concern has beeu to limit protection to the minimum. 

The uet result of our Fiscal Policy has been a kicd of indiscriminatingly dis
criminate protection. Our Tariff Boards have uot examimd the scope for the deve
lopment of the economy and selected the industries to be protected accordingly. 
They have been asked to scrutinize the potentialities of individual industries and 
suggest measures of protection for them. 'Ihey have in consequence, concentrated 
on the internal economics which are inherent in the growth of single industries 
and completely overlooked those wider economies that the simultaneous and co
ordinated growth of a. series of industries makes available to each and all. For each 
one of ": series o! inter-related industries provides a market for the goods of others 
a.nd therr co-Ordinated development makes possible an increasing division of labour 
:which reduces the cost of each and all. Spec!Jical!y the aggregate cost of develop-
mg a senes of mdustncs A, B, C, D ...... simultaneously is likely to be less than 
the sum total of the cost of developing them one by one over time. 
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This piecemeal handling of and negative attitude towards prutecth·c btriff 
have been responsible for : 

(a) Slackness in the provision by the Government of the· country of the supple· 
mentary ~ea.sures referred to in Section E of Part I of the· Questionnaire issued by 
the Comnnssion.. ~or ~hese measures pertain to all industries and not to any one 
of them and their Slgtllficance can be properly appreciated only in the perspective 
of an overall plan, to industrialize the country ; and · 

(b) ~ack o_f pos!tive measures to secure efficiency in the protected industries. 
Econo~lC effiCI~~cy1s t~e product of either free competit~on or pla'!"ed action by public 
authority. Nehlu~r of these factors have been su:ffictently active in our countrv. 
We have, fo~ .var~ous reasons, _sk!pp<·d t~ stage of comp<;titive capitalism '"·,d 
p~unged stra.Ight !Uto monopohstiC or ohgopc·hstiC capitalism. Internal competi
tion amOIIg o~r protected mdustnes h~s not bee!' strong enough to ensure rapid 
!f"owth of e!fiu~ncy. Al~ost ~he only !Udustry v•z. Iron and Steel, which has justi
fied protection 18 the one In which the element of monopoly is the strongest. 

The protected industries, it is true, have been subjected to scrutiny Ly T>triff 
Boards as and when their periods of protection have expired. The Tariff Boards 
have, however, been ad hoc bodies which have been influenced far more by the 
short term situation of the industries under review than by their long term possi· 
bilities. Their acthities have con.sisted largely or mainly in calcule,ting the £~ir 
selling prices of domestic products and the c.i.f. prices of competitive foreign imports 
and suggesting to riff rates to cover the difference between the two for short periods 
at a time. This is natural in an order of things in which there is no provision for 
a continuous study of the long term efficiency of our industries and for a contimous 
check on their progress towo.rds freedom from artificia.l assista.nce. As "' result of 
these factors our protectionist policy has proved more costly and less helpful than 
it need Ia ave been. 

The rroper remedy for this state of things is neither indiscriminn.te protec-tion 
nor more discriminating protection of the old vr~riety. No one in his sense can 
support indiscriminate protection, even for the purpose of widening the fields of 
employment for labour and capitrl r.r.<~ diversifying the <haractu of our econ' my. 
Protection (nor for that mr,tter, free trade) cannot in itself be the objective of our 
Fiscal Policy ; it is only p, means-one out of many-to the end of general economic 
development of the country. And we require more and not less protection than 
hitherto; only it must be planned and supervised protection covering whole sections 
of our economy rather than sm"'ll bits here and there. To execute such a protectio. 
nist policy effectively, Tariff Boards of the old type or even of the new type are 
inadequate ; only a Fiscal Committee working as part and parcel of a Nationa.l 
Planning Commission can discharge the responsibility properly. 
II. Capital Formntion. 

We hwe deliberately refrained from posing the protectionist Issues in terms of 
conflict between producers' a.nd consumers' iPterests. It is only in the short run 
that such a con.flict can O'Xist ; for the long run there is only one choice-between 
effiCient and meffic,ent industi ialization .. 

For efficient industrialization we requrre capital in large quantities and the wider 
the range of industrialization we seek to achieve over a. period of time, the larger 
the amount of capital th.-.t will be necessary. Two issues have recently acquired 
importance in relation to capital supply in this country : (a) the inadequacy of our 
total capital supply and (b) the effect of this inadequacy on the pattern of our indus
trial structure. 

Th~t c:1pit!1ol supply in the country should be short of our requirement 1s some. 
thing we have been prepared for. Capital is produced out of income and if income 
is low, the supply of capite,) will be .meagre. This has been true of all countries 
in the first stages of their development and they have solved their difficulty by foreign 
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borrowi1~g. The U. ~- andU. S. S. R. are two exceptions .• In the U: K. however 
the industrial revolutwn had hem preceded by a commerCial revolution _based. ou 
forei!!U trade and it is the amassed saYings of those who had been engag€d m foreign 
trad~ that provided the capitalfor ~he former. In the U.S. S. R. the current stand!'-rd 
of life af the people has been dehberately depressed to proVlde savmgs for capita I 
development. 

For us the choice is obYious. For Wstorical reasons, the English precedent 
cannot be repeated by us while the Russian e:xample is more than we can follow 
bevond a short distance. We have to rely on foreign borrowing and our domestic 
sa;·h1g5. But the prospects of foreign borrowing are not bright for us. Even 
assummg that the U. S., the only foreign lender on a large scale, decides on a systema
tic progtamme of forergn mvest~ent w~ ore li~ely to be somewhere ne&~ the bo!tom 
of the hst of receipients of Am err can Aid. GIVen the c.u~ent shape of mternat10nal 
politics, it is only after Western Europe has been rehabihtat~d and the develop~ent 
needs of the Afrio&n Colonies oo Western European Countries met and the middle 
e-ast bought over, that we may receive American assistance in substa.ntid quantities. 
We must therefore rely largely on our interll81 savings for the supply of capitols to 
our industries. 

Capital formation requires both sa,-;ng and conversion of sa·dng into instru
ment-11 goods either by direct production at home and/or through purchase from 
abroad. There is a widely publicised opinion today that this process of capital 
formation has come to a stop or even reversed in tbis coun,try in recent nwntl1s. 
The quiescent state of our stock markets is cited as an index of this phenomenon, 
while high direct taxation and transfer of income to the rural populaticn are given 
as major explanations. 

T"ne relation between the state of the Stock Market, even of the new stock mar
ket and the rate of capital formation is indirect and loose, and. there are more plaus
ible explanations of the state of our stock market in terms of recent and current 
monetary situation.,. The rise of stock values in recent years h&s been in large part, 
specuhtiw, and influenced in great measure by the opportunities for effortlese 
profit making that inflation had. c!'e&ted. The process had to come to an end as the 
inflationary tempo slowed down and to the extent tluit the swcllinl! of &b'l.fP. ~alnes 
h·•d been purely speculative, a collapse of old stock piices was ine>itab]e. Tl>is 
in its turn and has acted as a damper on the market for new stocks. There are 
be;,ides, technical obstacles to the extension of investment in the shape of shurtage 
of impo_ ted capital goods and of au.x:i!Ury means of production at home. Finally, 
it would be interesting to investigate to the ertent to which capital formation has 
taken place outside the stock markets. 

These arguments, however, relate to the factors that interefeie with the conver
sion of sa lings into investments ; they do not seek to answer the vther content.ion 
oiz. that there are noc enough savings to be converted into invBstments. 'I11e foun: 
tain head of capit<.l form;tion, it is. said~ is drying up as a <esult of the rich getting 
poorer and the poor gettting ncher ln thiS country. In pa.rt!Culo.r the income of the 
ll{Jn-sa.dng rur":1. C'lasses is alleged to have increased a.t the expense of the sadng 
urban commmutzes. 

It is n:'t. possil,l•; to exa~e ~h_ese contentions thoroughly in the absence of 
proper statJ.Otleal dat". Certam legttlmate doubts may however be raised re"ard
ing _th'!ir \'"a.li(L}ty. _ In t~e firat pla.ce,.Jllgher taxation n'eed not c~me in the w~y of 
?""!"tal formatwn tf (~) tne state uses the ertra revenue for investment and (b) the 
m<;entn·c of the entrepreneur i• not adversely affected. The Government of India 
has, ~nr~ed b':en frightened hr elfective propaganda to curtail its ropitHI programme 
an'L-tt 1~ o?~ously s#qua~dermg a ... part of Its extra income on current expenditure. 
Bu~ all tlus ts .not mevttable. No; ha.• any body heard of our big entrepreneurs 
taking !ong holidays because of htgher duect taxation. And whatever might be 
h:•ppemng t<.xky whtm the upward movement of prices has slowed down and the 
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~~~~~~~t~~~f :::~0~0~~ri~~t~~~~· .:!i~;::c~~':~7te~asse~ through a .'?ng 
A stgmficant proportion of taxable income has eva .m. arge quontitt.,.. 
a larae investible fund That th' I d . ded taxatton and constitutes 

o · rs a.rge save mcome should not b 'l bl £ actual l.nvestment Is an index of the effie" f e a.va1 r. e or 
f th I. f . teucy o our govcmmeutol organizntion and 

o e mora. tty o our busmess commumty wht h · 11 d 
large scala tax evasion. For all we !mow- c rs a ege to be resl?onsible for 
for our short eriod re . . . we may have enough sa.vmgg atleast 
"!houM n·>t b/fullv av~&':I':':~h, .'teo'" of c~urst ~ ex,tremely regrebble thot tb ·ae 

, mmum y ~or mves'ment. 
Let us now turn to the ~1 . 

to rurd.l non-saving clro.sscs in le_gc<l transf~r of Income from the urb.:n saving classt:s 
in the ·roh.tiv2 incomes of di thts country m recent years_. A roug!tln.~lcx. of cha.~ges 
by the rehtne movements fferent classes of producers m a commumty ts provt<led 
._,;ecn 1939-40 and 1945-46, ?f the mdt~es of thetr ~utputs and of t~cir prices. ~et
Union moved· down from 9 tne gener,,J mdex o! agrtcultural productiOn m the Indtan 
of h~rvest prices of p ·n .9 · 24 (1934-35 to 1938-39=100) to 92 ·58, whtle the mdex 
1939-40 (Hl3S-39=10t)' "'pal ~raps in the India~ Pro"!nces moved up from ll2 in 
the interim index of- t~ 38} tn 1947-48. (287 tn 1945-46). On the other he.nrl 
(1937 = 100) to'10v .4'rdustrial product.ou (unadjusted) changed from 102 ·7 m 1939 
f ,c~ured articles r"a n 1947. It was c<rtainly highor in 1948, w}lile prices of manu
if there was an trse from 100 in 1939 to 346 in 1948. These figures suggest that 
countrv It mu~ ansftr of income from the urb3n to the rural communities in this 

" have been cf an extremely lll,stgn,tficant order. 

It IS Irrelevant 1n thts conu.ecbon to Cite the fact that farmers in tln'::. country as 
else\\'hero, hwe p:tid off their debts to the money-lenders. In all period.' of inf!J,tion 
debtors fare better than creditors, r.nd persons with variable income rnsp<·r at the 
expense of others with fixed income. In any event the transfer of income througn 
liquid·,tion of rur<1l debts is entirely intra-rural and has taken place in favour of the 
:s~win,g section of the rural community. 

\Ve should, therefore, look for other reasons for lr.ck of cr.pitd form•.tion in 
this country than either high direct taxation or transfer of income to t-he rural 
population. Indeed as a modern community we shonld be prepared for an increas
ing r0lianee on dir_,ct taxation by the Gove-nment os both an instrument for the 
·'I eduction of oconomi<' inequalities ~nd a. source of revenue fot the expansion of public 
enterprise. The income of the Indian fr.rmer too has been for years deprussed and 
.any attempt to cut it dmvn in the prev.'tlmg comht,ons of overr.ll shorte,ge of food 
.and agricultural ra.w matermls may spell dtsaster. 

The l'ldta.n economy must then discover new sources for the a.ccumulahon of 
-savmgs and the form~hon of cc:.pit..~l. These sources cP~n, m the n..,_,ture of thtn.qs, 
lte in an incre3se of efficiency in the private sector and en extension, of t=te pubhe 
sector. State enterprise worked on. princtples of competitive efficiC'ncy must tn 
future pro,~ .d0 un incr0.1.sing proportion of the tot<'.l supply of intern"ll savings 
,'required for our economic development. 

MILL OWNERS ASSOCIATION, BOMBAY 

This is not an attempt to give categorical answers to the Commission's questio. 
nnaire. Only an effort has been made to touch on certain matters which are re. 
levant to the Indian cotton textile industry generally, and to th~ Bombay cottnu 
textile industry in particular. It is impossible to assess to what extent the protec
tion enjoyed by the industry in the period 1927 to 1946 inclusive, is directly responsi
ble for the industry's present financial position. It might, however, be stated in 
-general terms that the improved financial position of the industry today js more due 
to war conditions than tariff. 

2. It is common knowledge that protection to the industry was not immediately 
available when asked for. Then, only a section of the industry, namely, yarn, was 
protected, leaving the major section of the industry's manufactures, n::;mely, cloth, 
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unprotected. When at lru.t a small n:'easure of protection was conferr:d also. on the
weaYing section of the industry, certain other extraneous factors cam~ Into exiStence; 
which neutralised the effect of that protection. Here, the reference IS to the depre
ciation which took place in the ~ ap~eoe ~nd Chinese curre~eie.s w~ich gave an enor
mous fillip to these two countnes m thell" export trade With India. When at last. 
counter-measures were taken, India in common with the rest of the world, entered 
into a prolonged trade depression aec~mpani~ by financial ~tringencr and <~rap 
in commodity prices. This made thmgs difficult for the mdustry m consolida
ting and strengthening its position behind the tariff wall, and practically till the 
commencement of the World War, it was impossible for the industry to make any 
•nbstantial nflprovement so far as its financial position was concerned. It is un
necessary to enter into what happened afte_r the comm-:ncement of t~e ~var, but. 
it is trne that the war gave an enormous fillip to the Indian cotton textile mdustry, 
and ~elped it to imprc ve its financial position. "\\'bile the protective tariff might. 
have helped to keep the industry alive in the immediate pre-war period, it was the 
World War II which really helped it to strengthen its financial position. 

3. It should not, however, be understood that the industry's present financial 
position is everything that could be desired, but it should be pointed out that most; 
of the profits made by the industry in the war period were drained off by Government 
in the fonn of ta."l:ation. It is an admitted fact that during the war and immediately 
thereafter the industry was working practically to death_ All major repairs and 
overhauling, which necessitated a shut down of some of the machines were postponed 
to avoid drop in production, and also on the ground that the necessary spares were 
not available. Replacements of capitsl machinery were afmost unobtainable, 
and even today whatever small quantities are available, are coming in at prices which 
are about three to fonr times the pre-war prices. The industry's machinery is badly 
in need of replacement, rehabilitstion and remodelling. For instiance, in the case 
of cotton mills situated within the City and Island of Bombay, which cover about; 
66,000 looms and a little under three million spindles, the cost of replacement, etc
would be a little over 100 crores of rupees, whereas the cash resources available to the 
Bombay industry do not exceed 45 crores of rupees. Even assumin« that machinery 
prices are likely to come down in the near future, a very substantiatgap still remains 
to be covered, which justifies the necessity of the industry being placed in a position 
in which it wonld be able to set aside sums whi<h would make good this <'e'icit in 
the minimum number of years. 

. 4. Raw materi_~ of_the ind118try.-The raw materials of the industry consist of 
(t) r:>w cotta~; (n)_vanous trres of machinery and spare parts; (iii) various types 

of mill. stores mclu~ fuel '?il, furnace oil and lubricating oils ; sizing materials ; 
bleaching and dyemg materials ; acids, etc. A full list of all the raw materials 
can be supplied, if necessary. 

5. Bef~r': partition, the Indian cotton mill industry consumed, on the average, 
about 4{ million hal':" of cotton per annum, of which nearly 87 per cent. was Indian 
and the balance foretgo_ Roughly, a little over a third of Indian cotton came from 
the _regions which n~nv ~orm part of Pakistan. Mter partition, the proportion of 
fore1go cotton entenng mto consumption in the Indian cotton mill industry, rose 
fro~ 13 to 41 per cent. In quantities, Indian mills used about 12 Jakhs of bales of 
Pak1stan cotton. Most. of these cottons consist of staple varieties, and if, for any 
reason, the usual supplies of cotton from Pakistan are not available in the futuro, 
the gap would have to be made good by additional imports from abroad. 

6- As ~gards capitial machinery, the major portion of it is usually imported 
from countnes such as U. ~.,U.S. A., Switzerland, Germany and Sweden. There 
are now two or t!'rce. Indian companies engaged in the manufacture of spinning 
frames and looms m thiS c_oun~ry, b~t so far as our information goes, their production 
eas rot rr:acfte<l_con;'merc"_ll dJmellStons. There is also a scheme which is supported 

Y a most a mills m India, and which aims at producing spinning machinery suffi-
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cient t~ m~et India's requiremen~. Our dependence on various countries as regards 
the spmnmg preparatory, weavmg preparatory and finishing sizing and other 
machines still continues. ' 

7. With the exception of the following most of the other mill stores now seem 
to be capable of be~g manufactured in this country, but it cannot be said that all 
of them are fu~y eqmvalent both as regards utility and quality, to imported goods. 
Among the mill stores not manufactured in this country may be mentioned ring 
t~avellers,_ card ~trii!pers, card fillets, reed wires, shuttle tongues, furnace and fuel 
oil, gear oil, lubncatmg grease, steel rmgs for ring frames, steel weft forks and holders 
card ?ombs, and an. other sorts of card clothing accessories, several items of dyes and 
ohe!lllcals, e~·"· Con:s•derabl~ _progress was made in manufacturing several items of mill 
stores and m finding substitutes for others during the war but the position is not 
still very satisfactory. ' 

8. The industry's main business is to spin yam out of cotton and weave it into 
clot~. The annual production of cloth, taking peak production, is about 4,800 
million yards. After meeting the weaving requirements, there is now a surplus of 
about 500 million lbs. of cotton yarn available to the Indian handloom industry and 
to other domestic consumers. Roughly, the quantity of yarn available to the Indian 
civilian market is about a third of the total quantity of yarn produced in Indian 
mills : in other words, two-thirds of the yarn produced is consumed by the mills 
themselves and the balance one-third goes to the domestic consumers outside the 
mills, namely the handloom industry, the rope manufacturing industry, the hosiery 
manufacturing industry, etc. 

' 
9. It is very difficult to say precisely to what extent pro:luctive capacity m the 

cotton textile industry requires to be increased in future. Firstly, due to partition 
about one thousand and two hundred million yards of cloth which used to be absor
bed in the past in Provinces, which now constitute Pakistan, will be thrown back 
on India, Pakistan not being under any obligation to take it or at least a part or 
it. It is true that, the prohibition of imports, which used to be in the neighbour
hood of 750 million yards in the pre-war period, will reduce the surplus on hand to 
450 million yards. A portion of this surplus might be coming from the handloom 
industry, but our first task will be to find a market for this surplus, either by an 
increased internal per capita absorption, which might be difficult unless there is a 
~nbstantial increase_ in the purchasing power of the consumer, or by a substantial 
mcrease in the export trade of the country. 

. 10. This is the proper place to mention that the first Tariff Board which went 
mto the question of protection to the Indian cotton teJo:tile industry recommended 
that the industry should switch over to the production of finer goods as one of the 
remedial measures to relieve depression in the industry. This recommendation 
was given effect to by a number of mills regardless of the expense involved, and 
between 1930 and the commencement of the Second World War, production of cotton 
yarn of over 40s went up from about 9 million lbs. to 33! million lbs. in Bombay 
City alone. There has also been an increase in the production of medium counte, 
and this has in a Iarooe measure helped to relieve the con0rrestion of over-production 
• o ' I d m coarse goods. Change in tastes and habite of consumers in the ast two deca es · 
has brought about a demand for larger quantities of fine and superfine plain and 
fancy goods than are capable of being produced today with the equipment available. 
In these circumstances, it is suggested :-

(a) All obstacles which stand in the way of producing increased quantit:es· 
of fine and superfine plain and fancy goorls, should be removed, and 

(b) The necessary conditions should be provided which would give reasonn. 
able inducement to any manufacturer to invest his money in securig
the necessary equipment. 
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As regards (a), the Association desires to make the following proposals :-
(i) The excise duty on cloth which at present works out at 25% on superfine 

goods and 6!% on fine sorts, should be removed ; 
(ii) The import duty at present paid on imported cotton at 2l annas a lb, 

should be removed, as also the high rate of duty which is imposed on 
textile machinery and spare parts ; 

(iii) There should be no restriction as regards the fineness of the goods 
· which can be produced in cotton mills. 

As regards (b), attention is directed to the recom~endation made by the recent 
Tariff Board which went' into the question of fixing prtces for cloth and yarn manu
factured by the industry. These recommendations have since been accepted by the 
Government of India but the Association regrets to point out that the conditions 
provided by the Tarllr Board are not such as would induce any !"vestOr to put his 
money in the industry. The Board has fixed a return on capital at 6 per cent. 
on the gross block which, in their opinion, provides for a corporation tax of two annas 
in the rupee, a reserve of 40 per cent. of the gross profit for replacements, payment 
of managing agency commission at 7! per cent. of the gross profits, and a diddend 
of 5 per cent. on paid-up capitsl, which in the Association's considered opinion, are 
inadequate. 

ll. The question of further increase in the productive capacity of the industry 
must be considered ouly after providing ways and means for the absorption of the 
surplus created by partition. 

12. The small-scale or subsidiary iniustries, in the development of which the 
industry is interested, are :-

1. To absorb mill industry's manufaclures. 
(1) Handloom industry \. 
(2) The rope making industry f To absorb our surplus yarn. 
(3) The processing industry, namely, Dyeing, Bleaching and Printing 

industry. 

II. To provide raw mn.terials for the industry. 
Industry engaged in the manufacture of various items of mill stores. 

With regard to I (I), it should be pointed out that in the period 1942-46, consi
derable increases in the number of handlooms were reported, due mainly to the profit 
which could be made in the business. The position has now probably undergone a 
radical change, and it is now reported that, as has happened in the case of the Indian 
cotton~ in~ustry, the bandloom industry is also suffering from the accumulation 
of stocks, m VIe~,- of Pakistan's disinclination to continue to buy her clothing require· 
ments from India. The only suggestion we can think of at the moment, which would 
maintain handloom industry's otftske of Indian mill-ma1e yarn, is to explore the 
possibility of increasing the export of handloom goods. The handloom industry's 
bnlk consumption of yarn is in counts 12s to 24s, and it seems possible, with a certain 
amount of organisational facilities , to develop an export market, in fancy bedspreads, 
cushion co,·ers, furnishing fabrics and other materials which are usually manufactured 
from these counts. 

~3. Industries rccciv0g Tariff protection should ordinarily be given full free· 
dom m t.he matter of workmg ~or their ow~ sah·ation according to the circumstances 
present m each case. There IS, however, no objection to Government calling for 
periodi_cal reports t~ satisfy themselves that the industry is putting its house in order. 
There L• also no obJectwn to such reports being scrutinised by an expert or experts. 

_ 14. The pro'?"dure at present followed by Tariff Boards in disposing of applica
tiOns for protectiOn seems to call for a minor variation. The application for pro· 
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tection from an industry, whether it be submitted to the Government of India or to
the Tariff Board, should be circulated by the Tariff Board with their invitation to 
the various or~anisations and in?ividuals for _tendering evidence. At present, 
except the Tariff Board and the mdustry applymg for protection, nobody seems to 
have any chance of scrutinising the grounds on which the claim for protection is 
made. 

15. As regards the Havana Charter and the General Trade Agreement on Tariffs 
and Trade, it would have been helpful if the Commission had appended a list of 
countries which have accepted these documents. Anyway, so far as the cotton 
textile industry is concerned, the documents generally seem to be in order except 
in one respect, namely, it does not seem to permit the imposition of quantitative 
limitations on imports from foreign countries. Protection of an indigenous industry 
is usually granted in the form of protective duties which may be on an ad valorem 
basis coupled or otherwise with a minimum specific dnty. In appropriate cases 
even though there may be a justification for the imposition of very high protective 
duty, the object could be achieved by imposing a lower rate of duty and a quantita
tive limitation on imports. For example, when the cotton textile industry of India 
was a protected industry, there was a restriction on quantities of piecegoods which 
could be imported from Japan in addition to a protective duty. 

THE ALL-INDIA MANUFACTURERS' ORGANISATION 

The Working Committee of our Organization have decided to address the 
Commission as under after careful consideration of the implications of the various 
statements on Foreign Capital so far made by Government. 

2. Recently at tho Second Meeting of the Central Advisory Council of Industries 
held in July this year the Hon'ble Minister for Industry and Supply, Dr. Syama 
Prasad Mookerjee said that once a foreign concern was admitted to establish its 
factory it would be treated exactly in the same manner as any other Indian concern 
and that there would be no discrimination of any sort against any foreign concern 
or any favour to par.allel industries owned by Indians. The Committee want to 
point out that this does not accord with the statement made by the Hon'ble Prime 
Minister in t>he Dominion Parliament in April last. With regard to the existing 
foreign interests the Prime Minister had then said that Government did not intend 
to place any restrictions or impose an)y conditions which were not applicable to a 
similar Indian enterprise. In the case of further foreign capital, he had said that 
Government would so frame their policy as to enable it to be invested in India on 
terms and conditions that would be mutually advantageous. It follows, therefore, 
that by the Prime Minister's statement the Government of India are committed to 
the policy of non-discrimination only in-respect of existing foreign interests in India. 
Under these circumstances, my Committee do not understand why the Hon'ble 
Minister for Industry and Supply should have gone to the extent of saying that the 
principle which was enunciated by the Prime Minister o~y in respect of the exist~g 
foreign industries in the country would be made applicable also to future fore1gn 
investment. In the opinion of my Committee this policy of non-discrimination 
will do incalculable harm to the growth of nascent indigenous industries and dis
courage further indigenous. investment.. The Bombay Industrial and Eco~o~ic 
Enquiry Committee presided over by Sir Purushottamdas Thakurdas says m 1ts 
report issued in 1940 "We deaire to draw the forceful attention of the Local 
Government to the difficulties which small Indion concerns are bound to and 
indeed do feel in the face of the competition of such concerns of a niuch larger size. 
If it is the objective of our industrial policy to erlcourage the esir J.lishment of small 
concerns, then the o!)jective is defe?'ted .... if these large forei~ co':"':rns. a~ 
permitted to establish· themselves Without reasonable and effect1ve l11U1tat10n. 

It will not be out of place in this connection to point out that even in the 
Charter of the International Trade Organization emphasis is laid only 6n the desira-
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bilit.y of a\"oiding discrimination as between foreign investments and not on equal 
treatment between indigenous and foreign investment. 

3. In the considered opinion of the Working Committee tile assurance to treat 
the existing foreign capital on par with Indian capital also goes beyond a reasonable 
limit. In a resolution passed in 194 7 (copy enclosed) the Organization has drawn 
the pointed attention of Government to the irreparuble damage already inflicted 
on indigenous industries by the competition of powerful foreign intereEts with 
international ramifications which have entrenched themselves .strongly in the 
country and have urged upon the Government to prevent the operations of such 
foreign interests working to the detriment of indigenous enterprises. The same 
view has been reiterated in a recent resolution of the Organization (copy enclosed). 
This apprehension is based on actual conditions now prevailing in a few protected 
industries wherein foreign interests are operating side by side with Indian enter
prises. The Committee want to refer in this connection to the realistic view taken 
by the Indian Tariff Board while reporting on the Motor Vehicle, Battery 
Industry, that the Government should adopt necessary measures to safegnard the 
Indian section of that industry which was likely to be affected by the expansion of 
production by certain foreign companies in India. The Government, on the other 
hand, instead of heeding to the advice of the Tariff Board have stated that there 
will be no discrimination agairu;t the existing foreign concerns in India with a view 
to withholding from them the full benefit of protection granted to industries in 
which they are engaged. It follows, therefore, that when protection or assistance 
is conferred on a particular industry, all the maits of that industry whether Indian 
owned or not will be automatically entitled to claim the same benefit. In the 
opinion of the Committee this defeats the .very purpose behind granting protection 
or assistance to industries in the country, viz., to enable indigenous industries to 
stand on their own legs within a reasonable period of time and to arrest the drain 
on country's financial resources by imports from abroad. The foreign interests 
have been permitted to carry their profits out of the country, and the only advantage 
that the country will derive will be in finding employment to a few thousand nationals 
ill lower categories of work. 

4. The policy of non-discrimination between indigenous enterprises and foreign 
concerns that are already set up or will be set up in future has created serious mis
givings in the minds of Indian industrialists, especially those who are engaged in 
small and medium scale consumer industries. Till now foreign capital has been 
freely allowed to take shelter behind tariff walls intended to protect indigenous 
interests. With their huge financial resources and capacity for cut-throat competi
tion, some foreign concerns have in the past driven to the wall many small indigenous 
concerns. Connecting the three angles, viz., (l) the attitude of American capital 
to choose direct form of investment as is abundantly evident from previous remarks 
of American officials in India on the subject, (2) the Hon'ble Dr. llfookerjee's state
ment that "once a foreign concern was admitted to establish its factory it would 
be treated exactly in the same manner as any other Indian concern" and (3) what is 
actually happening in the case of protected industries such as 1\iotor Vehicle Battery 
Industry and Dry Battery Industry where almost 90% of the tariff protection goes 
to strengthen foreign OO!npanies established in India, an eternal triangle is formed 
which will compel many Indian Industries to lead a precarious existence. Govern
ment's recent assurance that indigenous industries would be taken into their con
fidence before permitting any foreign concern to set up factories in India is of little 
practical value because we are yet in the initial stage of our industrial development 
wherein in many fields of industrial activity, we have either no interests or have not 
sufficiently organized interests that can infl.uence the Government's policy or 
decision in such matters. Some urgent action is, therefore, called for if the future 
of indigenous industries is not to be permanently jeopardised. ' 

T~e G.overnment of India may consider the feasibi\ity of taking action on the 
followmg hnes recommended by the External Capital Committee in 1925. "Where 
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investment of foreign capital carries with it the control of an undertaking, we con
sider it reasonable that when Government grants particular concessions to the 
industry it should exercise such control over the undertaking as will ensure that the 
benefits of the concessions accrue primarily to the country. Where the concession 
is geueral,.as in the case of a protective tariff, it is impracticable to effect any dis
-crimination. (b) Where definite pecuniary assistance such as a bounty is granted to 
.any particular undertaking, we consider that discrimination is feasible, and no such 
.assistance should be granted to any company, firm or person not already enjoyed 
in that industry in India unless (l) reasonable facilities are granted for the training 
of Indians; (2) in the case of a public company unless (i) it has been formed and 
registered under the Indian Companies Act, (ii) it has a share capital expressed in 
.rupees, (iii) such proportion of the directors as Government may prescribe consists 
-of Indians. (c) Where a concession is granted to exploit a wasting asset such as 
.a mineral concession, no definite rules can be prescribed". 

6. The Committee also want to point out that the Government are not 
-scrupulously adhering in practice to the policy enunciated by them as regards the 
manner in which foreign capital is to be invited to invest in India. In the Industrial 
Policy Statement issued on April6, 1948 it is said that as a rule the major interests, 
ownership and effective control should always be in Indian hands. The Hon'ble 
Prime Minister has also made it clear in his statement that the object of regulation 
-of foreign investments should be the utilization of foreign capital in a manner most 
advantageous to the country. But instances have been brought to the notice of 
<>ur Committee where in such industries as Soap, Biscuits, Cocoa and Chocolates, 
<::ycles, Sewing Machines etc., foreign companies have been permitted or are being 
permitted to set up their own factories in the country in the face of opposition from 
the concerned indigenous industries and without any consideration to the overall 
production capacity of b:ligenous industries. It is not understood why our 
Government have ignored indigenous interests and are permitting foreign 
interests to set up their own fa'Ctories in the very fields in which the indigenous 
production is either already snfficient or can be easily stepped up to meet the 
country's full demands. It is reported that in spite of opposition from indigenous 
automobile industry a foreign concern is going to be permitted to make cars in 
India. Similarly, my Committee understand that a powerful British combine is 
being permitted to establish such ·a simple consumer-goods industry as the manu
facture of chocolates, in this country in spite of the protest of the growing indigenous 
industry. Such incursions of powerful foreign interests in such fields of Indian 
industry where Indian capital is struggling hard to build up certain industries, can 
only spell harm to national economy. 

7. A clear demarcation specifying the fieids in which foreign cspital <·an l:e 
permitted to come in is therefore urgently required. The Organization is strongly 
of the view that priority should be given to those foreign investments that go to 
create capital goods rather than consumer goods. This has the weighty support 
of the view expressed by the Advisory Planning Committe'<> presided over by the 
Hon'blo Mr. K. C. Neogy, the present Minister for Commerce. Referring to invest
ment in consumer goods industries, the Report says-"If forei~ companies "~th 
their vast resources, technical and financial, are allowed to establish themselves in 
industry in the fields at present not covered by Indian enterprise, there is little 
chance, in our opinion, of that enterprise being brought into existe;:>ce at a ~uture 
date. Even if an attempt is made, it would have to contend agamst formidable 
difficulties. It seems to us. preferable that the goods which the eountry cannot 
produce at present but would be in a position to produce later on, should continue 
to be imported from other countries rather than that their loc~ m!"'~acture sh~uld 
be started or expanded by foreign firms. In the cour~e of time It will be possible 
to restrict or discontinue foreign imports; but vested mterests once created would 
be difficult to dislodge." 

S. The Working Committee have r;.>ade ~ refere'.'-ce ,;arlier t.o the two resolu
tions passed by the Organization on Foreign Capital , stressmg the need for 
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providing suitable checks on the undesirable activities of existing large foreign 
concerns with world-wide ramifications and vast resources and which are operating 
to the detriment of indigenous industries run by nationals of the cou·ntry. The 
Committee trust that as urged therein the Government would realise the need for 
passing snch anti-trust laws as may be deemed necessary to safeguard Indian 
industries and free enterprise in the country. To enable the Government to enact 
proper legislative measures, the Committee suggest that an Investigation Com
mittee should be appointed by the Government at an early date to inquire into the 
working-financial and orgamzational-of the existing foreign enterprises in the 
country. 

9. In conclusion my Committee deem it very essential that Government should 
set up special machinery to advise them on foreign investments in India. The 
Hon'ble Minister for Industry and Supply has no doubt said that as a matter of 
policy the Government would take indigenous industry into confidence before allow
ing any foreign concern to set up factories in India. But this a•surance as pointed 
out already, will not serve much useful purpose, as in a number of industries India 
has either no interests or not sufficiently_ organized interests which can shape 
Government's policy or decision. The Working Committee, therefore, stress that 
Go'"ernment should set up an Advisory Committee or Board consisting of 
representatives of leading industrial organizations in the country. The Committee 
or Board in consultation with the indigenous industries whose interests are likely 
to be affected by the establishment of a foreign industry in the same field should 
scrutinise every individual case of participation of foreign capital and management 
in industry and recommend to Government deser'"ing cases and advise the 
Government on the terms on which such cases should be created. 

In view of the vital importance of the subject, the Working Committee trust 
that the views expressed here will merit the earnest considrration of the Government 
and that the GoverDmcnt will be pleased to let the Committee know the measures 
that they propose to take in the matter. 

FOREIGN CAPITAL 

(Resolution passed at the First Quarterly Meeting of the Central Committee of the 
AU-India Manufacturers' Organization held on the 8th May, 1949.) 

This meeting of the Central Committee of the All-India Manufacturers Organi· 
zation .w~lcomes. the statement. on "Foreign Capital" made by the Prime Minister 
of India m Parliament on Apnl 6, 1949, as it clarifies the Government's attitude 
in regard to such matters as the repatriation of capital, remittance of profits, and 
treatment of foreign enterprise vis-a-vis Indian enterprise. . 

While the. Centr":l Committee agrees that Indian capital needs to be supple
mt;nted by fo~e~ capital to faci~tate rapid industrialization of the country and that 
smtab~e conditions must be provided to attract su<h capital to come into India, the 
Committee apprehends that unless there are suitable checks on tlteir undesirable 
activities, large foreign combines with world wide ramifications and vast resource 
mig-ht operate in our country to the detriment of indigenous indnstriea tun liy 
nationa~ of the country. The Committee therefore urges the Government to pass 
such anti-trust laws as may be deemed necessary to safeguard Indian industries and 
free enterprise in the country. 
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. The ~ommittee draws the attention of Government to the omission to exclude 
mt~rnal air and coastal traffic from the principle of equal treatment to foreign 
capital. 

. The Central Com~ittee reiterates the Organization's view that such foreign 
capital as rna y be reqmred by the country should be secured preferably in the form 
of l?ans from abroad on equitable terms under guarantee from the Government of 
India. The procee~s of these loans should be directed to such productive channels 
as are most benefiCial to rapid economic development of the country in line with 
the Government's policy of planned Industrialization. 

INDIAN INDUSTRIES AND, FOREIGN CAPITAL 

(Resolution passed at the Seventh Annual Conference of the All-India Manufacturers 
Organization h: 'd at New Delhi, on 14th and 15th April, 1947) 

~e.holding the view tha~ India's resources of yet untapped capital could be 
mobilised m the future for the mdustrial development of the country by suitable 
fiscal and financial policies on the part of the Government of India for attracting 
such capital, tliis Conference of tire All-India Manufacturers' Organization is of the 
opinion that in view of the imperative need for hastening the industrialization of 
the country on sound lines, and in view of the desirability of securing the technical 
co-operation of industrially advanced countries for bringing about such industria
lization with the minimum of initial difficulties it may be necessary to invite to some 
extent the flow of foreign capital into certain categories of industrial enterprise. 
It emphasises that snch external capital as may be required should be secured pre
ferably as a loan from foreign countries on equitable terms and believes that this 
would be possible particularly because of the high credit enjoyed by India in foreign 
capital markets and because of the rise in political status of India in the international 
world. The Conference holds, however, that in all such cases reasonable safeguards 
should be laid down in the agreement with foreign firms to ensure that ownership, 
control and management of the industries should be predominantly Indian, that 
necessary Indian technical personnel should be trained by the firms concerned and 
that foreign vested interests are not permitted to grow in the country. 

In view of the irreparable damage already done to the indigenous industries 
by the competition of powerful foreign interests with International ramificat,ions 
which have entrenched themselves strongly in the country, this Conference urges 
upon the Government of India to prevent further growth of such interests and con 
duct at an early date an enquiry into the extent, and amount and consequences o 
foreign investment in India at present. 

Before referring to the memorandum submitted herewith, the Working Com
mittee like to express their thanks to the Fiscal Commission for the opportunity 
given to them to express their opinion on the important subject of an appropriate 
fiscal policy for the country. The Committee have stressed on a number of occa

. sions in the past the urgent need for revising. the fiscal ~ol~cy of the Gove~ent. 
They are, therefore, gratified to note that a ~cal ComllliBSion has been appomte d 
by Government to make suitable recommendatiOns for the purpose. 

The Committee do not propose to go in detail here into the harmful effects of the 
policy of discriminating protection followed by <?overnment. in the pas~. The de
fects in the policy and in its worklng are de_alt Wit~ at ~uffiment length m, the body 
of the memorandum. Protection to many mdustnM VItal to the country s defenre 
lB M. of Uom. 
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as well as to the peace-time economy of the country has be3n either denic1 or de
layed. If the country is deficient in a number of important industries to-day, it is 
largely due to the halting policy followed by the alien Go 1ernment and the half
hearted way in which it was applied by them. Whatever developments then• are 
in a few industries such as cotton textile, iron and steel, sugar, cement and matches_ 
cannot be credited to the policy of discriminating protection alone. The logic of 
many events and the force of many circumstances beyond the control or intention of 
the Indian Government of that period have resulted in these developments in which tho 
h alf-hearted policy of fiscal protection or Governmental assist ance to industries played 
a minor role. Industries iielected for protection or assis tance were selected, not so 
much for their importance in nation building, but more out of political considera
tions. 

I t is also not necessary for the Committee to explain at length ·why a new fiscal 
policy appropriate t o t he changed political condition and post-war needs of the coun
try is urgently required. This will also be found in t he memorandum. It is 
sufficient t o state here that the country is still deficient in a number of important 
industries some of which are vital to the existenc'' <>f the country as an Independent 
.Sovereign State. Their growth will have to be fostered by the Government by 
implementing a rapid inrlustrialization programme with energy and vision. The 
instrument of fiscal policy will be an integral part of this plan and programme. 
Protective tariff of course will constitute an important item in the new fiscal policy ; 
but equally and perhaps more important will be assistance from Govern
ment in obtaining such essential req'uirements as finance, capital goods, raw 
·materials, transport, technical aid, scientific research, etc. The national Government 
in power has the primary responsibility of promoting the economic development 
·of the country on a planned basis. It cannot afford to remain content by negative 
measures as tariff protection to a felv industries. It will have to assume wide respon
s ibilit ies for the country 's industrial uplift. 

Various suggestions have been made in the memorandum submitted herewith 
but the Committee propose t o recapitulate here only a few of the more important 
r l'cor:amendations. 

(1) The present formula of discriminating protection should give place to a new 
fiscal policy designed to promote the rapid industrialization of the country on a plan
ned basis and to meet the post-war and the- permanent needs of the country. The 
principle of adequate and effective protection to all suitable industries of the country 
should be accepted. There should be no over-emphasis on any one of the require
ments however important it may be considered individually, such as availability of 
raw materials, of labour, of market and inherent possibility of the industry to with
·stand foreign competition after sometime. The only over-riding oonditon should be 
that the indu3try should be one suitable to the country and having reasonable 
possibility of development with the fostering care and encouragement of the State. 
In ease t he industry is essential to t he country as an independent national or vital for 
the maintenance or development of its national economy, its growth ought to be 
fost ered by Government by all possible direct and indirect means irrespective of 
other considerations. 

· (2) Protection or encouragement by the State should not be confined to only 
·. -e:::isting industries but should also be assured to deserving industries which a re yet 

t o be promoted. 

(3) The existing administrative machinery for implementation of fiscal policy 
should also be th0::;;;.5hlr revised. A-permanent Tariff Board .with wider po·wers ancl 

• respgnsibilities must be set up on a statutory basis as part of an adroinistrative sys
···,te.D?, de~ig~ed t6 C;:trry out industrialization· as ·per a definite plan,, compre4ensivv 

and oo-ordfuated. Without ' waiting fott•spe<iifiC' referenCe or·.ll!ppeal from (}overn
ment or parties concerned, the Board should be empowered to make its own inv~t>ti . 
gations and suggestions, keep 't.ahd&r survey the entire field of industry, watCh the 
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changes going on from time to time at different points, co-relate them into a single 
frame-work and maintain a consistant, progressive policy of active sympathy and 
encouragement of the nation's productive capacity. It must be composed of not 
more than 7 and not less t han 3 members, competent, experienced and well-informed 
and selected from the public life of the country, including industry, trade, labour and 
Government. The Board must have power to co-opt or add whenever necessary to 
.it.s number for each particular enquiry that it may have to conduct so as to make its 
in vcstigation and recommendation asft'air and reasonable as posilible. 

(4) The present system of Imperial (or Commonwealth) Preference may be con
tinued with such changes as may be considered necessary in t he light of the changed 
political condit ion and present requirements of the country. The preferenttal 
treatment shoulc}. not however be confined to the United Kingdom only. Possi
bility of developing markets for Indian manufactures in certain under-developed 
Commonwealth areas a.s well as in areas ·outside the Commonwealth by bilateral and 
multilateral treaties should be explored. 

(5) A National Plarming Commission should be set up after some time to frame 
an industrialization plan and programme for the country. It must be representative 
of the interests concerned as well as of Government. The Planning Commission 
would only be an advisor.v and a recommendatory body and should not be invested 
with any executive functions. ' · 

(6) There should be proper integration and co-ordination of t he working of the 
Tariff Board with that of the Planning Commission and that of t he proposed Indus
tries Licensing 13oard or Advisory Committee envisaged under the Industries (De
velopment and Control) Bill. 

(7) An Economic Committee of the Cabinet should attend to all functions re
quiring co-ordinated action in the sphere of eo)nomic policy. This Committee 
should mEiet regularly to co-ordinate the working of the various Government 
Ministries concerned with economic activities and expedite their decisions on eco
nomic · plans. 

(8) The fiscal policy should facilitate t he import of scarce raw materials and 
·capital goods, including plant and machinery, their parts and accessories, particu
larly during the coming yAars, to facilitate the rapid industrialization of the country. , ~ 

(9) The last Fiscal Commission's recommendation that 'raw materials and 
machinery be ordinarily admitted free of duty and that semi-manufactured goods 
used in Indian industries be taxed as lightly as possible' should be implemented. 
This should include rebate or refund of import duty on manufactures exported by 
us, but which contain imported raw materials. 

(10) Greater financial assistance should be given by t he Government through 
t he Industrial Finance Cor~oration in the Provinces a.nd at the Centre, and by raising 
an Industrial Loan both from within the country and where necessary from outside, 
so that deserving industries may be guaranteed requisite finance at reasonable terms. 
The existing legislative ..measures regarding provision of credit by banks and insu
rance companies should be suitably modified and made elastic so as to enable banks 
.and insurance companies to finance indust ry on a greater scale. 

(ll) Provisions should be made for economic rates of carriage of goods by rail
ways and shipping by co-ordinating the working of the different types of transport 
available in the country, and by distributing or allocating all available traffic bet
ween the various forms of transport in such a manner as to serve both the immediate 
and long range needs of t he country. 

Coming· now to subjects which are not covered by the Fiscal Commission!s 
Questionnaire the Working Committee like to draw your particular attention to one 
.or two glaring omissions. There is no reference at all to the important qfiestioh ·@f 
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treatment of foreign capital vis-a-11is indigen'?us capital. ~he Workin~ Gom:n~ttee 
are not in agreement with the Govermnent's VIew on the subJect. The Prime Minister 
gave an assurance in the Dominion Parliam?nt on April ?• 19-!9 _that the exis~ing 
foreign capital wonld be treated on par With the Indian capital- The Hon ble 
ll1inister for Industry & Supply went !' length fnr!oher an~ declared at the Seco~d 
Meeting of the Gentral-:'-dvisory Counc~ of In~u~tnes held :0 July last that the _p~m
ciple which was enuncmted by the Prime l\1inister only m respect of the eXIStmg 
foreign industries in the country wonld be made applicable also to future foreign 
investments. The policy of non-discrintination ?~tween indi~enous enterprises and 
foreign enterprises that are ~ready set ':'P ?r will ?e _ set up ~ future has created 
serious misgivings in the mmds of ln:dian n~dustrialists, partwnlarly_ those engaged 
in medium and small scale consumer mdustrtes. A copy of the detailed representa
tion on the subject made by the Working Committee is enclosed herewith for the 
information of the members of the Fiscal Commission. It may be pertinent to point 
out here that even the last Fiscal Commission composed as it was mainly of interests 
with no particular atta<>hment to the interest of the country at large, has stated as 
follows while discussing the question of stipulations which shonld be prescribed by 
Govermnent in the case of Govermnent concessions, etc., to foreign concerns in India. 

"We think, however, that where Govenmtent grants any thing in the nature 
of a monopoly or a concession, where public money is given to a company in the form 
of any kind of subsidy or bounty, or where a licence is granted to act as a public 
utility company, it is reasonable that Govenmtent shonld make certain stipulations. 
Where the Indian Govenmtent is granting concessions or where the Indian tax
payers' money is being devoted to the stintulation of an enterprise, it is reasonablE> 
that special stress shonld be laid on the Indian character of the companies thus 
favoured. In all such cases we think it would be reasonable to insist that companies. 
enjoying such concessions shonld be incorporated and registered in India with rupee 
capital, that there shonld be a reas.cnable proportion of Indian directors on the Board 
and reas.cnable facilities shonld be offered for training of Indian apprentices at Go
venmtent expenses. We note that this policy has boon generally a<>cepted by the 
Govenmtent of India. During the debate in the Legislative As..oembly on the 2nd 
March 1922 on the resolution moved by Sir Vithaldas Thackersey recommending 
that measures shonld be taken to provide that as large an amount as possible of the 
150 crores set aside for the rehabilitation of railways during the next five years should 
be spent in India, Mr. Chatterjee on behalf of Govenmtent stated : ' The settled 
policy of the Govenmtent of India as I think we have mentioned more than once in 
this Assembly, is that no concession shonld be given to any firm in regard to industries 
in India, unless such firms have a rupee capital, unless such firms have a proportion, 
at any rate, of Indian Directors, and unless such firms allow facilities for Indian. 
apprentices to be trained in their works. This has been mentioned more than once, 
and I can only repeat this declaration' _, 

This view has also been supported by the present Tariff Board in their reporta 
on aluminium and motor vehicle battery industries. As the subject is vitally int
p~t and will h~ve repercussions on the existence and growth of indigenous in
dustries the Gomnnttee very much desire that the Fiscal Commission shonld pro
nounce its weighty opinion on it. 

~qually gl":~ !" ~he o~~on of the _question of taxation from the purview 
of J!'IScal GommiSSlon s mvesttgation. The mcrease in taxes on industry aurl trade
durmg recent years has scared industrialists away to such an extent that 
entrepreneurs are not readily and willingly coming forward to start new industries. 
Tt is the view of the Working Committee that the Fiscal Commission should look at. 
the question o_f industrialisa~ion of the country as a whole, from all angles and as
pects an? not l{lllore a questiOn of the importance of taxation which has a vital bear
mg on mdustries as well as on the fiscal policy of the country. The C 
h_owev'er, do not l?r~pose to go into the subject now, apart from drawing 
tion of the GomiillBBlon to page 28 of the " Industrialization Scheme in Two Parts •• 
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rec~ntiy published by the Organization (copy enclosed along with the Memorandum) 
!t IS a I_Uatter for some satisfaction that of late the Government have realised the 
Imperative necessity of giving suitable relief to industries from the present abnor
mally heavy taxes. 

The Wor~g Committee trust that the detailed memorandum submitted by 
them on the. subJ~Ct of an appropriate Fiscal Policy for the country will receive the 
ca~eful consideratiOn. o~ the .Fiscal Comm!"sion. Any clarification that may be re
qu~ed by the CommiSsiOn will be gladly given by the representatives of the Ofgaui
zatJOn when they meet the Commission in Bombay for giving oral evidence. 

Memorandum of answers to the Questionnaire of the Fiscal Commission submitted 
by the Working Committee of the All-India Manufacturers' Organization. 

PART I. 

SECTION A (1). 

INTRODUCTORY-Changes in the Economic Background since 1922-23, 

QU£stion 1.-Do you consider that the economic backgrO'Und in the country 11M so al
tered since the Indian Fiscal Commission reportc.d in 1922 that it necessi
tates a fundamental change in the approach to the problems with which 
the pr<8€ni Commis.•ion is concerned! 

India has travelled a long way economically, politically and socially since the 
days of the Indian Fiscal Commhsion of 1922. The changes have been fundamental; 
the basis of thought have altered. The whole structure has so changed that to 
attempt still to use the report of 1922 as a base would be like trying to make a grown 
up wear his old' booties'. To what may be the change be attributed ! No .one thing 
can claim the credit. Time has forced the evolution ; and evolution may be said 
to comprise in this case, of progressive education, lessening of the degree of foreign 
domination, indigenous enterprise, greater political freedom, loosening of economic 
strangulation, etc. etc. Each in its own way has contributed to the change. But 
the culmination came on 15th August, 1947. The past and all its deeds were to 
give place to a future with a different background. India is not what India was. 
Her granaries are no longer hers ; the war and its effects on other countries have 
reacted on her-adversely quite often. Her population problem is greater than 
ever ; her transport system requires much to be desired. 

On the other hand, she is master ofher own destiny, her own sons are at the helm, 
her vast resources are yet untapped, foreign aid without domination is feasible, the 
war has given her industries a push, the world outlook has changed. The concept 
now is of a " Fair Living Wage " rather than a " Subsistance Level Wage " 
It is now in the light of this that we must review the whole situation. 

The Organization has all along been agitating for implementation of a rapid in. 
dustrialization plan and programme, as the material progress of the country Jar. 
gely depends upon it. The country is deficient in .a number of ~dustries and their 
growth will havo to. be encouraged by the St~te u;t every P?SSible way. A fiscal 
policy, rightly conceived, can play a great part m this connectiOn. 
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Further, a new tariff policy, appropriate to the post. war needs and con~tio~ 
of the country, is urgently called for .. Sooner or later, a post-war depress10n IS. 

bonnd to set in, as on the previous occas10n. To combat the after war slump and 
to provide a security to the indigenous industries, a reorientation of the fiscal 
policy is, therefore, necessary. 

Qutstion 2.-Will yo!< list the principal chml{jes in our agricultural situation in rESpect · 
of (a) production (b) consumption, and (c) international trade in ll(iricul. 
tural comnwdities. 

(a) The chan"e in respect of the production of agriculture has adversely 
been affected due to the general causes mentioned above. But the main feature has 
been from the " extensive " to " intensive " production. And the emphasis on 
this change has been further necessitated by the partition. It is an irony that in 
spite of this emphasis, the yield per acre has declined except perhaps in the case of 
sugarcane, jute and cotton. The war and the pressure of population have given 
impetus to agriculture but tradition, religion and complexes have impeded progress. 
New methods of production are essential and the era of massivo irrigation works and 
tractors has set in. To be in keeping with the times, agricultural finance, basic 
education and scientific agricultural research, must fall in line. llfethods of storing 
are being and have to be improved, for, in the initial stage while production is lack. 
ing behind, imports well stQred would give the necessary breathing time. The abo
lition of Zamindari and the landless labour class, the consolidation Qf fragment 
holdings is likely to contribute a higher yield. A comparative hlgh standard set 
by the war is also likely to induce the agriculturist to produce more than his own 
reqnitement of food so that with the surplus he can have other things that ho; has 
now got used to. The reclaiming schemes tend to supplement ' intensive' farming 
with an ' extensive ' one. One very glaring omission has been the lack of interest 
in dairy farming and in production of vegetables and fruits and their preservation. 

(b) Wbile statistics in this connection is almost nil, it can be said that since 1922 
the distribution of agricultural products has been more even due to many reasons
viz., better form of transport, desire and capacity for more and to have morP, thanks 
to a higher purchasing power of an individual and finally, Government's efforts to 
reduce maldistribution. The desire to consume is likely to increase as standards 
improve but ouly a check on the population and improvements in production can 
prevent disappointment tQ consumers in generaL Our imports have to be 
restricted and the import of rice from Burma is not what it was thus aggravating 
the situation. Our own shlpping is fairly developed and could be of immense service 
tQ us at this stage, for our imports would not drain so much of exchange as would be 
the case were foreign shlps t<> bring our food stuffs. It is difficult tQ say whether 
there has been any change in the habits and tastes, i.e., whether one cereal or 
vegetable or fruit is now preferred to some other and if so, to what extent ; but the 
~ency has been a preference for finer quality as capacity top urchase has 
mcreased. 

(c) The land of farmers that once used to export foodstuffs has now become a 
chronic imp<>rter. The reasons are no doubt contained in (b) and (c) above ; 
with an increased desire to consume, the capacity to produce has comparatively 
falle~ The attraction to indsutry _fro?' agriculture is unfortunately not the cause, 
for m that case, on the whole, India would have still gained. There is also the fact 
that other countries have made great strides in the science of agriculture and of 
" industrialising agric-ulture", a term yet unknown to us. We have been ousted 
from foreign markets not because we have no basis to work on but because we hav<> 
not the ' know-how ' to utilise the base and oompete. We still hold a few mono
p<>lies in agricultural products but due to lack of initiative in us to develop these 
further we are likely to lose on that score also, as, substitutes are brought out by 
foreign oonntries t<> replace thesP monopolies. 
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QueJJtion -3.-~o what extent, if any, have tluse changeJJ affected or are likely to affect 

•n future, th~ pace and direction of our industrial progreJJ.9 ? 

Food is the base of the pyramid on which economy of every countrv must de
pend. We have already dilated the production tale of woe. For one· thing, less 
production means higher price and so less food for industrial labour which must 
reflect on industrial producton and efficiency. Again, lesser mechanisation means 
more labour necessary on the field and less labour available for industries. If we 
ha_d surplus food to sell, we could always barter this next-to-gold commodity for 
things necessary for our rapid industrialization. The dearth of cheap and high 
grade _raw materials has impeded directly the growth of industries using those raw 
ma!<'nals. In a country such as ours unlike England, industrial future is wedded t<> 
agrwultural prosperity; an attempt to divorce the two would lead to the ruination 
of both. Her~ again transport-land and water must be made to play their part in 
assisting industry not only directly but also through better distribution of agricultural 
products. India need not fear, at least for some years, of over production or under 
consumption when products are given reasonable '7alues. 

Question 4.-What are the basic imr;rovements in our agriculture and mining that "you 
would consider urgently necessary as a support for any policy of intensi
fied industrialisation ? 

Both in agriculture and mining a policy of intensive cultivation and large
scale production is indispensable. The handicaps and difficulties whether from 
f<>reign competition, or native deficiency in capital eqnipment, or efficient labour and 
technical skill, must be remedied or removed by an approrpriate fiscal policy. 

Taking agriculture first, it is common knowledge that there are many heavy 
difficulties that prevent the maximum potential yield being realised from that great 
source of primary production. The several projects now in hand are designed to 
remedy some of these handicaps of that greatest of our national industries. A re-

. ference has already been made in reply to Queston 2 (a) to some of the handicaps 
suffered by our cultivators and to the means of overcoming them. The uncertainty, 
irregularity , or inadequacy of water supply in the periodical rainfall is an 
old and serious handicap, which can, however, be remedied by the projects 
referred to above. But these are long term measures which will take years to ac
complish. For immediate benefit, therefore, some s:rstem of providing more re
gular and adequate water-supply snited to the small-scale agricultural producer in 
India found all over the country-like tanks or wells-is indispensable. And this 
can be provided without prejudice to the large-scale long-term multipurpose pro
jects of river-training, irrigation and electric supply. 

The new land brought under cultivation with the help of the$1l large-scale pro-· 
jects, or the reconditioned land which may be settled after these projects have taken 
effect will, of course, answer the long-term need of the country of increasing food 
supply and raw materials in the reqnisite degree. But, as mentioned already, they 
will take time,-between ten and fiteen years to reach their full capacity. During 
that time the shortage of foodstuffs and of industrial raw materials must take its 
toll upon the peoples vitality, unless immediate remedy or relief through import is 
provided. It is, therefore, to counteract this handicap that the suggestion has been put 
forward for the improvement of wells and tanks which are much more suited t<> 
small-scale producer characterising Indisn Agriculture. The large-scale projects 
may then be left to provide a permanent and abiding remedy. 

Even if this primary requirement is met, our Agriculture would still have t<> 
face serious difficulty which prevents its yielding its potential maximum because the 
unit of cultivation is too small and fragmented to be economic in cultivation. The 
equipment of the farmer is also too primitive to yield all than can well be expected 
from the inherent richness of our soil. Some form of wholesale reorganisation, by 
a system of cooperative cultivation and landholding, is accordingly indispensable, 
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if cultivation is to be on a profitable and economic basis. The necessary complement 
<lf equipment, by way of cattle and agricultural implements, are more easy to pro. 
vide if such reorganisation is effected ; and the yield would also be much larger. 

The relative paucity of adequate repleulshment of the inherent .potential of the 
soil, depleted by centuries of cultivation, is another factor accountmg.for the poor 
unit yield of Indian farming. Artificial fertilisers have their use and are going to be 
provided in an increasing measure. Under the prevailing conditions of Indian far
ming, however, of the average soil and the kind of crops raised, it.is likely t~at the 
benefit of this aid to agriculture is exaggerated. The value of orga~c manure. IS even 
today indisputable. A comprehensive plan today of appropnate collectiOn and 
adequate distribution of that manure for use on cultivated soil is likely to yield much 
better results, without any untoward consequences which might need their own coun
teracting at a later state. Indigenous and organic manure, to which the land has 
been accustomed for generations is likely to yield immediate results and as such should 
be developed as intensively as possible. 

The Mechanisation of Agriculture by means of tractor-ploughing or mechanised 
harvesting,. may well he deferred until the unit of cultivation has been substantially 
eularged and the condition of farming entirely re-modelled. At the present time, 
the New Investment of capital in Agriculture is needed, more in regard to Irrigation 
by wells or tanks, better collection and distribution of organic manure, and scientific 
reclamation of culturable waste, than in a large-scale improvement in tools and im
plements of cultivation. 

Another direction in which capital investment in Agriculture will be fruitful is in 
regard to cattle supply, not only for ploughing the land and drawing the water from 
wells, but also for intensive development of the subsidiary industry of Dairying 
and Milk Products. India has disproportionately large cattle wealth ; but the 
yield from _this source is dispappointingly small, utterly out of proportion to the 
number of cattle. Of the total number 60 per cent of the cattle are practically use
less and unproductive, being a burden on the rest of the milk cattle as well as upon 
the country as a whole. 

Given the religious susceptibilities of the people in this country, the elimination 
of useless, over-age and unproductive cattle, leaving room to provide more adequate 
and nutritive fodder and other food for the cattle, has become a serious problem in 
itself. If we desire to increase substantially the yield from agriculture and its sub
sidiary and connected industries within the near future, this problem will have to be 
faced and solved. 

With all these remedies and improvements, Indian agriculture can within a 
reasonably short time, make up for all the deficit that to-day makes our economy 
unbalanced and comparatively unprofitable. At present the available food supply 
of the Indian Uni•;m needs to be increased roughly by 10 per cent. to come to the 
pre-war fortn ; and perhaps 25 per cent. to provide reasonable ration for every citi
zen in the land. Such improvement is not impossible to attain by the cumulative 
and simultaneous operation of the remedies suggested above. 

The subject of mining being a specialised one we can make·only general observa
tions to the effect that latest capital equipment is badly needed to make the ores 
cheaper at the ::-it head ; and then cheaper transport is essential if the ore so brought 
up cheaply is to be of any benefit to the industries. Better working and living 
conditions are imperative if the average production is to go up. In mining 
there is scope for extensiveness since India's mineral wealth has still remainded 
Wl-explored and so unexploited. 
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<!ueation 5.-What are the main directions in which our indusflrial development has pro
gressed since the Indian Fiscal Commission reported in 1922 ? Please 
give your appreciation of the same. 

Several industries have been accorded after reference to the Tariff Board and 
-on their recommendation, fiscal protection. 

The principal method of this protection is to impose import duties on competing 
-commodities imported from abroad, so calculated as to be sufficient to set off the 
difference at which Indian industry could market their product, including a reason
able profit to ·the proprietors, and that at which the foreign competitor could sell his 
wares in the Indian market, after bearing all the cost of production, including freight, 
insurance and banking commission. In several cases these duties have had to be 
very heavy, e.g. in the case of sugar. In some cases, these duties were made speci· 
fie, which would increase the degree of protection when prices are falling. and vice
-varsa. Because of this possibility of rising prices almost undoing the protective 
<>ffect of Specific duties, the tariffs have had to be frequently revised. In cases where 
the duties have succeeded in building up the indigenous industry to a reasonable level, 
but considerations of revenue would not permit such duties to be lowered, excise 
duties have been imposed on home produced goods, either to divert a part of the be
nefit of such protection to the primary producer : as in the case of sugar ; or for 
promoting research to improve the quality of the protected produce ; or purely for 
additional revenue. In almost every such c1se the protecuive duty has been granted, 
initially, for a limited period. Protection, however, has not been altogether dispensed 
with every tinle the initial period has ended. The combination, very often, in one 
and the same duty, of the protective as well as revenue producing principles has not 
prove:! invariably happy for either. 

Other forms of aid have also been provided for given industries, particularly 
in regard to ensuring better quality of raw materials by special encouragement to 
scientific research, as in the case of sugar, which also enjoys a very high tariff protec
tion. Direct financial subsidies or bounties have not been very popular with the 
Indian Government. 

The system of preferential rates on Railways or shipping freight has also not 
received attention worth the name. The railways being public monopolists of the 
State with heavy capital investment were not worked primarily as Public Utility 
Service, but rather as revenue yielding asset for the State which depended in a very 
considerable measure upon the surplus obtainable from this principal form of In
land Transport under public ownership to make up its deficit in the ordinary bud
get, in time of depresseon or during the War. 

As for the carriage of goods by sea, along the coasts or overseas carrying busi
ness, Indian shipping had a very small share in this business ; and what was ob. 
tained was rather through such portion as the foreign competitor had to yield in the 
face of growing national sentiment by specific agreements than to any deliberate 
fostering and development of this service by sustained assistance by the State to 
Indian enterprise in this field. There being no shipping business worth the name 
owned, manned, and controlled by Indian enterprise, and the foreign shipowner 
would not suffer his service to be ueed for the purpose of fostering and developing 
Indian industry. The manipulation of the freight rates in favour of or for concealed 
protection local industry in the coastal and overseas carriage of such goods was beyond 
the keen and sympathy of the then Government of India. Mutch lesa could the 
Shipping enterprise itself of Indians receive any sympathetic consideration by 
Government while it remained under the domination of competing powerful 
non-Indian interests. 

The transport of grain involves, it may be added, carriage of a very heavy com
modity which is relatively low ~n. price, and y~t occupies a great deal of space. . It 
admits of carriage in large quantities over long distance; and the larger the quantity 
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the easier the carriage or lower Its cost. Carri!'ge by road or rail is h?und to be se
veral times dearer than carriage by water, mamly because of econonnc facto~s that. 
need not be detailed here. For a country of the lengtJ.. or seaboard of India, and. 
with the available traffic in grain, coal or raw material so considerable.and constant 
as we have in this country, it would obviously be m~ch more e:onomical wherev~r 
such traffic e<.n be diverted to sea routes in place ofmland carnage whether by rrul 
or lorry. 

It would therefore be not the least part of a properly organised economy to
organise~ distrlbute and allocate the av~ilable tra!fic for ~~lr~age so a.s to as.sign to· 
each form of transport that particular kind of carnage which IS most appropnate for 
its own peculiar organisation. In that reorganisation carriage by water traiiSport, 
whether along the river or along the coasts, even for the local trade of the country. 
would be found to be much more economical, wherever it could be diverted on a 
comparatively competitive basis. With modern equipment of cold storage and 
proper preservation of grain, and with the modern speed of vehicle, there need be 
no danger apprehended for any cargo of this kind suffering because of the 
perishable nature of the commodity. 

It is unnecessary to add more details of the growth, under such condition of 
unwilling encouragement, or industries which have received some half-hearted assis
tance or protection from the State, under the new Fiscal Policy adopted in 1923-
This Policy of" discriminating Protection " was so discriminating against Indian 
enterprise in practice, that it seldom protected that venture. Such as it was, it was 
more than counterbalaned by British enterprise converting the new policy to their 
own advantage by claiming to be on a part with Indian nationals, and succeeding in 
getting a. statut-0ry bar against any form of discrimination in favour of competing 
Indian enterprise in the Constitution Act of 1935. It was further neutralised, so 
far at least as the most formidable competitor of Indian industry was concerned, by 
forcing India into a system of Imperial Preference within less than ten years of the 
new policy being adopted. 

The sub-joined tables of production and equipment of certa;n Indian industries 
amply bear out the argument advaiiced above. 

TABLE II 

A;< for th? " directions of industrial development " since the new Fiscal Policy 
:arne ~to ~ctwn, the most noticeable change is of course the growth of established 
mdustnes like Iron and Steel, Textile, Cement, Sugar or Matches. These, however; 
have grown on established orthodox line as shown by their volume of production, 
and the number of employees, character of equipment, or the number of establish
men!•· '!'he question for enquiry ratheris whether they have grown to the maximum 
possible SIZe tha! could be expected of such industries in view of the availability of our 
local raw .m":tenal and ch~~p !~hour supply. The figures of imports and exports 
o~ the. prmCipal commodities mcluding the products of the protected industrieS", 
g~ven m another Table, speak for themselves. 

(See TABLE IV). 

India doe.s not ";'Pire ~ capture foreign markets by exporting the products of 
her protected mdnstnes .. She h!'" no desire to dump her wares on foreign lands and 
prevent the gr?wth of the.!r local mdustry. But eschewing such ambitious objectives, 
she can _well aim at secu~g her own domestic market for her own industrial output_ 
After ~" years of the policy of Discriminating Protection, India has not been able 
to achieve f~r her own local industry complete command of the home market ; she 
ca?"?t proVIde full empl?~ent for her surplus population pressing unduly upon the 
soil, m her o'Y" pro?uctive ~ndustry. She cannot build up all the essential require
ments, key md~t':es, or VI~] services, like Shipping, which are indispensable to 
<mable her to mamtam her natwnal independence intigrity and security. 
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The only industry which may be said to have come into being as a result of the· 

new policyoffiscalpolicy,is the Sugar Industry. Itwasalmostnon existent before· 
1930 ; and is now able to produce sufficient to equal pre-protection imports. More· 
essential industries, like Iron and Steel, Machine-making and Machine Tools, Heavy 
Chemica)s, or the basic industries of Transport, like Locomotives Coach or Wagon 
production and the production of their parts and accessories, Automobiles of all types. 
and for all purposes Ships and Aircrafts, are either still struggling, being but partial
ly developed or we have yet to make a beginning. Such steps as have had to be taken 
?Jlde; the stress of the last war may have done something to start such industries 
m this country. But once the War need was over', -the preceding Government re- . 
tu~ed to its policy of apathy and indifference, if not that -of positive hostility J to 
Indian enterprise. And the threat of impending Depression, gravely affecting· 
India's public finance, in conjunction with other factors noticed elsewhere have made 
i~ impossible for their successor to devote special care to those industries, in anything 
hke the proportion to which they are entitled. The result, therefore, of the Fiscal' 
Policy adopted since 1923, in developing our industrial potential, both in volume and 
variety, cannot be said to be very encouraging. 

Mention may be made, in this connection, of the damping effects of the Budget 
presented by the then Finance Minister, Mr. Liaquat Ali Khan in March 1947. The 
heav'y rate of taxation on incomes imposed, reaching up to almost 95 per cent. in the 
case of individual incomes of ov'er 3! lakhs, including supei'-tax and surcharge ; 
the capital gains tax ; the aftermath of excess profits duty, and other smaller detail' 
viewed in the background and the general spirits of that :Budget, had a most dis
quieting and discouraging effect. A degree of uncertainty was introdueed and 
heightened all the more by the reports of conflict of opinion in the innermost circles. 
of the supreme Government. The doubt and hesitation thus introduced have con
tinued even now, whi~h the Inaustrial Policy enunciated by the Government of India 
on April 6, 1948, guaranteeing a breathing space df lO years, so to say, for private 
enterprise in vast industries has not been able to undo. 

Question 6.-To what extent do you think our industrial development still jails short oF 
our essential requirements ? Jl' ould you list our main deficiencies under· 
the following head« : 

(a) Lines of manufacture which you consider essential ; 
(b) Volume of production ; 
(c) Overhead and operative costs ; 
(d) Quality of management ; . 
(e) Supply of Capital; 
(f) Availability of raw ma.terial,fuel and power 
(g) Availability of high grade te~hnieal ability 
(h) Supply of skilled and unskilled labour ; .. 
(i) Efficiency of la~~ur. 

The answer to this question depends very much upon the ultimate and definite 
objective goal of deve~opment expected to be achieved •. 

The central objective of national Self-Sufficiency, atleast in vital and essential 
requirements advocated above has naturally its limitatio_ns. We must not_ lay ex
cessive emphasis on the possibility of ~o;king up all avat~able and potenttal raw 
material to supply our own market w1thin our own frontters .. Not only we may 
not be able economically to achieve this ~bjective in every parttcular, we m~st ~!so 
face the fact of growing moder_n internatt~nal dep~nde~ce and ,mutual obligattons 
which would be incompatible wtth such a~ tdeal bemg ngoro~sly pursued,, by su~h 
a country as ours. The new aim of securmg .the greatest posstble degree of econonuc 
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·co-operation between nation' sdemands that each country should keep its programme 
-oflocal development within reasonable limit~, and without being incompatible with 
its neighbours and customers. Scientific advancement~ new discoveries, new inven
tions render ~erited skill and traditional enterprise in particular fields obsolete. 
New processes, new m"'chines, new equipment substituting for old methods and _de
vices often render once very profitable enterprise utterly onerous and unremuneratrve. 
Even the primary sources of production, namely, Agriculture, is now a days, mrposed 
more and more to the threat of substitutes being produced by scientific means. Syn
thetic rubber for real caoutchouc, oil from coal, beet sugar, rayon silk, and even some 
new fibre which would take the place of jute, are actual or potential examples. In
dustry, moreover, tends to be more and more inter-dependent, so that the fini~hed 
product of one industry becomes the raw material of another. These necessrtate 
an ever widening division of labour which makes tlie several countries of the world 

integral parts of one world economy. The latest example of this kind may be found 
in the ilmenite sands ofTravancore, which, until now, used to be exported in the 
original con!lltion as raw material for being worked up abroad. By a recent 
Agreement, however, with American ~industrialists; the ilmenite and other sands aJe 
processed here and exported for final utilisation in the paint industry in the United 
:States. There a.re two standards of measuring such development, namely:-

(i) The possibrlity of working up, within the country itself, of s.ll its av&ilable 
&ud potential producible re,w m<.terials whether sufficient for own 
market as reg&rds the commodities m&nufacturcd out of such raw 
materials, or in excess of such requireme-nts. It must be remembered, 
however, that any such demand is progressively expanding with the 
growth of lndlL•try and better diffusion of prosperity. Demand 
cann0t, ther.oforc, be to.ken to be rigid e,nd fixed for all time; nor can 
supply through industry systematicP.lly protected and r.ctiwly deve
loped cc.n '1.lways remain static. This objectiYc must, therefore, 
be construed even if adopted as the guic'.ing prindple of the Natior<Bl 
Fisc.,] Policy, must be taken to be elastic in e. ceru.in c'.ogree. 

(ii) Altern"-tively, the aim of such policy may be the development of industry 
r.t least to the point where the entire loe2.l demand is satisfi< d by the 
home production, making allowznce for its progressive expr,nsion, 
r.nd increasing purchasing power of the consumer. This sounds a 
more reasonable goal; but even here thera is room for elasticity in 
interpretation. 

It must not be forgotten, however, that bu;ides these two objectives, there is 
-the consideration of providing sufficient volume of trade, both import and export, 
-or cargo, as to maintain a reasonable volume and variety of shipping for the country 
-concerned. The imports and export represent the defidts or surpl"s produ<tion 
of the country, which must lead to inernational trad.e, however iw!istent the country'o 
policy may be in regard to self-sufficiency. It is such trade which would inevitably 
-develop also the country's shipping. 

These two are not mutually excluBive, as regards the optimtm development 
of the Indnstrhl Potential of a country like India. It is possible to reconcile the 
clainrs of the domestic demand to be supplied in as large a. degree as possible by 
indigenous production providing full employment for its e.vailable labour raw 
materhls e.nd technical equipment, wrth the arm of utilising and working 'up the 
::whole of the a.v&ilable rJ.w material produced, or possible to produce, r,t home by 

:unproved methods. This dm, if achieved, can equally well provide full employment 
for the country's labour, tecl>nioalskill, scieP.tific knowledr;c, e.r.d c:.pitd equipm<·nt. 
Production then may be irrespective of the volume of Iocr.! demand. The surplus 

-of such out~ut wo~ld be available for export, eith<•r in exchange for equally ncces
. sary domestrc reqmrements not profitably producible at home; or simply to m .. in-
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tain trade connection with other countries and offer concrete proof of the desire for 
intern.:1tional cc-?pera.tion.. Judged by either of these criterian Indian. industry 
c:"nn.ot yet. be s":u:l._ to have developed_ sufficiently to vindi9te the new Fiscal Policy 
sm,ce 1923. Tius 1s not d)le to any mberent defect of that policy but rather to the 
very hesitating and half-hearted manner in which it was applied. The tabular 
statement subjoined indicated in general the extent to which certain. selected 
industries produce and supply Indian m~rket, and the extent to which they can be 
developed still further within a reasonable time to supply still larger volumes of 
local demend, provide greater and more varied employment to In.dio.n le.bour and 
capital, and to work up our own raw materials to the final stage of finished erticle. 
ready for consumption. 

(TABLE III) 

(attached) 

It may be added that the Table has been. compiled following the recommendations· 
of the serveral Panels of inquiry regarding the scope for development in particular 
industries. Thoce Panels were appointed by the Planning and Development De
partment of the Government of India between. 1945 and 1946, Bnd on which 
Government have also announced their future policy. Further action in. this direc
tion. is held up, for the time being, because of unexpected handicaps of the n.ew 
n~tion,al Government. Cooling down of the zeal for in.teusified development 
of indigenous industry to meet war-time neeo.s may o.lso be responsible for that 
situation. 

As rega.rds the several items on which the question requires specific answer, 
it may be mentioned that :-

(a) The lines of manufacture, wlllch may oe consi<lere<l essential, may be listed 
to include, basic industries which are the parent of other industries; or Key industries 
which are important items in all round development of the country. 

This group includes Iron and Steel industry, in all its variety of products ; 
coal, the manufacture of machiMry and mechanical equipment of all kinds for modern 
factories or workshops, together with their parts t.nd accessories; machine tools and 
instruments of precision ; heavy chemicals, and industries connected with the manu
facture of ammunition., armament including modem weapons of all kir,ds for offence 
and defence required for present day warfare; and the foundational industries of 
transport by land, &ir or water and communication. service. The production. within 
our own country of railways material and accessories, including locomotives, wagons, 
carriages and coaches; their parts, accessories, and equipment; automobiles of all 
siZe& and for all purposes of tre.de or tre.vel; ships, both for commercial and naval 
use, in all sizes, shapes, and functions, under the present conditions of overseas 
commerce a.n.d national defence; and aircraft for the same purposes. 

In most, if n.ot all, of these lines of development this country is still deficient .. 
The result is that our imports have to be very much iriflated. The cost is unneces
sarily and disproportionately high for normally running these services and opera
ting these industries, the basic requirements of which are to be imported from abroad, 
If, therefor<l, we desire that the import trade of India be more rationalised, and con
sist mainly in ariicles or commodities which cannot possi?ly be produced from our 
own resources, it is absolutely necessary that all the avaliable lo~al resources are 
fnlly developed and worked up through all stages to the ultimate consume~:. 
If the country is deficient in these basic requirements, they must be, of course. 
obtained from abroad to help build up the national in?u~try in these categories. 
But a. definite time limit will have to be fixed for such budding up process to reach. 
its required height to make the country independent of Foreign impu-t.;. 
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Modern industries, it may be added, arc so inter-connected and inter-dependent 
that the raw material of one industry is often the finished product of another. This 
is an endless chain wherein it becomes impossible to distinguish the primary from 
.secondary production; and intermediate from final consumption. Under these 
circumstances the development of one industry suitable to the conditions of the 
country, or vital for its security, may ":ecessitat~ the simultaneous growth of several 
others which haYe to serve as accessories or ultimate consumers. 

The only limit to su?h exp~nsion ma:l;' be fo~d in our own available r_cwurces 
of raw materials, techntcal skill or caprtal eqmpment. The raw matenal may 
be ·at a .Tiven moment and in certain categories, liruited, and incapable of 
ex},ansim~ at least for the time being. But, even in this case, the possibility must 
not be o•erlooked that much of the basic raw materials even if liruited at a given 
moment are capable of improving in quality and increasing in volume, so that while 
the indu~try working up these raw materials is being developed to the optimum degree 
where the whole of the raw materials available at the start are worked up into 
finished goods, the quantity and quality of the indigenous raw material may also be 
increased and improved to meet the next stage of developmci\t a11d expansio11. Im
prowd mining or cultivatioii, which at present may be lacking but whic·h may soon 
'be adopted, would ~ield better crop or mineral. But whe11 every allowa11ce is 
made for such improvemei\t, there may be a physical limit to increased or improved 
production of raw materials within one's own country; &I\d that may set a limit 
upto which only the local industry, however importa11t and essential, can be 
ad•antageously developed. 

\Ve have hitherto emphasised the utility of protectioi\ to indig•r.ous industry, 
as rf rt was to work up our own raw matenals into finished goods. Under condi
tions of presei\t-day eco110my a11d the inter-depe11dence of all forms of industry, 
it may quite possibly be that certaii\ processing industries, Whic·h are not merely 
working up raw materials but intormediate also, may also require protection. 
·Gra11tiug all this, we must not lose sight of the fact that India is now ai\ independent 
sovereig11 State; &I\d as such she must make all the provision she possibly can to 
develop certain basic or vital industries which are indispensable for our very exis
tence whatever the cost. An.d these industries must, in the period of their infancy, 
so to say, must be fully protected as and when required. · 

So far as India is concerned, there need be no fear of any such inescapable limit 
·of the required raw material, at least for developing our industries to equal the 
1ocal demand. M1,1ch more clearly, there is no such absolute limit to the available 
1abour; or even technical skill and capital equipment, indispensable for the ade
·quate development of modern mechauical large scale industry producing 
primarily for local consumption. It may be that at any moment our labour supply 
is not efficient enough, as compared to more advanced countries. It is also said 
that our capital equipment is either not sufficient, or not of the same standard of 
·efficiency in production as in other competing countries. No doubt in both these 
there is room. for improvement, as will be shown below when answering ot.her speci~ 
nc points in this question. At this stage it is only necessary to emphasise that the 
limits or deficiencies, or handicaps in these respects, even if admitted, are neither 
""' rigid or incapable of alteration, as to preclude any possibility of developil!g all 
TOllild indust.ry, if an energetic and consistent fiscal policy is adopted and enforced. 

So far, however, as one of the most vital, basic or key industries for the colliltry's 
transport industries is cncemed, viz., shipping and ship building, it must be stated 
that this COlliltry continues to he backward and deficient in this matter to an un
pardonable degree, for no irremediable lack of these requirements. Our back
wardness in this behalf is due, not to the absence of indigenous resources whether 
of ':"w material, labour, !Jr loca~ ~emand. As mentioned already, it is due almost 
~ntJrely ~ the relentless opposition and cut throat competition by foreig11 vested 
mterests lll,the field; and the sympathy and support of the then Government to 
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those alien ~terests. Throu_ghout they acted in flagrant prejudice to the indege
nous enterpr1se, the moment 1t appeared on the scene as effective competitor . 

. The. targ~t fixed in this respect of the shipping tonnage deemed reasonable to 
begm thts hus.mess on.a proportwnate scale, is two million tons. This would suffice 
to secure a fatr ~hare m the coastal trade of the country as well as in the overseas 
·com~erce. :rh~s tonnage cannot and need not necessarily be all built im
me?-t~tely wtthin the country. An active policy, however, of developing ship
buil~g of the mod.ern type within the :o';lntry has already been accepted. But 
the smgle modern sh!pyard, capabl? of bmldmg ocean going ships of 8,000 tons each 
and starte~ un~e~ the stress of warttme shortage in ships, is struggling hard and pain
f~ly to m~m~am 1ts very eo:istence. The vessels it has built so far are naturally cost
he~ t~an stmtlar .craft ob~amable from more established shipbuilding yards of 
B~ttam or Amertca. ThlS may be explained partly by lack of sufficient technical 
sktU and experience; but in the major part it has to suffer because of insufficient 
industri:;-!isation wi~hin t~e countr~, and the consequent need to get parts and 
accessortes from an mtenstvely sellers market. And that, too, without any backing 
worth the. name from the country's Government, notwithstanding the fact that they 

_. ar~ commttted to establish three modern type ship-building yards in the country. 

Our immediate requirem.ents, however, in the matter of adequate shipping for 
the coastal and overseas trade, is quite modest. The heavy cost of construction in 
this country, having to import a good deal of the basic materials, parts and accessories 
for ship-building from abroad, renders it desirable to obtain the immediately neces
sary shipping by purchase from abroad from the surplus stock of other countries, 
like the United States. Even if those ships may not be as economical in initial or 
operative costs, they would be better than having no ships of our own until we 
build ourselves. The objective here envisaged, has been accepted by the new Gov
ernment. Its implementations, however, is proceeding at a much slower pace 
than is in the best interests of the country, though we recognise the Exchange 
difficulties that prevent fuU realisation of this aim.~ 

Meanwhile, factors are at work which make even the existing enterprise more 
·and more handicapped, and the service more and more difficult, and losing for the 
1lhip-owners to render. Unless more active and energetic steps are taken to keep 
.alive and stimulate the existing enterprise, it is likely this very essential service, 
and a key industry may be stifled, or not develop to the optimum degree desirable 
in the long range interests of the country's commerce, and its national security. 

(b) Volttme of production.-The statistics given in an earlier table should suffice 
to answer this point. Industrial production taken collectively, is still much smaller 
i;han the primary production from Agriculture, its connected or subsidiary industries. 
After 25 years of the so Ci>lled protectionist policy, there is yet no sign of that balanc
·ed economy which would distribute the burden of employment evenly. Whether 
National Self-Sufficiency atleast in vital aud essential requirements or balanced 
economy, be the objective of the Fiscal Policy, it has so far achieved neither of these. 
Poverty is consequently wide-spread, and seemingly incurable. 

(c) Overhead &: Operative Costs.-No reliable statistics .are available to indicate 
the relative proportion of these items in t~e t_otal co.st of pr.odu?tion. ' The Manag
ing Agency system of Joint Stock enterprtse m Indta, d?mmatmg the largest sec
tion of modern-type organised industry today. h_as been m .some q';larters held ~es
p>Mible for the disproportionate incidence of thisttem, espemaUy as 1t does not b:ung 
corrasponding economy or efficiency in produ~tion. Ot;t .t~e other hand, ~he system 
has been claimed to provide very i~porta.nt a1ds or famlittes for the cont-muous a~d 
profitable operation of an enterprtse.. Fmance at ~eed .bY th~ use of the a~e!'~ s 
own credit, if raquired, not ,only to ttd~ over work_mg ~fficult•es but also .as illlttal 

·<>a pita!; business connection for marketmg econom_ICaliy;· techmcal. exp~nence f<>r 
operating complicated mechanical devices and eqmpment; and .taking· ~1sks m the 
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initial stage as well as in the course of the business. It may be a moot point in 
some cases if the Commission or consideration demanded for these services is at ali 
commensurate with the value of the service rendered. But it cannot be denied that 
the Managing Agency system bas been mainl'y responsible for whatev.r achieve
ments the country has to its credit in the indust~ial field. There is no alternative 
agency which can replace it and undertake the work of promoting, underwriting 
and financing industries. There is n0 organised industrial banking and the Indus
trial Finance Corporation at the centre is not prepared to underwrite share capital. 
The ordinary banks are prepared to finunce only relying ur on the financial standing 
of the Managing Agents. There is also the consideration that some well known 
name, associated with an enterprise as Managing Agents, provides attraction for 
capital, which may ensure the initial success of that enterprise, that would otherwise 
have not even come into being. In view of these the system of Managing Agency 
cannot he discarded now and will have to be continued for a reasonable period of" 
time at least. We are of course opposed· to the principle of heredity in Mana. 
ging Agency. The system can be improved also by giving representation on it. 
to financiers, administrators and technicians. 

It is, however, not beyond reason to expect that, under popular and responsible 
Indian Government, the conditions may change very soon. Government themselves 
have set an example by reducing top salaries of their highest category of public· 
servants, fixing more reasonable level of normal increment to the top, and a living 
wage to the lowest grade. The example thus set is bound to react, in course of" 
time, upon private employers in industries, commerce, or their accessory and 
incidental services. The claim of private industry for fiscal protection or other· 
assistance would become unanswerable, if the private owner of such concerns. 
is able to show all possible economies they can effect have been made, and all possi
ble efficiency they can achieve has been realised. If in spite of that foreign compe
tition makes it impossible for them to exist, every ounce of protection, aid or en
couragement they need must be freely given. 

(d) Qmzlity of management.-The contribution of skilled management to make· 
an industrial venture successful has been recently recognised, in an adequate measure. 
by Indian· capitalist enterprise. Competition with foreign enterprise technical 
complications of new ventures, and the conditions of fiscal protection of particular 
industries, or of state assistance made employment of properly trained, experienced 
and qualified personnel on the managerial side as important as on the technical side 
of each venture. Economic and efficient conduct of an industry or business is a 
condition precedent to its successs. But even if this principle of sound business 
management has at last come to be recognised, it still governs mainly the relati
vely subordinate posts. 

In proportion, however, as the size of each enterprise grew; in proportion aB' 
th~ need for co-ordination and integration of mutually connected or dependent enter
pnses began to be perceived and in proportion a:• the all-round value of 
skilled and qualified workers began to be understood as a guarantee· 
of success, the q~ality of management inevitably began to improve. The conditions. 
moreover nsu:'ll:f nnpose? for the grant of protection to any industry made it neces:"'ry 
for every urut ill that mdnstry to secure trained, experienced and really qualified 
management. At the pr"':"nt t_ime, therefore, in protected industry, India, taken 
as a -.yhole, does not lack m smtable personnel, properly qualified and adequately 
expenenced. 

This does not mean, however, that there is no room for improvement in th 
regard. A. wel"?~e ~nd notew?rthy feature of the present Government polic 
and of pub he oplillon ill general, 18 to establish proper training institutions for eac b 
different kind of enterprise. 
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In the early days, moreover; of modem industry in India, when the technical 
training facilities were lacking in the country special facilities were demanded for 
training suitable persons abroad. Indian opinion has always insisted, in all Govern
ment contracts for stores upon a condition for training Indian technicians in their 
works. It has likewise demanded that the products of such Indian training be em
ployed as soon as available in Indian or foreign enterprise working in this country, 
as a condition precedent to their being permitted to carry on their business, or 
receiving protection or aid. This condition is not, ho!"ever, universally observed. 
The progress, therefore; of Indianisatioit in the superior branches of technical or 
managerial employment of suitably trained· persons is relatively slow: Inasmuch, 
however, as the number of such specially trained personnel is still small, the prob
lem of employment of specially ,trained national personnel is not causing the same 
degree of anxiety as the broader problem of employment for educated youth in 
general has caused in the last generation or so. 

(e) Supply of Capital.~ It is commonly alleged that Indian capital is shy for 
investment in the modem productive' industry worked by power·driven machinery 
on a large scale, and engaged in large scale production as much for home consump
tion as for export. The direct contact between the producer and the consumer, 
which was characteristic of .the days when these industries were working on a rela
tively small scale for known local market has disappeared ; and production has 
become more and more for an indefinite market, whether within or outside the 
country. The average Indian capitalist of those days with· relatively small amount 
to invest fought shy of such investment mainly because he was unfamiliar with the 
technical side of the new type of industry.· The marketing of its produce, likewise 
or the business side of that industry was nuder conditions also unfamiliar to him. 
The one guarantee of success in competition was lacking for Indian enterprise in 
industry as the foreigner was more forward. 

In the early days of British rnle in India, therefore, Indian capital kept away 
from the newer type of Industry, and con£ned itself to the easier role of financing 
local, small scale industry, or conducting local trade. 

In proportion, however, as the nationalist consciousness grew, and more and more 
Indian enterprise came forward to take charge of new industry, local capital was 
also attracted in small doses. With a modicum of protection since 1923 to such 
enterprise in selected industry, capital investment began to expand. Figures 
given elsewhere, in reply to an earlier question, indicate the investment of· capital 
in the leading Indian industries. lliost of this is Indian capital, though foreign 
and particn!arly British investment in Indian industry has not disappeared. Indian 
capital investment in modern industry is steadily expanding since 1923, though even 
now it is not in proportion to the vast leeway to be made up, and the immense 
resources awaiting development. 

The institutions and devices, moreover, which help to mobilise and collect the 
available capital for investment as soon as it is formed and direct such capital into 
appropriate channels, are also in an elementary stage, still, in this country. Banks 
and credit facilities are con£ned to a small section. It is perhaps also true that 
our financing institutions have either insufficient resources to prt'vide enough 
funds for productive activities or lack confidence and adventurous s.,irit to finance 
them. It is therafore necessary to re-adjust our credit struo~ure to enable our 
banks·-and insurance companies to lend under necessary safeguards increasing sup. 
port to industrial enterprises. The predominance moreover of finance llapital 
rather than inves• ..... ent capital works against a much larger volume of permanent 
investment in relaUvely less profitable enterprise is unavoidable. To correct these 
our inherited handicaps. and to discover, mobilise and employ all available as well 
as new capital that is being formed, spe~iall:'ed .institutio~. devices, and properly 
trained personnel are necessary .. ;rhe. mst1tut10n e3.tablished. last year. by the 
Government of India of an Industrial Fmance Corporatwn, •pacifically designed to 
provide industrial finance is an example of the progress necessa'<'Y·· However if 
18 M. of Com.. 
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· this initial handicap is to be effectiv~ly removed, there should be similar ins~itutions 
in all provinces. If adequate investigation is made of t~e sources of caJ!1tal and 
of the capital still remaining unemployed, or locked up m ornaments and Jewellery, 
by the richer classes of Indian society, and effective steps taken for its investment. 
a comprehensive plan of intensive industrialisation may not suffer much for lack 
of the necessary capital. But to facilitate rapid industrialisation of the country 
Indian capital needs to be supplemented by foreign capital. Suitable conditions must 
be provided to attract such capital to come into India, but there must be suitabl& 
checks on the undesirable activities offoreign firms in India as otherwise large foreign 
combines with world-wide ramifications and vast resources might operate in our 
country to the detriment of indigenous industries run by nationals of the country. 

· It may bb worthwhile to reiterate here the Organization's view that such foreign 
·capital as may be required by the country should be secured preferably in the form 
of loan :i:om abroad on equitable terms under guarantee from the Government of 
India. The pro"'l"ds of such loans should be directed to such productive 
channels as are most beneficial to rapid economic development of the country in 
line with the Government's policies of planned industrialisation. 

' If) Availability of Raw Materials, Fuel and Power.-Raw materials for the 
leading industries of India are not lacking at least so far as the targets fixed by official 
panels, appointed by the Planning and Development•, Department of the Govern
ment are concerned. Figures given earlier in these answers concerning the 
extent to which the leading industries have developed m this country, under 
even a modicnm of encouragement or protection accorded by the Government of 
the land, indicate that the lack of raw materials will not be a serious handicap or 
impediment to many of these industries. 

Figures given in another table above indicate, however, that in regard to some 
industries, like cotton or jute, there has been in recent years, and particularly 
since the partition, a decline in the volnme of raw material available within the 
country. The factol"S which have brought about this decline are not impossible to 
remedy. By intensive culti"mtion an,d scientific farming or mining it is possible to 
impro>e production .of such matuials within the Union of India. It is possible 
also to fUt more land into cultivation, and make that land more productive per uuit 
that has been the case so far. A radical reorganization of all the primary sources 
of production-Agricultme, Forestry and :Mining-is necessitated U'lder the altered ' 
conditions and unless that is accomplished in respect of the primary needs of food 
and raw materials, the very existence of this country would be at stake. 

Where, however, despite these efforts, increased production of the requisite 
:aw matelia_ls, in.tJ:e required quality and quantity, is not feasible within the'country 
m .a sh01t trme, It Is possible to supplemen,t home production by import from our 
neighbours across the seas, both East and West, who are better situated in. this 
behalf thau ourselves. Egyptian an.d Uganda cotton, Pakistan jute, 1\Ialayan. rub
ber, Burma rice, oil or wolfrzm~ are not impossible to obtain, even if we do not go 
further East or West, and seek m Amenca or Europe, China or Japan what we 
cannot produce at home-, or get from neighbours and customers nearer home. 

. D~culties of excl'";':'ge, n,o~ impedi,;g our foreir,'ll trade affect particulady the 
trade mth _the so-called Hard C~rency are2,s. 'They will not materially obstruct 
the trade In these mzt~nds, wluch concerns countries mostly acccssibl(' and from 
which the rquired quality and quantity of these matt-rials can be obtained: 

Tru~, these countries are them?elves em barking upon planned projects of their 
own l!.a~wnal developmen~. But 1~ thot;e pror:,rrammes increased and improved 

· prod~(-tion of suc-h matcrnJs occupc~s v. YPry respectable position. 'l'hdr own in
du-;:tntH to co~o;;;ume the:--13. raw materic:ds wi11 take time to grow. The present 
surplus of their raw ~w,tcrmls _may thus he C"-oily disposed ofto India with mutual 
arl\·antage by what t1mc we m this coLusty also improve our own raw materials 
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position. Under these circumstances, tho shortage for the time being of some raw 
materials need not be considered to affect our leading industries, nor prejudice their 
development to the optimum suggested 01 target fixed by the Panels. 

The principal source of power supply to modern mechanised industry in It\dia 
today is coal. Our present supply of that miD.eral is inadequate to meet all the need 
of the progressive and intensive industrialisation. Hitherto that deficit used to be me~ 
by supplementary fuel from om• forests. But forests have their own use and role 
in our national economy ; and so restric' hns may have to be imposed upon reckless 
using up of wood fuel from forests. In<.: :onous coal production, however, is steadily 
increasing ; and though not yet sufficim .o ~o keep pace with the growing demands of 
modern power-driven industry. Coal frc·..ll Bihar, Bengal and the Central Provinces, 
provided a fair proportion of steam power necessary for operating all our modern 
mechaniEed industry. New methods and instrumentil fc•r improving coal production. 
moreover, are now being considered, and likely to be apvlied in the near future. 
This particular handicap, need not, therefore, be overemphasised. 

We have already pointed out in an earlier occasion the advis<lb.ility of ntilising 
all available water transport for carrying bnlky cargo which cannot afford the high 
freight of railways. The most outstanding example is that of coal or grain which 
can b< carried in bulk and w.IJ.ich can easily be supplied to meriting provinces by 
sea transport. On the sea-board or easily accessible therefrom are o.lso situate<! 
the principal industrial centres of the COUlltry which would require coo.! as fueL 
These would find it much more economic•! if this fuel is supplied to them by sea 
transport from Bengal, Bihar or C.P. collieries. 

Finally, the handicap in this source of power is felt more because of transport 
bottleneck, than because of its own deficiency. Movement of this bulky commodity 
from the minehead to the factory or workshop which requires this material is slow 
because of wagon shortage, slow turn roUlld, and the usual labour troubles. 

lnlprovement l n the transport service by land, and much more by water, is 
thus generally admitted to be the prime need for remedying the present pos1tion. 
Steps are being taken wear~ told, to improve the railway transport wh1ch suffers the 
worst from congoshori, worn out equipment, and labour troubles. So far e.s shipping 
is concerned, not only is the carrillge of a bnlky commodity like coal relatively 
cheap by water; i1 is possible to supply and supplement the domestic supply from 
outside sources, like Africa or Britain field. But, for this, we must hcve adequate 
shipping of our own, to be able to command and ma.IJ.ipulate the tonnr.ge to any given 
end at any given moment. It cannot therefore be emphe.sised too much, and re
peated too often, that one of the greatest and most urgent needs of e. progrossive and 
expandin" national economy of the size and the potentiality of !neUe. is to have an 
uptodate~ adequate and effi<i~n.t transport service in which shipping will occupy no 

· secondary position. With a eorstline of 4,000 miles, and with coal freight rUllDing 
into millions of tons, every yea.. the vital importance of thi3 industry in our 1\ational 
economy, in the process of building up and being developer(. cannot be stressed too 
much • 

.An important supplement (which may even become a substitute) for the powCI' 
avcile.ble from coal is electric energy. The present output of electric energy by t]:e 
existing hydro-electric works :'nd other sources of produ_cing electricity is co_mpara
tively very poor. Large proJects, however, are now m hand for lmrnessmg the 
flowinrt waters of our principal rivers which are t'.Y'Tlected tr · '1,crea.se very sub!::>t~·.n· 
tially this indispenscblo o.djunct to modern indu • .xy. It is much mure economic 
and efficient than steam power generated from coal or wood fuel. Being e, publio 
monopoly in generation "'nd regarded as an essential public utility, it is likely to le 
supplied at compe.ratively low~r rates than p•:iv~te prod~c~r supplies it to-day. 
It m"y be th•.t the capital eqmpment of our ex1stmg mduc.ties worked by steam 
power, would need to be mdically alt~red to fp,ciJitato the use. of clcctJ. ic energy .in 
working the pLwt, .llll>Chi!lery and eqmpment. But the econonncs resultmg from tho 
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uso of electricity ~s against steam aro so groat. !n almost every ~stanc!', that even 
wholesz.le c11pitul replacement ?f pl':"lt and equ~pment of these m.dustnes w~uld bo 
more th~n made up by the savmgs m fuel.cost 1n a. few Y""'rs. The new projects of 
producing electricity would, however, take years to be completed. The growth of 
expanding industry ought not to be inlpeded for leek of this essential requirement. 

Fin"lly, "' new source of power alcoho! Il!-ade from sugarc:tne waste. or as well as 
from other wild products of forests in India 1s already engagmg attentwn on a large 
sc,le. Inc\it?. is rcbtively poor in the natiye supply. 

(g) At•ail,,bility of high grade technical ability.-This is the one factor in which 
so f,>r , 8 modern mech<>1used industry is concerned, India may still be said to be 
deficient in the requisite technical training al(d e:>.."jlerience. The aggregate volume, 
of scientific lillonpower is, <1ccording to a Report et the Science Congress of 1947, 
bv no mc.,ns smdl. But much of this perSOI\llel is engaged in teaching only. The 
necess.orv personnel, needed to staff and menage the work of new industries or e:x:
p8I!SiOn "of existing industries, in consequently hocking or in short supply. Foreign 
technicians h<We, therefore, to be inlported; and many of latest expansion or e:x:. 
tensions, like the projected Steel Plant, the new power projects, production of tele
phone instruments and equipment, locomotive and automobile works, as well as 
he&'T chelui,·cls :o.nd industries concerned therewith, haYe to be helped by their 
adrice or "-Cti,-e employment in tne initial years. 

A welcome ft<'.ture of the present administration in this regard is the reeolve to 
de-.elop in Indic high grade Tmining and researeh institutions, s1de by side with the 
projeeted h,du,;tri.al dewlopmel(t. The lack therefore we now feel of Technical 

8 ki!1 in the required yo!ume will not be a hendicap in the ne11r future. 

As in the case of raw materials, mc.reover, Joe&! deficiency cau be remedied by 
inlport from o.broad. It is p11rticularly eMy, in this COI\llection, as well as economic to 
get from those war torn countries of Europe and from America which have a super 
abun<lance of such personnel unable to find employment in their own country, 
aftermz.th of W"-r, the skilled technicians ai\d experienced scientists we need for 
the time being. 

German scientists and techniciz.ns, are available in large numbers. They are 
believed to be efficient as well as economic. This difficulty, therefore, which is after 
all of e tcmr-Or:uy eh2.racter, can be easily overcome, and need not be made an 
excuse for dek.ying the progress of I\eW industry or expansion of existing ones. 
The syst~m cf getting our own young men suimbly educated already, in, foreign 
fu.eto> ies or workshops, with the help of State scholarships is also being tried. Its 
greatest benefit, however, would be realised ouly if careful plans are made in 
advance for their employment when they return after receiving such training, so 
thet botn the tmined individual and the country's industry may benefit. 

The need for trained Indian personnel for shipping is becoming the greater as 
now it is becoming difficult to recruit certified officers and engineers from foreign 
countries. 

In the particular eese of Ship-building, thenecessarytechnieel personnel is not 
entirely lwking. X or has that been urged as an excuse for the present backwardness 
in th~t d ·_all~ ne?"s":"ry for the nation. For the ma";;ling ~four <hipping, the neces• 
ea.ry tra.uuug wst1tutwn of Deck Officers was esmblished m 1926 ; and facilities were 
exteaded to ~lari.nc Engineering in 1935. Lack of suitably trained personue!to staff 
r.~.<l work our shipping service cannot explain the yet undeveloped state of thet 
oervicc, e, quarter of e century after the Mercantile l\Iarine Committee had recom· 
ment\ed <..n early esmblishment of a modern, adequate ship-building industry in 
Indie, and progressive expansion of her Mercant.ile fleet to take a fair share of 
her owr ~rrying tr2.de. 
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~ rt;gards the personnel for ship-building, the number of foreign technical men 
reqm;ed IS after all very small. The Vizag Shipyard began with about a dozen 
Enghshmen of all grades, and their number has been since 1educed to :;:evPn in a 
Yard employing 4,500 workers, skilled and unskilled. 

{h) Supply of .•killed and unskilled labour.--So far ItS unskilled labour is con
cerned there is, indeed, no lack. But the conditions of" ark in a modern. fttctory or 
workshop, and the alternative attraction of the traditiuur;l occupation in agriculture 
to the bulk of these workers, militates aaainst sten.diiv iucreasin(J' ind11:o;trinJ labour, 
a_nd the efficiency ':nd productivity of th.;''industry, it is employed in. Tt is unnecea
~ary to go ~urther mto the factors whieh affect the regular supply of efficient labour 
m modern mdustry. 

So far as skilled labour is concernerl, apart from the factors mentioned above 
under the ,preceding item, skilled technicians are rapidly increasing in number. 
The system of Apprenticeship in many of the technical trades is being widely adopted. 
The progress of the industry, in so far as it depends upon the adequate supply oflmch 
labour, is not particularly handicapped. 

The inStitutions·, howeVer, of tt·chnical tra1ning, and the organisation of ins
truction and methods of training there adopted, leav~ still much room for improve
m!'nt. The proces• also of co-ordination between the oupply of such trained labour, 
and its permanent employment in productive industry remains y< t to be achieved 
to the point wl)ere there would be no avoidable wastage of such skill. Immediatdy 
after the war the Government of India embarked, upon an intensive policy of getting 
trained abroad large number of highly educated youths. But there was no simul-; 
taneous plan of industrial development or expand on to absorb these young men and 
women after they received the training and returned to this country. · A large num! 
per of them, consequently remains either unemployed, or is employed in positions 
and on work not at all in accordance with their training and experience. This is 
dne to the lack of careful planning in advance. It is easily remediable ; and when the 
disp~trity is remedied, industrial advancement in so far as it depends upon the skilled 
labour, would no longer be hindered. 

(i) Efficiency of Labour.-The efficiency of Indian labour in industries already 
established is generally admitted to b~ relatively lower in comparison to the more 
advanced industrial countries, and as judged by out put. The fault lies, not so much 
with the capacity of the workers, but to his insufficient education and training. The· 
usual conditions of work, and the general habits and customs of the people, also de> 
not make for over zeal or efficiency. The plant and machinery which in many cases 
are worn out or obsolete, naturally do not yield comparable results. The continued 
domination of an alien race for over a century, and ceaseless exploitation of the· 
land and its people for another's benefit has engendered a feeling of indifference which 
unconsciously colours the thought and work and general attitude of all classes. 
of our people. The workers share that sentinlent in their own way and apply it all 
unconsciously to their work. They Jack a sense of indentity of interests in their 
employment; and so cannot put out the best that lies in them. UnfortU1lately, 
however, even the will to do so is lacking. The war-tinle .experience, however of 
modern enterprise established in this country under American m=agement showed 
that, man for man, and with comparable conditions the Indian worker was able ro 
yield more or Jess the same results as his American prototype. It gives sufficient 
ground to hope that, with inlproving conditions of work, the Indian worker would 
show the same or comparable efficiency as hi3 prototype in other countries. 

Question 7 :-{a) Plea.se give a broad analysis of the preswt position of small-scale a7UL 
cottage industl'ies in tlu ecorwmy of this country. 

{b) What should be the relations between-
{i) small-scale and cottage industries and agriculture; and 
{ii) small-scale and eottage ind'I./8W'ies and large-scale industries 
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,a, This question dealing with a very large sector of on; natmaal. economy. 
It is impossible to be epitGmized in the space of an answer to a smgle questmn. 

Small-scale and cottage industries are still a considerable and important feature 
of our national economy, providing employment,-part time or whole time for very 
large numbe~, and meeting the demand of a fairly large section of our domestic 
market. Only a very few of the existing industries are yet mechanised, working on 
mass production basis of standardised articles for an nnspecifiedc market. And 
even in those industries the small-scale producer is by no means extinct. The most 
notable example is that of the Indian cotton Textile industry, the oldest mechanised, 
the largest employer of factory labour, capital investment, and value of material 
produced. Nevertheless the hand spinner of cotton yarn, or the hand-loom weaver, 
in the peasant's cottage still numbers hundredcs of thousandcs, if not millions. In 
iron and steel, cement, sugar, leather work, silks and woollens the cottage worker still 
eontinues to carry on his ancestral or traditional industry, without modem machinery, 
without borrowed capital, without hired labour. In non-mechanised branches he 
still holds a monopoly. 

Whether this type of industry is comparatively economic to work specially in 
"l!lodem mechanised industries developing on large scale basis, is another matter to 
"be considered by itslef. The place, however, of the Cottage Industry in the aggre
'8"te economy of the country and in several crafts is unquestionable. For the moment 
.at least, when there is a great shortage of the goodcs they produce, when new capital 
-equipment cannot be got for expanding mechanised industry, and when they help to 
meet a good part of the local demand for consumer goodcs which their mechanised 
counter parts cannot provide their utility cannot be denied, their integral role in 
Gill' national economy cannot be questioned. Not even the most ardent advocate of 
mechanisation in all industry can advocate their immediate liquidation. The Cottage 
Industries would, however, be more useful if their organisation is placed on a 
"l!lare efficient footing ; and they are worked more economically in the matter of 
tools, material and labour. At the present time they are in the hands of small men 
who are unacquainted with market conditions affecting their own production, who 
are unable themselves to take full advantage of all the facilities in Transport or Finance 
available, to them, and incompetent to master and give effect to technical improve
ments or innovations occurrllig in their craft, even if worked on a small· scale as 
eottage industry. And that is not for lack of public sympathy with them. Ever 
since the Congress started showing special attention to the cottage-worker, parti
cularly the hand-loom weaver and cotton spinner, public sympathy and a desire for 
mare active aid to such workers are not lacking. But the competition of large-scale 
mechanised industry, commanding undeniable economies, has effectively impeded 
their revival on any considerable scale. They have indeed no problem of labour 
discontent, as they are owned by the individual who is both owner and worker. 
:But cottage industry is usually subsidiary or off-season employment when the princi
pal occupation of Agriculture does not demand who!• time attention. The work in 
theindustry_thns nat';ll'allybecomes intermittent; it suffers in regularity of supply, 
or st:andardised quality. Its product, therefore, cannot command certainty of a 
definite market. They have, moreover, credit difficulties, lack of adequate working 
~ce, and genera~y absence of organisation for purchasing raw material, stores, 
or rmplements. It IS unnecessary to add, that in an old country like ours, which has 
"been long accustomed to a variety of small-scale, individual industries, the main
!e=ce o~ both the large_-scale modem ~ype mechanised industry and of the cottage 
mdustry SJIDultaneously IS not only not =possible or undesirable · it is as a matter 
of fact, indispensable for a balanced economy of the country. Our ~eople are so 
~med to ~pp~ement their income from land,-which is even today the prin
Cipal source ?f livelihood ~or more than 4f5ths of the population,-by part time 
employment m small scale mdustry, that no amount of intensive industrial develop
JI!ent can altoget~er do away with such industry. In other countries, too, the 
~ultaneous. mamtenance of large. and small scale industries is not unknown e.g., 
m Japan, Swttzerland, Sweden, which rank among the highly industrialised nations 
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-of the worl~. The adyent of electricity, moreover, facilititating tne decentralisation 
of P?wer-driven. machinerr so as to enable its employment in cottage industry pro
moting econonnc production, further supports the smaller scale cottage industry, 
whether. as supp!ementary occupation or even as the primary source of livelihood. 
in the Fiscal Policy of the country, therefore, it would be undesirable to concentrate 
exclusively on the development of large-scale industry to the prejudice or extinction 
of the small-scale industry. Such an attempt would hurt both and incidentally 
would prejudicially affect the general economy of the country. ' 

So far as Fiscal Policy is conerned, Cottage Industry has benefitted automatically 
~om p~otectiv~ import duties, imposed to foster the corresponding large-scale 
mdustries. It IS safeguarded upto a degree against foreign competition along with 
the large-scale indigeneous industry. The degree of fiscal protection, however, 
re~ommended by the Tariff Board_ and accepted by Government in specific cases,
bemg calculated from the standpomt of the large-scale, mass producing, mechanised 
industry, is not always adequate to the needs of the Cottage Industry in the same 
branch. But the main danger to the cottage industry comes from the protected 
mechanised large-scale indigenous industry. If these small-scale industries are to 
"be retained as integral and pemanent feature of our national economy, their handi. 
caps in respect of creditor finance, marketing and organisation, as well as technical 
training will have to be remedied, before they can offer any substantial promise of 
.adequate and regular supply of standard quality. 

(b) (i) Hitherto the relation of small-scale and cottage industry towards agri
-culture was that of a subsidiary to the principal. Agriculture was a primary occu
pation absorbing all time, energy and experience of the country who took up cottage 
industry only as an off-season employment supplementing the limited income from 
-the principal occupation. It is, therefore, an urgent task of our na1,ional economy 
to reorganise both Agriculture and small-scale . industry, so that that occupation 
may be either better dovetailed into the principal task, or the two separated from 
-one another so that each may thrive in its own way, So long as Agriculture remains 
.a seasonal occupation with units of cultivation of microscopic size, it would be ,. 
waste of energy to effect a complete separation ; or think of scientific development 
of the cottage industry with the principal source of livelihood. An alternative re
medy would be to find employment in modern large scale industry and its &ncillary 
.services for the surplus population on land,-the surplus being determined according 
to some definite standards .of measurement,--<~o as to relieve agriculture from dis
proportionate pressure, secure full time attention to its connected small-scale in-. 
·dustry, and bring &bout,. more balanced economy in the country &S a whole. 

Even if Agriculture is reorganised to provide a more sustained and remunerntive 
-occupation the year round for the population deemed adequate for that purpose, 
·complete separation of cottage industry or small scale industry from Agriculture 
would be brought with disadvantage. The women for instance of the agricultural 
population, who may not be employed full time in actual or direct task of land culti
vation and crops gathering, may find profitable employment in these part-time small
scale industries. Similarly, those persons who possess special skill in this regard 
·would also be more profitably employed in this direction. The problem of Agri
-cultur&l reorganisation and resettlement, therefore, has its limitations which cannot 
be ignored. 

(b) (ii) In so far &S the small-scale or cottage industry products compete with 
-the corresponding l&rge-scale industry, the former would be &t a certain disad-:·antage 
because of the greater economies &chieved in the latter. Labour and Eqnipment 
engaged in the latter are more productive per unit ; work is better organised and. 
'Pere¢al ; raw material more abundant and better chosen. Even th market, 
'lUlknown &S it is, is more certain than with the small producer. The latter takes 
all the risks of his enterprise, and provides all the labour ; while the worker in the 

.fOrmer takes no risks and so can devote more wholehearted &ttention to his stipulated; 
time and type of work. 
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At the same time it must be noted that in so·ra.r .,;s the samil-scale industry is thE! 

special domain of high by !killed craftsmanship, or artistic creations, there~ always 
be a market for its·proauct which would be largely irrespective of comparative costs. 
How far such industry is distinguished for its craftsJ7~anship or artis_try th":t would 
over-ride considerations of relative cheapness, is a matter of specific revtew and 
n.ssi=ent of the value of each such industry's product: which it is impossible to 
atte~pt' in tllls answer. But the claim must be recognised while assigning its proper1 

place to each of these two categories of manufacturing industry as an~ when the 
entire economy of the conn try, including both large-scale and small-scale mdustry as 
well as Agriculture come to be properly planned, organised, and coordinated inter se. 
The respecth·e sectors wherein each may flourish without prejudice to the other 
and wherever one may feed the other would then be mapped out, assigned, and 
obserred in practice to their mutual benefit and the collective advantage of the 
country as a whole. 

The task of such allocation or assignment is not necessarily impossible. It only 
reqnires careful investigation of the factors and conditions relevant and patient 
consideration of the suitability of each type for the particular Il1!lfket which it has 
to supply, with due regard to all other relevant circumstances or factors affecting 
both production and distribution. 

An alternative function that may well be assigned even in planned economy, to 
small-scale industry or enterprise,-not necessarily confined to the rural and cottage 
industries,-is in the task of repair, and replacement of modern machinery or in
struments of daily use gradually finding their way in ahnost every home. The 
"servicing", as it is called of modern mechanical vehicles of transport, or the electrical 
apparatus, or other gadgets or devices in factories and workshops as well as homes, 
like the radio or gramophone, stoves and kettle, machine tools or motor cars, is 
recognised necessity even in the most advanced and industrialised countries. This 
work is particularly the domain of small scale enterprise ; and Indian craftsmen 
are not wholly lacking in the necessary mechanical skill or understanding to tackle 
such jobs. Every modern industry, even in those countries is not competent to
effect its own repairs, renewals, or replacements, for all the plant, accessories, or 
equipment it uses. Those who do this i'servicing" for them are different which 
naturally work on small-scales. Within the short time these services have come into· 
use in India, the Indian artisan has displayed a remarkable aptitude in acquiring 
knowledge of the parts and their mechanism in all these instruments or gadgets, like 
the telephone, typewriter, and a host of other implements of household as well as 
occupational utility, too nnmerous to be detailed here. 

In a properly planned organised and integrated economy, therefore, room may 
y;ell be fo?"d assigned to small-scale industry side by side with large-scale mechanised. 
mdnstry m tbe same field. The former would be reserved mainly for such sen-icing, 
repairs, or re~~waL of parts and accessories, at any rate where such talent or energy 
cannot be utilised for producing artistic ware or special craftsmanship. 

Tl_le problem in either case of the relationship of small-scale or cottage industry 
to Agriculture or large-scale industry is thus a matter of co-ordination and allocation 
of respective spheres of utility to different sections of the main divfuion of national 
eco_nomy. A scien~c Nation~! F_isca~ Policy could go a long way to facilitate such 
asongnment or a~ocatwn and distributiOn of appropriate spheres of work to each 
of the;:e categor:es. , But in that case the meaning and scope of the comprehensive 
te':"ll' fiscal policy'_ woul~ not be confined only to according tariff protection to 
BID~able or sele~ mdustries, but would have to be given a much wider connotation 
which the rooted Ideas of the present-day administrators of India may not be able• 
qnite to appreciate. 

Mention has ~lresdy been ";"'de of the tendency particularly characteristic of 
modern Japanese m.dustry to spht up large-scale in,dustry jnto its component parts 
and conduct the same on a cottage scale. This is helpful not only to provide the-widesil-
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}/•sib.le ewp!o~ent of the country's labour force, but also ensure economical use of 
matena:I, savmg m tr;>n.sport m1d encouragement of technical skill inherited from 
generatiOns past. With the help of deccntralised mac!rinery and diffused industry 
~ha~ to electrification of the countryside, this process can 'be and has been 
mte_nsified to the ge1wral advantage of the count.ry. It was noticectble in India 
duru;~ the War specially when the Iron and Steel Ill.dustry most importnnt for 
munition...;;, was over worked in all com1,tries unable to supply any mit::;i<.lc- nutrket 
At this time local smithies were utilised for producina steel whic. h otherwise 

ul 0 ' wo d be the product of L·wge-scale workshops. 

En,n in Briti>h <.~nd America, the most hiahly industrialised w.tions of the world, 
-which needed shipping on a. large-&calc on a.c~o~nt of heasy destruction of tonnage 
by submarine warfare, parts of ship were manufactured inJan.d an.d assemblPd toge .. 
ther at the ports into finished sea-aoiJJ" vessc·ls. Altogether therefore, the nminte-o 0 ' 

nance of small-scale cottage industty, side by side with the modern h-..rgc-s<:t:1e>, rmrer_ 
driven, machine-operated in.dustry, is not only not incompatible with, but will nc·tu
ally be to the adwmtage of the country especially in r-n old settled tr:iditim1-ridclcn 
land like ours. 

In the case of the shipping industry, we may well consider. the sailing ves,.el or 
the country craft of today as corresponding to the small-scale industry in regc.rd 
to manufacturing industries as a whole. All the clmractciisties of large-scale indus
try are to be found in the steam or motor vessel. It is usually f~irly large in capacity 
with rapid oper<>tion and employing a large number of hired labour. It plies over 
long dist.anc('s, · CatTics cargo in bulk, and is, .ther('fore, able to afford Pcbno~ies 
comparable to the large-scale' ma-nufacturing industry. On the other hand; the satling 
vessel is usually small in' size, hardly exceedingly, perhaps, 50 or 100' tons; gen~~al
ly plies along the coast, ·a. .. rries a smaU quantity of relatively chm>p commodttle~; 
is motived by the natural force o£wind, and. worked by the labour of one or two fami
lies specialising in sea-furing provinces. The capital needed for equirment and opera" 
tion is also comparativel.y very small, and the problems of ruail1tenance and those 
arising out of the tcrminalfacilities, labour needs, etc. are all of the same genus as 
those in connection with ·cottage industry. In times of emergency like a worlii; War,. 
it has given the same service as the cottage industry, to supplement product1on, of 
such commodities as are impossible to be produced within the country in the quant1ty 
required, either becau.se of the absence of the necesmry capital equipment, renewal· 
or replacement of machinery and analogous factors, ·or because of the sheer absence 
of raw material, technical skill and other such prerequisites. 

Under such circumstances the sailing vessel helps even better than the cottage 
industry in supplementing the conntry's me>cantile marine, and continuing the car
rying trade of the country economically, expeditiously, and in the quantities re~ 
quired. This helps to maintain the equilibrium that would otherwise be wholly 
shattered. 

It will accordingly be necessary to maintain this supplement or adjunct to the· 
power-driven mercantile fleet, both for normal peace-time as well as war-time needs. 

Question 8.-Do you think small-scale and cottage inlduatries have a significant role· 
to play in the economic development of our country 

(a) in the present circumstances. 
(b) in the long run. 

As already observed in an.swer to the previous question, under existing circum
stances, the small-scale industry, helps materially to fill up the gaps which the output 
of the mechanised large-scale industry cannot meet at the present juncture. The 
difficulty of procuring the necessary machinery, its parts, or accessories, to renew or 
replace the over-worked or obsolete maclrinery in existing establishment, or which 
-may be needed for new industries or to increase the units in existing industries, handi[ 
caps the large-scale industry far too much to expect inlmediate expan,sion and. suffi::-
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·Cient efficiency to meet the entire and increased ho'.ne demand, and dis!!ense alto_ge
ther with the contribution of small-scale industry m the aggregate national reqmre
menta. Even if the Exchange difficulties, which do:nllnate the present foreign trade o_f 
India do not continue to be as acute as they are today, the procurement of the reqm
red n::achinery plant, or equipment, for ~stablish!ng or e~anding n~~ or e~s!ing 
large-scale industries would be an unavmdable difficulty m the prevailing conditions 
in the countries producing such capital goods. 

Every new industry, moreover, that has been established or. proP?se<l; to be estab
lished by Government themselves, on a national scale, meets With this difficulty. De
-lay, therefore becomea inevitable in starting and working such industries. For the 
private enrekreneur this difficulty is far more serious. Hence while the preSP.nt c_ir
·cmnst.ances continue, the cottage industry functioning on a modest scale, and specm
lising in supplying th~ market m its immediate neighbourhood must continue to 
]wid the field even irrespective of artistry or craftsmanship. 

(b) How long the present situation will continue to restrict output in the leading 
· ·producers of capital goods in the world, and how long the present Exchange shortage 

would impede world trade is difficult to say. Any long-range planning, however, that 
-can be foreseen at the present time, will not be able altogether and should not dispense 
-with allowing considerable scope for small-scale and cottage industry, which the 
.ardent enthusiast for mechanisation and standardisation is apt to ignore. 

For the modern mechanised large-scale mechanised industry to succeed many 
-cor.ditions are required, not all of which are flourishing in this country today. Such 
;requirements of the relatively small-scale industry, on the other hand, are easy to 
meet from local sources. In the long-range, therefore, such industry has a future, 
-either as adjuncts to or supplementing large-scale industries or as specialising in art 
works or craftsmanship ; or finally serving as a kind of stopgap every time the product 
-of large-scale industry is unable to meet local demand. Anyone of the three functions 
that the small-scale industry may continue to perfo1m may keep alive the industry, 
which on strictly economic grounds considered in the abstract, may not hold its own 
in competitiqn with the large-scale mechanised industry. Long-range planning, 
therefore, ofthe national economy, paying its proper share of attention to the several 
sources of production for primary and secondary commodities, must not discard al
together the possibility of such industries going on side by side and without undue 
competition with large-scale industry contributing to the national wealth a fair pro
portion. 

Attention is also invited in this connection to the pamphlet-Industrialization 
:Scheme in Two Parts-published by our Organisation in July 1949 where the position 
of small-scale industries in relation to Nation~! Income has been analysed. It has 
been shown that income from small-scale or rural industries may be expected to 
rise from Rs. 250 crores to Rs.500 crores in five years or Rs. 1,500 crores in ten years, 
if the Organization's scheme for rural industries is implemented throughout the 
-country. 

-Questirm 9, Sectirm A (ii).-Plea8e enumerate the small scale arul couage industries which 
you wuuld like to develop: 

(a) as subsidiary to agriculrure; 

(b) as supplementary to large-scak industries ; 
(c) as other independent units of rroductirm. 

As already stated in answer to the preceding two questions, sD13ll-scale cottage 
in:dnstry would reD13in an ~tegraJ part of our rural economy. It may be connected 
With or de~ndent upon agn<;nlture for its priD13ry requirements, or may be indepen
de':t of a~culture, ex;efl!' m so f:>r, as it provides off-season employment to t~e 
-~gncul~1U1Bt compnlsonly Idle dunng the months of the year when fanning work IS 
:.sible, and helps substantially to supplement the family budget of the agricu 1-
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~ £0 far, mo~eover, as any small scale industries arc >1lbsidiary to agriculture 
-wo:king up the pr':"'ary products into more easily acceptable consumer goods, e.g., 
Drury produce. or m. any such manner connected with agriculture, their place in a 
rrural community will be undisputed. 

(a) "'Yhl!~ shortage continues in the most important items of daily consumption, 
·the contr1but10n of these small-scale industries cannot be neglected. They would, 
·therefor:, be supplementary to their larger counterparts, so long as at any rate, the 
·COllll:try Is not wholly mechanised or industrialised ; so long as the home and the school 
:~ontmue to be fre~ from mechanisation, comparatively speaking ; and so long as there 
.lS some apprec1at10n of art and craft in the products of such industries. 

Of the industries which will be naturally and most easily subsidiary to agriculture 
·the outstanding one is that of Animal Husbandry and Dairying, of milk products and 
-every thing else made out of the yeild of anilnals, dead or alive, Large-scale Dairies 
are, indeed, not unknown nor unpopular. But the natural place of cattle seems to 
be on the farm, where they would enrich the soil almost as much as they would take 

J'rom it. The immense possibility of a well organised Dairy industry, and the numer
':>US products that can be made out of such industry, is not yet as fully recognised by 
he Indian agriculturist as they might be. The principal source of edible fat-ghee 

·Or clarified butter, is derived from cattle. And though India is, generally speaking 
not a great consumer of meat, and, in any case, averse to slaughtering milch cattle, 

.scientific breeding of cattle for food pruposes, does not occupy very much the atten
tion of the powers-that-be. In the present serious shortage of food supply in the 
·COuntry, all subsidiaries cr mpplementary food-stuffs would be welcome. 

The same, may, of course, be said of pisiculture, sylviculture, including all the 
·crafts connected with the working up of forest produce, bee-keeping and poultry 
:farming. Sericulture is not regarded entirely as a subsidiary to Agriculture, though 
silk-worm rearing does depend to a large extent upon a proper cultivation and main
tenance cfthe mulberry tree. The Woollen Industry is in the same category, and for 

.many of its products is worked on a small scale by the cottage craftsman. 

Raw cotton is also an agricultural product. Its spinning and weaving has, for 
ages past, been a most flourishing small-scale industry, intimately connected with 
rural economy in this country. Recent emphasis on the place of the spinning-wheel 

. and hand-loom as integral parts of rural-If not national-economy, makes the con
nection between Agriculture and this industry more than even indisputable. 

Whether we regard the hand-loom industry as subsidiary to or independent of 
.agriculture, in any case an integral part of our national economy,'-it is one of the 
few industries which have been in the country from time immemoris.J, and which has 
possibilities of expansion and development notwithstanding substitutes or alterna
tives that put it in a class by itself, and demand continuous encouragement from the 

;powers-that-be. 

Almost the same may be said of leather goods based on hides and skir.s of animals 
that form the greater portion of the cattle wealth of this country. A good deal of this 
basic material used to be and is still exported, as is evident from the figures given else-
· where. The possibility of working them up into finished articles ready for consump
tion has been demonstrated by Indian as well as Non-Indian enterprise working in this. 
·country. This, too, would, therefore, not be so much subsidiary to agticulture as 
an integral part of rural econom · in so fa,· as it is used to supply local needs and the 

'l.mmediate market. 

For the rest, industries which depend upon the primary production o.f land, 
mines, or forest, or of the waters in our rivers and the surrounding seas, may be or

; ganised and developed as part of the general economy of the country irrespective of 
·whether they are classed as subsidiary or independent. 
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As akeady observed, whether these industries are orga~iEed as subsidiary to or 
independent of argiculture, most of them do at the present ti.me serve to make ~p a. 
considemble proportion of the deficit in the country's requrremcnts of the articles 
manufactured from them. 

(b) Production from mechanised industry, whatev;r their possibilities, is falling 
f<1r short of the r<' quirements of the eounhy as determmed by :1 reasona b~e .standard 
of thf' necessities and amenities of life which mu~t l:.e assured to f\ery citJzl"n by a 
Government mlling itself ch·i!ised. From this point of view, even such an important 
industr\T as cottou-s}:inn.ing and hnnd-loom wea'Ying, serirulture and sill;;: IDt!nuf::.rture 
and woOllen, leather goods may be regarded as supplementing the production of the 
factory and workshop worked by power drh-en nu1chinery. Pro duets fron1 the bones;. 
hoof, h~'l.ir, entrails of animals are laigely cottage scale work. 

Gener:."!.lly speaking, industries concerned with the repair maintt-nance cr renc\\al 
of the pD..rts of machines or instruments nEed in modern factorics, vehidc~, or other 
forms of home equipment, may be organiHd as supplementing the output of the fac
tories and workshops. These may not be adding to the total 'olume oft he production 
by themsehes. They ere, howewr, useful in enabling the main eqni] meP.t of yield
ing the optinmm results which, without their help, will not be able to render. 

(c) In the pamphlet on 'Industrialisation Scheme for Rural areas', the Orga
nization has given a variety of small.scale and cottage industries from which a choice 
could be made for rural areas. It is not necessary to repeat them all here and a copy 
of the publication is sent herewith. A few examples may, however, be mentioned 
and they are : confectionery-sweets, brushes, hats, and caps, laces, laundry and 
cleaning clothes, carpenting and cabinet making, Agarbathi making, painting on 
planks and glass, pearl fishing. 

Qu.stian 10.-Which cottage industries do you consider specially suittd for export pur
poses 1 

As remarked in answer to another question, those small seale or cottage industries 
which specialise in artistic production or skilled craftsmanship and which may be 
more or less unique in this country wou)d be best suited for providing an export 
surplus. Thus carpet making and all analogous articles, carved work in wood and 
ivory of all kind, shawls and embroideries, even now command a good market in 
foreign markets. The producer needs to be organised properly, and his work needs 
to be standardised so as to admit of clear cataloguing definite quotations, and re
gular supply of required quality. The artist is in all countries, and has been all 
through the ages, not a business man ; and so, if in this commercial a"e, this great 
handicap of deficiency is to be effectively remedied, the State would have to come 
to th? assistance of such producers to enable their creations to find a profitable mar
ket, if not at home, at least abroad in those countries which have learnt to value· 
such products. 

In a detailed representation on the subject of promotion of export tmde in 
prodn~ 1 of cottage industries, the Organization has suggested among others the 
followmg measures : 

1. Setting up of a Committee of three to five members with adequate staff 
(i) to ascertain the existiog and the probable future demands parti
cular~y from dollar: and hard currency countries of products capable 
of bemg produced m India, (ii) to ascertain the sources in India from 
where such items could be procured. 

2. Coill!titution of Provincial Export Promotion Group or Boards with liaison 
in the districts. 

3. Creation of a Central Board to Co-ordinate the working of different Pro-· 
vincial Groups or Boards. 

4. Establishment of an Export Credit Corporation to pr9vide credit faciliti~ 
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The following items may be cited as a few instances which may be considered 
""' specially suitable for export purposes : ' 

Mi.scellaneous Product..• 

1. Metal Works from J aipur. 
2. Ivory Works & Carvings. 
3. Sandie Wood Carvings and other pro· 

ducte. 
4. Toilet Soap (Khus, Sandle.woodl and 

other Indian fragrance. 
5. Ladies' Sandles. 
6. Sari. 
7. Jaries. 
8. Snake, crocodile and tiger skins. 
9. Indian carpets-Sikkim. 

10. Kashmir Works. 
ll. Attar Perfume. 
12. Coconut shell products buttons. 
13. Indian Art Works. 
14. Wild Animals. 
15. Furniture (Steel, Rosewood). 

Food l'roducts 

I. Mangoes-canned and fresh. 
2. Guavas--Jelly and Cheese. 
3. J ackfruit, Custard Apple. 

4. Nira and Tody (bottled similar to 
Champagne industry of France ; here 
research by the Technical Institute is 
necessary under Gove=ent control.) 

5. Mohoura Jambul, Sweet Lime Juice 
(similar to Sherry and Port Wine 
Industry) same as above. 

6. Pomfret and other Indian fishes
camring (research· neessary.) 

7. Indian sweets-canned and hy. 
genically prepared J allebi. 

8. Spices. 

Question ll.~Do you consider that protection of large-scale industries is in any way 
affected by srrwll scale and cottalje indu.stries? l.f so, please state l!ow and 
to what extent they have been so affected ? 

Protection of large-scale, mechanised industries engaged in mass production 
-of standardised articles, results in the first place, in shutting out foreign competition. 
This will antomatically afford protection to the products of the Cottage Industry 
in the same field, though that protection was not originally designed or calculated 
primarily for their benefit. 

On the other hand, in so far as the successful development and expansion of 
such protected industry raises the demand for and the cost of the raw materials on 
which these industries are founded, it makes the cost of production for the corres
ponding small-scale industry proportionately much ·higher ; and so places it at a dis-
advantage in the competitive home market. · 

The relative cheapness, moreover, of the mass produced and standarclij;ed article 
-of large-scale industry adds to the disadvantage and handicap of the small-scale 
producer. 

For all these reusons, those small scale or Cottage Industries, which it may be 
deemed to be in the interests of the aggregate national economy to maintain, wherever 
their artistry, craftsmanship, or ability, to supplement the local produ~tion, and 
make up the present shortage of supply, will have to be encouraged and protected 
even against the domestic competition from large-scale industry. This would not 
easily be effected by any fiscal discrimination in their favour. But the help the 
State can render by proper organisation of such industry, providing more efficient 
toola or equipment, obtaining easy credit facilities, and arranging for proper marke
ting will go along way to make up for the disadvantage of competing with mechanised 
production. 
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Qw:stion 12.-What in your view are the main handiwps fro. .. which small scale am!: 
cottage -·,uiu.stri% suffer at prfsent ? 

What step umtld you recomme>ui.for the removal of these handicaps, particularly with 
regard to : 

(a) supply of raw materials; 
(b) supply of technical skill; 
(c) their technique of manufacture; 
(d) their structure mui organisation; 
(e) supply of finance; 
(/) marketing facilities; 
(g) any other Joron of assistance; and 
(h) possible coonpetition with large-scale industries. 

(a) Supply of Raw Materials.-The difficulty in regard to the procurement 
and provision of raw materials for cottage industries has already been noticed. The 
assistance that the State can render would be most effective in the shape of securing
some sort of a quota, or admowledging preferential claim on the local production 
of stated quantity, reserved for the small producer. If the latter is properly or 
ganised into co-operative craft Societies, the aid given by this means would prove 
much more effective. It would at the same time be much easier for the State to
render. By establishing a quota or making up a reserve of a given portion of the 
raw materials of suitable for such artistic or skilled product the cottage producer's 
output and efficiency would be much improved. The prices too may be within 
limits so that the-disadvantage noticed above under which the small-scale producer 
labours in competition with the factory product, would be to a large extent mitiga~. 

(b) Supply of Technical Skill.-In this matter, Tradition has accumulated 
enough understanding and technique for the ordinary cottage worker in India to
stand in no very great need of outside assistance. In fact, the technicians, versed 
in modem methods and machine work may not be ideal for effective assistance to the 
traditional worker. In the selection of material pattern-making or working up of a 
design, blending of colours, and any super-erogation that may be needed, the hoary 
tradition handed down from generation to generation of an endless chain of workers 
stretching back into dim vistas of prehistoric past, is more than adequate to meet 
all the requirements. What is really needed is general education, and better in
formation on the scientific conditions affecting the industry in this country and out
side so as to enable the accumulated experience of the draft to find better expression 
in a form more appropriate to the present age. 

If adrlitional technical skill, however, is to be provided in the shape of organi
sation am. the business side of the industry and use of modem inventions suitable 
to small scale industries, e.g., eletrical appliances it would be not only welcome, but 
would be a ma.terial help in improving the conditions of the cottage workers. Sound 
business-like organisation including standardisation of quality, pattern, texture, and 
design of the product of cottage industry particularly for the foreign market, so as 
to ensure a steady demand and export of such products with the help of co-operative 
or Government agency working through Directors of Industries in the several States 
and Provinces is amongst the first pre-requisites of the successful maintenance of 
Cottage Industries in all fields in which 'they still strmwle for existence. 

(c) Their Techni9ue of manufacture.~Thc remarks made 11n~er (h) will, if 
anything, apply more forcefully here. The technique commonly pursued in the 
handicrafts of this country is traditional and ages-old. It is, generally speaking, 
adequate and sufficient, not only for the orrlinary requirements of the immediate 
market in the neighbourhood of the workers, but even for markets more specialised 
and demanding better craftsmanship or greater artistry. 
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This is not to say that there is no room for improvement in technique particularly 
in labour or time-saving methods of working. But such improvements would b& 
more feasible if these industries are organised and operated as full time occupations 
for the workmen concerned, and not as subsidiary supplementary of season trades as
compared with the primary occupation of agriculture. 

Here again, is a problem in organisation rather than of remedying any parti. 
cular handicap or deficiency of the work or the worker. And this organisation must. 
be part and parcel of the aggregate national plan rather, than a part of special arran
gement relating to any particular industry. For it would only be in a comprehensive· 
national plan that due place would be assigned to each of these forms of production; 
and protection encouragement or assistance could be guaranteed to them so as to· 
add to the aggregate prosperity of the country as a whole and at the same time make 
for the success of the craft. 

(d) T"Mir structure and organisation.-Having spoken all this time of the
great need for proper organisation in grouping the work and workers into suitable 
economic nuits ; in providing them with adequate and appropriate raw materials, 
tools and equipment ; in obtaining sufficient credit or effective marketing facilities 
it is unnecessary at this stage specifically to dwell npon the structure and organisa
tion necessary to maintain and develop Cottage Industries to the optimum level. 
Our organization's industrialization scheme for Rural Areas already referred to· 
points to the solution in this connection. 

(e) Supply of Finance.-This undoubtedly is a great handicap of the small 
scale worker both in regard to the initial and in the matter of working capital. 
Being naturally a small scale producer, the worker is living from hand to mouth~ 
He cannot afford to lock up considerable part of his capital, sup)>osing he has any, 
in carrying or. the process and accumulating the products of his own industry. If 
he is to be enabled to find suitable opportunities for promptly marketing his products, 
and live according to a predetermined standard during the interval, adequate and 
regular financial help or credit facilities are indispensable. 

These facilities may be best provided for purchasing raw materials, tools, im-· 
plements, a place of work, to the stage of realising the sale proceeds of finished goods. 
The best way to do so would be co-operative credit Societies of craftsmen, integrally 
linked up with the entire credit structure of the country, culminating in the establish
ment of such central institutions as the Reserve Bank, or the Industrial and Finance 
Corporation of recent date. 

The cottage worker, moreover, is, generally speaking, heavily in debt, for in th& 
years of inflation and rising prices, as well as the decline in crop production that 
followed the end of the wm ovhatever savings the agriculturist made during the war, 
and whatever relief he had obtained by paying off his debt, has been more than 
counterbalanced by, perhaps, new indebtedness that he has incurred. Any spell of 
prosperity, said to have been experienced during the war, is probably already dissi
pated · and the debt remains almost an eternal burden. In almost every Province 
and n{ many a State since 1939 legislation has been enacted to bring relief to tlte 
indebted agriculturist. In practice, howe .r, the benefit of such legislation l..s 
been very scanty, and the h?ld of.th~ money-lender, though :vea.kened! is by no means 
at an end. If the new credit fac1lit1es are not to be wasted m lightemng or removing 
the unproductive burden of past debt, those who pro\•ide such help would have to 
see to it that they are utilised only for new production, and not for meeting ancient 
indebtedness. · 

This is not to say that the latter does not need any relief. Some sort of lecris
fation or administrative action is needed to tackle the problem of the accumulated 
ancient indebtedness of this class. W,e a.~e conc~rned here, however, primari1y with 
the credit facilities necessary for orgamsatwn, mamtenance and developmnet of pro~ 
duction whether it is subsidiary, or as principal contribution to the aggregate wenlth 
of the ~ountry. And in this regard the suggestion made already of some specialised" 
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·mstitution with special devices, forms and instruments to mobilise, collate and 
provide both short-term and long-term credit to the cottage worker seems to us to 
be best calculated for, achieving the objective in view. 

(f) Marketing facilities.-A nmnber of p~oducts have already come under 
special legislation provid!"g or _regulating m~rketmg of several rur~l products. The 
most important of these IS certificate of quality, transport and s~rmg of the commo

. dity, and incidental credit. Though most of these relate to agriCultural produce, or 
products of industries subsidiary t<> agriculture, these industries are concerned with 
-what mav be called manufactured goods, which greatly demand appropriate mar
ketin" fa~ilities if the producer is not to be needlessly handicapped, cheated or ex
ploite0d dues. The experience gained under this marketing legislations may well be 
utilised mufatis mutandis for this purpose. Marketing Boards must be made essen
tial features of marketing of the goods. 

(g) Any other form of assisfance.-Under the forms and devices of State Assis
·tance7 protection, or encouragement to cottage industry alrea-dy mentioned, no 
reference has been made t<> guaranteed State purchase at a fair price of the whole or 
part of the produce of such industry. _Nor has any stress been paid on easy and con
venient transport-rapid and suitable e.(J., refrigeration in rail wagons and road cars. 

· The State is a large and growing consmner of a large variety of articles a good many 
-of which can be advantageously, or e>en economically, produced by the cottage 
worker. Without unnecessarily burdening the country as a whole and the average 
t.ax-payer it would be possible t<> introduce a system of preferential or assured pur
chase of cottage industry products by the State and its public servants, which may 
.secure a certain definite market, so to say, for these wares. It would suffice to ensure 
continuous employment which is one of the grea~t handicaps the cottage worker 
has to face to-day. The State demand for these articles moreover is likely to grow 
because of the changing conception of the State, {tnd increasing scope of State ac
tivities and functions. And the State in this case does not mean only the Central 
-Government of this country and all its ministries, directorates and offices; it also 
comprises all the Pro>incial and State Governments, municipalities and district 
boards, as well as a growing host of statutory corporations specially established for 

·specific purposes, like the Damodar Valley Corporation, the Industrial Finance 
Corporation or the Electricity Board, the Water Board etc. These in their aggre
gate will make a demand for the products of cottage industries, the dimensions of 
.which it is impossible to gauge to-day. 

The assistance, therefore, wliich the State cai!. render by legislation and executive 
-action would be much t<>o considerable to be ignored. This suggestion may, there
fore, be sympathetically considered by this Commission. In the case of Services, 
-:rather than industr;es, this ki::Id_ of assistance may take the shape of taking up, on a 
Transport enterprise for example a certain guaranteed business as freight for stores 
and troops or subsidy for mails, or special fare for passengers. There are many 
<>ther sinrilar forms of such aid, which could be eaaily provided if ouly there is a will 
to do so. 

(h) Possible competition with largr •cale imdustries.-We have already referred 
!'<> this _POSSibility while dealing with ~he relative position of large scale and cottage 
mdustnes. But even there a suggestion has been made to the effect that it is pos
Jlible to set apart a specific sector of the public economy for the benefit of either of 
t~ese t':o cate!?or_ies .. And ev~n if that )>e not readily feasible it is possible to recon
cile thmr confiictrng mterests if the natwnal economy is carefully planned, and the 
J!everal sectors are demarcated or cqrwlated mutually so "" to minister· to their 
-common advantage and at the aame time stimulate national prosperity. • 
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Question 13.-What s~ps slt'!"ld be taken to ens~tre tltat the interests of small scale and 
cottage wdustr.es are safegum·ded wlten trade agreements with foreign 
cmmtrle.~ are negotiated ? 

The small scale industry would, on the basis given above, be primarily used to 
~upply the balance of domestic needs not supplied by large scale industry. Ouly 
m the case of some special artistic production or craftsmanship, which makes the 
product somewhat unique would it command any portion of the export market. In 
the latter case, trade agreements may secure where possible preferential treatment 
for s~ch products being in a. manner of speaking non-competitive and a speciality 
of th1s country. The small scale producer is ex hypothesi, poor in capital and credit 
resources ; he is weak and unorganised inasmuch as he is an individual worker, 
scattered all over the land, and working without any expert aid to study market 
possibilities, make proper advertisement of his wares, and maintain standard quality 
to meet the various needs of the several markets he caters for. He mav have here
ditary or acquired skill and craftsmanship of a yery high order. But in the commer
cial age in which we are living, unless he can advertise his wares properly, maintain 
catalogues and contacts with both domestic and foreign consumers, he would not 
be in a position effectively to hold his own against the large scale producer. It is, 
therefore, necessary that some kind of preferential treatment be given to hinl by 
Government, so that he may be able to maintain his ground, and carry on his craft 
on a little better than starvation wages. 

We hope special steps may be needed to safeguard such special craftsmanship or 
artistic creations. Preference may be shown to such industry by way of securing 
adequate and snitable raw material, either within the country ; or obtaining it from 
outside to enable the highest quality of such ware being produced. Financial assis
tance or credit facilities given to them should no.t be treated as in any way coming 
in the way of freedom of trade, if that be the objective of aily such trade treaties. 

Within the country, the products of these industries are likely to find their 
greatest demand. At the present tpne, as already observed repeate?Jy, they meet 
ouly the gap in local production. This deficiency may continue for some year" 
before L~rge scale industry is able to meet the entire loml demand evBn:in the most 
advanced industries. But apart from this)'some 'Of' these industries may deser>b to 
be protected and maintained for their mvn sake for the craftsmanship and beauty of 
their products, which cannot be appreciated or survive in a regime of absolute free 
competition. Almost every protective duty takes the shape of inlport duty, general
ly on the finished goods, but sometimes also on the raw matefial, such as cotton~ 
The former is automatically protective and the latter guarantees a source of supply 
of the quality required by the smaller producer. A worj;:er particularly excelling in 
quality of product must have the material ..of the quality and in the quantity he is 
accustomed to work with if he is to d0 justice to hinlself and to his customer. Even 
then he has his own handicaps ami difficulties with regard to competition with the 
larger producer, both at home and from abroad. But he may be enabled to stand 
that competition if State assistance is provided to him in some such form including 
a (Tuaranteed demand for his output. For this purpose it is of the utmost importance 
th~t the cottage industry should be properly organised districtwise or prodncewise. 
That would help to encourage. specialisation, standardisation and maintenance of 
quality whirh would countcrbaL'tnce the other disadvantages of the cottage worker. 

If a policy is adopted deliberately to ke_ep alive, _en,cour:'ge <tnd support small 
industry in cases where there are also competmg large 1n( "'Jstncs, protection to all of 
them by way of import duties woul~ perlu1ps not suffice to secure them reasonable 
living conditions. Other measures _lik_c a .'Rroper supply of tho necessary raw ma
terial, better organisation a.nd credit facil1ttes, and approprw.te marketmg arrange. 
ments would be needed. These are matters of domestic arrangeme-nt, in wh~ch 
foroi(fn trade treaties would not be materially affected. 

0 . 

18 M. of Com. 
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SECTION B 

Policy of Discriminnting Protection and its Application since 1923 

QW!stion J.J.-The Fiscal Com1nission appoi•lled by the Government of India in 1921 
recommended "that discrimination should be exercised in the selection 
of indu.stries for protection afforded, so as to make the inevitable burden 
on the comm1tnity as light a.s i.s con.si.stent with the du,e development of 
indu.stries." on the strength of this basic principle the Commission 
decided thai an industry seeking protection or a.ssistance should satisfy 
the three conditions enumerated in paragraph I of the note. Besides, 
tariff protection, the Commission recom•nended also certain ?wn-f<Scal 
1neasures. Are you sati.sjied that the policy recommended by the Commis
sion was fully implemented between 1923 and 1.939? If not, please 
enumerate the main deviations from the policy. 

Not all the industries that could deserve and which had asked for protection, 
on this basis, received any adequate protection during this period. The basic aim 
of the Commission's recommendation seems to lay undue emphasis on the "burden 
to the community" involved any system of fiscal protection ; and does not appear 
to give adequate weight to the countervailing factors resulting from the successful 
establishment of a protected industry. 

Apart from that, the Commission's recommendations to investigate into com• 
plaints about certain obstructive practices against Indian enterprise adopted by 
non-Indian vested interests have not been properly dealt with during the period 
mentioned. The aim of building up our national economy to the point of self. 
sufficiency which is relatively under-developed, does not seem to have impressed 
the Commission sufficiently with its urgency. At the time that Commission reported 
the governance of India was in alien hands, the interests of whose nationals often 
went counter to the interests of India in such matters. That Qo,·ernment, therefore, 
naturally omitted to take effective obvious steps to build up, in all its sectors, as
pects and items, the national econlll:ny of India to make her self-sufficient at least 
in vital matters and essential requirements. 

For the present Commission, however, when the country enjoys full indepen
dence, and the primary, if not the sole, consideration of such policy must be the 
interests of India as an independent nation to adopt such a limited objective or out
look, will not be helpful to the fullest possible development of our national economy. 
While Government must ignore the burden of an active protectionist policy for in· 
tensive, all round industrialisation on the community as a whole, the resultant 
benefits of progressive wholesale industrialisation, and the consequent establish
ment of a more balanced economy should also not be under-estimated. The burden 
on the community moreover would be short-lived and steadily diminishing. The 
benefit, it is hoped, \\ill be abiding and progressh·ely increasing. 

Industries of vital importance to the country's defence as well as to her normal 
peace-time economy stand in great need of protection, which, however, has hitherto 
been denied them-except under the very peculiar conditions of a world war. 
Chemicals and non-ferrous metals, to give but a cqpple of examples so obviously 
relevant had not received, until recently, the protection which their place in the 
country'~ defence as well as peace-time economy demanded. Even the glass indus~ 
try has been somewhat tardily taken up for protection this year, having lacked it 
all this while. Industries specialising in the production of scientific instruments 
and apparatus of all kinds are yet other _importan.t examples of a key industrr which 
has not received the measure of attentwn that 1t deserved. The automobiles and 
aircraft are more recent additions to the same list, while the group of armament 
industries, which would, in any case, be State O\\notl may also be added to amplify 
~he lillt of illustrations of the industries deserving protection but not getting it. 
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Of the particular industries which have not received the full benefit of the policy 
.recommended by the Commission, and adopted by the then Government of India, 
-or whose claims have been overlooked despite the accepted policy, is the case of the 
Indian shipping enterprise, including the basic industry of modern Ship-Building 
-deserves special mention. Of the many restrictive practices, which the earlier 
.Commission had themselves noted, and which have effectively prevented the growth 
·of the Indian shippin!l enterprise to anywhere near its legitimate dimensions, the 
·Outstanding example was the "deferred rebate" system. In order to secure certainty 
·Of service to the shipper and continuity of custom to the ship-owner, the system was 
·evolved whereby a certain portion of the freight paid on any consignment was re
served by the ship-owuing company to accumulate as a rebate payable on certain 
conditions and after a certain time to the shipper. In the case of the principal 

·customers this amounted to very large amounts. The ship-owning companies conld 
refuse to pay over this amount to any shipper who in the ne>."t following season did 
not use the company's ships, but gave his custom elsewhere. This was an effective 
weapon in the hands of the established British concerns to prevent Indian shipping 

-concerns getting anx business at all even in their own coastal trade ; and as such was 
strongly resented by the Indian competitor when he came into the field. Notwith
standing, however, this strong opposition the system has not yet been legally 

.-abolished. 

Of the direct encouragement by payment of special subsidies e.g., for carriage of 
mails, stores, troop;, public servants or labour needed in public factories or work
shops there is still no sign, though each of these are recognised and recommended 
means of developing the enterprise. 

The Mercantile :Marine Committee of 1923 had recommended active steps like 
·Construction bounties, cheap loans etc. to facilitate an early establishment of an Indian 
Mercantile Marine by the creation of a suitable modern type ship-building industry 
in this country': All the conditions for such assistance or protection to new industry, 
which the Fiscal Commission had recommended were present, and are still present 

.as regards this vital and indispensable national industry. The recommendation 
by the official committee was made 26 years ago. Nothing worth the ~me has yet 
been done to accomplish any part of this programme, except very restricted facilities 
to train the necessary staff in a local training institution. World War II rammed 
in still further the need for such an industry within India's own frontiers and run 
Indian enterprise. The post war acquisition of independent sovereignty by this 

. country makes the establishment and development of such an industry "ithin the 
. country still more necessary not only for the naval defence of our shores, but also 
to serve as all kinds of auxiliaries in times of wa~ for which we have today still to 

. depend on foreign hell?. Wor!d :Var II h~ made the n~ed very g_reat and u_rg~nt 
but it was left for pnvate shippmg enterpnse to establiSh a shtp-yard building 

. every year 3 or 4 ships of 8000_ tons e?-ch. The post wa: difficulties make eve_n these 
modest beginnings of a truly infant mdustry gasp for tts very breath of extstonce. 

The last Fiscal Commission recommended that "raw materials and machinery 
be ordinarily admitted free of duty and that semi-manufactured goods used in 
Indian industries be taxed as lightly as possible". This recommendation too has 
not been in1plemented. Actually in a number of cases import duties on finished 
goods have been less than or equal to those on industrial raw materials required for 
making them. If higher imi?ort duti~. are beil~g levied b:y Gove':"ment in _the case 
of some industrial raw materials for gtvmg a fillip to local mdustnes producmg such 
raw materials, Government should see that such industries as are using those pro
ducts as raw materials are not adversely affected. 

Question 15 . ...:.Do you find any defects in the workinq of the policy ? If so, please 
give details witk suitable example-s. 

The defects of this policy and its workh1g have boon indicated in an,swers to the 
..several questions already given. It may, however, be reiterated here that the 
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fador.s mentior\ecl in the first of the three conditions laid do\m by the Fiscal ('om
mission are onlv of an illustrative type. It was not the intention of the Jfi,eal Com
mission tha.t an,\r one or all of the fa~tors should be necessarily present in the industry 
seekil1.g protection. The Govenunent, unfortunately, placed a too rigid interpre
tation OI\ the conditiOI\ ~tnd stressed in recent years that as a rule the principal raw 
materials required by the industry should be present in the country. Thus th~ g!asR 
industry's plea for protection was turned down on t.he ground that one of the prli\Clllal 
raw materials, namely, soda ash was not produced in India, though the indu,try 
possessed all other ll<'ttural ad,an.ta.ges as would enable it to develop and estahlish 
itself on. firm lines in the course of a few years provided necessary tariff prote('tioiC 
or assistanc-e was extended. 

Que..tiou 16.-Do yon agree with the specific co11ditimzs laid down by the C'om
mi~sion that normally protection should be accorded to an industry only 
if the conditions referred to in question 14 are satiBjied 1 

The comlitions prescribed by the Fiscal Commission, and adopted by the> then .. 
Gm·ernment of India, for grai\ting protection .to any industry had bee!\ dictated 
by an outlook and objective wholly different from that which a national· responsible 
Gowrnment intent upon rapid, intensive industrialisation of the country shoul<l 
possess. The demands of national security did not find adequate stress in the re
commendations of the first Fiscal Commission. Nor were the possibilities of widen
ing employment for labour by new industries, and increasing scope for inwstment 
of indigenous·capital, adequately borne in mind. The ideal of national self-sufficiency 
in vital and essential requirements was far from accepted by them-and even if the· 
Commission had done so, the then Government of India would not ·haw ad.opted 
or gi>en effect to their recommendations. The conditions, therefore, laid down by 
sucl\ a body and imposed by the then Government need not he accepted by those 
who have a radically different outlook and ambition for industrialising this countr~· 
as prapidly a.-; possible. Further the conditions have now changed. The era of 
Zaizzez fa ire has given place to an era of plan.n.ed economic development and hence 
tht protectionist policy and its working will have to undergo the necessary change. 

Question 17.-Do you =ider that the supplementary measures for tlte protection of 
and assistance to indWJtries as recommended by tlte Commission in 

Chapter VIII of their Report were adequate and well-concei~ed 1 

Chapter Vlli of the Report of the Indian Fiscal Commission of 1922 lists a 
number of other forms of protection, encouragement or assistance to indigenous 
industry which have been adopted by the Government of India in varying degrees. 
For instance, the need for a technical bias in education from early stages, and more 
particularly training for technical work is now an accepted objective. 

Organised education in India is commonly believed to suffer from too literary 
a character to be really serviceable in this regard. With the advent of basic edu
cation, the infusion of a technical bias is an accepted objective of all modern pro
posals for educational reform and expansion. .And we would suggest that with 
a view to create an interest in the sea and sea life and to provide a minimum know
ledge of water transport among all sections of the people the text books for various 
scholastic classes should contain lessons of different types of ships, main sea--routee, 
chief articles forming part of the import and export trade of the country, sell ad
ventures and wonders old and new etc. 

Similarly the training of Apprentices for working an industry nowadays com
mands the ever-growing attention of the authorities. In the case of the Shipping 
lndnstry, for instance, the Mercantile :Marine Committee had recommenclcd, as 
">arly as 1923, that in order to provide the Indian Mercantile Shipring with the 
necessary staff of deck and engine room officers. arrangement:; muBt be made within 
the country to provide training facilities for both these groups of the staff nee<h·d. 
A begin.n.ing was made in 1928 with the establishment of the Duffcrin Cadet Train
ing Ship ; and young men turned out by this institution every year were to be 
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absorbed in ships. plying on the Indian coast, or having any share in India's overseas 
trade. The foreign concerns monopolising the carrying trade in Indian waters or 
the overseas trade of India demurred at first to any compulsory acceptance of Indian 
.staff however well trained and certified. They made the excuse of existing con
tracts "it.h their higher staff, whieh made it impossible for them to take on as offi
cers Indians trained in this country. Nor can the course of time and the example 
of the competing Indian concerns, may be said to have affected their original indiffer
ence, nottQ say hostility to their absorption of the Indian cadets as they came out of 
the Training Ship. The demand, however, for this specialised service began to 
grow in conrse of time. It was particularly high during the war. Higher and 
higher emoluments were offered by Government till the situation has been sore
versed that the Indian concerns suffer from a lack of suitably trained pel'8onnel 
.and their programme of expansion is held up for want of such people. The goal 
Qr target for expansion in the present day Indian shipping is fixed at 2 million tons 
.against the 150,000 tons now used by Indian-owned steamship companies. Those 
responsible to bring about such expansion within any reasonale time feel that they 
cannot themselves build in this country all the tonnage deemed necessary for giving 
Indian-owned shipping its full share of India's trade along the coasts or overseas 
Even if they could build or buy second-hand so long as that tonnage was not. ade
<juately manned by Indians, it could not be called a truly Indian National Marine. 

. In the case of oth~r industries, the policy of requiring suitable Indian candi
dates to be teclullcally trained in all those enterprises, whose products tHe Indian 
Government purchases as Government stores, was adopted about •the same time
than the Fiscal Commission reported. A condition was inserted in all agreements 
<>f this nature and a larger and larger volume of such training was secured. But 
there was not sim!'ltaneously a pre-arranged plan for their employment as soon as 
the trainees came out. That complaint still remains so that the larga number of 
Indian students sent abroad for such training in 1946-47 has proved a needless 
burden upon the Indian Exchequer, notwithstanding the growing demand of local 
industries for' such trained personnd. 
_, Arrangements have been made in recent years for establishming such training 
Institutions and scientific research within the country. It is a marked feature of 
the present Government policy in regard to every new modern industry or enterprise 
.that they themselves undertake, or which they assist. Foreign experts are also 
invited to help start such industry and train up the personnel needed ; bnt the re
snlts so far are not very satisfactory. 

Another form of such indirect or concealed assistance is in regard to the econo
mic rates of carriage of goods by railways or shipping. The railways in lnclia are 
largely Government enterprise. They conld therefore be easily used for this pur
pose. Even when they were worked by private companies, they were under the 
control of Government sufficiently to permit their rates being supervised by Govern
ment. The latter, however, have not yet realised, it would seem the possibility of 
manipulating railway rates in such a n1anner as to provide effective assistanre or a 
.concealed subsidy to the local industry. Where railways, ·in their own interest, 
cannot economically carry those goods cheap transport could nevertheless be se
curd if only adequate co-ordination between all available forms of this service, 
including shipping, was effected and the total traffic available at any time distributed 
so as most effectively to serve the various branches of industry and keep every form 
of . transport system fully occupied. 

If the present national and popular Government desire to nse all available direc
tions for assisting local industry, it is necessary to tackle the problem of organising 
co-ordinating and working all the different types of transport available in this 
country, and foreigners, both as regards the coastal trade and the overseas carry
ing bu~in.,. These ships and their owners or operators were outside the control 
of the then Government of India. The latter could not fix freights and passage 
fares so as most advantageously to serve the long-term interests of all sectors or our 
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national economy. Gowrnment frankly ~ver~ not ~terested so m':'ch in dev<;lop
ing Indian enterprise as to uphold and mamta_m the mter~sts of then: compatn~ts. 
They were accordingly more in sympathy with the formgn competitor of Indian 
ship-owner, and so they found more reasons to avoid these courses than to e~l!l?Y 
them for the encoura«ement or safe!!Uard of local industry. Whatever possibility 
there'was therefore not only for allo~ating traffic but fixing rates ii;' order substan
tially but iniperceptibly to assist indigenous industry was lost or I~ored. Apart 
from the questiol). of frei.,ht fixation to assist Indian industry, the time appears to 
have arrived to frx'rates for the vervmaintenance of even such small Indian tonnag<> 
as exists today. Indian shipping circles have recently been made aware of a 
policy of non-Indian shipmmers operating on the Indian coast of keeping the freight 
rates so low that economic operation is no longer possible for the owners. These 
non-Indian shipowners with their interests in other trades have means of maintain
ing themseh·es, but the Indian coastal operator would soon be devoid of profits or 
reserves that he would soon be croinO" out of business. Under the circumstances, e o . 
the best way to solve the difficulty would be to pay to ships on the Indian regtster 
plying in the coastal subsidy to enable it to sun·h·e the crisis.* 

If the present national and popular Government desire to use all availablE> 
directions for assisting loC'al industry, it is necessary that the problem of organising, 
co-ordinating and worb.ing all the different types of transport available in this 
country, and distributing or allocating all available traffic between these several 
forms oftrans])Ort in such a manner as to serve both the immediate and long-range 
interests of the country. including its agriculture, industry, trade and trsausport. 

The Fiscal Commission of 1922 had made special rEference to the poSsibility of 
reducing shipping freights~ and a\oiding such practices as " Se~ret " rebates. These
":ere used by the foreign ship-owner plying on the Indian coasts to secure an effec
tn·e monopoly of that business for himself. :aut, as already remarked, the Govern. 
ment of the day declined to take effective notice of such observations, and so the 
handicap continued. 

)~ethods for safeguarding the local industry against the nnconsciousable foreign 
dnmpmg, such as the Japanese were gnilty of in 1933-35, particularly in regard to
cotton textiles, were stated to be barred by existing obligations, such as the Trade 
Treaty with Japan, which, it was alleged, precluded any discrimination in favour 
of Indian Industry with the competing Japanese goods. The latter were in their 
o":ll market high!~ protected. They were asissted further by special bounties for 
ships constructed m Japan, or subsidies for carrying Japanese goods. The in
terest of the Indian consumer was made an effective excuse for non-interference in 
such matters. The safeguard of Indian industries, therefore even thouuh the basic
policy ha_d been accepted, could not be effected,-except p~rhaps by .:'uch devices. 
as changtng ad valorem duties into specific duties. 

Dumping, it was also argned, was diffioult to prove as a fact and still mor<> 
difficult to guard against. The Fiscal Commission carefully revi~wed the whole 
problem, and suggested such expedients as countervailing import duties on arti
cl<;s ~pposed ~o be ~umped on the local market by the foreign competitor. Th<> 
chief Iru.ioance m whiCh the Indian Government could have acted on these lines 
was the .Japanes~ _Texti!~s in the domestic market but the treaty obligations in
curred by the Bnhsh Indian Government were found to be incompatible with any 
such help to local industry. 

O_ther fonn~ f!f assistance like cheap ~oans for initial working capital, cash 
bf!unties or subsidws on the volume of busmess done, found no place in the Indian 
Fiscal system. On the contrary, arrangements in aid of British industry during 

•This suggestion of ~ng subsidies for Indian tonnage on the Indian const would seem 
tlnodl~e preferable to ~he ~xatwn of rates under which the advantage is hound to go to both 

1an and non-Indum mterests. 
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the days of the World depression were concerned more with the establishment of 
Imperial Preference working in many cases to the prejudice of the In<lian industry, 
and very rarely to any great advantage of any industry in the Commonwealth 
markets. 

. No Indian industry has been assisted by direct cash subsidy or indirect help 
~n the shape of interest-free loans, or cheap capital or guaranteed dividend or assur
mg a certain market for the products of the industries assisted. In all such matters 
the Indian Government, right up to the transfer of power, was most reluctant or 
hesitant, except when the war made insatiable demand for Indian made goods or 
services. The establishment in 1948 of an Industrial Finance Corporation by Govern
ment is designed to provide such aid on business lines ; but, in the absence of a 
carefully planned programme of industrial expansion or development, consistently 
carried out, the success of such intitutions cannot be expected to be very high. 

Question 18.-In a r·esolution passed in the Central Legislative Assembly on 16th 
February '28 the principle of discriminating protection u·as accepted, 
as the basis of Government policy subject to the following general q•wlifica
tions :-

(a) that the principle should be applied with due regard to the well being of the 
community and the safeguards mentioned in Question 14. 

(b) That in the application of the principle, regard must be had to the finan
cial needs of the country, and to the dependance of the Govt. of India on 
import, export and excise duties fol' a large part oj its revenue. 

To what extent, if any, do you think these qualifications effected the wm·king 
of the policy of discriminating protection bEhceen 1923-39. Please 
give your cmnments separately if possible for periods 1923-29, 1930-34, 
1935-39. 

(a) The well being of the community is implicit in the all-round development 
of every suitable industry in the country. It ·increases the volume of material 
wealth produced in the country, adds to the employment and raises standard of 

living. 

The ideal of self-sufficiency, in vital and essential requirements necessary for an 
independent sovereign State, comprises much more in long-term view of the Fiscal 
policy than was accepted in the days when the Governance 0f India was conducted 
in subordinate co-operation with the interests of the alien ruler. That dominating 
urge being no longer there Indian can shape her Fiscal policy to suit her own in
terests and requirements but also bearing in mind, secondarily of course-her 
international obligations. 

The distinction between the producer and the consumer, moreover, which 
very largely coloured the outlook of the Fiscal Commission unnecessarily suggests a 
conflict which need not be there. It tends to grow fainter in a rationalised society 
and properly planned economy. For under that state of affairs, everyone would be& 
producer, actually or potentially, unless disabled by age or illness ; and everyone 
would be also a consumer. What the consumer might be supposed to lose in the 
higher price of the protected commodity, he as producer would be able to make up 
by the wider volume of better paid employment. The distinction ~etween these 
two classes is artificial, unnecessary and need not be overemphasised. 

The safeguards, therefore, adopted in the interests of the community as a. 
whole taken to be the consumer class while not utterly unsuitable should not be 
extended to the point that they would come in the way of effective and optimum 
development of suihL~Ie in~ustries, promis~~;, _by their ba_sic. economic advant:'ges 
would be self-supportmg Without any. artifimal props witlun a r~sonable time. 
Moreover the interests of the commuruty as a whole must have natwnal self-suffi
ciency to as large an extent as possi~le particularly in _regard to vital industries 
and essential services for the very eXIstence of the natwn. 
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(h) The dependence of the Gowrnment o~ India in these days up~n Impor~
Export and Excise duties for a large part of th"'tr revenue has been materially modi
fied u, rec•etJ,t .rears. Direct taxation. is rapidly taking the first place in revenue, 
though even now these duties continue to be an important contribution to the 
llutio~lill budget. The possibilities, howeYer, of direct taxation. as an equal, if not a 
r!Te.a.ter contributory to the Central Budget have been. demonstrated by its recent 
;owth, particularly during the war and post war years, in the shape of it:'.(·ome and 
super taxe~, excess prvfits, duty surcharges, Corporation tax and the hke. 

The protectionist system may, if carried to its logical CotJ.dusion. result in the 
diminution of import of competing foreign C01nmodities and con.s(>quently of <·us
toms duties on import a1'd ewn eliminate &1\Y income from that source. Such 
logic..1l C'XaC'tness is, howe\er~ never attained. The most intensively }lrotectionists 
countries, with thriving local industry, ha\e continued to cleriYe substantial re
Yen.ucs from that source; and so India need not apprehend any serious cU1nger in this 
direction. Export duties have also their utility. If such duties fall on one's m'u 
ra.w materials. they would help to preserYe the entire growth of the necesoa.ry ra.w 
material within the comltry for being worked up or manufactured into fi.nhshed 
produets by in,digenous industry. A high duty, however: on domestic ruw materiall'J 
at point of e~-port, may aclYersely affect the agricultural class engaged in growing 
them ; and so sueh duties are, ordinarily, not imposed unless the raw mPterial in. 
que::.i:ion, is, like jute~ a practical mou.opoly of the taxing country. The dangl'r 
of encour.I.ging substitutes for such articles, taxed on export by the JnmlOpolist 
producer, will haYe to be faced, though it need not be exaggerated In so far us 
t-heir burden is passed on to the foreign consumer, they may be un,ohjN·tiona.hle. 
Excise duties on. an,y loea1 produce are on principle UJldesirahle. But if k·viE'd, a.s 
they usually are, to eonuteract the effect of excessive protection, they would he a. 
innocuous source of re\·enue. 

In proportion as export duties help to increase or improve home production of 
finished goods and. industry de,-elops within. the country to the corresponding ex

-tent, reveilue from income taxes on the owners or managers of su(·h industry would 
compen,...;;.a.te the Exchequer in some meesure. Excise duties similarly on tht.• pro
ducts of protected industry which have a. margin of protection larger than is wa.r
ra.uted by con1petitive costs may serve the same purpose and be <wcor(lingly 
permitted. 

On that Sector of the trade, moreover, which is outside the protectioni::it zon,e 
and which grows because of growing prospeJity revenue duties may continue to 
be imposed. They will pro,ide for that portion of the Expenditure Budget which 
cannot be conred by the receipts from direct taxation, and other sources. In 
proportion as trade comes to be more and more regulated by international treaties 
it will become more and more a matter of Barter ; and then the role of the 
Customs Duties, in providing any substantial part of the central n~venuE's, would 
b" wholly changed.. 

The modifica.tioM, therefore, made in 1938 in the gencml Fbeal Polky haYe 
led to the imposition o~ Excise Duties on the products of protected industry within 
the c~mn~ry whenever 1t was thought tha:t the margin of protection offered. to the 
growing Industry and guaranteed for a penod of years was in excess of the neces~ary 
percentage. The sugar and steel industries may be cited as illustration~ of this 
argument. 

The period 1!!23-29 wa.s Illlloinly a period of application by the industries con
cerned for pr_otectioD:., thei~ inves~igation by the Tariff Board and cxpcrhnents in 
fiscal p;oteetw": ~o b~ely m~uoirws. TJ.e Tariff Board after investigation of the 
compe!mg cond1h?ns J~ tl~e h.ght of the general policy laid down, recommended for 
or agamst protectwn, mdJCa.tmg also the degree and form of protection, or the 
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appropriate mann,t:r of assistance to b0 Wanted. Goyenm1ent gen,erally acted upon 
such recommendations ; and the result was the commencement or strengthening 
<>f e,;tablished industries. 

Between 1930-34 ·world Depression affected all ind1istries to such e.n extent 
that protection became practically inoperative, and the industries supposed to he so 
}>rotected bega1\ to stab'llate. 

In the last period 1935-39 there• was a revival in a manner of speaking whicb. 
was rath~r hastened by the impending threat of war than because of any hllwrent 
strength m the policy of p~otection to Indian industry. 

(Juestiou 19.-'l.'lte changes set out in paragraph 4 .Zn. the note were made distriminatinp 
protection in 1.945 when the Interim Tariff Board was established. 

1Vlwt are ycm· v£eu·s on those de1.:iations frorn the original policy lm'(l down 
in tlte Fiscal Connm".ssid?t's Report.. 

~he:-:;e deviation,s from the poliry recommended by mere justice for tho~e in~ 
du~trtes ~,·hidt had been established during the war, and providt:'d a very <'otlsider
.able portwn of the war effort of the then Government ofin{lia. Having been started 
during the iiTestible urgency of the war, Cost was no cons-ideration for the~e war~ 
born industries, whether in capital equipment or working. They were worked to 
their maximum capacity in a wasteful uneconomir maimer ; and so their ~uccessful 
existence after the war, when once more competition from m.ore advan,c€'d cow1tries 
Teturn('d, would l1c all but impos~ible. '\"ithont the bope of some kind of a.n assured 
position, these industries would not h3.Ye been, established at all. Government, 
therefore, were morally boun,d to proteet them even after their press~ng immediatf" 
necessity of th(' war W<lS oYer and the high pri{(·s }laid during the wer i':1r st}ch pro
-ducts were no niOre 11ermissible. Gover1mwnt, therefore: promised them ~rotection 
and assistance after the war, if tlwy 'vere som1,dly orgr.ni~ed, run on busin0s:; lines, 
and had a reasonable chance of survival and exi;o;tence a.ft<"r lt tim<". Thi~ deviation
in policy wa.s for a short timt-, and, thel'efore, Govcrnment"s action, in thi;-: n.gard 
was no more than just. 

The guiding consideration, finally, whid1 lPd to this modification was due to the 
long-range national interest, whieh, however, could not be fully attended to, if 
only short.-tenn measures were recommended. Assistance or prote9tion to those 
industries of 'var time origin, promiEed and grnn.ted for a ~hort period of two or three 
years by the previous regime could not be denied by the present national responsible 
government of India which must look to the claims of national se..:urity in likely 
-emergeucies much more than their pre<lt~cessor. The ind_ustrit's claiming such 
assistance were, besides, of value even in normal times, e.g., non-fmTOllS ntetals, like 
aluminium, brass, etc. They would have hr~d a fair chance of establi~lm1ent and 
maintenance with a little protection, under ordina.ry pre-war conditions had the 
war not intervened,, and made their cost of equipment and production, including 
.Qverhea.d and· management charges, disproportionately high. Assistance to them 
<!onsequently in this post-wctr age is a pus~ing burden, if it be a burden at all. 

-Question 20.-Are you satisfied that tltis policy of 1945 is being fully implemented. 
If not, please indicate wheo·ein the defeds. 

The main defects lie in a. relatively shortsighted aim or outlook governing tim t 
policy. The relatively limited term of protection granted to. these industries will 
not help towards a sound foundation and enduring struct~·e raise~ thereon. ~~ch 
-enterprise cannot make permanent plans for long~term existence 111 a competitive 
world. A policy of hand-to-mouth i~ inevitably enco1_1raged. ~e~ulting eventua:Uy 
more in dissipation of resources tlmn Hl proper husbandmg, ut1hsmg and developmg 
the industry safeguarded by adequate protection. 
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SECTION C 

Revi<w of the effects of past tariff policy 

QU<stion 21.-Wmtld you attemp: a broad a>wlysis of the effects of the actual policy 
pursued by the Gove:nr.,en~ cf the day ?" the growth a1zd devel&pment 
of our major int/U'!trze6 unaer the followtng heads :-

(a) Capital int·ested in the industry (Faid-up); 

(b) Rated caFacity ; 

(c) Outptf ; 

(d) Employment of labour (technical and non-technical) ; 

(e) Wage bill (teclznica1 and non-technical) : 

(f) Eanzings of management ; 

(g) Prujits earned and distributed ; 

(h) Ex-tmrks price and retail price ?. 

Generally speaking, it may be stated that the indigenous industry has develop
ed during the inter..-al in all these respects. The brief note attached of the principal 
industries, whieh have received protection at one time or an.other or, which have 
deri..-ed some special ad>entage because of the \Yar or some other adventitious cir
cumstanc<', shows the extent to which there has been gT<'at gTowth of the capital 
in..-ested in the industry, and the productive capacity and total output of each. 

India's n,ational economy is essentially agTicultural, nevertheless India was 
in the previous years eighth in the world's industrial countries. Today with parti

. cularly Germany and Japan out of the question India's position must be higher. 
The new orientation in the country's fiscal policy which began in 1923-24, gave some 
sort of a stimulus to industrial development with the very modest ambition of meeting 
a part of the home demand. The pace of industrialisation since then has been 
accelerated by the new policy of assistance and protection both by way of gTanting 
customs protection in deserving cases, and of giving preference to the products of 
Indian Industry in purchasing Government requirements. The prospects of conti
nued Gowrnment help and anticipation of good prdfit stimulated a gTowing flow 
of private capital into industry. New capital invested in joint stock enterprise 
alone in the inter-war period was something like Rs. 150 crores. 

Tables m and III give the labour engaged and the estimated potentialities of 
our leading industries within 5 or I 0 years, as shown by the targets suggested. 

Imports.-The moot important result of the policy of industrialisation adopted 
since 1923 was a noteworthy change in the ingradients of India's import schedule. 
Finhhed goods aggTegated 84 per cent of the total imports into India, including 
Burma, in 1!!20-21. By 1936-37 the corresponding percentage had declined to 75. 
In nlues the fall was from Rs. 274 crores to Rs. 92 crores. This is partly due to the 
heavy fall in prices in the latter year. A still more striking development was the 
steady increase in the import of industrial raw m&terials from 5 per cent to 16 per 
cent in the same period. While the total value of imports declined by nearly two
third;>, the value of imports of raw materials increased by more than 10 per cent. 

These tcnden~ies have been gTeatly accentuated by the last war. In 1941-42 
manufa<tured articles formed but 55 per cent of the total imports while share of 
induotrial raw materials rose to 29 per cent of the total imports. ' 

While heavily importing foreign raw materials there was no decline in her exports 
of raw ma~erials. Between 1920-21 and 1936-37 exports of indlllltrial raw materials 
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incr?sed from 45 per cellt to 53 per cent, while the exports of manufactured goods· 
declm.ed from 36 per cent to 26 per cent. This contract is misleading as in the latter
year ti1e~e was a steep fall in the value of exports of cotton and jute manufactures. 
The subJoined table IV and V gives the latest available figures from 1941-42 to-
1948-49 both for Imports and Exports. 

Before World War II Industrialisation meant mainly development of then 
existing indnstries, supplying mostly home demand for consumer goods. Very few 
new industries were established whether for capital goods, key industries, armaments 
or for processing the raw materials that were then being exported. During World 
'War II however its immediate and urgent demands forced a radical change as shown. 
by the declin.e in exports of raw materials to 28 per cent and the exports of manu
factures has risen to 47 per cent. The exports of manufactured goods shows an 
increase, while the corr<sponding in; ports register a decline. 

Direction of Trade.-Still more remarkable changes occured in. the direction of· 
the trade. While in 1920-21 61 per cent of the Imports came from the United 
Kingdom, in 1936-37 only 38 per cent came from there. The share of the other 
commonwealth countries increased from 5 per cent to 11 per cent during the same
perk d. Other conntries like Japan, Germany and the U. S. A. supplied 34 per cent 
of our imports in 1920-21 and 51 per cent in 1936-37. After World War II the share 
·of the United Kingdom declined 21 per cent in 1941-42 ; but the other common
wealth conntries improved their share to 40% of our total imports, while foreign 
comltries gave only 39%, two of our biggest sources of supply,-Germany and Japan. 
having disappeared. They have disappeared not only from IIldian Import Schedule, 
but also from the world market, and it remains to be seen how far the place left 
vacant by them can. be taken over by Indian Produce or manufacturers. 

On. the export side the United Kingdom share increased from 22 per cent to 
32 per cent between 1920-21 and 1936-37 while the rest of the Commonwealth share· 
declintd from 21 per cent to 14 per cent. Other foreign conntries relatively main
tained their position. The war led still further to a decline in the share of the 
United Kingdom, a prononned decline in the case of foreign countries, and a rise 
from 21% to 30% in the share of the Commonwealth countries. This is explained 
by the fact that Burma has become a foreign land, that British has changed into the 
best source of supply of capital goods we all need. 

Bilaterimn.-But the most radical change con.cems India's international balance 
of trade. In all our ages past India was a creditor colliltry exporting more on the 
balance than importing, except in famine years. Even after paying the steadily 
increasing drain of the so-called home charges the balance remained in her favour· 
which was met by a considerable import of Bullion, notwithstanding attempts at 
diverting that flow also to Britain. After the World Depression of the thirties, 
intensified by Britain's sudden and unilateral abandmlllient of the gold standard,. 
India became a net exporter of gold on a large sc~le, thus meeting all her obligations 
despite a fall in export•. 

During the world war II 1939-45 the position. once again changed. Indian. 
produce all kinds, supplies and services were progressively more and more in demand, 
because of the war needs of the Allies. l\Iost of the sterling debt of the Government 
of India repatriated and converted into r?pee debt, to facilitate the heavy excess of 
British war purchases. Notwithstan.dmg the advent of the Lease-Lend programme, 
Iudia continued to supply British and allies needs heavily, despite the shortage of· 
shipping space aild a whole host of regulations controlling e>:ports. This brought 
about a heavy accumulation of sterling Balances in her favour in London, which 
are not even now paid off, though large amounts have been allowed to set off on 
account of war-time British stores and installations 'vhich cannot u.ow be used or
removed by her. India's serious food shortage and pent up demand for capital 
as well as consumer's !!OOds for all these years has led in the post-war years to a. 
growing dificit in her m~rchandise trade, which uses up the accumulated sterling,. 
whether as sterling or converted into hard currency. 
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<iJn'.<lion 22.-Would you make a detailed a.nnlysis on the above lines particularly in 
re.spect of the following industries : (i) iron and steel, (ii) cotton teMiles, 
(iii) sugar, (iv) JX>per, (v) matches ? 

Please give your answers for thefollO!cing periods : (a.) at the time whenJ;rotec
t•"<>n was given ; (b) in 1938-39 ; (c) in 1948-49. 

The note give11, above would suffice to answer this question in general. As 
-obserred elsewhere iu the earliE>r period of 1923-38 several industries were inxesti
gated as rega.rds their claims for protection and in many cases protection was giYen 
Jn one form or mwther. In"l!l38-39, 8 industries were on the protected list, out of 
"W"hieh subseqw:•ntly fiye have been removed . Only 3 of the major in,dustries which 
-receh-ed protection. contin:t~ed to do so. 

In the period 39-45, 'Yorld 1\'a.r II set up abnormal conditions which stopped 
anr outside competirion an,d at the same time increased en,ormously the den1and 
for all sorts of commodities produced at home. All this added to the expansion 
.and growth of inrlustr~-. 

This, howen,r, after six ye.ar:; of war, suffered a setbac-k, partly because of the 
·dL<tappearance of war expenditure of the Briti~h and In,dian. GoYE'rnments in this 
·country, and partly also because of the sharp decline in the producth;ty of machi
nery, plant and equipment which were overworked during the war. The country's 

·transportation systBm also was responsible for this decline. 

Iron. and Steel.-The outstanding inst.an,ee of an industry whieh has ht'en defi. 
nitely fostered by Fiscal Protection is the iron, and sh•el indu~try-, whose real growth 
.has taken place in the last two dt:"('ado:s. BC'ca.usC' of this succe:-:.s. it has been remoYed 
from the pr0tected list. Between the year l932-:l3 when the regular collection of 
production figures started, 2-nd the year I D40-4-l the steel ingot production of tllC 
<'.ountry inc-reased from less than 6lakh.o;; tons tD more than 1·2 minion tons. Durina 
the same period the output of finished steel jumped up from 442,000 tons to 9:!5,000 
tDns. This development \yas aeeompanied by an {>Xpansion of the ar.tiYities of various 
anc-illa.ry industries.like foundries~ the structural steel, wagon buHding industries etc. 
Last named havin-g receh·ed an early promise of preference from the railways. In 
1947-48 and 1948-49 the industry showed a set back for a varietv of reasons not 
conn-e-.cted with its inherent strength. But it is again showing ~ign~ of resurgence. 

Textile.-The cotton, textile industry is the largest of our modern indu::;tries. 
For a long time it was deliberately handi<-apped by the so-called countt·rvailing 

·duties. But the protection began in 1925 has enabled it to reduce the imports of 
foreign cloth from four-fifths of the home demand to OI\e-fifth. Statistics given 
earlier are illustrath·e of the development. 

:\Iany te~·hnical impro,·ements were effected by the industrv d11riug tJw pt>riod, 
·chief among these being the installation of nwdern mac-hinery f,;r spinning weaving, 
.and the development of new bleaching dyeing, printing and finishing process. In 
the pont-war period it is meeting new difficulti(_•s whic·h are not- due to anv laf'k of 
inherent strength. · 

8u.gar;~'3ugar i' another example of an industry brought to its present ]eye] 
?Y prot~ctton. The su~a': output in J9:l2-:l:l was only about :JOO,OUO ; but ill li; years 
It has nsen to over a. miUwn tons. It now supports almost the entire home market. 
T~ere has been a steady impr•wement in the quality of cane for which the most 

.£mta.ble seed has been developed after a. long experiments at Coimhatore. 'rhanks 
to the recent technological advances, facilitated by the Central Research Station 
at Ka.npur, a higJ:l~r per cen.tage recovery of sugar from cane has also become possiw 
ble. The dovetmhng of the several connected izldustries ; the fullest utilisation of 

.aU b,r products ; and. the coor?-ination of the industry with intensive scientific 
farrrung has made the Industry In some caseH much more ecoQomic to operate and 
.profitable for all concerned. 
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P<wer.-:-~aper9~ndustry is y~t another \~hich grew because of the protection. 
gran!ecl to 1t •n l~~o. The duty 1mposed on 1mported wood pulp some years later 
wa~ n~trumentalm t~te developme~t of the producti?n of indigenous bamboo pulp 
\\hlCh ls ';OW the roam mw ~atenal ~or paper makmg lll the country. Recently 
pulp n:a~ung has b.ee':' taken lll hand m C. P. and in Assam, The production of 
fine wr1trng and prmtmg paper increased rapidly in th< last decade. The same was 
the case. with Kraft. or packing paper ; but in the absence of proper raw materials. 
for malung mechamcal pulp, all efforts made by the Forest Research Institute to 
produce news-print in this cotmtry have not succeeded so far · and so the whole 
of our annual requirements of about 50,000 tons of news-print, ims to be imported 
from abroad. 

Question 2.1.-Please indicate the significant featnTes, if any, in, the stntctw·e and' 
orga.nisation of p1'0tected indnstTies with respect to ;....!. 

{i) size of the unit. 
( ii) their location. 
(iii) the deve!O<pment of combinations, horizontal or ve1'tical, 
(iv) the development of ancillary industries. 
(v) Any other subject that yon may con~ide1· it necel!sary to mention. 

Do you tkink the fO'rrn o-r manner in which Prote'ch·on or assi8tance has· 
been given to these ir.dustries has anything to do with these features ?' 
Which of these features are in the interests of our economy and which are 
undesirable ? 

In. the case of modern., mechanised, mass producing industry, the size of the unit. 
enterprise ten,cls to increase as the economies of large scale production can, on,ly be 
enjoyed if the unit is as large as possible. There is also a tendency for industries to 
be concentmted, as is the case with the Cotton Textile i\Iills whlcll are located mainly 
in th& three ccntrea af Bom!>o>y, Alnnedabad, and Shola.pur ; the Sugar Industry 
three-fourths of which is situated in the U. P. and Bihar; the Jute industry in and 
around Calcutta or the Iron and Steel Industry with all its ancillarieh at Jamthed.pm·
The advantages of specialisation of industry which are in force in such concentra~ 
tion.s, speaking broadly, are in, the interestb of the country. 

Combination among competing firms tends, thanks to protection, grow. It 
secures the advantages of the maximum possible cooperat,on, and consequent 
economies nmong the- units in au industry, which may be passed on to thE consumer 
in the shape of lower prices, or to Labour engaged in industry in. the shape of higher· 
wages as well as profit5 to the ptoprietm- and man,aget. r.l:he out~tanding example 
of all tuese 1s that of the Indian Cement. Industry. The seveml factorws in that 
industry were made into Associated Cement Companies, whose only competitor· 
before the \Var was the Dalmia group of the il,dustry. As t)1ese combined during 
the '\Ya.r and pooled their resources, they were between themselve~ responsible for-· 
something like 85% of the total output of that industry. 

Combhmtion aho Juts been found economical in the ca.se of Indian Shipping 
Cont'erns. The principal In.dian~owned5h:ipping concerns all combined a.nd operating 
succest:ifully ag_::dn . ..,t their British competitors still rootEd in this country. _\Vith 
thdr Yery limited tonnage, howt::ver, they can get only FJ. small share of the a-v'l_Ilabl6 
coa.st<1l or overtleas buswe~s. Nothing like a. compl<~te mono.poly hr~s beer Dcllleved, 
the combine opcn1ting only for the strengthening of !he ~vt~akei untt::, Ii?r has it 
achieved a. complete monopoly iv the c2sc of tl~e combmat1011 of ConstructiOn C?m
panios wh.id1 r.re able to proYidc adequate equipment on a h-...rge scale fur a variety 
of enterprises. 

A noteworthv case of verticnl combination has occurred in a Sugar concern in 
J3omhv,y, the Pro\·in('e of whid1 .:,h.o can prcduu.• J.owt'r akohol and. dairy producl·, 
inclulling milk u.nd all milk r.roducts and sweets, c~Jttle dung proYidC's manure on. 
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-the spot as the canal providts water for the cattle, and ca~;e ends provide green fodder 
.for the ea.ttle, who in their turn provide milk, thereby showing the possib1hty of 
·<10\·e-t> iLn" one enterprise into another in such a manner that the finished article 
of one way be the raw mate1 id of another. Such a combinat.ion or joining of mutually 
connected indu>tries into a composite whole cmmot but be regarded as beneficial. 

This also an,:;wers item 4 relating to the development of ancillary h;dustries.· 
The Iron and Steel industry has set a good example of clevdopiug a number of such 
industries in the same centre after the principal industry had grown. 

Fiscal protection given in the form of hnport duties, whether ad valorem or 
.specific, naturally encourages th!' domestic producer, pro~cted ~gainst foreign 
competition, to secure as large a slice of the home market a. IS possible. A monO· 
polv ordinarily aims, not at the gre.atest possible production and therefore the widest 

·de;elopment of the industry, but at restricted production, to secure high prices of 
the output. This is prejudicial to the consumer as well as the workers engaged in 
the industry, and so to the comttry as a whole. 

Of the other features mentioned in this Question, neither the size of a unit, nor 
the localisation of any industry has reached such proportion• as to be objectionable. 

Questim> 24.-If you wnsider that the undesirable. features mentioned if any, u·e1·e 
tJ.ue to any defects or deficiencies in the control exercU!ed by Government 
o~er the protected or assisted industrt~a. please point out sucll dejects or 
deficiencies. 

Sever>• I instances may be quoted of such defects, which have, however, not al
ways been properly attended to. For instance, some years after protection wns 

·=nte<l to the loca.l sug"r industry, it was found the cane producer was at a dis
~ vantage vi<!-a.••is the factory owner. It was only Bfter some experience had been 
uained that measures were adopted to ensure a fair share of the improving fortunes 
~f the industry to the producer of its basic raw material. 

The biggest d<fect, however, is in regard to the consumer's burden. It hos been 
suggested that the burden of fiscal protection is borne by the consumer, who has to 
pay a comparativ :ly high ptice for the produce crf such protected industry, "hile 
it is building up its position to a competitive level. This is a sacrifice the country 
may well bear if there is assurance that, in course oftime, wher> the industry becomes 
self-sufficient and able to stand competition from any source, prices of the home 
product would be appreciably lowered. Either the protective duty would be re· 
mo\"ed when the industry no longer needed such :>id, or price> of its products be con· 
trolled and ugulated. This has not alway. been effected in this country While under 
a. Foreign Government. ·The princip1l inJustrie.s which were first to receiv•· protec
tion w~re after 10 to 15 years removed from the list of prot<cted mdustries. But 
the prices of their products ha,·e not materially declined. One explanation of the 
continued rise in the price leYel is Government•s own policy of inflation begun. during 
the wa1, and continued almost uninrcrruptedly thereafter thou gil in varying degrees 
of intcru;itv. While Govemme11t is unable to check its sins of commission and omis· 
sion of thh kind, it would not be in a po<ition effeclh•e!y to cure such defects in 
the working of local industry. 

·QW'Ativn 25.-To wh11t extent TWA the prot>?ction or a.Y8iBtance ajjordrd to an industry 
rtV1ulted in {a) its proyrex,ive mechanisation, (b) the introduetion of new 
ewnomv_.y and other technical improvements (c) the optimwm utilisatim• 
<if indige1UIU8 raw 17Wierials and l>y-produeta.~ 

PIR.118e i/lu.vtrate with examples drmun from yuur knuu:ledge or experience. 

The statistics gh·en earlier in regard to the progre&s of protected industries tho 
!,'I"Owti> of the number of establishment• in each such indu•try of th" capital invested, 
.a.nd labour employed, of th•. raw material consumed, and total production, would 
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guffice for answer to tius question. The case has also been mentioned of the Iron 
and. Steel Indus.t~_v: as well as of the cement industry, which, by properly organising 
the mdustry, utiliSing and developing all ancillary industries and otherwise. rationa
!ising, l?roduction h?'s helped to eff~ct econ?'mier in the internal organisation of those 
•ndustr1es, and their general workmg, whiCh would not have been possible if they 
had not been sure of their own ground, and were faced with remorseless and relent
less foreign competition. 

-Question 26.--!Has the protection or assistance received by our industries"induced any 
substantial increase in the supply of

(a) technical personnel required by the industries. 
(b) skilled labour. 
(c) semi-skilled labour. 
(d) stabili!Jed i'ndustrial labou1· force. 

Answer to this question also has been provided in the form of statistical material 
.and e>.-planatory comments on the same, relating to the development of technical 
and training institutions in the country, or facilities for skilled labour increasing in 
recent years. 

So long, however, as the available industrial employment is disproportionately 
small a.nd limited ; and so long as agriculture continues to be the principal source of 
livelihood for the largest proportion of the population, stabilisation of la]Jour force 
in industry, as mentioned in (d), is difficult to form. The remedy is to strive for 
.a. more balanced economy, wherein the undue pressure on the soil would be dimini
shed by alterative employment being created in modern industry, and ancillary 
.services or Transport by land or sea, commerce and general administration, including 
management of industry. The Commission must, therefore, interpret their Terms 
of R.<lference widely enough to include these objectives, and frame their recommenda
tions to achieve this end. 

-Question 27.-To what extent, if any, has i1ul1tstrial re,gearch been initiat£d and 
fostered by the protected and assisted indu,gtries ? 

In more than one case has an industry developed its own technical research or 
.assisted it. The old time method of working and learning was pursued, all the more 
·easily as the growing vogue of automatic machinery dispensed with the need of 
personal attention., skill or exertion. In the more modern industries, they are sub
stituting practical training in their own establishments or combining to set up a 
central Research Institute to serve the needs of the entire industry for technically 
trained personnel and lugher scientific research. The Sugar Technological Institute 
at Cawnpore, or the Cotton Research Laboratory at Bombay ; or the Bombay 
University De11artment of Chemical Technology and Textile Chemistry, may t6 
·cited as instances where an industry itself encourages or fosters research, either by 
.special scholarships for research on specific problems, or large-scale endowments. 
The Tata Iron and Steel Co., has its own fairly )arge·scale research laboratory, specia· 
lised for that particular industry, and used for the benefit of its own employees 
primarily. Other industries, however, depend upon the geneml progress of scienti
fic education, technical training, and high grade research in the Universities and the 
system of public education in general for advancement of technical skill and research 
connected with their institutions. 

Question 28.-Vo yo,. consider tltat the revenue tariffs imposed in tlte past have 
had any appreciable effect on tlte growth and d<'IVelopment of our industries 
and on tlte course of our ex;port and import trade? If so, would you illus
trate yom· finding with some examples dravm from the trade or i.ndiutry 
of which you have know/.ed,ge or ex-perience ? 

No. 
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Question 29.-Tfhat are the broad effects of the tariff policy pursued by the Gouemment 
betn·ee.n 19:!3-39 on the vol•ume, characlC1' a11d geographical diFI·ributi011. 
of our (i) import, and (ii) ea·port tmde? 

(b) To what e:r:/£111 was the relative imparlance of o111· domestic and foreign 
trade affected by this policy d-uring this period. 

The ml.SWer to an. <"B.rlicr quf'stion a.boYe wherC' sta.tistic·al ta.blcs hn.Ye bc·en 
appen(kd and genC'ra.l observa.tion.s made> woul<l suffiC'e in. this case. 

Questim< 30.-Do you think that the development of any of the protected ind11stries was 
hampered by the policies pvrs.ud or tl>e measures adopted by Got·emme11t 
in rgeard to matters other than protectio11? Please git·e examples. 

Three or four instanc<>s can be mentioned in reply to this question wherein 
Governments policy,apart from fiscal protection, have indirectly affected the deve
opment of local industry, 

(i) The change of ratio in 1926 between the rupee and the sterling from Rs. 
15=£ 1 t-0 £ 1= Rs. 13 1/3. has adversely· and obviously affected the scope 
for the export of Indian goods. The continued link between the Rupee and the pound 
sterling, eYen after the latter had been dislinked from gold, and suffered a steady 
though con<ealed depredation, during the World Depression, the War, and 
after, still affects the development of industry in India. India was throughout 
the British domination ne,·er allowed to manage her own currency system, in her 
own way, to suit her own interests. E·n:n when all other countries. including 
Britain, -were manipulating their currency and exchange as effective, though tem
porary, remedies for stimulating local industry and exports, India was held fast to the 
Sterling ratio, raised by 12!%, ewn while Sterling itself was steadily depreciating. 

India, howe\'er, today, though in independent, so\'ereign State, is not imme
diately in a position to rewrse the fixed ratio, since, from having been a creditor 
nation for decades past. she faces the likelihood of becoming a debtor country. with 
a heavy and growing balance of trade against her even though the so-called "Home 
Charges" ha\'e disappeared. Those, howewr., who have the shaping of t.he fiscal 
and financial conditions of the country should not overlook the device of Exchange 
ratio affecting "f"ery materially the success of tl1e country's industry. 

A second example of the same kind is in relation to the Transport system, within 
the country, an<! particularly the railways, whose rates could be effectively manipulat. 
ed to help local industry. These are utilised more as a source of easy taxation or 
monopoly profit, than as a price for serYice rendered by a public utility. Every time 
the Government in India were in need of more re;;enue, railwav rates and fares were 
increased, or surcharged, irrespective of their reaction on th~ loc~l industry, trade 
or general economy. This is highly objectionable, the more so as it has a prejudicial 
effect on the country's industry which is not always perceived. 

The general financial policy including taxation and expenditure, is another 
example of the same kind. The Roosevelt administration in the United States, 
tried on a large scale. and with considr.:rable sucecss, increased public exp<•n<liture 
from borrowing to stimulate American industry during the D('pression and increase 
employment. The Government in India haYe yet to recognise the u"c of public 
?Y.pendit~re, \\isely laid out, to in?rease ~mployment and productivity. The recent 
Increases tn tax rates ha;;e scared mdustna1i.'its to suf'h an extent, the unc~xpecied 
depression has resulted whhout any obvious justifieation for it. Even in the matter 
of Customs Duties, the presence of reY('hUe duties makes the aim of flsc:al protl'et.ion 
comp1icated, if not im·ffective. 

One more example may also he added; that of the Grow<Hore-}""ood campaig"!l, 
an? its rea£-tion .on industry. \Vithout questioning its necessity, one may, however,. 
pomt out the dL,advantageons consequences of uncoordinated ndtc•i• n of area 
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~nil~'bl~ .~~: thl\ .. 1!0.-~al)e~ ·~Cprom .. etCial c~~i!'\. ,!I'I:(eae.. ~v~ 'iihll raw m\:I'W~un .t)t 
mdul"'ifY• ~~~ .•n~\~!W~· .GP~t?1>. or jute. .Ahlf if ~he ~o1time · <>{ 'lri~'a1lj iltwlabW 
raw material is reduced, indigenous mdustry woula h'a'Ve t()'defierid oil: foreigD' ihlll· 
porti,"'-whiph n:iay be relatively costly-or st11-rve itself. Such m~~m:es iJ!l"!e · a 
double aspect which is not always realised by those who are carried a"'ay liy the 
moment's enthusiasm. 

SECTION. D 

Factors in the formulation of a new Fiscal Policy 

Q~W~tion 31.-:-What in your assessment iB the relative importan.ce of the main c!Lang~• 
•n the pattern of our foreign trade which have taken place in the period. 

(a)1939-45, 
(b) 1946-49. 

(a) During the War years .1939-45, it was impossible to procure the caiptal or con
sumer goods. which India did not produce herself, 'and for which her usual source o( 

1 supply used to be Britain, the :Pominions, the U .S:A., Germany and Japan. Ger
many· and Japan wer.e; of course, ou~ of the runnmg altogether, during the War. 
In Britain the local industry had to be diverted almost entirely to war purposes, 
so that hardly any plant was available for civilian or consumer's goods. And the 
same· might be said about the British Dominions like Canada, or allied court tries, 
like. Fraii<le. 

. In, the' U.S.A. up to 1941, c)'vilian prodtiction continued; but the war deml)nd of 
Europe for, tho~e goods as. well as Iriu,l\\ti<;>ns was sb int\inse, the possibility of U.'S.A. 
joining in the. War was. so 'iminii)ent ~~~a so rapialy. gr\>Wilig every da~~ tha~ e~fn 
before. the U.S.A. entered.tlie Wa~·officmlly, tlj.e Uase Lend System had been e't'ohied 
mll-inll" to supp~y, ~l;le wa(i;ieeds ?f B,'1tish ~nd 4.er >\~lie~. Whim 1\lne'rica join# t~.e 
War(ln he~ own a,oco1,111L~h~ ~ntl,l'e proc,l11ctive orgarusa~wn 'liias t11rned towar<;If!: supp• 
lying~h~'i own and ~l;le. .Alii~!,· wl\r ne~ds; so.that \he civilian demand iri coimtrie'a 
like India: either for cnnsumer'or c.;pi~al'goods,'had to be almost utterly d<ni<d. 

This wM the chief explanation· of the series of regulations whfch came to ·Wn~rar 
both Imports into and exports from India during tliese yeats. The :c<>ntrol 
grew, in sc,op.e; and volume as the war intensified till the larger portion of the enti•e 
foreign trl.de was cover~d liy it. 

The' growing' scarcity of shipping a;Jso was responsible-certainly after the. llnrea
tricted submarine warfare which Germany began, and which Japan followed up· 
whep she too entered the War. Prices also rose very steeply but as Indian Inrlustry 
and p~oduction ohll Itiij~~'b.~g~h to g~t ~*.Higher prices, . that. would 110~ b~' it;self" 
':V_ild~r, exp9rts, fro~. Ind1a o~ liDJ?O~ mto.~h•s co~~try ~y 1ts~lf. Bu~ commg. o:lonll 
)?t]h?.~h,Sr/actors, ~t >tffected tlie 1hdustr1al pos1tton m Iridia, favournoly even ff 
..,mporamy. 

The chief consumer of Indian exports like cotton, both raw and manufactured
~~ oe'fpre'thii War·Japsn'and.'the couritries•~h". thad f":llen llllder lt~ llo~netion .• 
.&·tliey'wsre cut off by the War, and as >trade With:free'Chi.na was matel'lafiy lll'p,eded 
tliiiprmcipal export!l'oHndia •naturally snffered a-decline. Other articles lijte .!11te, 
&me und<i'r tM"inllnenbe ,elf Lealie' Lend, ll'lm f~otors ·which affected imports also
-slio'Wed'tliehise1ves'in 'oon'll~ction•with the exporte. That part of the trade ha<hlso 
therefore to be controlled. 

(b) ,Afte~ 'tl>e ~nd of th? Wiirnew·diffiriulties have eropped-up in this. ~ou~try I>S well< 
ae otits1de tb · influenc<> •nietu.l\tional 'trade. The process of rehabilitatwn anq re
&mliti:'iiiitioii :which -tbe prinCipal. belligerent countries including Britain anP. tlle 
United Sta~s, had to take up; 'is· not yet' completed; eX<Jept·perhaps -in .the-liJnitejl 
18 M. of Uom, 
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States. B~t·the aftermath of wa~ and th!;"p~evailing tension in intern atio~al rela-· 
~ions · inclin~s American energy to prepare for the next war ; or .to stningth~n. the Allies 
(e .g., by the Marshall Aid Plan for European Recovery) which she .~ay expect to have · 
if and when that war comes rather than to emphasise normal production and trade. 

.... The prevailing scarcity of Dollar E'xchange operates in the same direction making . 
·trade with t he so-called 'Hard' currency areas more than ever difficult particularly 
·in regard to imports. f*· 

British economy has been so affected by the War, all Britain's foreign invest
ments. haying largely disappeared or used up, and her shipping substantially des
troyed, it takes her a ll her energy and determination to revive her local industry and 
recondition trade in the altered situation. She has now very little of t hose 
~'invisible exports" which came to her as interest on loans to foreign countries, 
profits of cawtal investment abroad, shipping freight, banking commissions and in
surance premia, not to mention the payment for the services of her nationals in 
foreign countries which formed such a substantial portion of the " Home Charges" 
from India. before 1947. Notwithstanding all efforts at increasing production, 
Britain is now a heavily defieit country so far as the balance of international ac
count is concerned. She has a very large adverse balance every year against her. 
For a tipie this was got over by the Anglo~ American Loan of nearly £1000 million. 
·But that loan was exhausted much sooner than was anticipated, and the problem of 
making 'h'er exports pay for her imports is more acute than ever . 

. ' · Those countries consequently which are linked with a.nd dependent upon sterling . 
have reflected difficulties, even if their own economy may be intrinsically, sound · 
enough to return.rapidly to normalcy after the War . . In this count ry as .remarked . 
already . th~ . situation bas radically changed since the Partition owing·to unexpected 
problems, like food shortage, shor tage of raw materials, and the grcrwhtg demand for 
~onsumer and capital goods. Imports on all these accounts are intensely needed . 
The exportable surplus on the othPr hand has suffered hea·dly on account of the 
partition , which has taken away considerable areas producing food and raw mater-· 
i_als ... The staple of!nclian export-s, jute and cotton , supply of food stuffs like wheat or 
other , raw materials, has t hus suffered . Tea re.IJ?ains the orily principal export . yet 
unaffected . · The manufacturing goods which· arc increasing in volume are however 
still ·insufficient in many cases to meet local demand . Their figuring therefore 
on the export side is limited . . 

.': ; · India thus suffers from all the hardships of a defi cit country and sees no ray of 
hope of reconstructing and rehab~itating her national economy, 'Vithin a reasonable 
period, to be self-sufficient, if not a creditor country, or surplus exporter on the 
balance'. 

:. The absence of any definite programme of reconstruction, rehabilitation or re-. 
ordering,; the uncertainty of a definite policy in essential mat ters, like public finance,· 
.including t~xation, currency and exchan~e, mak,es the nerve centres qf industry_ 
extremely s~~ken, and unable to get on With the proce'ss of reconstruction, such aa: 
it may. be in their power to effect. · · · · · ' 

··· . ! . . . .. . 
. . I 

. India had , no doubt, considerable balance~ accumulated during the wal' years 
'-in sterling, and kept in London, at the time the War came to an end. But these · 
balances were not and could not be made available immediately for conversion, 
into hard currencies: Nor was Britain herself able to supply all the needs of India., 
in the -mat ter of :her · industrialisation, post-war planning or reconstruction . . The 
only available remedy for India was. thus inaccessible. , . · , 

'The food shortage within the coimtry has intensified the exchange crisis. Ac
. cordingly ·ships, plant, machinery and equipment-which are absolutely india- . 
~ pensable for rehabilitating the national economy of this country, and placing i~ 
·on a normal arc Hogressive footing-are impossible. 
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Quest ion 32.- Would you briefly analyse the' effe cts of the (a) legislative and (b) adminis-
.. .. . tra#ve, meaB'lfres . relati.ng to the. ~ntrol .. an¢ r~gula:ti~n of our .fo_r.eign 

trade which GovErnment have had to adopt during these_ periods on (a) 
our import and export trade and {b) the growth and development oj our 
industries 1 

As legislative measures have been mentioned in reply to the previous question 
it -would suffice, generally speaking, to answer the second part . 

The import and export trade policies and their administration were not con
d ucive to the growth of industries. After the termination of the War, for one reason 
or another, import of a large number of consumer goods, the production of which 
was either already sufficient or could be easily stepped up, was permitted freely 
to the detriment of existing industries. But import of essential items like metals, 
engineering stores, machinery and machine tools which were not produced in ade
quate quantities was not allowed without a licence. Again the existence of res. 
trictions on the export of manufactured goods and the prohibition of everi sending 
-samples in some cases to foreign countries prevented the restoration of pre-war · 
trade contacts and restricted the scope for development of indigenous industries. 

(Juestion 33.--.,.-.To ·what extent have these changes affected the fundamental prem.ises 
. ·on which tht recommendations of the Indian Fiscal Commission of 1921- . 

22 were based ? Please illustrate your re~ly with examples dra'I.Q'n f rom 
the trade or industries with which you may be concerned or about which . 
you may possess adequate knowledge. 

The b.a~ic premises of the Fiscal Commission, as stated elseivhere, sought to 
give India a :(].seal policy, which would afford " discriminating protection " ·to in
dustrie~:~ that had reasonable hope of success, within a limited period. These expecta
t ions were founded on the availability of raw material, sufficient· in quantity and 
suitable> in quality ; cheap and adequate labour ·supply, skilled as well as unskilled ; 
:mel a large and growing market at home. Fiscal protection wrLs "::tlso to be 
conditioned by t he fact th::tt, without . it, the · industry~ otherwise suitable wbuld 
1 la,~e no chance to grow. This protection was, further given on condition that 
no undue sacrifice "\\as inYolved \lpon the consumer, and that v;·ithin a stated period 
rho industry thus protected was: able to st and on its ·own · legs and hLce world 
compet it ion. · 

For reasons mentionecl .in·· answer to previous -questions, these premises cannot 
hold good to-day. Nor can the liroitecl -objectivo and stringent conditions assumed 
and prescribed by the earlier Fiseal Commission be ,,·holly maintained. As this 
part of the question h::LS been dealt wit h already, no further remarks are necessary. 

·Question 34 ,-:r,l n the.Jig~t. of youJr~ analysis and·appr£ciation, what t's 'the reliztive im. 
. . · portance y()'U wouJ.d~,attach ·u'lider .present (lay conditions"to gove'rnme1J,tdl . 

measure.s for the prom,otion of our trade and industry which may be 
:. ,broadly . classified -, unde,r. the f ollcwin{l heads: · · i , 

(a) Fi.!ca1 measures. ; · · 
(b) Non-ji8cal mea8itre_s. ·. 

So far as fiscal measures are concerned, the commonest form is that of OUI:ltom• 
·duties on imports of foreign products competing with those of the protected _inqustry · 
-at home sufficiently high to set off the initial disadvantages . or handi<:Japs of ~h~ 
relatively newly planted competing indigenous industries. These have limits and 
may be oounteracte~. Other forms ·include subsidies or bounties in c!l-sh on ce~tain 
conditions to be fulfilled by new industries or existing ones:· _TJ?.e· ~O!InWfed,,qr sUb·, 
sidised industry or service' must be· sufficiently important; vi tat ·to th6 very exi.Steiice. 
·of the country to justify the direct burden on the Exchequer that such bounties or 
·subsidies involve. There is also the danger that in times of financial stringenny 
·this form of direct cash assistance may not be continued. Tn a democracy or Party 
.-Government this danger is not merely nominal, but quiie real and menacir g. 
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llpeom,J !fade !Wf'll~~nts wiy~ \ik~l~ ~o~UW~'\' .o~ .~tl;t)~~ ot. ~~ply_ may be
entere<j into s()' as to· secure defini~ ~rkets for the a~y'!n~ge oftjie local mdustry. 
These agreements are now-a-days qmte common aud regulate the greater part of the
international trade. 

Of these- measures by themselves, the first has its own importsnce. However 
excesssive On!port or export duties may be given an invidio~s ~pp~strance '?fnarrow· 
nationalism or exclusive economy to emphasise the need of buildmg up local mduetry. 
Subsidies and bounties are a more direct form of assistance which foreigners cannot 
object to. But they would appear in the light of a l;>urde11 upon th~. tax payer; whicQ; 
in the p,.,ent financial position of the country, may not be desirable. They ar"·. 
usually given in sufficient amounts, and often grudgingly ; and so they are not I'll• 
easy and popular form of granting real help to the country's industry: ~he per, 
ception, moreover, by the people of the advantages of such methods which mvolve.· 
direct disbursements from the public purse is so slight, that this form of industrial; 
assistance by Government would run the risk of. being discontinued at inconvenient, 
moments before the industry can be said to have arrived at maturity. For these, 
reasons, however effective such methods may be, they have relatively been less 
importsnt in building up industry than Fiscal methods of indirect aid by import andv 
export duties sufficient to counteract the disadvantages with which a new industry 
starts or an existing industry expands . 

. Of non-fiscal measures, such as manipulstion of Railway Rates a"d Shipping 
Freights for the carriage of locally maufactured goods or raw materialS,. or imported 
machinery, its parts and accessorieS, special conces5ion by way of exemption from 
import duties or other tax exemptions, licensing of industrial Establishments etc. 
have all played an importsnt part in building up modem industry in many a Euro
pean country and in America and they still have their place in the fiscal system 
of an industrialising country. 

As observed in answer io a previous question, Railway Rates in India have been 
fixed by Government, which owns the railways, more with a view to make up their 
Budget deficit whether in the Railways th.emselves 01' in the. general finances, than 
to enable the railways effectively to serve the country's economy as a J;'ublic Utility 
service. Special concessional rates in favour of local industry were Ulll>n~>'Yll• 
On t,he contrary "block" rates to carry awaY, raw material advantageously, or bring 
in foreign finished goods to eompete favoiltably with the products of Indian in
dustry were the order of the day until recen'tly . 

. Shipping freight fpr, Indian trade could not, even if the country's Govem;ment; 
wanted to, be manipulated in favour of Indian Industry because ofthe presence of 
foreign ship owner in Indian watern who would not be amenable to India's needs. 
The telescoping of shippirig freight with railway rates was equally impracticable for 
India's benefit. This form of assistanee to local industry the Government of India 
have not exploited and uo not still do so to any appreciable extent or in any scientific 
manner. 

Yet other forms of effective aid in appropriate cases mcJUae cneap loanS, guarante& 
tJf diVidends,. guaranteed purchaae. of propor.tinn. of the output, technical. training for 
~ff imd provision of expert ·adVice frollj abroad, sta~istical informatj.o11 regarding 
markets, spooial supervision in· the organisation of industrial· fconcei"I\B ,suoq fW 
Joint-stock Conipanies or co-operative bodi!'5, $-ade ;Marks Act, !)Jer.chant.Shjpping 
Act and the like, hav4 been known in other. countries to have influenced materially 
in buildin,g nn loeal industry and· shipping. 

~a~h o_f the&. -~~thod_S, devipes ~r:ex~~j:s ha.S boon, oy. iS be~g .~lied ~~. ey~1t 
¢vanced 111dustrmliaed conntn~, Iilie B.':'ta111· ... '.\he, C11na~d Sh~~pmg Compn:d.Y, 
!or example, has teen adya')cC>d a~ v~ry,l~~ .rl'~ o~1Uter~st1t'!le. ca,p1tal ~st o~ Jiuil.d; 
mg the two large::t .yesse s of th~ world=t'h~ ~ueert Mary. and the Quee,n EUzahel/•. 
Other C'oriipa.riies have bO<ln .tided' 15f 'dir~a suflliiiliea,' Y,.ii-tict\li.r!y' those . oiVrili!g 
\r&mp oteamers. Recent ~rade agreements have included clauses about quotas 
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which would guarantee a certain m8.fk~t for the products of protect.>d industries
Even Soviet Russia has had to obtain foreign experts on a large scale from countries 
With .... way of 'life radically opposed to h~rs. Trade' Marks and Merchant Shipping 
Acts ~ave helped, and help even now in giving -special conCE"ssion or advantage to 
aocal mdustry, and discriminating between several countries of origin of imported 
goods to secure some advantage for our goods. While the commodity used statutory 
system of1icensing every establishment might be ·utilised as much to guard against 
abuses, as to assist our own enterprise. All these are practised in a very, very limit.od 
and half hearted manner by the Gove=~nt oflndia though in other countires they 
have beeen tried with handsome results, · 

There is one form of encouragement to local industry which cannot be brought 
und0r offici,;] Fiscal Policy, but which is nevertheless effective in its results in the 
wholesale delibere,te disclimination in favour of one's own products. We have an 
·excellent precedent of Bnt..in within the last decade in the so-c~lled "Buy British" 
campaign. In this country, the Swadeshi campaign which was exactly on a p~>r, 
met with a sturdy opposition from the then Government of India for r""-son,< easily 
imaginable. The movement nevertheless developed a sentiment which is much 
more valuable to the local industry than it could h2.ve been in the past. For instBnce, 
the continued existence of one large Shipping concern in this country, in spite of 
ruthless and powerfu'l competition from foreign vested interests e.hnost monopolising 
our carrying trade must be ascribed in no small measure to that sentiment. The 
reasons. which prompted the old Government of India to resist these concrete 
manifestations of the Nationalist sentiment no longer oper&te. The new popular 
and responsible Government will find that this sentiment, if carefully cultivated and 
deliberately stimulated by means of all the modern org .. ns of cultivating public 
opinion or propagand.a,-like the Radio, the Cinema, the Sth0ol, the Church 2.nd the 
Public Platform-will FfuVe invi11uable not only in an early &ttl1bment of the principal 
objective, but also in resavin,g or avoiding all embarrassment regarding complica
tions with other countries arising out of Trade Treaties or other obligations. This 
diroct form of public assistance can be supported by indirect methods ar.d prove 
much more effective both,- for the short term and in the longrange and the country's 
iadustry could be intensively and r.1pidly developed as plenned. 

Rr r02.sons expldnc·d earlier, the previous Gov<rnment of India did not, could 
not or would not &dopt any of these. Our new national "'nd popul!:.r Govern •. 
.ment, which now has complete control of our destinies has no such iul1ibitions. 
Unfortun2.tely, for the moment that even if it wanted to adopt theEe expedients or 
any of them aggressively it is not in a position to do so in •.ny degree that would 
.bring definite substantiel results. Efforts are indeed, being rrade, as mentioned 
above to build up training institutions and scientific resee.rch which could be har. 
nessed in the service of industry. But these will take time ar.d even when they <erne 
it may be questioned if all the edvantages expected therefrc·m would be realiE<d, 
India would have to. place her house much more in order, befcre she could be free 

·energetically and effectively to build up her national economy to ensure the rros
:pe~ity of the country and a civilised standard of living for her people . 

. Question 35.-Would you indicate the extent to which an appropriate tariff policy can 
· ·further our foreign trade and aBBist in the devewpment of our industries! 

An appropri,to and clear-cut tariff policy, consisting not only in import or export 
·duties but a properly co-related systematic well thought out policy in &II its several 
forms' and devices each suited to the different needs of the several industries, and 
a,lso fitting in the aggregate national economy, would help rapidly to develop an 
intensive all-round industrialisation of the country so as to ma.ke a harm)nious ~nd 
.sympathetic whole. It ohould avoid e7cessive emJ!hasis mere!~ on ~ho building. up 
-of larger industries. For such excessrve or one-srded emphasrs, mrght create new 
:problems by lopsided development. A balanced economy, wherern ~ue pla.ce would 
J:>e_ given both to {logriculture and industry, to all the ancillary serV1ces of .banking, 
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transport, insurance and commerce to all utilities and amenities. which make a decent 
standard of living must be the ideal sought. All measures of policy should le adapted 
to attain that ideal. 

Question 36.-What in your judgement slwuld be the objectives of tariff policy in a slwr~ 
period? 

This question demands a dif(erentiative as between short term and long range 
policy, but reqcires the answer to f>e confined to only short term measures. We would 
suggest th:1t for immediate effect our fiscal policy should be framed ar..d the measure" 
taken in pursuance of it must be adapted to the immediate needs. At the present 
time the main difficulty of large scale industry is in regard to the procurement of 
new capital goods, including plant, equipment and machinery, their parts and acces
sories. This difficulty is for the moment intensified by the shortage of foreign ex
chanue particularly m 'hard currency'. Measures must therefore be taken whether 
as p;,t of the coUntry's fiscal policy or otherwise, which would obviate or remedy 
this immediate difficulty, and pronde the equipment necessary for existing and new 
indusbies to expand and de>elop. And pending this establishment of large scale 
mechanised industry, its smaller cottage-scale counterpart should l:e actively re
organised, reoondi,ioned and stimulated to make up as much of the gap in consumer 
goods as pcs,ible. )Ioreover short-period activities should be confined to large scale 
consumer goods industry and directed by the centre cottage industries may be pUI"sued 
by the Pro' inces. 

The policy of proteQtion by customs tariffs manipulation, in the shape of export 
and import du~ies m~y dso be redesigned and adopted to the more urgent require
ments. It must be harmonious with the rest of the economic policy, including all 
branches of Public Finance. It must at the same time be appropriate to provide 
scope for indigenous industry to expand and develop for the supply, primarily, 
oft he whole ofthe home market, for the employment of ~ll avuilable locd labour, 
skilled or unskilled, and for capitd mvestment equd to the mdustiir.i potenti I. 
It must, fin::Jly be sufficient for building up the gc·nernl prospelity of the country 
and ensuring a bett<Jr standard of living for its people. 

The objective m new, therefore, even in short term development of particular 
industries which may ask for protection or which the Commission feel would deve
lop effecth:ely with the aid of protection, should le a bc.lanced economy and 
attainment 'of national self-sufficiency in as wide a measure as possible in essential 
reqnirements which should not be lost sight of. 

Question 37.-The .Minorities Report of the Indian Fiscal Commission of 1921-22 
expressed the view that there shauld be an uruzualified announc<mwt 
that the Fiscal Policy su#ed for India is protection. Do you agree with 
this view 1 

Certainly. While the country has to bwid up all the 'key' industries as well""' 
the vital es"':n~ial senices, not only to ensure material prosperity and a decent 
standard of livmg for the mass of the pc-opla, but also in the still larger interests of 
nation.zl safety, secur<ty and mdependei.!ce, Such declaratiOn of national policy 
~auld ~e as !egJ.tunate as It IS neces"'!'ry. We h;-ve a heavy leeway to ·make up in our 
mdustnal development and econormc prospenty; and it would be futile to expect 
!"'realise t!ili. ~bjective ~ithout such a policy and definite, adequate measures taken 
m s~pport of It. Th~ Ideal of National Self- Sufficiency in vital and essential 
reqnrements held out m these answers and of securing a properly lalanced economy 
also repeatedly emphasised, demand that the only suitable policy fer the country 
IS one of ad_equate and effective eid and protection in appropriate forms, given to 
enable.~ew md?strY:.to build itself up to its optimum capacity, and existing ones to 
recondttLOn, r3tLOnahse and expand themwlves so as to secure all possible economics 
and meet th~ maximum possible of the home market demand at least. ' 
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It is _for these reasons that the policy of adequ&te, effective and appropriate, 
and sufficiently durable protection should be emphesised by this Commission no 
less than by the Minority Commission of 1921-22. 

Que.stion :!8.-If, ·•o, what principle• and conditionB would you lay dmun for regukuing 
the gram of protection or aa:tistance ? 

Having accepted the principle of adequate, effective and snfficiently durable 
protection to all suitable industries in the country, this Memorandum would not 
limit or condition that by considerations which seem to have weighed over much 
with the Fiscal Commission of nearly a generation ago. The ~tpprehension of a. pro
tectiouist policy proving a burden to the consumer, or the commuuity as a whole has, 
as already pointed out, been misconceived for obvious reasons under the then politi
cal and economic condition of India working in absolute subordination to the Econo
mic Imperialism of Britain. They are not likely to occur in reality. In so far, 
however, as it does occur notwithstanding all precautions it will be more than counter. 
balanced by the establishment of new industries which will compensate for or avoid 
the really burdensome character of Fiscal duties and of other appropriate forms of 
effective protection to indigenous industry. 

Nor need it be assumed that a protectionist policy towards industries would 
necessarily be burdensome ; it may take the form not of import or export duties 
but may be equally well found in indirect measures imperceptible in their effects 
e.g., manipulation of freights on railways or waterways; exemption from taxation; 
special currency and credit facilities ; provision of technical personnel and expert 
advice ; improving the general educational system, and affording amenities for wor
kers so a.s to increase their productive efficiency and a number of other cognate 
expedients or dedces which would be beneficial in the long run to the commuuity 
as a whole ; and at the same time helpful to the industrial growth of the country . 

. Other specific conditions for according protection, like ·availability of raw materials, 
of labour, and of market; or the inherent possibility of the industry thus developed 
to withstand competition within a given period and stand on its own legs, suggested 
by the earlier Fiscal Commission, are necessities of the real and lasting growth of 
any industry. To stress them, however, by making them each a condition pre
cedent for the grant of protection is apt, in the ordinary mind to overlook the still 
more oyerriding considerations of national safety, security and self-snfficiency in 
essential needs. 

We would, therefore, not insist upon these conditions as the Binequa non of 
granting protection to any industry which on investigation is found to be in need of 
it. The development of industries in our view should be a matter of general policy 
and planned programme by the National "Government on a nationwide scale of 
development., in which the Fiscal policy, financ'a.l measures, education and other ad
vantages would be integral parts and in~eparable concomitants. .All would, mo~e
over, be integrated and corelated, one With the other, so as to n;>a!'-e a comprehensive 
and consistent scheme of development. In such a carefully diVISed, corelated !illd 
comprehensive programme, no detail, .like these conditions, would be over
emphasised at the cost of losing persp~ctive, proportion· or b~lance of the whole 
picture. 

· The only condition which need be mentioned at all is in regard to an industry 
being suitable to the country with reaaonable possibilities of development by the 
fostering care and encouragement of the State. It must be essential to the very 
existence of the country as an independent nation, or vital for its aggregate national 
e~nomy to be maintained. It must function smoothly to achieve a pre-determined. 
objective or goaL 
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Question 39.-Would you, in the appUcati~n of the formu!a or pri~iple, if any,_ or 
in the administration of the policy tn general, ltke spec~ consideration 
or priority to ~e giv,n tc ani! particular classes of Industry ~ If so 
please mention clasBes. 

This is a matter for some kind of an overall National Planning Authority to 
advise upon. Such a body itself w?uld have t~ ?e guided by the prevailing condi. 
tions and circumstances under whwh such polimes have to be framed and measures 
to be carried out. For a country in the position that India is today, and under the 
circumstances now obtaining in the world, priority may have to be given:-

(a) Industries indispensabl~ for the mainte:'ance ?f t~e country's defen~: 
safety and security. This will mclude no~ _ouly mdust.~les directly connected _wtth . 
the production of armament and ammurnhon:' of all kmds ; ~mt. also all v:ehwles, 
instruments or apparatus concerned With the orgamsat10n, ~qmpment, 
movement, feeding, clothing and housing of the defence forces by land, a1r or sea a.S 
well a.s their auxiliaries, their health and education. 

(b) Industries relating to the production of primary machinery and machine 
tools, essential for the building up of other important industries. These may be 
Called 'Key' or mother industries, whose list may be large, and whose establishment 
in this country is a matter of the country's economic independence and industrial 
self-sufficiency. 

Tbe mere question of competitive costs in, production at home or of imported 
goods from abroad, which seemed to have influenced unduly the previous Fiscal 
Commission cannot be suffered to influence the decision on this matter by the Gov
errunent of the country. A foreign Government, operating in subsidiary co-operation 
with their Home Goverrunent, may take such a view. But a National Government 
resting on the support of the people cannot afford to ignore the very fundamental 
requirements ofthe country's industry at large as well as other sectors of the national 
economy. 

Tbe only condition that may be urged or insisted upon would be that these 
various aspects, sectors and items which make up the aggregate national economy 
should be integrated, mutually corelated and developed simultaneously. The 
degree of emphasis may from time to time vary. It may increase with the prevailing 
circumstances, both within the country and outside. But such variation would be 
temporary, and cannot be held to affect the main order of development indicated 
abo\<e. 

(c) In giving priority to the first two, we are not overlooking the claim of con
sumer goods. ~ fact, in so far as the actual standard of living for the large mass 
of the country IS and has been below par, increasing production of consumer goods 
inclnding foodstuffs, clothing, housing, etc. is a matter of vital necessity, and cannot 
be deferred to any distant future. · 

~e may even assert that the priority given to the two preceding classes is 
-really '?" o~r to secure the bettey- de,elopment an<;! fuller growth. of this claS!! Qf 
·industnes, m so far as they bear directly on the daily life and ;work of the people. Thjs 
group would include not merely productive industry, whether on 'the large or 'the 
mna\1 scale ; it mnst comprise all forms of production and distribution which would 
<mabie proper consumption according to pre-determined standards being had by tiie 
mass of the people. ~~ ~ould, ther~fore, include inevitably industry, agriculture, 
as well as all public utilities and semces, such ao Health, Education and Sanitation, 
transpo~ and other public Utilities. These last may not be productive of material 
g<;>ods drrectly by themselves ; but they materially assist those other industries that 
directly p~oduce n:aterial goods. In this large group there may be varying priority as 
?>tween ?i!ferent 1tems or groups o! items according ~ special circumstances or pass
mg conditions. But taken collectively and for ordinary peacetime life they make 
up the aggregate standard of living. ' 
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An improved standard of living whieh is universally admitted necessary for 
the tno.as. cif the" :people, 'is,the J:eyJuit as 'lllllch of incr~a,sed .. pro,duction as of: better, 
more· natiOnal, ·more equitable . distri)Ju~ion pf the .1\li.tioual Dividend. For this 
purpose the,.]] ov:er.wlicy to regul!l~ aJt<\ develop the co0ntry's economy as a who!e 
must yay _due regard to .this less. tangible but ~¥~less imfortant requirement of aifull 
.and noh life beiog ensured to the community .as a .whqle. 

Question 40 -Do you agree with the view tluzt the grant of protection should IWt be con
fined to "infant industries" but should be considered, if necessary, 
even before an indu .. try is established, or when proposa/8 for if8 estaQlish
ment are under conSideration. 

. For reasons just given io the answer to the two prececliug questions, it would be 
evtdent that the policy advocated by this Memorandum is not in reference to an 
-existiog industry io its early struggling stage. It applies equally to existiog industries 
struggling agaiost foreign competition but also to potential development of the 
country ; and that, also, only in matters industrial. A Fiscal Policy even if it is 
part of the general policy in this regard, will have to be framed and applied so as to 
maintain its due importance in the aggregate scheme of the national economy. 
For that purpose Protection, aid or encouragement by the State must not be 
confined to only such industries as, being in exiStence, have to struggle for very 
existence. 

·Question 41.-(a) Please indicate your vie.cs on the various alternatire methods of pro-
tection, e.g. 

(i) protective import duties, 
(ii) bounty or suhsidy, 
(iii) system of pool prices, e.g. the aluminium price pool which was in force 

till recently, 
(iv) quantitative restrictions of imporl8 based on a guaranteed market for at 

least a percentage of domestic production when such qiwntitatire restric
tions can be imposed without conflict with pre-existing agreements or com
mitmen/8 1 

(b) Which of these methods should be the normal method ? 

(c) Would you like an appropriate method to be determined in each case 
on its merits I lf so, what are the conditions you would like to bear in mind 
in selecting the method of protection. 

A greater part of this question has already been answered above. The role and 
importance of import and export duties on corresponding goods made in the country 
itself has already been examined and defined. The limitations of this sytem hav·e 
also been indicated. 

( i) It is perhaps the mast effective form of protection to the local industry and is 
most commonly practised. Its possible disadvantages, e.g. unnecessary or dispropor
tionate burden: on the consumer, or the growth ofinonopolies in protected industries 
by means of trusts, syndicates, cartels and the like, should not be ignored. 

( ii) Mention has also been made of the effect of subsidy or bounty in builcliug up 
or developing an industry. These are cash payments made in support of a specific 
industry, and calculated on a specified basis of output, or work done. For instance, 
shipping bounties were paid in Japan for every ton built in that country, while th.e 
ton subsidy by Britain to her Tramp Shipping in the thirties was intended to keep 
alive a class of business which was slowly dying out, but which nevertheless helped 
to earn what may be called invisible exports for Britain in the years when they 
were badly needed. The growth of the sugar industry in Europe by means of bounties 
is a classic example of this form of assistance ; while payments on account of ~arriage 
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of mails, stores, personnel by ships is a well-~o:wn ~niversall.Y pr~tised form ofs?b
'sidy. We have already pointed out the obJective~ mherent m this ~ethod of assiSt
ing given industries. They are direct visible burd~ns on the pub~c exchequer, and 
so liable to be terminated at any tinle by the P~rty infl_u~nce at different moments. 
Industries helped by such devices would not be m a positiO~ to ma~e any. long range 
plans depending upon such help, unless they are of such VItal nat10nal rmportance 
that no country would dare to scrap the system. 

(iiij No specific remarks are offered on this point, except, that ~ess such pools 
are universally agreed to and observed, they may not be very effective. Eve~ when 
they are part of an international agreement, and are ma~e so as to har:.;noruse the 
interests of each party to the agreement, they may be believed to be unfatr to some. 
That would lead to their own undoing. 

(iv) This method may be appropriate if the country's output is limited, and e9ual 
to the aggregatelocaldemand. Foreign competition in given cases, may be. so senous 
that no portion of the local production might be available ~o t~e domestic m.ar~et, 
unless some such device is adopted by which competing foreign rmports are lrmited 
thereby reserving a reasonable share of the domestic marker forth~ local prod~cer. 
This would naturally raise the price and so provide a protection Without any direct 
burden upon the community as a whole or upon its exchequer. 

(b) In answer to an earlier question the advantages as well as the disadvantages 
of each of the se•eral forms of protection have already been shown. The commonest, 
the easiest and most frequently practised is the system of protection afforded by cus
toms duties on competing imports, or exports of home production so as to guarantee 
a certain amount of raw material for the domestic producer. This, however, suffered 
from the handicap of imposing a burden of the community as a whole indirectly. 

For industries of vital national importance, on which the safety, security or in
dependence of the country may depend, such indirect methods would not su~ce. 
Where cost, direct or indirect, is not an overwhelming consideration, industries, 
services and utilities will have to be developed by every form of State aid and p~o
tection. This applies to the vital services and basic industries oftramport, including 
shipping as well as ship-building, the production of armaments and munitions of all 
kinds, the industries connected therewith, development ofthe mineral wealth ofthe 
country and the like. 

Exclusive preference cannot be shown or exclusive reliance placed on a single 
method, device or expedient of State aid to industry. The tinle factor is also ini
portant in evaluating the utility of snch device. That is to say, if and where long
term planning is necesssry for the establishment of an industry, methods will have to 
be adopted which would pennit of such plans being made in advance. Where, how
ever, the need is inmiediate, and development of parti<iular industries is required with· 
in a s~ort tinle or inmiediately, as for example during the last war, the efficacy of slow
working long-range forces like Customs Duties or price pools will not serve. 

(c) Answer to this part of the Question is implicit in the two previous sectiom. 
The exactly appropriate method is a matter of balancing, various and not always 
mu!"'a~yhannoni?us,comideratiom. Foroneand the same industry, a method 
which IS appropnate today may not be so five years hence. A combination of 
methods and devices may alao be necessary for particular circumstances, or in cases 
of inmiediate urg~mcy. The only conditions one may lay down safely, which may be 
generally helpful IS that the ultimate objective, as well as the inlmediate aini, should 
be clearly defined; and means should be devised and adopted to realise that objective 
as effectively and as early as possible. 
Que'..tian 42.-What should be the Government's policy and procedure where the situation 

callsfor only sa_feguardi'fi{J or anti-dumpi'fi{J measures as diEtinctfrom B'Uhs
tantwe protectwn whether for small scale or large scale industrieE ? 

Th: ~afeguarding of an industry becomes necessary either when there is unfair 
competition by doubtfu~ methods like Deferred Rebates by foreign monopolist con· 
cerns, or because some Immediate urgency, requiring the maintenance of such an 
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· ind~try within the country. The safeguarding measures are not eassentially pro
. ~ectr~'e, but meant to preserve and maintain important or essential industries already 
ill e~tence a_nd fairly developed ; but which are threatened with extinction by some
new illternational development, technical innovation, or economic circumstances. 
They '!'re, t~erefore, adopted, primarily to guard against the risk of dumping by 
countnes With deliberately depreciated currencies, or their subsidised goods, or with 
~he de~berat~ design of preventing the !'"tablishment and growth of given industries 
ill the Importmg country, or for any political reason such measures would presumably 
be _of short duration, while the particular contingency lasts. They must be distin
guiShed from substantial mearues of protection and deliberate aid to a given industry 
to come into being and grow which must necessarily be of comparatively long-range 
character. 

For anti-dumping and safeguarding measures to be carried out satisfactorily, 
administrative machinery would have to be devised with power to react upon each. 
changing condition or factor which necessitated the measure in the first instance, and 
which required application in varying degrees from time to time. 

When Japanese dumping of cotton Textile goods in India became vary serious, 
and when it was realised that such dumping was facilitated by deliberate depreciation 
of the Yen, the Indian Government had to replace by specific duties their then existing 
ad valorem duties, in order to guard against such practices. The change was thought 
to be necessary only for the time being. It was adopted mainly beacuse no other 
method of adequately and effectively safeguarding the local industry was available 
under thej;hen existing Trade Treaty between Japan and the Government of India. 

The deliberate and heavy reduction in freight, by the Japanese Ship Owners in
terloping in the Indian Coastal trade, including trade with Ceylon and Burma, was 
another instance of subsidised shipping helping to dump essentially of the same 
kind as the above. The Government of India, however, did not bestir ·themselves to 
act for safeguarding the interests of the then existing Indian Shipping until British 
interests clamoured for such protection. An agreement was then made between the 
Indian and British Ship-Owners doing business in Indian waters to share the traffic 
in certain proportions, Indian Shipping getting only a fraction of the total trade, by 
whieh some steps could be taken against Japanese action in the matter of standard 
or reasonable freight. Recent substantial reductions in freight by the Dutch Line<;. 
of ships doing business with India also involve heavy loss. B'ut besides rrotesting 
against the action, the Indian Government seemed powerless to do anything by way 
of protection or safeguards until once more an agreement was reached between all' 
concerned to maintain a reasonable level of freight rates. When such 8 rate-war ill' 
launched to serve the private ends of 8 foreign com'pany the combines adversely
affected should have the right to meet the crisis by suitable action against the foreig-
ner and the international commitments meant for normal usage should be made-· 
inoperative in such contingencies. 

Question 43.-What place would you a8Bign to Export DutieJJ in the tariff syslems in the 
future P 

(b) Would you advocate export wntrol (liy duties or otherwise) for the, 
purpose of: 
(i) safeguarding the domeJJtic consumer against critical shortages, 

(ii) conservill{J domeJJtic supplies of raw materials for utilisation liy domes
tic industrieJJ P 

Export duties are, economically, most suitable to be levied on such of a country's 
production as is practically a monopoly of that country. For,in that case, the burden 
of the export du~y would presull!ably be borne by the ~orei!l!' c?nsumer o~ such mono
polised specialities. Such duties may have protective stgnificance, masmuch as 
they help to secure a plentiful supply of cheap raw material in the country. This 
presupposes, of course, that the Export Duty is charged on a raw material of industrY. 
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'and that the country levying such a duty' has the necessary indn•try to wor~ up the 
raw material into .the finishqd_pr~dpqt. It ma,y be; ho;yevep, tha.~ the duty m pra,~
'tice pro%8 to be an -inequitable handicap on the primary _produc~r., _who is· dep~ived 
b:y it of a wid<m, oompetitiv<l mar]>ctfor his.produce. 

These duties are however, generally for revenue p_urpose. Tbeir reasonable 
'limit is the point at whichprod"?-ctionofsubstitutes may be e_stimated, in which case 
'the Dutywillfailtoproducemuchrevenue,asthe demand will falloff. Evenlf the 
taxed article is a monopoly, but there is a limited market for it,-almost like a 
-consumer's monopoly-the export duty would not realise its principal objective. 

Finally, if the monopolised commodity when exported is in the nature of a raw 
material, like Indian Jute, which is possible to be manufactured into finished goods 
within the country, it would be worth considering if such a duty is desirable. For the 

-corresponding industry, if developed, can earn greater profit in seiling the rnanufac. 
tured goods in place of the raw material, and at the same time provide increased scope 
for capital investment and labour employment. Under certain circumstances, it may 
be desirable to levy export duty on the essential raw material to prohibitive level, so 
.as to conserve the raw material raised in the country entirely for the manufacturing 
industry based upon that raw material, and established in the country. 

On the other hand, Export Duties may be utterly desirable for countries in the 
situation of Britain to-day, who need to stimulate their exports at any cost. In such 
cases, there are even export Bounties, or a differential price for goods for export and 
on the commodity consumed within the country. Even if purchased, in the first 
'instance within the country the difference m pnce charged in the first instance 
on the assumption that those goods were for locd consumption, me.y be refundec\ on 
satisfactory evidence being produced that the goods were in fact for export and were 
-actmlly exported. 

Export Dati's may :;lso bo hried for the purpose of ensuring supply of the neces
·sa.ry r-'!.W m!.teria.l for the dJm'35tic industry, or for domestic consumption of goods 
otherwise likely to be in short supply. Those goods may be competing in the world 
m2.rket, if the local industry is in need of such material, even if the loco, I prrduction 
may be Bble to find a more profitable market outside, it would be desirable to secure 
an adequate supply at home at reasonable prices, so th&t the local industry should 
not suffer a needless handicap in regard to the material which the country itself pro
·duces, but which, under conditions of competitive trade, is not available in a required 
me.;.sure. 

The same argument applies also to Consumer Goods produced within the country 
and liable to be exported, unless checked by means of Export Duties and so reserve a 
proportion of the domestic production for domestic consumption. Such export duties 
ar_e not, ~rimarily, either revenue yielding or protective. They are imposed only 
;nth a desll'6 to secure a raasonable supply of the nw material on which local industry 
Is founded, and not bceause by that means a more effective protection can be assured 
1? the local industry. In the cz.se of Export Duty on finished goods, ready for consump· 
bon, there is not· even the pO!.sibility of indirect protection. 

The preceding would also suffice to answer (b). .The control of exports by means 
<>f prohibitive or restrictive duties may have their purpose as indicated a hove. Con· 
tro~ can also be exercised, apart from these duties, by means of a system of licences 
which would enable a proper quota to be maintained with different countries, or 
enable one country to discriminate as between the several purchasers of its produce. 
~these days when trade treaties are common, with specific quotas of supply of par
~wular goods to particular countries, it may be desirable to have some system oflicens· 
mg and control on trade so that the obligations incurred under the treaties may be 
-duly carried out. 

-<i . Mention ha? been made above of export bounties as radica.IIy opposed to export 
uties. Countr1es may ocoasionaiiy get into a position in which they must stimulate 
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e;q~orta -~t a.~y ~t;. lh s~.c~ a ~~e au~ hfudr9.nqe· to e;<pol$ would J,ii iu(dilsil'~ 
able, unles~ as It ~appell!iin Britam ~o-da.y, for example, it ini'.y be that expo!$ is 
only to_be drrect<;d to partiCular cruntries whose currency Is b!ldly in demand. Under 
these circumstances however it ytould not be so inuch .an indiscriminate 'stimulation 
of exports all'round, but a controlled direction of exports to particular countri~s or 
of particular commodities. Such action i3 usually for purposes more of regulating
the balance of trade and exchange, than for reasons of promoting any domestio 
industry. The safegua1'd of the ·domestic consumer is achieved by such duties as 
mentioned already when they are imposed for purposes of securing a minimum supply 
ofmw materi tl needed for the country's own industry, whose cost of production 
would otherwise be unnecessarily increased. 

There is, however, r. feeling in certain. quarters that export duties are unnecessary. 
In fact, the American constitution provides a constitutional bar against levying duties 
on the produce of any member state of the Union. It is thought to be e.n unneces
sary interference with the freedom of trade; and also with the prosperity of the compo. 
nent parts of a Federation. Even though the Indian constitution is not entirely a 
federal constitution, such a feeling me.y quite possibly affect pe.rts of India. For· 
instance, Bengal or Bihar are monopolist producers of Jute _and any export duty on 
such e.n article is e.pt to be felt by the producing unit to be .an IU\llecessary reduction 
of their own prosperity. Export duties, therefore, must be levied, if levied at all" 
with very great ce.r!', and under strict reserva.tiqn, so that they m'ly be either \Us
pensedwitll when unnecessary, or regulated; so as to ma)<e the burd;ens fall exclusive
ly on th,e foreign producer, and leave no handicap on the domestic producer .. 

To make tljese duties an Ihtegral part ofthe financial system would in a_ny case· 
be undesirable. For if the State comes to· rely in any great measure upon the proceeds 
of such duties, it may be unable to remove them when there is no economic justifi .. 
cation or political necessity. 

Question 4<1.- What· fiscal measures, if any, would you recommend to enable an• 
established industry to maintain its exports ? 

If it is desiri'bJe, in. the interests of the c,ouutry and its general ecpnomy,:thai such. 
exp11rts sltquld be m&int<.ined '¥" stimtdated, there •may have. to be Export; llounti~s. 
or refund o£ duties on. raw ma.teri'-'s, m.,_chinery or any of Its parts or accessot~s,. 
n1cludiug sto~es that th~ in.dustry concerned CQUsumes. . If the stimqlati,on of export 
isa.genoral necessity beca]Ise of the peculiar.' .ball\nce-of-accollllts positi9II, at ~y 
given moment, the !lrgument woqld be· dijfere:qt. ·lt aU depends upon. .for w!,at 
purpose the exports are to be stimulated, and the reg\llation would be in 
accOI"dance with that position. 

Apart from Export Bounties or Refund of th<l Duties, priCe refund may also !Je, 
given e.s already exphined ab_ove. Discri~ating freight r~tes have ~so been known 
to, stimulate .eliiports. tQ partjcular .countries, IHJ,<l·so!prqvide a spema.ljy fav;oll'"able 
·bal~~on..ce. 'lr dir~ctjqn, of, trad\>. JIQ_ . to .. S%J,. w!>ioh,- for· an;~~ :ooason,-economic or 
otherwise-is deemed in the interests of the country. 

Que,.tion 45 . .;...Ba~:-You any,<kmliitent&.on ihe.7f1£tlwd·"Y·w~whthe:Tari1f f/wrd1q! pre
·sont 'fixes -~he quantum· ofprolul'~ ;(file '111.8/Md of !lim!W""'f llf4 fa•~ ~~
·ling priee of the domestic product w•th the kJndea cott af the •mpamd pro
diu!) ! 

The method employed ot present by the T"'jff BoP:r<l. of determining the Q.egrt.e
of protection needed by any industry, by compai-in'g the co~t of p~oduction of a: re
presentative firm .in thrt,industry ·in this o6mttry ll<lld'th&-~orresponding cpst at the 
p.ort of entry ,of the conip~tfug ~icle from abroa?,,is-n'! do:ub~:.the. qbviou~ way-_ 0! 
.pro~iding·prPtection to !'·new ~~ns_tvy. lindeJ;" pnv~tte ~ompet\~We. enter,prJ.SE\, .. WJth 
discrimination, and so as to IIlllUrmse the burden Q\l;.th<). 'llm\l.lllll'll"·• . .;\~ h!>}VC:V.~r 
stated more than once above, the argument of the burden on the consumer is liable to-
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be exagger;;.ted. Industries the;e may be :whos? esta?lishm<;nt an:d development in 
the country within as short a t1me as poss1ble, 1s ofv1tal natlOnaJlffiportance, apal't; 
altogether from considra.tions of comparative cost. Tn fact, such industries must be 
developed alniost irrespective of comparison between what it would cost at home for 
the articles required and if they are purchased abroad. illustrations have been given 
above from the automobile, aircraft, •hip-building, the armament and munitions in
dustries which would need to be developed intensely, and up to the maximum· of the 
needs of the country, regardless of considerations of cost. In many of such industries 
this country 1s particularly backward ; and yet her very existence as an independent, 
sovereign state would be at stake if those industries are not developed within a· rea
sonably short tinle within the frontier of the country itself. 

For these considerations therefore the usual method of the Tariff Boa.rd for de. 
termining the extent of protection needed by any industry would not be adequate or 
appropriate for such special cases just mentioned. 

Question 46.-Would y<m recommend variatioru in duties to meet variati011s in import 
cost8 ? 

If a sliding scale of duties is provided, and if adequate and up-to-date informa
tion is maintained to gauge the varying incidence of the cost of production, this 
-device may be practicable. It will depend, however, upon the efficiency of the 
collection, compilation, and publication of such information. It must be official, 
~uthentic and beyond dispute ; it should. be sufficient to proivide.room for action, by 
way of varying the duties. Within the period originally stipulated for the maintenance 
of the portection granted, and which is calculated so as to enable a new industry to 
make good its footing it would however be undesirable to make any such variation 
lest, in trying to approximate the protective duties to the cost of production, we may 
undo the >cry basis of that industry. 

·QU<stion 47.-Where prot<ction is to be git·en by Ill riff, u·hat are the considerations u·hich 
you think.should govern the choice betweentl<e various altemafive fqrmll 
of duty such as specific, ad valorem, compound, etc.? 

Specific duties, as already obserred, are fixed amounts levied per stated urots. 
These are less effecti\e as protective measures when prices are rising . \Vhen, how.;. 
<>ver, prices are falling, they become more protective than might have been originally 
intended. In cases_where costs are con.,tant!y varying these may be more suitable 
than a fixed percentage of the declared or appraised value, especially if power is re
<;erved to· vary the amount charged from tinle to time according to the circumstances 
of the moment. In India these duties have· been used, particularly in the .ease of 
eotton textiles goods from Japan, which were competing unfairly by artificial depre.l ,. 
tion of the Yen, and other concessions available to the Japanese producer and expor· 
1er of such goods. 

Other measures that could have been taken ·to guard against such competition 
were, it was said, not available because of the obligations of the Indo-Japanese Trade 
'Treaty then in force. 

In. contrast with these, ad valorem· duties are a fixed percentage of the declared 01 
apprai;'e!'\_value whic_h is.of the same ineidence irrespective; of the pi-ice or cost changes. 
'If the llllt:i3l calculation IS reasonable; and the percentage 1s fixed at an adequate level 
the protective effect would not be marred by any variations in prices. But such 
-duties are unable to take any note of the improvements that may be made in the 
-quality or the strength of the industry. 

During the period for which such duties are imposed, they are ,maintained us
ually for a certain definite period of years especially if they have been framed and in
tended to protect what is ealled an "infant" industry. They may be both on imports 
and exports for rea80il stated. 
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The limitations of this form of protection have been noticed above and need not 
be repeated. 

The combination of protective and revenue duties on one and the same erticle, 
<Or specific a?d ~d vaUn:e"!' du_ty in acco~dance with varying quality, .makes for grea
-ter complex_1ty ?'I admm1stermg the tariff. Such compound duties may be necessary 
under certam Circumstances ; but ar.e not commendable in themselves. Other things 
being the same, they ought to be avoided. 

Question 48.-What do you think of the utility and practicability of tar•Jf quotas ? 

Arrangements are often made with foreign countries, or Treaties concluded with 
any of them, by which the quantities that could be exported or imported ar' fixed, 
or special concessions that have to be given in each ease. The aim of such arrange
ments generally would be to secure a certain proportion of the necessary goods for 
:home consumption, and at the same time reserve a part of the local market for the 
local producer in cases where there is a local competing industry. 

In the days when all-round and heavy trade barriers were a common obstacle to 
international trade which it is considered desirable to remove quietly, these arrange
ments were nuide to get round those impediments or barriers. But they also tend 
to aid to the complexity and difficulties, not ouly in administering the system, but 
in- conducting. foreign relations generally ; an,d, as such, are even more- obnoxious 
than usual. 

Question 49.-W auld you like a minimum or a maximum duration to be laid dou·n for 
protective mea.sure.s ? 

In the case of industries which are either new or have not grown or expanded to 
their optimum possible, it; would be desirable to lay down a minimum period within 
which the protective duties or other measures must remain in for_ce. Such a period· 
is neccssry to enable the gi,·en industry to build :itself up, to the required level, and 
get over the initial disadvantage or handicap which have occurred ba.cause of the 
non-existence or non-development of such industries. Generally speaking; it would 
take a new industry, under modern conditions, two or three .years·to take root by ade
-<juate installation of plant and machinery usually got from abroad in the first instanc~. 
It will take still longer to secure the necessary market, to organise and manage it 
efficiently so· as to effect all possible internal economies. Yet another two or three 
years may be neede.J before adequate business experience and technical knowledg<1 
a.re gained. For these reasons some min.imum period of, say, 10 years, for experi~ 
menting and growth o,f the industry concerned is indispensable. Protective measur~ 
mnst, therefore, be in force during that period. 

On the ·other hand, to lay down a maximum period in advance and observe it 
rigidly is to invite needless self-stultification. It is impossible to say in advance 
what the conditions would be ten or fifteen years later, if maximum of period for the 
duration of the protection upto any such length is prescribed. Utterly new condi: 
tions may supervene ; new discoveries may have been made·; international relation,S 
may have been altered, even wars may have affected the. situa.tion during such a 
period. To calculate and allow for all these in advance is impossible. 

Even supposing none of these unexpected circumstances occurred, the growth of 
the indnstry, the improving demand within the country for its products, and the cha· 
racter of the competition against it both inside and from outside may be such that it 
would be impossible to foretell all these, and their collective effect years in advance, 
Such a policy, would also place • needless limitation on the soverign authority or the 
Legislature of an In,dependent State, wluch IS objectionable by itselffor political if not 
economic reasons. A maximum period of duration for fiscal or financial measurea 
of protection, prescribed in advance, is, therefore, undersirable. 
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Question 50.-!'lre you sati4ied ,with the ezisti119 tariff classification ? If not. tdl,r. ;ar,e, 
its dejects and what cha11j/es W!"Uld you suggest ? Can the e<liistint 
system be so modified M to reauee the bwden on the consumer without 
any appreciable loss of revenue to the public exi:hequ.r. 

The Question d~mands a detailed review of the results of such Duties OIJ the.geiler
al trade and consumption within the country, which it is impossible to &pfend here. 
Speaking broa<'Jy, Rev·•nue Duties are imposed on articles of general 'consumption a~ 
relatively low rates. These rates 2.re so calculated so as to obtain the maximum possi
ble yield from the lowest feasible rate of such taxation. 

The object here is not to discourage consumption of such taxed articles, but 
actually to encourage it so as to secure the greatest possible yield. Usually the 
&11;icles selected for such duties are of daily necessity to the mass of the people, and so 
yield good revenues without affecting consumption. Such duties are by themselves 
unwelcome in a Democracy ; and only the over-riding consideration of balancing the· 
national budget may justify their introduction and maintenance. To be effective for 
that purpose, revenue duties ought to be counter-balanced by corresponding excise 
duties on local production wherever there is such production. But any charge on 
local produce .would by itself be undesirable ; it would need the same justification as 
has been given above .in regard to such duties on foreign imports. 

Reducing the burden of these duties, therefore, by lowering or eliminating some 
of them, must not necessarily be construed to bring a loss to the Public Exchequer. 
On the contrary the larger turnover, wonld increase rather than diminish the yield 
from such duties. Such duties· are ·liable to. the operation of. what. in econqmi<JS is 
called the "law of increasing returns" which few financiers, however, seem fully to 
t~ppreciate in this country at least. 

To suggest reduction in the rajles is, o£ course, not. th!) same thing as to .. nggest 
i;holesale abolition of those duties altogether. Revenue considerations may b8 irres
istible and unanswerable at times.; .and so wholesale ;>bolition impracticable; As 
<JXplained above, however, they need not i)e held to prevent reduction in particular 
items or the rates changed. Where, howe"<'er, a given duty is.a compound of both 
revenue and protectionist charge, its complete ai>olition or even a reduction ,in the 
rate would be diflicnlt. 

On the. whole,. however, if 11- reveJ;tn~ duty is imJ?osed on articles of daily cpllsm:p
J!tion by the mass of the people, ~.g, Sale duty in India wbi!e it lasted, or a. d:uty on 
~.in Britain, it wonld be desirable· to J.>laCe such duties on tne fewest a.rticles' l!.nd at 
t,he lowest rates, The Free trap.~ mo"~Ce!Uent in ]i:ngland began with the deinand 
for what was called a "free breakfast table" ; the intrinsic strength of the aggregate 
national economy,-including its industrial production, demands the retention. of 
~ch duties, can they be just~ and continued. The f11.9t, ho~ever, must not be lost 
sight of, even under, thoSe circumstances, thaf complete abolition of these burdens 
Jjl&y increase the ability.of ,the peoJ.¥e. to b~ ot,)l~r burdens more easily, a.nd'.as such' 
t,l;!.e r<lven)le r:Cqu,h:emeJ;J.ta, oqJ;U; 8.Ui:te lii~Y· not suffer so much froni complete :Sboli-
~.on of du\iei< ~ l)l&Y, at first be, iiDagiD.ed. · 

~iion 5L.:....Ha.inng regard (o-
(a) thefui.u~e lllfucture of Otir}oi-eign lraik, 
(b) IM anticipations relalling JQ 1M C<Y~trse. of internati.Q1l[Lt trade (underlying tM 

Havana.; Charter on. Tr.ade. a'IU!.. Employment), a'I!'L ' 
(c) the brdait iins of oitr Industria! Policy as laid down in the StatefluJnbof the 

6th A pri!, 1948, 

would-y~ attempt a formulation of the objectives of our long-tefrii fiscal 
poltcy.? 

b tll Conditions· at the present time are, .no doubt, uncertain and 1rapidli)l :changing, 
0 

"" regards our own economic poeition a.nd trade prospects, as well as in reference 
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to the s!n'~ar fac~ors dfecting other countries. Nevertheless, the basic objectives 
alrea~y mdicated m answ_er to earlier questions need not be left vague or undefined, 
e:'J'eCially as .they are ~ely to coniflct with the considerations given in this ques
tion.. The aun of _sec_urmg a policy of self-sufficiency at least in vital and essential 
req':rremen~ ~f br~gmg about ~ properly balanced national economy and a more 
eqmtable distnbut10n of the NatiOnal Dividend, need a comprehensive national plan. 
For only under such a comprehensive and co-ordinated Plan can we ensure the esta
bli_shment and proper groW:h of all snitable jndustries within the country without 
bemg affected by the changmg characteristics of our foreigu trade, of our industrial 
policy, or the course of international trade 1 

Our own freedom has already altered its principal features, as pointed out in 
answer to an earlier Question, so rad'cally, that any defining of the long-range policy 
and objectives of that policy will not materially affect the trends that are already de
veloping in ~his direction. Our need for capital goods for instance on the import side 
will continue for several years to come, until our local industry for producing 
these goods as well as in other sectors is developed to the optimmn degree. To meet 
the shortage in food supplies, plans are being made and measures adopted to remedy 
that shortage within a definite period. How far these measures would succeed it is 

·difficult to say just now. But when all the steps in the dilferent sectors already being 
taken or proposed have matured, the food shortage and the consequent imports must 
necessarily din1inish. The only source of anxiety may be the growth of population 
out-stripping continuously the improvement in the local food supplies ; but that is a 
matter for other parts of the national policy into which it is Ulillecessary for this 
Memorandum to enter. 

The imports of raw materials to provide a wider variety and better quality of 
manufactured goods will also continue. While the exports of the corresponding ma
terials may diminish, new materials for export may however grow e.g., mineral pro
ducts, which are not yet fully developed; or manufactured goods; for which our 
immediate neighbours, both on the East and the West, will continue to provide an 
excellent market for years to come. 

The direction of the foreigu trade of India has also changed, and is changing 
materially every year. But the main trend of that change is on the lines just 
indicated. The laying down therefore of a long-range fiscal policy would not be affect
ed thereby ; nor would it bY itself affect the growing trend now noticeable in our 
foreign trade. 

In regard to commitments under Havana Charter on Trade and Employment our 
views will be given later on in reply to questions in Part II of the Questionnaire. We 
have pointed out that nuless the Charter is modified in few essential respects as indi
cated it would prove detrimental to the interests of the country in the long run. 

Finally the broad lines of industrial policy laid down ou April 6, 1948, in no way 
militate against the sort of fiscal policy, and the objectives which ?t is expected to 
attain, as indicated in this Memorandum. That Statement of Pohcy contemplates 
encourauement and stimulation of local industry, which is at present suffering from a 
heavy d';,pression, by a variety of concessions. For reasons not directly connected 
with foreign competition, it also offers a cordial invitation ~o forei,gn cap~tal to be ~
vested in India in Indian Industry, so as to develop all smtable mdustnes to th;err 
optimum proportion. If, as is likely, such industries are protected, the Fo~e1gn 
capital invested in such protected industry though better placed _to ~n much higher 
profit than in its conntry of origin would be the mean:' of ~stablishing_ much needed 
industries in the country. In the face of these ~eclarat1?~ 1t seems unlikely th_at ~ny 
fiscal policy which may be recommended by thlS CommlSswn to secure the objectlves 
given above would be in any way incompatible. 
18 M. of !:om. 
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Question 5?.-In order tv facilitate the objectives of our fiscal policy, do you think it would 
be necessary .for Govt. or qu(J)ji.Gout. institutions to participate in foreign 
trade: 

(a) in the short period and 
(b) in the long run ? 

Neither nec~ary nor dcs~abl~ either in the short period or in the long ron. 
W<; ar<; o~ the opnnon that tradmg IS not a function of the State even as a matter of 
policy 1t IS very undesirable. Since the State can exercise a control on the impo:-ts 
and exports of tht; country through import-e"-l'Ort regulations the proper way is for 
the State to exermse such a control in an efficient way over the commercial bodies 
and consen·e all its energy to this purpose. Further it would be most unfair if the 
Sta~e which co~trols a':'d regnlat~s t_he imports and exports should also indulge in the 
for?•gn trade mther drrectly or mdirectly and take upon itself both the functions. 
ThiS w?uld amount to a monopoly without outside control leading to inefficiency in 
l>oth \nth greater possibilities of corruption and inequitable distribution. 

SECTloN E 

,Von-fiscal tiMMllres .for tJ,e promotion o.f trade and Indu:;try 

Question 53.-lj yonr an."'·cr to the aboce is in the a.ffirmaiive, what form of Goverr.m•nt 
or qua.si-Got'ermnent organisation would you. reccmmend ? What u:ould 
be the limit.s to their activities, and what conditions, if any, uxuld you im
pose on their junctions ? 

In view of what we have stated above this question does not arise. 

Quc.stion 5.J.-The Indian Fiscal Commission c.f 1921-2"? suggested serveral "supplemen
tary measures" as an aid to the tariff pdicy, which they had recommended. 
W ;:;:;:! .. ,:i J,'1J?! ~n?.!W.f-Tait: the non-fiscal measurEs that Gcn:ernmmt should not 
adOJt in jurthaance of any approve,d fiscal policy both (a) in tla shoT! 
period and (b) in the long period ? 

Answer to Question No. 17 above has already dealt with this matter. The 
peculiar problem of securing adequate hard curre;lCY exchange for Indian Rupees,_ and 
the reaction of the rate of exchange upon local mdustry need not be re-emphasiSed. 
Financial help by direct subsidy or bounty is difficult while the budgetary position 
of the country is as it st;;nds today. But all forms of direct assistance suggested by 
the earlier Commission would be practicable and must be adopted. 

QuEStion 55.-In particular, havE ycu any special sug,estions to ,,wke IUl to lww Gcvt. 
could facilitaie-

(a) the supply of esswtial indudrial raw material.<, where llleSt are not readilyr 
atailablt in the country; 

(b) lhe supply of eeaential plant and maohi1U!.ry; 
(c) the supply of cheap fueT or power; 
(d) the provi.sion of cheap, adequate and quick tra1Mport both for the mm·ement 

of raw and aemi-procesaed materials, and their finished products, made 
available under a scheme of ratwnalised freight structure; 

(e) the supply of technical personnel of differ<nt arades; 
(f) the •upply of technical information about indu.strial m£ilwds and processe., ; 
(g) the supply of industrial finance, both for use as block and as working capital! 

Observations have already been offered above, in answer h> several Questions 
alre&dy, in which one or the other of the items listed io this question have been 
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included. To bring those observations, however, all together in one place, it may be 
-said:-

. (a) that t~e secll!'ing of adequate supply of essential industrial raw materials 
which are no.t eas~y availabl~ in the country is a matter partly of concluding suitable 
'f'rade Tx:eati~ With appropnate countries, and partly of adequate knowledge and 
infonnatwn With regard to where such materials are available and under what 
!'onditi?ns. ~o far as any .necessary material i• available locally or from our 
1mmediate neighbour~, e.g., Jute from East Bengal, Government can facilitate the 
-supply not only b! direct negotiBtion or a formal Trade Treaty affecting this article, 
but a~~ by adoptmg such other steps as would secure the availability in sufficient 
.quantities of this material for the local industry. Trade Treaties, with other 
-suitable sources of supply of ot.her raw materials, e.g., Egyptian cotton, may also 
be negotiated to mutual advantage. A system of Export and Import Licences 
would also be utilised to facilitate the procurement and supply of such material. 

(b) Getting necessary plant and machinery for modern industry of a more and 
more techrncal character is particularly difficult. The usual sources of such supply 
are unable to supply foreign markets so long as their own need of rehabilitation and 
reconstruction is urgent and persistent. The only country from where supplies of this 
-character may be expected and whose machinery or plant is economically efficient, is 
the Urnted States. But in that case the difficulty of the necessary dollar exchange 
"impedes the programme of imports as they have to be restricted unavoidably in 
proportion to the available exchange. Special arrangement with the Uinted States 
providing for an adequate dollar loan on reasonable tenns mo,y be recommended for 
this purpose. llfore liberal releases from the accumulated sterling balances is another 
expedient. But this does not seem feasible in the proportion desired so long as Britain's 
<>wn difficulty remains tmabo,ted. Without such plant and machinery and without 
,adequate replacement of worn-out existing plant and machinery, economic expansion 
and growth of the industries using such plant and equipment would be unthinkable. 
The Government should give high priority to making early arrangements for the local 
manufacture of industrial plant, machinery and machine tools. 

The supply of cheap fuel 

Steps now being taken to improve coal mining under Centra! legislation are the 
<:>bdouo instances by which this great handicap on large-scale machaillsed industry 
at the present time, can be met. 

, Other measures are setting up new hydro-electric installations and power produc
tion on the principal rivers of the country. There are several such already in hand. 
:But these will take time to be completed, and so may be of importance and service 
<>nly in the long run, but not of very great immediate value. Alternative sources of 
fuel and power supply, either from forests or from mineral oil or power alcohol may 
be explored, both within and outside the frontiers of the com1try. It is doubtful, 
however, if this alternative source would be able to supply more than a fraction of 
the needs of our expanding industry. 

(d) The provision of cheap, adequate and quick transport both for the move
ment of raw and semi-processed materials and their fini•hed products, made avail
able und~r a scheme of mtioulised freight-structure. 

This is the most effective, and yet the least appreci~ted method-:;t least 
under the prevailing In.dia.n fiscal system,-of protectll~g or encouraging loca! in.dus~ 
try in competition with foreign prcd~JCts. The necessity not only for "' :aried and 
adequate tra,nsport system by land, Mr and sea but also a carefully coordmat<>d and 
intt:grated one has been emphasised agaiu and again in this ~Icmorcndum. Even 
<>n land the seveml forms of road and r~ilway tr<>nsport dong with inland water 
navigation have to be mutually inter-related; and the aggregate avai!abie traffic 
assigned to each form •o as to suit its service to t.he particular tr11ffic. 
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The framing oftl:c rates en ea<h form oftraU&fOrt in aceorililnce with the 1\CC<T 
of eaeh kind of traffic of industrial or agricultural produce is an urgent necessity_ 
The distribution or allocation of this traffic to the sever<>! forms of tr<>nsport are 
particularly import.ant, after due consideration of all relevant factors. This parti
cular aspect of our national economy has not yet been fully realised. The contri
bution that can be made imperceptibly and yet effectively to the advantage enjoyed 
by local industry by a careful adjustment of rates, and dovetailing of the sea trans
port freights with railway rates or road charges by giving through rates, so to say, 
needs also to be properly understood and given effect to. 

IDtherto, however, the Rail Transport Servbe, in so far a& it was within the
ooutrol of the Indian Government, has been utilised mainly to make good the defbit 
on the railways or in the General Budget. The rates M\d fares were not framed 
with any conscious regard to their bearing on the development or stimulation of local 
industry. The sea transport,-whether along the coasts or for overseas carriage,. 
was outside the control of Indian Government or more likely, perhaps, they did not 
desire to control and regulate it in Indian economic interest. In any case we cannot 
repeat too often that in the absence of any proper understanding and careful control. 
and co-ordination of the entire Transport system, the framing of rates in accordance 
with the requirements of each category of traffic, and the utilisation of such rates. 
and freights to benefit local industry or serve the requirements of national economy,. 
can be effected only if the Transport System is treated as a whole, in all its branches, 
and is centrally controlled. The National Government must be alive to its develop
ment in all its branches,-Transport being regarded really as a great industry by 
itself-and make it contribute effectively to the national wealth. 

The tribute at pr<sent levied by the foroign transport owners who provide the. 
bulk of the water transport along the coasts or overseas, is difficult to calculate. It 
has been estimated at varying amounts, but in any case not much below Rs. 70 
crores per annum at the present rates. There is something like 70,00,000 tons being. 
carried along the coasts ; and perhaps a crore of tons overseas. Counting the freight 
charge on all this tonnage at a fiat rate of Rs. 40 per ton, the total transport bill: 
war ld approximate the figure stated above. Of this only a small fraction comes to 
Indian enterptise. The drain goes on without any chance of the amc.unt thus drained 
rendering any effective service to the growth of national industry that such agencies 
may well provide. 

(e) The supply of technical personnel of different grades.-Remarks have ah·eady 
been offered on this item also in answer to an earlier question which need not bo 
repeated here, in all their fullness. In the past the absence of such personnel was, 
no doubt, a very serbus handicap to the growth of Indian enterprise. At the present 
time the impediment effect of sueh a handicap has been at least realised, and plans· 
are being made to get over this as soon as possible. There is, however, m ueh to be 
done in this field yet before Indian becomes entirely self-sufficient in the matter of 
technical experience for all the personnel needed for an all-round industrial d~ve!op
ment in every grade. The devices of establishing our own Technical Training and 
a.d'<anced scientific research institutions may take time to make their quota to the 
national de'l"elopment. With the immense programme of industrial development 
awaiting to be implemented and the consequent need of buyin" abroad stores, plant,. 
parts and machinery, the possibility of getting suitable Indi~ns trained in all the 
requirements of mcdern industrial technique cannot be OYeremphasised for immediate 
results. The process of selecting such candi®tes, and still more the ways and 
means of employing them, when trained, suitably has evoked criticism in the past. 
Tt, needs to be overhauled and put into tune with the rest of the planned programme 
of development in every sector. 

(f) The supply of technical information about industrial methods and processes.-· 
The information Section of the Government of India is very defective, both on the· 
statistical and on the objective or factual side. Before the transfer of Power· the· 
means for collecting such information regarding foreign countries were nCin-existcnt-
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'Our Tmde Commissioners were very few in number, while the Consulttr ttnd Diplo
matic service oflndia in other countries where good sources of supply or gocd markets 
could be found for lndi~n requirements or Indian products were not in her hands. 
Now, however, that India has her own Diplomatic and Consular scn·ice fairly widely 

-distributed, it is to be hoped tha.t thi3 great need of the colmtry's industry for the 
necessary data and information will be met in the near future adcquatdy and effec
-tively. India's representatives abroad n,eed not function now in subordination to 
their British prototypes. They must act on their own, aJ\d for the benefit of their 
-country alone. 

~ Fo~ intert"l.al purposes, however, the statistical material, generally fOlmd, is 
msufficrent, irregular, and obsolete. Much of this material is published more than 
a yea.r after the d»ta that the publication presents occurred. And much of that 
material is itself neither detailed nor varied enough to meet the requirements of every 
.sector of the national economy. 

It may elso be added that the only source of inform:ttion is the official publi
·cations. They have been very much impeded in recent years or otherwise affected 
by unexpected problems fltcing the Government. There are complications of a politi
cal character as well. The entire system of commercial intelligel).ce and statistical 
information, for all the varied sectors and items of our national eCOI\OIDY needs to be 
revised radically, and brought uptodate so that the information may be prompt and 
.sufficie,nt for all such requirements. 

The excuse of ec_onomy that has often led to llvtdvisable cutting down of such 
information, must no longer be allowed to continue and m.ucllless to accentuate thif' 
hltndicap any further. The last census for in.st,;nce, of 1941, besides man.y other 
.shortcomings, or omh:sion. or oversight, is guilty of r.. glcring omis:::ioP. in regard to 
the chapter on occupa-tions. This means that the distribution of our available man~ 
power ii1 the several employments in the various parts and industries of the country, 
is impossible to ascertain or estimate n.ccurately. All measures, therefore, t<Lken, to 
find suitable persmmel or unskilled •labour for expancl.ing and increasiP.g in.dustries, 
for services and utilities would be based. on mere gut:>ss work rather than on definite 
and reliable <hta. The Memorandum cannot, therefore, ernpha.sise too often. and too 
seriously the need for reorganisin.g and bringing uptodn.tc our inform,1tion relating 
to domestic as well as forci&'ll subjects, section and statistieal material. 

(g) The supply of industrial finance both for 11se. a.s block and as working capital.
{)bscrv,ttioas ha.vc t'..lready be:m offerad on. this item, with speci~tl reference to 
the avaibbility or insufficiency of indigenous c<Lpital; and the need tlw.t there still 
might be of ~1~ttra.cting foreign eapita.l fe-r investment in Indim'. industries. \Ye 
pa.rticuhtrly recommend the provi:don of fim:..ncial assistance by GoY<:rnnwnt by the 
-establishment of In.dustrLd Fin,ance Corporations in the Provinces, by ru.ising an 
industriv.l loan both frorn 'vithin the country Bncl wh('re ncc>t•ss2.ry from outside so 
that d0se:-rving industriPs nmy be gm-..rantped requisite fina.nce on reasonable terms. 
The Go\'prnment should nlso suitallly modifY the c:xistin~ legishttion Hnc1 mu.kc it 
sufficiently cL-..stic to en,n .. ble ba.nks n.nd insurr.1nce companies to finr..nce industries. 

'Question :iG.-Ho'll..' and to what extent could the trade and -industry cooperate u·ith Got·-
e:rn-ment -in the provision of such facilities 1 

Onc0 GoYernment takes a step forwan1.~ uud nu.tkcs fl.. beginning in these· m<:tters, 
it ,yould lJC r.:>asonable to expect the in.tcrests concerned in tra.dc [',IH.l. industry would 
readily come forwe,rd and oiil•r thdr cooperation. Government, how<·Y<:r, 1nust make 
up tlwir own mind, 111u.st be resolved to pursue an apprl)prhte polic.-y for a given 
period at least, and must dcvhe ways and means so that it makcs it easy for trade 
and iruln~try to offer their coopcr~tion heartily wherevl'r rcquind. 

As rn~'.tters stand, however, Government clo not scen1 to be quite decided a.s to 
their own immcdiu.te r.s well as ultimate aims of policy, their own programme of 
dndustrial development and the pace of its P:xecution. And so in.dust.ry has begun 
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to lack confidence, and he.s fallen into a state of stagnation from which there would 
be no recovery while irresolution ancl. uncertainty prevail in high quarters on matter& 
of policy. 

It would, therefore, be amongst the most important of the tasks of this Com
mission to recommend sp~cific measures, at- well as basic principles of policy, whereby 
not only could Government's aim be definitised and their programme known on the 
crucial issues, but w<>ys and means could also be indicated whereby cooperation can. 
be offered up to the extent to which it ca,n be mq>ected from tra,de and inc\ustry. 

Question 5"7 .-Do you think any special types of organisations would be necessary· 
(a) to secure this cooperation between hulustr'!l and trade : 

For giving effect to each kind of facility listed in question No. 55, suitable 
machinery would be necessay. But the common need for all is the definition of 
Government's policy in the first inst8nce, its guiding principles ancl. ultimr.te objec
th-es, and P~ concrete OYer-all Plan or ma.chinerv d~vised to attain these objectives 
and realise these principles. ·un.der a common, c~ordin[!,ted, comprehensive, national 
plan, with 2.ppropriate e.nd efficient administrative machinery, it woul~. not at alll;e 
difficult to devise specid machinery to meet the requirements of the various kinds 
of facilities listed in Question No. 55. 

(b) This applies also to the second part of tlus Question. If industrial develop
ment to the optimum dll3gree is to be attained within a reasonable time: and on 
coordinated and integr2.ted lines, existing me.clunery would not suffice. It has 
been e>olved ad hac in each c:tse, whether by the sudden, sltarp exigency of the War, 
or such other emergencies as World Depression, or the problems created by the 
Partition of the country and its aftermath. We must, accordingly, haYe a new 
machinery on a netion:1l scale, but with corresponding counterpa.rt on e. regional or 
pro,incial scale. We must provide for effective centr2..lis:...,tion of basic policy, of 
guiding principles of action ar.d of acth·e, constant superYision over actual adminis
tra.tion: without n~edless or T"exe..tion3 interfer ... "~nce in d~ta.il, without officious advice 
or unjustiJbble aTT.:-g•tion of superior knowledge or groatcr "i;dom in the Central 
machinery of planning and tts implementation. At the S2.me time, we must ensure 
the continued and un.r~?laxing interest and enthusi2.sm for C.'1rrying out the Plan in 
detail by the aotual local or region."ll administr.>toro. In other words centrali
sation of policy ar..d guid~nce as well as supervi;ion must be combined with decen
tr<J.lisation of administration,-w!Uch alone can secure the ideal combination of 
bro2.d vision and deep knowledge of local condjtions and individual circumstance. 
Without such a machinery, consistent policy and smooth, sustained advance on all 
fronts simultaneously would be impossible. 

SECTION F 

Fisc.al policy in relation to Commonweal({, r-references 

Question 58 .-What are your general views on the 811bject of Imperial Preference. 
particularly in the light of the principles underlying the General Agree
ment on Tariffs and Trade, and the Hatana Charter on JV orld Trade and 
empl.oyers 1 

Under the changed political conditions of India as an independent Sovereign 
State by herself, the question of Imperial Preference has but an academic or historical 
value. India is, technically, still a member of the British Commonwealth ; and as 
such it is possible that some attempt may be made at closer trade relations between 
the members of that organisation. But the possibility is unlikely, and its danger 
remote. India is no longer a dependency whose destinies could be determined by a 
fiat from White hall. As Republic, she will be an equal and independent membar of 
the Commonwealth ; and as such perfectly able as well as entitled to take care of her 
own interests in any system of closer trade alliances between members of tha Com
monwealth. 
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A section of Indi_an ':lationalist opinion never regarded Impedal Preference as 
of any benefit to Indian mdustry, and to In1ian econ()my in general. It was not 
so much the app_arent ~oney value of the concessions given and received under the 
syst;,;m of Impenal Pre,e~ence that mattered so much as the general reaction on the 
p~blic mt?-d· The very idea of Imperial Preference appeared in some minds to be 
tymg India for ever more securely to the chariot wheels of British Imperialism : and 
as such some public opinion was definitely against. 

. At the present time, the apprehension of the pre-Independence daya have very 
little place. If India now joins any system of closer trade alliances, it would, pre
sumabl_y, be for her _own interests as conceived by her own chosen leaders. Opinion 
may differ on partiCular details or clauses and commorlities of such agreements. 
Bl!t the basic fact of a voluntary pact, as against a prearranged scheme foisted upon 
tliiB country merely bJca·Be her govJ,nt:we was in alierr h>nll, m do all the 
diff'" once. 

The Trade and Tariffs Agreement, and the Havana Charter of World Tmde 
and Employment are concluded by India's own representatives freely consenting to 
such arrangements. The basic principle of these agreements is to reduce tariff 
barriers and all o~her impediments inJthe way off:ee flow of goods and service between 
all th3 nations of the world, in the hope that by that means universal prosperity would 
bo promoted. There are provisions in the charter which do not preclude entirely 
the principle of preference. The Imperial Preference has not been without any 
benefit to India and it may be continued with such changes as may be considered 
necessary in tte light of the changed political conditions i1 India. If there can be a 
Union of We3tern Eu:-opean Countries, why not utilise an existing Union in an 
ad vantegeous way if that is fotmd po3sible ? 

Question -59 .-The Indian Fiscal Commission of 1921-22, recommended that, if the 
policy of Imperial Preference was ad<Jr-ted, on the line.s indicated in 
their report, its a; .. r-lication should be GO<enud by the following :z;rinciples: 
(a) that no preference should be granted on any article, without the 
approval of the Legislature; (b) that no prefuence given in any way 
shculd diminish the pmtection required by Indian industries ; (c) that 
preference should ru;t invohe on balance any appreciahle economic loss to 
India. 

On the ~LSsump:ion that the sch<me of Imperial Preference is continued, would 
you consider the above principle adequate 1 If not, would you formulate 
a comprehensive set of principles that may be applicaJJk to the circu.m· 
stances of the present 1 

Under present conditions of an independent, sovereign Republic of India, the 
first condition is utterly needless ; as no such agreements would constitutionally be 
possible to make, without the concurrence or approval of the Le~lature. 

The second condition or principle is a very necessary one which no Indian 
Government responsible to· the representatives of the people can ignore. On no 
account should there be any reduction of the protection available to Indian eom
petiting industry. The principle should be insisted upon for recommending a revised 
Fiscal Policy. The third principle of calculating in each case the loss or gain on 
balance of preference agreed to, is a matter largely determined by administrative 
detail. 

Changinu circumstances may render the calculations of this year inapplicable 
to the ne'--t. o However it is important and advisable to insist upon such principle 
now also. 

In making any such agreement nowadays, it must be borne in mind that the 
main direction of India's trade is changing, and the new customers' interests and 
requirements must not be ignored because of old traditional ties. The preference 
to be given in respect of any commodity will have to be carefully weighed purely on 
it.R mArit. n.nrl there should be mutual and reciprocal advantages. There is no point 
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in giving praferences to U. K. in commodities in which she experiences keen com· 
potition in India in return for concessions from her in the case of commodities in 
which we enjoy a virtual monopoly. Further, care will have to be taken to see that 
Imperial Preference does not stand unduly in the way of India's securing advantages 
from non-European countries under bilateral or multilateral pacts in future. 

Question 60 .-Would you mal-e a broad analysis of the ~fleets of the weference granted 
and received by India. and U.K. respectively under the Indo-British 
Trade Agreement of 1939 as modified by the provisions of the Gen<ral 
AgrEement on Tariffs and Trade under· the following heads : 
(a) exp2->z.sion of trade; (b) Cll.Stoms reven!tt ; (c) price levels of rrferred 
cormnodities. 

This question is unnecessary to answer in detail, as the wn:r which occupied six 
full years of this decade materially changed the background. Trade could not flow 
at all in its normal cu5tomary channels; nor could it be in comparative costs. Price 
levels could not be regulated by economic factor.-. alone. Shipping, indispensable 
for overseas trade, was lacking to a dangerous degree, though even then the Go .. -ern .. 
ment of India did not lea.rn the lesson of having or building up an adequate efficient 
mercantile marine for India, owned, manned and controlled by India LS. Under 
these circumstance3 the dimensions of such trade as there was wer~ very unnatural; 
and whether growing or declining, the phenomenon cannot be attributed to the 
stimulus or handicap imposed by the Treaty mentioned in the questbn. 

The grmvth in customs revenue. which has undoubtedly occurred in tho tt<t 10 
years to an unprecedented degree. cannot be explained, either by the operation of the 
Treaty. Rise in prices due to· continued inflation much 1nore effP-ctively explains the 
growth than any influence of the treaty, as the bulk of our tariff is on an ad mlcrem 
basis. 

The rise in the price lev·el, which was e,-en more a noticeable feature of this 
period, is due to the reckless wartin1e spending without limit, and the consequent 
inflation in the Xote Issue which was practically inconvertible. Trade, and parti
cularly preferential trade, had no chance worth the name of asserting its influence 
in adding to our customs re,-enue. 

All these were, therefore. no index of the effects of the Indo-British Trade Treaty. 
For the rest, the analysis of our present day Foreign Seaborne Trade is giv-en in answer 
to an earlier Que.stion for a period much longer than mentioned in this Quo~tion ; 
an~.I so we need not repeat that analvsis and comments once aCTain here. 

• 0 

Que.>lion CT .-PluiSe attempt a similar analzt-<is in ra;pecl of the trad< bttween India_ 
on the one hand and the ether Commonu.:ealth anntries, and the Rrit.i8h 
Colonie-s on the other. 

To ans\vcr this Question, one mm;t ha\·e d~~tailed and up. to-date statistics, whieh 
are not a\'ailable. Absence or insufficiency of adequate and up-to-date information 
or statistic.-:; i:;, in fact, the persistent handicap throughout in the preparation of this 
~femorandum. The .....-olume of trade however. in this sector, i'> not large enow.!h to 
affeet the argument arlvanced abo\·c materially. 

Qw::.gfion (J2 .-In u-kqt direction and to what exUnt rlo !}fJU think the prEference on 
import., in India hare affectEd the burden. on the lmlian ~nsumer? 
Could y0u atiemr.t a fj_llantitatit·e a.r;8e&sment u:ith reference to somr major 
preferrul i•IIJ.Orf.s ? 

To an:;wer this qm;.-;tirm one mu.st.have more dctailerl and up.to-dato statistics 
than arc available to the public at large. E\-en as regards the major commodities 
under Preference, conditions other than preference in customs duties hnve so vitally 
affected the trade, that it woulrl be unprofitable to offer such minutely detailed ass<Bl· 
ment, even if the indispensable material on which alone such assessment could be 
baM wer~ available in fullness and up-to-date, and the time allowed for answering 
such q !.leshons more liberal. 
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Question 63 . --fa it poasible to make a similar estimate of the ext<nt to which our exports 
have .exJlzruled a<~ a result of the prefe~ences receiv.d by us, in the U. K. 
Dommwns and the other British territorie.< ? 

It is possible, hut not much use maldna such an analytical estimate for reasons 
given ab'?ve. The basic idea of the entire s~beme of Imperial Preference was differ
ent. It IS unacceptable or unworkable in its present form under the new set up. 
If closer Trade alliances with particular groups of our customers abroad or our 
source~ ?f ~upply_ in foreign countries are made, they will be made with an eye only 
to In~a s. lDl~e~ate a.s well as long range interests, in which mere money values, or 
quant1tat1ve mdices -may not be all-important . 

. Question 64 .-Apart from the economic advantage that may be derived from these m>dual 
preferences, do you think that they confer any bargaining strength on 
India vis-a-vis (a) tit< U.K. and other Commonwealth countries 1 and 
(b) non-Commontvealtlt countries? If so, please illu.stmte ycur ansu;er 
with some e.-camples. 

The answer, t) be satisfactory, would require a detailed analysis and historical 
review of the course of trade with the units mentioned ever since the idea was tried 
out. For such a close analysis and history there is neither the time, nor a sufficient 
material available to the ordinary public. 

In general, however, it may be added that the very idea of such preference being 
granted or received presupposes actual bargaining on particular items or articles. 
The bargaining may result in an accession of strength in one direction or anothe_r, 
to one of the bargainers or the other or both. It depends not only upon the skill m 
bargaining of the several negotiators, but also the overriding powor, influence or 
authority, which, in the days before the Transfer of Power, were not in Indian hands, 
eren as regards Indian economy. 

There must also be a very detailed knowledge regarding the articles of trade) 
the detailed direction of trade with each country, and their costs of production and 
salt". This last are a constantly changing quantity. Official negotiators, under the 
then conditions of India, had either not the knowledge, or not the independence of 
thought and breadth of yision necessary to secure the fullest ndlrantage of such 
bargain. 

Un(lcr modern conditions, the essenC'e of the principle of preferential trade with 
eertain countries or groups may bring more advantage, if our negotiators acquire 
sufficiently detailed knowledge of all the relevant considerations bearing on our trade, 
.and their reaction on our industry. But such negotiations need not be only with 
the countriecS of the British Commonwealth; they may be with any country spe::ially 
suited to supply our needs and to absorb our produce. \Ve must, therefore. cease 
to think of preferential trade in terms of the Commonwealth only. Thi> does not 
mean t}wt we should discard an existing union. As already pointed out it should 
be utili~ed to the maximmn advantage with necessary adaptations. 'Ve would 
particularly lil..:e to emphasise the possibility of developing markets for Indian 
mauufacturers in certain underdeveloped commonwealth areas as also in some similar 
areas cutside the Commonwealth by bilateral and multilateral treaties granting 
mutual prefCrencc~. Such ari"..'lngernents would be quite nece~sary ns world returns 
to normal conditions aftC"r the post-war pt>riod and when competitive world economy 
i:~ restored. 

Advantages other than economic are too intangible t-o be correctly e,~aluated, 
and properly presented. And yet ad,·antnges of this type may be rnore substantial 
from tJw standpoint of a growing economy than the merely material benefits 
measurable in money. But if members of sueh a Preferential Trade Group could all 
act together in every instance ; and if their initial bond is conceived in honesty and 
<1pplied with equity to all, they may, collectively, derh·e a considerable accession of 
strength which may then be utilised for the benefit of every individual members of' 
the Bond. 
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Qn'·•tion 6i>.-In th• light of yonr replies to the aboue Question.,, would you .formulate 
your view on the desirability o.f continnin:J the system of exi8ting prefer
ence8 between (a) India and the United Kingdom, (b) India and the 
nther Dominion-s, a>ui (c) India and the other Briti8h territorie;;. 

(ii) If you are not in favour of continuing the exi8ting 8!Jstem, what modifica
tion~ would you suggest ? 

We have already stated that the existing system of preference in the U. K. 
may be continued "ith necessary modifications. It has to be noted however that 
Britain is not in a position to meet India's principal need for the moment-food
stuffs and industrial machinery. England is too busy restoring her o\m war torn 
economy ; and she cannot produce food enough for her own present population. 

The Dominions are in a difft:rent po~ition. They are still predominantly agri. 
cultural, though thfl~'Y have also great industrial resources as well as ambitions, 
comparati"l"ely spe.c"lking they are better industrialised than India. Nevertheless, 
India and these countries are more on a level than India and the United Kingdom. 
Bargaining is possible, and if properly conducted, may be mutually and substan
tially beneficial. India's present needs of foodstuffs may be supplied by Australia 
and Canada, ahuost as well as by Argentine, Brazil or Indonesia ; while her re
quirements of basic machinery and equipment can also be supplied by these Do
minions. On the other hand, India can ad\•antageously dispose of her surplus for 
instance, oilseeds, jute goods and hides and skins as well as tea or coffee to these 
parts. 

It is really a matter for close bargaining with mutual good will. The parallel 
em be extended to Burma and C<>ylon, though the former is no longer a British 
Dominion. 

The remaining British territ<>ries are still in the colonial, or prim:uy producer 
stage. They are relati,ely undeveloped, sparsely populated, and with a low de
mand. India can find reasonable markets there as well as sources of food and raw 
materials. Preferential trade may therefore be mutually ad\~antageous hetween 
them also. 

SECTIO" G. 

Treatrru:nt and obligatiOU8 of protect<!d and a.ssi8/ed industries 

Que;;tion 66.-(a) Do you consider that indu.strie;; r=iving FOtection or a8sistance: 
from Gm,ernment cnce a 8J'€Cifll obligation to the re;;t of the community a8 

regariM the manner in which 111£y renda their 8Ervices 1 
(b) If so, plea.se state your views u.s to tM8e obligatiOU8 mui~r the following 

hP.o.d.s : 
( i) price policy and price structure : 
(ii) wage;; and conditions of labmr : 
(iii) adnJ'tion of technological improvenunf., 
(iv) initiation of re;;wrch in th< technique of production and distribution : 
(v) training of apprentice.< and Government scholars and 8tipe1uiiaries : 
(vi) control IY'Jer the distribution of the products of protect~ irul1t8trie;; in 

certain cont1"ngencie.B. 

Yes. The main argument for the grant of fiscal protection financial aid, or 
other forms of special as..;istance to indigenous industry is that, without such aid, 
the industry may never be established in the country, or, if established, it may never 
grow to its legitimate proportions. And that inspite of its suitability, from th<> 
point of Raw Materials, local market, and plBntiful supply of labour. To enable 
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":"Industry of this ki_nd to take root, the community decides to grant it such as· 
~rstance and protechtron, during such p3riod that the Inclustry is able to establislt 
~tself, and t? dev-elop to its legitimate proportions. Foreign competition C)Uld drive 
1t. out of .exlStence, if no such fostering care was bestowed and maintained for a 
gtve~ per~od. But during that period, while the Industry is taking root, the com
mumty ~ have to bear the burden of its protection, either in the shape of direct 
eash bountres, or subsidies ; or in the form of indirect price increase of the pro
te<ted commodity or service. This makes an irresistable moral claim of the com
munity, against the industry protected or assisted, that the aid given to it at· 
the cost of the public, during its stage of struggle for survival be retume1 in one 
form or another, when it attains to a status, where such return is possible. 

The two easiest, simplest and most direct forms, of return are ·: (i) price re
duction and (ii) wage increase. The former goes to the community at large which 
consumes the product of the protected industry or service ; and which bore the 
burden of the indirect protection in the form of fiscal duties. This latter benefits 
the actual producer of the commorlity or service, that has been fosterer! by the 
aid of the State. 

In neither of these cases, however, will the return by the industry be an un· 
qualified burden upon it. For in every modern industry, subject to what in econo
~ics is called the Law of Increasing Returns, the reduction in price would lead to an 
mcreased consumption. This would stimulate demand, and in its turn, would 
enable the industry to effect further economies in its cost of production, and so re. 
?oup itself, in part or whole,-or even more than proportionately, for the sacrifico 
mvolved in the reduction of the price. But it is essential that price structure as a 
whole is kept in consonance with the varying rythm of the cost of production so that 
the sacrifice would be more than compensated to the industry. 

In the latter case of wages irtcreases, with every increase in the prosperity of 
the industry, the industry could well expect a sympathetic increase in efficiency of 
labour. In fact it is the duty and obligation of labour to increase its efficiency in 
proportion to increase in wages in protected industries so that there may be a re
duction in the cost of production. In this way ;t can only repay its debt to the state 
which has been paying for the protection of its industries and enable it to get the 
benefit of reduced prices in the long run. The stability of the prosperity of the 
industry concerned also depends in a large measure upon this. The efficiency of 
labour in its turn will reduce the cost even though the return to labour is higher. 

As a rule it may be stated that the labour item in the cost of production in 
most industries is not more than 60% and often nearer 40 at the rate of the total 
cost. But if better wages and greater regard to the worker's welfare improve the 
aggregate efficiency of labour to even the same level, the increased burden on the 
industry would be more than compensated. 

In either of these two cases moreover the demand for price reduction or wage 
increase would be reasonable if the industry has made progress, and the progress 
is in the main ascribable to the protection or assistance granted by the State. Com
parative statistics of labour efficiency are not available nor, even if they were, 
would they be absolutely convincing, as factors other than money wages entt;>r into 
the efficiency of labour. There is further the element of the efficiency e.g. the tools 
with which labour has to work. If the owners of industry are unable for reasons 
beyond their control to bring about timely renovation or replacement of worn out 
or obsolete plant and machinery neither the management nor labour will l:le able to 
make for increased efficiency. 

Thtl two items next enumerated in the question stand on n different level. 
Adoption of technological improvements, known to increase the efficiency of the 
industry is in the interest of the industry itself. The State has in fact to think of · 
the entire industrial wealth of the country, and not of any particular industry and 
much less of any establishment in that industry. It should indeed be that the 
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State encourages and stimulates such investment, either by permitting a greater 
share of the profit or surplus deriva.ble from this improvement to remain in the 
hands of the entrepreneur or proprietor ; or even aid him, by loaning capital at a 
-low rate of interest during the period the improvement comes into working order. 
By this means, those who would not effect such improvement in a timely manner 
would be automatically tempted or less protected than those who promptly and 
willingly bear this_ obligation hnplicit in their receiving protection. 

The initiation of research for enhancing industrial efficiency is still in this 
country mainly an obligation of the State. Government is primarily responsible 
to set up and maintain such research institutions ; or the burden is shouldered 
by the Uniwrsitie,s which are semi·public institutions. The realisation by the 
leading industries of the value of such research in the improvement of their own 
prospects is slow and hesitating. Perhaps it is as well that the State has the 
dominent \Oice in providing and maintaining such research facilities, lest private 

· hdustry should make a fetish of secrECJ of new discoYer'es or inventions, or improved 
processes for their own exclusive benefit. The good of the country as a whole can 
be promised only if the research is spread on the widest area, and the benefit avail
able in the fullest measure. 

Training of apprentices and Go\'"ernment scholars and stipendiaries is a re
cognised obligation m-en today, upon those foreign concerns which supply stores 
and other requirements of GoYemment. In the usual agreements with foreign 

· firms which proYidc such supplies. tlus clause has always been insisted upon in the 
last 30 years, when our Stores Purchase Policy was rationalised, and made more 
congenial to Indian industrial development. If such an obligation could be 
shouldered without demur by foreign suppliers to whom no direct benefit or indirect 
protec·tion is gh·en by our GoYernment beyond purchasing their wares in an open 
competith-e market, it should be inclisputable that our own industries, built up by 
the protection or assistance of our GoYernment, should ~ssume this obligation with
out any hesitation. 

It is, besides. to its O\\n adnmtage to ha\'"C such trained pJrso:mel, easily 
a\·ailable in their mm enterprise. One of the handicaps of Indian industry to.day 
is that the neces.:sary skilled technicians and experienced scientists are lacking in 
the number of proportion required. By this method the industry would be able to 
train up, within a reasonable time, the trained personnel needed, and, if simultane
ous and reasonable arrangements are made for their absorption and employment 
within the influstry itself. th0 entire problem, which now is said to hinder or impede 
the maximum possible J,.!rowth of industry in this country would be solved. 

The la:'-t it<:m giYei1 in the Qut·stion finds its justification. as much on ethical, 
as on ec:onomic gnmn1ls. The benefit of prokction having been received, in the 
fir."t plac-e directly by the imlustry, and under the present social order, industry 
be-in:; r,wnerl an(l managed hy the capitalist provider of the place. material and 
torJl3 of ,n,rk, he i.:; in a position to monopolise the resultant gains all to himself. 
Th~· rout of tllf~ pn·,·aiUn:! social discontent in all countries lies in the eon:";ciousnc~s, 
that tl!(~ f·apitali . .;,t nwnvr nf inrlu,.;try, c.r C'\·en the ('ntn•prt'neur building up an 
inrlnst ... ::. \.!{·t-; f()r his inn~,.;tmc.lt or entr..:ptbc a disproJ>urtionately largor ~hare than 
h5 ju:-;titiabl•_·_ Tne inj·t~tice seo::ms the grcatt'r, when the owner\; profits arC' due in a 
c:f!nsirkratk: mca.;.;un: to the protedirJn gmntcrl, directl_y· or imlirectly, by the State. 
Thr:re i~. mrJreoYer, in cyery profit derh·crl from modern industry, an clement due to 
the srJci<t! £·nrll:<t ·:our, or s1wcial conjuncture, as it is eallcd hy some econo~ists, 
whir·h ma\· \':<·II he n·;.mJdPd as" l:nf~arned" income. This can be mCJre eqmtn.l>1y 
sharefl wi.th tlu· rest of the community. Hence the need for and justification 
of a gn·at<·r or closer control on Distribution, in the sense both of the commodity 
or sCrYict=- profluced and supplied with the help of such protection, and in the 

· sense of increased purchasing power, or better standard of living to the 
community as a whole, besides the share obtained by the immediate participants 
in the working of the industry. 
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#Juestion 67.-(a) Is it nece~sary to stipulate that no protected or assisted indust1·y 
should engage •n any restrictive practice in respect of-

( i) production, 

(ii) distributiDn, or 

(iii) prices 1 

(b) l~hat general principles would you s11ggest to regulate the right of associa
t<on or combination of the different units in a protected or assisted in
dustry 1 

. Yes, for. otherwise, the benefit resulting from the protection would be taken in 
a ~Isproportu:nately large measure by only a small section of the community. Res
trictive p~act1ces tend to create a monopoly, a close Trust which can only flourish 
a~ the ex~nse of the community, both in the present and in the long run. The 
highest gam for the monopolist result for the limited output, which would restrict 
supply, and so secure better prices from the same or expanding demands. This 
is obviously not in the interests of the country, which seeks to build up a broad 
based industrial system. The same logic applies to the other two items, which are 
all feasible, generally speaking, under monopoly conditions. The history of the 
American Trust is eloquent of the abuse possible, under a protectionist regime of all:' 
these kinds. The provision, again, in all Railway rates legislation to forbid unfair 
discrimination as between customers,-i.e., in the distribution of their service as . 
monopolist carriers,-is another illustration of the same logic. A stipulation is 
thus necessary every time protection or assistance is granted to any enterprise that 
such practices should not be allowed. The mpst effective means to give effect to 
this condition, would be by a system of Licensing each concern or enterprise. The 
conditions contained in each license would see to it that such practices are not per
mitted, If the license is renewable from time to time, and liable to be discontinued 
on the breach or evasion of any of its conditions, the danger would be much less. 

Que8tion 68.-Would you lay down any conditions regarding the financial struct11re of 
the industries rec-eiving protection 1 

·Generally speaking, it would be desirable to have all such industries organis~d as 
joint stock enterprise. Under that form, there will have to be a wider distribution of 
capital investment, and automatic training to the investor in what we may call 
Industrial Self Governm.ent. Such industries would, as a rule, require much larger 
capital than single individuals may be able to furnish from their own resources. 
Even if Banks and other Credit institutions are drawn upon for the working, if 
not fixed, capital, the latter would find better security in a joint stock concern than 
in a single proprietary or partnership concern. A fair deal to the labour engaged 
is also easier to achieve in the joint stock public company organisation than in small, 
scattered individual proprietary enterprise. There is, moreover, greater publicity 
in accounts, in the working and management of a joint stock concern than would 
be possible under a single individual proprietorship, or_ even under partnerships. 
Such publicity is desirable in the interests of a more effective control of the industry 
affected, as well as to facilitate aid being given if and when and how it may be needed. 
The principle may be modified in enterprises which are engaged in some essential. 
production or service, e.g. insurance business, where some form of co-operative or~ 
ganisation, or mutual aid, may be more suitable and snfticient, economical and ad
vantageous. Under both these forms, it would be easier to maintain supervision 
and control over the working of such concerns, and particuarly the financial and 
production aspects. If, for instance, excessive reliance is placed, for working, 
capital on borrowed, short term accommodation, or even as regards fixed capital, 
it may endanger the entire financial system of the country, and may induce an un
necessary crisis. To guard against all these dangers and to facilitate reaping th& 
fullest benefit of State aid to industry or protection, the suggestions mane "l:>ove are
advi•abl~. 
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Question 69.-Are you satisfied with the present arranaements for the standardization 

and control of the quality of industrial product01 1 In particular, do you 
think that any special arrangements for the contl"ol of quality of the 
products of protected and a.ssisted industries are necessary. 

(b) If so, would you impose tlds duty on the protected or assisted industries 
through such special organisat.ions as they may set up with the approval 
of Government or u·ould you set up any special institutions outside these 
industries 1 

(c) Wlwt in your view should be the structure and functions of such organisa. 
tions or institutions ? Should they be professionally expert bodies or b~ 
c.omposed of representatives of the different interests concerned 1 

There are at present hardly any standards whether in the protected and aided 
industries, or in the non-protected group. For lack of standardisation, there is a 
needless loss of market, and impediment to consumption, wl1ich only reacts to the 
prejudice of the country production. The recently established Indian Standards 
Institution is consequently to be regarded as a step in the right direcnOlJ. 

It is in the general interest to let a central institution of standardisation like 
the Indian Standards Institution to do the work of preparing standards and con
trolling quality of industrial products. The Indian Standards Institution has done 
much useful work in this direction in the short space of time since its establishment. 
To impro\e matters quirkly it is necessary to enact legislation and create requisite 
machinery under the Indian Standards Institution to control quality of production 
both of protected and non-protected industries. 

The Indian Standards Institution as it is at present constituted is the proper 
bodv to standardise and control quality. This Institutionshould be empowered 
bv l~rri>lation to license to producers the use of its certification mark to be placed on 
those

0 

products which fulfil the standards laid down by the Institution. The pro
cedure laid down in the Indian Standards Institution and other rules for the pre
paration of standards is sufficiently representative of all intcrcoto concerned, and 
the care with which this Institution prepares the standard.sperific·ations is a testi
mony to its ability to do the job properly. 

Question iO.-Do you think that the obligations should be embori:ed in the relevant 
statutes dealing with protected or assisted industries or be left to be pres
cribed by the tariff making machinery on an ·ad hoc basis, in each 
individual case of an industry seeking protection or a.ssistance 1 

If these obligations are at all to be enforced, it is indispensable that they be 
given statutory effect. They cannot be left to be prescribed on an ad !we basis for 
<Jach in<lustry separately. For, in that case, there would be no standardisation, 
or common pattern, under the country's fiscal policy as such. Standardisation is 
neces,ary, not only for the benefit of a given industry or its market ; it is needed in 
the aggregate interests of the country's economy as such. 

::lloreovPr to permit the tariff making body to prescribe such obligations for 
<>ach indust.j· separately, when it seeks protection or assistance, would be investing 
the tarilf making or recommending body with an excessive and undesirable authority, 
power, or function. The primary function of a tariff-making body,-whether 
appointed separately for each industry when it asks protection or embodied in the 
perman"'nt machiney under the Fiscal system of the country, is to investigate the 
<lOnditions of the industry desiring protection, its cost of production and handicaps, 
its market and potentiality ; and thereon suggest the most dfective and appropriate 
method uf securing its utmost development. In its recommenrlations it should 
also include suggestions about imposing the necessary obligations. conceived as 
mu~h in the interests of the industry. as of the country at large, and to guard against 
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"the po~sible ab~se ~f p_r~tection. _It cannot be clothed, therefore, with legislative
and st1ll less With JUdiCial authonty, power or function. For otherwis,, room for 
corruption would increase and the enforcement of those obligations beset with un
foreseen and innumerable difficulties. 

Question 71 (a).-Do·you consider that any special administrative machinery is neces. 
sary to ensure that these obligations of protected and assisted industries 
are d11ly discharged ! If so, what form of administrative machinery 
would yo" suggest ! 

Some administrative machinery would be needed to see that the obligations 
imposed by the appropriate authority, at the time of granting protection arc duly 
·carried out by the protected industry. 

The existing administrative machinery under the Director General of lnduEtr)• 
and Supply at the Centre and the Directors of Industry and the Chief Inspectors of 
Factories in the Provinces should be utilised for the purpose of obtaining inform a. 
tion on the observance or otherwise by the protected industries of their obligations. 
This information should be placed before the Advisory Committee or the Licensing 
Board proposed to be set up under the Industries Control and Development Bill now 
·on the legisltive anvil. The Tartif Board should also have its own secretariat to 
watch the progress of protected industries. 

Question 71 (b}.-Or, would yo11 prefer that this function should be entrusted to a 
special wing of the tariff making machinery, or of any other existing or. 
ganisation ? 

Question 71 (c).-Or, do you think that it will be necessary or desirable for Government 
to be represented on the management of protected or assisted industries, 
in order to ensure that these obligations are carried out in the spirit in which 
they are conceived ? 

No reply is necessary to this in view of what has already been stated above. 

In a properly planned economy protection or ass! stance.~ sp~cific industries 
will have to be given as a part of the general plan of mdustnalisatwn. However, 
it is not desirable to have representation of the Gove=ent on the management 
of protected or assisted industries because it will lead to unnecessary interference. 
The surveillance exercised by Gove=ent and the Tariff Board under machinery 
proposed above would be sufficient. Association of Government in the manage. 
ment can only be justified in concerns in which Government hold a direct finanCial 
interest and not in all protected industries. Further it would be physically im
possible for Gove=ent to be associated with the management of all industries. 

SECTION H. 

Organisation, Methods and Procedure 

Question 72.-In the light of your replies do you consider _that the existing a~ministn
tive arganisatians will be adequate to deal wzth the problems of zmplemen
tation that may ari<Je out of Government's acceptance of a comprehen
sive policy as regards 

( i) fiscal measures, and 
( ii) non-fiscal measures ! 

The present administrative machinery consists mainly, of (a) The'Tartif Board, 
appointed originally ad hoc for each industry apl:'lying fo_r protecti~n or aid to 
- vestigate its conditions, and make recommendatiOns for Its protec~wn, or other
~se in such form and on such conditions as the Tariff Board may think proper and 
of the Ministry of Commerce. The application of each industry has, in the fir.;t 
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instanc~, to go to the Commerce l\lin.istry, not the 1\Iinistry of Industies with a 
prima Fide case for protection. Only if Gowrn.ment refer the case for enquirv, 
can investigation be made the problem considered in all its aspects, and recommen· 
dation.s made. If those recommendations involve legislation; the Rep:.rL would 
ha.-,.e to be placed before the Legislature ; an.d that body may take its own deri· 
sions on those propos~Is. A "Bill based on. those recommendation., will have to go 
through all the usual stages of a proposed legislation, though facilities would be 
found for its enactment as a Government Bill. 

In this arrangement, there is neither appropriateness, permanence, nor co
ordination of all the various requirements for implementing the Tariff Board's 
rocommen<htions. The very l\lin.istry which d!'3ls with this matter, is not the· 
l\lin.istry of Industries, but of Commerce. The trade aspect is made more import
ant than the industry aspect,-probably because, in the first inception of this policy,. 
the foreign tra<te of such protected commodities was most important. 

The problem of developing industries by every legitimate means has yet to be 
concci~·ed as part of the aggregate nationd economy, not an isvlated feature in an 
uncoordina.ted jumble. The emphasis on production has yet to be placed upto its 
proper degree ; while the Distribution aspect of successful protection to Industry is 
all but ignored. There is, in other \Yords, no co-relating, co-ordinating, and integrat
i.-.g machinery, to make &II the -,.arious facets and items in the policy mutually 
sympathetic parts of & common, consistent programme. There is neither plann.lllg, 
nor programming, no overall view of the country's economy, no comprehensive con-
ception of the nation's future. ' 

The T&riff Board has, in recent years, been made somewhat more permanent ; 
an.d a group of applications IS referred with certain standing term& of reference in. 
pursuance of a common policy. But delay is still inevit&ble, as the Board cannot 
consider applications suo motu. Nor IS it mad~ an integral feature of the adminis
tra.tive ma.chinery. This organ, or some other of its kind, more permanent, more· 
broad-based, and wider powered, must be made part of the entire ad.minhtrati¥e 
system. And that system must be designed to carry out industrialization as per a 
definite plan, comprehensive and co-ordinated and requiring simultaneous advance 
on. &II fronts, as far as possible. The system should also provide for integration 
3'\d co-orJination of the working of (l) the Tariff Board (2) the P'nnn.i lg Commis.;ion 
suggested to b" set up at o la.te1 date in reply to question No. 73 and (3) the propos< d 
Industries Licensing Board or Adrisory Committee envisaged under the Industries 
Dewlopmen.t and Control Bill. 

On the non-fiscal bide, the lacunae in the existing machinery is much gre.ater. 
)feasures rehting to the assurance of suitable and suffic:ient quality of raw materials; 
and adeqlillte tmn.sport and marketing facilities, of credit an.d insurance, lie with 
aimost exdush·ely in. its own. compartment. These must be integrated, mutually 
co-ordinated, and made to aot in concert, all functioning to attain a predetermined 
god. Banks, railways and ships, power sources, consular agents and diplomatic 
arrangement-s, negotiating an.d concluding trade treaties will all have to work t'- .. 
gether to make the aggregate policy a consistent whole and an absolute success. 

QW'""'tion 7.3.-If ?Wt, what organizati07Ull changes would you propose in the existinrt 
machinery of Government dw.ling with these subjects 1 

The changes needed for Implementing a comprehensive policy of a.ll round 
In.dustria.lize.tion, within a predetermined period, have been stressed by our Or
ganization. from time to time. A succinct summary of these proposals will be 
found in the "Industrialization. Scheme in Two Parts" brought out by the Presi
dent of our Organization, Sir M. Visvesvaraya in 1949. 

If industrialis~tion is to be carried out in an ordered, all round, simultaneous 
and omooth manner, om overall machinery, like that of the National Planning Com-
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misaio? would have to be set up after sometime. Rnch a body may be representative 
"?f the mterests concerned, as well as of Government. Its presidency may be vested 
m ~he head of the Government, to give prestige, and to make its recommendations 
we•ghty as well as balanced. The Planning Commission should only be an advisory 
.and recommendatory body and should not be invested whh any executive functions. 
But the present time is not yet ripe for the appointment of a Planning Commission. 
We should not add to the existing committees and commissions without making 
sure that the plans programmes, policies and recommendations of all these bodies 
:can be translated into action. 

C he control and supervision over each protected and assisted industry, includ
·ing the fitness and adequacy of the means by which such protection or assistance is 
afforded, or its fcrm may be entrusted to appropriate Directorate of the Director 
-General of Industry and Supply for each group of connected industries, embracing 
I'll the undertakings within each industry, and corelating all activities, from getting 
raw materials to marketing finished products. These Directorates would be mu
tually co-related, and made to act in harmony, unde1· the general supervision of t.J1~ 
Director General of Industry and Supply. 

The relations also, in respect of giving effect to the Plan, as between the centre 
and the units, would have to be attended to by reproducing, on a smaller scale, the 
nationol machinery and organisation on a unit scale, going down to the smallest 
practicable unit in each case, and connecting those units into a national system by 
linking up each in an ever widening federal chain. Arrangements should also be 
made for greater co-ordination between the centre and federating stat<s of the 
Union in all matters relating to industry as at pr<sent in a number of eases pro
jects sanctioned or supported by the centre are held up in execution for want of 
requisite co-operation or encouragement from the provinces. 

Question 74.-(a) It 1= been duggested that it might be necessary to set up one rompre
heMible organi$ation (partaking of the nature of a Trade awl buln$trial 
Planning Commission) subdivided into suitable branches to deal with the 
planning awl execution of variow; measures, relating to (i) tariffs, 
(ii) other fiscal measures, awl (iii) non-fi$cal mea8ures, etc. Do you; 
agree with this view 1 

(b) If so, would you indicate the type of organizational chart toot you lulve in· 
miwl1 

The detailed answer in the previous question will suffice in this ease also. Pla.n
mng Commission should not be the head of the comprehel:1sive organization but 
QJ:1]y a part of it. As suggested before its activities should b., co-otdh~ated and 
integrated into those of the Tanff Board and the proposed Industries Licensing 
Board or Advisory Committee envisaged under the Industries Development and 
Control Bill. 

Q!MJBti<m 7.5.-(a) AlteNULtively, would you prefer a series of speciali8ed organizaticm_, 
dealing with these particular. subjects ! 

(b) If so, 7ww would you corelatethefuncticns of these administrative organi
Z'ltions ~ 

A series of sepa.rate, independent, uncoordinated organisations each dealing 
with a specified branch or department of the work, would lack cohesio1:1, and be 
unable to take co-ordinated actio1:1. Even if some am>1:1gement is made by which, 
these independent offices or organisations are inte~related, there wo?~d inevitably 
be an amount of red-tape and consequent delay which would not be m the best in • 
. terests of the country. It is possible no doubt to do vise better methods of prompt 
action, but the more numerous and ihdepe1:1dent these or~aniza.tions are, the more 
would be the overlappi1:1g delay and red-tape. The plan suggested in answer to 
question 73, ancl repeated above would be much better calculated to meet the needs 
Qf economy, efficiency, and despatch than separate orgainsatious would ever be 
abla to achieve. 

• [8 Y. of Com. 
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QU<3tion 76.-As a further alternative would you farour only on! Technical Orga~<i3atiOIIP 
dealing with tariffs, leavi1!fi the other sub_iects to be deolt with by the diffe. 
rent Ministries =rned more or less in the manne:· .followEd at prel!enl t· 

A Traiff Board or some body carrying on the functions now vested in the Tarili 
Board, will necessarily have to be an integral part of the organization suggested· 
above in answer to question 73. It has also been shown how and where it would be
necessary to differentiate the functions, powers and authority of the Tariff Board' 
as conceived in this Memorandum as against those now entrusted to that Board. 
But having made the Tariff Board a permanent and integral part of the fiscal ma
chinery, which will itself work in coordination with the National Planning Commis
sion, it would be inadvisable to leave the other corelated functions utterly uncoor-

dinated mutually. There should be an Economic Committee of the Cabinet for all' 
functions requiring coordinated action in all matte~ of policy. This Committe&
should meet regularly to coordinate the economic activities of the various Govern
ment Ministries and to expedite their decisions on economic questions. 

Question 77.-Whatet•er may be the structure of the planning and ooordiooting ~him7 
that you may farour, do you agree that a specialised organisation for tariff 
pur:poses is essential to the implementation of a scientific tariff policy ? 

As already stated above, some special authority, investigating into the condi-
tions of each indnstry seeking protection or assistance from the State, would be in
dispensable. It must be an integral part of the machinery suggested above. Whe
ther it is a single Central all-embracing authority, like the National Plarming Com
mission, or some disjointed organisations of different Ministries, Local Bodies, 
Directorates, or Departments, a Tariff Board or an Authority corresponding to that 
Body fam;Jisr to us today would be indispensable. It may be remodelled in its. 
constitution ; and there may be some varistion in ita functions and powers; but in 
essence, it must be a part of the machinery for giving effect to the Fiscal_ Policy
we have envisaged, to investigate conditions before protection, assistance or en
couragement in any way, is recommended to any industry or business. 

Question 78.-lf so, uxruld you agree with the recommendmions of the Indian Fi.oaf 
Commission of 1921-22 that the Tariff Board or the Tariff Commi3sioa 
should be.-

(i) a permanent body of high standing, 

(ii) consisting of members who are of high ability, integrity and imparlialitg
preferably wilh a k:nuwledge of economics and a practical acquainta..u 
with business affairs 1 

We agree that the Tariff Board, or that part of the Fiscal machinery which
investigates the conditions of every indnstry seeking protection or """istanco, mnst 
be an indispensable as well as a permanent organisation. It must function as part 
of the main machinery, but within the sphere assigned to it. It must have ampl..
aoope to do justice to the task assigned to it. 

The constitution of such a body would necessarily be from amongst people· 
acquainted both with the theoretical as well as the practical side of each industry 
seeking protection or assistance. The Tariff Board today consists of usually tbr~· 
f'r four members,- too small a number to prov;de all the varied inside knowledge of 
the several industries, and their peculisr conditions differing from region to reg!on,. 
which is necessary before i' proper investigation can be made. It is·aiso insuffiCient 
to provid~ adequate practical knowledge of the nature and consequences of the
several forms in which protection or assistance cg,n be given to industries, busine.~ea~ 
!!6I'vices, ·or utilities. · Fino lly, a s'iffic;ent knowledge of the administrative rout~.,.,; 
ill also necessary if only to ensure proper management, orderly pNgr""" and avoid. 
llll!leoessary waste. 
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Because of th~se reasons, even if a Tariff Board is set up with a limited per_ 

manent personnel, It must have power to co-opt or add to its number for each parti 
cular enquir:;z that it may have to conduct, so as to make its investigation and re· 
commendation as fair and reasonable as possible. We would, therefore, suggest 
that the new nucleus of this organisation, a permanent Tariff Board, may be com
posed of not more than seven and nob less than three members, selected from th~ 
pu~lic !!fe of the country. Industry, big business, or Science would no doubt. have 
their fa1r share. At the same time, independent professional economists, providing 
the basic scientific knowledge, must be included, side by side with representatives of 
(:lovernment, of the general public and of the workers, to give a comprehensive and 
balanced complexion to such a body. 

In addition, there should be, as just stated, the power to co-o;-t and d.<ld to the 
number for each enqniry separately whatever may be found necessary for 
that purpose. While the life of the permanent members of the Tariff Board, thus 
oonceived, would be for a definite period of three or five years, subject to re-appoint
ment, but not so as to make a monopoly or life tenure for some individuals, the life 
of members, added or co-opted ad hoc for each enquiry separately, would necessarily 
be limited to the course of that particular enqniry. Ordinarily, no enqniry would 
or should ext<md beyond one year at the outset. 

Both the original and co-opted members would have, while sitting as a Board, 
the same status, -rights and duties. For the rest, remarks mad~ in answer to Ques
tion 73 above may be read along with the present answer. 

It may be added that the element of impartiality necessary in members of the 
Tariff Board {s not so much the impartiality of a high judicial officer of Tribunal 
It is rather the impartiality of trained and balanced judgment with reference to 
competing or conflicting interests. Naturally there would be an inevitable bias in 
favour of domestic industry as against in foreign competitor in the same field. But 
that is the bias or partiality rather of the detective, or objective investigator seeking 
to bring out facts and put them in their proper perspective, in connection with two 
or more suspects of the same offence,-than of the trying Magistrate, who is impartial 
as sector of that industry within the country and from outside ; the reorganisation 
of our small-scale industry on a co-operative basis all over the country, as suggested 
in answer to a previous question, would be inevitable. By that process the entire 
industrial, or rather the whole economic organisation of the country, would come to 
be reconstructed and placed on a basis of mutual sympathy, rather than of compe
tition and conflicts between all kinds of apparently opposed interests. This would 
be an indirect contribution of the Tariff Board; but it would nonetheless be significant 
and substantial for the growth, expansion, and development ofthe country as a 
whole •. 

It. would be another proof of the view now being commonly accepted that, in 
the economic life of the country, we cannot disconnect, isolate a~d consider each 
aspect or item by itself, since they are all inseparably inter-connected. For adequate 
and appropriate c.onsideration attention and development, a comprehensive view 
is indispensable. The larger machinery of the Planning Commission, suggested 
68.I'lier, is, therefore, unavoidable. 

Qut•tion 84.-Where the procedure provides for an application .for protection, •hould the 
apf.licatwn be addresSfd to Gwernment or to the Tariff Board? 

In the view we have taken in this Memorandum of the role and functions of the 
Tariff Board, the answer must be clear to the Tariff Board. It would save unne
cessary delay ~nd waste of time, if the Tariff Board is empowered directly to receive 
and consider such applications, or even to invite them on its own irUtiative, and to 
mako its suggestions after its own investigation without aLy application. Govern
mont is the appopriate authority to consider the recommendations of this body, 
when, after careful and searching investigation and full conE;deration of all aspects. 
and eonditions involved, !t submits them to Gcwemment. 
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The authority of the Supreme Government is, therefore, not in any way affected 
by providing that the Tariff Board should receive such applications directly, and 
sent out its own invitations, if it thinks so necessary to those parties, organisations or 
individuals whom it thinks best qualified to offer technical scientific or general ad
vioe from actual knowledge and experience, and without any special interests of the 
adviser's own to promote. These powers would have been given to the Tariff Board 
under an Act of Parliament, which must be based on an exhaustive consideration of 
all relevant considerations. The Board would function under such an Act and 
authority, and so would be in no derogation of any other authority. 

Question 85.-What modijicatioM would you suggest in the present proced~tre to make 
it more expeditious ? 

The question involves inevitable repetition of a good deal that has gone before. 
Briefly stated, the procedure we would recommend would be :-

(i) The Tariff Board in its general powers may keep up a constant survey of 
the industrial field: and in pursuance thereof, may call upon any party or organisa
tion to place before it that body's ,;ews on specific matters relating to a given in
dustry or a group of industries. 

(ii) Parties directly concerned or through their organisations like chambers 
of Commerce, or associations of manufacturers or their experts, may, likewise, be 
permitted to present, without any special invitation from the Tariff Board, their 
case before that body for a grant of protection or assistance in any form they think 
suitable to a given industry for a given period; or to vary the existing pro~ction in 
any form or degree that under changing conditions may become more appropriate 
and effective ; or even discontinue any existing form of protection. 

(iii) Any body interested in each enquiry, when one is going on, should also 
be entitled without invitation or even without direct concern, to offer his views or 
suggestions to the Tariff Board while its enquiry is in progress. For the Board 
should make its own enquiry and investigation, involving careful consideration of the 
conditions affecting the given industry or industries, at Home and abr9ad, on the 
large-scale and small scale, calling for advice of such further experts or experienced 
people as the Board thinks necessary. 

(iv) On completion of such enquiry the Board should formulate its broad 
conclusions, and make specific recommendations to Government. 

(v) On such recommendations having been received, the appropriate Ministry 
of Government, or the Government as a whole, should consider them, and adopt 
snch measures or take such action ._,they, in their supreme authority. may consider 
desirable and appropriate in each case. 

(vi) If in any case legislation is necessary to give effect to these recommen
dations, Government should undertake and carry through all its prescribed stages 
in Parliament such legislative proposals. 

(vii) If any changes in existing Trade Treaties or international obligations 
becomes necessary, Government should set afoot the necessary negotiations and 
conclude appropriate treaties or make argumer.Ls. 

(viii) Finally, if any modifications in execution, procedure, or activity be
comes necessary, e.g. in regard to Licensing conditions, credit facilities or transport 
rates, Government should take the necessary action. 

QueB!i<m 86.-Hav.e you any impror;e~nls to suggest in the Tariff Boa_rd's ]:fe8tnt 
workmg methods (•ncludmg the procedure for public hear<ugs)? 

Most of the improvements have already been suggested in answer to previou• 
Queations on the subject. If the Tariff Board becomes a permanent institution, 
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and has power to act on its own initiative, as well as to keep up a constant survey 
of the ~conomic situation, it would itself come to know of the changes that may be 
happemng, and suggest ways and means of making adjmrtment to meet those changes. 

. It ":ould, however, be at the same time, advisable for the Board to rec~ive any 
mformat!on from those compet~nt _or qual~fied to give it; and for that purpose 
arrange Its procedure and orgaruse Its work m such a way as to be easily accessible 
to those who can advise and assist. Whatever enquiry is being conducted at any 
time, whet-her on the Board's own initiative, or at the instance of Government or 
on application from any party concerned, it should be notified to the public thro~gh. 
the usual channels of publicity, and also by special intimation known to the Board 
as competent or qualified to speak on such matters. A general invitation should 
also be held out to anybody in possession of appropriate information and willing to 
place it before the Board. On the other band, the Board also should be able to call 
upon any person, body, or authority, which it believes bas information, knowledge 
or material that would throw helpful light upon the subject under enquiry, to lay 
•ncb material etc. before the Board to answer specific question from the Board and 
furnish such information etc. or offer such advice as may be required. 

By such arrangement it would be unnecessary to insist upon public hearings ; 
the entire proceedings would in theory as well as practice be public, in the best senB<) 
of the term. Only at the stage of the Board's own deliberations to consider the 
material before it, while formulating its conclusions and recommendations, should 
the Board be entitled to hold its sittings in camera. As the proceedings would be 
open to the public and published in .the Press, and as th~ proceedings would be pub.· 
lisbed ·by Government, the final deliberation at the. time of arriving conclusions and 
making recommendations may be private without' any harm. 

Question 87 -Do you wnsider that the Tariff Board's recommendations should normally 
be accepted by Government and implemented by it ? · 

In the view which has been taken in this Memorandum of the nature and function 
of the Tariff Board in building up the country's productive enterprioe on all fron.ts 
simultaneously, and safeguard it against any unfair competition or needless handicap 
the recommenda.twns of the Board would naturally be baseo:l upon exha.ust,ve in
vestigation and full dehbeiatwn. The Board bemg composed of, or 'Lided by, se.•· 
soned experts acquainted With all sides of the question being enqmrcd into, its re· 
commendations would he na.turally to tbe point, and calculated t.o promota the 
Gbject in view. 

As a rule, ther~fme, such zecommend?t.ions should be given full considera·'"ion 
bv the Government with whom the final word $hould rest., particularly as there may 
b; eases in which Bor.rd's recommendatiOns may fa.! to take into account aspects 
of the lllP.tter which Government alone are in a position to deal with, or special cir
cumstances and conditions may have .arisen .unknown to the Board, which the 
representatives of the people in the Legi;l.;ture would be th<· best qualified to dool 
with. Und·>r those conditions, it would be unwise to impose a.n obligation upon 
Govero.ment to treat the recommendatiOns of the Board fiw.l and bmding upon 
them in 811 cases. 

The administrative difficulties inherent in giving effect to recommendationS 
may also :not have received the!r due attcnt_ioo from t~e Bo~rd !n the lrtter's desire 
to .ee the earliest and fullest ImplementatiOn of their suggestions. 

For these reasons, we would not mak~ the acceptance and implementatiov of the 
recommend~tio:ns of the Board compulsory upon Government. 
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Qgalion 88.-(a) Having regard to the nature of the dutie.'l and functions entrusted to 
the Tariff Board, do you consider that it should be placed on a statutory 
basi..~? 

(b) If so, should th• st ztute lay down only the compoB"ition muifunctions of tht 
Tar.Jf Board m· also include the general principle.'! governing tariff policy, 
the general procedure to be followed in tLriff enquiries and the manner of 
enforcement of tlte obligations of protected or assisted industries? 

(c) To what extent, would suclt statutory provisions militate against flexibility? 
How could the possible risk of rigi:lity in procedure and administratiGn 
implicit in statutory provisions, be either eliminated or reduc,ed l 

T!1e scheme ofre-crgJ.nLing India's Fisce,] Policy, designed to promote all round 
economic development, witl.in reasonable time, suggested in answE'r to previous 
Questbns. contemplates form!>! estabhshment of a statutory Tariff Bor.rd with its 
.powers ·.,nd fnnctiuns prescribed by law. A permanent organization of this vital 
importance should not ba left to be set up merely by an executive decree or even by 
a Guvernment rasolution. This was the ca•e when Government was not fully res
pon,ihlo to tha repr~sentatives of the people and did not always de•ire to obtain their 
reactions. An executive decree or resclution of Government may be more easily 
changed, in vital particulLrs, than a form&! statutory provision, especi!.lly under 
the stress of Pe..rty rule. The danger of unnecessary and frequent changes in basic 
policy, particularly in matters needing a degree of permanence or stahilityto allow 
long-range plans being made, cannot be exaggerated.' 

A>snming that the permanent Tariff Board would be established, and its powers 
ani functions prescribed by a statute, It i• not necessary, however, to lay down that 
such a statute should restrict itself only to the constitution of the Boz.rd '>nd laying 
down its rights and duties. As we have enviseged this institution, we con•ider it 
very likely th.'?.t the Boa.rd itself will form part of a much larger ar,d more compre
hensive machi.n<lry which 'I;Vould caiTy out the el\tire Plan of all-rom:.d nation~! 
d lvelopment, including the elabomtion of besic principles of policy, the Frovisior> 
.of the instrument or ag~ncy by which that p>licy is to he implemented, the procedure 
to be fvllowed, the con.ditions of B!>feguerd that may have to be imposed in the 
generc.J. nat10nJ mterests a1:.d other relevant matters. 

"But even though the scope of such an over-all crgamsation may be determinad 
by an Act ofP..rliament, its several articles should be in the form of generd proposi
tiOns. llfatters Gf deU.il, such as those relating to the Board's own procedure a• th<> 
time of making enquiJies ; the parties to be invzt ed, or the form of in.vihtion to 
produce the requisite informstion for carrying on the investigation and laying down 
the conditions reL>ting to the ptotection to the different industries, their costs of 
production, marketing and other inciden.tal or ancillary services, facilities or ad
vantages, would best be provided for by rules made by the Boe.rd, nnd~r the main 
Statute. These rules of procedure may he mr.de by the several authorities each for 
itself under this Statute. These include the PIJ.nning Commission, the D. G., I & S. 
the T<>riff Board and any other agency or body that may be created or m~>intained 
such as Licensing Board or Advisory Committee contemplated under the Industries 
Development and Cont!ol Bill. 

These bOdies or authmi~ies will not be subordinate to the Plsuning Commiasion. 
They wall, however, have to work in mutual harmony and coordination, so th•t 
automatic cotrelation an.d dovetailing may be effected wherever l!ece&ssry wzth the 
least possible delJ.y. Each of these bodies should within its own range be auton.o
mous, as fur as possible; that is to say, it would have powers to make its own rules 
of procedure, and regnlate its own business. This would combine the advantages 
of specic.lised knowledge and experien.ce with common, composite machinery for 
administration, causing the least friction, delay or red tape. 

IT on. any point there is a lacuna or absence of a.n.y specific provision regarding 
rules eto. Government would always have the power to issue special instructions. 



~., pr.Jo~dur~ in fa.ct ?f Issuing in<;tructfons under tile basic principle~5 provided for 
~n th;>.le~Bla.IJn ment10ned above would be bJth fbxible and adequato to me~t.l'll 
req?Lramonts n<>t directly dealt with by the.main statute-· Such iruMuctions.J;Il .. _Y 

~e LD the form of th~ GJvernmont R,.solution•, or any other less formal comm,unic·•
tlOn _to the body or authority concerned like the Tariff Board. Wh~t lb sought to be 
.attamei J:>y thn outline is a combination of elasticity in actuol administration,. With 
~he c!.>J ity of ,guiding principles govern in.<( all bodies or authorities concerned·. 

11\ this manner, then it would be possibl& to combine the particular ad.vantages 
of flexibihty of administration witb rigidity of the basic principles. The Tariff 
"Board's position would, of course, be in no way less important: or its influenoe less 
effective than is 'the case to·d~y. It would be competent to make its own rules 
within the powe1 s, flmchcns P~nd authonty gn,.~n to ... t; and. so it can guard qui~e 
effoctively ag:l-inst any risk ~f c>xcessive or miSph.ced 1igidity, whether for purposes 
.or investigation, for d""liberatmn, or fot making recommendR.tions. 

Fiscal Commissions' questionnaire- Part I I relating to the question how f•J.r it would 
be desirable to undertake international obligations of the kind involved ·in the genera! 
agreement on tariffs and Trade and the Chart-r ~f the International Trade organi
zation in the Country's requirements. 

Question 89.~Do you approve of the basic purpose and objective« 1tnderlyi·r>J! he Hamna 
Charter on Trade and Employment ? 

The Working Committee of the Organization are in full agreement with the 
basic purpose of the Charter. In foct, recognising the 'great contribution whteh a 
steadily expanding international trade on a niultilater?l basis can make "tti. the 
maintenance of internationRl peace and pro&perity, the O.rganizntion pas&ed a re
solution on "India and the Internation•.l Trade Organizat,on" as long ago as April 
1947 at its Annual Conference heJcl. in Now Dc·lhi. wherein it welcomed. the efforts 
that were then being made to cr~ate 8 proper intern.at10nal machinery to co-m:dinate 
the commercis.l policies of various nations. A cOpy of this resolution is forwarded 

-:herewith. 

Of the .six objectives enumerated in Article I of the Cho.rter, the Committee 
take exception only to the Obj€Ctive No. III which relates to furthering the enjoyment 
by all countries, on equal terms of access to the markets, proclucts and prodnetive 
facilities which are needed for their economic prosperity and development. In the 
resolution referred to above, it has been pom.ted out that it is the inherent right of 
every Nation to preserve scarce materials and to-utilise to the fullest its own material 
resources under the land, on the land and in the air before making th<m available to 
·other nations. The freedom of access on equal terms to the world's markets raw 
materials may be necessary for the industrialised Western countries to maintain their 
standard of living, but it is not compatible. with the legitimate demands of other 
-countries like India, which are backwatd or relatively undeveloped and which have 
.to make up a great leeway in their own economic dev-elopment. At prese11t the 
.available and potential resources of these countries have not been developed to· the 
-extent they should be, and their markets are supplied by imports from. abroad. 
'rhe living conditiOI\S of the majority of the peoples of these countries are appalingly 
low. To bring about their i11dustrial and economic development these countrios 
-cannot but take steps to conserve their raw mateiials, so the raw materials 
may not be carried away by other countries at the cost oft.heir indigmous industries 
being starved of them-

The Working Committee stress that in view of what is stated above, the Charter 
11hould be so worked""' not to place any impediment in the way of countries that 
have so to say "found themselves" only recently and desire now to preserve their 
raw material and markets in as large a measure as possible in the interests of their 
own industries. In case the working is not found satisfactory, economically under 
developed countries of which India is one will have to press for necessary modifica-



tion of objective No. 3 at the Special Session of the Members of the International' 
Trade Organization to be convened at the end of the fifth year after the entry into 

force of the Charter. 

Ques!ion 90.-Do you consider that the provisio718 and safeguards laid down in tlul 
Charter for the economic development and reconstruction of backwartJ 
and under-developed countries are adequate for the requirementsr o_f 
India? 

No. 

Question 91.-If not, to what extent, do yo·u think these provisions and safeguards faU' 
short of India's minimum requirements r Pkase illustrate your reply 
with facts from your lc7wwkdge or experience. 

The provisions of the Charter which relate to the functions of the International 
Trade Organization for promoting economic development and reconstrnction or 
relatively backward areas are·largely of an advisory character. Though there is a 
clause to the effect that members shall not impose unreasonable or unjustifiabl• 
impediments that would prevent other members from obtaining on equitable terms. 
facilities such as capital funds, materials, modem equipment and technology, and 
technical and managerial skills it is not clear how the Organization can effectively 
intervene when a particular industrially advanced country does not extend its full' 
co-operation to a less industrially developed country in making available thea& 
facilities. 

In the opinion of the Working Committee, it is the inherent right of a nation 
to develop her industries to the maximum capacity possible consistent with th<1 
extent of her raw I1!3terjal .resomces, labour force. and available mark<t. within ita 
own frontiers and· that in· the exercise of sticll a right.an outside authority like the· 
International Trade OrgB.nization should not interfere. Trey, therefore, are not in 
agreement with the ~o_n~~iiJ!l.impJlSed.in.clause 7 of·Article 1'3'where it is said that 
the IntetnationaT'l'r&de Organiz:<tion shall not concur in any measure nnder the 
provisions of (i), (ii) or (iii) of 7 (a) which is likely to cause serious prejudices to· 
exports of a primary commodity on which the economy of another Member Country 
is largely dependent. 

The Working Committee are also of the opinion that it is a modest, reasonab~ 
and legitimate demand of a nation to build up by every possible way what ore called 
key or essential industries necessary for the very existence of a. nation irrespective ol 
the fact whether it has all the necessary raw materials within the country itself or· 
not. This right too cannot be sHowed to be interfered with by an outside agency •. 
No provision has been made in sub-paragraph 7 (a) for automatic release in this e&S<I· 

for a specified period from restriction imposed in Chapter IV of the Charter on appli
cation by member. 

The Working Committee do not also approve of the condition imposed in thtt· 
case of application for continuation of the non-discriminatory measures after th<1 
expiry of the specified period for which concessions w<re granted. The extension 
of the release period should be automatic on application if the member concerned 
feels tba.t the same is required after a thorough enquiry and investigation into the 
matter by a duly authorised machinery of Government set up by it for the purpose. 
To withdraw •uddenly protection or assistance enjoyed by an industry would be 
disastrous. 

The sub-paragraph 3 (b) of Article 13 is not clear, in the event offailnre to reacll· 
complete or substantial agreement as a result of the negotiations between membeiJI. 
initiated by the Organization. In case no agreement is reached the applicant m~
ber should be free to institute the proposed non-discriminatory measure after m~ 
forming the International Trade Organization. 
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li1U81i<m 92.-;In particular, do you com1ider that the terms and conditiof!s propoud" 

>n the Charter for (a) the continued empwyment of existing foreign capital' 
and (b) new foreign investments, are broadly in conformity with the re
quirementa of India r 

. ·Yes. ~ut it would be more practicable and in the interests of internationaL 
mvestment Itself if some basis or standard is laid down as to what is considered 
"ad~quate securities and reasonable opportunities"- words which- are used in 
Article _12 of the ]'inul Act. Adequate safeguards should be specified to see that 
eon_c~ssiOns granted are not taken undue advantage of to resort to unhealthy com
petitiOn with national industries with a view to keeping the country under perpetual 
foreign economic domination. 

4/>testion 9.3.-Are you in agreement with the broad lines of the commercial policy as oel 
out in Chapter IV of the Ha~ana Charle'r 1 

Yes, but with the following reserVl>timm. 

It has been pointed out earlier that industries processing indigenous raw material' 
and depending upon indigenous markets as well as key and vital industries should he· 
allowed to develop without any outside hindrance. It is the duty of the Govern-· 
ment concerned particularly in the case of economically backward and under-deve
loped countries to provide, requisite aids for the purpose through tariffs, subsidies,. 
bounties, reservations of indigenous raw materials, preferential treatment in rail
way rates, etc. This should be accepted as a cardinal feature of commercial policy 
though necessary safeguards may be provided by the International Trade Organiza
tion against possible abuse of such measures. But it must be left to the sole dis
Qretion of each country's Government to detemiine when and to what extent such 
safeguards are to be applied. 

The two. types· of industries referred to above should have. been included in 
Article_4q, relating to General .Exceptions. to .Chapter.·IV. As ·this· has ·not been 
done; the-Working Committee take exception to Articles 17, 18 and 20 of Chapte J 

IV restricting freedom of under developed nation to develop, protect, and encourage 
and safeguard these industries by every legitimate and practical measures and 1\0 · 
o.chieve an all round development of her economy within the shortest time possible. 

In the opinion of the Working Committee the Article 25 relating to subsidies 
also requires some modification. The use of subsidies as a protective measure by 
Industrially undeveloped countries should be recognised. When the Government of an, 
undeveloped country finds that its industries are meeting with unfair competition 
from abroad or are not sufficiently developed to meet the competition of those coun
tries which are technically far in advance, it would be justified in subsidising its 
industries to make the competition a fair one. 
Question 94.-If not, would you elaborate your objections to those Articles of the Hamrlll 

Charter bearing on commercial policy which you consider detrirnffltal to· 
the interests of our industry I Do ymtr objections relate to the .short or 
the long period or to both ? 

Please see reply to Question 93. 

Qu...,ti~n 95.-'Vo you anticipate any injurious effects to our trade and ifldtutry on 
account of our acceptance of the obligations of the Charter (i) in the shorl' 
period, and (ii) in the long run? · 

In the long run only. As India is having balance of payments difficulty now, 
ohe will be free for a few years to come to impose import restrictions to safeguard her· 
balance of payments position. The following measures can be adopted by India 
during this time. 

1. Complete ban on imports of items considered unnecessary e.g:, . toilet 
requisites, .novelties, and other ·luxuries. This is mainly to ease . the exchange 

.• oituation. 
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!. Preferential treatment for imports of bare lltCessities and of raw materials to 

'>!il'e impetus to industries to make .finished products at home. 

8. Preferential treatment for imports of machinery to make machinery. 

Quulion 96.-0n a careful balancing of pros and cons, do you approve of India' • 
adherence to the Havana Charter and her consequent participation ;,. 
the proposed Internationnl Trade Organization? 

As the Charter cannot be modified now, and it is to' be either accepted or r<'· 
jected, the Working Committee have no objection to India's acceptance of the 
Charter for the present as a temporary measure. During the first three years, 
India has the advantage of being on the Executive Board. If as a result of the ob
ligations incurred under the Charter India's economy. is affected adversely she can 

. make use of the escape dauses provided for the time being. India will be at liberty 
to leave the Organization after the expiry of these three years if she considers it to 
be necessary at that time. In case she continues further t.he Delegates sent on 
behalf of India should press for necessary amendments in the Charter in the light of 

·the observations made here at the Special Session.ofi\Iembers to be convened for a 
review of the Charter, nearest to the end of the 5th year after the entry into force of 
the Charter. If these amendments are not accepted, India could then consider t.he 
question of leaving the International Trade Organization innnediately. 

-(iuulion 97.-If not, what u:ould be the broad lin~ of commercial policy that ycu u·ould 
advocate for India and in particular the fiscal measure that yon u:ould 
recommend for Got:ernment' s acceptance ? 

This does not arise in view of the reply to the above question. 

Q!le&lion 98.-If you agree that India shoUld adhere to the Ciwrter and join the ·Inter
nationnl Trade Organization, have Y"'' any vieu:s to express on (a) the 
structure and functions of the Int"rnational Trade Organization, (b) 
India's position and statU$ in the International Trade Organization I 

In electing members of the Executive Board lmd also of the Commissions to 
be set np the Conference should have regard to the necessity of giving adequate re. 
presentation to under-developed countries. In the first Executive Board India ha. 
already been given a seat and she should be given adequate share in the Secretariat 
of the Organization in view of her large share in the International Trade and the 
prominent place she occupies in Asia. 

CoPY 0" THE RESOLUTION ON "INDIA AND THE INTERNATIONAL TRADE ORGANI
ZATION" PASSED AT THE SEVENTH .ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF 'IHE Ari.ClNDU 
MANuFACTURERS' ORGANIZATION HELD ON 14TH AND 15TH APRIL 1947, A'l 
NBWDELHI. 

India and the Internntional Trade Oryanizaticn 
Recognising the great contribution which a steadily expanding internati(mnl 

trade on a multilateral basis can make to the maintenance of internatiobal peace an<l 
prosperity, this Conference welcomes the efforts that are now being made to create 
an appropriate international machinery to co-ordinate the commercial policies of 
various nations an<l to free international trade from the shaekles of arbitrary tariffs, 
quota. restrictions, discriminations,· cartels and monopolieS. 

The Conference, however, is of the opinion that (a) such international agree
ments should cover not only exchange of primary raw materials and finished goode 
but should also include the exchange of secondary, industrial and semi-finished 
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materials, capital goods, later tecliriological knowledge and technical personnel; (b) 
the _devel~pm?nt of under-developed countries should he recognised as one of the 
maJOr objeCtiv~s. of the . p~o~osed International Trade Organization and that it 
..Itould be explicitly stated m Its charter ; and (c) the recommendations made in the 
-draft Charter m regard to the removal of restrictiv" business practices should 
no.t J;>e confine.d to 'commodities' only, but all be extended to services such as 
shippmg, bankmg and insurance where unfair restrictive practices are quite 
often adopted by many vested interests to hamper the growth of such services 
by under-developed. countries. 

The Conference is further of the opinion that industrial and economic develop· 
ment of under-developed countries could be brought about only by a planned. re. 
gulation of export and import trade and the development and promotion of existing 
and new industries through adequate State assistance and protection. The Con. 
ference holds that it is the inherent right of every Nation to preserve scarce materials 
·and to utilise to the fullest its own material resources under the land, on' the land 
and in the air before making them available to other nations. 

The Conference, therefore, urges upon the Government of India the adoption of 
'the necessary measures to ensure that the view-point of Indian industries is empha
sised during the negotiations, that adequate safeguards are provided in the Charter 
-ilgainst a· possible threat to Indian economy, and that the Indian delegation to the 
1lessions of the Preparatory Committee and of the future International Conference 
'is given a clear directive by Government to press for modifications in the principles 
and objectives of the proposed International Trade Organization on the lines indi
-cated above. 

The· ·conference further urges 'that adequate representation on the Executive 
Board and the Secretariat of the proposed International Trade Organization should 
be given to under-developed countries and particularly to India in view of her large 
'share in the International Trade and the prominent position she occupies in Asia. 

Question 99.-Eo you agree with the main principle.s undErlbing the General Agreeme~t 
on Tariffs and Trade as laid down in Part 'J 'and Part II of the Agreement! 
lf not, please detail your objections under specific heads. 

Please see replies to questions 91 and 93. The General Agreement incorpor~tes 
.most of the commercial rnles laid down in the Havana Charter .and hence the objec
tions raised by the Committee against the similar provisions of the Charter hold good 
in this case too. 

!Question 100 -Ha<e yen any comments to make on-
(a) the conce.ssions gra.nted by us to other e<rnntries in respect of in•ports intp 

t~is wuntry ; and 
(b) the concession rECeil!<d by us in respect of our Exports al;road? 

(a) On page 12 or' the Memorandum of the General Agreement on Tariffs 3nd 
'Trade, the following table is giv~n showing. 1;he distribution of the total value of 
imports affected .by the concessions between 'different classes of imports1 on the 
basis of 1938-39 figures. 

I. Food Items . . 
2. Chemicals, drugs and medicines 
3. Other materials of industrial use 
4. Machinery and equipment 
5. Consumer goods . 

(Rs. in lahlis) 

9:1 
1,84 
5,42 
2,2';' 

3,74 

14,20 
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fu the opinion of the Working Committee, more concessions could have bee111 
~ted in respect of items 3 and 4 and less on other items particularly 1 and 5. 

The Committee are not able tO appreciate.the statement on page 13 that con· 
cessions on food items are obviously desirable in view of the present food situation 
in the country. The great majority of the people of India cannot be said to be
consuming most of these items which belong to the category of imported provisions. 
If the aim of Government is to makE' the people get 'can conscions', efforts should. 
be made first to change the tastes of the people before encouraging such imports of 
canned fruits, soups etc. from abroad. Besides, the development of an indigenous. 
food industry is as essential as setting up ammunition works viewed from the poin~ 
of the national security of the country. There is an annual drain on our foreign. 
exchange resources to the extent of Rs. 130 crores by imports of cereals and other 
food items. The whole future economy of the country depends on the solution of 
the food problem and the Government themselves have declared now that they 
intend stopping food imports completely by 1951. 

Item 5 is one in which liberal concessions should not be given; particularly in 
the case of non.essential articles. It is necessary to raise import duties on most of 
them t{) control their imports as well as to improve the balance of payments position. 
Hence in thP opinion of the Committee there should be ouly minimum number of 
commitments either for reduction or for maintenance at existing levels of the dutiElll
on such commodities . 

.As regards item 2, the Committee want to point out that India has made sub
stantial progress and every effort should be made to help her become as self.sufficien~ 
as possible. National security interests demand this. 

(b) In, para. l page. 6 of. the Memorandum it is said that 'Many' of the 
countries- with which negotiations took place at Geneva were dependent on imports. 
of the kind of primary commodities of which India is a large supplier and it was to
their own interests not to burden imports of such commodities with heavy duties. 
It was considered unnecessary, therefore, to ask directly for concessions in respec~ 
of such commodities from these countries, and to pay for these concessions. The· 
Working Committee are of the view that this statement is not quite in unison with. 
the first line of para. 18 which reads: "The following are the principal items of ex. 
port trade on which direct concessions have been secured: Jute and jute manufac
tures, cotton manufactures, cashewnuts, mica, shellac, coir mats and matting, sports. 
goods, carpets, spices and condiments, essential oils and tea". India has a monopoly 
in most of these goods and it is not clear to the Committee why concessions were
asked by Government mainly on them. 

In the case of primary goods such as mica and shellac the foreign manufacturer
would certainly like to get them cheaper from a monopoly country wh;ch would 
enable him to make his finished articles at a chPaper price and dump the same on th&· 
very country of origin of thP primary products. Naturally this would discourage· 
the setting up of indigenous industries for converting into finished goods the raw 
products in which we hold a monopoly. 

It may be pertinent to point out in this connection that the concessions received' 
for our manufactured goods are not impressive. On the basis of figures for 1938-39, 
the value of trade covered by concessions on manufactured commodities amounts to. 
Ra. 784lacs (or 27·4% of the total) while that covered by concessions on primary 
commodities toRs. 2,077 lacs (or 72·6% of the total). A reorientation of approa~h 
is necessary in view of the present urgent need for expansion of export trade m. 
processed materials and manufactured goods. · 

If sufficient research in India and propaganda abroad are made as to the va
rious uses of our products we can keep our markets expanding and be free from th• 
fear of substitutes springing up in other countries. It is this fear which prompt. 
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'128 to ask for concessions even where we hold virtual monopolies such aa in jut" 
manufactures, mica, shellac, tea and cashewnuts. 

<Question 10 1.--0n a careful examination of tiUJSe reciprocal concessions do you consider 
th<U the provisions of the General Agreements on Tariffs and Tra<k havt 
been on balance, in the intsrest of India ? If not, to what extent do you 
think these provisions have· been at fault from India's point of view? 

It is too earlY: to express any opinion on this question as the time lag since the 
Agreement came mto force is very short. Very little information is available on 
the subject, bnt it can he safely stated that even if the Agreement seemed to be on 
India's advantage at the time it was arrived at, its continuation without any varia
tion under the present altered circumstances will not be advantageous to us. 

·Questian 102.-Have YO'/' any comments io make on the actual working of tht tan:ff con-
cessions granted by India to other countries since July 1948 ! 

<Question 103.-Have you any reason to think th<U the provisions of the General Agree
ment on Tariffs and Trade are not being worked by other contracting 
countries in the spirit in which they were conceived ? 1f so, pleas• illus
trate your reply with examples drawn from your knO'Ivledge o' experience. 

Please see reply to question 101. 

-Question 101.--0ther things being equal, would you or would you mt favour. the conti
nuance of tariffs concessions ~ranted by India to other countriC6 beyond 
January 1951? 

It is not clear what is exactly meant by 'other things being equal'. If it is 
-expected that the same conditions would prevail which existed when the agreements 
were made, it has to be pointed ont that it is looking at things in th<> abstrac\. .Some· 
conditions seldom, if ever, prevail, more so in respect of countries walking ·away 
from the 'road to serfdom'. Moreover the partition of the country has had its· 
repercussions on th<· foreign trade of the country. India is no more an exporter of 
raw jute and cotton but a net importer of them on a large scale. The areas where 
-carpet and sports goods industries were mainly located have gone to PakisLan. India 
is no more in a position to enjoy the concessions in respect of these goods. In vie_w 
-of the altered conditions the Working Committee stress that the Agreement will 
he.ve to be altered. 

BOMBAY; 

The 8th October 1949. 

P.LBADAMI, 

Seaetarg. 
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Indian National Steamship Owners Association, Bombay 

PART I 

INTRODUCTION 

Every industrialised and trading country, which has a considerable coa.stlin!S' 
of its own, has recognised from time im::nemorial the importance of the shipping 
and shipbuilding industries in developing its national economy. Not only d<> 
these industries, developed to their full potential, help to· facilitate the interna
tional division of labour ; they also provide a second line of national defence, 
which guarantees the security, integrity and independence of the nation. 
Foreign sea-borne trade is becoming more and more a dominant factor in the· 
economic life and growth of every modern industrialised community. Nations get 
inter-linked daily more and more with one another; and consequently become inter
dependent as well. For the more each produces itself the more it needs the" areB
of another ; and so requires all round trade which emphasizes the need for an ade
quate, efficient, economic transport service which a nationally owned shipping 
provides. And the basic industry of shipbuilding becomes important in propor
tion. 

In modern tinL~·s, a.gain. more than ever before, no country can defend its: 
ooasta, or retain its overseas trade, whi<"h has no navy of its 0'\'ll. And no naVy can 
exist where there is not a good shipbuilding industry within the country to supply 
all kinds of auxiliary craft fur the c~rriage of troops and stores, to provide hospital 
or ambulance services, to mine-sweeping, food-carrying, coast-guarding, and a hund
red other such functions. No shipbuilding industry of the modern type can flourish 
only on the specialised building of naval vessels. There must be a large, efficient, 
adequate, merchant shipping of the country's own to provide occupation for the 
labour, capital and technical skill, knowledge and experience needed for this en
terprise. 

TraMport-an Indu.stry 

It must be, at the very outset, noted that Transport is not by itself productive
of new wealth. It is only an adjunct or contributory in the process of production. 
It does not create new material wealth so as to add to the volume of the National 
Dividend. But it adds to the time and place value of the material wealth pro
duced; and by the employment it offers to considerable number of workers, both 
skille i and unskilled, it helps to improve the standard of living, or the means of" 
satisfying human wants. It is fully entitled to be called an Industry in the best 
sense of that term. 

Being a contributory factor, it increases the place value of the produce raised, 
facilitates division of labour and ther.,by gives an impetus to the increase of pro
duction, both quantitatively and qualitatively. If transport is unavailable or 
rudimentary, the producer will have to depend for the satisfaction of all his needs 
more or less on his own efforts. His labour or energy will be diffused over a number 
of facts, instead of being concentrated on one or a few items in which he may 
have special advantage. The aggregate result will be much smaller in value than. 
if he had specialised. 

This is the foundation of the economic phenomenon called Division of Labour 
which is recognised as adding materially to the volume and variety of production. 
A good, efficient and economic Transport Service promotes the division of labou" 
in space as between regions or countries. The old time economic system wna. 
neceasarily based upon the ideal of local or village self-sufficiency, just becaustt 
large-scale and rapid transport of the present day was unuvuilable. Production 
was almost entirely for u""'· and very little for exchange. Trauaport being limited 
either to human or animal energy, it was necessarily very slow and costly to corry 
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goods from. place to place over long distances. The volume as well as the ..-ariety 
of productiOn had needs to be very limited in consequence. 

As and when and where natural facilities for movement in bulk, like Bowing· 
waters, o~ the power of the :<vind for driving ships along the coastal or distant seas. 
were available, they were utrlised for effecting transport of goods in large quantity. 
The volume of wealth exchange was comparatively greater for st'ch areas. Those, 
therefore, who_could command such advantages were encouraged and able to pro
duce more or m greater variety than their own immediate needs required. The 
surpl~s or speciality theJ: produced was bartered or exchanged for that portion 
of their own demand whrch they could not meet from their own production. Com
merce grew out of these conditions of increasingly specialised production and as 
coml)1erce grew it gave a further stimulus to new production. Transport is thus 
an important ingredient in the growth and ramifications of modem commerce. 
both internal and foreign, and, through that, of the entire economic organisation 
&nd activity today. 

Because Transport makes this very important contribution to the economic·· 
system of our age, it has justly come to be regarded as amongst the leading Pnblic·· 
Utilities, in which not only the Owner or Operator of the Service is concerned, but 
also the community as a whole is most deeply concerned, as by it its aggregate. 
economy is profoundly affected. 

With the advent of modern mechanised forms of large-scale transport in bulk 
the possibility of one man or a few associates providing the entire service in all its 
forms by laud or water or air, with all its equipment of vehicles, permanent way, 
traction power, and all the accessories of stations, sheds, hotels, refreshment rooms, 
ferries, etc., became almost impossible. The association of a large number of· 
persons providing the necessary capital by shares in a joint stock concern is almost 
coeval, in point of time, with the advent of railway transportation, and steam 
navigation on rivers 1 canals and along coasts in such countries as France, Germanyt 
United States or Britain. There, before the coming of the Railwa:?, they had made· 
very extensive use of these natural highways, the rivers, the net work of canals built 
&round them and the seas along their coasts or separating Continents. Bnt even · 
with the introduction of these more economical, more rapid and much more centra.. 
lised means of transport, the waste involved in un-co-ordinated overlapping service · 
remained. A new, complex and formidable problem was created for those countries 
like ours; which being behind in the modem industrial race, had many of their 
essential indu•tries, utilities or services developed for them by foreigners working· 
entirely for profit to themselves. When tile consciousness grew in such people . 
of this invisible form of drain from their country, they sought to plug in every

'drain pipe. We shall review below thP- devices employed to prevent such drain, 
by each country to develop its own essential industries, servic~s and 1,1tilities. Where 
the problem was still further complicated, as in India, ·by politics influencing 
economic factors, the problem was all the more difficult, if not insoluble. A re
view is accordingly given later on of the peculiar disabilities or handicaps of the 
"Indian Transport Enterprise with special reference to coastal and overseas carrying 
trade in goods as well as passengers.· 

All kinds of goods and all classes of passengers were sought to be carrie<} by 
railways competing among themselves, by road and river and medley of rates was 
charged for the same. Competition ~n r?'tes.as well as in ~ervice amenities or com .. 
fort provided by these grew'; The _drstrrbutron of all ava~lable traffic or allocation 
of appropriate lines to the most smtable form of the serVIce to the particular busi. 
nesa, was not even thought of. Those who had the. governance of the countries 
concerned in their hands professed to believe that the best interest<! of the 
community, collectively, or of the national economy, would be served only by 
a)lowing free comn~tition a~on!lst all car:fiers, national a~d foreign. Accordingly, 
they r~garded any u1L~rfo:a.·e1tCe 1n Uw busmess of the carrier to be an unwarranted, 
uunecessarv and an uneconomical use of Governmental authority. 
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Ewnom~ of W'ater Transport 

Water transport is, and has always been an important adjunct oflndito>o 
national economy from time immemorial. Bulk carriage is unquestionably easiet 
by water than by road. Wherever therefore produce was abundant, and · trad~ 
between distant parts flourished on a large scale ; wherever considerable distance& 
had t<> be covered by heavy load, water t;ansport was naturally more economical, 
and therefore, preferred. In India, with a long coastline of over 3000 'miles, ·and 
with her principal rivers flowing through hundreds of miles all the year round, 
with imperceptible gradients in fertile regions and flourishing industry; and with 1> 
very considerable trade with all the neighbouring continents, water transport 
had developed and was utilised on a large scale from days before recorded history. 

The economics of Water Transport, both inland and across oceans, or along 
coasts, are too obvious to need detailed enwneration or specific analysis. Land 
transport by road is said to be relatively cheaper than Railways because the perma
nent way is much less costly than the corresponding item in rail transport. 
Whatever the cost, the road transport has not to bear it, since the road is provided 
and maintained at public expense. Reasons of national economy as well a~ 
strategy for defence have made this SJEtem universal and unexceptional. In the 
case of water transport, the permanent way is free of cost to anybody except in 
the ease of rivers canalised for navigation where there is considerable initial cos\ 
to reckon with. Water, otherwise, is a gift of nature which needs very little out
lay, comparatively speaking, to be made serviceable for this vital ingredient in 
national development. 

Ports and Harbours are also, primarily, gifts of nature. Their improvement., 
expansion and adaptation to modem conditions involve, however~ considerable 
investment of capital, which is reimbursed by levying Port Dues in a variety of ways. 
If and where material capital or human labour is invested in their development, 
making them more serviceable under changing conditions that outlay is comparative
ly very small in view of the growing \""olume and value of modern sea-borne commerce. 
These arrangements, moreover, are made- by the State or some public authority 
under it ; so that the initial cost does not fall on the carrier entering or leaving a 
port. Port dues are, indeed, not extinct like road tolls ; thanks, however, to in
ternal competition among ports in the same country, the incidence of this burden 
is relatively light. 

Natural ad>antages for inland water transport in India are even greater than 
might appear at first sight. Our rivers are, wherever they exist, perennial, not. 
periodically frozen, like the Volga or the Vistula, the Danube or the Don. They 
require no costly icebreaking, mud-dredging, or fog-clearing equipment, to make 
them serviceable in certain months of the year. They flow through plains. 
needing very little of lifting equipment for traffic, like locks on rivers meandering 
through uneven country. Locks would add, no doubt, to their accessibility and 
use in certain areas ; but broadly speaking, they are not needed in most of the 
Indian rivers wherever they are navigable. 

Addition of arterial canals would improve the linear extent of the service. 
But, hithert<>,-and particularly under the British regime,-Canals have been 
dug almost entirely for irrigation, wherein navigation found no place. Such of 
the great canals on the principal rivers of India, which are wide and deep and 
perennial enough to offer navigational facilities, have been constructed not pri
marily for navigation. Their lay-out, dimensions and use are consequently govern
ed by considerations other than commercial. The Indus was navigable for a thou
sand miles from its mouth before the Sukkur Barrage barred through carriage at 
Sakkur. It adds materially to the cost of transhipment on Indus in that Province, 
as compared to the parallel service of the railway. The Ganges admits boats of & 

thousand tons up to Allahabad. Calcutta is only a river port, a hundred milee 
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from t~e mou~h of the Hooghly. But the landing and loading facilities at several 
eonverue~t pomts along the Ganges leave much room for improvement if the trans
port s~rvJCe along t~i.s _grand highway of commerce is to be properly developed. 
Eve'7 If all_ these facihtres were developed to their ma:rimum, the capital cost for 
mak~g thrs form of transport as efficient as it well might be, might be com· 
paratJvely small. 

The cost of the vehicle, likewise, for water transport is, in proportion to the 
cargo or passe.ngers carried per unit, comparatively small. The old time sailing 
vessel was bmlt for what we would now regard as small-scale business, though 
ev~n that wa? large-scale, when compared to carriage by 'human porters or pack 
anrmals. Shrps for deep rivers or ocean transport are now built in large unit sizes 
and ~re very costly. But in proportion to the quantity or numbers carried, the 
cost IS small. Initial capital outlay, therefore, for this form of transport service is, 
compar.ed to others, economic. Its only disadvantage is that it is fixed by Nature 
'!'long &'ven lines, and can be used only where the natural gift is in existence. Human 
mgenmty and effort can, no doubt, make canals, and join rivers as well as oceans, 
<l.g., by the Suez or the Panama Canals. But the"scope for these is limited by the 
geography and available quantity of water in a river. If we desire to utilise this 
natural gift of the country to the fnllest, we must devise all such expedients as 
won!~ widen the use of this cheap means of bnlk transport, both internal and over
seas, m the assurance that with all these outlays, the capital cost, mile for mile, 

· and maund.for maund of. carriage, will be much smaller than on any alternative 
form of transport. 

Wh.atever its potentialities, in India the Inland Water Transport had no fair 
trial, once the railway had come and begun competing with the natural fac;lity 
of the river transport. The Railway is said, even in Britain, to . have killed the 
canal ; and we in India had perforce to follow the British modeL In other European 
.and American countries, however, even today the essential economy and advantages 
of inland ·water transport, carefnlly developed and scientifically interlinked by a 
network !'f canals, are by no means neglected. The Atlantic has been connected 
hy canals in France with the Mediterranean, the Mediterranean with the Red Sea 
by the Suez Canal, and the North Sea is linked with the Black Sea by similar deve
lopments on the Rhine and the Danube and the yet more ambitious developments or 
projects of Soviet planners. 

The great arterial rivers of Northern and Eastern India. offer easy and inrmense 
possibilities of development in this direction. The Ganga. with all her tributaries 
like the J umna., Gomti, Gamdalk, Gogra, Sone, etc., will easily provide a very 
<lconomic grid system of water transport· for the greater part of Northern India: 
It can be supplemented by a similar network on the Meghna and the Brahmaputra 
.and lesser rivers of Bengal and Bihar, Orissa and Assam. Similarly, the Maha.nadi 
.and the Godavari, the Krishna and the Cauvery, not to speak of the Narmada, the 
Tapti and the Sabarma.ti on the West, have been neglected, their waterways silted 
up and blocked, their porte made UJISailable, the mud and silt only cleared by the 
.annual floods that do double damage in · clearing away millions of tons of very 
valuable soil. The possibility of their being linked up with such rivers as the Sutlej 
or the Chambal is a problem in engineering which has been solved in other countries 
less happily situated than ours ; and there is no reason why we cannot solve it 
here. 

But the narrowly conceived operation · of the railway transport authorities 
until today, because of the capital ~ommitment of Government in that service, 
has killed these possibilities, which can only be revived if the National Planning 

·.Authority, when appointed, realises the true role and ultimate posSibilities of this 
grea~ endowment by Nature of our country. Besides> the free roadway provided 
by nature, the initial cost per unit of ca'C"ier ·on inland water is · much smaller in 
initial equipment than on any other form of transportation. Tha wooden hulks 
of old time conld be easily built, and were bnilt, out of the native forest,_ inctd~ntally 

18 1\L of 'Dom. 
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providing employment for a wider range of skilled artisans and unskilled labour. 
The provision of these ships with all the equipment of sails and cordage anchors 
and cables, oars and masts, also came from indigenous sources which thus advant
aged the local economy in proportion. There was no need to pay a tribute to the
foreign shipbuilders or boiler makers, as we have to do today, because the industria]. 
background is not so highly developed as is necessary for an economic shipbuildinK 
enterprise of the modem kind within the country itself. 

Again the sailing vessel had no cost on account of motive power which in a. 
steamship is a. heavy item, whether coal or oil ; for the winds of nature, the tides 
of the sea or the current of the river carried the cargo and the passenger laden 
vessel. It made water carriage in heavy loads comparatively very easy and water, 
therefore, served as the principal means of transport wherever these facilities of 
nature were available. 

These are, however, no longer the normal conditions in shipping. Steam power 
has taken the place of wind driven sailing vessel. And though the maintenance 
cost of a. modern steamship is greater than that of the wind-jammer, the increasing 
substitution of oil for coal leaves a much larger space for payload, as they call it in 
America. It makes considerable saving in labour cost too. Wage bill, ashore 
and afloat, has arisen ; but even so, given the much greater unit cargo tha.n can be 
carried by water, the cost of maintenance and working may be deemed proportion
ately< much less by water than by land in every form of transport. The economic 
and profitable management of shipping enterprise thus becomes a matter only of 
securing adequate cargo or passengers. 

The losses in shipping and risks of water carriage, common in the early day!!
of long distance international shipping, are no longer worth reckoning on the debii 
side of the account. If such risks still continue, there are effective means of guard
ing or insuring against them. Erection and maintenance of lighthouses and life. 
boats. buoying of channeL<, and provision of suitable dock facilities or loading and 
unloading equipment are all liabilities of the State, which a modern country has to 
maintain for its own reasons. Sea transport today is much safer from the poini 
of view of accidents ; and speed is no less, nor is regularity of service lacking 
compared to even mechanised road transport. The terminal costs of ports and 
storage tend to increa<e. But even these do not make water transport costlier 
per unit. 

Both inland and overseas water transport have thus possibilities which need 
to be carefully investigated. They must at the same time be CO·ordinated with 
other available forms of transport to make a really complete, composite, adequate
and effective as well as economic service. Under modem conditions, and with 
the latest developments in shipbuilding, both naval and commercial, India may 
appear to suffer from certain initial handicaps. But these are not difficnlt to re
move. In the olden days; the primary mat<Jr:ial of ships and their equipment for 
service was all available within the country, Barring iron and steel in limited 
quantities, all items of equipment needed for the construction of modern ships, such 
as the engine and the boiler as well as the mechanical and electrical equipment• 
which serve these vessels, have. all to be imported from abroad. Shipbuilding 
once a. far-fumed and flourishing industry qf this country, has to be replanted 
in the land by artificial methods, if need be. We have equal possibilities of de
veloping an iron and steel industry, already founded on a modern scale, wLich 
may easily provide all these basic materials. And the production of engines and 
parts, equipment, apparatus, or instruments is likewise an item in all-round plan· 
ning which ca.rmot be ignored when the organised, purposeful, co·ordinat<d expan· 
sion of the country comes to be achieved. 

· The extent of ships and shipping business needed by India for her inland water
ways, for her coastal service, and for her overseas trade is impossible to state with 
any degree of accuracy. The SLipping Policy Committee of 1945 estimated tha~ 
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two million tons of shipping would serve our present needs in the coastal and overseas 
trades, and their probable expansion in the next few years. Against this we 
have got barely 327,000 tons. Though, as already remarked, the advent of the 
railway and its competition has strangled the inland water carriage of goods or 
pas~engers, there is still enough evidence, under present conditions, of that 
anment means of transport and communication having still its utility. It needs. 
but a small dose of public support and encouragement ; it requires but· a modest 
co-ordination of all available traffic of an expanding economy, to resuscitate 11nd 
reinforce this cheap, efficient, widely prev&lent service. The little attention th:.t is 
necessary for erecting or maintaining adequate dockside and wharfage f:>cilities 
with modern mechanised equipment for loading and unioading, stowing and dis
charging cargo, would improve the innumerable inland ports of India, which once did 
" large volume of through trade to overseas countries, and which still have poten
tialities of resurrection to a considerable extent. 

The coastline of India stretches, even after Partition, to over 3,000 miles. 
The ports and harbours which once marked this long line, ha.ve been stifled or 
rendered useless, mainly by the competition of 'block rates' on the milways, and 
partly also by the exigencies of a foreign power ruling in the land for its own aggran
disement. In the Vijayanagar Empire of five hundred years ago, when it covered 
the whole of South India, there are reported to have been 84 principal ports, which 
today are hardly even names. Their sites are marked by silt and mud, their' 
memory maintained by a few straggling fishing crafts lurking in their coves; ,their 
potential marks uulrnown except to the antiquary ·or the enthusiast for local 
development against excessive centralisation, or concentration of the country's 
economic energy, resources and outlet in a very few principal ports. 

Against the numerous ports or roadsteads which flourished a htmdred years ago 
on the coasts of India, there are now six ports ouly which do more than 90 per cent 
of the country's shipping business. Two of these between them take two-thirds 
of the tota.l business available. There should be a more even distribution of busi
ness among the ports in an era of planned development. As the following statis
tics will show, the shipping that entered. and cleared with cargo has passed the 
ten million ton mark in the Indian ports ; while the adjoining maritime states, which 
had all through our long stories past also developed an extensive sea-borne trade, 
must account for a similar proportion. 
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National· Factor in Tran.sport 

. The problem of transport economics is particularly complicated especi..Ily 
m respect of the more modren forms of Air and Water services by the admixture 
wit!' national considerations, affecting national independence, integrity and security 
whiCh no country can afford to overlook. An adequate dr fleet and an equs.lly 
•uffi_c!ell:t mercantile n;ta.rine play a very important part, nowadays, not only as 
auxil1ar1es to the flghtmg services proper, in air as well as on water ; they help even 
more considerably in keeping open communications and providing supplies. 

Because of the universal recognition and increasing significance of tlils role in 
modern systems of national defence, the State must do everything in its powor to 
encourage and maintain these services, as well as their basic industries for mar-.ufac
turing the vehiCles, their parts and accessories, their armament a.nd equipment, 
to see that the country is not left stranded in the hour of its need. Subsidit s a.nd 
bounties are granted by every modern community, which is anxious to rreserve 
its national independence and integrity, for building and operating ship of all 
kinds and aircraft of every description to ensure a ready and easily accessible 
means for running auxiliary services and doing other duties assigr..ed to such 
categories in times of war. 

The rationale of such special advantages to these services and industries is not 
far to seek. In times of peace, they may not find sufficiently remunerative employ
ment, because of their initially high cost of present-day construction, equipment, 
maintenance and operation, to make it worth while for ordinary unaided private 
enterprise to keep up such services on a strictly competitive basis. Nor ca.n it 
provide all the equipment needed to operate them regularly and efficiently on a.n 
exclusively commercial footing. To avoid this danger of likely indifference to 
such services and their basic industries in normal times, the State must provide all 
the necessary stimulus to such industries being started and services being run. It 
must give them all possible support to ensure their maintenance in effective trim 
so as to be capable of rendering the much needed vital service long before the hour 
of danger actually strikes. 

The presence of such subsidies and bounties, concessions and assistance:, in a,, 
wide variety of forms and degrees, makes it impossible to consider the economics 
of these industries and services on a purely objective basis. Economics and politics 
a! ways affect one another ; and they are indissolubly interlinked in the case cf 
countries like ours which, for extraneous reasons, have been unable to develop to 
the necessary degree these industries and services,-<>wned, manned a.nd controlled 
by their nationals,-and find themselves at a very heavy disa.dvantage, when they 
attain their independence and have to shoulder the responsibility for their own 
national defence and to maintain or uphold their national dignity in international 
relations. We, in this country, are confronted, in this sphere, not only with the 
problem of filling up a lacuna in a vital spot ; but also of overcoming , counteracting 
or neutralising the might o[ the alien vested interests which had so long denied us 
an adequate mercantile marine of our own. The following pages present a review 
of these factors as applied to India, as well as the change in the economic background 
of the country during the last quarter of a century, which will explain the peculiar 
position of this country and the reaction on its national economy of the absence or 
under-development of such industries and services. 



PART II 

C~GES IN THE ECONOMIC BACKGROUND StNCB 1922 

A radical change has taken place in the economic situation and background of 
this country since the Indian Fiscal Commission reported in 1922, and the basic 
fiscal policy was laid down in 1923 in accordance with a resolution passed by the 
Indian Legislative Assembly in that year. 

Not all these changes, however, may be credited to the policy of 'Discriminating 
Protection' to selected Indian industries, begun in 1923. The logic of many events, 
and the force of many circumstances beyond the control of the Indian Government 
of that period, have resulted in these changes and developments, in which the half. 
hearted policy of Fiscal Protection, or Gm·ernmental assistance to industries, played 
but a minor role. Industries selected for protection or assistance were selected, 
not so much with a view to their essential in1portance in nation building or. intensive 
Industrialisation of the country, or their vital necessity in our National Economy, 
as in accordance with certain predetermined conditions of economic advantage 
-and promise of self-sufficiency, in course of time. This did not always, or primarily 
-consider the real, long range needs of the country calculated to exploit and develop 
its resources and potentialities to the utmost degree as will be seen from the history 
and vicissitudes of the Shipping and Shipbuilding Industries in this country. 

The most outstanding changes that have taken place since a.re political rather 
than economic, though they vitally affect and condition the economic situation, 
background and prospects. We consider below some of the most important of 
these. 

(a) There is an aspect of World War II which needs stressing so far as the Ship
ping Industry is concerned. As is well known, during World War I, there were 
no effectit'e controls on shipping, with the result that the industry was able to amass 
large' reserres which later proved useful for replacement of ships. These condi
tions changed "ith World War II. With a. knowledge of what had happened pre
Tiously and with a feeling that against joint enemies an all-out effort was required 
irrespective of its effect on post-war economy of the allied countries, the rates for 
requisitioned tonnage were kept so low by the allied Govermnents that not merely 
·did the shipowners have no adequate reserves for replacement, but they have 
not been able to have a post-war position at all comparable to that of the end of the 
World War I. 

(b) Though not directly connected with our national economy, World ViTar 
II, while it lasted, made a very considerable change in this country's economic posi
tion, and has left its legacy behind in a variety of shapes which also materially affect 
the country's economy. The practical closing of India's usual source of snpplies 
for capital as well as consumer goods needed in Peace and War, and the increasing 
.shortage of shipping space for such commodities as were available, compelled the 
then Government of India, negatively, to adopt a series of measures for the control 
and restriction of consumption, and positively, for the development of production 
within the country. Their aim was to meet the intensively expanding war neech 
and to supply normal peacetime requirements of the country after the War had 
ended. In the caBe of those industries which were thus forced into intensive develop
ment to meet war requirements, but which had no reasonable prospect of withstanding 
world competition once the War had ended, Government had promised assistance 
-or protection if those industries of wartime creation or expansion had reasonabl& 
prospeG-ts of continuing. With the aid of such protection or assistance against 
such post-war competition as might develop under normal conditions of competitive 
commerce, many of these industries have continued in exiatenoe. They have applied 
to the Tariff Board, appointed in 1945-46 and reconstituted in 194.7 with amplified 
terms of reference, which has recommended several industries for opecial assistan•e 
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Clr protection. The reaction of that policy, even though it was an ad !we or short 
cterm system, cat;not but affect the present situation and background very materially· 
J3oth the _Preceding fa~tors and the effect of the policy of Fiscal Protection anrl assis
tance ~o mdustry, ~~ch had been pursued, however half-heartedly, in the 25 years 
preceding the Part1t10n, resulted in the de\-elopment of certain induRtries which 
wit~out such portection, would not have developed at all, or not develop~d to the 
.optrmum degree. 

(c) The Partition of the country has also affected radically the economic back
ground, the conditions in respect of production of primary as well as secondary 
commodities, its distribution within the country, and our trade both at home and 
.overseas. 

The Partition has, in the first place, resulted in removina from the authority 
and jurisdiction of the Government of undivided India larg~ tracts of territory 
which used to be productive of raw materials and foodstuffs, much in excess of the 
requirements of the population of those areas. In both essential requirements 
therefore, the Dominion of India has become dependent for a sizable share of its 
own requirements, upon imports from abroad. In the alternativ~. she is obliged 
to reduce her own consumption, or exports of such foodstuffs or raw materials which 
were formerly in excess compared to her own consuming or manufacturing no?ds. 
Figures are appended [See Appendix VI (a) and (b)] to show in what respects this 
has affected the industrial and trade position of the country, and of all those which 
minister to the general economic development of the country, such, for instance as 
the Transport Service. 

Fiscal Commission Report of 1922 with regard to Shipping 

The Fiscal Commission of 1921-22 does not appear to have examined the case 
of the Indian Shipping and Shipbuilding Industries. The only pregnant reference 
tn Shipping occurs in paragraph No. 131 of their Report which we repoduce be
low:-

Para. 131 :-Lowering of Coastal Shipping Rates.--Somewhat parallel to the 
-complaints about railway rates are the complaints which we have received about 
-coastal shipping rates. The causes are different, but the results are stated to be the 
same, namely, that Indian goods are handicapped in transmission in comparison 
with goods from foreign countries. Rates have been quoted to us sho,ving a great 
disparity between the charges on goods conveyed between Indian and foreign 
-countries. Such dispartities more than neutralise the natural protection which an 
industry might expect to receive in its own country by reason of the distance of 
foreian manufacturing centres. The cause of the high rates in the Indian coastal 
trad: can, according to their critics, be summed up in the one world, ' monopoly'. 
It is sugaested that the existing monopoly can best be met by the development of 
.an India~ mercantile marine. As, in connection with the resolution moved by Sir 
.Sivaswami Ayyar in the Legislative Assembly on the 12th January, 1922, the Go
vernment of India have accepted the necessity of a thorough enquiry into the 
measures needed for the encouragement of an Indian mercantile marine, 
it is unnecessary for us to do more than express our belief that a successful issue 
:lio this policy should have a favourable effect on coastal freight rates and assist 
dndustrial development. 

In response to the ~e~olution moved by Sir P. S. Sivaswa'?y Aiy":r, an~ endor
'sed by the Fiscal C?mm1~10ns' Rep?rt, the Government of J::>dia appomted m 1~23 
the Indian Mercantile Marme Comllllttee-the first landmark m the hiStory of Indian 
Shipping after World ~ar I. The circ~stances _leading up to its constitution, its 
·~rms of reference and 1ts recommendatmns are g1ven below: 

Recommendations of Indian Mercantile Marine Committee 

The Mercantile Marine Committee appointed in 1922-23 was expressly required 
tto consider ways and means of building up a suitable mercantile marine for ID.dia_ 
"'.['his Committee considered the various obstacles in the way. of the development of 
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Indian enterprise in tlris field and also examined the several alternatives to get 
over this difficulty e.g., buying out the rival interests completely. It made recom
mendations, summarised below, for solving the problem, including a suggestion 
for starting shipbuilding yards within the country itself by State help, and buying 
in the meantime, the necessary ships, which would be owned and worked by In
dians. 

The Indian Mercantile IIIarine Committee 1923·2~ was appointed to consider 
what measures could usefully be taken :-

(1} for the liberal recruitment of Indians as Deck or Executive Officers and 
Engineers in the Royal Indian :llfarine ; 

(2} For the establishment of a Nautical College in Indian waters for the purpose
of training Executive Officers and Engineers of ships ; 

(3} For ensuring the entertainment of Inman apprentices for training as such 
Officers and Engineers in the ships owned by shipping firms that enjoy any subsidy 
or other benefits from Government on any account and for the creation of an ade
quate number of State scholarships for providing instructions in the Nautical 
Colleges and Training Ships in England pending the formation of a Nautical College
in India; 

( 4} For the encouragement of shipbuilding and of the growth of an Indian. 
Mercantile ~Iarine by a system of bounties, subsidi" and such other measures as. 
have been adopted in Japan ; 

(5) For the acquisition of training ships by gift from the Imperial Governmen~ 
or otherwise ; and 

(6} For the construction of the necessary dockyards and engineering workshops. 
in one or more ports. 

They recommended: 
I. Reservation of coa.•ting trade by a system of Licences issued on the following: 

conditions:- · 

(1) To no foreign ship except in so tar aS protooted by treaty rights. 
(2) To any ship flying the British flag, provided that 
(a) It has been regularly engaged on the coasting trade during the preceding 

12 months and is not more than 25 years old ; 
(b) The owner undertakes to take Indian apprentices and Indian executive· 

Engineer Officers, on prescribed scales ; 
(c) 'rhe license shall continue ouly until the ship has reached the age of 25· 

years. 
(3) Any ship hereafter seeking to enter the coasting trade shall comply with 

the following conditions : 
(a) The ownership and controlling interests shall be predominantly Indian, 

Diz., 
( i} Resgistered in India ; 
(ii) Owned and managed by an Individual Indian or by a Company regis

terted in India with rupee Capital, with a majority of Indians on ita. 
Directorate and a majority of its shares held by Indians ; 

(iii) Some undertaking regarding Indian apprentices and Officers as in con. 
dition (2b) above. 

(4} The licensing authority to have discretion to waive all or any of the con• 
ditions during period of stress and to issue permits to any ship flying the British· 
flag. 

(5) The licensing authority to have power to take such steps with the approval' 
of the Government of In.dia. as may. be considered advisable to deal with deferred!. 
rebates, rate wars, or any other conditions which act unduly as a restraint on trade •. 
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II. Purchase by Government of cme of the existing British Lines operatin" on the-
coast, and eventual transfer by sale to approved Indian owners. " 

. It is an~icipated that purchase will be facilitated by the restrictions imposed 
on the coastmg trade by the licensing system. 

I~I. Bounties and other forms of Stete &id are not now recommended. But 
bounties !'lay be considered subsequently for purely In.dia.n sldpping comfaPies 
engaged ill overseas trades. 

IV. Mail Sub~idies: As a general principle, the most economic~! teEder, bcving 
_regard to regulan~y and spee~, sh?ul<!_ be accepted. But if the liceruir.g sy,tem 
!" not adopt~Jd, m~ contracts ill ~vhich the whole subsidy is paid by India should 
1~clu~e a stipulatiOn to take lndi&n apprentices on the scale recommended for the 
hceusmg system 

or Indian owned and Indian managed ships should be assiRted by 
(l) bounties ; 
(2) mail contracts ; 

(3) carriage of Government stores whether in the coasting or in overseas. 
trade. 

Government actiO'n on these retomnnendations 

These recommendations, however, remained in the pigeon-holes of the Secre
tariat.. No action was taken on any of them, except on that in regard to tr&ining 
establishment for deck Officers and Engine room staff. The Training ship 
" Duffarin" was assigned and reconditioned for this purpose. The practical ex
perience, however, which personnel thus tr&ined would requ.ire before becoming 
full-fledged Officers could only be got on the British-owned ships plying on the 
Indian coasts. But this the British shipowners refused to afford. 

The same attitude was adopted in respect of the Wireless Oper&tors on board 
ships, who might receive any of the best theoretical training in their school; and 
colleges but who would not be entitled to serve as such personnel unless they would 
produce certificate of a given period's e>C']Jerience on board a ship. The Bengal 
Pilot Service of the day followed the ssme policy of excluding and keeping out qua
lified Indians. 

The suggestions that Indian enterprise should buy from the existing British 
interests a part of the shipping they owned to enable the Indian enterprise to take 
their fair share was also considered. But the British owners demanded tenns and 
conditions which would have made economic operation of the shipping thus obteined 
impossible. This would be all the more so if there were no method of reserving any 
portion of the carrying trade for Indian owned vessels, whether on the coasts of the 
country or on the high seas. 

Not the least of the handicaps for the Indian enterprise lay in the absence of' 
sufficient trained technical personnel, both for serving as deck officers and commercial. 
agents, as also for the engine room, and the wireless cabin and other technical ser
vices. Even if they built, bought, or chartered ships, they had not the staff to 
work them. The Mercantile Marine Committee had recommended that a training 
school for Deck and Engine-room staff be started at once to overcome this handicap. 
The first fruit of this recommwdation was the establishment of the Training ship 
"Dufferin" to train a. suitable number, every year, of Indian cadets for taking their
place as Officers in the Country's mercantile marine. India has no lack of sea-faring 
popul~tion, accustomed from time immemorial in their relatively small wind-driven 
vessels, to trade across the Arabian Sea, the Indian Ocean and venture even farther· 
afield in the Pacific. But while Indian seamen continued in increasing numbers to' 
man the British-owned larger, modern ships doing business along the coasts ·and 
&cross the seas as lascars, the officer class of the_ sailing ships, with techn.ical knowledge 
&nd. responsi.bility.in navigation, was gradually weeded o.ut of existence,.o.wing to 
the repla,cement of sail by .steam and the indifference o£ the Government of India and. 
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tho British shipping companies to the interests of the Indian sea-faring classes ; at\d 
his place was taken by the corresponding British perso!lllel on British vessels. Unless 
the superior personnel for running and navigating ships, safely, economically and 
efficiently, were &vailable from the children of the soil, the mere owning of a :fleet, 
however la.rge, would not suffice to meet the country's nPeds in connection with a 

. nation.~J mercantile marin,e. 

The eadet ship " Dufferin" soon proved popular'; but the men tur11ed out by the 
• specidised institution as ar.d when they came out, had to be employed ; the only 
·considerable source of ;uch employment was in the British-owned wssels ; and those 
owners refused to consider Indian qualified candidates for their service. It was 
a legitimate demand that those who took such a large sha.re in the country's coastal 
and overseas carDying trade, its mails, stores and troops carriage on Govern
ment aecom\t should gi\-e preference to tra,ined and qualified Indian personnel 
on their ships as they became a>ailable. Ne>ertheless they refused to co-operate 
and persisted in doing so. The Indian enterprise welcomed such Indian talent 
newly trained, but its C.<'1pacity to offer employment was limited, though the terms 
on whieh it was offered were by no means uncomparBble. 

This serious handicap, howewr, has not yet been fully obviated, even after the 
· est&blishment of the Training ship for deck officers. A school for Marine Engin

eering has also made its appeara.nce. Facilities were also attempted to be secured 
for lndhn aspirants for & more specialised training in the more advanced shipbuilding 
coun.tries during the last war ; but not with any striking su-ccess. 

A beginning has at last been made for a large-scale shipbuilding industry of the 
modern type within the country itself. The Indian concern mentioned above, 
when it started busines" had shius built in Britian for the various lines it entered, 

·including the pilgrim service to ... Hedjaz. The moment, however, it entered any 
new trade, it was faced with the most determined competition, and the threat of a 
Rate War. It bought more -ships, and chartered others. But still it could not 
cope with all the trade that came to it in spite of British obstruction. They had, 
therefore, to insist, time and again, upon an adequate modern shipbuilding industry 
within the country. Despite, however, the serious emergency of the War, the 
-Government of the d~y failed to realise the gra.dty of the situation. The demand 
for technically trained personnel for '"·ar-time service, ashore and afloat, led to 
further depletion of the Indian reserve of such officers. The scarcity in traii;ed 
personnel, therefore, remains unrelieved, and the growth of the Indian enterprtse 

·m the shipping world is ine\-itably impeded because of this handicap . 

. Shipping Services and Development during Intencar Period, of (a) Agriculture and 
(b) I nduatries. 

Shipping as an industry and service is closely allied to the production, both 
agricultural and industrial, of the nation. Unless there is production extra to 

. requirements or there is lack of production there can be no transport. If th~re 
be only self-sufficiency and self-sufficiency be the goal of a nation, that natiOn 
would not be able to enter the international trade, and in the circumstances there 
would be no necessity for shipping services either coastal or international. 

-*Before proceeding further it would, therefore, be in the nature ot things to ex
amine the at,'l"icultural and industrial production of the Union of India. 

(a) Agricultiure: 

So far as agriculture is concerned, the loss to the Indian Union of considerable 
agricultural areas by the partition of the country has necessarily affected the ':0 -

~ume of agricultural production in a II the principal commodities both of food supplies 
-and raw materials in the country. 

• India baB always bad a formidable volume or exporte aud import1 and the history of 
.. the trade is summarised in the two tables, tnde Appendices I &n. 
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The figures in Appendices III & IV indicate the loss of the area, and conse
'QUent decline in the production, which speak for themselves. 

Another fa~tor :Which may also be noti~ed as regards agricultural production 
&~ the present tlme IS shown by the set of figures in Appendix V which gives the 
peld per acre of the principal agricultural commodities. In almost every instance, 
except perhaps sugar and jute, J;he yield has declined. · 

The figures are, it is true, not the latest that may be available. but they are 
sufficiently eloquent as regards the general trend. · 

. This is independent of the Partition, or the legacy of the war. The transfer 
o.f power ought to have led to some improvement, mther tha11 worsening of the 
iiitua.tion, especially in view of the .. lll,tense pressure from official and authorita..tive 
iources on account of the so~c.2.lled " Grow 1\Iore Food Campaign". Under the 
stress of wa.r-time necessity, Britain attained a 75 per cent increase in her Agricul
tura.l production ; but in India. the efforts did not show a.ny perceptible improvement 
because of the wa.r demand, or even after the War. 

The projects now in hand of hrge-scale irrigation works, for utilising the principal 
rivers and, with the aid of their wa.ters, reclaiming large tracts of land for resettle
ment, are ca.Icula.ted to gua.n .. ntee adequate and regular supply of water, which 
is now om of the most severe handicaps of Indian Agriculture. It would also help 
to reclaim waste land and brin.ging it under the plough on an. equally large-scale. 
This will add more than proportionately to the yield from land especidly if intensive 
&nd Luge-scale cultivation is adopted. Production can also be increased by such 
aids as artificial fertilizers. All these would go a long way to make up the deficit 
that has been forced npon lndie by the partition of the country and loss of the 
&rea. 

It must be added, however, at the same time, that many of these large-scale 
River Training and Irrigation multi-purpose projects will t&ke years to complete, 
in any case not less than a decade. Upon their completion the deficit now noticed 
ma.y not continue n,dversely n,ffecting the volume of agricultural production in the 
country. But if, at the s"me time, population goes on growin.g steadily at the mte 
noticed in the last two or three censuses, the expected consequence of improving and 
diffusing economic prosperity equally throughout the land by means of trade, both 
internal and overseas, may not be realised to the same extent. The problem of 
properly ordering a country's national economy is a most complex and many-sided 
question, which ca.nnot be solved by tackling or emphasising only one side of the 
matter. Unless a carefully thought out, mutus.lly co-odinate and scientifically 
integrdoted system is adopted to ensure an all-round ordered growth and develop
ment, we would be no nearer a real solution of our multifarious problems of national 
economy. 

If the situation is, therefore, to be remedied radically, a comprehensive policy, 
not only of agricultural improvement by the measures mentioned above and others 
of an analogous nature should be adopted to secure the preservation of the soil and 
its increasing productivity ; but also a more economic and efficient organisat!on 
of agricultural industry should be given effect to, so as to make the labour and capital 
engaged therein much more productive per unit than is the case today. The mere 
increase in the volume or variety of the produce is not enough ; we must have its 
proper distribution so that all classes of the people share equitably in the increased 
production. And this can only be achieved by providing adequately and simultan
eously all the necessary adjuncts, accessories, or incidental services, and amenities, 
like Transport, Finance or Marketing. 

The trade .in agricultural comm~dities has radically changed in the last !ew 
years. India has become a very large rmporter of foodstuffs, and even raw matenals 
of industry in place of being exporter of the same as she was accustomed to do at 
the time the first Fiscal Commission reported. 
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As regards foodgrains the failure of the Government to utilise the import of 
same, which amounted to as much as 27 lakhs of tons in the year 1948, ·to develop 
national shipping, cannot be denied, as e part . .Pf it at least would. have prqvided 
adequate cargo for vessels running )>oth w~ys. · A. cargo vessel of 8,000 tons doing 
three round voyages from Anierica .to India will carry . about . 25,000 'tons in a 
year. For the grain trade alone ·or these dimensions, 100 vessels-abcut 8,00,000 
tone-may be needed. 

Of course, to maintain a line, return-cargo would be necessary. But at least 
a certain number of national ships could have been introdt:ced in the tr~:.des concerned, 
as has since been done in the carriage of Australian grr.in and American l~comctivel!!l,. 
Even now during the period ahead, arrangements .CO!lld be made regarding such 
co-ordination. Hence, in this connection the question of an Indian Shipring Service 
between India and the South American countries should be considered. 

(b) lndustrie.s: 

So far a.s Industries are concerned, with the changes in the background already 
mentioned, the pace of industrial progress has necessarily slowed down. The 
war gave a fillip by the adventitious protection to local industry because of the 
cutting off offoreign competition, which, however, did not last long after the war 
and its temporary stimulus had ended. The demand for capital or consumer goods, 
which had perforce to be kept down while the war lasted, still remains in the back
ground ;and would otherwise maintain Indian Industries at a fairly high level if other 
factors had not entered to prevent this consummation. 

There are several new impediments which obstruct our industrial growth today. 
Lack of raw materials produced at home in sufficient quantity and quality and 
the difficulty of obtaining them from foreign sources of such supplies, thanks to the 
prevailing Exchange Fhortage, make the continued progress and expansion of India'~> 
industry very slow. The shortage, moreover, offoodstuffs, and the hardship that the 
working population has to bear in consequence, equally affects in the same direction 
the progress and development of indigenous industry. The resort to b,lack-market
ing for procurement of necessary supplies by the working population cannot bu~ 
react upon their working capacity, their time and energy ; and those. inevitably 
tell upon their output. 

The decline or depreciation of the mechanical equipment due to the lack or 
adequate repair, replacement or renovation during war time of plant, machi1:J.ery 
and accessories, and the difficulty of procuring new machinery, tools or equipmen• 
owing to reasons noted above, also prejudice in a substantial degree the outpu~ 
from industry and the rate of its development. 

The reduction in the market due to the Partition of the country and the loss 
of the Pakistan market for India's industrial output, also operate in the sam<> 
direction. The measurement of such factors in concrete terms is difficult ; bu• 
their presence and operation cannot be denied. 

So far as can be judged at present, these trends are not merely passing factoro. 
They are likely to affect our industrial expansion and development for such time 
as India makes up, from her own resources, the required quantum and quality 
of raw materials, and is at the same time able, from a progressive expansion, to
meet her own local demand. 

In the latter case, it is possible to obtain overseas markets, not only in OUl' 
immediate neighbouring countries, like Burma, Ceylon or Pakistan which are com.-
paratively backward in modem industry, but also further afield in the East and 
in the West, in Indonesia and Arabia, as well as in Thailand and Africa. The need 
for a mercantile marine to develop such markets cannot be overstressed. ln the•• 
countries, for years to eome the indqstrial output ma.y be comparatively insqfficien,i> 
or local needs ; and so India's output may find profitable market in these regiollll. 
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But this development would necessarily take time, as also the first named factor 
-of suitable and sufficient raw material supply at home. The rate of growth and 
-expansion, therefore, upto the point of making up this time lag, must needs be slow; 
and the process of making our industries return to their normal level of output and 
·efficiency must be likewise slow. 

Th~ need for re·organi.Sation and re.orientation of trade iS all the greater for 
India, as, notwithstanding her size, her population and resources, she is unable, 
.and will remain so for some years to come, to me~t even all her own essential re
quirements. In some industries, however, which she may"• take steps to develop 
intensively, she may. quite possibly produce more' than she can consume herself ; 
.and would th.en be in a position to help supply "Other markets which at present are 
inaccessible to her. For carrying thiS t~ade, ·an adequate efficient and economic 
.ahipping is necessary. India lacks very badly in this inseparable adjunct of her 
national economy ; and hence the ~tress .laid in. these pages on that development. 

With regard to the devel6pment of our industries, we must not lay any emphasis 
·on the possibility of our working np all available and potential raw material to 
.aupply our own market within our own frontiers. Not only may we not be able 
economically to achieve this objective in every particular, but we must also face 
the fact of growing modeTn international dependence and mutual obligations which 
would be incompatible with such an ideal being rigorously pursued by such a 
oountry as ours. The new aim of securing the greatest possible degree of economic 
co-operation between nations demands that each country should keep its prog
gramme of local development within reasonable limits, and without being incom
p&tible with its neighbours and customers. Scientific· advancement, new diScover· 
ies and new inventions render inherited skill and traditional enterprise in particular 
D.elds obsolete. New processes, new machines, new equipment substituting for old 
methods and devices often render once very profitable enterprises utterly onerous and 
unremunerative. Even the primary sources of production, namely, agriculture, 
is nowadays exposed more and more to the threat of substitutes being produced 
by scientific means. Synthetic rubber for real caoutchouc, oil from coal, beet sugar, 
rayon silk, and even some new fibre, which would take the place of jute, are actual 
<>r potential examples. Industry, 1110reover, tends to be more and more interde
pendent, so that the finished product of one industry becomes the raw material 
of another. These necessitate an ever widening division of labour which makes 
ihe several <!ountries of the world integral Pi'rts of one world economy. The latest 
·example of this kind may be found in the ilmenite sands of Travancore, which, 
•ntil now, used to be exported in the original condition as raw material for being 
worked up abroad. By a recent agreement, however, with American industrialists, 
i;he ilmenite and other sands are processed here and exported for final utilisation 
.in the paint industry in the United States. 

There are two standards of measuring such development, namely :-

(i) The possibility of working up, within the country itself, of all its available 
and potential produceable raw materials whether sufficient or surplus 
for own market as regards the commodities manufactured out of 
such materials. , It must be remembered, however, that any such 
demand is progressively expanding with the growth of Industry and 
better diffusion of prosperity. Demand cannot, therefore, he taken 
to be rigid and fixed for all time ; nor can supply through industry 
systematically protected and actively developed always remain static. 
This objective must. therefore, be construed, even if adopted, as the 
guiding principle of the National Fiscal Policy and be taken to be 
elastic in a certain degree. 

~ii) Alternatively, the aim of such policy may bette development of industry 
at least to the point where the entire local· demand is satisfied by· the 
home production; making allowance for its . progressive expansion, 
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and increasing purchasing power of' the consumer. This sounds a 
more reasonable go~! ; but even here, there is room for elasticity in 
interpretation. 

It must not be forgotten, however, that besides these two objectives, there is 
the consideration of providing sufficient volume of trade, both import and export 
or cargo so as to maintain a reasonahle volume and variety of shipping for th& 
country concerned. The imports .and exports represent the deficits or surplus pro
duction of the country, which must· lead to international trade, however insisten\ 
the country's policy may be in regard to self-sufficiency. It is such trade which 
would inevitably develop also the country's shipping. (See App. VIII). 

CoUage industrie..• suitable for export trade 

In dealing "ith the overseas trade of a country, we should not confine ourselve• 
merely to big industries. Those small-scale or cottage industries which specialize 
in artistic production or skilled craftsmanship and which may be more or less uni
que in this country would also be best suited for providing an export surplus. Thus 
carpet making and all analogous articles, carved work in wood. and ivory of all kind, 
shawls and embroideries, even now command a good market in foreign countries. 
The producer needs to be organised properly and his work needs·to be standardised 
so as to admit of clear cataloguing, definite quotations, and regular supply of re
quired quality. The artist is in all countries, and has been all through the ages, 
not a businessman ; and so, if in this commercial age, this great handicap or defi
ciency is to be effectively remedied, the State would have to come to the assistance 
of such producers to enable their creations to find a profitable market, if not at home,. 
at least abroad in those countries which have learnt to value such products. 

Place o!.. GoUage I nd1tstrie.< in the Joreign trane 

The small-scale industry would, on the basis gh·en above, be primarily used to 
supply tbe balance of domestic needs not supplied by large-scale industry. Only in 
the case of some special artistic production or craftsmanship, which makes the produci 
somewhat nuique would it command any portion of the export market. In the 
latter case, trade agreements may secure, where possible, preferential treatment 
for such products being, in a manner of speaking. non~compPtitive and a speciality 
of this country. The small-scale prodqcer is e.r hypothPsi poor in capital and credii
resources ; he is weak and unorganised in as much as he is an individual worker, 
scattered all o>er the land, and working "ithout any expert aid to study markei 
possibilities, make proper advertisement of his wares, and maintain standard quality 
to meet the ,·arious needs of the several markets he caters for. He may have here
ditary or acquired skill and craftsmanship of a \"ery high order. Bnt in the comm
ercial age in which we are living, unless he can advertise his wares properly; maintain 
catalogues and contacts with both domestic and foreign consumers he \Yould not be 
in a position effectively to hold his own against the large-scale producer. It is, 
therefore, necPssary that some kind of preferential treatment be given to him by 
Government so that he may be able to maintain his ground, and carry on his craft 
on a little better than man'ation wages. 

Special steps may be needed to safeguard such special craftmanship or artisti• 
creations. Preference may be shown to such industry by way of securing adequ~te 
and suitable raw material, either "ithin the country or obtaining it from outs1de 
to enable the highest quality of such ware being produced. Financial ass~stan~ 
or credit facilities given to them should not be treated as in any way commg. In 
the· way of freedom of trade, if that be the objecth·e of any such trade treab'"· 

Within the country, the products of these industries are likely to find their 
greatest demand. At the present time, they meet only the gap in loee I produc
tion. This deficiency may continue for some years before large-scale industry 
is able to meet the entire local demand even in the most advanced industries. Bni
apari from this, some of these industries may deserve to be protected and maill.-
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tained for their o~ sake for t?e c;aftsma?Ship and beauty of their products, which 
cannot be apvremated or surv:tve m a regune of absolute free competition. Almost 
every protective ~uty has taken the shape of import duty, generally on the finished 
goods, but sometunes also on the raw material, such as cotton. The former is 
au~o~atically protective and the later guarantees a source of supply of the quality 
reqmred by the smaller ~roducer. A worker, particularly excelling in quality of 
product! m~st h_ave mat:ena_l of the. quality and ~ the quantity he is accustomed to 
work mth if he lS to do JUStiCe to himself and to hlS customer. Even then he has his 
own handicaps and difficulties with regard to competitions from the larger producer, 
both at home and abroad. But he may be enabled to stand that competition if 
State assistance is provided to him in some such form including a guaranteed demand 
for his output. For this purpose it is of the utmost importance that the cottaa<> 
industry should be properly organised districtwise or province-wise. That would 
help to encourage specialisation, standardisation and maintenance of quality· 
which would counterbalance the other disadvantages of the cottage worker. 

If a policy is adopted deliberately to keep alive, encourage and support small 
industry, in cases where there are also competing large industries, protection to. 
all of them by way of import duties would perhaps not suffice to secure them reason
able living conditions. Other measures like a proper supply of the necessary raw 
material, better organisation and credit facilities, and appropriate marketing arran
gements would be needed. These are matters of domestic arrangement, in which 
foreign trade treaties would not be materially affected. Besides, there are certain 
cottage industries like carpet making etc. which can be produced in abundant .. 
quantities for export trade, and a favourable freight rate can do much to encourage 
their development. 

Country Craft 

Analogous to the place of cottage industries in the industrial sphere is the place . 
of country craft in the sphere of sea transport. This form of transport is essential 
for relieving the pressure on steamships and also to serve many ports which cannot 
be reached by steamers. The transport of agricultural produce between smaller 
ports is mostly done by means of country craft. 

In the case of the shipping industry, we may well consider the sailing vessel 
or the country craft of today as corresponding to the sm:UJ:scale industry ~ regard 
to manufacturing industries as a whole. All the cha;actenstws ~flarge-scale mdus~ry 
are to be found in the steam or motor vessel. It lS usually frurly large m capacrty 
with rapid operation and employing a large number of hired labour. It plies ov:er · 
long distances, carries cargo in bulk, and is, therefore, able to afford economies 
comparable to the large-scale manufacturing indust:Y· On the other hand, the 
sailing vessel is usually small in size, hardly exceedin15, perhaps, _50 or !00 tons, 
generally plies along the coast, carries a small 9uant1ty of relatrvely cheap com- . 
modities, is motived by the natural force of Wllld, and worked b.y the labour of 
one or two families specialising in sea-faring provinces. The caprtal needed for 
equipment and operation is also comparatively y-ery 8~!'~1, and the problems 
of maintenances and those arising out of the t:erm~al facilitres,, labour needs,. etc. 
are all of the same genus as those in connectiOn mth c~ttage mdustry. !n trmes 
of emergency like a World War, it has given th? same serv:we as ~he cottage li!dustry, 
to supplement production of such commoditre~ as are unpossrble to be produced 
within the country in the quantity required, erther because ?f the absence of tha 
necessary capital equipment renewal or replacement of machrnery and analogous 
factors, or because of the sheer absence of raw material, technical skill and other 
such pre-requisites. 

Under such circumstances the sailing vessel helps even bet_ter than the c?t~ge 
industry in supplementing the country'_s mercantil~ . marme, a~d contlllumg 
the carrying trade. of the country. economwally, exp~~tr~msly, and lil the qu":n· 
tities required. This helps to maintain <he equilibriUm that would otherWI e 
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ibe wholly shattered. The Report of the Sailing Vessels Committee, appointed 
.by the Government of India in 1948-49, takes the same view.-

It will accordingly be necessary to maintain this supplement or adjunct to 
"the power-driven, mercantile fleet, both for rlormal peace-time and for war-time 
.needs. 

Staiement showing Tonnage of cargo of all de.scription.s exported by Sailing V e.ssek 
<(Country Graft) during the following years thorugh the following ports. 

erial Ports 
:xo. 

• BombaY 

Minor Ports In Bombay 
Ptesidrncy . 

"· Saarashtra Ports . 
-4. Po)rtS in Yadrns Pl'e11· 

dency . . . 
• SlnJ, Konkan &: Morm.u· 

gao . 
• Co:-hin. • 

7 • Kanrlla (Kutda) 

• Bart-rla State 8 .. • Travanc· .. re 

TOTAL 

. . 

. 

1944-45 

Total 
So. of Quantity 
Craft in Tons 

Not available. 

27,257 5,89,786 

8,006 1,65,298 

8,649 5,03,788 

7,212 2,.i9,951 

l,t!9 32,940 

536 4,078 

3,:!:2-l 29,530 

447 25,902 

I 
56,780 116,01,223 

1945·46 1946·!7 • 1947·48 

~ 

Total Total Total 
No. or Quantity No. of Quantity No. of Quantn:r 
Craft. in Tons Craft in Tons Craft In Ton!' 

----
25,819 6,74,084 22,970 5,99,648 20,048 5,33,401 

26,267 5,0S,595 24,826 5,07,106 22,827 4,28,f!07 

7,805 2,00,088 7,7791 1,84,550 7,909 !,74,690 

7,547 4,17,266 5,347 I 2,78,270 6,258 3,46,205 . 
9,711 3,53,337 8,1S2 2,90,467' 6,854 .!,49,59g 

1,110 i'S,OSS 454 14,090 50S 8,734 

517 8,250 526 1,618 774 10,054 

3,154 33,397 3,339 43,113 3,388 48,56(1 

376 30,802 137 420 105 5U 

-.'~2,306 22,51,902 73,650 18,69,282 es,sn 17,95,400 

Staiement showing Tonnage of cargo of all tkscription.s imported by Sailing V e.ssell 
-(Country Graft) during the following years through the following ports. 

, 1944-15 194546 1946-47 1?47..4-S ;: 
·E 

~Porta - Total 
\ Total Total Total .. ::;o;or Quantity So. or Quantity No. or Quantity No.ot Quantity 

Craft. in Tons. Craft. in Tons. Craft. In Tons. CraR. in Toni! 

>1. Bombay . . Not avaliable 41,982 8,36,381 35,888 7,08,436 35;'179 6,52,138 

2. Minor norts in Bombay 
2,8'.1,973' Pre~:-;ieocy 24,278 2,7),839 23,674 2,77,639 23,604 2:,80,332 23,003 

-3. Sa'Jr~htra Port!J . 7,622 2,03,868 7,462 2,00,718 7,903 2:,54,096 7,6S9 2,76,421 

• p,rts in l£a.dra.s Pre!! I· ?,54,519 detlcy • . . 6,432 3,67,630 5,981 3,4:;,389 3,98S 2,14-,969 4556 

:.. Sfn1, Konkan and Xor· 
mu~o 4,214 1,46,737 7,386 2,72.279 7,021 2,47,1305 5,265 ],92,777 

6. C'Jchlii • 1,449 77,329 1.110 51\,231 4!)4 22,372 • •• 20.192 

·.1. Ka.nil!l. {Kutch) 526 9,105 506 6,861 533 9,876 ... 13,0i9 

~. Barvda State 2,37R 2:4,040 2,207 19,143 2,125 16,546 2,187 17,478 

-:.9. Tra~anc...1re . ' 447 26,359 376 !:1,3~9 137 -4,196 105 I 3,300 

\"47.346j,,,2.,925 1 
• -·~ 

TO:W. . 90.684 20,22,970 ) 81.6 53117.58~28. 7~g ' 17,ld,O'iS 
I 
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Dijfieulties o.f Irnlian enterprise in water transport 

Having examined the growth of both large and small-scale industries from tha 
angle of e~ort market during the last few years, let us consider <the economics of 
the most suitable form of transport to carry this trade. 

The great econ?my of water transports, in large vessels, with bU:lk carriage of 
goods over long dtstances, has already been explained and emphasised above 
.and so nee~ not be repo~ted at this ~tage.- Its contribution to the development 
and expansiOn of local md,.stry, agrwulture and other forms of production· its 
service in the ~ause of international co-operation, and increased employment require 

·no demomtratwn. Nor nee:l. we repaat what has already been stated-the immense 
volume of w.;,a.l~h of thi~. c::mntry, aggregating over Rs. 60 crores most of which is 
being every year invisibly drained away because the bulk of her own overseas trade 
is cMried in no a-Indian bottoms. This wealth, retained in the country, could 
provide not only employment for large numbers if a corresponding merchant 
fleet was buflt up and maintained by the country itself, but also aid at the same 
time very effectively indigenous industry which today is· badly needed. 

At the time, however, that the consciousness of this need of the country's 
·economy began to dawn upon her leaders, the domination of Britiain in the gover
nance of India was absolute and unquestioned. That domination operated in the 
economic field to support, maintain and advance British interests, -which had prac
tically acquired a monopoly of the carrying trade between India and all her cus
tomers, whether within the Empire or outside. Indian enterprise, such as it had 
been was either relegated to the small, uneconomic, sailing vessels plying on the 
·Coasts; or driven out by ruthless competition from any share of the carrying trade 
·of the country. 

With the outbreak of World War I, the British Government in India realis 
thanks to the German submarine, the need for some sort of supplement to British 
.shipping doing business along the Indian coasts, as well as overseas, which may be 
·owned and worked by Indians, in subordinate co-operation and dutiful alliance 
with the British. The heavy casualties in British shipping due to German sub
marine warfare depleted British shippiog suffered losses, , the need for supplies 
being sent to or received from India, and the means to transport them, grew more 
.and more acute. British Possessions in India and farther East were also endan
gered for want of contact and communications. Official attitude, therefore, bega.n 
·gradually to change towards Indian efforts for building up a necessary, adequate, and 
efficient shipping and a corresponding shipbuilding industry, owned, malUled and 
-controlled by Indians. 

Indian leaders also realised this from their own nationalist angle. Soon after 
·the close of World War I and thanks to the growiog realisation of economic exploit
.ation which was then dawning upon the Indian public imagination, the first large
.scale venture was begun in the shape of The Scindia Steam Navigation Company 
Ltd. This venture was found to take a fair share in the coastal trade of the country, 
•and thereafter in the overseas trade. It hogan with the purchase of a single steame1 
which had served as a hospital ship during the war, and which was intended to be 
Teconditioned for passenger service batwean Bombay and London. It was soon 
·discovered, however, that the enterprise would in no way commend itself to the 
-vested British intorosts; that the sympathies of the then Government of Indis 
were wholly with the British; that the latter had perfected a whole arsenal of com
petition devices, which could drive to despair and out of existence any foolhardy 
competitor ; that they would not hesit,..te to use any or all of these devices to retain 

:their monopoly ; and that in 'all that they did or refraioed from doing, they would 
have the support of tho Governmant of India and of the British Government as well. 

The newcomers in the field were strangers to the venture.. , They had neither 
:knowledge nor experience of runniog a modern shippiog business. The:v had U() 

18 ),{, of Com. 
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cust<>m or connection, which had aU to be built up in the face of ruthless, relentless' 
opposition and active hostility from_ ve_sted int~rests. They had _no vessels of their
own· and if they meant to run a sh1ppmg serv1ce, they must bu1ld or charter the· 
nece~sary tonnage. The country Jacked a shipbuilding yard, or even a decent. 
ship-repair shop. There were no marine engineers, no -.;rrele•~ oper~tors, no trained. 
navigators or experienced cfficers. All these resulted m thmr _finding tha_t the re
conditioning of the ship they had purchased cost th<m ten tlmes the t1me they 
had been advised it wuuld take, and twelve or fifteen times the money they were 
told would be required. Whether this was iritenticnal or accidental, it all showed 
the odds against which they had to work. Their only assets were: an unshakable· 
faith in the justice of their cause, a growing popular ccnscicurness of the lacuna in 
the national economy, and the knowledge that the country was with them in the· 
resolve to wrest the foreigner's monopoly in the Indian seas. 

Recent experience of Indian steamship concerns 

The promoters soon learnt that a single ship could net suffice to take any share
worth the name in the country's carrying trade-goods or passengers. Nor would 
it be economic to operate at all. The Company, therefore, decided to purchase· 
a fleet of its own from the surplus tonnage available in Eurore and in course of time,. 
take steps to build up a modern, efficient, shipbuilding industry wHbin the country 
itself. The fleet was accordingly bought, and Indian-owned steamers bertb.ed in· 
Rangoon. But the moment it began operations, it discovered innumerable handi
caps, impediments and obstruction, born of the jealousy of British monopolistic,. 
vested interests in this co~try-

The monopoly had been build up and reinfo~ced, among other devices, by "' 
very effective syst<m of the so-called Deferred Rebate. Under this arrang<ment 
a eustomer who bad taken the service of the existing shipowner plying on the Indian 
coasts--which then included the BUimese coastline right up to the :Malayan territory 
-was bound to keep, as a deposit, with the shipowner, a part of the freight money 
which in normal course would be refunded if he continued to give his consignment& 
t<J the same shipowner in the next following season. But this would be forfeited 
if he broke the arrangement and t<>ok his eustom elsewhere. This was a heavy 
penalty for any large shipper to pay for satisfying his nationalist sentiment. 

The Indian merchants, who shipped their goods by the vessels of the foreign 
concerns, were, however, increasingly aiimated by a desire to support the national' 
enterprise, not ouly because in the long run they stood to benefit themselves by the· 
growth of that enterprise, but they also realised that it provided the one guarantee· 
of national security·as and when the ideal of political independence was attained. 
The fight then going on on an increasingly intensive scale in the political field was' 
reproduced in the economic field on a variety of fronts not the least important o:F 
which was this shipping front. 

The grave handicap, disability, or weakness in India's national economy, due
to the absence of an adequate mercantile marine of her own was first made manifesil 
in World War I. It directly led to the more farsighted and constructive of the· 
Indian entrepreneurs starting this business on at all a comparable scale. It was' 
more than amply demonstrated to be badly needed in the course of World War II .. 
The presence and opposition of the non-Indian vested interests, which had acquired, 
by all kinds of means, fair or foul, a practical monopoly of the carrying trade of tbi& 
country, both along its coasts and overseas, and which did not hesitate to adopt 
every means, legitimate or otherwise, to crush out of existence any rival Indian• 
enterprise the ':"ame~t_i t appeared on the scene, made it impossible for this indi
geno~s enteqmse ana mdustry to succeed and develop at all in proportion to the· 
reqmrements of the country's local production and exchange of commodities as' 
well aa coastal and fare;~ t•ad~. 

As !n ~he "'J 11 of.-11 c•ter mod~rn, mechll.Dised, large-scale industry, modem
type sh1ppmg ..,.~ a n~w, uniam1l1ar; infant industry which had all the handicaps
of such venture m lnd1a under the British regime. Added to this initial handicap,. 
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was the ruthles~ .comp~tit!on ~nd relentless opposition of the most powerful and 
well. backed Bntish shippmg mterests, represented by the British India and the 
Pe~u!ar an~ Oriental Steam Navigation Companies. The former functioned 
ma~y m India:s coasta~ trade, while the latter in conjunction with other non
Indian Comparues practically monopolised the overseas business of carrying both 
goods. and passengers. 

The moment, however1 an Indian-owned and Indian-managed enterprise of 
comparable scale and competing ability made its debut, the foreign monopolist 
t?ok alarm, and adopted every means to drive the former out of business. To 
giv~ an. exampl~.ofthe,~ind ?f compe~ition non-Indian enterprise indulged in against 
tQe mdigel:'-ous infant commg to compete. The prevailing freight in the Rangoon
Bombay riCe trade was Rs. 18 per ton. The moment, however, the Indian concern 
had berthed its first vessel in Rangoon, the non-Indian concern reduced the freight 
to Rs. 12 and went on reducin~rogro si vely till in 11 few months it touched Rs. 6 
per ton, thus involving the new Indian , ?ncern in unbearable initial losses. 

Such a loss on a wholly new concern could not but drive it to despair. With 
a view to crush out of existence the nascent Indian venture, and with the help of 
all its huge reserves of 50 years' monopoly profits, as well as large trade connections 
even beyond the shores of India, the profits of which could be diverted to offset the 
Indian business losses for a while, the non-Indian enterprise offered a fierce compe
tition so that a new lease could thereby be given to its monopoly for another genera
tion. The Indian venture had to build up its fleet, its technical experience and 
business connections in all of which the foreign enterprise was rich beyond compare. 
Its only assets were the courage and determination of its promoters anncl directors; 
the patriotic fervour of its customers and compatriots; and the zeal and efficiency 
of its officers and managers.' These were great but intangible assets. And yet, 
if the Indian concern could not all at once make good its footing against such heavy 
odds; if it could not avoid losses; if it did not secure its legitimate dues, it gave, 
from the start, 11 good run for its money to its opponent and e>entually forced it 
to share the business, even it could not wholly capture it. 

When they did not succeed entirely in wiping off the Indian concern, these 
non-Indian .shipowners offered to buy the Indian concern wholesale, and so retain 
their own monopoly and avoid still heavier losses to themselves. Even that effort 
did not lead to the extinction of the Indian competition, not because the Govern
ment of the country came to its aid, but because of the vision and patriotism of 
the Indian authors of the enterprise, its Directors and Proprietors. They resolved 
to make all sacrifices, bear all losses, face all obstruction, in order to build up an 
integral item in the country's economy, and ensure an indispensable help in.the very 
existence of the Nation. 

As the Government of the country did not give any countenance to the indi
genous enterprise, but instead offered ev.ery encou~agement, protection or safe
guard direct or indirect to the foreigners m the Indian seas, the latter were natu
rally ~mboldened and enabled to corner and hold a very large slice of the carrying 
trade of this country. They carried almost all the mails and troops, as well as 
public servants, officials and dignitaries, whenever the latter had occasion to travel 
by sea. 

They could not, of course, avoid the competition of other European and Jara
n e Shipping concerns doing business in Indian waters. For each of the latter 
w":s strongly protected heavily subsidised, and widely bounty-fed, or otherwise 

· d d by its own Gove;nments. Against these rivals the British Governmeht did 
a~te or could not offer any protection or assistance to the Indian enterprise. On 
~h trary against the Indian ent eprise, protection and as•istance to the British 

e :on 
9 
wa~ practically without limit,-a veritable spectacle of Goliath being 

ve~ :l in every form against David, or as Mahatma Gandhi described the struggle, 
118r8:.Sh m' t •gainst the dwarf. They even connived at the doubtful practices of 
0 • e ga ~ · · · · bl d · t h t · I d' t · Deferred Rebate and Similar ob]eCtiOna e eVIces o ams rmg n Ian en erpr1se. 
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The apathy,-not to call it by a harsher though juster name,-of the then Gov. 
emment of India towards this essential item in the national economy, this basic 
industry of vital importance to the very existence of the country, despite declara
tions by the highest authority in the country, and despite repeated efforta at honour
able settlement by persuation and negotiation, made it impossible for the hardiest 
Indian enterprise to grow to its legitimate proportions. It could not render the 
service, and provide the element of safety in times of national emergency, which 
is expected of every national shipping service. It could not help in the building up 
of thq couutq's economic strength through" well developed and flourishing industry 
or incre•><e its sense of n'\tional security, which must be the aim of every sound 
nation,?..l CY()Yernment. 

Figures o.re atte.ched below tD show th" prvportion of shipping which io owned, 
manned ~nrl cnntrvlled by Indians at the end of World War I, and at the beginnil1g 
of"'orld \Var II, as well a.t the present time, i.e., four years after the end of World 
War II. In grim contragt is the shipping position of other countries, both within 
and outside the Briti&h Commonwealth, which shows how even the great calamity 
of e. World War can be utilised by a Government, really intent upon stimulating 
nati,·e enterpnse in all sectors of the national economy. ·while the U.S.A., which 
had compar.;tively small ocean-co.rrying tonnage at the end of World War I, wso 
to be the first shipowning and shipbuildinl( country of the world, Canada. and 
Amtnlb t O>e to the 12th and the 17th place in the shipowuing countries of the 
world. As e,ge.inst these, India has increased her tonnage by barely 177,000 tons 
abore the 1~3!) le,el, ocoupying pr.>ctically the last place among the 30 maritime 
nat ions of the world . 

. Gross tonnage of steamers and motor ships owned in the world as at the end of June 
in the foUowing years based on Lloyds' Regi.srer Book (in '000 tons) 

1919 !939 1948 

G.R.T. % G.R.T. % G.R.T. % 
Great Britain and S. Ireland 16,345 34·13 17,891 26 ·12 18,025 22·45 

India .. .. 150 00·22 315 00·39 

Other Br. Dominions, Colonlies etc. 1,863 3·89 2,961 4·32 3,375 4·20 

U.S.-Sea . - 9,773 20·40 8,910 13·01 26,900 33·50 

U.8.-Lakes 2,160 4·51 2,452 3·58 2,264 2·82 

Denmark . . . 631 1·32 1,175 1·72 1,123 1·40 

France. 1,962 4 ·10 2,934 4·28 2,786 3·46 

Germany 3,247 6·78 4,483 6·54 428 0·53 

Greece 291 0·61 1,781 2·59 1,286 1 ·60 

Holland~ . 1,574 3·28 2,969 4·33 2,737 3·41 

Italy . 1,238 2·59 3,425 5·00 2,100 2·62 

Japan 2,325 4·85 5,630 8·22 1,024 1·28 

Norway . 1,597 3·33 4,834 7·06 4,261 5·31 

Spain 709 1·48 902 1·32 1,147 1·43 

Sweden . 917 1·91 1,577 2·30 1,973 2·46 

Other Countries . 3,265 6·82 6,435 9·39 10,548 13·14 

Total 47,897 100·00 68,509 100·00 80,292 I 100·00 
! 
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Rate War in Ooastal Shipping 

As against these rapid developmeD,ts in the tmlll,age of the leading maritime 
countries of the world the growth of Indian Shipping was being stunted. The 
fortune of the new Indian enterprise was meeting with a. serious and continuing 
obstruction iD, every direction from the vested interests of British shipowners in 
this country. We have alluded tQ a few already, but let us view them here in a. 
conD,ected perspective. 

The rate war, which began immediately the Indian-owned ships mede their 
appearance in the coastal trade of Iodia, threateMd the vety existence of the new 
Comp2.ny even before it was able to build up a fraction of the fleet, and connection 
necessary to do even a portion of tho cr.rrying trade of the country alo11g it& coa.sts. 
Ta.ble on pp. 260-261 showing the Scindia Steam Navigation Compa.ny's working from 
1920-48 is eloquent of the vicissitnles it llas had to weather. Having no reserves
except uncalled capital-to meet the lo;.<es of the R:>te War which ll1Sted 4 years, 
it had necessarily to lay hands on its rP.pital for even working expenses; and a part 
of the Capital had to be writtel\ off. The Birtish rivals of the Indian concern had 
immense reserves, built up bye 75-yee.r monopoly, and the backing not only of the 
Indian but also of the British Governments to make good its stand against the 
new competitor that entered the field. They, therefore, stood out longer and worked 
hard, inflicting repeated losse& on their Indian rival so tha.t it could be got out of 
the field altogether. The latter, however, showed unexpected tenacity and an 
unyielding capacity to resist. Year after year losses were reported and borno 
without murmur even though capital began to disappear in paying such losses. 
The shareholders of the Company decided to refuse the tempting offer to be bought 
out made by the owner of the principal rival enterprise. 

Thereupon realisation of the short-sightedness of a rate war in the ftwe of a 
national demand and the threat of growing unpopularity of unfair competition 
which would eventually lose them the entire business, made the British ii1terests 
to come to terms. A ten-year Agreement was made in 1924 with the Indian venture, 
-which had.by this time acquired an aggregate tonnage of some 75,000 tons
allowing the latter a small slice of tho coastal trade. It enabled the latter to keep 
its head above water, to have breathing space, and to look around for ways and 
means of furthe~ expansion and development to its legitimate proportions. 



Summal'y of Balance STLects of Indiun Sltippiri(J Companies (1/upces in '000) 

DoUII!I to Exp,, In· 
Author is· 8ub11· Ot.Jwr J>roflt.fl ~huro Douus to c ndl11g Wz1ucs Agcntll 

Year Cll orlbed Barnhu~s Doproola· 'l'nxntlon Jtcsorvcs or lo11s (-) Dlvhlolltl hohlors Stall' wa~cs, ~:~u- nud couuuhl• 
Cailltal Uapltnl , tlon arlctl, salaries slon 

llHCiltll, 
comruls· 
slon, otc •. 

sCindla s. N. Co. (Years ond· 
Jn(iZ 30t.h Juut>), 

n.. lte. n.. ns. "'· Its. ns. ]te. nu. Rs. Its. ns. lls, 

1020. 4,60,00 4,·$0,18 11,04 1,88 Nil .. 6,67 .. .. .. 0,07 1,23f 02 

1021. 4,60,00 4,40,18 15,34 4,60 DD .. 0,05 •!,08 .. .. 5,30 4,16t 1,11 

1022. 4,60,00 4,40,18 16,07 4,00 2,77 .. 11,23 6,24 .. .. 5,44 06 1,44 

1028. 4,50,00 4,•10,18 o,oo .. DO .. -5,30 .. .. .. 11,25 1,05 

1024. 4,60,00 4,40,18 15,50 .. D t,oo• 11,40 5,46 .. 10 4,16 1,06 1,28 

1025. 1,50,00 89,84 13,21 2,50 1,00 t,oo• 10,47 6,23 .. 20 2,7·1 1,00 1,05 

1926. 1,50,00 80,84 14,47 3,60 . 1,30 .. 11,22 5,83 .. 25 3,24 00 1,26 

1027. 1,50,00 80,84 15,14 4,80 1,30 1,50f 12,07 5,88 .. 80 3,o7 7,68 1,34 

1028. 1,50,00 80,84 O,U2 3,25 20 26 6,68 2,02 .. 20 2,84 0,28 
I 

7< 

1029. 1,50,00 80,84 5,30 4,00 .. 50• --2,42 .. .. .. 7,81 10,28 1 

1080. 1,50,00 89,84 1,88 4,00 .. .. -5,74 .. .. .. 7,57 9,81 .. 
1931. I 1,50,00 89,84 8,71 4,00 .. .. 2,17 1,46 . . 7 6,54 8,16 00 

1932. I 1,UO,OO 80,84 10,68 4,00 .. .. 2,96 1,46 .. 7 7,72 8,12 77 

.. .. 8,71 8,03 .. 
J938. 1,50,00 80,84 8,15 4,00 T 

.. -6,60 .. .. 
tOS4. 1,50,00 80,84 12,55 6,00 .. .. 1 8,78 .. .. .. 8,82 0,00 1,08 

1035. 1,50,00 89,84 19,50 6,00 .. 26f J 10,04 2,19 .. 25 9,54 11,21 1,78 

1036. 1,50,00 89,84 18,46 6,60 .. 1,50.t 8,07 5,84 .. 25 10,40 10,04 1,63 

1987. 1,60,00 1,40,84 1,20,26 10,00 5,25 2,50~ 15,46 7,13 .. 30 1,04,80 18,63 2,83 



1 Dlla. • 

1 939, 

940. 

941. 

042. 

943. 

944. 

9116. 

946. . 
947. 

948. 

ndJa Steamship ~Co.. Ltd. 
(Years endJng 31st March) 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

I 

047. 

948. 

1 

1 

B ho.rat Line Ltd. (Years end-
tng Blat December) 

1946 . 
1947 

1948 

• 

' 

t,DO,oo 1,49,84: 1,81,09 io,oo 2,00 S,OOt 
1,60• 

1,50,00 1,49,84 1,44,10 10,40 2,20 1,oo; 
3,60 

2,26,00 2,24,84 1,78,00 12,35 9,00 .. 
2,25,00 2,24,84 2,35,78 10,00 44,00 50§ 
2,25,00 2,24,84 2,36,05 18,26 47,00 .. 
2,25,00 2,24,84 2,62,09 16,60 I 8,00 25§ 
2,25,00 2,24,84 2,16,44 16,50 I 16,60 25§ 
2,25,00 2,24,84 3,'05,42 l 16,02 I 41,75 1,00 
4,50,00 4,49,84 4,59,18 r, 16,16 1,81,00 38,1lt 
4,50,00 4,49,84 4,03,94 I 24,77 i 49,75 4,45 

6,75,00 6,74,84 4,09,60 20,16 81,00 .. 

3,00,00 2,50,00 25,80 3,00 " 2,17 .. 
8,00,00 2,50,00 1,45,51 19,87 8,17 s,oo 

3,00,00 1,00,00 12,46 .. .. . . 
s,oo,oo 1,00,00 66,16 9,08 .. .. 
s,oo,oo 1,00,00 1,10,78 22,42 .. .. 

•nad Debts Reserve. 

This inoludes miBcellaneoue establishment cxpendlture ale:o. 

prarlnolll8urance D'und. 

§Staff AmeUoratlon Fund. 

tFieot Rop1acement .Account. 

16,49 

• 16,~9 

26,44 

20,69 

18,67 

19,67 

20,06 

21,83 

64,07 

41,80 

16,89 

7,88 

9,81 

70 

8,61 

8,48 

9,84. 4o 1"1. 0 14,68 I 2,o5 .. ~.1,14-,6 

1,27,21 16,40 8,08 40 J 
• 

0,84 .. 
60 j 1,62,65 19,74 8,87 

12,34 8,08 

14,84 3,71 60 • 2,16,20 27,64 6,57 

14,84 3,71 70 ' 2,16,,7 31,03 5,65 

14,84 8,71 1,10 2,42.62 58,57 6,12 

14,84 3,71 1,10 1,96.88 62,96 5,78 

14,84 3,71 2,26 2,83.59 78,63 6,96 

14,84 8,71 1 2,25 4,05,06 70,36 12,91 

20,88 7,46 .. 3,6214 70,09 \ 11,04 

14,02 .. . . 4,82,71 1,00,44 na 

1,25 .. .. 17 51 8,67 1,61 

1,25 .. .. 1,86.,20 19,01 I 6,79 

.. .. .. 11,59 2,96 10 

3,00 .. 18 62,115 7,74. 08 

8,00 40 1,07,80 I 17,79 2,55 
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HISTORIOAL REVIEW 

At this stage, let us cast a brief glance at the history of this industry, its vicis
llitudes, and present position. Upto the foundation of the British domination in 
India, it is an undoubted fe,ct of history that India had her own ships .built in her 
own yards, of her own timber, worked by her own sons, and carrying her wares to-. 
lands beyond the seas end bring their products to our shores. Even during the 
early stages of British Imperialism, India had her shipyards, her shipwrights and 
her sailors of all degrees. It was only after the introduction of steam as motive 
power, and steel &s body mo.tNirl, that India begen to fall behind in the race, lost 
her ancient craft, and starved her race of seafaring s.dventure. 

Ewn then, India had an extensive trade in many articles in yam with China, 
for instance. When the late Mr. J. N. Tata found that the rates of freight on yarn 
from Indm to Chine. were mised in support of tht British yarn producer so high as 
would make it impossible for Indians to retain the Chinese market for Indian yarn,. 
he chartered a few boats for carryjng yarn to China at reasonable rates. The P. & 0. 
Company, which hod a practical monopoly of that trade, would not tolerate an 
Indian Company carrying cargo in India's overse"s trade, and so they started a 
rate war against the Te.trs by reducing the rates from R>. 16 to Re. l. The Indian 
concern could not withstand such a re]e,,t]ess compPtition and had to go out of 
existence. lfhen the Indian competitor disappeared, the rate was again raised 
from Re. I toRs. 17. This em>bled the P. & 0. to make up for any loss it may 
have snstained during the rate war started by it. 

British shipping thns continued to raise its edifice built on the ruins of Indian 
shipping. E"cen in the coastal trade it£elf, low rat"s were adopted by the British 
India Steam Nati"ation Co.-a subsidiarv of the P. & o: S. N. Co., Ltd.,-to crush 
many Indian Shipping Companies from' time to time. High monopolistic ra~es 
usually followed the disappearance of nascent concerns which tried to establish 
regular sailings between Indian ports. The story of the pas&enger trade from Bombay 
ports to East African coasts; or the Bengal Burma Company in its conflict with the 
British Indian Steam Navigation Company, are further and cruel illustrations of 
the same practice. 

One of the many Indian companies, that went into liquidation w"s the Bengal 
Steam Kavigation Company, which, in 1905, ran its ships between Chittagong and 
Rangoon. As soon as this Company came into existence, the B. I. S. N. Co. reduced 
the fares for deck passengers from Rs. 12 toRs. 6 and the freight from Rs. 14 toRs. 4 
per maund. Sweets and handkerchiefs were also freely distributed to those who 
patronised the B.I.S.N. The result was that this new Company struggled for five 
years; and in 1910 it went into liquidation and disappeared from the s~ene. A_s 
soon as that concern was driven to the wall, tha British India Company, ra1scd thmr 
fares to Rs. 14, age,inst Rs. 12 in force before the ruinous rate.war, to compensate 
thelllEelws for the loss incurred during the struggle. 

Although the story on the West Coast of India was less tragic, that coast _t<:>o, 
has not been free from rate wars. In the early thirties, for example, the Bnt!sh 
India S. N. Co., Ltd. indulged in cut-throat competition against four small Indian 
Companies, the Eastern Navigation Co., the :Malabar Steamship Company, the 
Merchant Steam Navigation Co. and the National Steamship Company. As an 
illustration, the following rs highly instructive. At one time the freight from Bombay 
to Tutieorin was reduced by the B. I. from 12 annas to 3 annas per bag, just f?· 
make it impossible for its •mailer rivals to exist. Some of the con«rns on this 
side, too, have had to be taken over bodily by the largest single Indian concern, the 

ndia Steam Navigation Co., Ltd., to keep them alive. It was misrepresented as 
enture in monopolisation of the Indian·owned steam craft plying on the coasts: 

But the concerns took over included the British managed Bombay Steam Navr 
gation Co., Ltd., originally started by an Indian who was forc<d to sell out to a 
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Britis~ Man~~iug A~eucy firm, from which the Scin<lia Company purchased it, to· 
make 1ts P':Sltt?n a httle stronger against the colossus of the coast, the British Jn<lia 
SJ;eam N~VIgatwn .c?·• Lt<l. For. ~he Scin<lia ~ompany it was a question. of keeping 
ahve lndi_an opposttwn. ~ ~he Bnttsh monopolist-au essay in practical n.ation.alism 
to make ~ts own competttton. more effective against the aJien monopolist, aud not 
to make 1ts own ven.ture a monopoly. Tho success of this policy io exemplified in 
the 16 Indian Companies operating on the coast of Jn<lia t<Jday. 

Mention has already _been made o~ the <loubtful propriety of the system 
of_D~ferr;<l Rebates,_ J?ractised as :' <levice to prevent competition by In<lian enter
prtse ":gmust the Bntish monopohst. Originally, the system was evolwd t<J meet 
the shippers' need for assured reg<~lar sailings from certain ports to others. To 
meet this demand Without loss to lumself, the shipoWner naturally asked for some 
guarantee that, i~ he ran a shipping senice regularly from and to givell ports, he 
would ~d suffiCient _cargo for every voyage. The llllderlying principle of that 
system IS : that the shipper should have a strong incentive to have his goods carried 
by the sJ>;ips ~f the line or lines who ha~ undert!tken to provide such regular service. 
If the freight 1s, sa.y Rs. 16 a ton a particular class of goods, the shipowner undertook 
to refund, say, 10% of the freight, provided the shipper could satisfy him that 
he had not during a particular period shipped goods by any other line. If he was 
found to have done so, he forfeited his rebate. 

As the system worked in practice, it was almost inlpossible for a shipper to 
break away, once he had committed himself to a praticular line or group of lines 
without serious loss to himself. For example, if he has shipped, say, 10,000 tons 
of rice at Rs. 18 per ton, in the quarter January-March by a given line of stea.mers, 
he would become entitled to a rebate of 10% of the freight he had paid, i.e., Rs. 
18,000. This rebate would not be actually payable until the beginning of the July. 
September quarter. He would forfeit it if during the April-June quarter he had 
shipped goods by any other line. As the bull< of the tonnage plying on the Ii<dian 
coast was owned by the British In<lia Steam Navigation Co., Ltd., that Company was 
always in a position to use the Deferred Rebate System to ensure that the shipper 
<lid not, as far as possible, ship his cargo by any of the ne1vly formed Indian 
Companies, and thereby promote the latter's growth. 

N otwithstan<ling this aspect, the device had its good points. Whatever the 
effect of the Deferred Rebate on competing Indian Shipping in the early stages 
of that industry, Indian Shipping Companies, once they had entered the Coastal 
Conference, were equally protected by this guarantee of traffic and their own gonse
quent ability to maintain regular service. Once the sting of unfair competition 
by foreig<1 shipping monopolists, protected by the secret sysmpatbies of the then 
Government of In<lia, had been removed, the competing In<lian concerns <lid not find 
the system of Deferred Rebate to be bad in principle. There is, therefore, no longer 
the same outcry against it and the demand for its abolition by law as there was in 
the twenties. The new licensing system, established by legislation, serves all the 
purposes. The competing In<lian enterprise had asked for it in the days of its own 
begiilllings· and so the entire problem has changed its complexion. 

Evolution qf Government Policy re :India" Natiorwl Shippi"9 since 1918 

For a just ·appreciation of the lack of support, assistance or encouragement Indian 
national shipping enterprise received at the hands of the Government of In<lia, 
a glance at the history of the Central Government's policy in respect of In<lian 
shipping would be as interesting as it is instructive. There was a mriversal demand 
for an adequate, efficient, economic, national mercantile marine, ever since the 
consciousness began in the Indian public mind of the drain of wealth from the· 
eo\mtry from this invisible source, and the manifold han<licaps, the lack of an ade
quate merce.ntile marine inflicted upon our national economy and security. 
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Soon after World War I, which had demonstrated beyond the possibility of 
·doubt, the country's need in this behalf, the first sizeable attempt to meet it was 
-the appointmentr by Government of the Indian Mercantile Marine Committee in 
February 1923. It was their response to a Resolution moved by Sir P. S. Sivaswamy 
Aiyar in the Indian Legislative Assembly, and adopted by that body on the 12th 

.January 1923. We have already considered the terms of reference to the Com
mittee and seen a summary of its recommendations and so need not repeat them 
here. 

The only recommendation of the Committee Government accepted and imple
mented was the establishment of the Training Ship "Dufferin" in 1927, to train 
Executive Officers. Since 1st January 1935, another part of that recommendation 
has taken effect in the shape of marine en,oineers being trained there. 

No other recommendation was accepted, and Indian public opinion was gravely 
perturbed. 

Attempts made by new Indian shipping companies, founded since 1920, to run 
ships on the coast and elsewhere had met with disaster, due to: the severe and relent
less competition from the established monopolistic British lines. This disappoint
ment, coupled with the findings and recommendations of the Jllercantile Marine 
Committee intensified public demand for the development of a true and sufficient 
national shipping. 

A number of non-official resolutions and bills were brought before the Central 
Legislature to foster and develop Indian shipping. They were aimed at remedyiDg 
specific handicaps which were believed to impede or obstruct the growth of Indian 
shipping. One sought to secure reservation of the coastal trade; while another 
tried to do away with the Deferred Rebate system. 

16th March 19:!2: 

The Hon'ble Mr. Lallubhai Samaldas moved the following resolution on Ship· 
buildinu Indnstrv in the Council of State on the 16th March, 1922. The resolution 

0 • 

was adopted. 

"This Council recommends to the Governor-General-in-Council to appoint 
a Committee of Officials and Non-officials to consider the best means of helping 
the shipbuilding industry in this country and to make recommPndations regard· 
ing the same." 

19th March 19ZG : 

The following is thP text of a resolution moved by Sir. P. S. Sivaswamy Aiyar 
in the Legisiative Assembly on the 19th March 1926 : 

"This Assembly recommends to the Governor-General-in-Council that 
he will be pleased : 

(a) to recognise the need for the training of Indians for nautical careers and 
encouraging the creation of an Indian Mercantile Marine ; 

(b) to accept the policy and measures recommended by the Indian Mercantile 
~Iarine Committee ; 

(c) to take early steps for the training of Indians in a suitable training_ s~p 
in Indian waters, for the provision of facilities for their further trammg 
as apprentices in mercantile marine ships, and for their employment 
after completion of training ; 

(d) to arrange for the establishment of primary nautical scho?l in. selected 
maritime stations and the introduction of Marine Engmeermg as a 
subject of instruction in the Engineering College at Sidpur ; 

(e) to announce his intention to adopt in the near future a system of licensing 
in respect of the coastal trade of India." 
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. The Hon'ble Sir Charles Innes, Commerce Member, moved an amendment 
whwh ran as follows :-

"That the debate on all subjects covered by the resolution except the 
pr~p?sed ~aining ship be adjourned till the next session and that as regards the 
trammg ship, the Assembly recommends to the Governor-General-in-Council that 
the scheme for establishment in Indian waters of a training ship for deck 
officers should he accepted in principle." 

Sir P. S. Sivaswamy Aiyar's resolution was adopted as amended by Sir Charles 
Innes. 

·Oth February 1928: 

Mr. S. N. Haji introduced in the Legislative Assembly a Bill to reserve the 
-coastal traffic of India to Indian vessels. Similar bills for the reservation of the 
·coastal trade were brought before the Central Legislature from time to time but 
we need mention ouly Mr. Haji's Bill as most of the controversies in respect of the 
reservation of the coastal trade centered round this Bill. The Bill was first circu
lated for opinion but then referred to a Sub-Committee. On its emergence from 
the Sub-Committee, Mr. Haji's Bill was recirculated for opinion, but, by the time 
the opinions were received, Mr. Haji had resigned for political reasons and the Bill 
•lapsed later on owing to the dissolution of the Assembly. 

7th March 1935:-

The following resolution was moved in the Council of State by the Hon'ble 
Rai Bahadur Lala J agdish Prasad : 

"This Council recommends to the Governor-General-in-Council to take 
suitable steps to build up an Indian Mercantile Marine at an early date with a 
view to an adequate participation of Indian shipping in the coastal and over. 
seas trades of India." 

The motion was adopted without division. 

23rd March 1930 : 
The Hon'ble Mr. P. N. Sapru moved the following resolution in the Council 

·of State:-
"This Council recommends to the Governor-General-in-Council to take 

more active steps for the expansion and protection of the Indian Mercantile 
1\Iarine." 
The mo~ion Wi.l.'S aiopted without divisio:1. 
Of all these attompts by the non-official members of the Central Legislature 

-to secure adequate encouragement or protection for Indian shippin~. ~Ir. S. N. 
Haji's Bill for the reservation of Indian coastal trade to Indian-o.,·rFI, Indian
manned, and Indian-controlled shipping enterprise was the most important. But 
like others it failed, notwithstanding its reference to a Select Co~\mittee. The 
only tangible result was the Conference held in Januray 1930 under the presidency 
of the then Viceroy of India, Lord Irwin. Addressing the annual meeting of the 
Associated Chambers of Commerce (British business organisation), in December 
1928, Lord Irwin had declared : 

"But I think that I am correct in saying that the main impulse behind 
the Bill I have referred to is not a mere desire to secure for Indian capitalists 
the profits which now are made by British Companies. Rather it is an ambi
tion that India should have its own mercantile marine and that the ships of 
that mercantile marine should be officered as well as manned by Indians. 0 0 0 0" 

Such words, however , of the highest Government spokesmen, were not follouud 
by action, whenever Indian interests conflicted with British monopoly. Th e 
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1930 Confer~nce was held to enable a full and frank discussion between the represen-
tatives of all the interests concerned in order to contribute towards a fair and agreed' 
solution for the problem, and secure adequate participation of Indian shipping
in the coastal and overseas trade of India. One of the crucial items on the Agenda 
of the Conference was : 

"Can it be provided for under an Agreement by which the Indian tonnage
wonld increase gradually from year to year, while simultaneously the non
Indian tonnage was reduced~, 

During the course of the discussion, it was stated that Indian-owned tonnage
might be increased by the purchase of British ships in the trade. While Indian. 
representatives were willing to consider this method of purchase on its own merits, 
the British counterpart insisted that such a purchase could not only be of the ships 
but of the goodwill as well, of the trade. Replacement of British tonnage by Indian
owned tonnage for developing Indian Shipping was not acceptable to them. The
fundamental object of the Conference could not thus be achieved; and so it broke 
np without achieving any agreement. 

The Government of India then explained their position in the Communique
reproduced below :-

"The Government of India will take into consideration at an early date 
the issue raised in the discussions which took place at the Conference on the 
development of the Indian mercantile marine. As soon as it has been possible
fully to consider these issues, the responsibility will rest with the Government 
of India of deciding what action should now be taken and whether any useful' 
purpose wonld be serred by inviting the interests concerned to meet again." 

The main obstacle to the development of an adequate Indian-owned Mercan--
tile .llarine thus remained in the dominant, almost monopolistic, position of the 
British India Steam Navigation Company on the coast of India, and on all the 
shipping routes of the Indian ocean. Notwithstanding their declaration, Govern
ment pro-.-ed utterly indifferent and perhaps unable, and this indifference or incolll
petence persisted all through the remainder of the British regime in India to foster 
the growth of Indian shipping from such relentless and powerful opposition. 

The competing Indian enterprise had, as noticed already, sought a temporary 
solution by a ten years' agreement "ith the B. I. Company which pei'jllitted them 
to take a small share in the coastal trade of India. When that agreement came 
to be re-.-ised in 1933, with the good offices of the then Commerce l\Iember, Sir 
Joseph Bhore, despite the assurance that it was their responsibility to secure an 
adequate participation for Indian shipping in India's overseas trades, Government. 
proved utterly helpless when the B. I. insisted as the price of a new agreement, the 
practical exclusion of the Scindia Company, the only large-scale enterprise in that 
field, from the carriage of India's overseas trade. The new agreement was for
five years and expired in 1939. 

Tripartite Agreement, 1934 

(1) "The cargo carried by the vessels of the three companies in the coasting 
trade of India, Burma and Ceylon is to be regulated and apportioned 
between them according to certain specified percentages. 

(2) The Scindia Company have been permitted to carry passengers on th<> 
Rangoon-Coromandal coa.st and tho Rangoon-Chittagong runs. 

(3) The total gross tomaage of the Scindia Company (owned or chartered) 
has been raised to 100,000 gr. tons. 

(4) The rates of freight for the carriage of cargo and the sacles of passenger 
fares are to be jointly fixed in writing by the parties after mutual 
consultation and consent, and none of the parties is to quote or charg<> 
rates less than the rates thus fixed. 
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(5) In the event of any disput<l or difference the matter is to be decided by 
arbitration.'' 

In a subsidiary letter addressed by the Scindia Company to the British India. 
'~ompany a.t the time of the conclusion of the a.greement, they have had to agree 

to respect the P. & 0. Compa.ny's and the B. I. Company's foreign (overseas) trade 
a.nd not to compete with them in those services." ' 

Sir Thomas Stewart, who was Commerce Secretary in 1935, declared Govern
ment's policy in the Council of State on the 7th March 1935. He said: 

"The policy to be pursued has been the subject of much thought by the 
Government of India. and after much thought they have come to the conclu
sion- they came to the conclusion some years ago,-that the best hope for 
the sound, economic, strong establishment of an Indian Mercantile Marine 
lay in the development of co-operation and a. spirit of mutual accommodation 
between the various interests operating on the coasts." 
Although the policy of co-operation had failed in 1930, and although the uni

versal demand in the country to explore other methods of developing Indian shipping 
-continued, Government did· nothing to help develop Indian shipping. 

This Tripartite Agreement was to be revised in 1939. Indian shipping interests 
tried their best to do so, both in England and in India. In spite, however, of repeated 
requests by Indian interest all these years to help them with Government's good 
<>flices to have revised that Agreement, Government did nothing in that direction. 
:A Conference of British and Indian shipowners was called by the good offices of 
the two Governments in 1947. But it proved abortive; and India has yet·to fight 
her way in the list of ship owning nations of the world. 

During the inter-war period, there was also the problem of protecting the 
interests of small Indian Companies operating in the coasts. As a result of the 
intervention of the then Commerce Member, Sir Joseph Bhore, an Agreement was 
reached by which 85.per cent. of the coastal trade in certain areas (West Coast 
'Trade) was reserved for the same period for the small shipping companies opera
i;ing there. 

Pattern of our Foreign Trade 
We have so far examined the trials and vicissitudes of the Shipping Industry 

and as we draw to the close of the war and the post-war period it would not be out 
<>fplace to have a brief resume of the pattern of our foreign trade. 

During the war years 1939-45, it was impossible to procure the capital or consu
mer goods which India did not produce herself, and for which her usual source of 
-supply used to be Britain, the Dominions, the U.S.A., Germany, and Japan. Ger
many and Japan were, of course, out oftherunniug altogether, during the war. 
In Britain the local industry had to be diverted almost entirely to war purposea, 
so that hardly any plant was avaihble for civilian or consumer's goods. And the 
same might be said about the British Dominions like Canada, or allied countries, 
like France. 

In the U.S.A. upto 1941, civilia.n production continued; but the war demand 
of Europe for those goods r.s wei_! e.s !"unitions w2.s S? intense,_ the possibility of 
U.S.A. joining in the war wa.s so 1 mmment and srJ ra.p1dly growmg every d&y, that 
even beforP. t.he U.S. A. entered the war oflicic.lly, the Lease-Lend system had been 
evolved mainly to supply the wc.r neods of Brit.ish and her Allies. 'When America 
join,ed the VVm on, her own ~·.ccourt, th0 entire prvductive organisation was turned 
towards supplying her owu and the Allies' War ~eeo".; so that the civilian demand 
.in countries like Inuia, either f01 consumer or c-.pJt.-::., good'3, had to .bo almost utterly 
<lenied. 

This wa.s the ctlief explanation of the series of regulations w~ch came to control 
_both Imports into and Eocports. from . Indb._ during these ye~rs. The co~trol gr~w 
io .cope and volume as the war Intensified, till the larger portiOn of the enttre fore1gn 
tra.de wa.s covered by it. 
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The growing sei'.rcity of S!1ippiP.g r.lsv was responsible, for controls certainlv 
after the unrestricted subme.rine wr.rf2.rc which Germany began, en,d which Japan 
followed up when, she too entere~. the \V2.r. Prices also rose very steeply but as. 
Indi"n, industry p,n,d production of all kiP,ch begr.n to get ever higher prices. That 
would n,ot by itself hinder exports from Indir. or unports in, to t.his coun,ry by itself. 
But coming 2.long with other f"'ctors, it affected the industrial position, in India, 
f<wour:>bly, even if temporc.rily. 

The chief consumer of lndi£..P. exports, like cotton-both r~-...w rma mtw.ufactured,_ 
-were, before the \Var, Japan e.P.d th~ countries thr.t had feJlen, undor h.r domi
netion. As they were cut off by th~ Wr.r, end as tre.de with free China wr.s m2.terially 
hnpcded, the principal exports of India notmdly suffered "'cl"cline. Other p.rticles,. 
like Jute, ce.me Ul'.der th~ influenCD of Le3se-Len,d. The f~ctors which affected 
imports also showed themselves in, con,twction witl1 the exports. That part of the· 
tri!d. also, therefore, b::d to he conttolled. 

After the en,o of the \V:;r, new difficulties luwe crvpped up in this country, as 
well as outside, to infiuenc.o.J intern-~tion9,l tri'.d.e. The prucu;s of r0t a.biliti!.ticn a.nd 
reconstruct.ion, wnicn th9 princip'll b:3lligctc!lt cJuntries, including Brit:.?.in and 
the United States, ho.d to take up, is not y0t compbted. except perlnps in, the United 
St.-tes. But the aftermath of wc.r r.nd the prev8ilin,g teP,<ion in, iP,tern~tional 
telations inclines A.mericen en.ergy ta prJp:.re for the next we.r or to rt>ha.bilitate 
and strengthen tho Allies (e.g., by the M<'rolmll Aid Pbn for Europe"n Recovery)· 
which she me.y expect to have if p,nd whon the,t \Var comes re.ther thm\ to emph".size 
normal production and trade. 

The prevr.iling sce.rcity of Dollr.r Exchr.n,ge operates in the same direction,. 
making tre.de with the so-colled ''llr.rd" curren,cy r.rer.s more the.n ever difficult,. 
particulr.ry in regard to Imports. 

British economy b2.::. been so affected by t}l.:J war, all Brit.1..ii1's foreign inYest
ments having largely disappeared or used up, r.nd her shipping substr,ntie.lly des
troyed, that it takes her 'II her ener~y and determination to revive her loczl industry 
and recondition, tmde in the alter;od situ2.tion.. - She has n,ow very little of thos• 
'"invisible export~" which COJ?l.e to her P,s interest on lor.ns to foreign. countries, 
profits of e2.pirol investment abro2.d, shipping freights, Banking Commissions and 
ini;urance premia, not to mention the p2.yment for the services of her n,"tion,als in. 
foreign countries, which formed such r. substantial portton of the "Home Cnarges"· 
from Indio befor<> 1947. Notwithstanding all <'fforts at increasing productiop, 
Brit~m is now a heavily deficrt country m so far as tho balance of international 
account· is coneecned. She h% 2. very lr,rge adverse br.Ie.nce every Y"" against her. 
For a time this wa; got over by the Anglo-American Lor.P. of nearly £1000 million, .. 
But that loan was exhausted much sooner than was anticipated, and the problem 
of making her export& pay for her i':'po<ts became more acute than ever. 

These conntries, consequen,tly, which are linked with and depen,dent upon 
sterlin" have reflected difficul•ies, even if their own econ,omy m&y be intrinsically 
sound 

0

en,ough to return, rapidly to normalcy after the war. In this country, as 
remarked already, the situation bas ra.diC2.lly changed since the partit,ion owing_ to 
unaxpecte<l problems, like food shortage, shortage of rew m&terials, and the growmg 
demand for con,sumer an,d capital goods. Imports on all these e.ccoun,ts P.re intensely 
needed. The exportable surplur,, on the other hand, hv.s suffered heavily on account 
of the partition,, which has taken awiJ.y considerable aree.s producing food and raw 
materiak. The staple In~an exports, jute and cotton, supply of foodstuf!s ~ike 
whe&t or other raw mater12.Ls, he.s thus suffered. Tea rome.ins the on,ly prmcrpal 
..xport yet unaffected. The m:;nufe.ctured good.s, which are increv,sing Jn volnm<> 
are, however, still insufficient to meet loc:-.1 d~mP.r.d. Their figuring, th~reforc, 
on the export side is limited. 

::11oreover, the devaluation of the pound b.; resulted in p, further deterioration. 
of the foreign t~z.d£, of Indie., thus Ic.rgely reducing the importance of shippin,g as 
an earner of fore1gn exchange. 
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PAHTIII 

STATE AID AND PROTECTION TO NATIONAL SHIPPING 1N O'JHER C'fl.'l\'IBJES 

The First World War, witr its tale of sinking of ships and the pligh' of some of the
neutral countries who depe11ded for their supplie& on foreign shipping, brought home 
to the Governme11t of all importa1~t countries the supreme importance of an ad< quate 
11ational mercantile marine. We heve out-lined elsewhere the prmcipel meesures 
take11 by some ofthe leadmg maritime nations to dew lop their own merchant shipping 
m the inter-war period. 

It io true the.t during 1914-18 sillkmg of ships wa• on a very large sc2.le ; but the 
war-expanded ship-building mdu;t.-y was capable of production f&r exceeding normal 
peace-time raquirements. The story of snipping of the period th"t followed between 
the signiJ1g of the Tree.ty of Versailles in 1919 and the German iJivasion of Poland in 
1939, wa..o;;, therefore, one of an. enormous incre'lose irl world ton,n,ege. The excessive 
tonnage was m8,inly due to the war and its consequences <::.nd nationalist shipping 
policies. 

The Second ·world War has once again proved tlw.t the conunan<l of the sea is 
the most supr0me issue of the 'VG'-r. From 1941 onwards, u. cry of agony went forth 
from Britain and the United Netions aml the Allies. They wanted ships, more ships 
and still more ships to win the war. The colossal production of over 35 millio11 tons 
by the American Shipy~rds during 1940-45 will go down in history as one of the most 
magnificent feats of AmE>rica.n enterprise, organ,is<"ttion, a.n,d efficiency in. shipbuilding. 
The result wi'~s thP,t American ton,nag~ on the cessc.tion ofho~hlities, in August 1945, 
constituted 51 per cent. of the toW.! world tonn~ge, ~s compared with her sh&re of" 
13·6 par cent. before the outbred< ofw11r in 193!1. According to the weekly shipping 
journal "Fttirple.y" dc.ted the 5th July 19"45, the AmeriC2·ll merchant fleet m aii 1945 
comprised more thP.n 2,600 Liberty Ships, some 460 'Victory' ships, 156 C-l's, 
288-C-2's, 133-C-3's and 84-C-4's, clo;e to 650 tankers 300 Co2.sh'.J vesoels, 55 large 
combinr~tion v.n:.l specic'.l types cv.p~ble of entering or being con,lcrted to· 
commercial use. 

Such niercantile marine, however, ca.n.not flourish and serv·e the purpose- it is 
mea.n.t to, un,less there IS sufficient carrying business assured to it. In the days when 
local sentiment \W..S at it~ height for developing a. country's untried resources by every 
means at the disposal of that country, in the face of incessant and ruthless. 
competition or of opposition from vested foreign interest;, adequate 
national shipping also becomes a potent engine of such aid to national industry. By 
appropriate freight rates and other device<, a nation's own shipping can help to· 
protect, safeguard and stimulate local industry, which, lll the absence of such direct 
or indirect aid, m&y not be able to make headway against ruthless competition from 
more developed, better orga.nized, and long estJ1blished foreign enterprise of the sam<> 
kind. 

The recognition of all these facets or f~mctions of an adequate and sufficie11t 
11ational merc&ntile marine, owned, manned and controlled by the I\&tionals of the 
country concer11ed has been accepted from time immemorial, wherever national 
economy has been properly organized and directed to pre-determined ends. 

lilcrea.sing attention has been paid in rece11t times by mailY a statesman to the 
development of this, the mainstay of the country's trade and industry, the right 
arm of its national defence, and most potent instrument of implementillg in a great· 
measure its economic policy, particularly in relation to international trade. 

U. 8. A. 

We have plenty of rece11t and modern examples of this policy. Without going to· 
.qoient Rome or medievalltlayorSpamforprecedents, we can find eminent authority 
far all the points m~de above in the policies and measure:;, of modern 11ations, eve11 
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iihose who insist on he Freedom of Movement as a cardinal item in the f1Uidamental 
rights of civilised and trading humanity .• The United States, for example which 
speaks increasingly in the world's council of the Right to Freedom of trade and move
ment and endeavoUrs to secure such freedom by means of multilateral treaties and 
1ntemational organizations, like that on Trade 1Uider the Havana Charter, has for
mally declared, in its Merchant Marine Act of 1936, that : · 

"It is Aecessary for the national defence and developme14t of its foreign and 
domestic commerce th?.t th< United State& shalf11ave a merchant mo.rine; 

(a) sufficient to carry its domestic w<J.ter-borne commerce, and a substantial 
portion of the W<>ter·borne export and import foreign commerce of the 
United States, and to provide shipping service on all routes essential 
for mainreining the flow of such <j.omestic and foreign water-borne 
commerce gt all times ; 

(b) C8.pable of sorvi14g as a n"'val and miliu>ry auxiliary in time of war or 
national emergency ; 

(c) owned and operated under the United State& flag by citizens of the 
United States in so far as may be practiC>tble ; and 

(d) composed of the best equipped, safest. and most suitable types of vessels, 
constructed in the United States, and manned with a trained and 
efficient citizen personnel. It is her~ by declared to be the policy of 
the United States to foster the deYelopment and encoura.ge the mu.in
ten~n.ce of such a. merchant marin,e." 

Let us cast a brief glance at the history of this il1dustry in the U.S.A. Before 
the first World War, the United States 1fercantile l\farine was confined to so. -vice OP the 
:inland lakes and rivers. It fell even short of the minimum requirements for serving 
as naval auxiliary in the event of wo,r, no1 only to keep open the trade route&, ensure 
supplies and con..-oy c2.rriers of U.dispensable munitions, food or other requirements 
to maintain the civil life in the country. America, however, was not so dependent on 
foregin commerce to maintain t.he n.:.ttion~l economy in times of war as Britain. was ; 
and so her neglect of this item in her nationo.l economy continued until tlus heavy 
handicap was discovered U. the World War of 1914-18. 

The first remedial action then taken was the Shipping Act of 1916, which establi
shed a United States Shipping Board for th9 purpose of creating and developing a 
naval auxiliary and reserve, and a merchant marine, as well as regulating sea transport. 
The United States shipping Board had an Emergency Fleet Corporation with" cvp1tal 
of $50 million, incorpomted for the purchase, construction, equipment, charter, etc., 
~f merchant vessels in the r.ommerce of the United States. The Board was or(ginally 
U.tended as a regulatory an.d advisory body; but when the United States entered into 
the war the _Bo::>rd took up the opera.tion, and l2.ter th-. liquidation, of a flee~ of 
merchant ships acquired for w2.r purposes. The Jon% Act maintained the Un1ted 
States Shipping Board and tra.nsferred to it all Government.owned vessels. 

In 1926 the Shipping Board reported to the United States Senate their ?onvic
tion. that, without additional legislation for direct or indirect Fcder.tl aid, a prtvately 
owned mercantile marin.e could n.ot be established. A new ::l[erchant Marine Act, 
kn'>WU as the Joa~3-White Act of 1928 ope,ed th9 way for further aid to Americ~n 
Shipping oper.>toro. In March 1930 pruvision was made to increase the existing ma•n 
subsidy of $659 thouS2.nd paid to the Unit"d States Line• b $3 ·6 million. .s'?me 
thirty-four mail contracts opened or concluded in 1928 amounting to $17 ·4 mlilions 
brought the total yearly payments to private operato"' to $21 million. 

Tho entire shippin.g policy was overhauled by the Roosevelt Administration, an? 
every endeavour was m'1de in the ::l[ercho,nt 1hrine Act of 1936 to r<J.tionalise the mail 
subsidy system. The basic poli•Jy of that Act ha.' already been quoted above. The 
Act di'<.'!Olved the Shipping Board Merchant Fleet Corporation, and created the 
United States ;\faritime CGllliilli!sion to study, perfect and adopt 9 long-range program
me of replacements and additions to the American mercantile marine, so as to create 
an a<leqnate and well balanced merchant fleet. · 
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. This _Collllll.il,sion we.s aJso empowe~ed to regulate the futuro of the American 
shippmg mdustry. It was authorised to gr'·~'t snbst.~nti~l differentia.! construction 
subsidy for the building of new vessels iu 'Americ", 1\I\d differentia.! o·:erating sub
sidy fo~ enabling the American citi~ell to run t_heir ships in the fordb11~ commerce of 
the Umted States. This mer.us tlw.t even if a ship is built in the United States to the 
order of • fo_reign Ship-owner, the differential subsidy will be payable to make good 
to the American builde_ the differen,ce in cost of constructi<.lu in Arue.rwa, and ir any 
other country where tl!e ship would other"ise h&ve been built. 'l'he~ basic. idea of such 
a provision is to en:>ble tJ1e shipbuilding indus'ry to continue despite the much higher 
cost of construction in the Str.tes ; and et t-he same time enable it to compete on 
equal terms with the foreign builders. 

The same e.pplies to the Subsidy in respect of opemting cost.s, which helps the 
shipping industry as such to continue in a competitive world, despite the higher U.S. 
costs of operation. This is not sheer waste in an over-rich hnd. It is the result of a 
deliberate, calcula.ted long-range policy of keeping vitr.l industrieo alive in the States, 
without impairing American standards, so that in the days of need it may safegm.rd 
the country's very existence. 

The differentia.lsubsidy for operatbn from lstJuly,l937 to 31st October, 1938 cost 
the U.S. over 12 million dolla.ra. In 1937 the Commission submitted a report, known 
as the "Economic Survey of the American Merchant Marine". According to the re
port of the Commission the expenditure of public funds to maintain a foreign-going 
fieet could be justified only on two grounds: 

(1) the importance of shipping as a factor in foreign commerce; and 
(2) the rela.tionship between merchant vessels and national defence. 

The survey disclosed that there were between 12 and 13 million deadweight tons 
of oceen-going shipping in the Americ.?.n mercba.nt. marine at that ti~o: When 
the Uuited States entereu the War, the filet's capaCity wa, about 11 JLillion tons. 
The :Maritime Commission he.d, howevl}r, 1uaugur~Jted, in 1937, a long range program ... 

. me to build 500 ve3sels in th~ ensuing decade. This progromme was first doubled 
during the we,r a.nd wP,s subsequently incree.sed to l uilding" colosse.l tonne.ge of ships 
in the States. According to the report of the Ma.Iitime Commission for the period 
ended June 30, 1945, 5,377 ve3sels of a deadweight tonnage of over 52 million tons 
were constructed during t: ~e w . .r. This unprecedented output of new ships at the 
cost of the Sta.te is the most powerful wea.pon, which the United Sto.tes has got to 
ena.ble its shipping to attain "domina at place in the carriage of the world trade in the 
future. 

An <mportant American publication has la.id down that:~ 
"Interna.tion:1l Shipping b rooted in the necessity for large-scale exchange 

of basic commodities between the peoples of the e?,rth; pa.sseng•'r tr&>d 
ma.y be curtailed without serious national consequences ; interference 
with the movement of overseas mails ms.y now be mitigated by cable 
&nd radio communication, and air transport ; stoppage of the trans. 
border movement of finished products would react un.fc.vourably on both 
the exporting and the importing country ; but stoppage of the world 
Jlow of basic commodities would have a paralysing effect on the progress 
of nations. Without cargo C!'.rriers on the world trade routes, the Asia. ~ 
tic would not burn AmeriCC!.n kerosene in his IR.n: p ; nor dist&nt me.rkcts 
consume American wheat; the European could not co cheaply cultiv&te 
intensively on unproductive soil ; <he Ameiican conlcl not so cheaply 
produce e large volume of high gre..de steel ; the Briton would lack his 
supply of fresh New Zealand mutton &I\d Argentine beaf. It is the 
carri~..~r of the ba.sic commodities in.. large quant.ities, and t!.t low rates 
which r.)ndrJra pas ible the conc{'ntr?.tion of mP.terial~, machinc>s r .. nd 
men :1t ~tr.l.t:.;.gic poin.t~, where this combinn..tion ma.y mo 
~ffi~icntly produce ?.n indu~trirJ _prodn<'-f,. 

18 M. of Com. 
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Bounty fdr construction of Ships 

(a) America paid Construction Differential sub sidies from 
1916 to 1947 . . . . . . s 307,653,335 
The difference between the cost of constructing a ves-
sel in America and the cost of building a similar 
vessel abroad was made good by the Government of 
America to the American ship-building Yards . 

(b) They have at present under ~onsidera.ti?n a bill proyid
ing for grant of construction aubs•?ies to all. Umte_d 
States vessels intended for any fore•gn trade mcluding 
the tramp trade. At present this benefit is available 
only to ships plying on specified trade routes. 

(c) Aceording to a press report published in lloyd's List 
dated 23-8-48, the American Government have 
agreed to bear 45% of the cost of construction of.two 
liners proposed to be built by the American Export 
Lines, each of which is estimated to cost about 24 
million dpllars 

Loans to Shipbuilders 

1916-46: Loans given from 1916 to 1946 (3oth June)to the American Ship-Builtl
ing industry totalled 

s 483,650,736. 

It is interesting to note the conditions insisted upon by the moat advanced, still 
progressive, and highly ind':"trialised nation in the world, ~hich has no com~ti~r 
to fear, no rival to reckon mth. It solemnly declares by law 1ts fundamental pohcy m 
this regard to be the building of an efficient and sufficient mercantile marine, which 
mnst be constructed in the country, ·and owned as well as worked by its citizens only. 
Its aim is to carry all its local water-borne trade, whether on its great inland lakes and 
mighty rivers, or along the indented coasts of that immense country. At the same 
time it wants to take, a goodly share in the foreign commerce, both imports and 
exports. For all these purposes, the American shipping mnst be adequate in ton
nage and variety to show the American flag on all the ocean highways of the world 
at all times. It must, at the same time, be sufficient to serve the purpose of & 

naval auxiliary in war, or during a national emergency. The merchant fleet of the 
richest country in the world must ·be the best "quipped for & most efficient service, 
the safest in all weathers and conditions ; the most varied in type and siZe, so as to 
meet the requirements of every class of business or service it has to do. 

The United States had a Considerable mercantile marine in the days before the 
invention of steam as motive power, and substitution of iron for wood 88 building 
materials. The famous Clippers which made such astoundingly quick voyages in 
those dsys for carrying valuable cargo, like tea, from China to Europe and America, 
were owned and manned:as much by American as by the British seamen. But with the 
advent of steam as the driving force, and the increasing use of steel in ship-building. 
America gradually fell out of the overseas carriage of goods and passengers and left 
that business more and more to the United Kingdom. There was enough oppor
tunity for exploiting the immense natural resources of that vast country for all the 
available talent, capital and enterprise of America. This particular field was, there
fore, neglected in the latter part of the last century, which accordingly fell more 
and more to British enterprise to monopolise. 

America produced these ships at a time of vital need ; and the United Nations 
could never be too grateful for this vast aid to the war effort. But after the war and 
ita exhausting demands had ended, the surviving tonnage became too much for the 
available trade all over the world. Vast tracts had been devastated ; and still more 
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consi~erabl~ a.r?as exhausted by the War. They had little or nothing to trade in until 
Amencan aid m one form or another came to rehabilitate them, to restore their in· 
dustry, revivify their agriculture aud restore their trade. 

The p_ro blem of the disposal of the surplus war-buil~ American tonnage was, there
fore, a senous one, not only for U.S.A. but for all the maritime nations of the world, 
For it wonld be a poor recompense to America's wonderful contribution to the means 
of victory,_ if the oceans of the world were swamped with tonnage which cannot earn 
remunerative rates, and which wonld depress the world shipping industry for years to 
<>ome. Wisely, therefore, did the American Government decide to sell a part of this 
tonnage to needy allies and to lay up the rest. 

British Shipping and its Development 

Britain came to dominate, between 1860 and 1914, all the oceans of the world 
showing her flag in all ports in all the maritime countries of the world, and crowded 
all the trade routes. England had become the universal ocean-carrier ship-builder and 
ship-owner long before the United States of America had come into existence, and 
conld clain1 any share in that business. Spa\n' in the sixteenth, Holland in the seven
teenth and France in the eighteenth centuries· were Britain's principal rivals, who, 
adopted the same' methods, weapons and detices to dominate the world's trade, routes. 
One by one they were all beaten by Britain, though not wholly driven out of the ocean 
high-ways. Germany, Italy and Japan were more recent rivals, who also used the 
same tactics. They, too have had to yield before the ancient mistress of the seas. 
The United States have now entered the ring, thanks mainly to the lessons rammed 
down by the two world wars of this century, and the new dangers of the deep modem 
mercantile marine has to cope with in times of war. America owns more than half the 
total world tonnage today ; and Britain who was the leading ship-owner of the world 
even upto 1939, has fallen a far distant second. But the old Sea Lion still shows 
vigour and vitality enough to make up all her inimense war losses in less than i years 
as the table on page 15 shows. And it is not beyond the range of possibility that she 
may soon regain her centuries old place in the carrying trade of the world. 

This premier position of Britain has not been built np without the aid of a very 
rigorous code of Navigation Laws, which even in the heyday of Free Trade economy, 
were not condemned even by the father of that school-Adam Smith-nor were they 
regarded as out of place and in any way a hindrance to the trade. Under these laws, 
passed since the days of Cromwell all trade to and from British Colonies and Depen· 
dencies, in the East as well as the West, was to be carried in British bottom, !J.nd none 
but British nationals was allowed to run any British ship, in part or as a who).e. This 
last provision survives even to this day in the Merchant Shipping Act of Ilritain and 
-animates the spirit of British shipping enterprise as well as her national policy relating 
thereto, notwithstanding all professions of Freedom of Trade and the clainis of the 
younger members of the Commonwealth to-share in this most profitable business of 
-,;he ocean carrier. One example wonld suffice to show how profitable that business 
was. Before the World Depression of 1930-35, Britain used to derive something like 
£125 Illillion per annum her "invisible exports" on account of her shipping service 
which paid for more than half the excess iniports in those days. 

Once, however, Engla.nd had obtained the virtual mastery of shipping business, 
it was easy for English politicians and economists to regard such aids and stimnlus 
as her own Navigation Laws had provided in the past, to be unnecessary for her and 
objectionable if imitated by others. They urged their new wisdom of freedom in 
trade upon others, some of which being helpless had no alternative but to accept and 
follow the lead of Free Trade Engla.nd. In effect, however, it tended more and more 
to rivet the bonds of British Shipping upon the other trading countries of the world 
into the British hands. The bounties and subsidies she had given openly or 
secretly to her ship-builders and ship-owners. The rigidly close monopoly of 
her own coastal trade and the effective monopoly of the carrying trade to and 
from her colonies and more helpless Asian or American countries had done their work, 
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But if new-comers in the field tried the same policy, Britain la?e~ed the~u "'!unfair 
discrimination or uneconomic hindrance to trade. Her impermlist dominatiOn was 
so "idespread: her political influence so vast, her naval mig~t so for:':idable, 
that the more backward countries had to profess argeement With the fas.uonable 
British philosophy, and conform to th~ Free Trad_e ~egbue, even where it meant a 
heavy, invisible, but not less real, tr1bute to Bntam. 

According to a report made by a Board ~f ~rade. C!<'mmittee iJ;t 191~, befo~e 
World War I half of the world's trade was earned m Bnt1sh ocean-gomg sh1ps. This 
included nine'-tenths of the trade between member countries of the British Common
wealth as well as the Colonies and Dependencies of Britain, to and fro; over t~ee-fifths 
of the trade between the Empire and foreign countries ; and nearly one-third of the 
trade between foreign ports to and fro. This un_equal :'nd inequita~le distr~bu~ion ?f 
the carrying trade in the world was incompatible W?-th the growmg realisatiOn m 
other maritbue countries of their own dues in this field. They perceived not only 
the bumense tribute paid by them every year to the foreign ship-owners for a service 
which they could not well do to themselves ; but they understood also the grave 
danger to their national eecurity and continued independence, which the lack of an 
adequate, efficient and economic mercantile marine of their own involved. _The role 
of the merchant navy in tbues of war was fast beginning to be fully recogrused even 
under the changed conditions of increasing specialisation in construction and equip
ment, in function and operation, between merchant ships and fighting fleets. Every 
country, therefore, which had a sea-board of its own and overseas trade, or desired to 
maintain its own independence, became more and more anxious, between 1914 and 
1939 to build up its own merchant navy, not only to serve its own trade and industry 
but also to provide an effective me&ns of national defence, and guarantee of national 
independen.,.,, 

This new consciousness of their duties and responsibility led many countries, 
which had considerable coast line of their own, and which provided a respectab1e por
tion of the world trade, to adopt various measures for building up their mm merchant 
marine. On this development of what was styled "economic nationalism", Britain 
took alanu, though ther was no justification for her or other shipmming countries to 
take exception to such policy. For the monopoly by one or two maritime peoples 
of the entire shipping business of the world cannot, and will not, promote real inter
national co-operation, which the United Nations Organization and the International 
Trade Organization, built up by the former, desire to increase. The building up, 
mcreover, of local industry to its full maxbuum potential in all backward or under
develop>d. countries, which had become aware of their own economic possibilities and 
had any overseas commerce of their own, cannot but be impeded, if not prevented 
altogether, if they were not to have the fullest freedom to adopt all appropriate tried 
and tested measures and methoda to develop their transport service for caniage of 
goods and passengers along their coasts, their rivers and lakes and overseas. 

Notwith~tanding_Britain's ~versa! domination in Shipping before 1914, built 
up b) centunes of act1ve protection and encouragement to set up a gigantic merchant 
flee~ of her own, she has never relax"'!- her vigilance in providing every form of rro
tect•?n and safeguard every shape of a1d and encouragement that her shipping interest 
reqwre. The two World Wars, which decimated European manhood, undermined 
E~o:pean eco~omy, and a~ected the entire trade of the world in this country, found 
Bn_ta~ suffenng substantially from heavy shipping losses due to submarine warfara. 
This, m turn, reacted on the volume of her trade and her position in the international 
balance of pa~ents. It only led to an intensive policy in essence and energetic 

·programme whiCh has come down to her from Cromwellian dn.ya. The Navigation 
Laws of the XVII century may have been abolished ; the Colonial System of the 
XVIII century all but destroyed over the greater part of the earth. But the spirit 
that mored Cromwell _or Colv~rt is not dead. ··Even to r!ay no non-Britisher can own a 
part or whole of a Bnt1sb sh1p ; nor claim a share of the subsidies or loans that 
Britkh shipbuilders enjoy. 
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_ . . ·~? high if! ~thnec9~tion .gi.v~ to t~e impo~:anc~.of. a ~erchant marine .anq .it' 

bas1c '?-~us,try 111 J>ea?• ,as 'yell '\'! li\ ,war, t.ha~ even tin,der the. stress· of •-the last ·war, 
the B~1t1sh <ffi.ve~~nt considered ; .. "The ~Ierchant Navy is a vital niitiorial iriier~ 
~~~r:llll1m-so~n peace time as it ig in .war" .. •OI\ anoth~1; QCC!!-'!i9n·Bt;itiffi M!t!!ste"' 

' 
"Otii ~fercharit Navy muat be iiHeast as large as before·the·War,-andso much 

lar'get·a~ 'British enterprise and· efficiency cinrinakeit, ina world,from 
whiclfwe hope ar~cial obstacle6to trade willchave been removed ..•.. " 

"This country must-:rasJ<: the Committee to observe the word "must"..:... 
contin11J> to serve the world with a large and efficient merchant marine. 
The word· "must" is ·fundamental". 

Witli·this outlook and these ideals, with such objectives and traditions, with her 
!mown tenacity and inflexible determination, Britain has been able to make up, with, 
m four years of the end of World War II, the bulk of the losses she had suffered between, 
1939 and 1945 from unrestricted submarinism of the Hitler days. 

While at the height of her prosperity, Britain used to levy an invisible tribute 
upon the world at large, for the shipping service she provided in the carriage of goods 
and passengers across the seas all over the world, of something like £100 million to 
£ 150 million per annum. This, though steadily declining since World War I, nevar. 
theless still forms an important credit item in her international balance of acccu01ts 
even today. It was this vital necessity which compelled Brit.ish shipowners to decline 
even to consider, in the Shipowners' Conference the two Governments had helped to 
caii together in 1946, India's target of having her O\\n mercantile marine, in five or 
seven years, of some 2 million tons; and the ways and means of her acquiring the same. 
One oftheimmediate causes of Britain's weakening economy during the Great Depree. 
sion of the early thirties ofthis century -was the sharp shrinkage in her freight receipts 
from overseas carrying trade, mainly bacause of other countries having in the mean. 
while built up their own fleets. That factor has persisted ever since, and grown in 
recent years. 

Brit~tin, however, still maintains her resolve to regain as good a slice of th's 
business as she can man~tge, as the following summary of measures adopted by her 
in the present century indicate. 

It has often been claimed on behalf of the British interests that they do not ask 
for State help for developing their national shipping. In actual fact, however, tho 
Navigation Laws and the imposition of discriminatory tariff on shipping, o"ned else 
where than in Britain, provided British shipping with the moat effective and prolonged 
protection that any induatry can desire in the early period of its growth. 

Even after that shipping h~td grown to gigantic scale, best riding like a Colossus 
the entire world shipping, Britain never relaxed the basic principle of her mercantile 
marine ownership law; nor relaxed the almost complete reservation of her own coast. 
wise carrying trade in the slightest degree. 

Her prowerful shipping interests, at the height of their power, evolved and ap. 
plied w~tys and means for maintaining effectively their all but monopolistic hold on 
the carrying trade of the colonial, dependent and backward countries. The unrestric· 
ted and exclusive patronage extended to them by the Government of India, for 
example at the behest of Whitehall, in the carriage of all Indian trade, stores, troops 
and mails for over a century enabled British shipping to expand its activities to build 
up a vast net-work of cust.om and connection,.and pile up immense :financia1 r~~ources 
which would be and were used ruthlessly to destroy any threat of competition. For 
instanc~. British shipowners demanded in 1918, the rC'ser\ntion of the entire Inter. 
Imperial trade to British ships only; they even claimed, during recent years, that the 
baraaining power of India in regard to any trade agreE'ment she may conclude with a 
foreign country should be utilised not for the promotion of Indian shipping 
but for consolidating the position of British shipping which had been undermined by 
the War. 
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:trmher aubstantiallinalioial"""ist&nee W88 given I!)' the State to Bt'itloh ~liip 
ping during the period be\ ween the two World Wars of this century, 88 8110'1\11 below. 

Under the Trade Facilities Allt up to the end ofl929, a sum of about £29 millions 
had been granted for shipbuilding in Britain, wh~ther fo~ Brit~ ?r for foreign'~" 
Someofthi!gu81"11ol1teellwereonacoountofNoFW~>gU~n,Italin,Bre.zi!is,nand1;1.umalll&n 
ahips 'being ooDStructed in G~ Britain, whioh were potential competitors in the 
world trade. In addition, &·further £U mlllio~ were guaranteed under Northern 
Ireland Legia}l\tion. 4 merger bt>twe!>n the C!Ina~ aud the Whit<: Star Companies 
Wl\lf providec;l for in M agrcemeQt of 1933 between tb;e two Compames and the Trea
BUry. With a view to erururing the \lOmpletioil of the "Queen Mary" b:f the new com
bine, the Treasury undertook to'make advances not exceeding £3 millions secured 
by'issues of debenture stoek. It also undertook to promote legislation that would 
inter alia, enable the Goveriiment to advance to the Merger Company the cost (no~. 
e~g £ 6 millions) of a new ship or ships, and to secure to the company in res. 
peot of all ships concerned advantages identical with those under the Cunard ln
BUrance Agreement of 1930. 

The Agreement of 1933 was implemented by an Act of 1934, which empowered 
the Treasury to advance to the Cunard. White Star Merger sums up to £9 · 5 millions 
for purposes of constructing one or more large capital ships for the North Atlantic 
shipping trade, and of providing working capital for the merger company. 

These ships were to serve as auxiliary cruisers in times of war and in World Wal" 
II they effectually did so. The aid to the Royal Navy was both substantial and in. 
valuable. 

In order to help British Tramp Shipping, the British Government decided that 
a subsidy, not exceeding £2 millions, should be granted urider the British Shipping 
(Assistance) Act ofl935 for that year, but was extended up to 1936 and· again to 1987 
when it lapsed; 

In 1939, a Bill, restoring the sul:>sidy for five years from 1st January 1940, at a 
rate not exceeding £2.75 nu1lions 'per annum, was introduced. It was, however, 
not proceeded with owing to the outbreak of war. Indirect Government assis~ 
tance tO shipping was provided for in the British Shipping (Assistance) Bill of 1939 
e.g. facilities for the building of general trading vessels·by means ofloans not exc: 
eeding £10 millions, and by grants not exceeding £500,000 a year for five years. 
]'inancial help exceeding £320,000 was actually given for the building of ships in 
1~39-40 ; an~ it -:as only ~he outbreak of tbe war that stopped the free flow of thls 
d!rect cash a1d. Lmer Semces were to be helped to meet subsidised foreign competi
tiOn by grants, loans, guarantees, etc., upto a maximum of £10 millions, 

Besides thls financial assistance, the President of the Board of Trade announced 
that . 

"The Government ~~I cont.inu.e to. take all P?ssible steps to promote the in
. terests of Bnt!Sh Shippmg m connectiOn with trade negotiations and 
other discussions with foreign Governments". 

In a Memorandum issued on the 6th Augnst 1940 in London it was announced 
by the British Government that · ' 

"The progres~ oflegislation was interrupted by the outbreak of the war. The 
necess1ty, however; of maintaining the British Mercantile Marine in 
adequ~te strength , and in a position of full competitive efficiency 18 
recogmsed, no less. strong~y by the Government today. They will, 
therefore , keep th1s 9.uestwn constantly in mind as one which will be 
necessary to ask Parliament to deal with in due course ". 

The measures outlined above are summarised below in concrete tenns :~ 
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GREAT BRITAINj 

Great :J3ritain granted up .to ;July 1940, undN;be Bri• 
tish Shipping .Aaaista.nce'Bill (1939) ~idie&for lluUd• 
ing ships to the extent of. • , , • £320,000 

SBOTIOll "B"-BoUN!l'Y JrOB 0P:&JU.!l'ION o& NAYIQ.;.TIDN 011 8mPs : 

(a) Apart from mail subventions which helpejl. the shipowners 
in reducing their capital cost, Great Britain paid by way 
of shippi;ng subsidy i.e., out and out financial 
assistanCe in 1940/41 • • 

(b) Subsidy to Cunard Steamship Co. (1924-28) , 0 ! 

(c) SubsidieJ! grantl>d to .Tramp Shipping under British Ship-
ping Assistance Act, 1935 and British Ship,ping Con
tinuance of Subsidy A~t, 19q6 • , o o 

(d) Financial assistance as subsidy was provided for Tramp 
Shipping under the British Shipping Assistance Bill 
(1939) to the tune of 

(e) Assistance for Liner Shipping t.o protect t)l.e shipping 
against subsidised foreign shipping was also prqvided 
under the Britis)l. Assistance Bill, 1939,, for 

UJ Pending restoration of more normal competitive conditions 
Government assistance is being gi>ren to certain of the 
Coasting Lines since March 1946, in the national in
terest, to maintain in operation essential coastal ser-
vice~, tq \h.~ !lxtent of • • 

(Lloyd's List. datl>d 29-6,!.94!1) 
(g) Assistance given to Davi~ Mao Brayne Ltd., between June 

1947 to· end of l948 !'for maintaining ste;tmship ser
vices between the Western Highlands and. !~lands" 
to the extent of . 

(Lloyd! a .Lis!; da.ted ·29-6-1Qi8) 

SEC!l'ION "C"-LoANS !1'0 SHIPOWNERS AND SHIPBUILDERS 

I. Loans to /Shipowners : 

(a) 1903: 

The Admiralty made annual sy.bventiq!"' ~ ~he 
Cunard Company to off-set the high cost of operation of 
the two ships "LUSITANIA" and "MAURETANIA" 
amounting to 

(b) 1921/~6 ; 
Guarap.teed l;>y Br,itish Treasury lpl<j.ey the Trade ;F~
cjlities Acts, 1921-26 (these loal'ls we~~ granted both to 
Ship)>uiJders .as well as Shipowners) 

£320,000 
£333,698 

£4,002,183 

£13,750,000 

£10,000,000 

£41,500 
per month 

£14,500 
pe.r ;month. 

£150,000 

£23,432,480 
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(c) 1922/28 : 

Loans guranteed .by the Govt. of N ortjJ. ¥-!'laP.d,,under 
the Loan Guarantees Act 1922/28 (Loans guaranteed 
both to shipbuilders as well as shipowners), 
"The guarantee simply put the qredit of. the S_tate be
hind, these scheJlles wl;tich the Advisory CJ9mlfilttee I'P' 
proved". • 

"A great proportion of the Guarantees given by _the 
Goveinment for shipbuildilig was in respect of the 
''replacement of hiJh class liner t )nnag:e" 

(d) 1934 

The Treasury WI'S authorised to advance from time to 
time on such terms as they think fit to the Cun~rd 
Steamship co·., Ltd., such sums not exceeding 
£9 500,000 (Help under the North Atlantic Shipping Act 
l9a4). The sums actually advanced under this loan 
arrangement amounted to 

(e) 1939 

The Board of Trade was further authorised to pur
chase ships registered in U.K. and create a Merchant 
Ship Reserve and spend with the consent of the Trea
sury upto 

[[. Loafi.B to shipbuilders : 

(a) 1903 

Two major loan arrangements were made by Great 
Britain before the first World War. They were given 
for the construction of "LUSITANIA" and "MADRE
TANIA". These steamers would be faster than any 
of the ahips plying at that time. The amount of the 
loan was repayable in 20 years 

(b) 1936: 

Loanssanctionedashelp under Scrap and Building 
Scheme under Part IT-British Shipping Assistance 
Act (1935) • • • 

(c) 1939: 

The Board ofTrade was authorised to grant Shipbuild
ing Loan upto • • • • • . 

£11,433,900 

£7,950,000 

£2,000,000 

£2,600,000 

£1,000,000 

£10,000,000 

SECTION "D" -8PEOIAL FAon.ITIES AND OTHER FORMS OF ASSISTANCE. 

(a) Banning of certain ships from entering British waters : 

(1) As a result of the Report of the select Committee of the House of Com
mons with Sir Robert Peel as Chairman, on "Issues relating to the 
East India Ship-building", Parliament laid down in .Act 55, George 
ill, Chapter CXVI, Section 6, that Indian sailors even though they 
were the subject of his Majesty of England shall not be deemed to be 
"British Mariners" and any ship even though British, which had not 
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on board three-fourths of its crew of British mariners, or seven British 
mariners .per 100 registered tons, wonld be liable to forfeiture, and 
that no ship was to enter ·the Port of London whose master was not a 
British mariner. 
This is how British shipbuilding ind,ustry .wa~ protected. and .Indian 
ships were banned • by Paa;li11ment from- enteril{g llritish "1\:aters. 

[2) .Act; 34, George If, eJhapter 68, of Great Britain repeated the :warning 
contained in ·12·Carolina'tha£ only British built "hips should import 
goods from South ·ilnd East- of the Cape of Good Hope. 

(b) Di8Crlminatory Duty Laws: 

Great Britain, through its political influence in India, compelled Fort 
William in Bengal in 1811, Fort St. George in Madras, in 1812 and 
Fort St. David in Bombay in 1813 to promulgate separate rates of 
import duties on goods carried by British and non-British bottoms. 
The rate of import duty to be charged on goods carried by non-British 
bottoms was fixed at 15 per cent whereas in the case of British bot
toms it was fixed @7t per cent. 

This is how the British Shipbuilding Industrywasencouragedat the 
cost of Indian Shipbuilding Industry. These discriminating rates 
continued right up to 1875. 

(c) Help under the Cunard lnsu1ance Agreement Act (1930) 

Out of the amonnt of £4,800,000 for which the "Queen Mary" was 
insured, the risk accepted by the Board of Trade was 

for the year ending May 12, 1938 £1,630,000 
for the year ending May 12, 1939 £1,584,000 
for the year ending May 12, 1940 £1,899,150 

without the help of the Board of Trade, the vessel conld not have been 
insured. .Although, the Cunard insurance Fund totalled nearly 
£100,000 in 1939 and although that constituted very little seeurity in 
itself for a possible totallossofnealy£2,000,000 it is to be remembered 
that the "whole resources of the Nation are behind the Fnnd itself". 

These measures had become necessary, because rivals had grown in recent years out 
of .Allies in the last War. .A great mercantile marine of her own, greater than those 
of all others combined, has been built up by the United States, now being nearly 
three times the total strength of the British Merchant Navy. But even so, the United 
States has been unable to prevent the growth of other mercantile marines, in keen 
competition with her own. Not only the United Kingdom but all the members of 
the British Commonwealth have developed considerable ambitions in this direction. 
Canada and .Australia are sparing no pains to build up their own overseas shipping and 
shipbuilding industry ; and India must not fall out of the race. The following sum-. 
mary of the policy and measures adopted by some of them is sufficient to show this 
tendency in modern world economy. 

This model and precedent of Britain did not remain uncopied by others. Other 
conntries of the world, like France, Germany, Itlay or Japan, had also entered the 
field from the beginning of this century. France 'vas, of course, nn old maritime. 
nation since the days of Sully and Colbert. But others had m•maged to acquire a 
growing proportion of the .world's carrying trade. Germany and Japan are now 
practically out of the ring after their defeat in the World War II. But instead other 
countries, taking advantage of the changed position: are developing their own 
merchant fleet, with their own enterprise even as Britain or America have done. 
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The history of France's efforts j;o bl!ild up a powerful mercantile marine of her 
o..m is almost as old as that of Britain. Sully; th& great Minister·ofcHenry IV waa 
\he fitstactlve helper·ofFrenoh shipping, which in tlwsed~s.oould ~e indifferently 
fdl OO!Dmere& ae 'ln>ll88 for. war, fur. piracy aa Wl'll '!II ~ polilling tl!.e '!liM:<:: ~!bert; 
follow&d In hio footliteps and In those• of Cromw11U an<l Dll!li!l the Ji'wpch manne no 
lese formidable.th&.DI the Dutch"" the British. Witl!.out going deep Into history, 
however, we may summarise the effect of recent measures adopted by that country to 
maintain and develop her own mercantile ma.cine ·in teeenlo ~~~~ •. 

(a) France paid from 1881 to 1920 • .Franes 245,111,856 
=$46,854,541 

The construction bounties varied from 60 fraucs to 
172 ·50 francs per gross ton 

(b) France paid between 1907 and 193() navigation QOUJ!· 
ties Francs 584,575,494 

= $108,436,700 
"The purpose of both construction and navigation boun-
ties was to place French ship-builders and ship-owners 
on a parity with those of other nations ". 

"They (the construction bounties) were paid directly to 
the builders in connection with the construction of vessels 
for ~I;ly ac~ow;tt_, .fQr~igii or: 49~es¢c"... ' . . ' . 
"The extra price paid by the purchaser of 'French-built 
vessels Wall to be. abso~bed by.~be !J.l'vil!ltti!Jn \)o~tiey. 
The French ship-owner was to PILY ~p0re ~l!!'n :wp~l,\i-m"'! 
ket prices for French-builtvessels and the Government ' 
was to compensate him for tlie differential, based upon 
the operation of the vessel". 

LOA.1'fS TO SHll!llUILDERS• 

.(a) "Facilities to enable French Shipowners to build' new vessels 
· were made available under a law of 1928 by which the 

Credit Fonc.ier was un~rstood to advance annually for 
five years" . , • • · • • . . • FrS.2oO.OOO.OOO 
"The Government guaranteed the 1o~n s,;pd reimQ!lrsed 
the Credit Fonoier fpr tha loss of interest, but the Gov: 
ernment's o'Qligatiol)S on account of interest charge~ 
were limited to Francs six million eac)l ye!fr,. Re-
payment ws,;e to be m!'<le with in 20 year!' ". 
"Yoder Legislation passed in 1929 and 1931, the ma. 
Xllllumamounta.vailableforloanswasincreasedto250 
million francs annually, and the minimum rate of 
Interest was reduced to 3 .per cent in the .case of mail 
vessels 8!J.d ~ pe~ cent in t~e C!'Se Qf gj,~r vessels". 

(b) "In 1933 the ~w ofl928 was extended for full!' Y~.ar~ with 
the pro~o t4atthe totalqfloal)S WI).~ l}ot to exceed 125 
million francs in any Oil" year. The total !l,I!Il!I&i Gov. 
et')ll!lent grl!-pt towar~ interest ')V!I'I p.ot tQ ex.ceed 
fo!lr p.illlion francs. D)lring t)le p,eriQd August ).ll28 
to December 1936, 88 loans were granted under 'tha 
sc4e,mes .descri'Qed aJ:>ove totallip.g" • ~·· 4t)4,QOP,POP 
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<-} "Tle16-.ofiG28w .. e~!ora~~tluw 

~; bu\llot.~~a wwe noi to ell~ ~ Y41W " • :rr.. uo;ooo~. 
"In Ve.y' 1938, the· &1111UIIII Gov~ttliability in 
~tof'inllet'el!l111118raisecl.!totnfourmillionto~•:t 
million francs". 

N•vl~uflo• ll<wliiW:U 

The first Freneh law for the,eneouraglliDel)t ofmercan~ marin• 
Wl!lenaotecjii:Ji.J881, Thep&yJlllllltsmadethereunder were inm:e....,d 
12 years later. Moreover by the law of, l902.applicabw to ~on! and 
steel steamers engaged in foreign trade were provided with equip· 
ment bounties at the following ra.te!l per day in commission, with a 
maximum of 300 days per year. 

''Five Centimes per net ton up to 2000 tons, four centimes for 
each additional ton up to 3000 tons, three centimes for each additional 
ton up to 4000 tons and 2 centimes for each additional ton up to 5000 
tons. This law was further modified in1906 and 1912. 

Insummingupthislaw, Mr. Jones says "the Equipment bonn· 
ties of 1906 vary with the tonnage of the vessel, days in commission, 
c~aracter of propelling power whether sail or steam, speed, quan. 
t1ty of cargo and average daily run. They are paid for the entire 
tinle the ship is in commission and are not limited to 300 days per 
year as was the case under the law of 1902". 

GERMANY 

Between the foundation ofthe new Deutscher Reisch in 1871 and the outbreak of 
World War I in 1914:, Germany made giant strides in every. dicection of economic 
development by an intensive policyrofscientifio protection'and·a.ssista.nce to all in
dustries and services. Shipping· and shipbuilding industries·were among the fore. 
most of these developments. The NDI"il Deutuher aind the Hamburg America Linie 
challenged Britain's domination in the high seas trade ,of the world, in the Ea.stem 
a.s•welr as the Western Hemispheres. Their ships built in the ancient shipyards of 
Bremen, Hamburg, Ouxh,.ven Ststtin could 111atch in size 11-nd speed, in economy 
and efficiency, in comfort and luxury, any built in Britain, whether for cargo or pas· 
senger service. 

In the War ofl914-18 Germany lost, and paid the penalty of defeat by 11- practical 
destruction of her navy and the surrender of her mercantile marine. Three years 
after that war, the German Govel'll111ent made an agreement with shipowners in 
1921-22 to replace, by the aid of State subsidy, one-third of the tonnage of the Mer
cantile Marine suiTendeFed under tl)e Treaty of VeFSailles. The original provision 
of 12 milliard marks wa.s inoreased by milliard marks in 1922, owing to the deprecia
tion of the Mark. In 1925 the Government authorised a loan fund of 45 million· 
Reisch marks for new conetruction, which wa.s exhausted by October 1928. 

Subsequent direct financial a.ssietance upto 1932 ~oi)sjsted o£ a loan. of 1~ l!lillion 
marks in ~!!26 ; an\! export credit sche!Ue in 1930 for the buildil)g of ships for foreign 
a.cCOllll~ ; q, GovelUlllent guarantee in 1932 of a loan of 20 million marke to German 
shipowners; a further guaranteed loan ip1932 of77 million mar]<s, and a grant in 1932' 
of 12 million marks in loans to eubsi(lise the scrapping of sp!Ue obsole~ vessels. In 
1933 loans of upto 45 million marks were authorised for assistance to shipping, and 
these were followed in the same year by a further grant of 20 million marks. 

Since 1933 operating subsidies were paid by the Germa11 Govellllllent on the 
ba.sis of 3 pfennings per gross ton per day, plus 2.0 per cent of the w~~-ges and salarie 
of the crew, subject tp a maximum of 7 ·I) marke l'er gro~ t9n in six monthe. Thi" 
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was roughly equivalentto20 or 215 per cent ofthe total operating cost in·the c~ <?fa 
vessel 'of 6 thousand tons. In 1934 it wae stated 'Officially ·that' German sh1ppmg 
subsidies were nece,ssary,•and woul<l,be.contil)u~<,l..so,]ong.·"'' Qel'Illan;_ shipping re
mained at a disadvlldltage. with its competi.tQrs.ollr the. freight market.IU regard to 
foreign exchange rates. 

Apart from the direct subsidies mentioned above German Government assistonce 
included a number of indirect ways of helping Germ'IIJi shipping,. e.g. placing of orders 
through a financial holding company for 18,000 ton passenger liners for the Far East 
service ; measures to enable German shipbuilding yards to quote competitive prices, 
Government making U}> the difference between British quotations· and the lowest 
economic price that the German yards could quote. 

These measures are summarised below in concrete terms :,-

LOANS TO SHIPOWNERS AND SHIPBUILDERS 

Loans to Shipbuilders 

{a) In the early part of 1925; a Loan Fund of Marks 50,000,000 
= $11,900,000 

to be made available for new construction under certain 
conditions was raised. The Basis and the operation 
of the Joan were somewhat after the manner of the 
British Trade Facilities Act, the main purpose being 
to decrease unemployment in the German ship-build
ing industry. Under this plan, loans were granted up
to 50% of the construction price agreed upon with the 
shipyard, the remainder being supplied by the buil
der or the shipowner as the case might be. 

(b) "As the Government credit of 50 million marks placed at 
the disposal of shipping firms early in1925 was ex
.hansted in October 1926, the Government produced a 
further scheme of financial assistance under which an 
.annual amount of Marks 3,000,000 

=$710,COO 
was to be provided during the period of six years". 

Special Facilities and other forms of Assistance 

(a) Rehabilitation Fund: 
A Bill introduced in the Reichstag on July, 11, 1917 
and enacted on November7,1917, provided funds to 
enable German shipowners to repla'i" vessels that had 
been destroyed by the enemy action and to reimburse 
them for expenses incurred by vessels that were in 
foreign ports. 

(b) Reoonstruction Fund : 
"In 1921 German shipowners requested the sum of 
from Government wi.th which to replace the fleets that 
had been turned over to the Allies or had been lost. 
37,000,000,000 Marks were appropriated for this 
purpose''. 
"In 1921 and 1922 German yards launched 437 ships of 
1,084,000 d.w. tons so that in two years and upwards 
one-half of the 10-years programme had been met, 
although all this construction came under the nlan". 

Marks 
37 ,000,000,00~ 
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JAPAN 

From 1868, anew age began in Japan. Government paid close attention to ship
ping problems. Japan's experience in her early military campaigns brought home 
to her the importance of maritime transport in war time. From 1897 to 1906 Gov
ernment subsidies to shipbuilding averaged about 250 thousand yen per annum. 
From 1906 to 1916 this rose to 1·3 million yen. 

Between 1914-15 and 1930-31 the total operating subsidies budgeted for fluctua. 
ted between 8 · 2 million yen and 13 · 9 million yen. 

Credit facilities for shipowners and shipbuilding were usually accorded through 
special banks. The authorised maximum of advance by the Industrial Bank for 
shipbuilding, which was 5 million yen in 1930, was gradually increased until it reached 
30 million yen in 1936-37 and one hundred million yen in 1937-38. The Ministry 
of Finance undertook to pay upto 70 per cent or any capital loss in case the loans 
were not repaid. The following concrete summary of these measures would provide. 
interesting and instructive illustration of what a State can do to ~elp achieve rapid 
and intensive development in any branch of its national economy. 

Bounty for Construction of Ships 

(a) "The Law of 1896 granted Japanese shipyards a bounty 
of 12 Yen ($5·98) per ton on vessels between 700 and 
1000 gross tons and 20 Yen ( S 9 · 96) per ton on vessels 
oflOOOgrosstonsand upwards. In addition, a bounty 
of 5 Yen (52· 49) per horse power was granted on 
all engines constructed in Japan. ·The law stipulated 
that Japanese materials only should be used unless 
authority to use foreign materials was granted by th'e 
}finister of Communications" 
"In the revision of 1909 construction bounties were 
restricted to steel vessels of at least 1000 gross tons, 
built in Japanese ship-yards, and were based upon type 
of vessels. It varied from 14 Yen to 22 Yen per gross 
ton.· The construction bounties granted from 1897 
to 1907 came to 

"The construction bounties averaged 565,000 dollars 
annually during the history of this form of aid to ship. 
building, the years 1912 and 1913 were excepted. It 
continued right up to 1917 ". 

(b) "Under its First Scrap and Build Scheme Japan built 31 
new vessels of about 2,00,000 tons gross. The total 

;Yen 22,657,19& 
=$11,283,28& 

Government subsidy came to •. • Yen ll,OOO,OCO. 

at 1934 rates of exchange. One-fifth of the cost of 
the vessels was paid as pure subsidy. This was fol
lowed by the Second, Third and Fourth Scrap and 
Build Schemes. The resnlt was that 48 fast vessels 
equivalent to more than four-fifths of the total number 
of Japanese vessels of over 4,000 tons gross and less 
han five years old were built with the aid of direct sub-

.idy from the Japanese Government. 
Under the Fourth Scheriw which 'came into operation 
in 1937, it was provided for the subsidised construction 
of high cla.ss passenger an~ passenger~cargo ·liners of 

=£650,00(} 
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not less than 6,000 gross tons and of 19 knots speed at 
rates of subsidy approximating in some cases to half 
the building cost. It was proposed to spend a total · 
of over . . • . . . . . Yen 50,000,000 

· !or £ 3,000,000 
at current rates of exchange of tlrls scheme during the 
18 years beginning with 1937 ·38. 

B011.nly for Operation or Navigation of -Bhips. 

"The law of October 1, 1896, granted Navigation boun
ties to steel and iron ships owned exclusively by the 
Japanese .subjects and plying between Japanese and 
foreign ports." 
Navigation bounty payments from 1896 to 1899 came 
to · . . . • • • Yen 13,133,440 
. = s 6,504,451 
"The Navigation Bounty changes provided by the new 
law of 19091in effect ecmbined the two former types 
of bounty as given under the original law, namely, a 
fixed payment for specific route services and general 
navigation bounties for operation under certain con~ 
ditions". 

While the 1896 Act paid 25 yen per ton gross per 1000 miles run 
by vessels of 1000 tons and of at least 10 knots speed, the Act of 1909 
authorised payment of special subventions to Japanese lines opera
ting in the European, Australian and American trades. The unit of 
subsidy was 50 yen per gross ton per 1000 miles run, by a vessel of at 
least 3000 tons gross with a speed of at least 12 knots per hour and 
with an age not exceeding 15 years. 

Dired aids to shipping. 

(1) Subsidies (2) Postal Subventions (3) Admiralty Subventions 
and (4) Fishing Bounties. 

Indirect aids to shipping 

(1) Reservation of Coastal traffic (2) Exemption from import 
duties on shipbuilding materials (3) loans to ship-owners (4) Preferen
tial railway rates (6) Reimbursement of .canal dues (6) Exemption 
from port dues and (7) Exemption from taxation. 

II.-Loans to Shipbuilders. 

(a) A Loan Fund of .. • 'Yen 30,000,000 
=£ 3,000,000 

at the l929f30 rate of exchange was made available 
for building of ships, but owing to world economic de-
pression that followed> little. nse was made of this faci-
lity. 

(b). "In addition to -providing direct subsidies, the Japanese 
Government had always been ready to provide credit 
facilities for shipping .and shipbuilding enterprises .. 
The <?<>vernment has made arrangements with the in· 
dustrial. Banks whereby .Loans for shipbuilding were 
made at low rates of interest, the rate in mid-1937 
being 3 · 7 per cent per annum." · 
''The Ministry of Finance, adds 1 per cent bringing th~ 
Banks receipts from interest on such J oans up to 4 · 7!13\ 
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cent. The llfinistry a.lso undertook to pay to the Bank 
upto 70 per cent of any capital cost in case lo&nB were 
not repaid. The system was instituted in 1930 and 
the Bank had been authorised to make loans of this 
kind on certain conditions, upto a maximun of 100 
million yen within four years from 1937-38. The 
loans may be made only in respect of the building of 
steel ships of 4,000 gross tons and over and of a speed 
of 13! knots or over, but in exceptional caaes may be 
made also in respect the building of cargo ships of 2,000 
tonsofoverandaspeedofll knots or over • Yen 100,000,000 

ITALY 

Italy with her dependence on imports fot raw materials, her long coast line, 
and her situation as a transit country, could consider herself entitled to a flourishing 
mercantile marine. Against a lack of coal· and of the ores from which steel could be 
made, she could set off an abundance of cheap .JaboUI1. · B<;fore World War I, Italy 
had a system' of subsidised contract services, and also navigation and construction 
bounties. ; In 1926, a new decree fixed subsidies for shipping services for periods vary
ing from 20 to 25 years according to the importance qf the . service, the grand total 
for the period 1925-26 to 1945-46 being fixed at 3,205 ·million lire, equivalent at the 
then rate of exchange to some £25 millions. 'The amounts were increased by a further 
Act of 1928. From 1929 a series of contracts was entered into between the Italian 
Government and the Shipping Companies for the operation of specified subsidised 
services to South America, Africa, the Far East, ·Australia, etc. The Italian budget 
for shipping subsidies for 1934-35 totalled 264 million lire. 

In addition to direct subsidi ; credit facilities were made available through 
an Italian Maritime Credit Inst1oution, established in 1928. Under this scheme 
the total of the loan operations for the first three years was fixed at .one thousand 
million lire. In 1933 a special series of bonds amounting to.200 million lire in the form 
of mortgages was guaranteed by the State. By a decree of 1938 in connection with 
the 5-years shipbuilding plan of 1937, State assistance was provided to shipbuilders 
in the form of duty-free importation of shipbuilding materials and exemption from 
taxes, in respect of shipbuilding contracts and to shipowners in the form of amortiza
tion grants; exemption from Income-tax on the earnings of ships covered by the plan 
etc. 

These are all summarised below : 

Boumy far Construction of Ships 

(a) Italy paid from 1886to 1914 . . . . .Lire 68,590,335 
These bounties include bounties on boilers, engines and 
auxiliary equipment as well as on hulls. Construction 
bounties are based upon the gross. tonnage of the ship, 
the power of the propelling unit (measured by fuel con-
sumption) and the weight of the engines, boilers and 
auxiliaries. 

(b) Again, Italy's construction bounty authorizations under 
law of 1926 between 1926-27 and 1937-38 came to . lire 684,000,000 

= 3 35,525,000 
(c) The above authorisations were exclusive of a naval bounty . 

of . . . . . . . • . lire 5,000,000 
"The actual direct bounty provisions of this law may be 
summarised, for all practical purposes, as 32 lire ( $1· 68 
at stabilized exchange) per gross ton for steel hulls, 16 
to 36lire ( $ 5· 79) per metric ton on auxiliary boilers 
and 120 lire ( $ 6 · 31) per metric ton for auxiliary ma-
chinery 
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(d) Italy gave from 1926 to 1938 boun~ies for shipbuilding, 
the annual appropriations for winch have been of the . 50,000,000 
rd of 

. hre 
o er 

(e) The Italian Governmeo:tt have sunctioned early this_ year· 
subsidies totalling about £15,000,000 for the con~truc
tion of 260,000 tOns of new shipping. Credits will be 
advanced by the Government upto 40% of the cost of 
building new ships including tankers. ~he profits 
earned from the operation of these vessels will b~ exem
pt from income-tax. The ships will not be requ.u:ed to 
carry compulsory cargoes and will not be reqms1t10ned 
during the next five years. Coastal ope:ators ~re 
also included in the scheme and th~y will rece~ve 
priority according to the number of ships lost durmg 
the war 

('Journal of Commerce' d/31-1-1949). 
{j) Italy paid from 1926 to 1938 as subsidies under this head. 

amounts to the limit of. • • • . .lire 684,000,000 
=£ .6,250,000 

Bounty for operation or navigation of ships : 
Italy paid between 1886 and 1914 as Navigation bonn- . 
ties . • . . . . . . lire 806,099,2111 

Loans to Sldpbuilders 
1928-.36. 

Facilities to shipowners for shipbuilding were provided 
by .2 Orrran.isations. (The Institute of Naval Creilit 
and the Consortium of Banks) by the grant of loans 
to the extent of 

BRITISH DmiL.~ONS-CAl.'i!ADA 

£13,000,000 

These steps were nrJt coniined to foreign competitors only. Britain's own Dom
inions were not backward in imitating her own example and the precedents set by 
other countries. In Canada, for instance, Government discovered that Canadian 
ocean-going vessels were found to be under heavy handicaps in meeting the competi
tion of more modern and efficient ships flying foreign flag>. To overcome this, they 
proposed early this year to grant a subsidy with a view to aid Canadian Shipowners. 
The proposals were that the depreciation of the capital cost of either a new ship or of 
modernising an old vessel will be allowed over a period of not less than 5 years. A tax
free fund out of general profits is also to be allowed for the replacement of vessels, 
as well as one to cover deferred maintenance arising out of the surveys every four 
years. The Canadian shipowners will also be allowed to aCCU!Dnlate depreciation 
in unprofitable years and charge it up in more profitable years. 

(from "Journal of Commerce" dt. 10-2-1949) 
Other Dominions like Australia have also developed their own mercantile marine, 

since 1939, by active State assistance till1945. 
The newcomers are the more readily forced to do so, as the countries which now 

own the bulk of the world's shipping, and have established amidst them their own 
industry, to build new ships required for the ocean trade, are unwilling to offer to 
other countries anything like a fair proportion of these ships on any reasonable terms. 
Britain her~lr, for e:.:ample, has.recenti:r refused to transfer the surplus British shi_ps 
from the Bntlsh RegiSter to Indian RegiSter. Nor would she help India to acqmre 
them from the United States even though the Government of India were willing to 
facilitate the purchase of such ships by the Indian concern. The Conference 
between Indian and British shipom1ers in July !047 was wrecked on the same rocks. 
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PART IV 

PosT-WAR SHIPPING NEEDS OF TNmA 

We have adduced examples just to show that the claim• here made on Le"haH 
of India are backed by abundant and respectable authority. With such example 
before her, with a long coastline of l1er own, and a considerable overseas trade 
India cannot but feel the need of an adequate, efficient and economical mercantile 
marine of her own. Says the Policy Committe~ No. 4-C on Skipping, appointed 
by th~ now defunct Department of Planning and Development of the GoYCrnment 
of India :-

"For a ,Jan try of its size, the length of its coastline and its strategic position 
athwart one of the world's main sea routes, India possesses n.. distres
singly small number of deep sea ships which at the outbreak of war 
stood at no more than 30 with a total of less than 150,000 tons gross. 
India's ·weakness in this respect has long been recognised and the
Government of India are ,Pledged to a policy of assisting in the deve
lopment of an Indian Mercantile llfadne. So far, however, the action 
taken to implement this undertaking has been limited to the estab
lishment of the "Du:fferin " for the training of executive officers, 
the provision of special facilities for the training of marine engineers 
and to using Government's good offices to promote a settlement 
between the Indian and British companies operating on the coast 
with regard to the division of the available trade between them. 

The vulnerability of India's pos!tion has been revealed by the stress of 
wartinie conditions, but by no circumstances more glaringly than 
by her inability to find adequate shipping from her own resources 
to provide for the transport of the food supplies required by her. 
The rectification of this state of affairs should be one of the inimediate 
post-war objectives, not only for commercial reasons but also because 
the development of the Royal Indian Navy necessarily implies the 
concurrent development of the merchant navy. 

The acquisition of an adequate share in the world's carrying trade shonld 
be the aim of our post-war shipping policy and to this end steps 
should be taken to secure for Indian shipping-

(i) an increased share of the coastal trade including trade with Ceylon 
and Burma (The present share is estimated at between 20-30 
per cent.) ; 

(ii) a substantial share in the near trades, e.g., Persian Gulf, East Africa, 
Malaya and Dutch East Indies ; and 

(iii) a fair share in .the Eastern trades, especially those trades of' which 
Japanese shipping will have been dispossessed ; 

(iv) a fair share also in the trade between India, on the one hand, and the 
U. K. , the Continent of Europe and North Ame.rica on the other; 
and 

(v) in order to give maximum relief to the railways, a number of steps 
have been taken to ensure the fullest utilization of country craft 
and to prevent wasteful competition between country craft and 
steamers. As India may have to look to all iorms of transport to 
sustain her economy in :the post-war era the continued development 
of country craft will have to be considered. Co-ordination of steam
er and country craft services is an essential part of this developmen~ 
subject to due regard bein,g paid to the different needs served by 
steamers and country craft " 



REco,.-sl'RUCTro" PoLICY Sus-ComnTTEE ON SHIPPING 

In pursuance of the above Policy, a Sub-Committee was constituted in No\·em• 
'her 1945 under the Chairmanship of Sir C. P. Ramaswami Aiyar, with the following 
terms of reference : 

"To comider the Dop~rtmental Statement of Post-\var Shipping Policy, 
.and in the light of that statemrnt and all relevant considerations, 
"to recommend-

-(1) what would be a suitable tonnage target for Indian shipping, to be 
attained within a period of five to ten years ; 

(2) what percentage shares of the maritime trade of India and other trades 
in which India is interested, both coastal and overseas, cargo and 
passenger, should be secured for Indian shipping ; and 

{3) what measures should be taken-
_(a) to regulate the shipping industry with a view (i) to preventing the 

formation or establishment of combines or monopolies or excessively 
large units (ii) to ensuring that the number of shipping companies 
is no larger than economically adequate, 

,_ (b) to ensure a fair and equitable distribution, among existing companies 
and those yet to be established, of trades which may hereafter 

_ be secured for Indian shipping. 

'rhe Sub:Committee will be competent to make such other recommendations, 
as seem germane to the subject ". 

'The Sub-Committee in their Report , submitted in March 1947, and approved 
!by :the Policy Committee, made the following recommendations :-

:(1) «The concensus of opinion is that t<J carry the Cargo amounting to more 
than ten million tons a year and about three million passengers, India 
needs two million gross tons of shipping. This figure does not ine"lude 
country craft ". 

(2) "We recommend that hundred per cent of the purely coastal trade 
of India, seventy-five per cent of India's trade with Burma and Ceylon 
and with the geographically adjacent countries, fifty per cent of 
lndi:<'s ?Jstan~ trades :'-nd thirt:f per cent of the trades formerly 
earned m Axis vessels m the Onent should be secured for Indian 
Shipping in the next five to seven years.". 

· (3} (a} "As the Indian shipping industry is still very young, we feel that 
emphasis should now be placed on how Indian Companies could ex
pand their fleets, and we have, therefore, stated that it is not possible 
cat this stage to define what an " economically adequate unit "would 
be so far as this industry is concerned. It would not be desirable 
to fix a tonnage limit for Indian Shipping Companies, nor would 
we recommend the imposition of any restriction on them with reference 
·to their capital structure. But, as we are anxious to prevent mono
polistic exploitation, we have recommended that the Indian Shipping 
Board should be empowered to control deferred rebates rate-cutting 
and all other evils arising from monopolies. ' 

-(b) Equi_table division of tr~es b~twce:>. Indian Shipping Companies is 
essentmlly a m~tter of detail to_ be settled by the Companies themselves. 
lf the Comparue~, h:owever, fail to come to an agreement, Government 
should evolve smtable measures for the fair and equitable distribution 
of the different t-rades ". 
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In regard to State aid the Sub-Committee recommended " that the Govern
ment of India should give financial a.id to that section of the industry which partakes 
in India's Overseas trade. As the licensing system recommended by us would na
turally limit the tonnage operating on the coast, this portion of Indian Shipping 
need not necessarily be financed by the State Aid ". 

The Sub-Committee further recommended " in order to implement our recom
mendations it is vital that the Government of India should take immediate steps 
to set up a Shipping Board. The Shipping Board should be the spear-point of policy 
locally and internationally, and should have powers to licence Coastal vessels and 
.to submit to Government proposals for the removal of all evils of monopolistio 
exploitation , 

The Government of India; by their Resolution No. 172-M-1(25)/47, dated 
the 12th July 1947, fully endorsed the view of the Committee that India like other 
Important maritime countries must adopt a dynamic policy with regard to her Ship
ping, and re-affirmed the Departmental statement on Post-War Shipping Policy. 
The Government of India., after careful consideration of the Report, summariced 
their conclusions on the recommendations in the Report as under :-

" The Government of India agree that the definition of ' Indian Shipping ' 
as shipping owned, controlled and managed by Indian nationals, 
would be the ideal one and should be the ultimate objective. The 
Government of India, considering the conditions, then prevailing 
felt that the criteria to be satisfied by Companies to qualify them for 
treatment as 'Indian Shipping Companies' should be as follows :-

(a) The steamers of the companies should be registered at a port <Jr 
ports in British India ; provided that where Government are 
satisfied that any Company is prevented from complying with this 
condition by circumstances beyond its control, it may be modi· 
fied suitably ; 

(b) At least 75 per cent of the shares and debentures of the companies 
should be held by Indians in their own rights ; 

(c) All the Directors should be Indians ; 

(d) The Managing Agents, if any, should be Indians. 

The Government· of India added that any Company, which found it difficult 
to comply with any of the above conditions, might apply for Government's specific 
approval to its being treated as an Indian Shipping Company. 

With regard to the shares to be secured for Indian Shipping in the various 
trades, the Government of India declared that it was their intention to assist Indian 
Shipping as far as possible in securing the shares recommended by the Sub-Com
mittee. 

The Government of India accepted in principle the recommendation of the 
Sub-Committee that a Shipping Board should be set up and agreed generally with 
the Committee's proposal regarding its functions. 

A system of licensing and control, although of limited duration anl scnFe• 
had been introduced in the Coastal trade, and the Government of India considered 
that these arrangements could ultimately lead up to the more oomprehenqive sy£• 
tern recommended by the Sub-Committee. · 
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Failure of the London Conference 

Tho Government of India accepted the Sub-Committee's views that the deve
lopment of Indian 1\fercantile 1\farine wo'!l~ be facilitated if an un~e;stanc!i?g. on 
the subject could be reached with the BritiSh Government anc'. Bnt1sh sh1ppmg 
interests. A Conference of British and Indian shipping interests was accordingly 
held in London in July 1947. The Indian representatives tried ~o secure a sh:'re 
in the country's overseas trade_ when they were confronted . w1th the questwn 
whether they bad the ships to carry the share of the trade which they sought to 
secure. We did not possess the requisite tonnage and the British interests were 
not prepared to help ns by selling us some of their ships. In the face of the British 
attitude of" no ships no share in trade ", the negotiations could make no progress 
and the Conference dispersed without achieving any results. 

G01:e"rnment readion - Slti'pping Corporations 

The Resolution of the Govermnent of India was followed by a Conference of 
Shipping Interests held in Bombay on 3rd November 1947, at which the then Com
merce 1\finister, the Hon'ble lllr. C. H. Bhabha, in explaining the Shipping policy 
of the Go-.-ernment of India as declared in the above Resolution, observed inter 
alia that as an interim measure the Govern-men' had taken the followli1g prelimi
nary steps :-

(i} Some of the Indian Shipping Companies had been encouraged and assisted 
in procuring tonnage from the U.S.A. by the provision of foreign ex
change on a considerable scale and such other administrative action 
as lay in the Government's power to take ; 

(ii} Government had formally accepted the tonnage targets laid down by 
the Sub-Committee, and also the principle relating to the reservation 
of Coastal Trade for Shipping Companies borne on the Indian Re
gister ; 

(iii} That his predecessors in office had set on foot some negotiations with 
the U. K. Government for the sharing of coastal and overseas trade 
~m an agreed basis, which negotiations had led up to a Conference 
m the U. K. between the British and Indian Shipping Companies, 
which had failed to yield tangible results. 

_ ~e Commerce Minister referred to two fundamental defects in our shipping 
poSitiOn, namely : 

(l} Shortage of tonnage, and 

(2} Shortage of trained man-power, and told the Conference that the Govern
ment's constructive approach to the problem implied : 

(a} firstly, an immediate planned attack on the above basic weaknesses of 
onr shipping position, and 

(b) secondly, such legislative and administrative action as might be 
necessary to safeguard the interests of Indian Shipping both in 
Indian and foreign waters. 

As re!?ards the question of shortage of tonnage he referred to the volnme of trade 
to be camed, namely, ten million tons and three million passengers a year and the 
tonnage_ target of two million tons which had been accepted by Gov'ernment, 
and which latter, he observed, could be achieved in two practicable ways, namely: 

(1} either by building in India or· abroad , or 
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(2) by acquiring such tonnage as might be available from the U.S.A. or other 

countries. 

After examining the possibilities of the above courses, the Commerce l\linister 
observed that Government felt that the required additional tonnage must be secured 
from the Maritime Countries of the West which might have surplus ships to offer us. 
Government were aware that very few of the Shipping Companies in this colll'ltry 
had the resources to buy a sufficiently large number of ships t-hat might be found 
available, and it had been increasingly borne in upon Government that if at that 
stage of the development of the Shipping Companies in this country Government 
had to rely on private enterprises, the growth and development for our Mercant'le 
1\farine would he disappointingly slow. The Government of India had therefore 
come to the conclusion that their new Shipping Policy must be broadbased on the 
active co-operation of the State with enlightened private enterprise in an endeavour 
to secure for India her rightful place among the Maritime Nations of the world. 

This new policy, Government felt, necessarily involved the setting up of a new 
pattern of organisation where the State would have an effective voice in the 
shaping of policy as well as in such major administrative decisions as might be 
necessary from time to time to give effect to that policy ; and the Commerce l\Iinister 
set forth the broad outlines of that policy as nnder :-

(1) Government should immediately take the initiative in establishing two or 
three Shipping Corporations. 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

In each Corporation, in order to secure and retain effective control , Gov .. 
ernment should contribute not less than 51% of the total capital. 
The halance would be subscribed either wholly by an approved exist
ing Shipping Company or partly by such Company or partly by the 
public. 

Gon:nnment would be entitled to nominate a number of Directors on 
the Board of Directors of the Corporation proportionate to the share 
of the total capital subscribed by them. 

No private Company would be associated with more than one Corporation 
and where no one existing company was found suitable, participa
tion by a group. of companies would be permitted. 

A Company, or group of companies, so associated would· act as Agents 
of the Corporation under the control of tlie Directors of the Corpora.. 
tion c n such terms and conditions as might be stipulated in the Agenc)l 
agreeement; ordinarily 100,000 tons would be regarded as the optimum 
tonnage for operation by each Corporation. 

The Commerce Minister observed that the objectives. underlying the Govern
ment proposals were to ensure the rapid expansion of Indian-owned tonnage and 
the development of the Indian Mercantile Marine on sound, healthy and nati.onally 
acceptable lines, and he was convinced that it was only an organisation of the type 
as outlined above that could achieve this objective. H·· further observed that 
in still backward maritime country like India it was only a Government-controlled 
organisation that could pull its full weight in the private highly organised maritim& 
economy of the world, and that it was only such an organisation that, by reveaJii•g 
Government's direct interest in this branch of transport, could : 

(a) encourage the flow of private capital and diversion Of prh·ate enterprise 
to Shipping services, 

(b) eliminate unhealthy competition between Indian companies in the same 
trades, and 
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(c) prevent the establishment of private monopolies. Governme~t felt that 
the association of private capital and of the operatton and ma
nacrerial experience of established private companies with the pro
po~ed corporations would reduce the risks to be taken by the corpo
rations in what in normal times was considered hazardous venture 
and wonid help towards efficient and economical management. 

In placincr the above scheme before the Conference, the Commerce :Minister 
ended his s~ch with the following pregnant observations stressing the Govern
.nent's goal and pledging their steadfast progress towards its attainme~t, at the 
same time impressing upon the industry how Government expected 1t to play 
its part in the projected venture in co-operative enterprise :-

"I hope I have said enough to convince you that Government are not ob~
vious of their responsibilities in the matter, and that in spite of thetr 
many worries and anxieties and major distractions they are moving 
steadfastly towards their goal. The pace may appear slow to many 
of you, and the goal may be only dimly \•isible in the horiwn, but 
we must be on our guard against any hurried moves or any false 
steps taken in a huff. We must make the basic foundations of our 
Shipping Indnstry secure against attack both from within and without, 
and it is only a co-operative structure, based on the active guidance 
and co-operation of the State, that can withstand such attack. 

" The organisation that we propose for the Shipping Industry of the future 
will, I trust, provide the nucleus of such a co-operative structure. 
Whether or how this structure will grow and develop will depend 
largely on our capacity and character. For, in shipping as in all 
other industries, it is the quality of the Nation that alone constituted 
the ultimate gnarantee of progress " 

The scheme was carefully examined by the Indian shipping interests who ap .. 
proached it "ith considerable hesitation and grave doubts as to the chances of a 
s.t~te~O\"t"DC'd organisation proving succe~sful as a commercial Rnd buqiness propo~ 
S:t!on. It was ger.oera~y felt that a scheme of loan.s at low int<>rest for the acqni
~bon of tonnage combmed with operational subsidies ,\·auld be more appropriate 
m the conrlitions obtaining in thi::; country. It however, appeared that Government 
would not ente~ain any l'roposal that involved the grant of loans, and eventually 
~orne of the leadmg comparues decided to participate in the project. 

The follo"ing set-up has, been evolved since, namely : 

(a) tb~t three corporations should be set up each with an authorised capita 
of Rs. 10 crores, to be subscribed in the follow;ng proportions :-

(1) 51% by G•>vernment : 

(2) 26% by the Shipping_ Co"'pany, or block of Companies, which 
would be entrusted wtth the ~Ianaging Agency of the Corporation: 

(3) 23% br ~he public. If the share of the public contribution did not 
matcnalise, the same would be provided by Government. 

(b) The operational distribution of trades between the corporations would 
be as under :-

The First Corporati<m : 

IndiafPersian Gulf. 
ln~ajRed Sea and Egyptian Porta. 
India/China and ,Japan. 
India/Australia. 
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The Beconil Corporation : 

India/Am~rica.. 
Indiafi\Ialaya and the Straits. 

The Third Corporation : 

India/East and Sout.h Africa. 
IndiafU. K. 

So far arrangements have been completed in the ease of only one corpor ation' 
namely, the first of the three mentioned above, and its operations have commenced 
with tl1' Scindb Steam Navigation Company, Limited, as the Managing Agents. 
The other two corporations are still in the negotiation stage, the factor mainly res
ponsible for the delay being the difficulty experienced in raising the capital required' 
apart from Gove=ent's contribution. In formulating this project Government. 
had expected that their direct interest in the industry would encourage the flow o1 
private capital to it. This expectation has not been realised. For reasons int~ 
which it is unnecessary to enter, the prevailing shyness of private capital, whicl:t 
has held up the planned industrialisation of the country in other directions, hilS 
also been responsible for the unfortunate predic;tment of the Shipping Industry. 
It is difficult to say how long it would take conditions in the country to return to 
normal and for private capital to recover confidence sufficiently to be attracted 
to the Shipping Industry. In the meantime, since in the interests of the country 
it would not be advisable to allow the growth of the Shipping Industry to be held' 
up for the above or other reasons, it seems that both the Industry and the Gov
ernment must put their heads together aud evolve other practical ways of aehiev
ing their common objectives. The sections of this memorandum under the hea<LC 
" Charter of Rights " and " Declaration of Policy " will be found to contain som<>" 
helpful indications. 

The Three Corporation Scheme covers India's trades with countries. of all Con
tinents each dealing with two Continents e.g., 

I. Asia and Oceania 
II. Europe and Africa 

ill. North and South America. 

It is very scientific in character as showu by the following table bearing on the Iast 
pre-war year exports from the l6*natural geographic regions of the worid on the· 
basis of their similarity of climate, production, contiguity or political association.. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Indian Tonnage Targets in Trade oj" .... Jtdia U'ith Sixteen i .,,1. JF ; .,. ,u 
Dollars. 

(1938) 

NO'~ of 
Total Gross Steamer&-

Regions trade Tonnage of 70 00 
sooo,ooo Target G.R.T. 

Tropical Agricultural and 1\Iineral-South 
East. Asia 40 55,000 s 

Agricultural 
and Formosa 

and Industrial - Japan, Korea 
91 125,000 IS 

Agricultural-China and other Continental Asia· 
tio countries . . · · · · 87 120,000 17 

• Temperate-Tropical Agricultural and Industrial Region of India, Burma and CeyJOJ:llo 
forming .~ a result of. historical association a cJmpact unit oovered by the Indian C068talil 
bade, bas been omitted from this table. 
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,_ 
6. 

6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 

13. 

14. 

16. 
16. 

Reg:ons 

Agricultural - Oceanic ·rslands 

Agricultural-Industrial- Northern, North 
America. 
Agricultural- Industrial U.S.A. 
:Mineral Producing- Latin America 
Tropical Agricultural-Latin America 
Non-tropical Agricultural- Latin America· 
Industrial- Continental Europe 

Agricultural-Continental Europe 
Industrial and Agricultural-Non-Continental 
Europe 
Agricultural and Industrial-Union of Soviet 
Socialist Republic of Russia • • • • 
Temperate Agricultural Zone of North 
Africa 
Tropical Agricultural Zone of Africa 
1\Iining Zone of South Africa 

Total . 

Total 
trade 

$000,000 

23 

!1 
95 

3 
9 

18 
259 
22 

383 

1 

7 
44 

14 

11,07 

Gross 
Toan~ge 
Target; 

SO,OOO 

15,000 
130,000 

7,000 
10,000 
25,000 

355,000 
30,000 

630,000 

7,000 

10,000 
60,000 
20,000 

1,529,000 

:No. of 
Steame:'S 
of 7000 
G.R.T. 

t 

2 

19 
1 
1 
4 

50 
4 

76 

1 

1 
9 
3 

218 

N. B.-TI:e:e figures of 1938 present a picture of India's trade position then. Trades 
with different groups of cotmtries have since materially altered, e.(!., as ,..-ith U.S.A. 
~y 1949, the total trade has tended to approximate the pre-war figure and the 
target is adequate to meet the requirements of India's trades when returned to 
normaley. 

The above regions are covered as rmder :-

FmsT SHIPPING CoRPORATivN 

Asia and Oceania : 

{1) Tropical, Agricultural and .... lfincral-South-Ea8t As-ia 
consisting mainly of Siam, British possessions in Malay~ 
and Borneo, French Indo-Chintl, Indonesia. and 
Philippines 

(2) Industrial and Agricultural Region of Japan, 
KOrea and Formosa 

(3) Agricultural-China and other Continental Asiatic 
countries, including those of the Middle East • 

(4) Agricultural- Oceanic Islands comprised mainly of Aus-
tralia. and New Zealand l' • • , • • 

Exports 
1938 

;$000,000) 

1,000 

817 

787 

776 

3,380 

Export 
Per· 

centage 

4·6 

3 ·7 

3·6 

3·6 

15·4 
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SECOND SHIPPING CORPORATION 

Europe and Africa : 

(5) IndU!Jtr-ial-Continental Europe consisting of the follow
ing countries, viz., Austria, Belgiwn, Luxemberg, 
Czechoslovakia, France, Germany, Itu.ly, Netherlands, 
Sweden, 8'\\itzerland 

(6) Agriculturat-Continenlal Europe made up of the follow
ing countries, viz., Bulgaria, Denmark. Estonia., Finland 
Gibr~ltar, .Greec~, Hungary, Aegean Islands (Italian): 
Lat.•u~., Ltthua.ma, Malta, Norway, Poland-Danzig, 
Portugal, Rumania, Spain, Turkey, Yogoslavia . • 

(7) Industrial and Agricultural-Non-Continental Europ 
Iriade up mainly of the United Kingdom and Ireland 

(8) AgricuUural and Industrial-Union of the Soviet 
Socialist Republics : • . • • • • 

(9) Temperate Agricultural zone of North Afn'ca consisting of 
Egypt, Libya., Algeria and Morocco • • • • 

(10) Tropical AgricuUural zone of Africa consisting of the 
island of Madagascar and all countries between North 
Africa as defined above and South Africa as defined 
below: 

(11) ]l.fining Zone of South Afr·ica includiD.g the Union 
of South Afri('f', Rhodesia nnd Nynsn' nd 

TmRD SHIPPING CORPORATION 

North and South Am~rica 

(12) AgriC1tlturc!-Industrial~l!w·orthern America containing 
Ctulll.da 

(13) Industria!·AgricuUural-United St-ate& of America 

(14) Mineral-producing Lat,in America consisting largely of 
Mexico Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Chile, Bolivia, Venezuela 
and the Guianas 

(15) Tropical Agricultural-Latin Ameri<'a consisting mainly 
. of Brazil, South of the Equator, and Central America 

in the North 

(16) Non-tropical Agricultural-Latin _<\.merica, covering 
Argentine, Paraguay and Uruguay . • . 

Grand Total 

E~-ports 
1938 

($000,000) 

6,173 

1,895 

2,410 

25·7 

17 

236 

Export 
Per· 

cent ago 

28·2 

8·6 

ll·O 

1·2 

1·9 

1·1 

11,356 53·7 

915 

3,ll2 

834 

677 

510 

6,048 

21,517 

4·2 

14·2 

3·8 

3 ·1 

2·3 

27·6 

100 0 

*Thla ftrst region for.ns as a fe!UU of hlstorlca.l associations, a Compact unit, covered, in Shipping parlance, 
bj the ooutai Conference ooneen.illalhem. . , 
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Indian capital for Indian shipping 

Tne extent to which a n~tion may industrialise prim•rily d 'Pends on its ca.pitaf 
rasoarces. Cc>pital is the lifo blood of tr.>d-> anc~ ind•tstry. '.It wJuld, therefore,, be 
in thq fitnnss of thin~> if, at this juncture, a. brref survey 1S held of the caprtal 
investment of our country. 

It is commonly alle~ed that Indiar1 capital is shy for investment in the modern 
productive \ndustry worked by pow>r-drivcn m~chinery on .a large scale, and en
gaged in large scale production as much for home con•umptro~ as for e:>.-port. .~e 
diract contact between the proiucer and tho coaqumer, whrch was cho.ra,cter!Strc 
of the d 1ys when these industries were working on a relatively sm.>ll scale for known 
local m•rket has disappeared ; and production has become more and m >re for. an 
ind>finite m•rket, whether within or outsid> tho country. The aver<>ge Indran 
cap'talist of those d 'Y• with rola.tirely sm>ll amount to invest fought shy of such 
inv03tm1:1t m tinly bec1use he w~~s unh!lliliar with thf} technical side of th13 U"}W 
typ> of ind•l.3try. Tlr.e m >rbtin3 of its produ "'· lib wise, or the business &id? of 
tlnt iud'Btry W..l'S und~r co"J.ditio:t:; also un.ft.!llilia!' to him. Tin on~ gua.r ... -tntee of 
succe33 in competitioa WJ.S L• . .'Jkin~ for Indian eaterprise il1 indu;try, as the foreigner 
wus more fuvour~d. 

In the early d •ys of British r ~le in India., therefore, Indian ca. pita! kept awJ.y 
fro:n the newe< type of I~dustry, B!>.d cD,Iin-xl itself to t!J.e ea.s'" role of fin '.ncing 
local, small scale industry, or co:1,ducting local tmde. 

In proportion, h')waver, a.s th) Ul.~b:1.1.list C)n~ciougnl}33 grew, a!ld mord anrJ. 
lli)T~ Indian e:l,terprise c1me farw.1rd t') takl} cha•~g~ of n"'~W induS"try, local 
capital was slso attr.<cted in sm>ll doJes. With a modicum of prJtection since 
1923 to such e::tterprrse in selocted in<iuJtry, c:tpit-'1.1 investme 1t beg.tn to expand. 
Figurc3 given ehewh~rc* indic?~te th'3 inveJtm ~nt of capital in. th'3 leJ.din.g Indian 
industries. Mo3t of this is h<lia::~ c'pita.l, tho,gh foreign and p~rticuhrly British 
investment in India!), industry h~3 not diS'ppea.rdd. Indian ca.pita.l investment 
b.'m)d'"il industry is steo.dily exp.~nding since 1923, tho,gh even now i~ is not in 
prvportion to th'3 VMt l"3Bw,1.y to be m.,d'} up, e.!1,d the imm3n,se rc:;ouro.XJ.s a.w.·,iting 
d~velopment. 

Whether Ir~dia!\ e<>pit2.1 i< still shy is difficult to d·,cid·' ir1 tho 'lh3enr.e of a.de
qu,te d tto. o::t the subject. Th~ volume of bta.l inve1tm1nt in all kiud> of joint 
s~o:::k co:npan~es, r~gistercd in India, and h1.vin.g rup~-3 capita.l, in 1937-38, was 
grven at RJ.8nl·21 crores authorised, of which Rs. 279•17 crores was paid up_ 
The3e figurc3 arc ten years out of d •.te. According to a car0ful inquiry made by 
the ~port of th~ Sub-Committee on Industri~l Finance, appointed by the N·ttbnal 
~la.nl\11\i; C.omo:Ittee, ~or ~,024 ~ompa11ie3 ragistered in India. with Rupee C2.pital 
1U _11 prrnctJ?al mdustnes Including Ra.ilways, but not Shipping, there wa.s a total 
pard up capital of 352·22 crores at the end of 194647. But even in 1937-38, the 
total number of Registered Companies in India waJ, accordinu to official statistics, 
11,372 ; so that the above figure of Joint Stock Companies o e.t work in IndiB re
prese::tts not.e:ven.a ten~h of the total such enterprise. In addition, there were in 
1937-38, workrng m Indra, but registered outside Indi<t, 884 companies with a paid 
up '?"P':al of £127 ·883 millions, equal to Rs. 1180·34 crores. Even assuming that 
fo~e1gn rnvest"!-ent h<ts in re.cent yearo d oclined mostly by tra.nsfer to In.dian owner
shtp,-the ca.prtal aetlll'.lly rnvested in Joint Stock industrial enterprioe ca11not be 
less th:<~ R,. 1500 crores i probably ~uch more. Add to it, the ca.pital employed 
by mdlYldua.l or partnership ventures, rn small and large scale indTistry and business, 
the aggregate . ca~not be under Rs. 3,000 cro:es without reckoning the fixed and 
d?bml anfid deposits rn ban,ks aggregating nearly Rs. 1000 crores. This is not a negli· 
gi e gure. 

• See Appencfu: VU. 
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The institutions and deviceJ, moreover, which help to mobilise and collect th& 
available ca.pite.l for investment as soon as it is formed and direct such capit.1.l int<> 
appropriate c:t1.nnels, are aldo in an elcmen,tary stage, still, in this country. Banks 
and cr.Jdl~ f..1cilities are confined to a. sma.ll section. The prad0minence, moreover,. 
of fin.'.'\Ce capital mther th"'n investment capital discouraging au ad.,qu~>te vol
um3 of permanent investment in relatively less profitable enterprise is unavoid:.ble, 
To correct these our inherited handimps, and to discover, mobilise and employ aiL 
available as well as new capital that is being formed, specialised institutions, de
viceJ, and properly tuined personnel are necessary. The institution established 
last yeJ.r by the Government of India of an Industrial Finance Corporil.tion, "Pe
cifically d~signed to provide industrial finance i> au example of the progross neces
sary, if this initial handicap is to be effectually removed. If adequate investig8tion 
is mJ.de of the sources of capital and of the capital still remaining unemployed, or 
locked up in·orn>Lments and jewellery by the richer classes of Indian society, and 
effective steps taken for its investment, a comprehensive plan of intensive indus
tria.lisation m:Ly not suffer for lack of the necessary ca.pital. 

It may further be a.dded th.,t, according to the Resolution on Industrie.l Policy, 
passed by the CJnstituent Assembly on April 6, I 948, lack of capital can be remedied 
by attr.1cting foroigtl capital on Lirly Iibera.! terms for investment in Indian industry 
or enterprise. 

" Tn~ G Jvernmont of India agrea with the view of the Industries Confere:>.ce 
that, while it should be recognised that participation of foreign capital and enter
prise, psrticularly as regards industrial technique and knowledge, will be of value te> 
the ra,pid industrialis11tion of the country, it is necessary that the conditions under 
which thoy may participate in Indian industry should be carefully reguL~ted in th& 
n>~.tioual interest. 

" Suitable legislation will be intr0duced for this purpose, and such legislation 
will providl for the scrutiny and appr0val by the Centr<1l Government of every in
dividual ca.so of parcicipation of foreign capital and mail'l.gement in Industry. It 
will pr0vide th'l.t, as a. rule, the m>jor interoot in ownorship a.nd effective controf 
should ahv<1ys be in Indian he,nd<, but power will be taken to deal with exceptional 
casea in, a m1.nner calculated to serve the n"'.tiono::tl interest. In all cases, however,. 
the tr<1ining of suita.ble Indian personnel for the purpose of eventually rephcing 
foreign experts will be in,<;isted upon. 

" The Governm >nt of India are fully alive to their direct reJponsibility for the 
d~velopment of thoJe industries which they have found necessary to reserve ex
clusively for Sk>te enterprise. They aro equally r0ady to e>."tcnd their 11ssistauce to 
private or co-operJ.tive enterprise in the rest of the industria.! field, and in parti
cular, by removing tra.nsport difficulties a.nd by facilitating the import Qf essenti.,l 
raw m3.teri \Is to the maxunum possible extent. 

" The t .. riff policy of Government will be designed to prevent unfair foreign 
competition and to prumote the utilisation of India's resources without imposing 
unjustifiable burd•IlS on the consumer. The system of ta.xation will he reviewed 
and r.a-:1djusted wh0ru necessary to encoura.ge sa·ving e.~nd productive inve3tment 
and to provent undue concen+,mtio:J. ofw.>alth in a sm:1ll section of the populatbn. 

" The Government of India hope that this elucidation of their intentions on. 
fund'Lmental a.spects of industrial policy will remove all misa.pprehensions, and 
they a.re confident that a. joint and intensive effort will now be made by labour, 
capital and the geuerol public, which will pa.ve the way for the rapid industrialisation 
of the country " . 

. For .the particular ~dustry. and service, viz. shipping .and shipbuilding, with 
wh1ch thiS Memorandum l8 spemally concerned, la.ck of capital could not be urged 
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as having been responsible for its limi~d beginnings in 1919 a_nd 1941_ respectively. 
The lurgest steamship company of this country was floated With a farrly adequate 
paid-up capital in the first in.st.~nce for the coastal t~ad~. Altd when the ruthless 
eompetition of the foreign CO'lcern operttting in. Indtan waters brought heavy and 
rapeJ.ted losses, a consider,tble portion of that capital was cheerfully _written off 
to meet these losses. The investor did not hesitate to bear this sacnfice rather t.J--, see a. vital national enterprise die out for lack of life-blood needed for main
iraiuing th<>t enterprise- It wa• a struggle of the lion and the mouse, in. which tho 
ion had at last to cry for quarter, not because its strength was exhausted, ur be. 

cause it was ensnared ; but because of the equally determined front put up by the 
mouse, i.e., the Indi&n Capitalist. AlJ the wind began to turn on account of extral\e
ous reasons, and not because of any special et\Couragement, assistance, or protection 
by the then Government of the country, the Indian enterpri>e naturally sought to 
make good its footing. The new capital required for expansion of the service and 
taking the increased share in. the coastal trade of the country &s well as venturing 
farther a field, was. readily raised in. the shape of additional shares .• 

Even when it started the basic industry of ship-building it got hardly any sup
port or assistance from the Government of the land except wh"'t the une.voidable 
necessities of the war forced upon them to concede. The Indian investor was able 
to provide capital needed to make a reasonable beginning, in. a relatively virgin 
:field, so far as modern type of ocean-going ship-building was concerned. 

The handicaps upon Indian construction of fairly large-sized cargo vessels or 
1in.ers suitable and economic for overse•-s trade, were even more than on merely 
<>per<>ting ships bought or chartered from abroad. Nevertheless Government 
moved not a finger to help it to tide over the initial difficulties. 

Since tht· war, and particularly be~ause of the conditions in. the post-war world, 
in In,dia an,d outside, Indian shipping is meeting with adverse times. The heavy 
east of repL1cement of ships lost during the war, the increased labour •-nd mo.terbl 
<>osts, and the immense wastage of time through delays occasioned by dock conges
tion etc., have increased the operating costs enormously, and the working of the 
-e~terptise means heavy and recurrent losses. Notwithstanding the losses and 
still more losses, if timely and adequate assistance were given by the Government 
of the country, which now has not even the excuse of being alien in complexion or 
sympathy, on the lines and precedents provided by other countries ''nder siruilar 
situations, there is every reason to believe that Indian ohippinrr enterprise and 
mode':' shipbu~di~g industry would continue to keep its heo.d above water, and 
make tts contrtbution to the gener2.l progres• cf the country's industry, commerce 
.and national security. 

With regard to foreign capital and the Shipping Industry, it would be realised 
~Iu~t bY: the very nature of things Shipping is not on the same footing as the other 
md~tnes. Whereas the Constttuent .A!Jsembly by their Resolution of the 6th 
April 1948 welcomed foreign capital in. cid of Indian Industries, the same source 
n~eds_ to be s~dulously kept out so far •• the shipping industry is concerned. Shi:;:· 
pmg lS a Natwnal asset, much more thafl any other industry, both in. times of peace 
and war, and should therefore be made to thrive on national resources only whether 
private, public or governmental. 

It_is earnestly ~oped that the Cot;nmiesion will give their most active and sym
pat~ehc consHleratwn to the suggestiOns regarding shipping finunce offered in the 
:Sect10ns on " Our Char~r of ~ights " and " Declaration of Policy " and make 
fav?urab~ recommendatwns which would suppmt, maintain and expand thi> virol 
D.atwnal mdustry to its fullest legitimate. proportim:s. 
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Training of Technical Personnel of the Shining ServiCe<J and Establishment of 
Na,,tical College, Apprenticeship, ete. 

The immediate goal of the Shipping Industry in India as envisaaed by thrt 
Shipping Policy Sub-Committee, and the Government in the;r subsequent pronounce
ment is to reach a gross tonnage of two million tons in the next 517 years. Tnis 
expansion on a large scale would naturally necessitate the procurc~ent of suitable 
technical staff to man the steamers. It is not possible to give at this stage an exact 
estimate of the number of officers that would be required both above and below 
deck. It is, however, estimated that at the very least about 1,500 certified Deck 
Officers and 1,000 certified Engineers would be the immediate demand during this 
critical period. The Government foresaw this huge demand and to meet it very 
wisely appointed a Merchant Navy Officers' Training Committee under the aeaii!
of the Ministry of Commerce in October 1917. This Committee, under the Chair
manship of Capt. H. L. Davis, submitted its report to the Government on the 20th. 
December 1 g4 7. 

The recommendations of this Committee have been adopted hy the Govern
ment and a Nautical College has been established at Bombay to train Executi1•e 
(Deck Officers). The Government have also instituted a l\Iarine Engineerina Col
lege at Bombay and Calcutta and there is a proposal to open further Nautie~l and 
Marine Engineering Colleges at Vishakapatnam and Cochin. These colleaes would 
no doubt provide officers to the Merchant Marine in due course of time.

0 

This, of 
course, will not fulfil our immediate needs and to obviate this difficulty the Govern
ment encouraged the steamship owners to take direct apprentices. They als<> 
started pre-sea training courses for educated young men to be taken up as direc~ 
apprentices. 

It would, therefore, appear that adequate provision has been made to supply 
to the Industry tb.eir requirement in the shape of Executive Officers and Marine
Engineers. 

So far as the training of the Deck and the Engine Room Crew is concerned, 
there do not appear t~ be concrete proposals from the Government in this behalf. 

Tb.ere is, however, no doubt that India has a fine batch of men in their sea
faring community. Despite tb.e fact that a large number of them have to be en
gaged as compared with foreigners, their lower wages more than compensate for 
their numerically high number, leaving a balance in their favour in the bargain. 
In so far, however, as tb.e charge is well grounded, the fault lies not so much with the 
capacity of the sailor, but with his general condition of insufficient education and 
training. The usual conditions of work, and the general habits and customs of the 
people also do not make for over-zeal or efficiency. Plant and machinery which 
in many cases are worn out or obsolete, naturally do not yield comparable results. 
The continued domination of an alien race for over a century, and ceaseless exploita
tion of tb.e land and its people for another's benefit has engendered a feeling of in
difference which. unconsciously colours the thought and work and general attitude
of all classes of our people. The sailors share that sentiment in their own way and 
~pply it all unconsciously to their work. They lack a sense ?f i?entity of. interests. 
m their employment ; and so cannot put out. tb.e best _that ~es II'; them. The war
time experience, however, of modem enterpriSe establish<;d m this country :U?der
American management showed th~t, man for man, and mth. compar?-ble conditiOns, 
the Indian worker was able to y:teld the same results as hiS Amerwan prototype. 
It gives snfficient ground to hope that, with. impro_ving condftions of w~rk, the
Indian sailor would show the same or comparable effiCiency as hiS prototype m other
countries. 

It is to be hoped that Government will bring out a suitable scheme for the 
training ";;'d education of the.Indian seamen . .at..an early date. 
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With regard to the absorption of Apprenti~es by Shipowners, it .w.ould not be 
Qut of place to mention that the capacity of a shtp both as far as the livmg quarters 
and of the lifeboat is concerned is limited. Shipowners are, therefore, perforce 
compelled to enlarge this accommodation on their existing tonnage at consider
able """Pense to meet the wishes of the Government in this b~half. It would, there
fore be in the fitness of thinas, if, in the interests of the natton as a whole Govern
men't wonld consider sharina this expense with the shipowners. In considering this 
oguagestion the Government" may kindly bear in mind that the shipowners have to 
sp~nd, at i;he present day rates of wages and. prices,_ somethin!l over ~s. 15,000. on 
the maintenance and education of each apprentice, durmg the pertod of hlB apprenttce
ship, i.e., four years. This expenditure, of course, is extra to that which the ship
owner has to bear in 1 n viding living and life-boat accommodation for the appren
tices. 

Whilst on the subject of apprentices, it may be mentioned that various steamer 
·companies have their own fo[)lls of Indenture. It has been repeatedly brought to 
the notice of the Government that there be a co=on form of indenture so that the 
.apprentices are attracted equally to all the lines offering this facility. 

Inland Water, Transport Industry and Service 

Material Developments have taken place since the end of the war in our water 
<>arriage industry,-inland, coastal and overseas, which hold out considerable 
promise of a bright future, though the implementation of the policy announced is 
,glow ari.d halting. 

Inland waterways had been practically choked by the development of rail
ways and the growth of mechanised road transport. Attention has, therefore, to 
be particnlarly devoted to this branch of the service as well as the industry on which 

it is based. Before the railway came to India, inland water transport was highly 
developed. The railways proved fatal to this cheap, indigenous form, which has 
not progressed in parallel with rail and road development as in other countries, 
like France, Germany, or the U.S.A. There are parts in the country where river 
or canal navigation is still active. In Madras, the Godavari Canals, the Kistna 
Canals, the West Coast Canals and Bedaranniyam Canals, are still important high
ways for water transport, which provides cheap and ready mode of access to all 
markets. Important waterways are also found in East and West Bengal. Cal
cutta, the largest sea-port in India, . depends very considerably for its trade both 
ways upon its waterway communications. About 25% of the merchandise which 
fiows into Calcutta from the rest of India is waterborne, of which no less than 6.3 
per cent comes from Assam. Abont 32 per cent of the exports is carried by water, 
and of this 72 per cent goes to Assam. The total inland water-borne traffic of Cal
cutta amounts to approximately 45,00,000 tons, of which 34 per cent is carried by 
inland steamers and 66 per cent by country boats. In 1945, 1,04,00,000 passengers 
were carried by steamer service in East and West Bengal. 

Altogether it has been estimated that the amount of boat traffic over Govern
ment maintained channels is in the neighbourhood of 250 million ton miles per 
annum ; _barely one per cent of the pre-war goods traffic by railway. It is, there
fore, obVtous that, as matters stand today, inland water transport forms an insigni
ficant proportion of the nation's transport services. But that cannot deny the tre
mendous scope for water transport expansion which is avail,able . 

. Af' agains~ 45!000 miles. of railroad tracks, the total length of waterways in 
~diVtde~ Indta wtth perell!""l streams was about 25,000 miles, comprising 10,000 
miles of nvers and !5,000 miles of canals. Of the former, as many as 6 000 miles are 
navigable to a minimum of about three feet draught, and of these ' about 5,000 
miles are in the north-east ?f Ind~, comprising the provinces of old Bengal and 
Assam. These are worked mcreasmgly b;l' Jiolver,driven boats of comparatively 

all load and low draught though neitli~t<'l!ailhl.g- craft nor : tugged barges are 
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unlrnawn on the rivers of India. The basic industry for building such vessels, with all 
their accessories and equipment is in a rudimentary stage, and needs very intensive
ly to be encouraged if the yet undeveloped resources of the country are to be fully 
exploited and utilised. Even for the minor tasl< of repairs India is yet rather poorly 
equipped. The question of improving India's natural waterways is receiving close 
attention of the local Governments. The Central Waterways Irrigation and Navi
gation Commission is endeavouring to co-ordinate these efforts on a country1ride 
scale and on a multi-purpose basis. 

Conservation of water resources on a multi-purpose basis offers the following 
potential new navigable waterways or the resuscitation of old ones :-

I. Bengal (East and W e.st) : 
(a) A new canal to connect the coal fields of Bengal and Bihar with the 

port of Calcutta. 
(b) Resuscitation of the Bhagirathi route to the Ganges. 
(c) Resuscitation of the inner boat route connecting Calcutta to East Bengal 

to shorten the existing route by 50%. 
(d) Resuscitation of the river routes to North Bengal as visualised in the 

Tista Valley Project. 
(e) Resuscitation of the old Brahmaputra and Dhalleshwari rivers in the 

Dacca and Mymensingh districts. 

II. Assam: 
Resuscitation of the Dihing, Dihu, Dhansixi and Kalung rivers in Upper 
Assam. 

ill. Bihar: 
(a) R<>suscitation of the Gandak and Kosi series of rivers. 
(b) Extension of navigation on the Sone river for about 150 miles as visualised 

in the Sone Valley Project. · 

IV. Unitcl Protincea and Central India: 
(a) Resuscitation of the Gogra river which would afford navigation facilities 

up to Fyzabad as in former days. 
(b) Flood control on the Betwa and Chembal rivers holds promise of ample 

discharge in the dry season, to permit navigation on the J umna from 
Ettawa to Allahabad and on to Calcutta via the Ganges. 

V. The Narmada and Tapti pass through the Central Provinces and a 
number of States before they join the Arabian Sea in the Bombay Pre
sidency. Investigations are in progress to assess the value of these 
rivers for multi-purpose development including navigation. 

VI. Possible development of the Godavari, Pranhita, Wardha, and Waiganga 
rivers suggest other main lines of communication and taking into con
sideration the possible development of the Tapti river it may be found 
practicable to obtain a transcontinental line by connecting the W ardha 
and Tapti rivero. 

VII, Orissa: 
(a) The Orissa coastal canal between the Hooghly and Dharma rivers, to. 

gether with an extension of the Mahanadi delta system to link with the 
Madras canal system would afford inland navigation from Assam to 
Madras. 

(b) The Mahanadi Project visualises the provision of navigational facility 
on the Mahanadi river to Sambalpur about 300 miles from.the sea. 
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VTII. East Punjah, West Punjah, Sind: 

Resuscitation of the rivers Indus, Chenab and Sutlej would restore 
26 000 miles of river communication to their former navigability, but 
th~ interests of established irrigation may stand in the way of reviving 
these communieations to any extent. 

These when in full workinrr order, will provide a good ·supplement to the. 
roads and 

1

railways for hea,ry, I;ng distance traffic, which cannot h_ear high f:cight 
rates. The economics of water transport liave ah·eady been exammed suffictently 
to explain and justify this expectation. The boat.bnilding industry, and all its 
connected or subsidiary industries, actively encouraged and properly developed. 
would offer work to thousands of skilled and unskilled operatives in perennia! ship. 
yards, without counting the still ~eater sc?pe for profitable emp~oyment of I tbour 
and capital in such transport busmess, fishmg, and even the natiOnal D:avy. 

Coastal, and Overseas Tran.gpor!_ 

As reaards coastal and overseas shipping industry, right up to the eve of the 
World Wa~ II, practically all available traffic on the coasts of India was monopolised 
by British and foreign shipping concerns. They had large fleets, wide connections, 
and innumerable ways of keeping up their monopoly. The small struggling Indian 
enterprise, which had from time to time entered the field particularly after World 
War I, was sought to be throttled ont of existence in the very first years of its life by 
the many and varied devices at the command of the foreign shipowners. The 
British Government of India supported those outside interests by such aids as postal 
mails subsidies stores carriage, troops transport and passage for Government ser
vants on leave, deputation, or otherwise. 

The Indian demand for abolition of some of these devices by legislation, and 
reservations of at least the coastal trade for ships owned, manned and controlled 
by Indian enterprise, was at first strongly opposed and defeated, and then restricted 
by agreeme~t to a small slice of that business. · 

D~ing th? war, h?wever, and because of the shortage of freight and the dis
proportiOnate mcrease m traffic due to the war the advanta.,.es of havin.,. an ade. 
quate Indian Mercantile Marine were realised, if only to fill ;Ip the gap h; such an 
emergency left by the foreign shipping. British ships were either destroyed in 
large numbers by mines or submarines ; or diverted to more urgent services as 
auxiliaries to the Royal Navy, transport of troops, stores, equipment and armament 
to the theatres of the war and vice versa. Indian-owned ships were also command
~ered. for such service. With the acquisition of Independence, India's need 
m thiS behalf was felt more than ever urgent. The growing consciousness of na
tional self-sufficiency in such essential industries, services or utilities has intensified 
the demand for increasing a national Mercantile l'r!arine owned m~nned and con-
trolled by the Indian. ' ' 

Coastal, Trade of India 

. Th_e phrase " The_ Coastal Trade of India " has history behind it. In shipping 
01rc~es 1t covers the tr~e between the parte of India, Burma, Ceylon and Pakistan. 
As !" well-kno'!Il until 1937 and 1947, Burma and Pakistan were parts of one 
Indm and the ISland of Ceylon was _regarded as an adjunct ofthe Sub-Continent. 
The trade b?tween these four countn~ can now: ~e called the contiguous coast"' 
trade of India,·Burma, Ceylon and Pakistan as diStmet from the pure coastal trad 
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of the countries concerri.ed. The following table gives the cargo tolls moved in 
these trades by British, Indian and Pakistan ships for the year ending 30th .Tune 
1949. -

.. 
Total I 

Trades. Tons. British Indian 

I 
Pnki..o;;tan 

--- ' 

]. India.-Burrpa-Ceylon-Paklstnn I 53,82,3;15* 29,95,<'H.i9 19.30,W6 I 4,;)13,628 

2. Inter-India. ' 28,62,314 13,86,217 14.3S,34:l 37,754 

3. Indo-Pakistan S,66,:Jl4 4,17,610 1.87,46;1 2,61,437 

4. Tndo-Burma 6,36,1R6 ;),l:?.70R 1.:?3,47.'-l ' .. 
5. Indo-Ceylon 4.37.06:? 4,0;),!){)8 :? ~.696 7,2!18 

6. Burma-Coylon 3,03,li'i5 ),74,46;) J ,2S,6~8 .. 
7. Burma-Pakistan 23,7:?1 16,802 6.HHI .. 
8. Ceylon-Pakistan 2!J,3SS :!7,077 89 1,3:!2 

9. Inter-Pakistan 2,23,117 53,8~2 20,478 I 
1.4~,.':)17 

*ln 1939, th1s figure was 70,00,000 of which mmerul oil, wh1ch now~~ n1l, accotmt(•d for 12 
lues. 

Statement sho!cing tonnage (Cargo Vessels only) primar1"ly em1_;loyed in cow-.·tal tr(Jde by 1'(lrioU8 
shipping companie.~, indian as 'well as non-Indian, plt~ing on thr ('ontinent of lndin wt on 
1~11-}!1-lfl. 

I I 
OWNED CU,\RTERI-:u I TOTAL 

!-------

No. of No. of I No. of 
Names of Companies vessels G.R.T. vessels G.H.T. ,

1 VC'.ssel:; G.R.T.-

I -----

INDIAN COMPANIES: 
. I 

I 
I. Ambica S. N. Co. Ltd. 3 2,739 2 S,7o)l I 5 11,490 

' 2. Bha.rat Line, Ltd. 10 43,647 .. .. 10 43,647 

3. Chandbali Steamer ~ervice, Ltd. 2. 1.273 .. . . 2 1,237 

4. CurrimbboY Lalje Sajun .. . . 2 4,8!0 I 2 4,S40 

' 5. Dominion Trading Co. .. .. I 4.818 I 4,818 
I 

6. Great Eastern Shipping Co. Ltd. 2 11,535 4 20,;'>24 6 32,059 

7. India. Pacific Navigation Co. .. .. l 5,055 I 5,055 

8. India Steamship Co. Ltd. . . .. 2 3,972 2 3,972 

9. Jayahhara.t 8. N. Co. Ltd. l 983 .. .. I 983 

10. Malabar Steamship Co. Ltd. I 857 3 9,870 4 10,727 

II. Merchont Steam Navigation Co. 2 2,I82 .. .. 2 2,18:! 

12. National SOOa.mship Co.- Ltd. I !,648 .. .. I I,648 

lB 111. of Uo!ll. 
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OWNED CHARTERED ToTAL 

No •. of No. of No. of 

Names of Companies vessels G.R.T. vessels G.R.T. vessels G.R.T. 

-
13. New Dholern Steamships Ltd. ' 2 6,546 .. .. 2 6,546 

14. Srindin. Steam Navigation Co. Ltd. 15 71,929 .. .. !5 7!,929 

Associated CompaniEs 

(I) _Bf'ngal Burma S. N. Co. (Cargo- l 4,808 .. .. l 4,808 
cum-Pnsssn_!!er). 

9 !8,!28 (2) Bnmbo.y Steam Nav. Co .. 9 !8,!28 .. .. 
(3) Eastern Stemn No.v. Co. l 967 . . .. l 967 

15. Sonth East Asia Shipping Co. Ltd. 2 1.555 .. .. 2 1,555 

16. Swndeshi Steamships, Ltd .. .. .. l 1,763 l !,763 

ToTAL 52 1,68,797 - !6 59,593 68 2,28,390 

BRITI~H Cm!PA.c'ITES. 
17. Asiatic S. N, Co. Ltd. 17 90,068 .. .. 17 90,068 
18. British In(liu S. X. Co. (inciud'tng 25 1,29,461 !2 84,080 37 2,13,541 

Pnsseng.,.r Vessels). ' 
PAKISTAN COMFANIES, 

19. East & West Steamship Co. 5 !9,919 4 2!,!44 9 41,063 
20 .. Muh,lmmadi Steamship Co. 4 23,500 3 16,833 7 40,333 

:KaraC'hi Steam Navigation. ' 
about 

21. 

j 
l !,877 .. .. l !,877 

GRAND TOTAL !04 4,33,622 35 !,81,650 139 6,!5,272 

Statement Bhowing total tonnage owned by Indian Companiea 

No. of Vessels Gross Tons 

Emp!"Jyed in Co:UJtal trade: 
C lt'gO V·3SS9ls 52 !68,800 
Pd.lB'l'pt' V{HS3ls 2 9,200 
Fdr:1e3 and launches 21 2,500 

E•nployed in Overseas trtUU: 180,500 
Cr;p: S cindia S. N. Co. 10 70,000 
India S. S. Co. 8 60,600 
Govt. of India. 2 14,400 

Passenger: Scindia. 
145,000 

2 !7,500 
------------

162,500 . 

GRAND ToTAL 343,000 
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GonferencPA 

Conferences are associations of shipowucrs intended to provide, along the 
routes served by the members, regular services throughout the .year. The- first 
con[erenc~ was started some 70 years ago at Calcutta to serve tho trade with the 
Urnter~ Kmgdom. Since then, owing to the useful purpose they serve, both from 
the pomt of v1ew of the shipowners and shippers, their number has grown and now 
they cover almost all the important trade-routes of the world. The chartered 
tonnage, no doubt, is still available and is operating on various routes ; but the 
amOlmt of tonnage so operating is small as compared with its figures after the first 
World War and even·before the second World War. So far as India is concerned, 
the Conferences cover its coastal and overseas trades. The coastal conference 
covers India, Burma, Pakistan and Ceylon of which the first 
thre_e larg_e countries were undivided whole until Burma was separated and 
India d.ivtde~. The overseas trade of India is covered by conferences generally 
concerned With the East Coast and West Coast of the countrv and deal with the 
trades to Australia, Far East, U. K.-Continent and North 'and South America. 
Just as the East Coast of India was first covered by the conference, tho West Coast 
trade may be said to he the last to be so covered. The Karmahom Conference, 
'covering Karachi~Bombay~:i.\iormugao range, has been formed only recently and 
the >Vest-Coast America Conference is in process of formation. It is of interest 
to not~ that _at the instance of Government, the Lines of Shipping Companies 
operatmg their vessels overseas to U. K. and U.S.A. have been admitted members 
-of respective conferences. 

As is well known the Indian Mercantile llfarine made its debut in the coastal 
trade where it found its activities largely hampered by, in addition to the rate wars, 
the practice of Deferred Rebates paid by the long established British intere3ts and 
there was naturally a hue and cry agains:f., it, but its force abated after the conference 
membership was thrown open to Indian Companies. In fact the system has lost 
much of its significance sinee the introduction of the licensing system in the Coastal 
Trade of India. As a result recently the Deferred Rebate System has been ended 
in the coastal trade of the country. Nevertheless the system prevails in the over
seas trades as it enables the shipowners to provide, and the shippers to profit by, 
regular services by fast modern cargo liners running regularly irrespective of the 
seasonal changes in various trades. 

Port Devek>pment 

Apart from thP major ports of Bombay, Calcutta, Madras, Cochin, Tuticorin, 
the Kathiawar ports, and Mormugao, practically all the other Indian ports are open 
roadstreads, without much modern equipment for loading or unloading. Ships 
have to anchor there two miles or more from the shore. In normal times, these 
ports were used considerably by coastal and other steamers and countrycrafts. 
"To cope with the increase of coastal shippings well as for overseas trade, more bar
hours wonld have to be constructed and smaller ports modernised and developed. 

For a proper development of water-transport--both inland and overseas
terminal facilities, in the shape of ports and harbours, with adequate equipment for 
loading and unloading, storage and transport to and from hinterland, is indispen
-sable. One of the major causes recent heavy losses by shipping concerns in India 
is excessive congestion in the principal ports. This may be due to labour difficul
ties also. If a reasonable tonnage is economically to do the country's overseas, 
-coastal or inland water-transport, oi1ese facilities will have to be substantially im
proved, congestion remedied, enforced idleness of available tonnage remedied and 
port dues brought within economical limits. 

It may be added that in the plans that have heen made so far, this item has 
occupied no insignificant place. A Port Development Committee, set up in Feb

.ruary 1945, emphasised the importance of improving, expanding, and modernising 
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the general facilities at the existing major ports te cope with all forese~b~e traffic 
demands. Anti.slump projects of Port Development, to ~e financed oy illterest
free loans from the Centre at the ports of Bombay, Cochill, Madras and Calcutta, 
and other improvement and development works, ~anced ent~elJ: by the port 
authorities themselves whether from loans or otherWlse, amountmg ill all to ap
proximately Rs. 18 cr~res, are also contemp~ted. These works "ill ad.d .consider
ably to the capacity of the major ports, estrmated te be about 25 million tons 
imports and C"-l'orts. 

The Report of the Ports (Teclinical) Comnnttee recommended major works at 
Vizagapatam, Madras, Bhatkal and Sika. Though the P~r~ Development Com
mittee estimated the capacity of major ports at about 25 million tens, as adequate 
for the anticipated traffic of 22,000,000 tens, immediately after the war, th~ De
velopment Committee thought " th~t on t~e gro~ds of defence and s~rategw re
quirements of the country, and t~e mdustrtal, agncultural a'_ld .econonuc develop
ment, which is sure to take place m the near future, and also ill VIew of the need for 
wider dispersal of port capacit.y throughout the country, a deep sea port on the 
East Coast, where ships could safely enter at all times of the year and in all weather, 
is a great necessity ". 

Accordingly the task of developing Vizagapatam as a sheltered deep.sea port, 
which can accommodate ships of at least upto 650 feet in length, with drafts up. to 
30 feet was accepted, and the first priority to improvement at the entrance and 
construction of new cargo, oi1 and coal quays, and graving dock, was granted. 

The partition did not materially affect the scheme for Ports Developme\lt 
except that two of the major ports,-Karachi and Chittagong have gone out of 
the Indian Union. Instead, one major port is te be esto,blished at Kandla in Cntch, 
thanks mainly to consideration of a strategic character. 

Shipbuilding lndu.'ltry 

The place of the slupbuilding industry in the country's economy cannot be 
overstated. Till such time as we are able te have a well balanced fleet of ships, 
this industry will help us save a substential portion of the imports. Thereafter, 
and also in the meantime, our yards can accept orders from foreign countries, n~ar 
and far off, and contribute substentially te our export trade. This is o,part from the 
freight earnings. 

History records that the shipbuilding industry in India in ancient times was 
the envy of foreign shipbuilders. Only with the advent of steam and iron ships and 
foreign rule, this industry languished. - The various discriminatory measures adopted 
by the British Government made it impossible for even shipping to thrive, let alone 
our shipbuilding. A pioneer venture- in modem shipbuilding was made by Scindia s 
in. 1941, when the foundation stone of the Vizagapatam shipbuilding yard was 
latd by the then President of the Congress, Dr. Rajendra Prasad. 

-· . ~he idea of constructiHg a lllCde':' shipbuilding yard was conceived by the 
Scmdia. Company as early as 1919 pan passu with the flotation of the compo,ny. 
Due te the s.u<l;den and unexpe~ted death· '?f the foreign shipbuilding expert who had 
been COilliillSSIOned at the time for this purpose, the project had te be shelved 

· temporarily. It was, however, revived in 1933, when efforts were made te locate 
a snitable site first in Bombay, and later in Calcutta. Due te the unhelpful atti

. tude of the .authorities, bo~h t.hese places had te be dropped, and, after the outbreak 
~f the war 1!' 19.39! the Scmdia. Company selected a site at Vizagapatam and estab
lished a shipbuilding yard capable of building modem vessels upte 8,000/10,000 

. tens. 

. After •ight years of strenuous efforts, during which the yard was temporarily 
dwlocated fo~ a few years due te the indifference of the authorities coupled with 
en5my bombmg, the yard hM launched three ocean-going steamers, of 8,000 tens 
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each. The company's investments in the yard so far total about 5 crores of 
rupees. 

. It must be realised that the shipbuilding industry in Iudia being in an infant 
stage, the cost of new ships constructed here is inevitably much higher than the 
<lOSt of similar ships built abroad. This is due to various causes, among them being 
the difficulty of procuring the required quantity of steel, trained labour, etc. As. 
suming these will reach normal levels in course of time, the point for consideration 
is whether it would be an economically feasible proposition for this industry to 
wntinue b?ilding at the presen,t high costs. The altcrn.ative is, perhaps, to close 
down the mdustry. 

In considering these alternatives, the secon.d proposition must be ruled out 
suicidal. As regards the first proposition, it must be borne in mind that all the in
dustries of a country have in their infant stage stood in need of protection from 
Government, and got it. The more so is such a protection needed in the case of a 
shipbuilding industry in view of its international character and exceptionally high 
<l08t. The only country in the world which is capable of producing ships at econo
mical prices is the U. K., and that is because the industry of that country is cen
turies old. Even in an advanced maritime country like the U.S.A., the cost of 
building ships is much more than in the U. K. The point to be considered in this 
<Jonnection is that the shipbuilding industry of the U.S.A. has not been allowed to 
languish merely because of the high cost of construction. The Government of the 
U.S.A. has adopted means by which the industry has been subsidised to the extent to 
which the cost of ships built in the U.S.A. yards could be on a par with that of the 
ships built in the U. K. This example provides a model for the Indian Govern
ment to adopt. 

Administratfve Organisation , 
Havin.g considered tho growth of Indian shipping and the vicissitudes through 

which it has been passing during the last few decades, as well as the means by 
which our shipping could be developed to enable us to have a substantial participa
tion in the overseas trade, we shall now consider the setting up of suitable machinery 
to help us achieve our objectives. 

It is obvious the primary factor which will contribute to the proper develop. 
ment of our merchant marine ·is a correct appreciation on the part of the Govern
ment and the Commerce of the country of the part shipping plays in our economy and 
in times of emergencies like war. The machinery must n.ecessarily therefore be a 
body constituted by Government and providing representation for both shipowners 
and commerce. The Reconstruction Policy Sub-Committee of Shipping has re
commended the setting up of a Shipping Board to be presided over by an indepen
dent Chairman possessing judicial training and having as its members representatives 
of Government, Shipowners and Commerce. The reason for the judicial qualifi
cation appears to have been provided by the fact that the question of shipping rates 
mi~ht be within their purview ; but since then rates questions are being limited to 
ad

0
hoo Rate Tribunals presided over by a judicial officer. It would appear that 

that particular activity need not now be entrusted to the Shipping Board. ]\fore
over recently the Governnient of India have appointed a Director General of Ship
pin~, \vcith headquarters in Bombay, who will iuitiate and finalise all matters con
nected with shipping except questions of policy which naturally continue to remain 
with the Central Ministry of Commerce. This new establishment must doubt
less have its hands full with the various activities that have been brought together 
under its aegis. The administration of the ports has yet to be brought under this 
.authority. Moreover the Indian tonnage today, though it is more than double of 
what it was before the World War II, has not yet reached even the figure of 350,000 
tons. So over a million and a half of gross tons has yet remained to be achieved. 

·Moreover the Indian Mercantile Marine of today is largely confined to coasta I 
trading and the whole question of serving India's Maritime trade with the country's 
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Mercantile Marine awaits development. Under the circumstances, in the opinion 
of the Association the time has arrived for the establishment by Government of an 
Indian Maritime Commission in which the office of the Director-General as also of 
the Inland Water Transport Commission should be incorporated, thus bringing 
under the Commission all the water-borne activities-Inland, Coastal and Over
seas-of the country. 

To begin with, the Commission might consist of three members and presided 
over by the Director General of Shipping whose office will be merged into the Com
mission. Of the remaining two members one should be conversant with and have 
experience of shipping and the other member to be recruited should have experience 
of the world of commerce. Among the objectives of the Commission would be the 
full development of the Inland Water Transport system of the country. As rec 
gards the coastal and overseas marine, it should see that, to quote the report of the 
Reconstruction Policy Sub-Committee, "Indian tonnage must be enabled, within a 
very short time, to carry a very substantial portion of India's owrseas trade and a 
fair portion of the carrying trades of the world ". That is, it should assist in the 
realisation of the target of two million tons. 

With this aim in view the Commission should consider all means of financing· 
and otherwise including subsidies and other forn1s of State aid etc., required to 
provide India with an adequate and well balanced merchant fleet including vesselS' 
of all types to provide shipping services on all routes essential for maintaining the 
flow of commerc-e to and from India.. 

Among the functions of the Commission 1vill be admin:istration of all mer
cantile marine establishments, as well as shipping offices at ports, administration of 
ports and lighthouses as well as training ship " Du:fferin ", administration of nauti
cal and marine engineering institutions, licensing, control of coastal shipping, ad
min:istration of merchant shipping laws and admin:istration thereof, and generally 
~ ma~ters concerne~ with_ the development of the merchant navy of the country 
rncluding those mentwned m the Charter of Rights and Declaration of Policv in the 
following pages. - ~ 

Intergovernme.nta1 Maritime Con..sultative Organisation 

The IntergO\·ernmental :Maritime Consultative Organization is a specialised 
agency attached to the United Nations Organisation, on the lines of the I.T.O. and 
I.C.A.O.,_ to d_eal "ith shipping problems on U:ternational level. It emerged out 
of the discussions of the Umted Natwns i\Iantlme Conference at Geneva in 1948 
which was attended by 36 maritime countries inclurlinu India. The purposes of 
the Organisation are :- o 

I. (a) To prmide machinery for co-operation among Governments in the 
ficlfl of Governmental regulation, and practices relutinCT to tc('hnical 
matt~rs of all kinds affecting shipping engaged in inter~ational trade" 
a."d to encourage the general. adopti~n of the highest practicabl~ 
SLandarc.ls m matters conce:rnmg marJtm.le safety and efficiency of 
navigation ; 

(b) to e~c?urage the removal of discriminatory action and unnecessary' 
restnctwns by Governments affecting shipping enn'arred in international 
trade so as to promote the availability of shipping s';,rvices to the com
merce of the world without discrimination; assistance and encolll'age-
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m~nt. given by a Government for the development of its mttional 
sh1ppmg and for purposes <'f security does not in itself constitute 
discrimination, provided that such assistance and encouragement is 
not based on measures designed to restrict the freedom of shipping 
of all flags to take part in international trade ; 

(c) to provide for the consideration by the organisation of matters concern. 
ing unfair restrictive pr t~tice s by shippiniT concerns in accordance 
with Articles 2, 3 an<! 4 ; o 

(d) to provide for the. consideration hy the Organisation of any matters 
concerning shipping that may be referred to it by any organ or Specia
lized Agency of the United Nations; 

(e) to provide for the exchange of information among Governments of 
matters under consideration by the Organisation. 

2. The functions of the Organi.>ation shall be consultative and advisory. 

3. In order to achieve the purpose set out in Article I, the functions of the 
Organisation shall be : 

(a) subject to the provisions of Article 4, to consider and make recommenda
tions upon matters arising tmder Article l (a), (b) and (c) that may be 
remitted to it by members, by any organ of Specialized Agency of 
the United Nations, or by any other intergovernmental organisation 
or upon matters referred to it under Article l (d) ; 

(b) to provide for the drafting of conventions, agreements, or other suitable 
instruments, and to recommend these to Governments and to inter
governmental organisations, and to convene such conferences as may 
be necessary ; 

(c) to provide machinery for consultation among members and the ex:cha.nga 
of information among Governments. 

4. In those matters which appear to the Organisation capable of settlement 
through the normal processes of international shipping business the Organisa.tion 
shall so recommend. When, in the opinion of the Organisation, any matter con. 
cerning unfair restrictive practic.:es by shipping concerns is incapable of settlement 
through tho normal processes of international shipping business, or has in fact, so 
proved and provided it shall first have been the subject of direct negotiations between 
the Members concerned, the Organisation shall, at the request of one of those 
Members, consider the matter. 

Before I;}Xarnining the purposes enumerated above, we must bear in mind that 
Indian shipping is in an extremely undevelopccl ::;tat':} a.ml tlut the lo:1' ling m:witime 
nations of today have had substantial national support and enconra.gement in a 
variety of forms before they attained the position they now occupy. Among the 
many methods adopted by these countries are granting of suhsirlies and bounties, 
extending financial assistance by cheap loans etc., gi\ring prefllrence to national 
ships for the cardage of cargo owned or controlled by Government, stipulating in 
bilateral trade agreements that preferential utilisation should be mctdo of the ships 
of the contracting parties, and so on. India has not so far it(lopted any of t.he~a 
methods except stipulating in two or three recent bilateral trade agreoment3 thnt 
the ships of the contracting parties s:wuld be utilised ~ much as possible for the 
carriage of the cargo covered by the agreements. This does not carry us far ; 
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without acti\·e assistan<li> from Government, it would he next to impossible to 
develop national shipping. 

Let us now examine the purposes of the Convention. and s~e whet~er .assistance 
extended by governments for the development of therr natto~al shtppmg comes 
within the scope of the DICO. The main purpose of the ~f~O IS to encourage the 
removal of discriminatory action and unnecessary restrtctwns by Gove~nm?'?-ts 
affecting shipping engaged in international trade .so as t<;> p~o~ote_ the avail~bility 
of shipping services to the commerce of the world wtthout .discnm~a~to'!· Obvtou.sly; 
financial help e>.-tended by Governments does not constttnte disc~matory actton, 
nor do the steps taken to reserve coastal shipping, for the Th!CO IS conc~rned o~y 
with international trade. Will preference given by Government to nattonal shtps 
for the carriage of cargo owned or controlled by Govern~ent be c'?nst;ned ~ ?is
crimination! It should not be, for it has been a recogmsod practtce m mantuna 
countries for national shippers to give preference to national ships. So far as 
Government cargo iS conberned, Government is certainly in the position of a shipper 
and has the right to choose its transport. Such choice, therefore, cannot be construed 
as discrimination by any stretch of the tenn. Besides, it helps the conservation of 
foreign exchange resources which should be the aim of any country. 

Coming to another aspect of the matter, it may be that for the development of 
national shipping some kind of discrimination and restrictions will be necessary. The 
IMCO recognises that assistance and encouragement given for the development of 
its national shipping and for the purposes of security does not in itself constitute 
discrimination. The Convention visualises only the removal of unnecessary restric
tions. This means the restrictions which may be necessary for the development of 
shipping may be adopted. Besides the IMCO, by advisedly using the word 
"encourage", recognises that it would be diffi.cult to remove all discriminatory actions 
forthwith. Evidently, even discrimination and mmecessary restrictions now 
practised by some governments are to be removed only gradually. 

We do recognise the existence of a provision that such assistance and encourage
ment (given by Govenunent) should not be based on measures designed to restrict 
the freedom of shipping of all flags to take part in international trades. This, how
ever, will be largely detennined by day to day events taking place in international 
shipping. We are all aware that the U.S.A. have stipulated that not less than 
fifty per cent. of the Marshall Plan cargoes should be carried in American bottoms 
and at the recent conference of the International Chamber of Shipping held in 
London, this was not regarded as discrimination because they were regarded as "in 
the nature of gift." There are also instances of other countries (e.g. France) making 
it :" condition !n their import licences that preference should be given to national 
ships for the Importation of cargo covered by such licences. Taking these into 
co?Sideration, it ~an be argued that preferences given by Government to national 
ships for the carnage of government cargo and even other cargo as well will not 
constitute discrimination. ' 

Again, the e>..-pression "to take part in international trade" doe:-s not necessarily 
mean that fore!gn. shipping has a right to take full or part cargo from every port. 
"Freedom of shtppmg'' can.only mean that there should be no restrictions on shipping 
entermg or clearmg from mternational ports, with or without cargo. 

Considering all these factors, we must in ratifying the Convention or otherwise 
assure ourselves that a proper interpretation would be placed upon the Conventio~ 
so that ouc Gove~nment .wo.uld be free to take all reasonable steps to develop our 
much ne.eded natiOnal shippmg. If, however, there is the remotest chance of these 
steps bemg rega~ded as ~ontrary. to the letter or the spirit of the Convention, the 

. duty of .the Indtan Parliament IS clear, namely, to decline to ratify the IMCO 
Convention. 
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PARTY 

DEOLA.RA"!ON OF POLICY AND CHARTER OF RIGHTS 

As already expounded in the earlier parts of this Memorandum, Ship-owning 
=d Ship-building are not only industries within the limited scope of the meaning 
·of that expression; but they are essential services of vital importance to the 
existence of the Nation during the times of peace and particularly so during the 
times of war. In the political sphere our country has reached its cherished goal 
of Sovereign Republic State. If that State to be maintained powerful, prosperous 

,and conforming to the ideals of democracy, it is necessary that the ship-owning and 
ship-building industries should attain an equally strong and independent state. 
Having surveyed in the foregoing pages the history and development of the shipping 
enterprise in India, its handicaps and disabilities, its prospects and potentialities, 
we shall now submit, for the consideration of the Fiscal Commission, what we believe 
to be the inherent Rights of the Shipping and Shipbuilding Industries in the future 
plan of the nation's economy. In an earlier section of this Memorandum we have 
referred to the Declaration embodied in the Merchant Marine Act, ·1936, of tho 
U.S.A. The Indian shipping and ship-building induatries firmly believe that 
.a similar Declaration require to be made by the National Government of India 
"forthwith, the same being subsequently embodied in the new Indian Merchant 
:Shipping Legislation which the Government of India are understood to have in 

· hand at the moment. The industry gives the pride of place to this Declaration in 
their Charter of Rights which they desire to record herein, and which they trust the 
{)ommission will recommend to the Government of India for promulgation at the 
-earliest moment. We give the Declaration below as we wonld like to see it pro
mulgated by the Government. 

Declaration of Policy 

"It ·is necessary for the national defence and development of its foreign and 
-domestic commerce that the Union of India shall have a merchant marine-

(a) sufficient to carry its domestic water-borne commerce, and a substsntial 
portion of the water-borne export and import foreign commerce of 
the Union of India, and to provide shipping service on all routes 
essential for maintaining the flow of such domestic and foreign water
borne commerce at all times; 

(b) capable of serving as a naval and military auxiliary in times of war or 
national emergency ; 

(c) owned and operated under the flag of the Union of India by citizens of 
the Union of India; and 

(d) composed of the best equipped, safest, and most suitable types of vessels, 
constructed in the Union of Inclia and manned with a trained and 
efficient citizen personnel, as far as possible. 

It is hereby declared to be the policy of the Union of India to foster the develop
ment and encourage the maintenance of such a merchant marine. 

Charter of Right.s 

(1) That the Shipping Industry must be encouraged in all possible ways to 
achieve the target of 2,000,000 in a period of five years; 

(2) That their way to progress be made smooth and fair b;r the Government 
.and that no impediment in whatever shape or form be allowed m the way of that 
.achievement ; 
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{3) That the Industries be granted every fac:ility to acquire more tonnage by 
the Government of the country coming to their aid in the form of-

{i) Construction subsidies. 

{ ii) Construction loans. 

{iii) Instituting hire-purchase system by which the Gov~rnment buys the 
ships in the first instance and sells them to the shipowners. 

{iv) That the shipowners be allowed and given every assistance in chartering 
tonnaae to enable them to expand the sphere of their operations. In 
this r.;'spect the Government, if they so desire, can purchase a fleet of 
their own and charter it on bare boat terms to ship-owners. 

{v) That the shipowners be given an exemption from _income-t~x for. ~he 
period of first five years to enable them to consolidate therr position 
and build up reserves ; like Italy etc. 

{vi) {b) That the shipowners be given an exemption from income-taxes on 
the profits ploughed back into the industry. 

{vii) That the shipowners be given operation differential subsidies. 

{viii) That the shipowners be assisted with postal subventions, carriage of 
goods on Government account and carriage of troops and Government 
personnel. 

{ix) That the ship-building industry be established in this country on a firm 
footing and that the old and new entrants be given facilities to pur
chase Government-controlled raw materials at a minimum fixed: 
price. 

' {x) That the shipbuilders be given construction differential subsidies where 
their cost of building ships are higher than those prevailing in U.K. 

{xi) That the shipbuilders be offered every assistance, financial as well as 
techuical, not only to start and maintain the main industries, but 
also to start and maintain the ancillary and auxiliary industries so 
necessary for the shipyards of the country to become entirely inde
pendent in the production of their products. 

{xii) That, finally and in the main, the ship-owners and the shipbuilders in 
the country look to the Government to consider the question of pro
duction and acquisition of tonnage as one of the most urgent problems 
of the day so that the Nation would have an adequate mercantile 
marine at the earliest possible moment. 

Implementation of Policy and Rights 

It has already been recognised by the Government that this country must 
adopt a dynamic policy which Ehould have as its objective, the attainment of a 
strong independent mercantile marine able to carry-

{ a) the whole coastal trade of India. 

{b) 75% of the near trade. 

{c) 30% of the Far East trade carried by Japan during the pre-war period; and 

{d) 50% of the India's Overseas trade; 
and to achieve this object the industries recommend that the undermentioned 
policy ?e ir_nmediately adopted by t~e Government and published as their Declaration 
of Policy m respect of these two mdustries as under : 
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. ~e~eas th? Government find it expedient that the ship-owning and the ship
buil?Jng mdustr1es _he placed on a war-time footing of service and production to 
achieve a free and_mdepen?-ent mercantile marine sufficient to safeguard the needs 
of the country durmg the trme of peace and war. Now therefore it is hereby declared 
that: 

(1) Acquisition of tonnage be expedited.-It has been laid down that the Indian 
Mercantile Ma~e _should expand within the next five to seven years to 2 000,000 
g;oss tons of •!llppmg. With this aim in view the Government sponsored the Ship
pmg Corp?rat10ns on 3rd November 1947. Since that date, only one Corporation 
~as come mto bemg, and the other two may take some time for incorporation. It 
IB, therefore, decided that other measures be adopted to reach the target figure, 
mentioned above. The methods to be employed are:-

(a) Repayable loan" to Shipoumers.-The State shall advance loans to com
panies for the purchase of ships on the following terms:-

Period 25 years. 

Interest 

Repayment 

Security 

Free of interest for the first 5 years. 
3% per annum from the 6th year. 

By yearly instalments of 1j20th of the loan 
amount, instalments starting from the 6th 
year. 

The ships purchased from the loan to be pledged 
to the State. 

(b) Hire-purchase system.-The State may purchase ships an<! sell them to the 
shipo·wners on a hire. purchase system: _ 

Period 10 years. 
Interest 3% per annum. 
Ammortisation 1jl0th of the purchase price per year. 

(c) Bare Boat Clzarter.-In this instance, the Government shall at all times 
remain the sole owners of the steamers. They shall purchase the 
necessary tonnage and charter it out on bare boat basis to the ship
owners. The conditions would be that the Government shall levy 
from the shipowners the depreciation calculated at the normal rate, 
the insurance premia and the interest at 50j0 per annum on cost of 
the ship. The shipowners shall run the ste:tmors as their own incurring 
all operational costs and all maintenance and repair charges; and also 
shall maintain the steamers in Class. 

(d) Assistance to Skipowners building new ships in India or abroad.-The 
Government shall help such shipowners with construction bounties if 
the ships are built in India andjor loans against the cost of ships, if 
built abroad. 

(2) The following safegua.·d<i be provided for the coast trade:-

(a) The whole of the coastal trade of India shall be reserved for Indian ship
owners only. 

(b) Pending the acquisition of tonnage required in (a) above:-

(i) Non-Indian Shipping, whenever it be necessary to permit it to ply in 
the coastal trade in the interest of the country, to be allowed to parti
cipate in the coastal trade on short-term or voyage licences. 
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(ii) Only charters by Indian Companies owning ships shall be licensed to 
ply on the coast. 

(c) Freight rates shall be standardised forthwith and to achieve this object 
the Government shall nominate a Committee of Experts shortly. If 
the Committee happens to arrive at the conclusion that the freight 
rates be increased, pending the acquisition of tonnage as mentioned 
in (a)· above, the Government shall pay a differential bounty to the 
Indian owners rather than increase freights. 

(3) That the folknviri{J ~afeguard8 shall be provided for the Overseas Trade :
(a) By lending their good offices, in case of need, towards securing for Indian 

Companies, admission to existing Conferences operating in. Indian 
Overseas trades. 

(b) By granting operational subsidies (as in U.S.A.) to Indian Companies 
against their operating costs if higher while operating in Conferences; 
the operational subsidy to be increased snitably when Conferences 
break up andfor rate.wars are started and Indian Companies are 
faced with competition from foreign shipping. 

(c) Government shall help Indian Companies operating in the country's 
foreign trades by shipping per Indian ships all Government stores 
and Government-controlled cargoes and also by reqniring Government 
personnel to travel by Indian ships. 

(d) Mail contracts_ shall only be given to Indian shipowners. 

(4) The folknviri{J Bafeguard8 shall be provided for the shipbuilding indUBtry:-
(a) The Government recognise the necessity of having public co-operation 

so far as this vital industry is concerned and therefore they propose 
to help the Vizagapatam Ship-yard to reduce their cost of production 
by all means, fiscal and non-fiscal, as also by giving them construction 
bounties. 

{b) The Government shall help existing ship-yards by allowing duty-free 
importation of materials and machinery with high priorities, and by 
granting relief from income and other taxes; the Government shall 
help new yards by granting them-
(i) free long-term lease of land; 
(ii) construction bounties; 
(iii) loans; 

(iv) relief from duties and taxes. 

{c) The Government shall welcome private enterprise to establish. ship
bnilding yards in other parts of the country and shall, if required to 
do so, contribute towards the capital of the Company. 

(d) The Government shall declare special rates for raw products reqnired by 
th? .ship-building industry, like steel and coal, and shall levy only 
mmunum transport charges from their respective mines to the ship
building yards~ 

(e) The G~vernment .shall help the industry by obtaining for them the 
serVlces of foreign experts till such time as Indian technical personnel 
is trained. 

(f) The Government shall encourage private enterprise to build up ancillary 
and auxiliary industries so necessary for the ship-bnilding industry. 

~ short, Government declare that they shall do all within their power to 
-establish and enhance the progress of these two industries in the country. 



APPENDIX I 
Statement showing India's Exports and Imports of Me•·chandise and Treasure for the following years in value (Rs. '000) 

I TOTAL lMFORTS TOTAL EXPORTS 

Year 
Merchandise Treasure 'l'oto.l l\Icrchnndise Treosuro Total 

1923/24 237,18,42 53,20,40 290,38,82 303,37,04 3,67,33 307,04,07 

1928/29 203,30,80 37,20,42 300,59,22 :~:3!),15,07 6,35,31 345,50,38 

1933/34 117,30,45 1,96,15 119,26,60 151,17,16 63,56,38 216,73,79 .. 
1937/38 ' 177,22,09 4,71,25 181,93,34 189,70,39 19,70,70 209,53,09 

193sJ39 152,36,09 " 152,36,09 . 189,21,52 .. Hi0,21,52 . 
1039/40 165,29,21 " 165,20,21 213,57,·!4 " 

213,57,44 

1940/41 156,29,21 " 156,96,89 108,09,06 " 
Hl8,69,66 

\041/42 174,74,75 4,33,62 179,08,37 254,45,82 12,20,58 266,05,90 

1942/43 116,70,94 62,78 117,33,72 1 Oi:l,l7 ,aa 10,79,60 205.97,20 

\943/44 132,73,22 3,66,93 130,40,14 211,00,23 5,7l,D4 210,71,17 

1944/45 231,93,86 24,46,42 256,40,28 228,98,25 5,18,65 234,16,80 

1945/46 292,33,20 8,40,79 300,74,05 206,42,89 7,41,71 273,84,80 

1946* *316,38,00 .... 316,38,00 305,71,00 " 
305,71,00 

1947/48@ 445,88,00 21,00,00 466,94,00 408,24,00 2,00 409,20,00 

1948/49@ 518,00,00 80,00 518,80,00 ' 422,82,00 1,00 422,83,00 

• F1gures for 1946 are taken from the Report of the Currency and Finance for 1947-48 and aro for the calendar year. 
@ Fi$W'OS for 1947.~8 and 1948-49 are frOill the Reserve Bank of India. Bulletin, June, 1949. 

Balance of 
Trade" 

-!-76,00,15 

+44,81,10 

+97,47,10 

+27,50,75 

+16,85,43 

+48,28,23 

+41,72,77 

-!-87,57,53 

+88,63,57 

-!-80,41,02 -
-22,23,48 

-20,80,45 

-10,67,00 

-58,68,00 

-95,07,00 



APPENDIX. II 

SummanJ of tTw vaf.aes of the Exports and Imports o.f Merchandise from the British Empire and Foreign CO'Untries. 

(Rupees in Crores) 

I' __ '_G·_·_··_· ____ Ii ___ ,_._ •• _._"'----1·---1-·_,._._ •• __ --;---1_"_"_··-1----;---1-··_"_···_· ___ 1 ____ 1_ •. _.,_·'_" ____ i _____ 1U48:_ __ 

Im!JOrta Exports I Import-s Rxports Imports Exports Imports Exports Imports EXJIOrts I Imports Exports Imrwrts Exports I . 

------{v_._,_.,:F~I-::% jvuluo % Vnlu:·~ Vuluo % _ Vnhw· 1~ Vnluo % :;:;-~-;;:;:-~~ Vnluo % ;
1

Vnluc% ;.,.:-I~ ~•luo ~-:-;;:~~% 
CLAss I 

Food,Drlnkand '30.30 18 8015 25 12.24 10 86.02 26 24,00 16 SILlS 3.2423.81 14 41.70 22 27.80 l(l OS.U9 2f'.i 22.27 0 54.31 23 01.08 17 87.55 
Tobuoc~ i 21 

CLJ.BS II j 
Ra'\ Maforlnls 18 02 8 186.02 56 16.21 H 60.88 47 33.18 22 73.21} 45 42.10 27 61.80 
and Produce nnd 
Articles unma· 
nuf.tcturcd. 

<:r..&.sa ni 
Artlcl•'Bwhollyor 174.6& 77 71.02 20 85.21) 75 30.80 27 02.70 61 47.61 SO SO &1 58 81.18 

mnlnly manufnc 
turrd. 

Ot.&SS IV 

Living Animals , 

Cr..&SS V 

Postal Artlrif:'!l 
a!!1 Bnggn.gc not 
Spcclllcd. 

0.19 

3.44 

0.26 0.28 

2 2.46 2.40 

0.00 0.80 o.os 0{05 0.07 

1 1.34 1 2.07 2 2.66 1 1.40 1 2.05 

32 .11).90 20 65.38 27 116.86 48 00.81 28 120.03 25 08.64 24 

I 
45 03.&4 54 100.26 ·17 101.61 41 111.80 ~ 7 204.52 68 234.70 &5 

0.02 .. 0.03 .. i 0.03 .. 0.27 .. 

2 
I 

1 4.25 1 4.10 2 &.60 1 1. 70 

l 
227.61100 S.Ja.as

1i.OO uo.s& 100 1-,-7-.2-5 100 1&2.86 100 -,.-2-. 7-o·liOO 156.061 °o"oct,::s-:o-,.o;:s:l:1:-:o::ot,::73:-.-:,-::6l:,-:oo:- 287 .so iOO'i44.8"5 100 241.nr)lffin ~ ~~~ ~" 

"' co 
0> 
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APPENDIX III 

Total Area and Production of all Major Food Grains-Rice, Wheat, Barley, Gram, 
Jowar, Bajra. mcd Maize in India 

AREA PRoDucTioN 
(million acres) (million tons) 

1931-32 156·9 50·1 

J 941-42 156·5 45·7 

1942-43* 150·0 42·2 

1943-44 153·0 43·4 

1944-45 1GD ·0 43·4 

1945-46 160 ·2 3D·2 

N.B.- *From 1942-43 onwards th~ figure!-! given above relate to Indian Union alone. 

(Figures tuken from the volume on~Crops-Phmning and Productioniof the National Plan .. 
ning Committee Series). · 

Comparing the produotion in the Indian Union during 1947-48 ~th the average 
production for five years ending 1946-47 in respect of Rice, Millets, :Maize, Wheat 
and Barley, we find that it ha• declined including both States and Provinces to : 

Rice 95·5% \Vheat 94·5% 

Jowar 92·4% Burley 95·1% 

.Bajra. 84·4% 1\fnize 92·3% 

Gram only shows an increase to 106.6%. 

Total production (including Hyderabad) in all the major foodgrains in 1946-47 
<Jomes to 39.5 million tons, and in 1947-48 it comes to 40.4 million tons. 

This has been supplemented as follows:-

From April1945 to March 1946, 9.31lac• imported at the cost of 26 crores. 

From April1946 to March 1947, 26.58lacs of tons at the cost of 88.70 crores 
involving R· subsidy of 20. 59 crores were imported. 

And from April1947 to Dec. 1947, it is estimated to be 19.12 lacs and the cost 
is estill'ated to be 77. 97 crores and subPidy to be 17. 35 crores. 

In 1948, the Import was over 27 lacs tons, while in 1949, it is estimated to b~ 
.over 40 lacs of tons. 
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APPENDIX IV 

AGRICULTURAL AREA 

!D3I-32 ID4I-42 1942-43 I943-44 I944-45 1945-4tr 
(In million acres) 

I. Net .-\rea So~"ll 2:!8·8 213·2 I7!·8 I73·8 I74·0 I70·8 
\ 

2. Irrigated Area 48·7 56·7 36·8 37 ·5 38·2 39·2 

3. Total Food Crops 2I6·3 195·8 153·0 157·0 172·0 I69·3 

4. Total commercial crops 39 ·2 50·1 32·7 33·3 30·0 30 ·I 

Total area under Food and 
non-food Crops ;,) 255 ·i) 245·9 ...185 ·7 I90 ·3 202·0 I99·4 

Since the year 1942-43, the figures for the Indian Union and Pakistan have 
been compiled from a publication of the Economic and Statistical Adviser, Direc. 
torate of Economics and Statistics, Ministry of Agriculture, GovoPboent of India, 
entitled "ESTIMATES OF AREA Al\'D YIELD OF PRINCIPAL CROPS IN 
INDIA 1936-1946", and therefore figures frcm 1942-43 en'" arc's "'" frr Irdian 
Union only. 

Total Food Grains inciude rice~ wheat, barley, jowar, bajra, ragi, maize: gram 
and other grains and pulses except for the years 1941-42 to 1945-46 which do not 
include other grains and pulses. 

Other food crops include fruits, vegetables, condime'nts, spices, etc., but no 
figures are available in respect of these items for the years 1941-42 to 1945-46. 

Non-Food Crops include oilseeds (sesamum, rape and mustard, linseed and other 
oilseeds), coffee, tea, cotton, jut<', other fibres. indigo, opium, tobacco and fodder 
?ro~;>s Fi,oures relating to other fibres, indigo, o11ium, fodder corps are not available 
m respect of the years 1941-42 to 1945-46. 



,APPENDIX V 

YIELD OF PRJNOIPAL CR01'S 

(Figures in '000) 

Indian Union only 

1931-32 1941-42 1942-43 1943-H IU44-45 194l>t-l6 

H. ice (Tons) 33,001 25,331 18,377 20,357 19,130 17,983 

'Vheat .. 9,024 10,037 6,819 6,260 6,791 5,860 

Jowar .. 6,363 4,708 6,367 9,459 .. t.~l:/8 
Bujru .. 3,077 3,134 3,095 3,008 ;!.ll.8.9 
Maize .. 2,015 1,978 1,911 2,153 2.0,~ .• 
Ro.gi .. 1,845 1,771 1,764 J,638 1,170 
Barley .. 1,991 2,029 1,896 2,129 1,951 

Gram .. 3,131 3,416 2,763 3,140 3,029! 

Sugarcane .. 3,975 4,371 4,370 4,969 4,614 4,430! 

Total Oilsceds . .. 4,331 4,541 3,782 4,216 4,652 4,116. 

Cotton (bu.los of 400 lbs each) 4,678 6,223 2,590 3,061 1,920 1,868. 

Jute .. .. 5,542 6,460 1,746 1,541 1,236 1,1ifi6. 

Rubbor (lbs.) 20,Il7 

Indigo (cwts.) 10 

Tou (lbs.) 394,083 501,087 490,021 497,003 447,904 601,661 

Coffee .. 33,614 35,772 32,514 34,180 34,600 50,400 

Tobacco (Tons) 491 278 240 310 ~12 

------
Figures for Ul31~32 are taken from the Statistical Abatruct for British India. 1927-28 to 1030-37 (Efltim.ated Yield pp. 458_-459). 

Figures from 1941-42 nro taken from "Estimates of Aron und Yiold of Principal Crops in India, 1036-46," issued by _the Economic.a.tt.<l. St~t~tical, 
Adviser, April 1~48. 

!~rom 10-::1:.2-'U oa.ova.rd-:~ the figuN.i given).ro for Ia.diall Union ala~. 

~ 
"' 



APPENDIX VI (n) 

' ' . 
Slltntnat!l of lf•e value of tlw EXFORIJ.'S of Indian ""rclwndise to th~ British Empire atzd foteign c&i.htriea. (in Rs. '000). 

--- ·- -1028·24 ' 1042·43 1044-46 t945·4e 1028·20 103S·34 ' ]0!.!8·30 1030-.JO lO.JO•.Jl 1041·42 1043·44 
I - ... • 

na. Its. Its. Ita. Ita. us. ne. ne. no. no. na. 
-7oo4, Drink and Tobacto-

Fish (excluding cnnnrd fl&h) 0,284 7,824 4,487 6,020 0,{)71 (0,315 6,010 l7,820 15,688 22,679 26,685 

Fruita nnd vogotablos 7,178 ;O,OHi D,DOO 22,686 23,00':1 24,402 30,014 10,706 22,766 4D,oa 700,446 

Oro.fn,Pulao nnd Flour 6,08,715 8,80,D42 1,17,480 77,412· 50,882 50,080 10,408 ~60,828 28,082 12,824 27,887 

Liquors ]8 1 12 63 J27 124 200 '' 48 67 148 

Provisions nnd Oilman st,orcs 6,085 6,448 2,812 6,032 7,086 7,308 l'l,DSO 6,002 6,840 2,482 2,018 

Splcea 11,086 16,880 7,220 7,866 10,703 7,U62 11,302 10,410 14,481 111,146 30,870 

Sugnr 9,007 548 238 2,418 700 2,720 8,178 10,706 4,227 13,172 . 2,897 

:rea 3,10,4.61 2,06,044 1,08,4UO 2,32,D05 2,03,060 2,77,861 3,58,812 8,10,104. 8,78,582 8,78,466 3,66,462 

OtiJCr food and Drink 15,766 17,ll0 10,248 0,617 7,832 2,5eo 4,360 6,200 7,000 2,008 2,673 

Tobncco 10,207 12,047 0,380 27,603 26,281 2~.76& 22,001 14,fl20 7,646 14,001 28,580 

:r.tal . 8o0] 1537 0,73.806 :J,o0,230 3.111.802 a.oo,522 4,17,000 6.86 866 4,72,886 4.70.212 •• 87,888 6.43,064 

LI • -Raw Mattriall and Pro. 
duct• and arli.cl~-$ !tlainlll 
.Marlufactured-

Coal . . 2,280 7,182 3,718 13,206 18,020 18,404 l4,0ll 8,5U4 2,108 2,277 2,448 

Other non·mf'tn.llln mlnhu~: 10,718 9,244 5,227 12,075 18,7!'0 16,087 31,848 28,017 20,107 8,802 24,918 
and jLuarry products and 
tho ll c. 

Fodder, Drnn and Potlarde. 12,846 14,403 4,064 806 486 002 041 715 766 812 186 

Gums, Resins ond Lnc 01,804 84,608 26,061 15,010 22,247 25,002 64,401 32,86tl 20,262 -47,4,70 49,618 

Rides and eklm•, rnw or un· 
drc~ed. ' 

60,826 05,li08 42,633 38,407 ·i1,130 81,306 47,746 38,886 41,284 80,854. 60,031 

Meto.U!c orca nnd acrnp,lron 
or 11tceJ for re-manufacture 

23,888 20,901 20,634 16,723 22,818 18,322 20,140 28,2ri0 22,888 11,128 11,(160 
-

Oils-Vc&Zetn blea, Mineral 
and Animal, 

20,008 8,663 6,724 10,837 18,747 24,012 26,372 18,684 8,818 10,667 17,108 
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ther textile materials . I ood and Timber . 
lscellnncous .. 

Total 

• Artick1 tchollV or mainlu 
anujactured: 

III 
m 

A pparel 

Arm~ Ammunition 
M tary Stores, 

and 

Chemicals, drugs and medl· 
cines. 

Cutlery, Rardwarct Imx:le· 
menta and Ina ruments 
(excl. clec. In.struwcnts 
and Appn.ratw) •• 

Dyes and coloum 

FurnlturP., cablneLware and 
manuf11cturos of wood and 
timber. 

Gla.68 and Earthenwnro 

HJdea And skins, lanned or 
dressed nnd leather. 

Mnehlnery of nil klnd11, In· 
eluding belting for mach!~ 
nery. 

Metn.Js..--Iron and Steel j 
and Manufucttrcca thereof I 

Pa11erl Pn.steboard and j 
etat onery. 

D 4101 11 • 

7 

11,440 

2,98,172 

l2,242 

0,05,H3 

2,00,000 

6,021 

81,749 

7,6(11 

12,467 

27,666 

18,60,260 

2,964 

11 

82,520 

1,451 

18,646 

707 

280 

60,077 

' 
121 I 

18,071 
I 

1141 

6 . 
S8,4181 

1 ,475! 110,120 20,922 

148 207 643 624 

10,086 3,118 7,158 9,3?6 

2,96,21i2 1,30,615 1,50,922 1,18,053 

707 270 327 322 

0,66,910 2,79,147 2,40,(165 3,10,415 

8,23,492 l,OD,S27 1,33,0(17 1,8D,333 

2,781 248 238 460 

48,854 10,838 29,808 32,249 

8,766 3,729 7,2D8 8,721 

17,489 8,221 1,846 1,708 

26,081 13,084 17,253 20,374 

17,02,702 6,{18,824 7,82,017 8,50,867 

2,047 2,411 ·3,432 4,348 

1 .. 4 1 

21,667 11,420 4,406 5,5{17 

1,689 078 4,287 4,702 

12,880 8,142 7,211 8,876 

486 200 828 740 

262 160 247 282 

04,432 58,208 52,758 76,060 

66 63 330 354 

21,205 10,672 30,207 30,040 

129 I ~25 1,275 1,766 

$,41 8,744 (j i4il . 
701 780 460 

0,180 7,277 626 

' 1,00,402 1,04,416 1,05,176 

4p2 716 761 

2,44,556 1,75,410 53,056 

78,460 1,04,172 00,157 

265 045 1,411 

10,419 26,034 12,012 

7,02D D,667 6,829 

2,386 1,0D8 1,881 

16,770 14,561 16,710 

0,18,646 .,8,53,783 4,27,560 

' 
6,809 7,455 5,601 . 

.. 11 1 

6,546 0,618 5,852 

0,403 7,277 2,678 

7,558 6,040 3,606 

261 288 170 

728 1,284 788 

5D,864 60,250 47,606 

506 646 690 

40,408 37,618 14,479 

4,110 8,089 647 

1,{ •• 
668 81 

1,700 6,110 

1,11,402 1,05,835 

202 170 

74,870 .77,017 

88,201 75,001 

672 637 

17,182 22,766 

6,782 7,047 

967 1,843 

16,615 10,880 

4,48,051 58,428 

4,008 5,27 

2 1 

8,688 4,006 

2,256 2,623 

8,417 5,020 

246 436 

760 1,172 

43,840 4-2,122 

762 330 

10,540 0,008 

610 s,oos 

' 1 
863 

13,580 

146,127 

192 

1,50,902 

1,58,360 

682 

S6,6Ql 

6,123 

2,{108 

28,804 

cs,oa,uu 

3,080 

8 

8,024 

3,887 

6,61~ 

671 

1,772 

64,789 

'680 

2,180 

807 

... 
0 .... 



APPI!;:b.""DIX VI {a)-Continued. 
Summary of the val-ue of ihe EXPORTS co merchandise consigned from the British Empire and foreign countries. (in Rs. '000). 

-
I 1023-24 1028·20 1033·34 I 1{1:18·30 I 1030·40 L040·41 1041·42 1042·43 1043·olf 1044·46 1045-40 

1{8. Ita. us. lts. us. R•. Ito. R•. Ito. n•. R•. 
Mdoal!l other than Iron and 

~h·l'l and m:mufilcturt·t~. 
21,371 S7,R17 23,506 2,17& 1,010 2,40{1 3,468 1,638 2,047 6,01S 2,080 

ltallwn)· pluut uml rulllnp -~64 .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. 
stuck. 

Itubht'r :\fnnuracturl'S 40 18 1 870 908 4,114 4,726 8,087 3,480 '0,244 4,993 

Vl'lliciNt, f'Xclmlhuz (O('O· 04 20 8 170 70 102 144 08 117 80 7Z 
ruotlvt•, etc., for ltallwuya. 

Cotton .)'run and ~fl'umfnc· l,Oil,MO 77,0,56 27,203 71,170 85,758 1,64,802 3,50,612 4,61,0}0 4,:26,242 8,70,017 3,80,005 
tur..·-~ 

Jutt• .\[/IUUfiiCtUrt•S 4,22,836 6,00,040 2,13,741.1 2,22,011 4,87 :;'H 4.53,8<10 6,38,A.!.4 3,04,0{)3 4,47,718 6,04,252 6,g6,221) 

Silk 427 486 82 180 328 248 200 1,001 225 2 15 

Woollen 5,203 10,218 7,400 8,262 8,8{){) 7,324 7,883 4,08{) 6,802 16,008 23,827 

Othrr y;un and Textilr 700 1,1fl0 410 1,720 
fallrtcs. 

3,2{)·l 6,712 13,7{)4 14,004 8,583 4,103 _4,542 

::Uf.~ct•IIIUJt'OU!I nrtlo·)o•<l, wholly 30,710 43,8{)] 34,fl26 24,1f0 i 
or mainly manu[l\cturcd. 

' 
'28,94S I 

I 
28,8{)2 2{),622 22,045 83,001 43,464 64,859 

Tot.1l Cl. HI 7,10,229 8,95,800 ' 3,0t;,{li{l 
1 4,76,132 6,60,]42 8,11,870 10,92,642 0,53,681 10,47,8{13 11,28,640 11,18,840 
i 

IV. LivinJ animal.r: I I 
Horses 50 lll 00 12 65 42 100 .. .. .. .. 
C1tt1o 879 535 72 84 167 101 148 282 I82 72 G 

Shcc)onnd Ooat<t 1,303 2,038 785 000 008 510 486 1,232 2,173 2,718 2,734 

Other JJvluR lUJinutlfl 332 410 78 127 .. •• .. 35 30 50 48 

TotalCI. IV 2,660 3,905 080 823 788 718 8I8 I,548 2,301 2,844 2,788 . 

Y.-Po.rtal • .J.rfide.r; 24,076 25,326 13,4{)0 26,053 21,{)00 20,670 2,513 23186{) ,"21;251 -30,029 . -'61;074 

Orand Total(Exporfs) 134,88,361 ss;ot,270 
1 

14,72,507 16,27,716 2,030,212 18,66,803 23,76,621 18,70,044 19,98,798 21,02,775 24;1Q,016 



APP:E:NDtt vt.(b) 
Summary ojthe value of the IMPORTS of merchandise consigned from the British Empire and foreign countries. (in lis. 'Otl') 

'1023·24 1028·20 1933·34 1\.138·39 1930·40 10(1>-41 1941·42 1942·43 19~8-~4 i9U·46 :1\l-15-4,6 

liS. liS. liB. liS. liB. Rs. liS. liS. liS. RB. liS. 

I.-Food, Df'itik' a11d Tobacco-

Fleh (excluding cannt'd flab) 2,967 2,576 1,506 089 730 661 624 100 174 834 <05 

Fruits and Vegetables 17,080 16,830 lO,OH 13,443 12,128 10,216 11,208 11,166 8,702 15,603 2S,tS7 

Grnln, Pulse and Flour 4,300 1,07,281 8,370 t,a7,e4e 2,18,054 1,,3,485 1,50,203 8,085 8,072 80,018 .01,803 

Liquors 27,217 20,482 17,030 16,646 17,437 16,957 21,94$ 11,802 12,509 10,828 17,893 

Provisions and Ollman stores 28,022· 62,124 27,166 24,841 26,34& 22,601· 25,575 7,086 6,537 12,119 13;705 

SplcE>.s 25,878 20,403 16,567 26,343 25,450 21,915" 22~'108 15,172 S,OilO 15,384 18,432 

Sugar 1,54,507 1,1l0,895 27,097 4,558 83,158 8,610 10,754 187 13 2 88 

Tea 8,226 7,422 2,513 1,573 1,504 1,259 . 1,108 5,174 217 93 18 

Other food nnd drink 12,{149 17,3{17 5,059 3,842 1!1,318 5,021 10,145 8,973 15,740 26,140 18,070 

Tobiltto 22,618 27,460 7,215 10,455 11,697 18,305 25,176 18,317 15,970 .29.027 89,000 

Total 3,03,854 ·4,60,84{) 1,22,226 2,40,036 3,52,915 2,38,121 2,78,{)31 67,234 70,{105 1,89,357 .2;22,061 

II.-Raw MaterillU and 
Produce ami ..drt!'clea mainly 

' Unmanufttctur«l-

Coni ·16,585 3,206 017 714 100 111 266 108 20 8 12 

Other non"mrtn111c mfnlnj:e 
tmd quarry products and 
tho like. 

21,080 15,500 11,317 17,525 14,830 11,833 11,210 I 18,046 32,01-' 54,063 67,200 

Fodder, Bran nnd Pollards 78 140 68 100 821 114 68 • 2 .. .. 
Gums, Resins and Lne 5,175 5,526 5,802 5,78{) 5,277 8,767 5,113 2,748 1080 4,8{)3 8,451 

Hides nod skln~.raw or un· 1,550 
dressed. 

2,377 1,101 1,626 1,047 1,678 8,164 1,212 ono 328 2Po 

1\[etnlllc orrs nnd scrnp Iron 727 174 286 518 712 680 1,685 202 1,069 529 1,147 
nnd steel for rc·munufac· 

I tur~>. 

Olls-Vc~ctablc!l, Mln~rnl 8&-,51"8 I 1,15,323 I 67,{)40 1,56,24.1 1,86,421 2,10,840 2,17,574 2,77,625 3,64;803 8;07,063" 7,06,101 
and Animal. I 



APPENDIX VI (b)-Continued. 

Summary of tho value of t/1e IMPORTS of mercl.andise consigned from the British Empire and foreign co,.ntries (in Rs. '000) 

1028·24 1028·20 1033·34 1038·30 10:JD·40 10-10·41 1041·42 1042·48 1013·44 1044·40 1045·46 

;a.. ]to, )l.s, Us. '"· liS. '"'· :u.. lls. 1\S. :u.. 
Ollcnkca of all klndl . 18 10 • 7 8 22 20 2 4 1 41 

Pll)lCt mnklna: ruakrlaiB 2,04.0 • 4,151 2,710 2,730 2,304 1,200 1,124 276 433 3,283 2,402 

Rubber, ruw and crudo 40 27 377 1,057 14,040 3,188 8,014 771 600 10 41 

Seeds, lnrludlng Nuta f'or oil •o• 2,228 4,374 7,008 8,802 15,373. 10,840 22,707 12,311 14,458 14,610 

Tallow, stoarlne and wax 2,662 2,026 2,125 3,023 3,707 3,000 5,810 3,084 3,052 2,200 3,246 

Cotton, Rnw and Wa'ltO ' 26,082 80,070 35,571 85,002 80,640 04,3:13 1,63,430 154,248 1,75,278 2,40,063 2,28,712 

Jut~, Raw 117 6 s 12 65 278 " 13 38 .. 1 

Silk, Raw and COl'oone 12,200 12,550 7,174 6,217 6,272 7,676 8,087 174 25 .. .. 
Woolltaw .,055 4,U52 3,410 6,211 7,4UO 27,884 27,718 2lJ,5UO 40,225 I 20,!J57 80,904 . 
Otbcr Textile Mo.t.orlals 002 818 2i0 634 1,000 2,081 3,2:15 2,33lJ 2,031 4,339 3,090 

Wood ad Tlmbrr 3,870 6,U75 S3,U36 25,806 24,308 20,005 27,3!15 1,01G 1,170 231 402 

Miscellaneous 6,371 10,541 7,162 12,030 15,020 10,081 6,058 3,107 3,043 20,014 21,040 

-
Total 1,80,206 2,25,108 l,G2,188 3,31,8·16 3,01,311 4,20,lJ06 4,09,864 5,19,326 6,40,803 11,72,534 11,08,368 

I II.-.drlicle• WJiollv "' Mainlu Mant,t(act~~tc~: 

Apparel 16,669 25,116 12,0P1 6,205 4,830 3,741 3,215 1,201 605 1,415 5,077 

Arms{ Ammunition 
Mil tary s.tores. 

and 6,473 7,664 4,207 5,017 4,809 4,844 4,860 3,760 3,380 3,260 4,762 

Chemicals, Dtus:a and ltedl· •11,~7 49,160 40,781 56,205 75,050 
cines. 

80,670 80,671 03,805 72,508 1,1)1,410 1,02,038 

Cp.Uery, HardWIU'e, Imple· 60,1\)3 77,603 ~0,381; 58,148 55,733 50,550 64,226 32,610 27,605 36,847 I 64,136 
moot. and Ins~rument. QX• 
oludlnR olectrlcallnstru- ' 
menta and Apparut~ . 

Dyt>s and ooloq.ra 42,P6l 43,0IS4 34,328 40,509 46,0?7 63,755 00,704 54,316 82,955 70,230 114,168 

Elcctrlcal JZ:Oodl and irfara· 
~~"'~o~e.rt~nmao. Olf) 

22,592 81,195 28,081 33,120 28,743 24,R05 24,000 10,100 15,311 26,106 40,33§ 

---.--------------------------------------------------------~--~----



J!'o.rnlture, Qablnet ware •nd 1&,531 (8,008 3,164 (4,458 3,91.4 
Manllfb.ot.ure• ot wood and 

' timber. 

' Gla.S3~re and Earthenware 8l,7~7 81,123 ll6,5B9 116,476 tt3,781 

Hlrt~'J 1\ nd skln't tanned or 6,232 16,880 
dressed and Leather. 

14,653 &5,320 '15,380 

Machinery or all kinds, In· 
eluding beltlnR for macbl· 

2,02,270 1,94,324 1,33,703 1,07,248 1,53,673 

ncry. 
Metals-Iron and ~teel and 1,79,002 

Manufactures thereof. 
2,02,350 55,218 06,562 (60,653 

Metals other than Iron and 63,980 67,861 
Steel and Manufacturee 

30,533 ~41,572 47,336 

thereof. 
P'mar, Pasteboard and 86,040 

tatlonery. 
43,165 32,941 38,907 41,068 

Railway Plant and Rolling 1,17,246 .. .. .. .. 
Stook 

Rubber ?a£anuftl.otnrct . 16,706 28,586 18,750 14,056 14,842 

Vehicles, excluding loco· 
motJves, etc., ror Railways 

43,409 1.10,060 47,083 66,920 08,654 

Cotton, yarn and Mnnurao· G,n,Bt6 8,82,437 1,77,437 1,41,527 1,40,593 
turea 

584 Jute 
" 

. 2,082 2,653 982 623 

Silk " 84,017 87,707 28,686 13,108 11,049 

Woollen 
" 

24,410 45,234 22,084 21,978 14,141 

Other Yarns nnd Textile 25,679 
Fnbrlcs. 

66,063 35,182 35,075 60,825 

Mlscellnncous 96,402 05,952 60,487 04,580 64,075 

Total 17,48,!194 18,08,030 8,52,083 0,27,042 0,18,063 -----
.-Liring ..tnimaU: IV 

no,... 1,?98 8,387 2,052 2,818 1,412 

Other Uvtng nnhnniJ 189 288 100 254 !56 

Total 1,987 357 2,812 8,072 1/108 

V.-Pndal • .frtfrUtantl 84-,UO 40,409 24,061 20,775 10,004 
Bagauue not IP~tJiftetf .. .. .. .. . . 

Grand Total (Imports) 22,76,122 25,33,060 u._•:·•To I 15,23,671 16,52,021 

.. .. .. , I • • . : 

[4,134 1,785 650 

]11,684 110,080 3,637 

J4,i65 16,270 4,183 

1,18,217 1,37,036 1,05,163 

168,141 (62,04-7 28,127 

50,080 68,690 33,556 

45,036 40,004 21,560 

.. .. .. 
16,600 16,531 1,85! 

68,161 1,30,3·1{) 57,118 

1,13,534 67,U:35 13,604 

765 610 336 

0,600 6,821 125 

14,058 10,280 8,266 

73,106 40,605 5,551 

68,682 80,305 30,819 

8,05,073 0,35,388 4,05,840 

535 226 so 
34 10 • 

660 24 SiO 

14,033 16,076 12,705 .. 068 366 

1,500,002 17,0-14 13,131 

.. 17,31,450 11,04,405 

-

52< 288 

2,216 4,862 

5,227 3,830 

1,13,016 1,63,047 

20,233 35,538 

20,938 20,178 

10,629 20,003 

. . .. 
' liG6 j 1,446 

12,008 I 
43,560 I 

13,343 15,445 

534 210 

20 0 

4,473 10,516 

3,622 7,182 

20,763 57,166 

4,40,237 6,40,064 

sa 27 

.. 8 

as 30 

16,20.'i' . "23,50(1 
462 515 

16,067 24,021 

11,77,649 20,S!i,tl06 

-

8 1,07 

8,70 • 
• 5,60 

2,27,47 5 

66,882 

61,915 

67,800 

.. 
870 

05,685 

18,678 

174 

587 

30,803 

24,805 

80,014 

10,16,087 

802 

20 

381 

"'B0,866 
l,HS 

41,014 

24,48,460 



APPENDIX Vii-
CAPITAL IN INDusram_ 

... 
·~ 

Yoara Jnto Mills Cotton Mills WooHon · Mills dement Iron and Stool ShipPing 

' 
1010-20 Rs. 11,15,80,000 Rs. 27,07,83,642 .. .. .. .. 

£ 2,68,888 

1023-24 Ra. · 17,04,88,000 Rs. 43,58,24,553 .. .. .. .. 
£ 21,25,000 £ 3,00,488 
$ 1,70,00,000 

1028-20 Rs. 18,10,40,000 Rs. 42,82,00,820 Rs. 1, 70,63,018 .. .. .. 
£ 25,25,000 £ 1,4:0,488 
s 1,20,00,000 

1931-32 Rs. 10,76,40,000 Rs. 38,82,08, 710 Rs. 1,10,76,708 .. .. .. 
£ 25,25,000 £ 1,02,131 .. .. .. .. ,, 1,20,00,000 ' 1033-34 Rs. 10,56,55,000 Rs. 37,21,40,123 Rs. 1,07,29,603 .. I .. .. 

I £ 25,26,000 £ 2,08,223 

1930-40 Rs. 20,56,46,000 Rs. 40,64,52,367 Rs. 1,02,10,125 Re. 7,05,42,100§ .. .. 
£. 25,25,000 £ 2,08,223 

Fr. I,oo,oo,ooo• 
1048 .. .. .. Re. 8,80,38,488 Re. 10,47,23,600 Rs. u;oo,oo,ooo · 

*Since 1935-36. § Sinco 1037. 



l-Textiles-

Raw Jute 
Raw Cotton 

lUte Manufaeturira-
Gunny cloth 
Gunny bags 
Rope, twine etc. 
Twist and Yarn . 
Canvas 
Raw hemp 
'Cotton piecegoods 
Coir and coir manufactures 
'Coir Yarn . 
"Carpets and Rugs 
Cotton W aate 
Raw Wool 
Cotton Yarn 

Silk raw and Cocoons . 
Silk Manufactured 
Sewing Thread 

U.-MetaZ.-
Manganese Ore 
MicS. 
Pig Iron 
Old Iron N. Steel 
Wolfram Ore 
Chrome Ore 
Iron and Steel Manufactures 
Tin 
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.APPENDix VIII 
li:Xl'ORTS 

Ores and Minerals Unenumerated 
Mineral Sande 
Magnesite . 

ID.-Seeda-
Groundnut 
Linseed 
Groundnut Cake 
Lineeed Cake 
Castor 
Rape and Sesamum Cake 
Coriander and Commin & Others 

Pqraffin Wax 

1937-38 
Tons 

747,258 
487,764 

357,142 

41,485 
35,714 

32,758 
4,973 

22,933 
1,695 

17 

1,731,739 

1,001,096 

629,203 
57,477 

16 

1,687,792 

619,370 
226,533 
251,576 
47,003 
42,079 
36,891 

1,267,253 

1948-49 
Tons 

212,76() 
85,21~· 

•' 
432,55! 
457,401 
27,280 
8,000 

400 
33,056 
33,816 
43,46& 

3,928 
50,837 

3,840 
3,30l 

220 
1,200 
4,000 

1,401,27Z 

309,000 
!6,99g 
45,116 

2,640 
12,054 

240 
33,523 

203,700 
14,422 

637,694 

38,272 
25,02;i 

386 
123 

38,993 
10,202 

ll3,00()· 
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1937-38 1948-49 

Tons Tons 

IV.-Coal 1,004,899 1,119,105 

V.-Foodstu.ffs-
Wlwat 459,806 

Rice (not in husk} 227,000 

Wheat flour 62,226 

Green Vegetables (onions) 57,049 1,500· 

Lentils ; 19,409 

Tobacco (raw) 18,905 22,700 

' Tobacco (mo.nufac;ured) 2,224 

Rice bran 8,222 

Chillies 7,752 5,100· 

Coffee 6,757 30 

Dry Fish 6,064 11,741 

Ghee 2,260 

Boans 1,975 

Pepper 873 7,051 

Gram 737 
Cardamoms 665 909 

Sugar 3,401) 

Molasses 22,520· 

Turmeric 7,509 
Ginger 2,00() 

Beatels 30() 

Salt 8,532 
Tea 149 181,209 
Tea waste for the Manufacture of Caffeine 3,000 
Cashew kernels 18,285 
~Provisions and oilman stores 5,17S 

879,899 303,170 

VI---Ohemical Produ®--
Shellao 20,461 24,532 
Dyeing and tanning substances 35,00Cl 
Bone Manures 68,830 
Bone and Bone Products 61,253 41,620 
Lac Seed 9,374 8,000 
Lac Button 1,200 700 
Gums and Resins 5,001) 
Magnesium chloride 3,201) 
Soap 2,612 
Rubber 13,440 

1,61,118 1,34,104 

VTI.-oila-

Castor Oil 13,433 
Groundnut Oil 39,735 
Lineeed Oil, 10,181 
Vegetable non-essential oils • 4,000 

-----
67,34Q 



VIII .-Paper and Paper Maki11g Maten"al8 ~ 

IX.-Hides arid SJ..-in&-

Gont Skins 
Hides (cow) e 
L(:jntbl!r (cow) .,. • 

Hides (buffalo) Raw and Dressed • 
. Calf Sl.;:ins . 

Sheep Skins 
Leather U nwrought 
Cuttings of Hides and Skins 

309 

• 

• • 
• 
• 

• 

Total (Tons) 

N. B.-Aa about 1/Gth of the value of the exports are covered 
bY articles of merchandise (mostly dead weight cargo) not men
tioned, lf4th of the tonnage should be added 

Grand Total (EXPORTS) • 

I.-Fuele, etc.

Kerosene Oil 
Fuel Oil 
Petroleum • 
Lubricating Oil 
Coal and Coko 

TI.-Food&tuffe, etc.

Salt 
Fruits and Vegetables 
Rice not in the Husk 
Rice in Husk 
Dates 
Copra Soods 
Pulse 
Wheat 
Wheat Flour 
Barley 
Jowar 
Boans 
Other kinds of Pulse, Flour, eto. 
Fodder, Brtm and Polla.rds • 

Sugar 

!MPOBTS 

• 

1937-38 10{8.{9-
Tons Tons 

10,326: 

21,982 13,292 
16,771 1,800 
13,786. 7,500 

4,385 1,978 

1,863 661 
3,271 2,129 

1,6113 3,511 
3,600 

LG4,983 34,471 

70,00,957 38,20,491 

17,50,000 955,120 

8, 750,957 . .._4,775,0H 

1937-38 !948-49 

Tons Tons 

9,04,670 3,25,044 
5,71,647 I 
4,55,607 ~ )9,62,290 
1,78,437 J 

83,910 

21,94,280 22,87,334-

3,47,305 3,00,808. 
96,8!'i 

98,063 5,63,243: 
36,013 
69,813 39,491 
49,383 3,4411: 
.5,932 30,98it 

21,688 7,05,551 
93,483. 
58,8«. 
4,735 
2,582" 

2,23,912" 
12,302 
10,571> 
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1937-38 1948-41 

Tons Tons 

Unmanufactured Toba.ooo 1!,955 5,139 

Milk Food. 3,439 .17,305 

Almonds 2,77~ .6,788 

·Caahewnuts 42,827 

Currants and raisins 5,092 

Spices 1,750 \ 55,103 

" 
74 f 

Biscuits 1,483 2,400 

Vegetable Products 883 
' 

c;garetteo . 448 300 

Salted F;oh 114 2,822 

Tea 16 300 

Liquors 8,200 

7,16,232 22,93,044 

m.--Mcta~.-

Steel Bars . 51,229 ll,401 

Hoopa 48,501 13,684 

Tubes 41,356 9,556 

Corrugated Sheets 32,290 715 

Iron and Steel Beams, Ba.rs, Girders, eto. 26,378 19,775 

Sheets 32,982 9,897 

Zinc 21,339 37,592 
Nails, Rivets and Washers 15,297- 8,077 
Steel Angles and Tees • 14,336 518 
Bolts 8.nd Nuts . 10,550 4,825 
Copper and Copper Sheets 8,106 40,224 
Brass Sheets, Rods-etc. 8,029 15,853 
Tinned Sheets 7,450 25,949 
Wire Nails 6,234 10,299 
·Fencing 4,334 1,073 
"Tin 2,901 2,021 
Aluminium 2,649 9,452 

'Lead 8,248 
Metals and Ores unenumerated 2,68,277 

3,34,961 4,97,436 

!V.-,T.,tilu-

l:J;taw Cotton 1,34,451 1,61,702 
'Cotton P;eceg<l'>ds 87,948 21,160 
·Cotton Waste and Yarn 9,820 5,000 
. Artificial Piece goods 8,925 
Raw Wool 3,649 6,473 
Woollen Yarn 2,906 900 
Woollen Blankets 2,327 1,200 

:Silk Piecegoods 2,041 1,700 
Artifldal Silk goods mixad 1,790 50 
.Raw Silk 1,131 5,000 



3ll 

Sewing Thread 
Woollen goods mixed 
Silk goods mixed 
Artificial Silk Yam 
\Voollen Piecegoods 
Cotton Blankets 

V.-PaFer 

VI.-Ht"des and SkiniJ (ra~) 

Vll.-Chemicals &;- Chemical Prodtlct.s-

Manures 
Starch 
Barks for Tanning 
TAllow and Stearine 
Cutch and Gambier 
Green Resin 
Soap 
Beads and False Pearls 
Caustic Soda 
Sodium Carbonate 

Sulphur 
Other Chemicals 
Quinine 

Coal-tar dyes 
Camphoi 

Loc 

VJII.-Build£ng Maten'als-

Asphalt 
Cement 
Stone and Marble 
Asbestos Raw 
\Vood and Timber 

Tote.! • 

N .B.--As about l/4th of the vah~e of the total is covered by arti
c1es of merchandise not menttoned l/4th of the total tonnage 
to be added 

Grand Total: Imports • 

Exports 

Imports and Exports . 

1937-1& 1948.4~ 
ToD.a-/' Torui 

722 900· 
714· 1,100 
625 250· 
357 17,844 
134 1,000 

50 100· 

2,57,593 2,24,37g. 

1,71,936 1,30,273. 

3,405-

53,216 1,78,364 
42,088 43,810 
17,600 12,570 
11,208 3,090 

2,560. 
9,485 16,000 
2,097 
1,118 

924 91,590 
72 1,62,515 

38,330 
10,000· 

47 110 
8 6,665 

61,930 

5,918 

1,37,864 6,33,452 

60,249 47,110 
24,991 1,46,163 

5,77& 

5,000· 
61,74So 

75,240 2,65,799 

49,15,642 63,35,122 

12,28,910 15,83, 780 

61,44,552 79,18,002" 

87,50,957 47,75,611 

14,895,509 12,694,513 
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'THE INDIAN ROADS OF TRANSPORT DEVELOPMENT ASSOCJA.TlniiT T.IT'Y\ 

BOMBAY 

LONG DISTANCE TRANSPORT OF GOODS BY ROAD . 

FrnANOIAL LossEs TO GoVERNMENT . AND OTHER D.ANGERS 
011' RESTB.IOTION 

At the outset the Association would most strongly deprecate any spirit of 
hostility between roads and railways. They are both out to serve the Indian 
public. The sole aim should be efficiency of the methods of transport. Each 
.method of transport is supplementary and complementary to the other. 

The AssoCiation feels that the recommendation made in October 1945 by the 
Transport Advi•ory Council. in regard to the restriction of goods traffic by road will 
be detrimental to Government Revenues and to the interests of the public. The 
restriction envisaged is that permits for distances exceeding 100 miles should not he 
issued in the ordinary course and those for distances of between 50 and 100 miles 
should be scrutinised with care (or in other words discouraged). 

Financial implication11.-The Association undorstands that these restrictions 
have been recommended on the assumption that the additional traffic that they will 
create for the railways would bring additional revenues to the Government of 
India. The assumption however b not correct because road transport, as yet in 
its infa.n,cy, repre~ents a. much more va.lu~blc and a more·cxpandin.g source of revenue 
to the GO\'"errunent of India, -than Railways, in norm:1l times. For exarnple, in 
the lO year period fram ~larch 1930 to ~larch 1940, Central revenues fram motor 
tmnsport rose from Rs. 4·3 crores per year toRs. 9 ·1 crores (>s follows) and this 
eannot but incrvase at a much greater, ate when the present plans for road develop-
ment are completed. . · · 

Year 

1929-30 

1939-40 

Central Revenues from motor tra1U!port 
(Rs. Lakhs) 

Import duty Duty on Excise and 
on motor pneumatic import duty 

Vehicles & tyres& on petrol 
parts. tubes. 

96 37 297 

163 29 729 

Total 

430 

911 

In the latter year, after a transfer of R&. 1·8 crores to toe Road Development 
Fund, the remainder of Rs. 7 ·3 crores represented the Central Government's nett 
revenue from road transport. In addition, the Railways themselves receive large 
amounts from the carriage of petrol for motor transport (e.g. Rs. 1 crore before the 
war). 

This revenu~ to the Central Government is of course in respect of all forms 
motor traffic and is not confined to goods transport alone ; but it is interesting to 
wmpare ~his revenue with the estimate made by the Railways themselves of the 
loss of railway traffic to the ro•ds. The report of the Inolian Railway Enquiry 
Do_=ttee (Wadgew~>Od Committee) 1937, states in Chapter VI, Page 102, that the 
eV1dence, placed before the Committee by the Railway Administration indicated 
a loss of something like Rs. 4t crores (this 1s the estimatt of the gross traffic revenue 
that would have come to the Railways if road competition was completely non
existent and not of the Railways profit). The Committee proceed to say :-

"This t:otal was made up of Ra. 3! cr?res in respect of passenger traffic nnd &. ! croro 
~ respect o~ goods traffic, and mc}uded losses due to reductions of ra.tos ani} t'Lu-es 
J.D.troduoed 1n order to meet road competition". . 
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Thes~ figures are self-explanatory and prove that the Central Government's 
'tlVenue from roa.d transport is many times greater than the 'loss suffered by the 
~ailways from road transport competition ; for, if from the tra.ffic of Rs. 4t crores 
nentioned by the Ra.ilwa.ys, we deduct the petrol traffic of Rs. 1 crore, the nett 
oss of traffic is only Rs. 3l crores, and inde.ed If Railways do regain this tra.ffic, 
;he nett profi. to them from it would only be a small percentage of tbe figure of 
B.s. 3! rrores ; while the revenue from road transport to the Central Government was, 
n 1939/40, Rs. 7 · 3 crores nett as explained above. 

Another point to be noted from these figures is that the loss of goods traffio 
;o the Railways is very negligible, being not more than Rs. ! crore in respect of both 
:ong distance and short distance hauls. Nobody, in the absence of definite traffic 
1urveys, can of coUThe assert what proportiOn of the goods traffic by road can be 
llassea as long distance traffic, but it can be very safely assumed that in tnis figure 
>f Rs. i ~rore , the proportion of long distance tmffic will not exceed 25%. 

The foregoing will serve to prove that there is nothing to be gained financially 
by restrictmg long distance road transport ; . in fact by restricting road transport, 
Government rovenues sta.no to suffer a. considerable loss. 

It me.y be th"'t the assumption which b11s apparently been prevalent for some 
~ime, to the effect that Gover•wnt will improve its revenues by restrictina road 
competition, is too deep-seated to be shaken off easily. We think however t':-tat a 
further analys~ is possible of Government's roD..d revenue and railway revenue 
[from goods traffic) on a ton mile basis. The Central Government's Post War 
Tedmical Sub-:ommittee, iP its repo1 ton _"The Future of Road TmnspOI t and Road/ 
R:\11 Reh>tiOm ' [November 1943) states •n Chapter V that out of the te.x paid by 
motor good.;; transport, amounting to more than 6 pies per tou·mile , a charae of 
between 1-24 ttnd 1·65 pies per ton-mile suffices to cover the fmr share ofesuch 
t"'ansport towa.r<.ls the provision of the road. The Government therefo<"e at present 
gets a minimum profit to genera.! revenues of 4f pies per ton milf from ro~d trans· 
port. · 

. On the other he.nd, if the Railways make _a n~rmal contribution of 1 % of their 
c~pitBl at charge to the Central Revenues, this will come to Rs. 8 crores and their 
ton-mile contribution can be worked out as under. Goods traffic accounts for two
thirds of the ca.rn.in.gs of tl~e Railways ; so, out of the contribution of Rs. 8 ~rores, 
the share of goods traffic will be Rs. 5· 3 crores. The pre-war goods traffic of railways 
was 22 ·159 million ton miles and thus per ton mile, the ra.ilway contribution comes, 
on an average, to less than half a pie or le;s than one-ninth of tnat of road trans
port. 

It may be that on the traffic sought to be dive1ted from the road to the rail 
the profits derived by the Railways will be greater, because it may consist, in part, 
<>f high-rated commodities, but it must be remembered that the bulk of road traffic 
has come into existence solely becanse of the special facilities provided by the 
motoJ 1•ehicle and with the prohibition of road transport, such traffic will automa· 
tically dry up, leaving only a small portion avails·ble for diversion to the r• il. 
Thus if a certain quantity of goods is transported between two given points by 
road, prohibition of road tra.flic may exLinguish say half of it and divert merely 
the remaining half to the rail. .And of this half, if say 25% CoPsists of high rated 
commodi•ies on which the Railways may be able to make a profit of as much as 
one anna per ton-mile, the Government would otill lose more revenue through road 
trausport prohibition than would be gained jointly by railways and the Govern· 
mont in the process. The following is a rough calculation on an assumed long dis
tance road traffic of 1000 ton-miles :-

With no prohibition of Road traMJlort. 

Road transport revenue to Government on. conveyance ?f 
1,000 ton-miles of goods by road @4t p1os per ton milo Rs.237CI 
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·~· . 

With prohibition oj .Road Trampott 

Traffic a.vaila.ble for diversion to the rail 

High rated traffic in the traffic d.iverted 
Railways' profit @ i anna. pet ton·mile on high ~ated traCJ,c 
Add Railway contribution to Central Revenues on all the 

GOO* ton-miles @ i pie per ton-mile . . . 
Total profits to Railways and the Central Government 

q09 ton-miiOB< 
~20. " " 

7 13 0' 

I 5 0• 
9 2 0• 

*The comparison is between 1,000 ton:miles by road and 5~~ ton-miles by rail, bec'!'use· 
1Jhould restriction of road trWlBpOrt be earned through, the remammg traffic of 600 ton-mtles,. 
as e..,;.J?lainod earlier will not exist. 

We submit therefore that the loss to the Central Government revenues through. 
the prohibition oflong tlistance r~ad transport would be m~r~ !han double the income: 
that might be derived by the Railways through such prohibition. 

Other COMiderati0118.-Apart from the financial losses entailed in the· restriction 
of road transport the following weighty reasons show that the proposed restrictions 
are harmful and inadvisable. 

As quoted by the Post-War Technical Sub-Committee in its report on Road/ 
Rail Relations (November 1943}, the function of the State is not to maintain the 
status quo or to favour one means of transport a.t the expense of enother, but to 
cre~te the requisite conditions for securing the maximum efficiency of a.ll mea.ns of 
transport and to further their evolution in the interests of the generwl welfare of the 
community end of technical progress. 

Restrictions imply an overabundance of road service facilities, but the poEi
tion in India is just the reverse. Taking motor trucks in particular, India has 
no more th"'n 7 truck!, per 100000 of the population, the corresponding figures for 
the United Kingdom and the U.S.A. being 1200 and 3300. It is cler.r tlmt., if 
we are to ID<\ke 2..ny progress, there must be a.n exp2.nsion of motl(·rn meens of tr<tns
port in th< country and our transport policymmt be such as to encourage many thou
sands of new motor '\"ehicleJ to be pressed into serYi1:e 

RoadfRail competition in India is less thon ~%of thot in England and the 
U.S.A. 

Ex:ctmin.ing- the volume of motor tr.?.n,<;;port competing with rnihntys, thf"\ podtiort 
is no lei'-s strikin,g when we comp~~re India with oth.Pr progr<'ssive countrius. 'The 
extent of ro,•.d competition with ro.ilways is best judged by the numb<'r of motor 
trucks in opera.tion in a country &S compared with the country's rv.ilway mile:.•.ge t.!.n,d 
the followihg figures tell an impressive tale :-

Country 
Railway No of goods Lorries pen 

Mileage lorries mile of Riy ... 

U.S.A. 248,825 4,054,332 16 Gr. Britain 20,403 494,866 24 India 40,525 28,000 0·7 

ln<_li:'n R.~i;ways a1e experiencing from motor tre.nsport less tlw.n 5 % of the
compett~JOn which Railways a.~ enc>-auntering in the U.S.A. or Great Brite.in, in 
the ~"'':mge of goods. And nerther of the latter countries has placed e.ny mileage 
restnctwn,< on rozd goods vehicles. 

U.S.A. gives further Encouragement to long Distance road Haulage. 

In f,•,ct, fM fr~m aiscoura.ging competition of the rozd with milwa.y, the U.S.A. 
n0w ~r,)pos,·s to w:vc furth11r encouragement to long UistanC'_.e ror.d hauk,gc Lv ron
st_ruchn.r; 3~,000 mJle.:~ of supcr-high\\'<1,ys, c·losely ann,]ogous to H,p,j]ways. v'l'lwse
highwa.ys "ill be for the exclusive usc of long di•tancc tr<'.ffic r.rcd will permit truck-
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trailer combin:>tio1111 or road trains of a. length of up to 60 feet to operate at a 
apeed of 60 mJles an hour. Thia is an instance of how that country always tiies 
:•to se~ure the maximum efficiency of a.ll means of transport and further evolution 
m th~ mterests of the general welfare of the community and of technical progress". 

How other Gountrie& are Sec~tring RoadjRail Go-ordination. 
. The a.pproaeh of other countries to the question of roadfrail coordinRtion is 

qm_te different ~ that recommended by the Transport Advisory Council. Foreign 
Rai.lweys. too, like those of India. are hend.icapped by their rate structure in com
petmg With road transport but instead of endevouring to elimin~te competition 
they are adapting themselves to changing conditions. In pre-war Netherlands and 
Ger~any for m.stanoo, RrulwP.ys like road tr'l.nsport, were charging r fh.t rrte fol' 
COnsignments Gf l<ss than 5 tons wade Itsly met the ;ituatior by effecting a r•te 
reduction of 20% for the highest classes of goods. Similar steps ere open t~ the· 
Indian. Railways. 

The Official policies of the United Kingdom and the U.S.A. in respect of trans
port co~ordination are as follows :-

United Kingdom.-The Transport Advisory Council, in its Report on Servioo 
and .Rates, publisLed in 1937 has laid down that :-

"the best line of approach to achieve co-ordination is to aim at securing for traders ode. 
qunte alternative facilities, care being taken to see that the resultant competition 
is on fair tenna, and there should be an unfettered right on the part of tho trader 
to select the fornn of transport which he approves and which is most convenient 
and economic for his purposes. 

More recently i.e. in July 1946 the British Railway Companies and the Britislb 
Road Haulage Association submitted a memorandum to the Minister of Transport, 
the tenns of which are approved in principle by National Asscociations of Traders. 
and Industrialists. The following are the fundamental general principles of the 
Scheme. 

(i) That the public should have an unfettered right to select the form of 
.transport which is the most convenient and economic for their own. 
requ~ements ; 

(ii) That road and rail services should be so organised as to ensure that so
far as is practicable traders are provided with adequate alternative 
facilities with competition on fair terms : 

(iii) That road and rail transport should have like public service obliga .. 
tions. 

U.S. A.-The United States Government in a reply to the League of Nations' 
in 1936/37 stated:-

"It is a fixed policy of the United States Congress to preserve competition,. 
not only between the different forms gf transport but also within a 
given fonn of transport. Thus ...................... it is provided 

· that competition shall be preserved as fully as possible and wherever
practicable the existing routes and channels of trade and commerc&. 
shall be maintained." 

Indian Railways already subsidised ,ihrvugh high road taxation. 
It is •ubmitted that Indian Railwaya,.unlike Railways in other countries are

already very fully protected against. r.ol\d. competition by the heavy taxes on motor
yebicles and motor fuel which. render. tlw cost of road.transport very expensive in 
oomparison with railways. As pointed ?ut earlier,. the . ta.xes '?n motor tra~port 
amount to more than 6 pies per ton-mile of goods earned, whtle less than 21>% of 
these taxes will cover the cost of provision of tho ro~d for the motor vehicle. 
The Government therefore at present gets a mininnmt profit to g~ncral revenues of 

18 · M. of t;om. 
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. 4! pies per ton-mile . from road transport. When we consi~er-that_ the ~verage cost 
·of railway transport is 6 pies per ton-mile; the extent of the mdir~ct substd:y already 
.afforded to railways through road transport taxation stands out m bold relief. 

Railways also 81lbsidised 'through cheap tra718port . of coal. 

. This is not the only· advantage. that the railways get over road tra~sport. 
'Roughly 20% of the total railway goods traffic is made up of coal for the _Rat! ways' 
'-own use and this is carried at less than half the actl!al cost of transportmg 1t. In 
't937/3R for instance-a normal pre-war year-43ll million ton-miles of coal w~re 
·carried for the railways, at less than 2! pies per ton mile, the actual charges bemg 
· Rs. 5 · 3 crores. The difference between the charge made and the actual. cost of 
.'carrying this coal may be t-aken to exceed Rs. 6 cr0res and_ this is_equiva_lent to an 
indirect subsidy for railways. The loss incurred in. carrymg thlS coal IS. made up 
by hi!!lwr rates on other commodities. Motor transport on the other· hand has to 
pay "eery high charges for transporting its fuel, petrol, on railways. 

The Motor Veltic~ .4 ct hw eliminated uMcon_cmical competition. 

An argument adduced by the Te~lui.ical Sub-Committee to show that motor 
-competition is wasteful is that in 1938/40 road rates where advertised for distances 
npto 1500 miles, averaging about one anna per ton-mile which could only have 
been possible with overloading and finance by bankruptcy. The. Association 
submits that the remedy for this is not the prohibition of road transport, but the 
prevention of over-loading, together with the encouragement, for long distance 
haulage, of stable and organised concerns who cannot afford to finance themselves 
-by bank<upt methods. In fact, such uneconomical competition as did exsist prior 
t_o .the war which was occasioned by the absence of adequate regulation of road 
'transport has bean put a stop to by the :Motor Vehicles Act which came into force 
in 19±0. Any expansion of motor transport that may be expected hereafter cannot, 
:under any circumstances, lead to the road competing uneconomically with the 
Railway. 

Hen/thy RoadjRail Ritalry e.ssential.-Healthy rivalry between transport 
agencies is the most effective way of promoting efficiency in transport services, 
while a monopoly cannot but lead to stagnation and want of ent<>rprise. It is 
-ouly through rivalry that the public can be assured of the· maximum efficiency in 
service at minimum cost. An organisation that is faced with the unenterprising 
routine of a monopoly losses ultimately its initiative and 'the urge for greater effi
<>iency. It is common knowledge that it was the stress of ro1d competition that, 
more than anything else, led to the adoption of measures by Indian Railways for 
the stepping up of their efficiency before the war. If road transport on long dis
tan<'.es is suppressed resulting in the creation of a monopoly for the raihvaya, the 
~ult cannot but be a tremendous lo:;s in transport efficiency ·as judgad in the 
interests of the country. For this reason, neither is it advisable for the railways 
to. have a monopoly of long distance services nor for the roads to ha.-e an eaforced 
monopoly of short distance traffic. 

Sp<eial admntage.s of road tra718port on routes of 1tpto 22-5 mile.s. 

• .'J?'ansport is not a service to be provided regardle3s of individual needs. Tho 
mdiVIdual, be be a trader, farmer, industrialist or private citizen must have freedom 
to·. c~oo~ ~he _means ~f transport he finds most· convenient ·for his purposes. 
This 18 his m:'li~nable nght. Transport should be. the servant of the community, 
and any restnctwns on the community's freedom of choice is bound to increase costs 
of production and distribution and stultify :the country's progress towards economic 
advancement. · 

· Competition between roa~ and rail h. in much the sa~&. ca.teg~ry ·as lhat between 
the postal and telegraph servxces. A person want.irg a quick means of communi-
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e&tion resorts to the telegraph office in preference to the postal system, but n~body 
;ould suggest that the two services represent a ·wasteful duplication of facilities. 
~ n the same. way a person makes use of the road in preference to the rail and vice 
iVetsa accordmg to Ins needs ; and the national interests of the country require that 
:such alternative facilities, subject to the effective regulations now obtainina under the 
-Motor Vehicles Act, should be maintained and ~ncouraged. o 

. Tt is the Association's belief that such discussion as has taken place between 
~the Centre and Provinces so far has unfortunately not been confined to t)te merits 

. :of the 'luestion. · Provinces apparently felt that the acceptances of the ''Code fqr 
Tegulatton of road transport" was one of the conditions attached to the transfer of 
.National Highways to the Centre and the feeling was thus produced that unless the 
'Code was accepted, Provinces would not be eligible for the financial assistance 
they e'<:pect to derive through being relieved of responsibility for National High· 
·-ways. . , . . 

This impression, we feel should be corrected if there is to ba no appearance of 
compulsion in regard to the acceptance of the Code. In fact the assumption 
of responsibility for National Highways by the Centre is proposed as part of the 
.Central Government's contribution towards post-war development in the provincial 
·field and in particular to enable the provinces to concentrate on the development 
,of district and village roads which have been neglected in the past. 

For the above reasons, my Council submit that Government's policy shoulil be 
1'ree from any intention to favour or handicap one form of transport in relation to 
·,mother form. The object of any policy should be the provision of efficient transport 
'to the public so as to enable the country to enjoy those benefits from technical 
progress in the means of transport such as England and America are harnessing 
"to economic development of their countries. 

Government regulations should not handicap either the road or the rail in 
-operating in fields in which it is supreme, viz., Railways for carrying heavy loads in 
bulk over long distances and the road for dovr-to-door conveyance of smaller con
,;ignments requiring quick transport and careful handling within distanees which it 
'can serve more efficiently than the rail. 

The assumption of the 'Transport Advisory Council that the distance within 
which the motor vehicle can render a service superior to the railway is genera
ny no more than 100 miles and often limited.tq 50 miles is not correct. The door
to-door service afforded by the motor vehicle eliminates. at least fonr additional 
handlings at railway terminals, i.e. 

From the road vohicle to the goods station a.n.d frxn the g)o:h}At Rly. Terminal No.1 
station to the Railway \Va.6on. · 

.as also 
'The unloading at destination and Loading on to the Road Ve-}At Rly. Terminal No.2 

hicle. · 
Besides a voiding risk of damage to the goods handled and saving the cost, 

cl such handlinas aud of the transport to and from railways terminals, road transport 
is quicker than° rail, fe~ds .the co~sumer according to hi~ capacity to consumo 
permits considerable savmg m p~ckmg and affords t~~ ~ons1gnor full controlovE>rthe 
-goods until they reach the destmat1~n. Thus, ~exibtli~y,· safety,-eeonomy, _speed 
and convenience some of whiCh are Jlhwtrated m certam examples quoted m the 
1\l:itchellfKirkneS> Report (Bengal section)-make up the ·technical progress re
presented by the motor vehicle and render the road service pre-eminent among the 
·agencies of tra?sport_for any distance a. vehicle ca~ ~ver in a d~y .. T~a dit:~t:a~ce 
.·· a c:n3 3n.,.atLve e.sttmu.te c::tn b.3 comp.ute:i at.22o mtles. · · · · 
0~ Concl>"i.on.-We submit therefore that, far i'rom the ·-Government 'benefiting 
fipanc;ally through restricting road transport," the result ·of atty'', restriction will 
be to -create a loss of revenue to the Central Government .. In additX>u, there is 
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bound to be immense loss to the country in the field of economic development 
through, 

(a) the public being deprived of 
(i) the benefits of technical progress and 
(ii) the right to empldy the method of transport most convenient for their 

purposes, and · 
(b) the various means of transport losing the initiative, provided by healthy 

rivalry, to improve their services, 

In view of the foregoing, the Association submits the following recommend&· 
tions :-

(i) There should be no mileage restrictions on public transport of gooda 
byroad. 

(ii) If road services are to be grouped into "short" and "long" dista~ces 
services covering a radius of 225 miles from the centre of operatmn, 
representing a day's distance by motor lorry, should be classed as 
short distance and such services should be encouraged. 

(iii) If it is felt that the railway rate structure gives any advantage to compet
ing road transport, the advantage could be nullified by so revising 
the rate structure that freight rates do not generally exceed those for 
eqnivalent road transport. Actually the number of commo<lities for 
which the Railways charge any rates, higher than those of motor 
transport~ is very small, because motor transport even in pre-war 
days was costing between It & 2 annas per ton-mile, whereas the 
average cost of raHway transport does not exceed ! anna per ton-mile. 
The fact that road transport is still in demand proves that people 
are prepared to pay extra charges for the speed and convenience of 
such transport. 

(iv) However, so that road rail competition on long distances might be 
maintained on healthy lines and strictly on the basis of service, we 
suggest that in place of a mileage restriction, holders of public carrier 
permits covering a ramus· of over 225 miles, might, if necessary, be 
subjected to a restriction that they should not underquote actua) 
railway rates on parallel routes of an equal <listance. 

THE INDIAN ROADS AND TRANSPORT DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION 
LTD., BOMBAY. 

The object of this memorandum is to invite the Commission's attention to the 
very grave han<licaps suffered by commercial, industrial and· agricultural activity 
in the country on accoll,llt of:~ 

{a) the appalling inadequacy of road communications, and 
{b) the absence of conditions favourable to the provision of cheap or eco
. ·. · · nomical transport by road. · 

.. , '- ... 
.A. RoAD COMMUNICATIONs. •· .. ·· .. 

. lj; ill unnecessary ~ labour the point that the _economy of any country evol
ves-around transportatiOn. Means of transport mclude Road, Rail, Water and. 
4ifways but Roads are fundamental to all movement. All other forms of trans
port---rail,.water. and air-need-a good network of roads radiating to and from 
t)leir •railheads,. do~ks and aerodro11_1es to operate successfully. Roads hav.,: 
t.herefore a special Importance of their own and especially under the· growing needs 
of.the present· day, their importance is of great magnitude, and the efficiency and. 
adequacy<>£ the_ road system a;e _fundamental to the· whole economy of inland., 
transport,. Partwularly aa India IS ·a J:.and of far-flung and scattered Yillage& 
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w_her? the rural community represents 85% of the population, good road eommu
mcatiOns are of permanent national importance. 

'lrill 1: J>.rimbary transportation our equipment is 10%. of that of U.K.-Stntistics 
s 0~' t at we have no more than mie.fifth of a mile of road per sq. mile of the 

country s are":, as against 2 miles of roads in a country like Gt. Britain. So in 
the fiel.d. of,pnmary tran~portation our equipment is no more than one-tenth of 
Gt: Bnban s. ~ur defi<\1ency is equally severe if we consider road lengths in re
latiOn to populatiOn as the following statement will show : 

Japan 
U.K. 
France 
U.S. A .• 

Country 

Gennany. . . . . . 
Italy . . . . . . 

Including cart tracks & horse puths~Iml.ia 
Excluding Ditto 

Rood mileage 
per sq. mile 

of area 

3·98 
2·02 
1·88 
1·00 
0·05 
0·75 

{ 
0·22* 
0·15 

Road mileage 
per 100,000 

or population 

850 
393 
980 

2SOO 
360 
217 
so• 
61 

Roads, in this Association's opinion, constitute the key to . the unlocking of 
the country's vast potential industrial wealth. One of the foremost handicaps 
to increased output, both in industrial and agricultural fields is lack of road 
eommunications and consequent inaccessibility of cultivable lands and industrial 
raw products. A road system is one of the essential tools of production because 
every effort to stimulate industrial enterprise! to encourage cottage industries 
er to intensify agricultural operations postulates facilities for the movement of 
raw materials and finished goods between potential sources of supply and produce 
tion and then to consuming centres. On the other hand, hundreds of. our villages 
.remain unconnected with the road system-and therefore cut off from other means 
.of transport also-artd economic activity in those areas is practically at a stand· 
still. Only when men and materials can move about in such isolated areas can 
the vast economic and industrial potentialities of the country be fully eJrploited. 

]ndWJtries a1·e handicapped by excessive cost of transport.-Thus the industrialisa
tion of the country depends to a large extent on the pro\-ision of additional trans. 
port facilities. Nothing can be of greater benefit to the development of industry 
than low transport costs. These transport costs enter into the costs of production 
.at every successive stage, into everything made in the factories, everything that 
-comes from the farms or market gardens or fisheries and everything dug from the 
mines and quarries. In actual fact, transport costs sometimes exceed by a large 
margin the cost of the article itself. At the present moment high transport costs 
.and lack of access to sour~es of raw materials handicap India very severely. There 
is neither a trade nor industry in this country which is not suffering in some 
marked degree from shortage of transport and is excessive cost. 

Better Roads ean saveRs. 55 crores annually in costs of bull<Jck carl transporl.
It is recognised that the bullock cart is still the basic transport vehicle of India 
.and it may remain a~ such f'?r many decades. At the sa~e t!m_e the bullock cart 
is a much more·effic1ent vehJC!e on a good surface than 1t 1s m a field track •. 
Not only in respect of the load it _c"'.' carry bnt in ~he speed at which it ·can 
.eover the ground, the number of ton-miles lost to fuclia each ·day by bullock carts 
1J"avelling on poor sutface!l. tracks is, ~olossal. In o~I!er .words the lack of ~e~ed 
roads, for tile use , of buTiock c~s, rep?'":":",ts hiW' ,~e cl)li.rges for, jffius~ . 
and aets 118 a grave deterrent' to indllstnal expa.nslon. 
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A comparison between cartage costs on metalled and unmetalled roads. ap
peared on pages 84/85 of the Report of the Indian Road Development Comnuttee, 
1927-28. The relevant para states : 

"We understand that in the Lahore district it costs Rs. 3 to cart 100 c.ft. 
of road-metal for the first mile of a metalleu road and Rs. 4 on an 
unmetalled road, apd for the succeeding miles the rates are Rs.-1-8c0· 

. and Rs. 2 'respectively. 100 c,ft. of metal requires about four carts. It: 
mi,ht therefore be argued that a metalled road probably saves the 
cultivator two annas a mile on every trip his cart makes. If account 
were taken of the enormous "mileage covered by cultivators' cartl!!l. 
in moving crops to market, the financial saving to the country by 
a developed system of roads might perhaps be dimly guessed at". 

The financial s>tvings·to the country in cart operati?n through Q~tter roads 
indicating the magnitude of the stimulus that i~d~stnes would derive ther_eby 
can be roughly estimated in the following way. Irrha s road system (pre-parhtwn) 
consisted of299, 720 miles of roads, ofwhicb 97,547 miles were metalled and 202,173 
miles (over two-thirds) were unmetalled. The m mber of bullock carts in India. 
is 87 ·15 lakhs. If we therefore assume that 50 lakhs of bullock carts ply on un
metallecl roads and, to be conservative, they operate for 90 clays in a year travelling 
10 miles per clay, it will be seen that a metalled system of roads could save the 
country a sum of over Rs. 55 crores a year. 

Tb.akurdas Committee urge.~ tb.at lack of road<> wb.ich is a deplorable defect in econo·· 
mic structure should be immediately .<et right.-The demand today is that the distance 
between sources of raw materials and factories and between the latter and the 
consumers, should be shortened both in time and cost, and to a country desiring 
to increase its annual output, quick transport between these points is an imperative 
necessity. 

These remarks are borne out by the findings of the Bombay Economic & In
dustriai Survey Committee of 1939/40 whose chairman was Sir Purshotamclas 
Thakurdas. The report of the Committee states that one of the factors responsible 
for the backwardness of the Province in the realm of industrial development is tha~ 
different centres of consumption and of produt'tion are not connected by·reason
able transport facilities with one another. Large numbers of villages are not con
nected by road with urban centres or railway stations. Over 40% of the total are,. 
during fair weather and upto 80% of the area during the monsoon is completely 
de"Void of road communications in many districts. The injurious effects of in
adequate transport facilities, the Committee state, can find no better i!lustration 
than the district of North Kanara which, in spite of vast resources of raw material 
and power, remain a backward area with a declining population. :·Something has
to be done" add the Committee "to increase and improve the transport faci
lities in the province if the pace of in<i.ustrialisation is to te perceptibly quicken
ed ..........•... We cannot sufficiently emphasise the imperative necessity of 
Govenunent setting right this deplorable defect in the economic structure of thE> 
province from the point of view of both its agriculure and its industries". 

The Committee have in no way over-stated the drawbacks suffered by our 
!'otential industri':lists. Today the waste of time, money and energey involved 
m movmg a cart m t?e heart of rural areas is •imply enormous. The spectacle 
of a bullock cart havmg to be escorted by two or three attendants in addition to
t~e cart ":ive~, to prevent the vehicle tumbling down over narr~w tracks, on& 
Side of which IS at places at a level of 2 or 3 feet above the other is not at all an 
unusual one in cer:ain areas of_ the country. Even so, thousands of villages are cu~ 
off from the outside world dunng the four or five months of the. monsoon. 

: National Planning Committee urge& CO!l8truction of. rural roada.-Attention to
this matter W8,1l also drawn by the National Planning Committee in 1940, undel' 
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the chah·manship of Pandit Jawaharlal N;bru. A resolution ofthe Committee 
stated: · 

"One .~f .the"Iirost considerable handicaps of the existing economy of India 
IS ~he ~a~k of cheap and adequate transport service in rural urPns 
winch 1t Is considered, is likely to be provided by a better <leYelop
ment and use of the roads as between the villages as also those comwct
ing the villages with markets". 

· · Rs~ 5! crores can· b~ saved in industrial cos'ts,· through_ road developme-nt in th~ Jlrffl 
of moto tra1Mport.-~1gh tr~nsport cos.ts due to an a madequate and unsmtablc 
road system Impede l?du.stnal expansiOn e·qually severn lly where conveyance 
of goods by motor lorries IS concerned. The Indian Road Development Committe.,. 
state on page 33 of their report·: 

"The effect of road surfaces on running costs is not Perhaps full.\ rcali:-;ed . 
. No accurate figures appear to have been calculated in India. But 

the following extract from an American bulletin (with cents reduced 
to annas and pies at the mte of 1 cent=6 pies) nmv be taken as a 
basis of comparison :- ~ 

Cost of running 
per milo for u 
motor e.1r tra· 
Yolling at 25-35· 

milc-1 p.:lr ho t • 

--
l. Best Portland Cement. concrete and o.sphalt filled brick 
2. Best> gr£wel, yearly average . . . . . 
3. Ordinary , . . . 
4. \Veterhound macadam, well maintained 
5. Bituminous Macadam well maintained 
6. Average sheet asphalt . . . . 
7. Best earth, woll packed by traffic, yearly average 
S. Ordinary earth with light traffic yearly avomge 

As. 
~ 
;) 

;) 

;) 

;} 

;j 

6 
H 

Ps. 
s 
;; 
II 
7 
4 
0 
0 
4 

TheSe figures, which allow for depreciation, repairs and wear and tear of tyres· 
as well as for the consumption of petrol and oil cannot be applied to 
India without many reservations: but the difference in the L't~~t of 
running over good and over bad roads in India is possibly not less 
than is represented by them. If they are taken as they stand, it 
appears that the cost of running a car for twenty miles over a bad 
unmetalled road is two rupees more than the cost of running oYer a 
first class surface." 

The Provincial :Motor Transport Controller, Bombay whose Department is 
in charge of the nationalised passenger bus servces in the Presidency has recently 
s~ated that if better roads arc provided, the cost of operation of buses cnn be re
duce<! by three to five .a~as per vehicle mile. The _sam; savin6 neces~aril~ applies 
to goods vehicles and~ mdustry h!~s goo~ roads e.t rts drsposal the sa;mgs m trans
port costs that industrral undertakings will be able to effect are constderable. For 
example, if we assume that out of the existing 46,000 trucks i.n the country, so.me 
30 000 are serving industry and each of them operates approximately 10,000 miles 
an~ually over bad roads, the savings possible through an improved road system ar~· 
as under: 

Per vel•icl'l 
10,000 mil..; at 3 as, per mile 
Saving on 30,000 nhiole annually · 

Rs. 
1875 
5· 62 orores_ 
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Cheap motor transport is of fundamental importance to io.r~e acale ~dnstr~ea 
and the provision of good roads will therefore constitute a gre,.t st1mllltta to mdnstrial 
ex-pansion. 

Roads alone can encourage small scale industries.--J ust as & riTer enriches the 
whole terrain through which it passes, so also, when an industry grows up an _area, 
the resultant prosperity permeates to all in the neigh_bourhoo~ a~d _there -,s a 
general rise in the standard of living. Instead of exce_ss1ve lo~lisa_t10n m a few _belts 

.of the country we have to ensure that the growth of mdustry lS d1ffused as \ndely 
as possible. Road development alone can achieve this. There ,.re 'hundreds of small 
.scale industries which will receive an impetus the moment lnor<> and ·better roa:dc 
are provided. To mention only a few, these include the manufacture of jaggery 
and sugar, dehydrated vegetables, fruit products, milk products,_ tiles, brick!, 
handloom and cloth weaving, metal ware, coir products, wooden implements, cane 
and bamboo wares, paper pulp, straw-board, glue, etc. etc. 

Rural Roads will return Rs. 277 for every sum of Rs. 100 spent on them.-It may 
be useful to mention here.that at the request of the Government of India, the lndiall 
Roads and Transport Development Association carried out a "Pilot" Road Survey 
of certain small areas of Bombay Province in 1943, for the sake of evaluating the 
economic gain conferred by an adequate road system on-the community and ita 
relation to the cost of constructing and maintaining the roads. The survey whick 
was carried out with the fullest co-operation of the Provincial Government, the Director 
-of A!!Ticulture and local bodies and local officers of the area concerned, showed 
that financial benefits to the community would occur under three main heads-
increase in laud unaer tillage, greater cultivation of money crops including fruita 
.and vegetables and savings in transport costs. In the selected areas, the financial 
benefits to the community under these three heads were estimated at Rs: 12 lakh• 
per year, whereas the necessary roads including satisfactory maintenance for 20 
years would cost less than Rs. 4! lakhs annually, including 3!% interest on a road 
loan redeemed in these 20 years. Thus for every 100 rupees spent on roads, the 
return through increased earnings to the community \Yould amount to Rs .... 277. 
This is independent of the inevitable rise firstly in the revenues to Government 
from various sources such as land revenue, income tax and motor transport taxation 
and secondly in the additional traffic with which roads would feed the Railways. 
A still greater asset would be the social advancement of the community through 
-educational progress, provision of health services, personal enjoyment and the 
provision of the many other amenities of civilization, not capable of measurement 
in terms of rupees, annas and pies. 

Roads will help the "savings Habit" by assisting Banking business.-Road de
velopment can help industries, not only by facilitating production and transport 
but also by raising the tempo of several ancillary measures that create condition• 
favourable to expansion of industries. For example one of the measures suggested 
by the Central Advisory Council of Industries in July, for aiding industrial activity, 
was that the habit of sa,ing and investment should be inculcated by inviting five or 
.six leading commercial banks to establish about 200 branches each in rural areas. 
Here the link between banking and roads "ill be apparent on a little reflection. 
As these new han king offices, numbering 1000 or 1200 in all, would be additional te 
the existing banks, it seems clear they would have to be locat!ld at many small 
town-lets which are very poorly served by roads. In any case, since a bank can
not be locat<>d in each of the six lakhs of villages in the country, it is intended that tho 
people of each village should deposit money in the bank situated in the nearest 
town. But if there is no goocl all-weather communication between the village 
and the bank, to enable speedy travel for the constituents of the .b .. nk, who may 
want frequently to deposit money in their accounti! or make withdrawals therefrom, 
iit would certaiuly be impo~sible to persu!llj:e. tint Tillage-folk , mtlo. aH tlleii-. conser
vative ideas, to have anything to do with banks. 
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-- Th~ same rela~ionship be~ween roads and otherfaetori! con1;rlbuti'ng to · d stri l 
promotion can be traced if they al'e carefully examined. _ m u a 

. Road Pla_ns.-Road Development, it was expected, would receive & fillip with 
the mauguratwn of the Central Ro&d Fund in 1929. The Fund which was constitut
ed on the recommendati~n of the J:l,oad Development Committee, 1928, is fed by s 
•hare of the Central Exmsejlmport duty on petrol, this sh&re being 2!-&nnas per 
gallon at present out of the_ total duty of 15 annas. However, &I though the Fund 
w_as _fo~ed for supplementmg normal road expenditure, it was accompanied by 
<hmmutwn of grants from provincial revenues with the result that the total road 
expe~ditlll'e in the country, instead of recording any increase, diminished sub~ 
stan~u~lly for about a dozen years despite the existence of the Fund, &nd the 
co~ditiOn of the roads began to deteriorate. In the interval, following the Road/ 
Rail-Conference of 193~ when the principle of road construction from "capital" 
was advocated by the Fmance Member, many provinces drew up plans for a capital 
programme but they were later dropped on the plea of financi&l stringency. 

Road Planning was revived by the N agpur Conference of Chief Engineers in 1943 
and w~ ~ave now before us the Nagpur Phm which emisages the improvement of 
the eXIstmg road system of roughly 300,000 miles :;nd the addition of 100,000 miles 
of new roads. (These figures are for pre-partition India including Indian States). 
The Nagpur Conference recognised that no single factor can contribute more to the 
prosperity of India th&n an adequate road system. The authors of the plan also 
recognised th&t ultimately savings in transport costs through road development would 
outweigh the cost of the plan and in addition Government revenues from road 
transport would register a steep rise, so that road construction is as good an invest
ment as that on railways or commercial undertakings. The fact that the present 
revenue from motor transport is roughly Rs. 19 crores annually as against Rs. 9 
crores prior to the outbreak of the war is significant in this connection. One can 
.oasily expect this revenue to increase toRs. 45 or 50 crores annually if the Nagpur 
Plan is completed, accompanied by better supplies of petrol. 

15 yem·'s road transport revenue would meet entire cost of Nagpur Road Plan.
The framers recommended completion of the works in 10 to 15 years. The 
cost of the plan was estimate<! at Rs. 300 crores at the pre-wai level of prices. At 
the present levels, it would perhaps cost about 700 crores-an amount which 
increased road transport in the country, to be fostered by the new and better roads, 
would itself contribute through revenues in a period of roughly 15 years. 

There should thus be no hesitation in investing the above sum on road develop
ment but unfortunately the Provincial Governments as well as the Government of 
India have been constantly reviewing their portions of the programme and, with each 
.revision, the chances of the allocation of adequate funds for the execution of the 
plan are receding. 

' Provinces are curtailing tlleir road programmes.-It is true that by the middle of 
1946, all Provinces, as well as the Government of Indi& were ready with the first five 
ye&r plan. The total cost of these pl&ns was estimated at Rs. 183 crores, made up 
of Rs. 36 cmres for National Highways which h&ve been taken over by the Govern
ment of India effective from April 1947, and Rs. 147 crores for other roads under 
the ch&rge of the Provincial ~vernments. ~The mileage of National Highways 
is roughly 14,000 or roughly 5°,0 ofthe total mileage.) 

This programme, in itself but an instalment of the minimum road requirements 
.0 f the country, has however, been subjected to _the axe. To~ay the plan stands 
.reduced to a figure of Rs. 112 crores representmg a reductiOn of Rs. 7l crores 
-over the 1946 proposals. Half of this reduction is attributable to the separation 
-of Pakistan but the remaining half represents curtailment of the programme by some 
. .,four ProVinces and by the Government of India. In particul&r the Provinces of 
Iadras and Bombay have reduced their 5-yee.r pwgrammes from Rs. 20 crores 
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each toRs. 8 crores and Rs. 5 crores respectively, and there are now fresq talks ?f 
other provinces also reducing their present targets, the U.P. being a case. 1n 

point. 

Two and a half years of the 5 year ]Jeriod covered by this first instalment of 
the Nagpur Plan have now elapsed and there is little visible progress in most of 
the provinces. During this period a large pdrtwn of the fund~ winch were al~otted 
could not be spent owing to shortages of materials and delays m fi1_1al preparatw~ of 
estimates, land acquisition etc. It is only just now that preparatwns for executiOn 
of works are coming into their stride. 

Plan must be tran.sformed into actual roads.-To have a paper plan like the Nagpur, 
Plan does not serve our requirements. It is only by the translation of the rlan. 
into actual roads that industry can benefit. The present five-year plan is mostly 
confined to bridging, construction of small missing links in the road system and. 
generally arresting in parts the deterioration of roads caused by previous neglect 
combined with war time increase of military traffic. 

Additions proposed to the existing mileage at present are insignificant. It is 
in the remaining parts of the Nagpur Plan that the actual expansion of the road 
system is to be undertaken. Seeing that the present five-year instalment of the 
programme constitutes no more than one-fifth of the Nagpur Plan and the imple
mentation of this instalment depends on the promised financial allotments actually 
materialising in the next few years and seeing also that no definite commitments 
have been made by Governments regarding the remaining four-fifths of the Plan,. 
nor are there spec-ial non-lapsing funds earmarked for this programme, this Asso
ciation would stre.:;s the need for the Fiscal Commission emphasizing the paramount 
importance ofroacl development in their Report and giving it top priority among thee 
steps to be taken for industrial expansion in the country. To this end, we make. 
the following recommendations :- . 

(I) The Provincial GoYernments and the Gowrnment of India should be
request~d to restore the cuts recently made in their road development 
targets covering the current 5-year programme, 

(2) These Governments should also be urged to undertake the remaining. 
parts of the Nagpur Road Plan and complete the execution of the 
whole plan within the next l2f years. . 

(3) Special non-lapsing funds from revenue or capital funds should be ear·: 
marked for the execution of the Road Plan. 

(4) Administrative arrangements for execution according to schedule should 
be perfected by the Provincial Governments since the present execu
tive machinery in some provinces is inadequate. 

(5) As, even after the completion of the Nagpur Plan many villaaes in 
highly populated areas may be 2 miles away fro~ a Road and o many 
villages in other areas may be 5 miles away from suitable road commu
nications, it is essential that villagers should be made road conscious
and induced to construct their own approach roads with official 
encouragement and aid. 

B. HANDICAPS ON MOTOR TRANSPORT 

. I. High &: I rra!ionalsy•tem oJ_tn.xatio':'.-One of the factor• coil' ributing to the. 
high ~ost of transport borne by mdustrJal undertakings is the very high level or 
taxatwn on motor tra~P?rt and more particularly the absence of correlation between; 
the Central and provmcml _taxes and l_ack of uniformity in the latter. Under the,., 
present system some proVlnce~particulacly. 1\ladras-have imposed staggering,, , 
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tax burdens on ~ot?r lorries and buses; and there is a total absence ofreciprocitv in 
the levy ofprovmmal te,xes so that lorreis operatino- on trans-border rout<> hev~ to· 
pay t&xes separately to every administrative unit ;;;:to whose area the vei

1
icl." may· 

enter. . ' 

Fi:st o~ all a co.mparis0n between motor taxotion in Indi& and that in other· 
~ountries wrll be o_f mterest. The following figures are based 011 a mem0 mncl.um 
ISsued by the Indian Roads Congress : 

l\Iotor Percentage Tnxntion 
EA-penditure vehicle of motor~ por 
on Roads taxation vehicle motor 

taxation to vehicle· 
road 

expenditure 

Rs. Rs. Rs .. 

U.S.A. (1935) . 
Crores Crores 

302 162 ;)4 47·6" 
United Kingdom (1934). 80 78·5 98 262 
France ( 1932) . 53·6 36·5 68 212 
Germany ( 1930/34) 48·3 46·3 06 222 
Ind;a ( 1939). 6 9 150 509 

· This statement shows that in 1939 when the petrol duty in In•lia w11s 5 anna" 
les" per gallon than at present and when there were no provincial Sales Taxes on· 
petrol, motor taxation represented 150% of road expenditure. A motor vehicle was 
t~xed Rs. 509 in India annually, or nearly twice as much as in the U.K. and ten 
~ImPs P.s much as in America. The incidence of taxatiop in India. has considerably 
mcreased. 

:!. In England, it may be mentioned, there is considerable agitation for a re-· 
duction to be effected in post-war taxation. It is pointed out-that even bdore
the war the taxeb on motor transport were inflating the cost of carriage 1.tnd h,:..ving a. 
restrictive effect on industry and that apart from there being neither logic nor. 
justice in selecting one form of transport to beat the burden of discriminatory 
taxation from which other forms of transport are exempt, the share of road costs 
directly attributable to the use of motor vehicles would be more than covered after 
making a very considerable reduction in the existing scales of tax. These remarks 
are, needless to say, equally applicable to India. 

Motor transport pays 4 time.s its legitimate share of road costs.-Attached are 
extracts from a report of an official committee on "Future of Road Transport l!u 
RoadfRail Relations". They contain interesting comments on what would be a 
reasonable tax on road transport, w pay for its share of the cost of road construction 
and maintenance. It has been shown that a tax equivalent to l · 65 pies per net 
ton-mile of load will be in equitable charge, as against a minimum of 6 pies (25% of" 
operating cost) now collected. 

3. The Report goes on to say that after meeting the share of roa<l cost>, motor· 
transport pays 18% of its operating cost to the General Revenues. of the country and 
as a measure of compari&on, states that the eqwvalent contrrbutwn to GeneraL 
Revenues by Railways is 5 ·89% of its working expenses. While this would inaicate 
that the rate of motor transport contribution is juot three time• that of the railways, 
we believe it is iri practice much more, because the railway contribution consists in. 
the main of the "l% capital' t charge" which i; to come out of the profits of the rail
way operation and' the eq~valent of this in the ~oad businesb is the income t..x. 
paid by road operators which has not been. takep mto "?count, However we need 
not labour "the point since the anthon, of the report adllllt that "the total taxation• 
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·1on motor vehicles) is discriminatory and contrary to the principle tha't the functio1l 
13f the State is not to favour one means of tra.nsport at the expense of the other". 

Farms of Taxes ltwied.-l\fotor transport taxation at present consists of: 

f(a) Taxes levied by the Central Got•enme11t. 

1. hnport/Excise duty on petrol . . . 
2. Import/duty on motor vehicle parts & acressories 
3. Excise duty on tyres . . . . . 

Taa:es levied by Provi1lct'al Govemments. 
I. Provincial taxes on motor vehicles 
2. Sales taxes on petrol and lubricants 
3. Sn1es taxes on nl"w mot.or "·ehides (estimat-ed 1949) 

ReVenue 

R~. Crores 
10·30 
1·89 
1·24 

13·43 

2·5S 
3·76 
0·50 

---
20·27 

(NOTE.-Revenne from petrol duties represents average of two years ending 31-3-46. 
Qt,her figures are for 1945/46). 

Taking India as a whole, the incidence of taxation on industrial haulage at 
'Present exceeds 8 pies per ton-mile of goods carried. What this means can be 
llUderstood better by saying that the incidence of Governmem taxation on mator 
'transport by it<~elf, exceed, the a"erage amount charged for tramportation an rail
ways. 

The Association firmly believe> that cheap traru.port i> the sine quo nan of 
the c~untry's industrial prosperity and that India needs cheap road transport no 
less than cheap railway transport. 

Anomalies o{Prouincial Taxes.-While this or the general picture, great 
~nomalies exist between one province and another because of the independent 
powers of provinces to tax vehicles and petrol. The Provinces fail to regard the 
~ot:'-1 taxation on motor transport as a correlated whole and the result is that the 
lnCidence of provincial taxes in one province-1\ladras-is nearly twenty times as 
"heavy, or cerlain categories of vehicles, a .... the incidence in another province-Bengal. 

The effet:.t of certain province~ levying 5uch iptolerably heavy taxes is to raise 
the cost of road transport t<> such a high level as to frustrate, undermine and defeat 
~I! efforts that are made towards promoting agricultural and industrial production 
:m the country. · · 

The seriousneso of the problem created by unregulated provincial taxes can be 
'seen from the following figures showir>g the incidence of vehicle taxation in different 
JlfO\:iDces: 

Province 

Madras 
Bombay . 
Bihar & Orissa 
Assam 
C. P. 
U. P. 
W. Bengal 
E. Punjab 

Rupees per annum Provin
cial taxes_ on 

:Motor lorry 
capable of 
carrying 
roughly 

3 ton loads 

1173 
440 
300 
220 
550 
195 
!50 
200 

llot.or bus 
seating 21 
passengers 

2520 
400 
358 
150 

.504 
186 to 397 

120 
165 
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. ?'o _add to the complexity of the problem similar varitions also exkt in th<! 

proVJ!lcml,!ll ley~ t;axe~ on petrol; the highest being 6 ann~s per gallon and the lowes$ 
I! annas, · · 

It will be seen from the above table that the difference in taxation between a 
truck in ~ras and the _average truck elsewhere comes to roughly Rs. 870 per year: 
'!herefore if a truck carn_es 60,000 tons ?f goods annually, with no petrol rationing 
rt can carrY. onl;r one-thrrd of that wrth the petrol it now received-the Madraa 
truck costs 2£ p1es per ton-mile more than its !'verage. Counterpart in the rest of" 
the ccuntry; and with rationing of petrol in force, the Madras truck at present pay8 
per tom-mile !1, pies mort in taxation than trucks elsewhere ! 

This Association believes that the best way of preventing the present abuses is
to make motor vehicle taxation and pet rol.ales taxa. a Qentral subject with arrange
ments for ~he Centre to distribut< the yield among the provinces. Taxation will 
then be uniform and the double taxation, which now impedes inter-provinciol traffic 
will automatically cease. This will be in consonance with and in fact appears to b; 
a necessary corollary to, the action the Central Government has taken by way of 
transferring National Highways from Provincial to Federal ownership. 

Until this is made central it should be definitely laid down that a single tax 
levied in the Province or State where the vehicle it registered should cover the opera
tion of the vehicle anywhere in India and that no province or State will have the 
power to impose an additional tax. 

II. Restrictions under the Motor Vehicles Act.-More serious than the high and 
irrational taxation of motor transport ib the grave los• to industrial activity caused 
by artificial restrictioros on road sen ices under the Indian Motor Vehicles Act 1939, 
in COI\bequence of which industry ib denied the necess~ry measure of freedom to 
use road transport when and where reqnired. Numerous artificial restrictions 
imposed unde~ the provisions of this Ac• have throttled road transport during the 
past few yean:, placing a premium on the wastage of transport potential in spite of· 
the serious shortag~ of transport which has been prevailing since 1940. We give· 
below a brief analysis of some of the provisions of the Act. 

First of all, Section 44 of the Act makes it obligatory f"r Provincial Governments. 
to divide each province into a number of regional areas and to entrust the adminis
tration of the Act to the Regional Authoritie. in the respective areas. The effect 
of this, it is now seen from the experience gained during the past ten years, is to bring 
about forcible fragmentation of road transport. 

Section 53 of the Act reqnires the Regional Authority to be satisfied, even when. 
issuing a. privat9 carrier's permit, that the vehicle will not be used except in con
nection with the business of the applicant. Recent experience in the U.P. and. 
elsewhere proves that Transport Authorities often take many months to con
vince themselves that a permit will not be .3bused. The result is that a business
man after a.pplying for a permit for conveyance of nis priv&te goods has to wait for· 
months to obtcin the permit. 

Section 53(2) of the Act requires that permits may define the areas in which 
they r..re to be valid, thus a Rell.ioneJ Transpor~ Authority often restricts the use 
of the vehicle to p:~rticular sectwns of the region. 

Section 55 of the Act require• the Transport Authority to consider whether the 
general interests of the public will be promoted by the. issue of a public carrier~$. 
permit,. and it further entitles othe~ transport operators I'_l the area to m~~e repre
sentations to the Authority, opposmg the grant of a permit. These proVlSions are 
very significant. As can be readily appreciated, a_ group of operators on a route 
may wish to obtain a monopoly for themselves a~d will nat~r~lly endeavour to put all 
sorts of obstacles in the way ora new comer. It rs not s:~rp<Ismg ~herefore that when .. 
an application for a permit is made, other operators m the Tegion may turn up to· 
argne that the additional permit is not necessary. But even where no such arguments' 
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Are advanced by the existing operators, there is no y~rdstlc~ ~ whlch the Transport 
:Authorities are to measure the interests of the public and 1t lS no't unusual to hear 
of rejection of applications on the plea that the issue of permits would not be in thei 
~,public interest. 

Further the Transport Authorities have power to limit the number of permits; 
·and the impression has evidently gone round that because the_ :Autho~ities have 
this power, they must, of necessity assume that most of the perm1ts apphed for are 
unnecessary. Some Authorities have gone further and, concludmg that the satura
•tion point in road transport field has already been reached, have-announced that no 
new permits "ill be issued. Some other authorities have fixed ceiling limits speci
·fying the numbers of vehicles, which they have laid down, should not be exceed-
-ed. · ~ 

Section 57 of the :Act lays down that an applicant for a public carrier's permit 
•Shall be made not less than six weeks before the date on which the permit is to he 
operative. The section also prescribes the manner in which all applications are to 

. be published and objections invited. 

It is the general e>:perience that· the issue of a permit generally takes 2 to 6 
•months. 

Sub-section 2 of section 58 lays down that renewals of permits shall be treated 
as new applications for permits and therefore subjected to all the delays enumerat-

·ed above. · 

Section 63 which is one of the most objectionable Sections of the Act states 
~that a permit granted by the Authority of one region shall not be valid in any other 
.region unless it is countersigned by the :Authority, of that other region. The only 
exception is in the case of temporary permits where one authority with the concur
rence of the authority of the neighbouring region may issue permits valid for the 
'~wo regions jointly. 

:Although each Regional Authority takes at least 3 months to issue a permi·t 
:t.here are provinces where an operator, who wants to run his services from one end 
-of a province to another, is forced by the Act to approach each Regional Authority 
.in turn so that it generally takes very nearly a whole year for a permit to be obtained, 
·valid for the whole province. Surely nothing can scare away prospective operators 
from the transport field more effectively than a provision of this nature, particularly 
as in many provinces the duration of permits is limited to one year or less. 

The very creation of numerous Regional Authorities within one province has 
.created a vested interest in fostering the fragmentation of road transport. It is 
-true that the Provincial Transport Authority in a province has the power to take 
ii:lto its own hands the issue of inter-regional permits but certain provinces have 
.been content to leave the matter in the hands of Regional Authorities, thus placing 
inter-regional services at the mercy of a large number of Regional Authorities. 

Inter-provincial permits.-The handicaps attendant on inter-regional services 
~aTe intensified when permits of inter-provincial validity are required. After securing 
a permit valid up to the provincial border, the operator has to approach the au
thorities of other provinces or States for counter-signature of the permit. This 
.accounts for the paucity of inter-provincial services, 3.tt..hough the efficiency of many 
.{)f our industries-existing and potential-is dependent on the existence of the 
-quick and flexible means of inter-provincial transport that the motor lorry alone can 
provide. 

· ~~ Durat_ion of Perm~ts.-F_inally another great deterrent to the exp~nsion of motor 
ltransport '.s the pract1_ce of 1ssuing permits for S\lCh a short period as one year. ln 
.. "B?m~ prov1ncesJ pe:~·t:~uts are Issued for still shorter periotls~such as 3 months- · 
.. b~cause the authont1es want to decide whf'ther or not btL.'-. should nationalise 
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r_o~~l trali~ptort. The ·permits are restricted to 3 months even in provinces where 
na.1ona sa wn eve if 't h ld I · [ 
£ ~ n l s on u t1ma.te y be decided upon-can never take place 
or2o3 '- d : , r Y:e~rs. = state above, the major part of a year is exhausted by the 

tune a pe~·m1t IS secured and in the absence of security of tenure for a period sufficient
ly long .. to enable them to recover their capital outl~y. investment in the trans
port busmess cannot attract well-organised operators. \Ve would therefore urrre 
that the recent orders of Provincial Governments nuder which duration of permlts 
bas been restricted, should Le revoked. · 

In conclusion, we would recommend the following measures : 
(1) That the Regional and Provincial Transport Authorities be asked to issue 

permits for goods vehicles; both public and primte, automatically and 
\nthout any restriction, 

(2) That ve.xatiou• delays in obtaining inter-regional and inter-provincial 
permits be eliminated by the issue of permits which do not require 
counter-signature. The Act should be amended for this purpose . 

. (3) That permits valid for more than 2 regions be issued by the Provincial 
Transport Authorities (instead of by Regional officers) where this is 
not already the case, and 

(4) That the duration of permits be restored to the original period of three 
years. 

Until these measures are taken we cannot hope to see road transport making its 
due contribution to the country's industrial development. 

III. Restrictions on weights.-A factor which raises the cost of road transport 
is the prohibition of trucks of an economical size, on account of 'veight limits pres
cribed for motor trucks in most of the provinces. Just as traffic on meter and 
narrow gauges of railways is costlier than that on broad gauges, so also transport· 
by small .vehicles is costlier than transport by medium sized vehicles. 

To make economical road transport available to industrial undertakings it is 
necessary that a medium sized vehicle of a total laden weight of roughly 8 tons 
('~hich will have a nett carrying capacity of nearly 5 tons) should be able to use the 
.roads. At present the U.P. and the East Punjab permit a )aden weight of 8 tons 
but many other provinces have lower limits in force. · 

In some cases the restrictions were originally imposed on the plea that cert.ain 
bridges might not be able to carry higher loads, but war-time military traffic has 

.demonstrated that many of the so-called weak bndges can carry double the pres

.cr,ibed loads, and still there is no inclination on the part of the Authorities to re

.consider the old limits . 

. , Where res~rictions cannot be attributed to bridges, the plea is that the road 
.system is not strong enough. In this connection, the following paragraph taken 
.fr?m a publication of the. Indian Roads Congress is of interest : . 

urt is in the prescribing of these laden weights of the vehicle and of ail axle, 
that there is the great.est divergence between· Provinces. : It is under
stood that the gross load prescribed varies from 3! tons to 8 tons. 
Though there might be variations due to road conditions, it is believed 
that the large variations from 3!- to 8 tons could not be due to this as 
the capacity of some of the road; at least in the ProVinces where lower 
Limits are prescribed are not inferior to the roads in certain other 
Provinces wil~re higher limit i.; allowed" ... 

·We wJuld ·therefoce'recomnaad that Provincial Governments should be re
oquested to rev1ew the existing weight limit3 an~ to permit the laden weight of 8 
<tons immediately except where the road fonndatwns or bndges are demonstrably 
.inadequate for such a load. 
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IV. DiBwnce restricti<m& an road traMport.-Another serious restriction wi•h 
which industries using road transport are threatened in future is the Central Go
vernment's recommendation to Provincial Governments that read trauspor~ 
should be prohibited ori all but short hauls, in order to force traffic to the railways. 
According to a draft Code recommended by the Government of In<lia, road trans
port is to be restricted to between 50 and 100 miles, and even under the Select Com
mittee's Report on the Inman Motor Vehicles Amending Bill, such restriction:" 
would operate on routes excee<ling 150 miles. • • 

The object of this proposed restriction is to prevent any fall in the revenues of 
Indian Railways which are owned by the Government, and it is argued that if 
Railways incur any loss because of road competition, such loss will have to be 
borne by the general taxpayer. However true this argument might have been a 
dozen years ago, the position has now completely changed. Today-and more parti
cularly when con<litions return to noral-restrictions on roa<l transport can benefi~ 
railway revenues ouly by inflicting a much greater loss on the revenues of the Govern
ment of In<lia from other sources. For instance it has been shown earlier that on 
every ton of goods carried by motor transport the Central exchequer derives a 
revenue of 4! pies after meeting the motor vehicle's contribution towards the
Road Bill. A three-ton lorry operating every alternate day on a 200-mil<> 
route would thus bring in a net profit of roughly Rs. 2400 annually to the Govern
ment of In<lia. 

It is clear that the financial considerations which constituted the justification 
for the Government of lorna's draft code were higher to examine ouly from th .. 
point of view of the railways and not in their relation to Government revenues as a. 
whole or in relation to the general taxpayer. A detailed examination will show 
that instead of bringing in any financial gain to the Government of In<lia or to the 
Inman taxpayer, road transport restriction would inevitably result in a serious 
and very considerable loss of revenue to the exchequer. 

ln the attached pamphlet prepared by the Association early in 194 7 we have 
analysed the dangers attendant on any policy of road transport restriction. Be
sides sho,.ing that the loss to Central Government revenues, through prohibition of 
long <listance road transport, would be more than double the income that might be 
derived by the railways from traffic deversion, we have shown that : 

I. It would be detrimental to the efficiency of the various agencies of trans
port because it would remove the stimulus of healthy rh·alry, and 

2. It would work against the interests of the public and particularly against. 
the interest of industrial concerns by denying them the right to· 
transport their goods by whichever mode is most speedy and con
venient for their purposes. 

We would therefore urge that the proposed restrictions should be given up and in. 
case other means of transport require protection, such protection should be confined 
to traffic on route lengths exceeding a day's run by road, since, within this distance,. 
which: varies from 2_25 to 3?0 miles, road transport provides an unquestionably 
s~penor .and more effi~1ent serVI?e; t~e adv~ntages of which should not, under any 
crrc~stances, be demed to !ndta s mdustnes. The sort of protection that can be
constd~r_ed for routes exceedmg 300 miles-if protection is found to be justified-is. 
a proVl~t~n that road transport sh_ould not undercut equivalent railway fares, so that 
competttwn between road and rail may be strjctlv on the score of efficiency or suit .. 
ability for in<lividual requirements. · · 

V. R?ad!Rail C?-ordinati011.-W~ consider that road transport can be used: 
by theratlway~ to mcrea~e the effictency of the railway service to a considerable
~xtent on th~ lines adopt<;d in the U.S.A. an~ United Kingdom. In America for 
mst~nce th~ Southern Pactfic Rly. Company mtroduced a subsidiary road carria.g<>
servtce as long ago as 1929 by means of which they have accelerated their trai~ 
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seryices to a rema~kable exent. The road services operate from and between a 
aene_s of sele_cted rail heads and are used to provide fast freight facilities for inter
mediate stations and br":nch lines. The substitution of road services covering parallel 
routes have enabled ~ra1n scheduled to be cut even for passenger trains. Consign .. 
ments reach the statwns which act as rail heads for bhe road services as much as 
~4 hours sooner than could be achieved by the fastest freight train and branch 
lin?s are c~vered far more ~ffectively by road services than they can be served by 
freight trams. 

Almost _with_out exception, distribution by lorry enables the railway company 
to effect s~vn;gs mlocomotive fuel, train miles, car miles and wages of freight train 
cre":a, which m the ag~egate more than offset the cost of operating the road freight 
serVIces. In effect the Improved services provided by the lorries costs the railway 
less than the less efficient service which the trains alone could supply. 

In the United Kingdom also a similar policy has been adopted. The following 
extract from "Modern Transport" of the 14th June 1947 is of interest in this con
nection 1 

/ 

"The Great Western Railway zonal scheme is designed to give a one~day' 
transit time for small consignments of merchandise by goods train 
between all parts of the G.W.R. system-even remote villages. 
Collection and delivery within the zone is undertaken by the com
pany's road fleets operating from the main and sub-depots i1tstead 
of a larger 1tumber of in.dividual stations. The concentration of 
traffic at a much smaller number of stations enables more traffic to 
be made up into full truck loads and desptached by fast freight 
service direct to the distribution centres in other zones, thus elimi
nating to a considerable extent intermediate transhipment and con
t-ributing to a safer and speedier transit of commodities". 

SUMMARY 

We earnestly reco£mend that : 
A. Road Development should be pushed ahead by the restoration of the recent 

cuts in the targets of the current 5-year plans and by provision of special non-lapsing 
funds, strengthening of executive machinery, etc. The whole of the Nagpur Road 
Plan, of which only one-fifth is cover~d by the present 5 year programmes, should 
be completed within the 15 year penod 1947-1962. 

B-I. A rational system of motor vehicle taxation under which the Centre would 
collect the taxes on a uniform and equitable scale should replace the existing pro
vincial motor vehicle and provincial petrol sales taxes, so that dual taxation of 
trans-border services and excessive taxes in certain of the provinces may be re
medied. 

II. Artificial restrictions imposed on road transport under the cumbrous adminis
trative machinery of the Indian l\1otor Vehicles Act 1939 should be abolished. 

m. Weight11mits for motor lorries should be r~ised to 8 tons laden so as to 
make the operat;!on of motor vehicles more economiCal than at present. 

IV. The proposed distance limits for goods services by road, under the Govt,, 
of India's draft code, should be dropped. 

v. Roadfrail co-ordination and over-all t~ansport.effic!ency sho~d be ~hered 
b concentration of railway traffic at re~y Important railway ~tations, mth road. 
a!rvices operating fo~ collection and dehvery between them m replacement of 
smaller railway statiOn& 

lB M. of Com, 
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·l'HE BOMBAY SHAREHOLDERS ASSOCIATION BOMBAY. 

!OTE ON SECTIONS 96 (A) AND 96 (B) OF THE CANADIAN COMPANIES' 
ACT. 

Section 96 (A) is as follows :-

96A. (I) Every director of a public company shall furnish annually to the 
ecretary, for the information of the share-holde~s of t~e company at the annu~l 
:eneral meeting thPrcof. a statPmC'nt ~dtmg fnrth m det:ul ali shares o~ other sec~n .. 
ies of the company bought or sold by him, for his personal ~ccount, duectly durmg 
he twelYe monthS immediately preceding such annual meetmg. 

(2) No director of a public company shall speculate, for his personal ~ccoun~, 
lirectly or indirectly, in the shares or other securities of the company of whiCh he 18 

, director. 

(3) Every director of a public company who neglects or fails to make a tr":e 
.nd accurate statement of such transactions as required by sub.section one of thiS 
ection, shall be guilty of an offence and liable on summary conviction to a fine not 
tXceeding one thousand dollars or to six month's imprisonment or to bot·h fine and 
mprisonment. 

(4) Every director of a public company who shall spe~ulate, for his 
>ersonal account, directly or indirectly, in the shares or other securitie.s of .the 
:ompany of which he is a director in contravention of subsection two of this sectt?n, 
:hall be guilty of an offence and liable on summary conviction to a fine not ~xcee.cting 
me thousand· dollars or to sL'< month's imprisonment or to both fine and lmpnson
nent. 

This section is self-explanatory and has been referred to in the note on the report 
,f the _Canaclian Commission on price spreads. 

Section 96 (B) Reads as follows :-

96B. (I) The directors of a public company shall not authorise the issue and 
tlictment as fully paid shares in the capital stock of the company having a nominal 
>r per value, except for a consideration payable in cash to the total nominal amount 
Jf the shares so issued, or for such consideration payable in property or services as 
hhe directors :rpay determine may express resolution to be in all circumstances of the 
~ansactions the fair equivalent of cash to the total nominal amount of the shares 
proposed to be issued : Pro,·ided that the directors may apply to a judge for a dec
laratory order with relation to the consideration for the last mentioned shares in 
like manner and with like effect in all respects as provided in any by subsection nine 
of section twelw of this Act. 

(2) Subject as hereinafter provirled, every director of public company who is 
a party to authorising the issue and allotment as fully paid of any shares ofthe capital 
st<>ck of the .company having a nominal or per value shall be liable, jointly and seve
rally mth his co-directors, at the suit of any clirector, shareholder or creditor of the 
company, to. make good to the company the amount by which the consideration 
actually received by the company for any shares so issued and allotted as aforesaid 
is foun~ by the court, after full inquiry into the circumstances of the transaction, 
to be.less than tl1e fair .equivalent of the, cash, which the company ought to have 
ff~cen cd for. such shares 1f they had bC'en issuc(l and allotted for cash if the resolution 
~:~cr:cd to m sub-section nine of section b\-elve of this Act has not been passed or 
Il tt ~~proved, as to any such first mentioned director, t,bat such director. 

(a) had knowledge that the consideration so received by the company was not 
the faw equtvalent of the cash which the company ought to have received if the 
shares had been issued and aUotted for cash ; or 
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_{b) failed to take reasonable steps to ascertain whether such considerations so 
recmved by the company was in fact the fair equivalent as aforesaid. 

(3) No suit shall be commenced against the directors of a public company or 
a~y of them under the authority of subsection two of this section h~· any C'rNlitor, 
diTector or shareholder of the company without the consent in writln.~ of the Secre
tar;y of State ; and no such suit shall be commenced by an'y creditor of the company 
until ~n ex~cution at the suit of such cred:t:Jr against the company ha<:; been returned 
unsatisfied 1n whole or in part· and no su:--h suit shall be commenc~'d aftL'r the expira
tion of three years from the date of the allotment of such shares. . 

{4) This section shall not apply to any mining company, that is to say. to any 
co_m_pany whose principal objects are the exploration, deYelopment or opC'ration of 
miDI~g properties and which, if it has commenced actual operation:.., is carrying out 
such objects as its principal business. "1\-Iining properties" includes mines, mining 
deposits, mining rights metallifcrou~ lands, mining claims or any interests therein 
including any option or licence in connection therewith. 

This section has also been referred to in our note on the report. of the Canarlian 
Commis8ion on price spreads. It will be seen from Section one that a safC'guard 
has been provided against acts of pro motors who exact from the company amounts 
out of proportion to the value of the assessed transfer, by takin5 advantage of their 
fiduciary possession. 

A reference to Section 12 may be explained. Under this section power has 
been given to the Directors of a company to apply to a judge in Canada to dct('rmine 
as to whetP-er any consideration payable for property or serviC'cs in lieu of shares 
allotted in the capital stock of a company as a fair equi,·alent or not. That proce
dure has been adopted_ for the purpose of Section 96B 'where fully paid shan·s are · 
allotted. to promotors in exchange of property transferred by promotors to the 
company 

NOTE ON SECTION 51 OF THE ENGLISH COMPANIES' ACT 1948. 

In 1943, the Board of Trade appointed a committee with l\ir. Justice Cohen 
as Chairman, to consider and report upon the major amendments to be made in the 
English Companies' Act, 1929 and in particular to review the requlrements prescribed 
in regard to the formation and affairs of companies and the safeguards afforded for 
investors and for the public interest. The committee consisted of 13 members 
comprising representative interests, such as bankers, stock exchange interests, 
lawyers, accountants~ etc. The committee made a unanimous report which is 
popularly known as the Cohen Report. In paragraph 28 of the report. the committee 
recommended that where a company stated in its prospectus that an application 
would be made to the stock exchange for quotation of a scrip and the application 
is not made or if made, is not granted, then all moneys sent along with the applica. 
tion should be repaid. Effect has been given to this recommendation hy Section 
51 of the English Companies' Act, 1948 which is as follows :-

51. Allotment of shares and debentures to be dealt in on stock e."change.-(1) 
Where a prospectus, whether issued generally or not, states _that application has 
been or will be made for permission for the shares or debentures offered thereby 
to be dealt in on any stock exchange, any allotment made on an a pplieation in 

rsuance of the prospectus sha11, whenever made, be void if the p:>rmis.sion hao;; not 
h~en ,;pplied for before the third day after ~he first issuc·of the prospectus or if the 

uission has been refused before the exptratwn of three- weeks from the date of 
f~~~ closing of the subscription lists or su.ch longer period ~ot e~ceecling .si~ weeks as 
may. within the said three weehks, be nottfied to the applicant tor permtSston by or 
on behalf of the stock exc ange. 
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(2) Where the permission has not been applied for ~ afor~said, or has been 
refused as aforesaid, the company shall forthWith repay Wltho';'t mterest all money. 
received from applicants in pursuance of the prospectu~, and, if any ~uch m<_>ney is 
not repaid within eight days after the companY: becomes liable to repay It, t~e ~ectos 
of the company shall be jointly and severally liable t? repay that m?ney with mterest 
at the rate of five percent, per annum from the exprrat10n of the eight day : 

Provided that a director shall not be liable if he proves that the default in the 
repayment of the money was not due t-o any misconduct or negligence on his part. 

(3) All monev received as aforesaid shall be kept in a separate bank .account 
so lon" as the company may become liable to repay it under the last foregoing sub
sectio~ ; and, if default is made in complying with this sub-section, the company 
and every officer of the company who is in default shall be liable to a fine not exceed
ing five hundred pounds. 

(4) Any condition requiring or binding any applicant for shares or debentures 
to wah·e compliance with any requirement of this section shall be void. 

(5) For the purposes of this Section, permission shall not be deemed to be re
fused if it is intimated that the application for it though not at present granted 
will be given further consideration. 

(6) This section shall have effect :-

(a) in' relation to any shares or debentures agreed to be taken by a person 
undenniting an offer thereof by a prospectus as if he had applied 
therefor in pursuance of the prospectus ; 

and 

(b) in relation to a prospectu.~ offering shares for sale with the following 
modifications, that is to say :-

(i) references to sale shall be substituted for references to allotment ; 
(ii) the persons by whom the offer is made, and not the company, shall 

be liable under subscription 

(2) to repay money received from applicants, and references to the 
company's liability under that sub-section shall be construed ac
cordingly; 

and 
~iii) for the reference in subsection (3) to the compnay and every officer 

of the company who is in default there shall be substituted a refer
ence to any person by or through whom the offer is made and who 
knowingly and wilfully authorises or permits the default. 

The effect of the Section is to afford to the investor a greater measure of security 
and as no public company worth the name can afford to allow its shares to remain 
unquoted the protection given by the Section is most valuable in that it tends to 
dissuade promoters from putting on the market unsound prospectuses. The rules 
of th.e London Stock Exc_ha?ge go much beyond the ordinary law as information not 
reqmred by t~e Compames Act has to b': given to the Stock Exchange. In para
graph 24 of Its report the Cohen Committee has referred to the stock exchange 
requirements as giving a powerful sanction against undesirable floatations. 

NOTE ON THE REPORT OF THE ROYAL COMMISSION ON PRICE SPREADS 
APPOINTED IN CANADA 

The above Commission was appointed in Canada in 1934 in order to investigate 
th~ cause.s of the large spreads between the prices received by pr..>ducers and the 
pnces p'-ld by consumers. -
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In ~he ?oura.e of.its investigation the commission went into various aspects o [the 
economw sJtue.tlon m Canad · 1 ·din t· · · · f vot· . a me u g ques 10ns perta.mmg to COJWCil.tr~~t.Ion o 

·ti:g po~~r tn, large corporations engaged in. production o... distribution tocrcthcr 
WI h ques 10_ns affecting the corporate system as a whole. Its recommend~tions 
on t ese sUbJects are contained in Chapter ill of the report. 

The commission recommended that a federal trade and industry commission 
s~oul<l be appomted "''d that as part of the activities of this commission a Securi
ttes Board should be appointed wit'' t:n following among other functions :-

(i) To review and investigate 03plta.l structures of companies. 

(ii) To p'l.Ss all issues of bonds or stocka after careful consideration. 

. (iii) To scrutinise advertisement ~nd publicity material!. accompan);n" such 
ISsues. o 

. (iv) The Board to lutve no poll'"'" farmally to approve but it should have power 
merely to reject an issue. 

. (v) No coml?v.ny or investment house whose proposed issue of shares is under 
reVIew, and not reJected should be permitted to make any reference to tint effect 
in its literature. 

The above recommenda.tions were given effect to by the pctssing of t.he Sccnri~ 
ties Act, l!l±5 and the Securities Amendment Act, 1946 both of which were repealed 
by the Securities Act, 1947 as would be seen from the other note. 

The Commission [>1so rocommended that "stock-watering" should be prevented 
by making it illegal for directors and promotors to issue fully paid shares unless the 
company has received adequa.te con':iidera.tion for these shares. This recommcnda· 
tion w~s given effect to by the incorporation of Section 96(B) in the Canadi"'n Compa
nies Act as to which a separate nQte is subJnitted. 

The Commission further recommended that directors should be prohibited from 
speeubting in'the ::;}w.res of their compa.uy and thu.t they should disclose annually 
the extent of their holdings and the clHHJ.ges therein from time to time. These 
recommendations have been incorpora .. ted by amendment of the Canadian Act as 
will be seen from Section 96A. 

It is interesting to point out that the Commission came to the conclusion that 
"the whole trend of law should be towards· putting the Managers and Directors in 
a. trustee capacity with respect to all security holders,. The following observations 
at pages 38, 39 and 43 of the report will repay perusal. 

Remedial. SuggestiO'fls 

VV'e now come to suggestions and recommendations for remedial action. In 
making these recomme.ndations w_e are not so op~imistic as ~o. believe tJ:at any 
legislation, however wisely concmved and effectively adm:Uister{•d, mil P!e
vent all foolish iuvest~euts or o.ll unso~d c:~mpfl,ny promotiOn. }\~e h~:v~, . m
deed no right even 1f we had the desrre, to bke away from the c1t!Zen Jus rna
lienable rigt1t to make a fool of hinlsell". We do, however, feel that we have the 
right to attempt to prev:en_t others making a fool of the citizen. W~ would empha
size a.lso, first, that pcrnusswn for a gro~ of persons to be uworporatc ~'to a _compa':'-y, 
should be Yicwcd r.s "' Ydm.ble conces;uo.n granted by tl;c s_tate, especmlly m relatwn 
to the convenience of a general ~estnc~on ?f personalliabili_t:y: S:':d second, that such 
a concession involves correspondmg obligations and respons•bilitles. N~t the least 
f these obliaations is to ensure that there shall be full and accurate mformatwn 
~ to all the facts concerning every company that seems incorporation or fin?.ncial 
support from the public after such incorporation. 
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· :c m;ty "''"c1pate at the outset a general objecow• that will b~ levelled at 
many of om suggestion1;, namely, that Canada 1s a young and developmg country 
and p,s wch need< r.nd will continue to ~eed capital ; that no unnecessary obsbcles 
or disnuncrome!lts should therefore be placed in the way of the assembling of such 
capiWl fro~ the investing public. To this objection we have one an,swer. All 
our rccomnF'nd·-.tions ;-,rc desirrned to en.courn.ge sound developmrnt through t.he 
discouracrcment of m,,ound and reckless promotions of the kind, which too often 
charaete~iscd the finGncid history of this country in the last fifteen years. Even, 
if, for the s.,ke of c.rgument, we me.ke an admission, tJ1e validity of whi<·h we do 
~ot accept that some c.,pital might be frighte~e? awa:v by h•ws desi!fnc.d to pro
tect th~ inYc.':>tor, the amount of such c.?.ptt.3.]Is n.ot hkely to come wtthm. nwD..sur
ablc distance of th·' millions lost to t.his country by unwise and reckless promotions, 
millions wh.ich mighi:.lu1\e been s:wed if some of the recGmmend".tions we nre ::tbout 
to m<'ke had had the force of hw. 

The Prevention of Stock- Watering-Tl1e Secnrities Board. 

We now come to a most important point~ nv.mely, provisions to discoura.ge stock
watering which is, e.t times, almost. a.s d~structive as currency deba.sPml"nt. "llere 
the c.o.pit01l structure is illusory it falsifies "·II stati,tics o.nd eaJculations ba,C<l upon 
it. To strike at this practice we make two recommend~1.tions : first, thn.t it should 
be nH~.de illcgn.l for directors, promoters etc., to issue fully p~id up shr.rps unless 
the. company receiYcs for these sh::'.rcs, adequ8-tB cont-id0n'.tions in. cash, property, 
-or sen~ices. The duty of in,cstigr.ting 2.nd determining the r.dequr.cy of such 
considen~tion, where such adequ:.".cy is involn'd in n.ny litigD.tion, should b<:.· pl<1.ced 
J>quarely on the courts. 

Although the present legal situation is not pNfectly clear it. would appear that 
.in prt1ctice, C.a.nadia.n Courts show a rclu<"t.·.:o.nce! 'rhich amounts to virtun..l refusal, 
to inquire into the adequucy of c-onsid(•r<.'.tion if it is in some fornt other than cash. 
·rr, in some way, the duty of such inquiry could be definitely placed on the Courts, 
a most valuable step forwa.rd would have bee~,taken. 

We do not think tlu;t tl1is would be pb<·ing '''ny burden on the Court< which 
they could not adequately discourage. It is a customary pr,;ctice for Courts today 
to plzce a value on. an r.rm, an eye, orr. reput:.tion. There -is-no re0.son why 1hcy 
shoulUbe una.ble to place a. T"a.lue on a body of a~sets given as considcre.tion for an 
issue of stock. If the dccision of the Courts Should be tlw.t adequate eon~ddPr.~.tion 
W&S not. gi>en, then liability for the bo.lance of the comideratio~ unpaid should e.ttaeh 
to the directors concerned, if it could be shown. 

(a) !hat such directors had knowledge of the inadequacy of the consider,.tion• 
<>r !hl f<tlled to take reasonable steps to ascertain the adequacy of the considN<'.tion. 
Th~s would !lot merely di.scour;'.g£_ stock-W<.'.tcring but might a.lso chc<'k thn.t growth 
of 1nterlockmg and multiple directorates to which we have referred." 

:ME3IORANDmi OF THJt BOJIBAY SHAREHOLDERS' ASSOCIATION ON 
THE XOTE SEXT BY THE FISCAL COMMISSION ALONG 'WITH i\IR. 
D.L. i\IAZIDIDAR'S LETTER, DATED 2:1-.'D JANUARY, l%0. 

SECTION II-CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS-

Que8tion. (a) Do ymt consider that the supply of indigenous capital u'ill be sufficient 
for any sclwme of rapid industrialisation of the country ? If so, 

(i) what steps u;ould you adtocate to tap. the sources of indigo. cu.'· catdtal? 
(ii) what is the rate at wllich investment of indigenous capital will be possible 

say, in the next ten years ? 

Answer.---'The present out]o,,k in the investment market has become so dismal 
that it may not be possible to have adequate •upply of indigenous capital f~r any 
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scheme of industrialisation of the coun,try until the causes that have J<U to thiS 
state of affairs are substantially removed. 

It would b~ useful to state a few facts in order that the gravity of the problems 
and the remedws suggested may be properly apprecia.ted. 

. The damage done to the country's economy by the t"x"tion proposals contained 
m the budget for-1946-47 and the subsequent partition of the country is too well· 
known to need further elaboration. It was expected that Government would 
ta~e timely a_nd effective steps t~ relieve the situation by taking a realistic view. 
Tlus expectatwn was howeve~ belted .as Government adopted certain policies which 
had a contmry effect. Taxn.twn cot1tmued to be kept at a hirrh level. Government 
decided to ~ation:tlise eertai;t industries and ·dividend li_n~tation. legislation was 
undertake!\ 111 order t<l' curta1~ the purchasing power of shareholders although the 
bull< of the sharehold0r; COI\Ststs of middle cbsses who have found it difficult to 
make two ends meet in face of rising prices. On the labour front, awa.rds oflndustrial 
Courts and Arbitra.tora created serious misgivings in the mind'i of investors. An 
Award was given whereby reserves of n, prominent electricity company were ordered 
to be shared as betw~en th~ shareholders and labour. There were large in,creases in 
wa.ges and dea.rne% allowances and substantial amounts 'vere order("d to be p<1id hy 
way of bonus irre5p2ctive of consider~'l.tions for the eapaei"-y of the Industry or the 
need f..>r con-:;etvin,g resources. Absenteeism increased and go-slow t:J.cties became 
the order of the d:.l,y. Suggestions fm RationahsDtion of htbour met with opposi
tion t'.nd produc:tivity suffered in spite of mounting bbour costs. Compulsory 
profit sharing sclt~mcs wer~ suggested in spite of dwit,dling production and profits. 
The cost of living c~mtinucd to rise with consequent burdens on the industry in the 
form of incre::tsed doa.rness allowa.nccs. Provincial governments imposed Sales 
Taxes which 100 to further increases in, the cost of living. The grvw more food 
campaign did n0t meet with anticipa.tcd success and the :J.dministrd.tion of controls 
both "t the bond,of the Central and PriJvinci<>l Government;, left much to be de;ircd. 
There wera seYer<\.1 B.1nk f.J.ilures in various pa.rts of tho country which a:ffdcted 
credit. Abuses of Comp::my management bec:tmo mota fr.squent. l\I<tny new com· 
pa.nies which wcr.;, allow0d to be floated without due reg~wd to ~ound principle:l and 
in which inve~tors h1.d sunk crores of capit,;_tl were found to be in a moribund condition 
or WJr0 fa.cc-d with a number of difficulties in going to prvductivn. The 
-capital thu~ inve::>ted bec:tme- non-productive or unrealisable. In short, a. 
sort of economic m:tb.ise h-•,s overtn.kcn the cotmtry during th·J la~t thrve y0a.r.3 
shaking the confidence of the investor.3 and involving them into phenomenal losses 
and depreciation of c:tpito.l. This has naturally led to unpamlelie<:L deterioration in the 
inVc3tm~nt m wk::t m tking C:l.pital extrem<:ly shy both for Govornmeat s~cm·itias 
a~ well as industrial project·5. Under the combined operJ.tion of high c:.Ht of liv
ing and high level of t·-tx;ttion, savings hf!.ve dw·in,dled and the inve:;t.mcnt market 
has become practically dry. 

The havoc thus caused would be appreciated on a reference to the indices of 
security prices published by the Reserve Bank of India in its Bulletin for October 
1949 .with the base year 1938=100. The all India Index Numbers of fixed and 
variable dividend industrial securities which stood at 146 · 75 and 287 · 87 on 2nd 
August 1946, have respectively come down to 98·89 and ll4·45 on 29th Oct. 19!9. 
That fixed dividend securities have gone below the 1938 base year is particularly 
significant in that these. securities s:re generally hel_d by _certain in-:esting classes 
who are desirous of earnmg a fixed rncome from theu savmgs. It will also be seen 
that tbe index number of variable securities has come very near the base year figure. 
A study of the Sub-Group Index Numbers in respect of these securities as contained 
in Table IV at page 702 of the Bulletin reveals the interesting fact that in a number 
of industries e.g., electricity, shipping, railway, jute, mining and oil, the index figure 
has gone considerably below the base year 1938. It has also to be remembered, 
as stated at page 659 of the Bulletin, that the indices have been prepared on the 
basis of quotations of 398 scrips quoted on the Bombay, Calcutta and Madras Stock 
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Exchanges. Consequently, if the large number of unquoted securities which would 
include a number of new companies whose shares have become unsaleable are taken 
into account, the position would really be much worse. 

Among the reasons for the aforesaid state of affairs we have included floatation 
of new concerns on unsound lines and abuses of management. 

With regard to floatation of new cm~cerns, a study of the p_rosP_ec~uses of 
numerous concerns which are in our possesswn has revealed a most disqmetmg state 
of affairs with reaard to methods and practices followed by large sections of promo
ters. Companie; have been floated without sufficient ca:pital ~th the res~t t?at 
they have become moribund or have been confronted With senous f!nanCie:I <J.i!fi
culties. In this connection attention is invited to part IV of our printed publicatiOn 
already supplied to the Commission and the specific instances therein which u~e m:us
trative and not exhaustive. In not a few cases, Deferred shares of lmv denonunatwn 
have been issued and large blocks of these shares have been allotted to the promoters 
themselves with the sole object of enabling them to control the undertaldng with . 
an insignificant stake. In this connection, attention is invited to part V of the prin
ted publication and the instances gi,·en therein which are also illustrative and not 
exhaustive. There have been cases where material information has been withheld 
and in some cases nnderwriting arrangements have not been carried out. 

There have also been many cases where vendors have transferred property to 
new companies at inflated prices and have also obtained large amounts as goodwill. 
This is borne out by the lst Annual Report of·the Industrial Finance Corporation 
where the Directors observe : "In many ca•es, the paid-up capital largely 
represented shares issued in payment of properties and assets transferred by the 
promoters to the companies at inflated values" . 

. Several concerns have been floated without proper consideration being given 
to such questions as availability of machinery and raw material, technical personnel, 
location, etc., . etc. Indiscr~ate floatation of air Companies, Cotton Textile 
:Mills and Chenucal concerns are Instances in point. 

In paragraph 28 of his address delivered on 20th )larch 1948 before the Gokhale 
Institute of Politics ancl E_conomics, Sir Chintaman Deshmulrn, referring to the 
Defence of India Rule 94-A rn respect of control of capital issued, observed : 

"The chief object of the Rule whic~ was promulgated in 1\fay 1943 was to pre 
vent the growth of mushroom compames which stood little ch:mce of survival in. 
the post war period. and other undesU:able practices such as over-capitalisation 
of concerns on the basis of abnonnal war time profits to the detriment of the invest
ing public. Another important consideration was the diversion of the available 
capital from unsound and speculative enterprises to investments in Defence loans 
so as to mobilise the financial resources of the country for the prosecution of the 
war on the one hand, and to combat inflation on the other". 

W~ at~ac~ herewith a statement containing particulars of capital sanctions from 
the begummg >.e., from May 1943 to 31st December 1948. This statement brings out 
the followmg facts :-

1. Total number of companies sanctioned (Col. 2) 5,653 

2. Amount sanctioned (Col. 3) • . (in lakhs) Rs. 88,888·78 
3. Number of companies that have reported paid-up capital 

(Col. 4) • • • • 1.965 
4. Amo':"t sanctioned for companies that . .have" repo~ed p~id-u~ 

capital (Col. 5) (in lakhs) Rs. 48,916·25 
5. Subscribed capital (Col. 6) Do. , 23,079 · 29 
6. Paid-up capital (Col. 7) 86 

Do. , 19,753. 
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Thus as against 489 crores of capital sanctioned for l9ti5 out of 5,653 companies, 
the subscribed capital amounts to 230 crores and the paid up capital to 197 crores. 
The low figure of subscribed capital as compared to that of the sanctioned capital 
unmistakably suggests that several companies were floated on a basis which was 
either unsound or not bona fide. This is a serious matter particularly at the present 
juncture when all the available resources of the nation require to be mobilised for 
productive enterprises. 

It will be seen that the Capital Issues Control has failed to protect the interests 
ofthe investing public. In fact, the control has been exercised in a negative manner 
in that in giving consent it is expressly provided that "the Government of India 
do not take any responsibility for the financial soundness of any schemes or for 
correctness of any of the statements made or opinions expressed with regard to them". 

It is therefore not surprising that capital formation has proceeded on un
desirable lines involving waste of public capital. The concerns floated under the· 
patronage of Provincial Governments have also suffered from bad financial organi
sation as the history of some of the C. P. projects would clearly show. A more 
recent instance in point is that of a cement company floated under the patronage of 
the Bombay Government where minimum subscription has been fixed at the hope
lessly low figure ofRs. 40 lakhs in spite of the fact that expenses for plant machinery 
and buildings, etc. according to the Directors' own sho"ing, would cost the com
pany Rs. I crore. When concerns are floated under Government patronage, the 
public are apt to presume that their organisation is sound. Their disappointment is 
therefore all the greater when it turns out that such concerns are floated without 
due regard to sound principles . 

. Some of the concerns have collected capital from the public but have not com
menced business activities for one reason or another. Public investment in such 
concerns has therefore become frozen, at any rate, for the time being. Such 
concerns must be wound up so that the tied up capital may be immobilised for the 
benefit of the investment market. 

It is clear that industrialisation of the country on haphazard lines can only end 
in disaster. No Fiscal Policv \rill succeed uuless industrialisation which is one of 
its chief aims, is based on planned economy and not on opportunism. Industry 
should not be made the promoters' paradise. Another evil which has arisen rlirectly 
out of new floatations refers to unrestricted dealings by all and sundry in the shares 
of these companies-and that too at heavy premiums-long before they are listed 
for official quotations on the Stock ExchaJ;~ge. This practice \Yhich is mainly bene
ficial to the promoters and their friends is highly detrimental to the interests of 
the public and requires to be checked. 

· With regard to abuses of management, these have been fully dealt with in our 
printed publication. A sun1mary of these abuses has been given at page 212 of the 
book. It is therefore not necessary to go into these abuses in this memorandum. 

On the facts stated above, we have to make the follo,;ing suggestions :-

1. Government should revise its taxation, financial and economic policies in 
such a way as would reduce the existing level of taxation, increase the margin of 
savings and create conditions calculated to promote confidence in the mind of the 
investor. 

This point has already been dealt with. 

2. The Indian Companies' Act should be effectively amended. 

With regard to this suggestion, certain tentative proposals for amendment _of 
the Indian Companies' Act have been published. We would however emphasiS& 
the desirability of expediting amendment of the Act. Aniong ~he _publiahed pr_o
posals, there is a proposal for the establiahment of a separate orgamsatwn for adminis· 
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·tration and enforcement of the provisions of the Act. We auuach the greatest impor
tance to this proposal. The suggestion for creating such an organisation was made 
by us when the Act was amended in 1936 but the same was unfortunately turned 

.down with results which experience has shown have proved disastrous. · 

3. In order that new capital formations may proceed on planned and orderly 
lines with due regard to soun~d principles and the interests of the inYestor, arrange
ments should be made for creation of some standing organisation under the planning 
commission whose appointment we have favoured in reply to Section· VII of the 
note. The function of this organisation should be to scrutinise the prospectuses 
of new fioatations from the point of view of the~ soundness and the adequacy of the 
information disclosed therein before they are published. This organisation should 
in collaboration with the Stock Exchange authorities frame a set of rules to be 
observed by all the Stock Exchanges before granting official quotation for any 
scrip: Dealings in any scrip in which official quotations are not granted should be 
prohibited and made a criminal offence. 

We are of opinion that the above suggestion would go a long '\•ay in dissuading 
promoters from putting on the market undesirable or spurious propo~itions. 

With regard to rules to be'observed before granting official quotations, consti
-tutions of some stock exchanges more specially the Bombay Stock Exchange contain 
some useful rules which have to be complied "ith by companies who seek official 
quotations. Such rules however are not adequate nor are they lmiform on all the 
stock exchanges. In fact, certain stock exchanges have no listing rules. Our 
sugg<:stion is calculated to impart effectiveness and uniformity in this matter. 

With regard to that part of the suggestion which seeks to impose restrictions on 
quotations, the same is intended tO pre\ent dealings :'1 undesirable issues. "\Vhile 
the Stock Exchange authorities can exercise a certab' ·mount of discipline on their 
own members, they are powerless with regard to Liob- 1 mbers who are, under the 
existing law, also entitled to deal in such issues .. Th : is a serious lacunre of whit'h 
full advantage has been taken by the promot~rs, an<' ~heir friends. 

In our opinion the suggestion made by us requires careful consideration. To en~ 
able the Commission to arrive at a proper solution of the issue involv·ed, we would 
in·\ite attention to certain precedents which go to show that the principle underlying 
the suggestion has already been accepted in countries like Great Britain and U.S. A. 
and Canada. Under Section 51 of the English Companies, Act provisions have been 
made for repayment of the application amount to the subscriber, i( the prospectus 
states that an application "·ould be made to a StockExchange for obtaining permission 
for quotation and the permission is not granted. The object of this Section which 
has been enacted as per recommendation of a representative committee called the 
Cohen Committee (vide para. 28 of the committee's report) is to afford the investor 
a greater measure o! security against undesirable or spurious floata.tioM. 

In the U. S. A., transactions in securitieS qonclucted upon securities exchanges 
a?d OYer the counter markf:ts are affected with a national public interest and accor
dingly co':'prehensive provisio~1s have been made by the Securities Exchange Act 
of 193-! mth regard to regulatwn and control of such transactions. 

L"n~er the Securities Act, 1947 of the Statutes of Ontario, 1947, Chapter 98 no 
pers?n 1s allowed t<l trade in securities unless he is duly registered with the security com
:n:'lSSl_on set up under the Act, if the prospectus required to be filed with the commis
Sion lS not accepted for any of the reasons mentioned in section 49 of the Act. 
~~der _this se?tion, the Commission is invested with powers to reject the Prospectus 
if 1t fads to diSclose material information or contains any misleading or deceptive 
?tatement or fore~ast or ~fan unconsionable consideration ha.s been paid or given or is 
mtended to be pa1d or g>ven for promotional purposes or for the acquisition of pro
perty of t~e proceeds from the sale of the security are insufficient to accomplish the 
·objects indicated in the prospectus. 
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AttehtiOn may a1SO be invited to Section 96(B) of the Canadu'" Companies Aot 
under which Directors of a public company are debarred from allotting fully: paid 
share~ except for an adequat? consideration and an express provision is made that 
the Directors may apply to a Judge for a declaratory order with rerrard to adequacy 
or otherwis~ of th~ consideration paid in the form of shares. It is interesting to re
ca11 that this Sectwn was enacted on the recommendation of the Royal Commission 
on P~ice Sprea?s appointed in Canada which, on an examination of prospectuses of 
certain comparues, found that there was considerable " stock watering " in the 
shares allotted to vendors in exchange for transfer of property. 

·Question.-(a) * * * * 
(b) If you advocate f~reign borrowing would you prefer Government to Gov

ernment borrou:ing or tJriva-te investment ? 
(c) What other question.s would you lay down for the borr01uing of foreign 

capital? 

An.swer.-(a) In our opinion, in the present circumstances of the country it 
necessary to encourage the inflow of foreign capital whether on Government to Go
vernment basis or otherwise provided that investments in new units of the same in 
dustry should not be allowed "ith the aid of foreign capital unless production of the 
existing units is not adequate to meet the country's demands. '\Vith reganl to en
terprises floated with the help offoreign capital or technique the same considerations 
that we ha.ve urged with regard to the protection of the investor in relation to 
indigenous industries should also apply in order that such enterprises may also proceed 
on planned and orderly lines. In support of this view we attach herewith a note 
e~-plaining certain disquieting featw·es concerning the organisation of a recent under
taking floated in collaboration with foreign interests for the manufacture of cycles, 
·spare parts, accessories, etc. 

SECTION VII -GOVERNMENT i\IACillNERY FOR DEVEI.OP:UEN1' PURPOSES 

·Question (a) * * * * * 
(b) In partiwlar what are yo~tr t>iews as to the type of control or regulation 

that Government should exercise m,·er -industn:es generally in order to ac
celerate their co-ordinated development and in particular over protected 
and a.<Jsz~sted 1:ndustries in order to keep a close anrl continued watch on 
iht:i r progrr:J::s. 

(c) It has been sugguted that the integrated development of our industry arul 
trade call for the establi"lonent of a comprehen.sit'e organisation partak
ing of the natnre of a planntng com1nission wkich can take an ot·erall 
view of all policy i-ssues in the industrial and =mercial Jteld and can 
as8e8s the relative priorities a~<r> betu:een them ? If ymt agree with this view 

* * * * * * * * * * 
Answer.-For the reasons alieady stated, we are in favour of establishment of 

.an independent planning commissio~ for carrying out the objects mentioned in 
paragraph (c) of the question. 

With regard to Government's control_ and reg~ati~n over protected and assisted 
industries, we find that at present there IS no legtslatiOn to prevent protected and 
assisted industries from doing things which may add to the cost of production. For 
instance, in seYeral industries which have received protection, the commission of .Wlaw 
naging Agen~s is being paid in ~ form or ~t a scale different fro':' that fixed by the 
Tariff Board in calculatino- the [<tiT selling pnce. Although the Tanff Board has fixed 
the :Managing Agent's re;uneration o~ the bas~ of profits, in severa~ industJ:ies such 
.as cotton textile, sugar, etc., l\fu.nagmg Ag~nts of ~everal c?mparues continue ~ 
charge commission on the sale or productwn basis. Agam, where the ?'a~ 
Board has fixed 7! per cent commissiOn on neLt profits after deductmg cleprecmtwn 
Managing Agents of several cotton mills have continued to charge co.nmJ.ssion at a. 
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hlgher scale and that also without deducting depreciati?u. The res~t is tha.t the 
amount which should go to augment the profit of the mdustry goes mto the .pocket 
of the Managing .Agents and to this extent the schem~ of protect10n ~r assiBtan~e 
is neutralised for the benefit of one particular sectwn. We subinit that this 
should be prevented by means of suitable legislation. 

Question.-Treatment and obligation of protected and assisted indu,stries. (Being 
question 66 in the main Questionnaire.) 

An,wer.-We desire to say a few words with regard to treatment and obliga
tions of protected and assisted industries. We are of-opinion that protected and as
m.ted industries should perform the following obligations :-

(1) They should provide efficient management ; 

(2) They should develop research facilities; 

(3) They should provide training facilities ; 

(4) They should make maximum use of indigenous materials in order that 
secondary industries may be supported and their development may 
become integrated. 

We understand that several industries more especially those which are managed 
by 1\fanaging . .Agents who have business interests in foreign companies prefer to buy· 
foreign stores and materials although indigenous articles of good quality are avail
able. This practice should be stopped. 

We also suggest that where an Industry assisted by foreigners is protected it 
should be obligatory for that industry to undertake the maximum number of proce~ses 
in the shortest possible time. 



Pro}ressive report regarding subseribod and paid-up Capital of Companies given sanction under Capital Issues Scheme as on 
Wh July, 1949. 

(This statement supersedes all previous statements) 
(Amounts in Lal<llB) 

Total No. of Amount No. of Cos. Amount Subscribed Paid-up 
companies sanctioned that have sanctioned Capital Capital 

Years sanctioned for (2) reported paid- for (4) 
up capital 

etc. 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 

17th May 1043 to 31· l2-t5 (Industrial) 1977 2,02,00·43 577(405) 80,87 ·52 48,76·21 41,43·50 
(84,09·37) (44,43·50) (38,11· 2U) 

(Non-Industriul) 2145 1,12,47·89 436 (318) 59,62· 20 39,35·47 :12,23·21 
(57,93. 05) (38,12· 65) (31,24· 38) 

TOTAL 4102 (3.14,48· 32 1013 1,49,4!). 72 88,ll· 68 73,66· 81 
-----

1946 (Industrial) 388 1,40,15·51 260 86,49. 06 40,79·31 31,54· 97 
(Non-Industrial) 204 1,00,23. 93 183 57,27·10 24,55·57 21,70· 87 

------
ToTAL 682 2,40,30· 44 443 1,43,76·16 65,34· 88 53,25· 84 

1047 (Industrial) 314 1,1l,12·64 258 85,88·00 43,3-!·00 39,40·00 
(Non-Industrial) 190 1,00,18·12 !56 67,96·98 16,21·34 13,51· 66 

TOTAL 504 2,1l,30·76 414 1,53,84·98 59,55·34 52,91·66 

1948 (Industrial) 247 60,51•37 76 22,61· 10 12,90·37 12,87·50 
(Non-Industrial) liS 53,18·89 19 19,44· 29 4,86·93 4,82·05 

TOTAL 365 1,22, 70· 20 95 42,05·30 17,77·30 17,69·55 

NoTE :-The figul-es in brackets represent Capital issues sanctions for Ra. 5lakhs and above including Banks and Insurance Companies which are 
not covered by the exemption order, 

"' ... 
"" 



A note on the prospcct.ns of Sen-Rahiyh Jndustrie8 of India, Limited. 

Ti1!s Company was incorpm'<ttecl on :30th .Jnne 194D for the purpose of manufac
turing cycles, cycle parts and acces:->ories in collaboration \Vith Raleigh Industries 
Ltd. of Nottingham (England). The authori..-;erl capital of the Company is Hs. I crore 
divided into 30,000 5 per cent. Tax-free preference shares of Rs. lOU each and 7,00,000 
ordinary shares of Its. 10 each. The issued capital is Rs. 50,00,000 divided into· 
15,000 preference shares a1_ul 3.50,000 ordimlry shares. 

7,500 PrefereneP shares and 1.7:3.400 ordinary shares are privately subscribed 
and are to be allotted on applications rcceiYed from Raleigh and from DirectOrs and 
business associates. The balance vic .. 7,i3ll0 preference shares and. 1,76,000 or'" 
dinarv shares haye been offered to the public. The minimum number of directors 
is limited to 7. All the seats lun·e been filled up by the appointment of seven di
rectors as first directors as follo·ws :-

(I) 

(2) 

Sri Sudhir Kumar SPn. Partner, l\Ie8srs; Sen & Pandit who are the 
Distributors for the Company. · 

Mr. George Hamilton Bracher Wilson, ~Ianaging Director, Raleigh 
IndustriPs Limited. 

(3) Mr. Leonard Cyril Clarkson-Director, Raleigh Industries Ltd. 

(±) )lr. Eric Ensor Baker, Director-Ra_leigh Cycle Company Limited. 

(5) Sri Sachhindra Nath Chowdhary-Barrister-at-law, Calcutta. 

(6) Sri Sachhindra Prasad Saha, Rash Behari Avenue, Calcutt<>. 

(7) Sri Abhijit Sen, Partner oDiessrs. Sen & Pamlit, Distributor• of the 
Company. 

Out of 7 directors, five directors (Nos. l, 2, 3, 4 and 7) are interested <lirectors 
The other ·two are pro~ably the friends of the promoters . 

. An agreement dated 3rd Nov. 1948 has been made between Raleigh and 
Sudhir Kumar Sen on behalf of the Company providing for (a) the establishment of a 
factory and the manufacture of cycles in India by the Company; (b) the furnishing 
of advice and services by Raleigh ns consultants and advisers to the Company and 
(c) the appointment of the Companv as sole concessionaries "ith the rights of sale and 
<listribution of the products supplied by Raleigh in the Indian Union and other pla
ces. This agreement is to remain in fon·e until :~rd November 1968 and thereafter 
until terminated by 12 months notice. 

Another agreement dated 7th September 19±9 has been made "'hereby the firm 
cf Sen & Pandit and their succeBsors in hu.::;iness are appointed sole distributors of the 
Company for all Raleigh products and also all products manufactured by or dealt in 
by the Company on certain terms as to remuneration. This agreement is co
terminous \\ith the first agreement..-

Raleigh so long as they are tl1e eonsultants and technical ach·isers are entitled 
to appoint one ·ex-officio director. the first RUeh director heing l\lr. G. H. B. Wilson 
and the finn of ~Ies?rs. Sen & Pandit are entitled to appoint one ex-officio director so 
l~ng as the ~rm or Its partner holds shares in the C:m1pany, the first such ex-officio 
director hemg :Mr. Sudhir Kumar Hen. 

T?e Articles of Assoei~tion T!fo\·irle that t!w Directors may appoint one or more 
of then· body t? be .:\Ia!lng:11~g Dire<'tnr or )hnaging DirN·tors but no appointment 
~ade by the D1rectors .1s to be re\·okcd by the Co. except by special resolution. It 
IS not m~c~ded to appomt JI~n~gi1_1g Dii:ectors until t~e Company's factory comment 
ces ~rer_:ttwns. TherC'aft:r It ~~ mh nu..d to appomt Mr. 8. K. Sen and l\Tr. 
Abhi)It ~en as first l\lana.b11ng Directors. It is provi<lecl that thereafter the directors 
should make such appointments of subsequent :\Ianacriwr Directors as would ensure 

0 0 
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that throughout the term of the agreement with Raleighs Mr. Sudhir Kumar Sen 
or if he ceases to be a Director then the ex-officio Director for the time hcing ap
pointed by Sen & Pandit shall hold office of Managing Director alone or jointly with 
lHr. Abhijit Sen. 

Article 7l which regulates appointment of ex-officio director by Sen and Pandit 
contains the following interesting clause ; 

" In this Article 'the firm of Messrs. Sen & Panrlit' means and inclurles the per
sons now and from time to time and for the time being carrying on the business in 
partnership us merchants ant! agents under the style or firm of Sen & Pandit and 
any person from time to time or for the time being currying on the said business alone 
and any person who are any firm which shall from time to time and at any time suc
ceed to the said business and any company into which the said business shall at any 
time be converted or to which the said business shall be transfeiTed ". 

Thus successors of St;n and Pundit have a right to appoint an ex-officio director. 
As none but the Ex-officio director can be appointed as subsequent Managing Dircc 
tor, it is clear that the future executive management is vested, by a chain of succes
sion, in the firm of l\Iessrs. Sen & Pandit irrespective of the qualifications, status or 
ability of the person concerned. As the agreement with the Ruleighs continues-up to 
3rd November 19H~ and thereafter until determined by 12 months' notice the above 
arrangement about appointment of future :Managing Directors is more or less of a 
permanent nature. This is a most disquieting feature of the Company's organisa
tion and is not conducive to efficiency. It has to be remembered tha.t the cycle In-
dustry is a protected industry. · 

Under article 87 (I) of the Company's Articles of Association it is provided that 
an elected director should \·acate office if called upon by other co-directors to rio so. 
Thus, an attempt has been made to oust an elected director and keep the directorate 
a close domestic preserve. This is another disquieting feature. 

The Company has not sent to us the agreements referred to in the prospectns. 
but the above aspects as brought out from the prospectus and the Articles of Asso
ciation suffidently illustrate the need for scrutiny of prospectuses at the hands of the
planning commission as suggested by us. 

HIND MAZDOOR SABHA, BOMBAY 

SEcTION I.-AGRICULTURE AND PoPULATION 

(a) A shift of population from agriculture to secondary and tertiary industry 

No elaborate statistics are required to prove that till very recently there has been 
a continous increase in the pressure on land in our country. The steady increase 
in population, the decay of indigenous industries, lack of other avenues of employ
ment, the rise in lund values are some of the causes for this increased pressure. 
This, coupled with the fact that till recently the debt burden on the agricultu~al 
classes \YHS continuously increa-sing, led to the emergence of a class of landless. 
labourers. These labourers are nnemployecl over a ~onsiderable part of"the year. 
Naturally, per capita income from agriculture is very low and this is a major symptom 
of India ·s general po\yert.y. Recently a slight shift from rural to urban areas iS
visible and the income from primary sector is also said to be rising. But even if this 
be true there is yet a very heavy pressure on land and no rise in the average per capita 
income in the country and the standard of living of the common man can be expected 
till there is a. substant.ial-t"~hift of the population now dependent on agriculture to 
secondary and tertiary industries. 

'2. While admitting this it must be remembered that this does not mean a shift 
from rural to urban areas. Already our chric administrations in urban areas a.re 
on breaking point, housing problem in these areas has assumed alarming proportions 
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·•nd the transport facilities in the country are far fr?m being adequate. Any further 
load on these services, therefore, would mean a disaster. The secondary and ~er • 

. tinry industries, therefore, have to be taken to the rural areas and not the populatiOn 
to the areas where they are mostly located at present. 

3. Another important fact to he remembered in this connection is t.hat .this shift 
should be permanent in the sense that rural industri?s shoul~ not b~ a spare ttme occu
pation. Farmers in their attempts to become artisans or mdustnal worke_rs will .he 
·efficient in neither. Both efficient farmin« and cottage and small scale mdustnes 
require a degree of scientific and techulcal skill ':hicb calls for specialisation. Hen~e 
a part of the population now dependent on ngrtculture should be permanently shif
.ted to secondary and tertiary industries. 

(b) Mechanisation of Agriculture 

4. The next question is, how this shift is to be ac\lieved. The present techni
que and organisation of our agriculture is such that during the busy season it re
quires almost the entire population now dependent on agriculture. In order to 
make the desired shift possible, therefore, the efficiency of our agricultural production 
has to be increased. One way of doing it is to mechanise agriculture. Unfortunate 
tely there is an acute difference of opinion on the question of the desirability of a 
Jarge-scalemechanisat~on of agriculture. Even apart from this consideration such a 
mechanisation can be justified ouly if it increases the efficiency of agriculture measur
ed both in terms of people employed directly or indirectly in agriculture and the 
capital sunk in this sector of our economy. 

5. It has been argued that mechanisation may mean fewer men per operation 
but not necessarily per acre, as it creates several new classes of employment like 
making of the machines, their management and repairs, distribution of the shares, 
the fuel and the lubricants etc. Such a creation of new classes of employment would 
certainly mean a shift in occupation. If the mechanisation does raise the yield per 

· acre it may also mean a greater par capita income, but whether it will mean a greater 
yield on the uuit of capital sunk is doubtful. In the recent monumental study brought 
·out by the Stanford University of" The Socialised Agriculture of the U.S.S.R." made 
by Prof. Naum Jasny it is contended that the results achieved are far from commensu
:rate with the capital invested. 

6. Even if the mechanisation is desirable it is not practicable in the near future. 
Such a mechanisation will require a large amount of capital which is more urgently 
required in other sectors of our economy. In the absence of any large scale machine 
tool industry in the country it would also require a substantial amount in foreign 
exchange which we can ill afford at the present junctur~ Again, the new channels 
of occupation opened as a result of mechanisation would require the amount of tech
nical skill and organising ability singularly lacking in our agricultural population 
today. ~ large-scale mec.hauisation would therefore create functional unemploy
~ent senouslJ: unbalancmg our rural economy. Any large scale mechanisa
tion of our agrwulture, therefore, even if it is found to be desirable is not practicable 
.at present. 

(c) Rationalisation of Agriculture 

i .. Th!" leaves us the alternative of the rationalisation of agriculture without 
mechamsat10n on any large scale. If this rationalisation is brought about in a suc
<>essful m~nne; a part of the population thrown out of employment as a result of 
such-~ ra~10nalisat10n .can be readily absorbed. What is required is a complete re
<>_rgamsatwn of the soetal and economic framework of our rural economy. consolida
twn ~f fragmented and. scattered holdings through the creation of agricultural co
<>perattves, the productwn purchase and supply of improved seed, the manufac
ture of composts and other atds to better cultivation, minor irrigation works and 
roads, better cattle, seeds h.a~~all these nre ne·:essary to rationalise our agriculture. 
Aud each one of these actiVIttes would require a considerable personnel. 
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. 8: ]_'or lack of resources, capital and human, it is not possible to attempt ra
iaonalisatmn of agriculture at one jump. The best plan would be to select a taluka 
or a tehsil in every district for development. The most alert elements of the whole 
district should be brought together in the selected taluka for carrying out the im
provements :they will be three-pronged, economic, social and administrative. Those 
tal~~s c:'n become the seed bed for similar developments -in ·other -talulmo. · The 
mobilisatiOn of labour power, through co-operative efforts, can not ouly help to cons
truct irrigation and other facilit-ies necessary for improving yield per acre but for 
bringing under plough lands that with less expenditure of labour and resources would 
not prove productive. In this connection the idea of a Land Army, recruited and 
maintained by the Government as an instrument of social change a lever of economic 
transformation, appears full of rich possibilities. What however needs to be under
scored is that rationalisation of agriculture is not a mere technical problem, it is 
essentially a social problem. The technical aspects such as those of better seed 
and more water, have to be approached in the frame-work of social awareness and 
change. The failure of a pure technical approach in the pa:st should help to drive 
this lesson home. 

· 9. These reforms notwithstanding, alternative employment will_have to be 
found for a considerable number of people. This can ouly be done by the develop
ment of cottage and small scale industries. Even this will require the import of 
machinery and training. The Japanese organisation of these industries can be 
studied with advantage. 

10. The cottage and small scale industries which can usefully be encouraged 
fall under three categories :-

(a) those engaged in the production of artistic goods, 
(b) those producing articles for mass consumption and 
(c) those acting as subsidiaries or auxiliaries for factory industries. 

11. Every effort should be made to reorganise our cottage and small scale 
industries in each one of these three categories: 

The measures necessary for this pru pose are 
(a) provision for cheap power, 
(b) provision for technical training and 
(c) provision of finance and marketing facilities. 

12. The provincial Governments should undertake the responsibility of pro
viding the electric power for the uso of small and cottage industries at special 
favourable rates. 

13. In each district a technical training centre should be established. The 
centre should draw its trainees, as far as possible, from the district concerned. 1'h 
scheme of education given should be intimately related to the needs of the particular 
arts and crafts flourishing in that district. 

14. Better finance and improved facilities should be provided through co-· 
operative institutions. These institutions should be federated at the provincial 
level into a provincial organisation with the following functions : 

{a) exploring the possibilities of improving the technique of production, 
(b) securing financial assistance and 
{c) the study of the markets for the goods produced by the small scale ar.d 

cottage industries. 

15. It is necessary to have planned progress and fast progress. People can be 
·induced to make sacrifices if they feel that the sacrifices are leading to desirable r.,. 
suits and also kno\v generally the period over which such sacrifices would b<> 
needed. 
18 M. of Com, 
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16. Reorganisation of our rural life and economy demands the_ revival o~ ins
titutions of direct democracy. Representative democ~acy, as unders~ood m. the_ 
Western World, lack the dynamism needed for the big transformation. Drr~ct 
shonldering and sharing ofresponsibility will quicken the pace and pnlse of somal 
change._ 

SEOTIOJ' II-CAPITAL REQUTilEMENTS 

(a) Indigenous Capital 

17. The question of capital formation is the key problem ?four economy today. 
Since the publication of the Bombay Plan till now many estimates have been made 
of the available indigenous capital. According to the Bombay ~Jan apart fro';' the 
Sterling Balances and Foreign Borrowings Rs. 8300 crores were likely to be available 
in the course of 15 years : Rs. 900 crores from Hoarded Wealth and Balance of 

- Trade and Rs. 7400 crores from savings and" created money". According to the 
" Gandhian Plan " prepared by Sri Agarwal expected the total expenditure dming 
the period of 10 years to be Rs. 3500 crores non-recurring and Rs. 200 cr~res recurr!ng 
met from-indigenous sources. Tl e 7ero Programme placed the av:ulable capit.al 
at Rs. 6000 crores in the course of 10 y<ars. Recently the Eastern Economwr 
has come out with a Peoples Plan covering five years. According to their estimate 
the total volume of internal savings available to finance the plan wonld be roughly 
Rs. 1000 crores. Thus from nearly Rs. 550 crores of average annual savings of the 
Bombay Plan we have come down to Rs. 200 m;ores of average annual savings. 
According to the same paper our National Income in 1947-48 was Rs. 3942·1 crores 
in Indian Provinces alone. For any adequate scheme of rapid industrialisation of 
our couniry we must save at least 10 to 15 per cent of our National Income. _In other
words we must save in the order of Rs. 400 to Rs. 600 crores per year. 

18. It is not easy to reach this target. Our capacity to save depends upon our
capacity to produce and our capacity to reduce consumption. Our productive ca
pacity is very low. Our agriculture is in a hopeless state of disorgauisation. There 
is hardly any saving in our Primary Sector. Our industrial development is lop
sided. Out of 5013 major industrial establishments in the country with a totar 
investment of Rs. 458 · 5 crores ouly 325 factories belong to heavy industry with 
capital investment of Rs. 60 crores. A ffiguificant portion of the productive capacity 
of our industry remains unused. Our industries are hlghly trustified with the result 
that in eleven major groups of industry capital invested increased by only Rs. 9 
crores or just three per cent between 1938-39 and 1946. Duriog the war years pro
duction was stepped up and our capital resources were recklessly used. Tills has
affected adversely the productivity of our worker whlch has fallen from 100 in 1939· 
to 78 in 1947-48. 

19. The resnlt of all this is that our rate of industrial development is about ·Rs. 
10 to 11 crores per year. Our institutional savings and savings of the small investors' 
are not mor~ t?an Rs .. 2~ to ~0 crores a year. It is impossi~le to finance any adequate 
plan of rapid mdustnalisatwn of our country on the basiS of these meagre savings._ 
We have to go to the root of the failure of capital formation and apply drastic 
remedies to correct the situation. · 

20 .. The failure of ~a pi tal for_mati.on is du? to (1) lack of savings {2) insufficient 
converswn ,even of available savmgs mto capital and (3) low production whlc hdoes 
not leave sufficient margin for savings. 

~1: To promote the. growth of savings it is necessary to impose an all-round 
restrictiOn on consumptwn. A scheme of consumption restriction will succeed 
only to the extent it imposes pr~portionately greater burden on the higher incomes 
1<han wha~ ar~,put on the lower ~comes. Under a plan of austerity, " conspicuous 
consumption must become a cnme, a form of social cancer. 
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~2. To convert savings into capital tax concesSions and remissions may 
be g:tven .to undistributed profits ploughed back into the industry. Production 
should be mcreased through harder work and bettsr co-ordinated production. It will 
be necessary to carry out rationalisation of organised and unorganised industries 
and to insist on harder work on the part of both workers and managements. 

23. Before such a scheme of rationalisation and hard work can be inade accep. 
table to the workers certain conditions will have to be fulfilled. These conditions are : 

(l) the workers should be convinced that they are making the sacrifice for the 
general good Df the community and not for the benefit of the riche~ 

· section thereof. 
(2) they should be assured a real partnership in the organisation and adminis. 

tration of the industry in which they are working 
(3) the capitalists should'be stripped of their superfluities before the workers 

are called upon to forego necessities 
(4) conditions of work should be so imposed that harder work becomes pos: 

sible without injury to the health of the workers. 

24. Physical and psychological bottlenecks hampering the transformation of 
savings into capital will have to be removed. The physio,,J obst,.cjes t.n he r.,moved 
are inadequacy of transport facilities, lack of raw material and capital goods and 
~he lack of trained personnel. 

25. The depressing effects of uncertainties can ·be removed -by an assurance, 
from the Government and l\fonetary Authorities of maintenance of stable prices 
~nd capital va1ues. The Indian inveJtor must sense his profit expectations fo~-; 
tered during the years of shortaga and in:flation •.. 

26. To carry out all tliese tasks it is necessary to establish a National Planning 
Committee whose function it will be to suggest ways and means of attaining the 
targets and to distribute 1ho savings, according to a carefully prepared plan of un-· 
tion .. I development. · 

(b) Foreign Loan8 

27. Looking to the reqUirements of our economy there is ·no doubt that a subs, .. 
tantial loan of foreign capitd will groa tly lighten the burden of industrialisation on, 
our people who are already overburdened. Foreign capital s)10)lld, therefore, b'p, 
welcomed provided no strings are attached and further that all such aid is broug:,t 
in by the Government. Private import of capital will lead to· the creation cf in-
ternational cartels. · ' 

(c) Conditions attaching the same 

28. As the borrowing will be Government to Government npfurther conditions 
need be laid down except that the rate of interest ~hould be reasonable in view <]f. 
the assured guarantee of repayment. 

SEOTION ill-LABOUR 

(a) The rehtive productivity of Indian Labour 

29. Production of an industry or a unit depend upon many factors beside.• 
labour. It is therefore very unfair to com~·-re th~ productivity of labour in Indip. 
with that of industrially advanced countries. 'As' the Repol't. on the Commitk:C, 
on Profit Sharing puts it " The Productivity of Labour is dependent, among other. 
thin"s on the natUle of the equipment and the effic'ency of organisation and supel', 
visio

0

n: Then again,. the measurement cf total production in terms of a com~O~l 
unit, is a vercv. difficult task. Even the fin~! produc.t~ ·Jf an industry or undertakmg 
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fN not •hvays ~tiform _and easily meilsurabfe ". · "F£r~f1or as a lead~g econore~c 
,ournal in Bombay puts 1t, "More workers are employed m Indm per umt. of. macht
pery because labom is cheap and machines dear, and le55 output per worker IS often 
,due to· the use of poor quality ma.wrial, worn out much.inery, bad control and de
fective industrial orCTanisation and ma.nacrem?nt. Th 3reforo we cannot subscribe 
to the pseudomatl~om~tic representati<::'ns of relative .efficiency or inefficiency 
of labom· in India". In the absence of standardi«1don of the production equ.ip
ruent, raw materia]s and working conrlitions a comparison of orodut:>t.ivity is b)UPd 
to be arb•trary and mislee.d.ing. 

(b) The cause of !ou· prad.tctivity 

3!l. All tnat we can soy, tJ,ereforo, is th~t there is much scvpe for improvement 
jn the productivity of our industry. 

31. Our industri•l capitahqu.ipments were overworked during the war an1 the 
,IDach.inery is worn out. Thtrc is no uniform scientific pr.1ctice in the use· of raw 
.materials. llluch can be done to improve the·4bour-management rel,;,tionship 
by creating an atnicspbere in which a worker can feel a crMtive joy in his work. 
·A ~cheme like that of the Traiu.ing within an Ind11;try of Britain can be devised 
to Improve the technical skill of the worker_ 

{c) Decrease of the productivity of lahour in recent year., 

32. It is difficult to compare the p~oductivity &t different periods of time. 
To quote the Report of the Commit tea on Profit Sharing- again, "•he basic con(litiovs 
in any one year may be qmte different from the conditions on which the norm 
has been determined. The production equipment might have increased or dimi
nished or improved or deteriorated in the meantime. There may be unvoluntBry 
interruption for which no one is responsible. To compare actual- productiot:t in 
any given year with the norm would therefore, be extremely unscientific and un
satisfactory.•· If a rule cf thumb is employed and tha productivity is measured by 
the product divided by the labour force employed productivity has gone down in 
recent years. The cause& may be the worn out cond.ition of our machinery, an<l 
a pen·ading sense ·of grievance amongst the worker5 due to a continuous fall 
in real wages. This does not enthuse them tv contribote thrir best in production. 
A general deterioration in our business standards a.s evidenced by reckless black 
marketing and profiteering is aim responsible for t·his. 

SECTION IV -INDUSTRIAliSATION 

(a) The Pattern of Ind•tstrialisation 

33. The problem of determining the pattern of industrialisation i• Nnlly 
t11e problem c-f answering two distinct questions : (a) in which sector of our eoo
nomy we would like to enforce savings and (b) in whict sector ot our economy we 
would like to invest these savings. In the laissez-fair'' system theso questions are 
determined ?Y _the propensity to comume, by prospective yield on investment; 
and by the hqmd.ity preference. In a planned economy tho questions have to be 
answered in terms cf the requiremrnts of the economy as conceived by some 
planning authority: 

34. Many answers have beev given by the d.iffere~t plans to the two questions 
f?rmulateo above according. to tlleir assessments 0f the. requirement; of the situa
~IOn. As for the first questiOn ~~to from ~hat sector of the economy the savings 

. s~ould come, ,"11 tbc answers J.l.tmately b:?il down to a temporary cut in consump· 
tlon .. Peoples. PI.an for econ?mic develo_Pment of Indh, prepared by the recons
tructiOn committee. ?f the I~~•an FederatiOn of Labour, for instance, in paragraph. 

·116 of the Report says : The growth of industries as well as the provision of 
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the service~ SULh as thos~ ofheJJh,_education and housing will depend. upon the cx~t 
tout to wnu·h a surplus IS created m the economy, and the creation of thai surplus~ 
'!'Ill JOI~turc.lly be the task of the principal industry in t-he gountry,c piz.,. agriculture " 1 .. 
and lU par~graph 117 tbey say : "ir tb<.> beginning a con•idomble portion of hbour. 
~o.uld. be drverted to the purpo3e of rechiming the cultivable lma '18 well es fot the 
~r1gatl?n schemes.'' _These items in th9 initial stages woUld ~~d!l work without 
Jmmed~ate results and to that . extent would moo.n austerity. Simihrly the Blm·' 
bay Plan. depends for their- fiu<tnce to the tune of R>. 8,000 cr0ro3 on be,!~ nee of' 
trade saymgs and created money. A part of it no doubt will com'e from tho incm~sed'; 
production a> the plan pro_gresses but in the inithl stageb financing the plan from' 
these sources would ,de~t,ly meJ.n the tightening of the bolt. Even the Zero· 
Programme reqmre~ • savmg to .the tune of 10% lf the Na.tional Income and thn.t' 
mea.ps more austenty than at present. The G->nd.ltbn Pbn, modelt though it is; 
depen~ upon the entire firr>ncing of its Plan of non·recUITing expm1diture of 
Rs. 3o0~ orores- and _Rs. 200 crores ofrecmring expenditure in: the ten years of the' 
Pla.n nn 1n,ternal saVIngs and this agl.in. m~ans austerity on a consid~r<1ble scale.· 
All the pbns, tnerefore, seem to agree on tb.c fact that at le.,st in tt,e iniliaJ· 
stages of the planned development of our ecommy the people of thio cotmtry will' 
have to •ccept a regime of considerable au;terity. · · 

. 35. Such a scheme of aru,terity, if it is to invoke th,, enthusiastic support of all 
ooctions of the commwJty, must spread the burden of t-he industrialis$tion in such; 
a way th1t the 1:-ig<lor incom>s hwe to b3e,r the prvportiomtely g,·e~ter burden·. 
th2.n the lower incomes. Ag>in, if the wvrke;s c~n be induced to wvrk b~rd1r and·: 
if need be for lo.ager hours it willloJsen to som) oXt"3nt .the rigvura of th'3 l.l·U3t:,rity' 
peri>d. But such an appzal can succe-od only in the context of econon.ic equ~lity.J 

36. The next important question is that of directing the savings so created 
into right chann~ls. The different plans have given different answers to this quesJ 
tion. The people's Plan for instance, eays : " given the fact that a large volume" 
of the essential demands of the comm·unity today remains unsatisfied the first' 
object of t-he planned economy must b, to satisfy it." Their list of priorities• 
therefore gives agriculture the first place, the consumer industries the second place;' 
and the capital industries the third place. · 

37, Similarly in the Gandhian Plan the pride of place is given to Agriculture' 
and· ConsUIUer goods .industry. The Zero Programme says that the standard of 
life of an average Indian today is below the subsistence level. A due observation; 
of priorities would therefore mean that we must first of all produce wage goods., 
i.e., products that are consumed by the labourers like goods,. clothing, housing,, 
health and education. 

38. On the other hand, the Bombay Plan says that " in the initial stages', 
attention should be directed primarily to the creation of industries for the produc. 
tion of power and capital goods . . . . . . . . The proposal, however, is subject to 
this important qualification that provision should be made at the same time for 
the manufacture within the country of the most essential classes of consUIUption 
goods. " 

39. If we decide to form our capital through austerity and hard work there is 
no immediate necessity tto substantially incre~e our prod,uction from agriculture 
or consumers' goods industry by diverting our savings in these channels. Tl1is 
does not mean that no effort should be made to increase production in these sectors. 
Rationalisation of management and production, indispensable replacements of; 
machinery, more judicious use of oll:r raw materials a11:d rna? power and hardJ 
work on all sides will go a long way to mcrease our productron mthout a large scale 
capital expenditure. During the initi~l stages of our econo';"ic develoJ?m~nt, ho:v·, 
ever, maximUIU concentrat.ion of new mvestment should be m the basrc mdustnes·, 
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like power, iron and steel, machine tool ~dus_try, heavy chemica~ an~ c~ment ; 
then we may go to the production and fabr1eatron of tools for ratronalisatron of 
agriculture and consumer goods industry and lastly to the development of rural 
industry. . 

40. Thus the plan of economic dev:Jopment may b~ divided into three stage~, 
each stag~ occupying four years. Durmg the first perro~ of four. yen':' t!'e maXI
mum of the available capital of Rs. 600 crores should be mvested m basiC mclustry. 
A considerable portion of this capital will be required in form of foreign capital. 
This should be secured through the export of finished products like textile goods 
.,-both jute and· cotton, leather goods, etc. This would mean a curtailment of 
consumption at home. People will have to accept this curtailment. But before 
they are ronde to accept it all possible efforts to increase capital by imposing the 
burden· of austerity on those who can afford to bear it must be made. At least 
~50 crores of rupees will have· to be secured through surplus in foreign trade. The 
rest of the available capital will ,be required for expenditure at home for the estsb
lishment of these iridustries. Within four years it should be possible to create 
s"ufficient raw material and power for our capital goods industry. A considerable 
portion.-of the profit earned in this sector of tbe industry should be ploughed back 
in the same sector even during the second and the third stages of the Plan. 

, 41. During the second stage the available savings should be invested in capital 
goods inG.ustry which: would then be in a position to utilise tho product of basic -in
dustries enumerated above. This capital goods industry should fabricate tooL• for 
the mechanisation of agriculture and for the expansion of consumer goods industry. 
The profits earned in this .sector should be ploughed back in this sector even during 
the third stage. 

_ 42. During the third stage of the industry the savings should be used for de
veloping rural industries. The mechanisation of agriculture and the e:>:pansion of 
oonsumer goods industry will release a considerable number of people employed in 
these industries and they will have to be absorbed by the development of rural 
ipdustries. Even 9-uring th~ first and the second stag.s attempts should be made 
to re-organise our small scalP. and cottage industries on a more rational basis by 
supplying cheap electric power, training personnel and affording credit and market
ing facilities but the large scnle investment in this sector should wait. till the 
third stsge of the economic development is reached. 

. 43. Rapi~ econ?mic development demandd accent not only on savings, but on 
mvesh>.ent. m caprtal goods rather than consumer goods industries. Russian 
experience here iA of great significance : "Even durinu the fitst 5-yea.r p1an neriod, 

. H:tvestment in industry and electrification was planned to amount to neariy five 
trmes the pre-revo!utronary value of the basic capital of Russia's larae scale industry." 
The following table gi ve• the distribution of investment bet wee;;_ the two sectors 
of industry : ' 

C'avital 
GoOczs 

C'onsumR.r 
Goods 

lst 5-Year Plan Period 85 • 9% 14 · I % 

2nd Do. 84•9% 15·~% 
3rd Do. • 83•3% 16•1% 

(The qu?tation and the table are from the BuUetiw; on 8oviet Ecommdc, Deve
lopment pubhshed by the Department of Economic;; and Institutions of the USSR 
University of Birmingham.) . ' 

. . 44 .. If this P~n be_ accepted it would mean that our economy would attain 
equ!lrbnu~ at a hrgh~r stage on!y aft;er the hard _but fruitful effort of twelve years 
dunng whrch the enttre populatron wrll have to tighten their belts. But this seems 
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to be the only workable Plan and if people are approached in the right spirit and if 
they ar~ made to feel that it is a common creative effort for the common good of 
all and if the burdens are equitably distributed and fruits assured to all there is no 
reason ~ suppose that our people will fail.their country at a very critical stage in ita 
econonuc development. . 

· 45. A mere pooling of our resources and using them in a planned scientific way 
wonld not be enough. We must also train our labour for carrying out the huge task. 
The Scientific Man Power Committee recently estimated the needs of the country 
at 50,000 and reported that the necessary training facilities were not available. 
We need not take ~uch a static view of the situation. The training of men is an integ
ral part of a development plan. In the Soviet Union, for instance, " The number 
of specialists who graduated from the Universities and Technical Schools during 
the Second Five Year Plan more than doubled during the First Five Year Plan." 
The total number of workers trained up is as follows : 

Specialists graduated from : 
Universities Techn·icaJ, 

Schools 

Total for 10 Years (1928-37). 5,68,600 9,42,800 
During the 1st 5-Yea.r Plan 1,70,000 2,91,200 
During the 2nd 5-Year Plan • 3,69,900 6,23,000 

(b) The place of cottage and 8mllll scale industry 

46. Tlris question has already been answered above. All the industries that can 
profitably be developed without extra capital required on a large scale shonld be 
developed on small scale and cottage industry basis. The experience of Japan has 
shown that there is hardly any Consumers goods industry which cannot be developed 
on a small scale and cottage industry basis. 

(c) Protection to CoUa(Je and Small Scale Industries. 

47. In a pbnned economy whero the capital, ra.w material and man power are 
directed according to a carefully prepared plan and where foreign trade is in the 
hands of the Govermnent the question of protection does not arise. Credit and 
marketing facilities wonld suffice to protect this sector from fordgn and indigenous 
competition. If however protection is found neceosary it shonld b) in the form of 
subsidy (prefer.tbly in terJllS of technical aid, land concessions etc.) and not tariff 
prutection. Subsidy is ca.lcn!able and people can have a bettter appreciation of 
how the money paid out of their exchequer is used. The effects of the latt<>r are 
<>ften complex and cannot be easily determined. The former shoukl, therefore, be 
preferred to the latter. . · 

(d) Q·ualification .far protection 

48. This question also does not arise in a planned economy. An industry is 
worthy of protection if it fulfils some function in the further.>nce of the general 
plan. Normally with foreign tude in tae hands of the Government no protection 
should be necessary. If, however, protection is found necessary it should be through 
subsidy and not thrvugh tariff for the reasons stated above. 

SEOflON, V--BALANCE OF PAYMENTS PROBLEMS 

(a} • Disequilibri·um in aur balance of payments 

49. For the last thirty yeard a welcome change is visible in the composition of 
<lUl foroi"ll tra.de. There is a striking f, ll in the physical volume of imports of goods 
!ike cott~n piecegoods, iron and steel manufacture and cem)nt and almost 
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complete disappearance of imports of sugar soap .and m9tches. On the other hand 
there is a 5teady increase in the share ofr.tw materials . After the war the expon of 
r.>w materials has declined. We had usually a favourable balance of trade on 
trade accounts. During the War India has succeeded in paying off its foreign 
obligations and roducing the burden on her economy. that they roprcsented. The 
torms of trade have thus changed in our favour and the mherent position of the coun. 
try in m&tt,r• of trade is fundamenhlly sound. 

50. The p.rtition of the country ha<. adv~aely affecred <;mr balance of payments 
po&ition to a cer:OSin extent as We have to Import r<>W J.ute a'!-d Cotton rrom 
Pakistlln. But the recent attempt; on the part of the Indtan Umon t<> free Itself 
frvm the dependence on Pakistan in these matters indicate that with the proper 
m.'nagement of our economy we should be able to wip€ out the difficulties caused. 
by the pe.rtition. There is no reason to doubt, therefore, that fund'>mentally our 
fordgn tra.cl.e position is sound. 

51. The deoerioration of OUI B:.!ance of Payment po.ition is due to temporary 
ca.uses. Given a sound and vigorvus economic policy it is not difficult to lessen 
the impact of these factora on our B~lance of Payments position. 'Ve are chiefly 
handicapped by the mcessity of increasing our food impor~s _mainly from hard 
currency country. It is not beyond the reach of procticability to free ourselves 
frvm this necessity or at least to increase our food supply frvm soft currency ·areas. 
Anothel contributing factcr to the deterioration of our position i& the laissez faire 
policy adopted by the Government in mattera of our imporrs at times even from 
the harJ currency aieas. In their anxiety to incr<ase supply of consumors good• 
to fight inflation they issued Open Gene!dl Licences which we1e used by the trade
many of whom were new to Nus job-to buy all sorts of goods which they thought 
were in great demand. Here again, much can be done by a conscious r~orien
ation of our export--import policy. 

52. The Expott Prumotion Committe€ in its ropor< holds that the rlisparity in 
the .~ovements of internal p1ices and the prices abruad is largely responsible for 
India .s pres~nt edverse bala~ce of tr.,de. The causes of this di<parity have to be 
f~y mveshgated. The cupidJty and shortsightedness c.f our trad~Is is prover
bial. ?'he contin?ous .and. ~lmoJt. univeroal complaint about the goods not ],eing 
accor~mg to speCJfiC2.t~on ~only one in>tance of this shorcsiglJtedness. Charging of 
?xcessJvely b1gh -.prices In the sellors' me.rket so fe.r prove.iling may be the other 
mstance of the sam<. 

53. Then there is the quest~on of OUI prices being founcl higher in the dollar 
area. Aiu;ru:t all. the countries outside this &r< arc& finding this diflicnlty, 
In fact this 18 nothing else but the indication of the f,;ct that Americ~ can 
~eet a!mcst her full roqmrements from her internal resources and is generally 
mdeyendent of the outside supply: While she has got a f~irly sizeable exportable 
surp u& due. to her mass product ion technique. This technique a!Ro means a lower 
cost per urut of output that is p<Jssible anywhere else in the world. 

th 
54. Whether the c?sts in our export goods industry compare favoura.bly with 

o er countries or not Is a qu t · h" h · · d "tl t . .fi es Ion w Ic cannot be sa.tJsfactonly answere WI 1· 
~~ t a scientt c ~st accounting in these industries. In the absence of that all 
m~rk::., :~~·i~;:;, ~~·~ i~ the prices of.our goods compare unfavourably in the foreign 
foi thal th 1 l dit~llnd shortsightedness of our traders cannot wholly account 

P
rices of,· edextp anal IOn WI have to be formed in the inefficient manaaement in the 

n us ria raw m•ter1a! and th · f o · · the WO""".dnrr cost of li · · d e prices o consum( ro good-, enter1ng m 
ma~,;~ment and ~;:'gIn ~~es. In such " case the problem of nationalising the 
lowered without iuj:s~: b~~n wJether the prices of these goo<h and mrtcrials ca~ be 
cannot be so lowered the mgld o,r.e to .any one should be explor<d. If tho P!Ices 

ro wou ce a f"~rly good case for subsiding these industnes. 
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(b) The remedies for correcting the present mal-adjustment : 

55. Our pr~sent difficulties are therefore due partly to international circum
stances over which :we have no control and par>ly to the lack of a consiotent policy 
of the· Government m the matter. The control, development and direction of our 
for~ign tr"de should be envisaged ~s a part and parcel of the development of tle
Umon .eco~o~y as ". whole. It •s necessary to rdplace the existing tariff board 
by an mst1tutwn which has a comprehensive rdsponsibility in respect of both im
port and export tude. At least for some time we must cease to depend on. a multi
late7<>1 tr.>de and should enter into bilatera.l agreements with other countries to 
obviate exchange difficulties and price fluctu~tion. 

SECTION VI-EFFECT 00 PARTITION 

(a) Ste,ps to meet the difficulties regarding the supply of raw materials like raw 
.iute and coUon 

. 56 .. There is no doubt that the Par<ition of the country has cr.,ated serious 
dtfficult1es regarding the supply of r<>w jute and r..w cotton, and it is necessary to 
t;J<e s.teps to meet the same. The devaluation of the Indian Rupee has made the 
Situation all the more acute and the public attention has been focussed for some 
time now to this weakness in our economy. 

57. As far as the supply ofr.ow jute is concerned it is believed that with mills 
closing d'>wn for one week in a month for the time being the existing stock of jute 
in the god'>wns of the mills and our indigenous supplies should enable our mills to 
continue functioning without interruption.. This is of couise a dra.stic r"medy and 
creates many other prvblems like the industrial rdations, possible curtailment or 
our expor<s to harJ currency areas etc., and a mor" satisfuctory solution will hav<> 
to be found. 

58. This solution can only be grvwing of mor" jute in the cow\trs and the
readjustment of prvduction technique to make it possible the mixing of meta and 
heNp with jute for the prvduction of socking. As far as the question of growing 
more jute is con&eraed it has been suggested that thero is a con.•ider<Lble scope for 
expanding jute cultivation in Assam. The Commerce Member has declar"d in the 
Parliament that in other aroas also it is possible to expand jute cultivation without 
affecting areas that aro vitally nece3sal'.f fox· food. It is suggested that it is possib:o 
to increase the supply of r<>w jute in India to tho level of 4 million bales. 

59. Eve'n.if it be found that the expanding of jute prvduction. will affect our
rice p~sition the expansion of jute must be allowed as after the Sout-h East Asian 
countries have settled down to normalcy it will be possible and more advantageous 
to import rice from devalued areas than to buy jute frvm Pakistan. 

60. As rogerds cotton the problem is still simpler. Our dependence on Pt>kistan 
is variously estiiMted as to the extent of 4 to 5 lakhs of boles. The Indian Central 
Cotton Committee in its recent meeting in Bombay has considered a plan of increas
ing prvduction. of cotton of the varieties imported frvm Pakistan or of An_J.erican 
and indigenous varieties compar.1ble to them grvwn in Inid~. It has been os~1m1ted 
th•t it would be possible to increase the prvduction. of these varieties by about 
155,000 bales at the end of two yearo. The Committee seem& to be of the opinion 
that if sufficient funds aro made available to increase, inter alia, fertilisero, imprvved 
seeds, irrigation facilities et.c., it would be possible to incraase tho &nnual prvductimt 
of cotton frvm 3 million to 4 million bales in a compara.tively short period. 
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THE SOCIALIST PARTY 

SEcTioN I-AGRICULTURE AND PoPULATION 

(a) A shift of population from agriculture to secondary and tertiary industry :-
No elaborate statistics are required to prove that till very recently there has 

been a continuous increase in the pressure on land in our country. The steady 
increase in population, the decay of indigenous industries, lack of _?t~er avenues of 
~mployment, the rise in land values are some of the causes for t~ mcreased pres
sure. This, coupled with the fact that the debt burden on the agncultural classes 
was continuously increasing, led to the emergence of a class of landless labourers. 
These labourers are unemployed over a considerable part of the year. Naturally, 
per capita income from agriculture is very low and this is a major symptom of 
India's general poverty. Recently a slight shift from rural to urban area~ is v!sible 
and the income from primary sector is also said to be rising. But even if this ?e 
true there is yet a very heavy pressure on land and no rise in the average per cap1ta 
income in the country and the standard of living of the common man can b~ ex· 
_pected till there is a substantial shift of the population now dependent on agrlCul· 
ture to secondary and tertiary industries. 

While admitting this it must be remembered that this does not mean a shift 
from rural to urban areas. Already our civic administrations in urban areas are 
on breaking point, housing problem in these areas ·has assumed alarming propor· 
tions and the transport facilities in the country are far from being adequate. 
Any further load on these services, therefore, would mean a disaster. The secon
dary and tertiary industries, therefore have to be taken to the rural areas and not 
the population to the areas where they are mostly located at present. 

Another important fact to be rememb~red in this connection is that this shift 
should be permanent in the sense that rural industries should not be a spare time 
occupation. Fanners in their attempts to become artisans or industrial workers 
will be efficient in neither. Both efficient fanning and cpttage and small scale 
industries require a degree of scientiffc and technical skill which calls for specialisa· 
tion. Hence a part of the population now dependent on agriculture should be 
permanently shifted to secondary and tertiary industries. 

(b) Mechanisation of Ayriculture: • 
The next question is how this shift is to be achieved. The present technique 

and organisati'?n of our apiculture is such that during the busy season it requires 
ahn_ost th~ entire _populatiOn now dependent on agriculture. In order to make the 
desi_red shift possible, therefore, the efficiency of our agricultural production has to 
be m~reased. One way of doing it is to mechanise agriculture. Unfortunately 
there IS an a~ute. difference of opinion on the question of the desirability of, a large· 
scale mechamsatl?n of agriculture. Names to conjure with in the realm ·of science 
have warned a~am~t such me~ha~sation. Even apart from this ·consideration 
sue~ a mecharusat10n can be Justified only if it increases the efficiency· of 
agr~culture measured both in terms of people employed directly or indirectly in 
agnculture and the capital sunk in this sect<>r of our economy. · 

It has been. argued that mechanisation may mean fewer men per operation 
but not necessarily J?Or acre,. as it creates several new classes of employment like 
makmg of the machm~s, therr management and repairs, distribution of the spares 
the fuel an~ the lurbncant.s •!c. Such ~ creation of new classes of employment 
w_ould certaiul_y mean a shift m occupatwn. If the mechanisation does raise the 

. Yield per acre It !flay also mea? a greater per capita income ; hut whether it will 
mean a greater y:Ield on the umt of capital sunk is doubtful. 
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Again, even if such a mechanisation is desirable it is not practicable in the near 
future. Such a mechanisation will require a large amount of capital which is more 
urgently required in other sectors of our economy. In the absence of any large 
scale m":chine _tool industry in the country it would also reqnire a substantial 
amount m foreign exchange which we can ill afford at the present juncture. Again 
the new channels of occupation opened as a result of mechanisation would reqnire 
the amount of technical skill and organising ability singularly Jacking in our agri- , 
cultu:ai population today. A large-scale mechanisation would, therefore, create 
fructwnal unemployment seriously unbalancing our rural economy. Any large 
scale mechanisation of our agriculture, therefore, even if desirable is not practi-
cable. · 

(c) Ratwnalwatwn of Agriculture: 

This leaves us the alternative of the rationalisation of agriculture without 
mechanisation on any large scale. If this rationalisation is brought about in a sue. 
cessful l)lanner a part of the population thrown out of employment as a result of 
such a rationalisation can be readily absorbed. What is required is a complete 
reorganisation of the social and economic framework of our rural economy consoli
dation of fragmented and scattered holdings through the creation of agricul
tural co-operatives, the production, purchase and supply of improved seed, the 
manufacture of composts and other aids to better cultivation, minor irrigation works 
and roads, better cattle, seed banks-all these are necessary to rationalise our agri-

. culture. And each one of these activities would require a considerable personnel. 

Inspite of this, however, an alternative employment will have to be found 
for a considerable number of people. This can only be done by the developme.nt of 
cottage and small scale industries. Even this will require the import of machinery 
and training. The Japanese organisation of these industries can be studied with 
advantage. 

The cottage and small scale industries which . can usefully be encouraged 
full under three categories :--

(a) those engaged in the production of artistic goods. 
(b) those producing articles for mass consumption and 
(c) those acting as subsidiaries or auxiliaries for factory industries. 

·Every effort should be made to reorganise our cottage and small scale indus
tries in each one of these three categories. 

The measures necessary for this purpose are 
(a) provision for cheap pdwer 
(b) _r-rovision for technical training and 

_ (. provision of financ~ and marketing facilities. 

_'The provincial Governments should undertake the responsibility of providing 
the electric power for the use of small and cottage industries at special favourable 
rates. · 

In each district a technical training centre should be established. The centre 
should draw its trainees, as far as possible, from the district concerned. The 
scheme of educa-tion given should be intimately related to the needs of the parti
cular arts and crafts flourishing in that district. 

Better finance and improved facilities should be provided throng~ ~o-opera
tive institutions. These institutions should be federated at the provmrual level 
into a provincial organisation with the following functions : 

(a) exploring the possibilities of improving the technique of production. 
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(b) securing· Jinancial assistance and 

(c) the sturly of the markets for the goods produced by the small scale and 
cottage industries. 

SECTION II-C.urrAL REQUIREMENTS. 

(a) lndigenoW! Capital: 

The question of capital formati m is the key problem of our economy today. 
Since the publication of the Bombay Plan till now many estimates have been made 
of the available indigenous capital. According to the Bombay Plan apart from the 
Sterling Balances and Foreign Borrowings Rs. 8,300 crores or were likely to be 
available in the course of 15 years. Rs. 900 crores from Hoarded Wealth and 
Balance of Trade and R.•. 7,400 crores from savings and" created money". Ac
cording to the Peoples Plan the finance available in 10 years was Rs. 14,550 crores. , 
The ' Gandhian Plan ' prepared by Sri Agarwal e"-pected the total expenditure 
during the period of 10 years to be Rs. 3,500 crores non-recurring and Rs. 200 crores 
recurring met from indigenous sources. The zero Programme placed the avail
able capital at Rs. 6,000 crores in the course of 10 years. Recently the Eastern 
Economist has come out with a Peoples Plan covering five years. According tp 
their estimate the total volume of internal savings available to finance the plan 
would be roughly Rs. 1,000 crores. Thus from nearly Rs. 550 crores of average 
annual savings of the Bombay Plan we have come down to Rs. 200 crores of aver· 
age annual savings. According to the same paper our National Income in 1947-48 
was Rs. 3,942 crores in Indian Provinces alone. For any adequate scheme of 
rapid industrialisation of our country we must save at least lO to 15 per cent of our 
National Income. In other words we must saw in .the order of Rs. 400 to 600 
crores per year. 

It is not easy to reach this target. Our capacity to save depends upon our 
capacity to produce and our· capacity to reduce consumption. Our productive 
capacity is very low. Our agriculture is in a hopeless state of disorganisation. 
There is hardly any saving in our Primary Sector. Our industrial development is 
lop-sided. Out of 5013 major industrial establishments in the country with total 
investment of Rs. 458-5 crores ouly 325 factories belong to heavy industry "ith 
capital investment of Rs. 60 crores. A significant portion of the productive 
capacity of our indu_stry remains_ unused. O~r industries are highly trustified 
w1th the result that m eleven maJor groups of mdustry capital invested increased 
by only Rs. 9 crores or just three per cent. between 1938-39 and 19-!6. During the 
wa: years production was stepped up an?- ~:mr capital resources were recklessly used. 
Th1s has affected adversely the productivity of our worker which has fallen from 
100 in 1939 to 78 in 1947-48. 

The result of all this is that our rate of industrial development is about Rs. 10 
to 11 crores per year. Our institutional savings and savings of the small investors 
are not more than Rs. 20 to 30 crores a year. It is impossible to finance any ade
qua.te plan of rapid industrialisation of our country on the basis of these meagre 
savmgs. We have to go to the root of the failure of capital form:1tion and apply 
drastic remedies to correct the situation. 

Th~ failure of capi~al format!on i~ due to (I) lack of savings (2) insufficient 
conversiOn even of a~aJ!able s~vmgs mto capital and (3) low production which 
does not leave suffiment margin for savings . 

.. · !o promote the ~~owth of saving~ it is necessary to impose an all~round res. 
t .. ICtlOn on co~s?mptwn. A scheme of consumption restrict.ion will succeed only 
t~ the extent !t 1m poses proportionately greater burden on the higher incomes than 
what are put on the lower incomes. 
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_To. conver-t savingt3 into capital tax concessions and remissions may be given to 
·~md1stnbuted profits ploughed back into the industry. Production should be 
mcreased through harder work and better co-ordination production. It will be 

·necessary to carry out rationalisation of organised and unorganised industries and 
to insist on harder work on the part of both workers and .rrianagements. 

Physical and psychological bottlenecks hampering the transformation of 
.sa~gs into capital will have to be removed. The physical obstacles to be removed 
.are madcquacy of tram port facilities, lack of raw material ami capital goods and the 
lack of trained personnel. 

The depressing effects of 1mcertainties can be removed by an aAsurunce, from 
.the Government and llfonetmy Authorities of maintenance 'of stable prices and 
-capital values. The Indian investor muat revise his profit expectations fostered 
-during the years of shortage and inflation. 

To carry out all. these tasks it is necessary to establish a National Planning 
Commission whose function it will be to suggest ways and means of attaining the 
targets and to distribute the savings, according to a carefully prepared plan of na
tional development. 

(b) Foreign Loan.s. 

Looking to the requirements of our economy there is no doubt that a subs
tantial loan of foreign capital will greatly lighten the burden of industrialisat.ion on 
QUr people who are already overburdened. Foreign capital should, therefore, 
be welcomed provided no strings are attached and further that all suoh aid is brought 
in by the Government. Private import of capital will lead to the creation of in
ternational cartels. 

(c) Conditions attaching the same. 
As the borrowing will be Government to Government no further conditions 

need be laid down except that the rate of interest should be reasonable in view of 
the reasonable guarantee of repayment. 

SEcTION m.-LA1lo= 

(a) The relative prodnctivity of Indian Labour. 

Production of an industry or a unit depend upon many factors besides labour. 
It is therefore very unfair to compare the productivity of labour in India with that 
of industrially advanced countries. As the Report on the Committee on Profit 
Sharing puts it "The Productivity of labour is dependent, among other things, on 
the nature of the equipment and the efficiency of organisation and supervision. 
Then aNain, the measurement of total production in terms of a common unit is a 
very difficult task. Even the final products of an industry or undertaking are not 
always uniform and easily measurable". In the absence of standardisation of the 
production equipment, raw materials and working conditions a compari.~c.n of pro· 
ductivity is bound to be arbitrary and misleading. 

(b) The causes uf low produclivity. 

All that we can say, therefore, is that there is much scope for improvement in 
the prorluctivity of our industry. 

Our industrial capital equipments were overworked during the war and the 
machinery is worn-out. There is no uniform scientific practice in the use of raw 
materials. l\1uch can be done to improve the labour-management relationship by 
creating an atmosphere in which a worker can feel a creative joy in his work. A 
scheme like that of the Training within a Industry of Britain can be devised to im
prove the technical skill of the worker. 
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(c) Decrease of the productivity of lahour in recent years. 
If it is difficult to compare the productivity at different periods of time. 1o 

quote the Report of the Committee on Profit Sharing. ":gain "the _basic conditions 
in any one year may be quite ~erent _from <he _conditions. on whwh the ';'-O~ has 
been determined. The product10n eqmpment nnght have mcreased or dumuished 
or improved or deteriorated in the meantime. There may b~ tlll!i"Ol_llilL~ry inter;up
tion for which no one is responsible. To compare actual productiOn m any giVen 
vear with the norm would therefore, be e:.-tremely unscientific and unsatisfactory ". 
if a rule of the thumb is employed and the productivity is measured by the pro
duct ·divided bv the labour force employed productivity has gone down in recent 
vears. The ca,;ses may be the worn out condition of our machinery, and a pervading 
sense of grievance amongst the workers due to a continuous fall in real wages. 
This docs not enthuse them to contribute their best in:production. A general de~e· 
rioration in our business standru:ds as evidenced by reckless black marketing and 
profiteering is also responsible for this. .-

SECTION IV.-lNDUSTRIALISATION. 

(a) The Pattern of Industrialisation 1 

The problem of determining the pattern of industrialisation is really the problem 
of answering two distinct questions : 

(a) in which sector of our economy we would like to enforce savings ; and 
(b) in which sector of our economy we would like to invest these savings. 

In the laissez-faire system these questions are determined by the propensity 
to consume, by prospective yield on investments and by the liquidity preference. 
In a planned economy the questions have to be answered in terms of the require
ment<! of the economy as conceived by some planning authority. 

Many answers have been given by the different plans to the two questions 
formulated above according to their assessments of the requirements of the situa-. 
tion. As for the first question as to from what sector of the economy the savings 
should come. All the answers ultimately boil down to a temporary cut in consump
tion. Peoples Plan for economic development of India prepared by the rccons
tmction committee of the Indian Federation of Labour, for _instance, in paragraph 
llG of the Report says : " The growth of industries as well as the provision of the 
services suoh as t.hose of health, education und housing will depend upon ·the extent 
to which a surplus is created in the economy, and the creation of that surplus will 
naturally be the task of t.he principal industry in the country viz. agriculture " and 
in paragrai?h lli they say : "in the beginning a considerable portion of labour 
would he diverted to the purpose of reclaiming the cultivable land as well as for the 
irrigation schemes ". These items in the initial stages would mean work without 
immediate results and to that extent would mean austerity. Similarly the Bom
bay Plan depend for their finance to the tune of Rs. 8 000 erores on Balance of trade 
savings and created money. A part of it no doubt' will come from the increased 
production as the plan pr~gresses hut in t~e initial stages financing the plan from 
these sources womd definitely mean the lightening of the belt. Even the Zero· 
Programme requires_a saving to the tune of 10% of the National Income and that 
means more austent~ than at. presell;t. The Gandhian Plan modest though it 
depends upon the enhre financmg of 1ts Plan of non-recurring expenditure of 
Rs. 3,500. crores and ~s. 200 ero~es of _recurring expenditure in the ten years of th& 
Plan on mternal savrngs and this agam means austerity on a considerable scale. 
All the plans, therefore, seem to agree on the fact that at least in the initial stages· 
of the planned development of our economy the people of this country will have to· 
accept a regime of considerable austerity. · 

. Such a scheme of austerity if it is to invoke the enthusiastic support of, all 
sectwns of the ~mm?Dity muat spread the burden of the industrialisation in such a. 
way that the higher meomes have to bear the proportionately greater burden than 
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ihe lower incomes, .Again, if the workers can be induced to work harder and if' 
nee_d be for longer hours it will loosen to some extent t-he rigorous of the austerity
penod. 

. To next important question is that of directing the savings so created into. 
nght channels. The different plans have given different answers to this question. 
The P:oples Plan for instance, says : "given the fact that a large volume of the· 
essentml demands of the community today remains unsatisfied the first object of the 
planned economy must be to satisfy it." Their list of priorities therefore give agri
culture, the first place, the consumers industries the second place and the basic 
industries the third place. 

Similarly in the Gandhian Plan the pride of place is given to Agriculture and 
Consumers goods industry. The Zero programme says that the standard of life of 
an average Indian today is below the subsistance level. A due observation of 
priorities would therefore mean that we must first of all produce wage goods i.e., 
products that are consumed by the labourers like food, clothing, housing, health 
and education: 

On th~ other hand the Bombay Plan says that "in the initial stages atten
tion should be directed primarily to the creation of industries for the production of· 
power and capital goods. The proposal however, is mbject to this important quali
fication that provision should be made at the same time for the manufacture within 
the country of the· most essential classes of consumption goods." 

If we decide to form our capital through austerity and harcl work there is no· 
immediate necessity to substantially increase our production from agriculture or 
consumer's goods industry by diverting our savings in these channels. This does 
not mean that no effort should be made to increase production in these sectors. 
Rationalisation of management imd production, in<lispensable replacements of 
machinery, more judicious use of our raw materials and man power and hard work 
on all sides will go a long way to increase our production without a large scale capital. 
expenditure. During the initial stages of our economic development, however 
maximum concentration of new investment should be in the basic industries like 
power, iron and steel, machine tool industry, heavy chemicals aTd cement ; then· 
we may go to the production and fabrication of tools for rationalisation of agricul
ture and consumers goods industry ; and lastly to the development of ruraL 
industry. 

Thus the plan of economic development may be divided into three stages each 
stage occupying four years. During the first period of four years the maximum of 
the av.ailable capital of Rs. 600 crores should be invested in basic industry. A 
considerable portion of this capital will be required in form of foreign capital. This· 
should be secured through the export of finished products like textile goods both 
jute and cotton, leather goods etc. This would mean a curtailment of consumption 
at home. People will have to accept this curtailment. At least 150 crores of 
rupees will have to be secured through surplus in foreign trade. The rest of the 
available capital will be required for expenditure at home for the establishment of 
these industries. Within four years it should be possible to create sufficient raw 
material and power for our capital goods industry. A considerable portion of the 
profit earned ~ this sector of the indus~ry should be ploughed back in the same· 
seCtor even durmg the second aurl the third stages of the plan. 

Durin: the second stage the available savings should be invested in capit~l~ 
goods industry which would then be in a position to utilise the product of baSJO 
industries enumerated above. This capital goods industry should fabricate tools
for the mechanisation of agriculture and for the expansion of consumers goo~s
industry. The profits earned in this sector should be ploughed back in this. 
sector even during the third stage. 
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During •he third stage of the industry the savings should be used for develop
:ing rural industries. The _mechanisation of_ agriculture and the expansion of co!'
sumers goods industry Will release a cotlStderable number of people employed m 
these industries and they will have to be absorbed by the development of rural 
industries. Even during the first and the second stage attempts should be made 
to re-organise our small scale and cottage industries on a more rational basis by sup
plyina cheap electric power, training personnel and affording credit and marketing 
facilities but the large scale investment in this sector should wait till the third stage 
-of the economic development is reached. · 

If this Plan be accepted it would mean that our economy would attain equilli
brium at a higher stage ouly after the hard but fruitful effort of twelve :!(ears dming 
which the entiro population will have to tighten their belts. Rut this seems to be 
the ouly workable Plan and if people are approached in the right spirit and if they 
are made to feel that it is a common creative effort for the common good of all 
and if the burdens are equitably distributed and fruits assured to all there is no 
reason to suppose that our people will fail their country at a very critical stage in 
its economic development . 

. (b) Th£ place of cottage and small scale indu..•lnJ: 

This question has already been answered above. All the industries that 
-can profitably be developed without extra capital required on a large scale should 
be developed on small scale and cottage industry basis. The experience of Japan 
has shown that there is hardly any Consumers goods industry which cannot be 
.developed on a small scale and cottage industry basis. 

(c) Protection w Cottage and Small scale industries : 

In a planned economy where the capital, raw material and man power are 
directed according to a carefully prepared plan and where foreign trade is in the 
hands of the Government the question of protection does not arise. Credit and 
marketing facilities would suffice to protect this sector from foreign and indigenous 
competition. If however protection is fonnd necessary it should be in the form of 
subsidy and not tariff protection. The former is calculable and people can have 
a better appreciation of how the money paid out of their exchequer is used. The 
effects of the latter are often complex and cannot be easily determined. The 
former should, therefore, be preferred to the latter. 

(d) Qualificaticn for protection : 

This question also does not arise in a planned economy. An industry is worthy 
<>$ protecti?n if it. fulfills s~me function in the furtherance of the gene;al plan. 
Normally With foreign trade m the hands of the Government no protection should 
be necessary. If however, protection is found necessary it should be through sub
_,idy and not through tariff for the reasons stated above. 

SECTION V.-BALANCE OF PAYMENTS PROBLEAlS 

(a) DiseiJUillibrium in our balance of payments : 

For the I~ years .a welco_me change _is visible in the composition of our foreign 
t~ade. Ther~ 18 a stnking fall m the phystcal volume of imports of goods like cotton 
ptece go~ds, rron and steel manufacture and cement and almost complete disappear
:'nce of ~ports of sugar, soap and_ matches. On the other hand there is a steady 
mcrease _m the share of raw matenals. After the war the export of raw materials 
has _declined. We _had usually a fa:vourable balance of trade on trade accounts. 
?urmg the War Indta has succeeded m paying off its foreign obligations and reduc
mg the burde~ on her economy that they represented. The terms of trade have 
thus chall)lerl m our favour and the inherent position of the country in matter 
of trade IS fundamentally sound. . 8 
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The Partition of the country has adversely affected our balance of payments 
position to a certain extent as we have to import raw jute and cotton from Pakistan. 
But the recent attempts on the part of the Indian Union to free itself from the de
pendence on Pakistan in these matters indicate that with the proper management 
of our economy we should be able to wipe out the difficulties caused by the parti
tion. T1ere is no reason to doubt, therefore that fundamentally our foreign trad•• 

. position is sound. 

The deterioration of our Balance of Payment position is due to temporary 
causes. Given a sound and vigorous economic policy it is not difficult to lessen the 
impact of these factors on our Balance of payments position. We are chiefly 
handicapped by the necessity of increasing our food imports mainly from 
hard cuiTency country. It is not beyond the reach of practicability to free our
selves from this necessity or at least to increase our food supply from soft CUITency 
areas. Another contributing factor to the deterioration of our position is the laissez 
faire policy adopted by the. Government in matters of our imports at times even 
from the hard CUITency areas. In their anxiety to increase supply of consumers 
goods to fight inflation they issuecl Open General Licences which were used by the 
trade-many of who11.1 were new to tb.is job -to buy all sorts of goods which they 
thought were in great demand. Here again, much can be clone by a conscious re
orientatio\1 of our export-import policy. 

The Export Promotion Committee in its report holds that the clisparity in 
the movements of internal prices and the prices abroad is Iargtly responsible for 
India's present adverse balance of trade. The causes of this disparity have to 
be fully investigated. The cupidity and short-sightc·dness of cur traders is prover
bial. The continuous and ahnost unh•ersal complaint about the goods not being 
according to specification is only one instance of this short-shightedness. Charg
ing of excessively high .. prices in the sellers' market. so far prevailing may be the 
other instance of the same. • 

Then, there is the question of our prices being found higher in the dollar arer.. 
Ahnost all the countries outside this area are fincling this difficulty. In fact this is 
nothin" else but the indication of the fact that America can meet almost her full 
requir~ents from her internal resources and is generally independent of the out
side supply. While she has got a fairly sizeable exportable surplus due to her mass 
production technique. This technique also means a lower cost per unit of output 
that is possible anywhere else in the world. 

Whether the costs in our export goods industry compare unfavourably with 
other countries or not is a question ,vhich cannot be satisfactorily answered with a 
scientific cost accounting in these Industries. In the absence of that all that we 
can say is that if the prices of our goods compare unfavow·ably in the foreign mar
kets and if the cupidity and short-sightedness of our traders cannot wholly account 
for that the explanation will have to be formed in the inefficient management in the 
prices of industrial raw matorial and the prices of consU!llers goods entering in the 
working cost of Hving indexes. In such a case the problem of nationalising the 
lli<lDU"ement and the question whether the prices of these goods and materials can 
be co~nered "~thout injustice being done to any one should be e:\-ploccd. H the 
the prices cannot be so lowered there would be a fairly good case for subsidising 
these industries. 

(b) T!te remedies for correcting the present mal-adju-stment: 

Our present difficulties therefore are due partly to internat!onal circwnsta.nces 
on which we have no control and partly to the lack of a consistent policy of the 
Government in the matter. The control, development and direction of our foreign 
trade should be envisaged as a part and parcel of the de\'elopment of the union 
economy as a whole. It is necessary to replace the existing tariff board by an 
institution which has a comprehensive responsibility in respect of both import and 
eJ<port trade. At least for sometime we must cease to c\epend on a mu]tilatera I. 
18 M. of Com. 
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trade and should enter into bilateral agreements with other c6tmtr!es to obviate 
exchange difficulties and price fluctuation. The ques,;ion of lowering the cost 
and subsidy should also be pursued if found necessary. 

(cj A pattern of Foreign Tr!lrie to aohieve a long-term equillibrium in our Balanc-e 
·of paym,ents. 

The pattern of foreign trade is dependent on the pattern of our economic de
velopment. The first should be a handmaid to the second. If the patter a of econo
mic development indicated by us is accepted we will have to evolve. a pattern of 
foreign trade to suit that pattern. During the first stage of our Plan we will re
quire sufficient amount of foreign exchanges and we must pay any price for getting 
our capital requirements. This will have to be paid for by the export of onr merchan
dise at prices attractive in the world markets. This might mean a stringent period 
of austerity at home. We must face the prospects bravely. Perhaps after the 
third stage of the economic development is well undenmy we will be in a posi~ion. 
to have a more favourable pattern of the foreign trade, as the cost struct.ur~s by 
that time would have come to the level of industrially advanced countries of the 
,.-oriel. 

In the meantime a closer trade relationship between the Far East and the 
1\Iiddle East should_ be attempted. As suggestcl by the recent report of the 
E.C.A.F.E. Committee on Industry and Trade steps might be taken to bring to
gether with the planning agencies of various countries of the region to consider 
and undertake appropriate projects the development of which would be mutually 
advantageous. 

SECTION VI.-EFFECT oF PARTmoN 

(a) Steps to meet the difficulties regarding the supply of raw materials lil:e raw 
jute and raw cotton :· 

There is no doubt that the Partition of the country has created serious diffi
culties regarding the supply of raw jute and raw cotton, and it is necessary to take 
steps to meet the same. The dev:_,luation of the Indian Rupee has made the 
situation all the more acute and the public attention has been focusst:J for some--

\ time now to this weakness in our economy. 

As far as the supply of raw jute is concerned it is believed that with mills clos
ing down for one week in a month for the time being the existing stock of jute_ in 
the godowns of the mills and our indigenous supplies should enable our mills. to 
continue functioning without interruption. This is of course a drastic remeJy 
and creates many other problems like the industrial relations, possible curtail
mr-nt of our exports to hard currency are.-ts etc. and a more satiRfactory solution 
will have to be found. 

This solution can only be growing of more jute in the countr.v and the re
adjustment of production technique to make it possible the mixing of meta and 
hemp with jute for the produetion of socking. As far as the question of growing 
more jute is concerned it has been suggested that there is a considcrn.ble scope for 
expanding jute cultivation in Assam. The Commerce member has derlared in the 
Parliament that in other areas also it is possible to expand jute cultivation without 
aft~cting areas that are vitally necessary for food. It is suggested that it is 
possible to increase the supply of raw jute in India to the level of 4 million bales. 

Even if it he found that the expanding of jute production will affect our rice 
position the expansion of jute must be allowed as after the S~onth East Asian 
co~ntries h~,-e settled down to normalcy it will be possible and more advantage.ous 
to 1mport nee from devalued areas than to buy jute from Pakistan. 
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As regards cotton the problem is still simpler. Our dependence on Pakistan 

is variously estimated as 4 to 5 lakhs of bales. The Indian Ceutral Cotton Com
mittee in its recent meeting in Bombay has considered a plan of increasing pro
<l.uction of cotton of the varieties imported from Pakistan or of American and indi
genous verieLies comparable to them grown in India. It has been estim::;ted that 
it would be possible to increase the production of these varieties hy about 155,000 
bales at the end of two years. The Committee seems to be of the opinion that if 
sufficient funds are made available to increase, intet alia, fertilisers, improved seeds, 
irrigation facilities, etc. it would he possible to increase the annual production of 
eottou from 3 million to 4 million bales in a comparatively short period. 

SECTION Vll.-GOVERNMENT MACIDNERY FOR DEVELOP>!ENT PURPOSES 

' 
(a) The existing arlmini,strative machinery. 

The existing administrative machinery is not suited to the tasks of a planned 
-economy. It will therefore, have to be completely overhauled. 

(b) The . Govemment Controls : 

The Government controls should he devised to increase saviogs and to d.irect· 
these savings to those sectors where the capital is more urgently needed. They 
should also direct raw materials and man power in the same manner. They sho11ld 
-constitute statutory bodies to car,ry out a scrutiny through cost accounting and 
<>ther methods into the working of the industrial establishments. Control over 
production and prices w:Hl- also be necessary in a majority of cases. 

(c) The establishment of a N.ational Planning Commission is urgently called 
for. Its function would be to carry out the overall sur>ey of the economy, to 
.ascertain the needs for capital and resources of the different sections, to co-ordinate 
the ratBs of development of these different sectors and thus bring about an ab
solute economy in the amount of total capital required for given qctant.um of econo
mic development. 

The Commission will be in a position to prevent the exercise or emergence 
n1onoply po,vers. 

The Commission should have under it a series of National as well as Regional 
Supervisory Directorates in charge of different industries. These directorates 
would be made up of representatives of the public, the workers and the manage
ment and would he entrusted with the function of carrying out a scrutiny through 
-cost accounting and other methods into the working of the industrhl establish
lnents under them. 

There should be a Department of the Planuing Commission deatmg with the 
small scale and cottage industries. This department should stud~- the problems 
facing this sector of ?ur economy and prepare a blue P.rint to p~ovide technkal 
training, cheap electrtc power and ftrrnace and market.mg facllittes to those en
gaged in this sector. 

Simibrlv, there will be au Agricultural Department looking after our agri
cultural problems, a separate note on which is under preparation. 

Another Department of the Nat.ional Planuing Commission sh•.,uJd be estab
lished to control, develop and cl.irect all foreign trade. In the absence of any over
all Plamllng a mere estahJishment of fore~gn trade a~visory Committee or taking 
over by the Government of a part of foreign trade will not suffice. Tlus Depart
ment should enquire into the question of costs and prices of the articles entering 
our foreign trade and suggest proper remedies. The control of the quality of goods 
exported should also he under its charge. 
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With the establishment of such a Planning Commission the entire economy 
of our country will come under one central direction. This fa~t should be reflected 
in the admiuistrative machinery. A Ministry for the Econonuc Development must 
be created and the Department of Industry, Commerce and Supply s_hould be 
integrated with thls Ministry. The Tariff Boar~ will no !o'!ger h<> reqmred as a 
separate body. It will form part of the Plaruung CommiSSion. 

AHMEDABAD MILLOWNEARS' ASSOCIATION 

The Havana Charter on Trade and Employment which amon_g other _th?'g& 
aims at promotion and expansion of international trade by removmg restnctwns
thereon was signed by 53 nations including India at Havana on March 24th 1948. 
The position at present is that the signat<>ry countries may accept the charter as a 
whole or reject it and no amendments can be suggested at the present stage. It 
would thus be observed that we have to assess the advantages and disadvantages 
of the charter as a whole in deciding upon our course of action. 

It may be mentioned that, India is yet an under-developed country and 
s'ill being in a forlllative state it is not possible to judge the nature and extent 
of state assistance required to develop our industries. The charter has specific 
provisions in these regards and it is therefore apprehended that. the acceptanc-e of 
the charter may_ not permit the grant of necessn.ry a~sistance to our industries
new and existing-in e\'ery case. Thus the advantages of the obligations under 
the I. T. 0. are distinct while ad,·antages from freer trade are doubtful. 
It may also be added that the development of industries and internal trade are
more important to this country thau foreign trade. In view of these facts my 
Committee are unable to advocate ratifieatiGn of the charter and do not feel called 
upon to reply to the Questions 89 to 98. 

As regards G.A.T.T. the Government spokesman has stated that the guiding 
factors taken into consideration while granting tariff concessions were : 

(1) The concessions should not relate to products which were protected 
or in respect of which claims for protection were likely to be made dt1ring: the
next three years, and 

(2) The concessions should not result in excessive loss of revenue. 
In this connection, Government may not ha\e the information reCTarcling the 

po"sibi!ity of an industry approaching for protection during the nc:d; three years
and they may grant concessions to other countries which may have prejudicial 
effect on such industries. \Ve have therefore to submit that before entcrin« into 
new agreements the Gof'enunent should ask for the opinion of th~ chamb~rs of 
commerce regarding the possible effects of such measures. 

As _regards t.h~ tariff concessiom already grante<l, it may be stater! that 
economic and poli~Ic,al ch~ngcs of ':ast n!agnitude .have taken place thereafter. 
The patt<J;n_ of Indm • fore1~ trade 1_s raptdiy changmg. A!Uueh, my Committee 
are of orm10n that the entire q11cstwn of tariff con<~essions should be revicwNl 
at the end of 19;30 in the light of new circumstances .. 

PART I 

SECTION A{i) 

Question 1.-D~ you consid~r tha~ the ec;mcm_ic background i?t the counky has so alterea 
smce the Indwn F•scalCornmt8swn reported 111 1922 that it nec-.sitates 
a fundamental change ln the approach to the problems with which the 
present Commi.s .. Jion is concenwd ? 

A~er.---;-Durihg the last quarter cent;,.y, though agriculture still retains its 
predommant Importance, there have been vital changes in the economic conditions. 
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In our view, the principal factors which have inl!uencad the economic conditions are 
•(1) the separation of Burma. (2) the partition of the country, (3) the war and 
aftermath of war and (4) the Industrial Development. 

:r'he main changes are, (1) deficit in food grains and raw materials like cotton 
.and Jute, (2) self-sufficiency in consumers goods like cotton textile, matches, sugar. 
cement, etc., (3) Development of iron and steal, coal, hydro-electric, automobiles, 
machine-tools and such industries as well as of the ancillary industries like Bob
bin, Starch, Paper, etc., (4) as a result of the absence of competition from chief ex
porting countries, our manufactured goods have found some foreign markets, (5) 
India has become a creditor on capital account and (6) we are facing adverse balance 
of trade. 

These are some of the factors which call for a change in the approach to the 
problems with which the present Commission is concerned. 

·Qutstion 2.-Will you li$t the principal changea in our agriculturalaituation in reapecl 
of (a) production, (b) cona-umption, and (c) international trade in agri
cultural commoditiea ? 

Anawer.-For years the net per capita area sown in India has shown a persis
tent decline, since more or less the same area of land has had to support a growing 
population. Thus per capita area for British India had declined from 0·90 acre in 
1911 to 0·72 acre in 1941. With the growing population, the figure became still 
rrower. The situation was fmther aggravated by the partition of the country, as 
a result of which important supplies of wheat and rice were lost. As regards raw 
materials, pro-partitioned India had virtual monopoly for the production of Jute 
.and stood next to U.S.A. in world production of cotton, but now she has become 
.an importer of these important commodities. 

With the growing population, the consumption of food increased. The rise 
in money income of the working classes resulted in increasing the consumption 
of staple food like rice and wheat. Thus the food production of Indian Union is 
•short by nearly 5 million tons of its requirement today. 

As a result of this, imports of food gra-ins have increased to an alarming extent. 
As regards raw materials, we have to import raw cotton and jute while with the 
increasing internal consumption, oil seeds have ceased to be an important item 
-of export. Tea alone retains its place of imporhnce in export trade . 

.. Qnution 3.-To wlwl extent, if any, luw~ the.se chang'" affected or are likely to affect 
in fuiure, the pace and direction of our i1ulustrial progress ? 

An.szver.-In our opinion, these changes ha\-e affected the growth anrl de,~e-
lopmf"nt of our industries :-

(1) by diverting our resources for increasing prorluction of food-grains, 
(2) by reducing our foreign exchange for imports of machinery, 
(3) by requiring the transfer of land from non-food crops to food-crops. 

These conditions will in our opinion possibly retard our industrial progress 
especially of key and capital g'?ods i_ndustri_es, while there will be scope for the 
progress of small scale and ancillary mdustr1es. 

·Queation 4.-IYlzat are the basic improvements in our agricultltre and mining that 
you would consider urgently necessary as a support for any policy of 
intenaifted indu.,trialisation ? 

Answer.-The country should not and cannot go on importing food on the 
·scale it is doing to-day. Self-sufficiency as regards food and raw materials should 
be the goal of our agricultuml policy, because ":" long as _the food sca_rcity 
and the scarcity of raw materials such as cotton and JUte contmues there "' no 
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possibility of carrying out the industrial plans. The attainment of agriculturartarllet 
must therefore be ensured with the help of experts to get more out of the land With 
the help. of fert\J;se~, improved implement<;, tube-well fittings and ot~zer equipme~~<l 
which. so far as posszble we must produce ourselves. As regards mmerals, posszbl
lities of oil resources should be investigated and inlportant minerals like llianga
nese, l\Iiea, Bauxite wb.icb. are of industrial utility should be developed on modern 
lines so that they may help the key industries. 

QU£stion 5.-Wltat are the mnin directions in which our industrial detel<!pment 
ha~ progressed sin<;e the India-n Fiscal Commi~sion reporl<d in 1922 ? 
Please give your appedation of the same. 

AnstL~r.-In spite of tb.e difficulties and obstacles which India has to face, there 
has been some progress in industrial development. India has been pTaoed as one of 
the eighWeading industrialised countries of the world. In a number of consumers' 
goods like sugar, matches, cement and cloth, the country has reached self-sufficiency. 
Under the shelter of closed markets after 1939, inlportant industries viz., mann
facture of Soda Ash, Starch, Textile )Iachinery. Fertiliser, Electric Conductors, 
Shlp Building, Cycle, Road Rollers have developed. But however, what is more 
inlportant i;; that we are still dependent ou foreign countries for the supply of 
machineries and other capital goods so essential for establishment of new industries. 

Que..otion. 6.-To what extent do you think our industrial development still falls short 
of our essential reqztirements! Would yott list our main lkficiencitl.S' 
undef the following heads :-

(a) Li11es of manufacture which you consilkr essential; 
(b) Volume of production; 
(c) Overhead and operatit"e costs; 

· (d) Quality of management; 
(e) Supply of capital; 
(f) .Availability of raw material, fuel and pou·er; 
(g) .Availability of kigh gralk technical ability; 
(h) Supply of skilled and 1l1Wkilled labour; 
(i) E,fficienry of labour. 

Awm·er.-The Fiscal Commission's (1922) observation that the Industrial deve
lopm~nt has not been commensurate with the size of the country, its population 
and ~ts ~atural resources holds good even today. Our observation on the main 
deficienCies are as under :-

(a) We '.'re. in urg:n~ ne':d of basic and key industries which are essential for
rapid mdustrialisatzon and national self-sufficiency. 

(b) Volu':'e '?f p~oduction of our industries excepting sugar, matches and 
textile, IS shll below the requirement. 

(c) Operative costs have been very hlgh which has come in our way in promot
mg export trade. 

(d) Quality of management is_, in our opinion, is of general efficiency aud eco
nomy. It may be mentwned that India's present industrial develop
?'ent_ owes much to t~e far sighted policy adopted by our industrialist 
m sp1te of many handicaps. 

(e) The supply of capital to established industries is generally forthcoming 
but, as regards the new industries on accormt of vacillating policy of th; 
Go~emment and such uther factors the supply of capital is far from 
satisfactory. 

(/) As ~1\ards raw mate.ri":ls, India is placed favourably excepting raw cotton. 
an JUte. The mam ztem of fuel-coal-comes from B'lhar· and Beng 
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which results in heo.vy transport charges to Industrial centreslin other 
p~rts of the co:'mtr~. ~n our opinion, rapid insto.llation of Hydro-elec
tnc power stations m rhfferent parts of tbe country ~ill be helpfu 1 r to 
the industry. · ~ 

(g) India still lacks high grade technical ability. 
(h) Supply of skilled and umkilled labour is satisfactory. 
(i) Efficiency of Indian labour is still very low and is one of the handicaps 

in industrial development. 

Question 7.(a)._:Please give a broad analysis of the present position of small-scale 
and cottage ,:ndustries in the ~conomy of this country. 

(b) What should be the relations between-

(i) small-scale and cottage ind,I.Stries and agriculture; and 
(ii) small-scale and cottage indmtries and large-scale ·industriesl 

A nswer.-(a) While modern industry has made only a mo<lerate advance in 
this country, the small scale and cottage industries form an organic part of our 
economic life. The number of workers in the various cottage and srnall.scale indus
tries is still larger than those of the operatives employed in the organised industries, 
but these industries are to a large e}.."tent in an unorganised state. Various measures 
taken by the Provincial Governments have served to focus our attention on this 
urgent problem of our rural economy but it may be mentioned that much remains to 
be done. 

(b) (i) As ancillary to agriculture, the small scale and cottage industries will 
give work to our agriculturist during the off seasons which results from the sensonal 
oharacter of agricultural opero.tions. 

(ii) In our opinion, such industries should be de•eloped as complementary to 
large-scale industries. 

Question 8.-Do you think .small-scale anrl cottaye indu.:·;tries, haue a significant role to 
play in the economic development of our country (a) unJer present rir
_cnmstances and (lJ) in the long run1 

A n.~wer.-Yes. Even in highly indu~h ialiscO co.untrieR like .T a pan and Ge1 many 
such industries play an important role in the econom_ic life .. Un~le~ the pe~ul_iar 
economic conditions of Indio. sntal~-scale and cot.tage mdustnes w1ll m our opm10n 
have signiBcant role to rln.y both under the present C'ircumstances as ·well as in the 
long rull. 

SEC'flON "A" (ii). 

Qu,8tion 9.-nease enume.-ate the small-scale and cottage industries which !IOU WOld<! 
like to devolop :-

(a) as su1,sidimy to agriculture; 
(b) a• supple-madmy to large-scale industries, 
(c) as other independc1d units of produrtion. 

Ans•cer.-(a) Some of the cottage indu,tries which may be developed as subsi-
diary to agriculture are as under :- .., 

(l) Seri-culture, (2) dairy farming, (3) leather works, (4) Pottery, (o) cane and 
bamboo work and (6) forest industry. 

(b) As supplementary to lnrge-scale industries :-

(1) foundaries and repair '>.hops, (2) bobbins manufacture, (3) Pickers, (4) 
Tape making etc. 
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(c) As independent tmits of production we suggest: (I) industries relating to Fino 
Arts, (2) Lace work and Eml>roidery, (3) Gold and silver thread making, ('.I,) :M:etnl 
industries and cutlery, (5) Cosmetics, (6) Tiles, etc. 

Q~W~Iion 10.-W!dcl• coUage indu•tries !fOU CO•>Bl"der speci~lly su-ited for export p11rposcsl 

Ans1oer.-Those cottage industries which supply the !leeds of people of &rtistic 
t.'\Ste and which &re peculiarly suited to be worked on small-scale like (1) shawl in 
Kashmir which have got int<-rnational market (2) Lace and silk embroidEn":V 
(3) Ivory and sandle-wood carvings, should receive special attention. 

Q~teslion 11.--Do you consider that protection to large-8Cllle indmtries has in any VJay 
offected small-'lcale and cottage industria. 1 If so, please slate lww a.nd 
to what e<~Jtent they have been so affected. · 

A.nswer.-In our opinion r-rotection to hrge-scale industries has not adverse!' 
affected the small-scale cottage industries in any way, hut. has asoisted them on 
the other hqnd. 

Que~~tion-12. What in your view are tlte main handicaps from which small scale and 
coUage ind1t8tries suffer at present 1 What steps .oould you recomme11d 
for the removal of these ha71dicaps_:par#C?tlarl1! •cith regard to :-

(a) the ~tupply of raw materials; 
(b) supply oftechnicalskill; 
(c) their technique of manufactQ<re; 
(d) tl~R.ir structure and organisaticm; 
(e) supply of finance; 
(f) marketing facility; 
(g) any other fwm of asST~tance; and 
(h) possible competition with large-scale industries ? 

A tMmer.-(a) In O!ir opiuion,th<re is no shortage of raw mat. riels f"r su~h in 
dustrks. But as f,;,r as possible sueh indust.ries should be so orgmrisecl 
thet the movemrnt of raw m ... te-rials from one ~rea to anotbtr is 
minimis(•d. 

(b) The smnll-scale and cotta!(e industries suff~r from de&.rrh of technie"l 
skilL The Gtlhrnment should undertake and encour.,ge reseLrrh 
tr . .ining fvr the purpose of effici{'nt de\·elopment of suC'h inrlu~tri(>f:. 

(c) & (d) The technique of manufr.cture and the <.rgo.nisation of th' se in
clus~rics £..re still in 11rimitive con{l.ition. They sltoul<l. l><' r\':·,·clopc>(t 
on mod{·r11 litl'.:>s, :-.s far as possible on co-opc--r~1.tive basis. 

(e) The Co-op<rath·e Blltlks and other local sources as wdl r., Ute Prlll'i"
ch.l Go,~rnment sl10ul<\ h<>lp sucb in<lURtries by gidng loans. 

(f) It is bec'!.u~e Gt the d.r>fecti\"'e m~rketinrr organisation that :--uch in
rlustries ar< lll>n<licappe<L The prorluc;t of tllf·se imlustries should 
in om· opinion be sold S') fi11' as possiLle through <.'Onsumt-rs' so('iPtiC't-> 
and n1nltipi.rpose agricnltl~-rists, .societies. 

(h) To. aloicl 1ns~ible competition with lr..rge-scale im!us:,ries, sueh in<lns~ 
tr-Ies :-;lvmi<l. l1e cloveloped on complemC'nta,ry supplcmPnt· .ry bu.si~. 

Qu"-•tion 1-1.-Wh"t step~ shoul~ be wken to en.ntre that the interests of small-seal• 
and cotf'Lge twi"'-8trtes are B'lfe-guard•d, •chen trade agruments "'ilh 
foreion countries are negotiated 1 

Answer.-In ?u.r opinion: all such tra~e &f,'reements shoulrl be exuminerl by tho 
Tracie ancl Indns~.r1al Planrung CommissiOn.. 
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SECTION B. 

Poliey of di8crimi1'!f!!ing prol,;ction and its application •ince 1928. 

Qu&tion 14.-The Fiscal Commission appointed by the Government of India in 1921 
.<lli.:Ommended " that discrimination should be eurcised in the selection 
of incl~tstrie8 for protection, and in the degree of protection a !forded, so 
as. to make tl•e inevitable burden on the community as light as is CQ118istenl 
'm~h ~he due development of ind'IL8tries." On the strength of this basic 
pnnctple the Commiss·ion decided that an industry seeking protection or 
a88istance sloould satisfy the three conditions enutnerated in paragraph 
1 of the rwte. Besides tariff protection the Commi88ion recommended 
rtlso certain rwn-fiscal measures. Are yolt satisfied that the policy re· 
commended by the Commission was fully implemented between 1923. 
1939 ? If not, please emtmerate the main deviations from the policy. 

. ;inswer.-The basic policy of protection was discrimination. The Fiscal Com. 
~ISSion has laid down three conditions which the industries had to satisfy for selec· 
t1on, The Tariff Bo~rd v0ryrigidly aditered to these conditions. This formula 
harJ.SSed the applicant indu<tries with its unnecessarily restrictive provisions and 
crea.ted bottle-necks and hurdles for them, unheard of in the history of the world's 
protectionism. The T~ilf Board on two occasions, however, deviated lirom this 
policy, viz., (I) It recommended protection to the glass industry even though Soda 
Ash, an important raw material was not available in India. (2) They recommended 
bounties to superphosphate indust~y which had not come into existence. But 
the Commerce Department of the Government of India immediately stepped in 
and pointed out that tltese industries did not satisfy the conditions and therefore 
denied protection to them. In effect, therefore, there w::.s no deviation. The policy 
itself h3cl many shortcomings and it has,therefore proved to be inaclequate and in· 
effective to help r"'pid industrialization. 

As r\~gards non-fiscal measures, a single instance will be enough, in our opinion 
to show the negative jlolicy adopted by tlw Govero.ment. The T,;rilf Bo,.rd on 
Heavy Chemicnls pointed out that a policy of reduction of Railway freight 
with a view to the formation of a l:.rge sCP.le chemic:>~ industry in India 
will be advantageous not nlC•rcl.v to tlte national intc·rost but to the inlfrest 
of the R•ilwa.y Companies. But the Government clilfd~cl from the Bo .. rd, con· 
si<1Pred the suggestion n.s wrong in lJrincirle on the ground that 'r.Lilwar 
r.•tes should be fixed purely on tl1o basis of commc·t·ciPI r.rinciples and not with a 
yirw to :mbsitlizing inclrs·riPR.' 

Qufl.<!t.i&t> 1•i.- Do yo·u find any d<fecl8 in the working<:{ this policy? If so, JJlea . .e 
uive details with suitable e:m111jJles. 

Answer.-The w0rldng of the policy, from rLe point of view of the results 
achi<'ved is Lr from satisfactory. The main defects among others are r.s follow; :-

(i) The r,r.Jcedure- adopted was vc·ry cumbrous ancl dibtr.ry. It took a 
long time to pass through the sifting process so elaborately >.rranged 
thnt the indust~ies wore in many c~ses on tlteir bst legs before they 
received protcct.ion. . 

;ii) Tile rigid application of the ta·iple fvrmula was another handicr.p. 
(iii) The method of costing wa~ quite unsatisfactory •.. In some c.~ses, . the 

Board hacl to make r,rbtlr .• ry allowances, adclnons and subtr..ct10ns 
in the computation of the figures, in the oth~ prices were so unsteady 
and fluctuating owing to their manipulations by the forc-i,"l\ indus~ial 
combinations that scarcely any value can be att&ched to the quotot10ns 
as Nliable criteria for the measure of protection requ:Xed. 
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(iv) The Commerce Department of the Government had its preconceived 
ideas on many of the occasions, and sat on judgment upon the re
ports which were presented by the Tariff Board afte:r laborious and 
searching inquiries and modifie(\ their recommendations in 11 cases. 
anc\ rejected racommendo.tions in 6 cases. 

(v) The Fis"'il Commission had recommencl.cd institution of a permanent 
Board. The practice of the Government had been to appoint a 
separ,tte Tariff Board for each inquiry which certainly was not t-he· 
intention of the Fiscal Commission. 

"'f the.-e has been any development of industries at all, it cannot be said to have· 
t<1ken place because of the Fiscal policy but- mainly inspite of it. 

Question 16.-Do you agree with the specifi;; conditions ltzid down by the Commission 
that normally protution should be occorded to an industry only if the 
conditions referred to in Question 14 are satisfied ? 

Awwer.-In our view, the con<litions prescribed by the Commission were not 
only unduly stringent but were on the whole irrrelev.ant, mutually inconsistent 
and gcncnlly unworkable. Thus the first condition which emph~>izcd the exist
ence of n'1tural advantages, simply indicated the factors to be looked for in judging 
the ultimate ability of the inclustry to stan<\ on its own legs. If the induslry pos
sesses all the 'n:.1tural advantages ' it will not need protection, a.nd will thus {ail 
to setisfy the second cordition, that it is not likely to develop at all without the help· 
of protection . Thus the second conclition was inconsistent with the first. As 
regards third condition, it is really unworkable in view of the fact that it is very 
difficult to forc=t the circumstances affecting the industry over a period of years 
and the probable variations during these periods in the level of impm:t prices. 
That pa.rt of the Tariff Board's work W?S more or leS& specuhtivc basEd on imagin
ary fore=t which in man:r c:tscs proved f~lse. Thus the triple formula wtts nlis
leading in noture and had done more hc.r.n than good tn the In<lian industries. 

Question 17.-Do you consider that the •' supple1nentary measures ~for protectimt of 
and assistance to, indttStrieB as recommended by the Commission in 
Chapter V1IT of their Report were adequate and !cell conceived? 

Awwer.-The supplementary measures for protection of, and assistance to· 
industries as recommended by the Commission in Chapter VIII of their Report 
would have been of assistance to them but since they were not implemented whole
heartedly by the Govermnent of India, we are unable to say what are its effectF. 
Question JS.-1n a Re..•olulion passed in the Central Legislative Assembly on the 16th 

Febr<.<.ary 1928, the principk of discriminating protection was accepted 
as tl':' basi8 of Government pk>icy subject to the follotcin(J general quali
ficatwns :-

(a) that the principk sh<>uld be applied with due regard to the well being of 
the community ami the to the safeguards mentioned in Question 14. 

(b) that in the application of thi<J principle, re(Jard must be had to the financial 
~ of t!te country ami to the_ then dependence of tlte Govermnent of 
lrnlza on tmport, export ami excU!e duties for a ltzrge part of its revenue. 

, To. what exlenf '. if . any, do yo'! think these qualifications effected the worki11g of 
the poZ.cy of dUI~nmtnatmg protectwn between the years 192.3 and 19.39? Please give 
your comments, if posszhk separctely, for the following snb-periotl.• : 

(i) 192.3-29. 

(ii) 19.10-34. 

(iii) 1935-.39. 
A~er.-The qualifications laid down by the Government of India were in 

our opmwn, not only mutually inconsistent but were also incompatible with the 
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one of the conditions for protection laid down by the Fiscal Commission. This 
h_as clearly been borne out by the working of the policy of Discriminating protec
tron. 

It may be mentioned that during 1923-39 customs formed between 55 to 70 
per cent of the total tax revenue of the Government. This dependence of the Gov
ernment of India on import, export and excise duties as a source of revenue had 
considerable influence on the tariff policy and the development of industries. It 
has no doubt a positive as well as a negative aspect but on the whole this has proved 
to be injurious to the national interests to illustrate in some cases like sugar and 
matches revenue duties afforded protection and the industries could develop under 
their shelter. But due to increased production of these commodities, there was 
a. substantial decrease in revenue. The Government therefore decided to impose 
excise duties to make up the loss. The policy which was not at all justified in prin
ciple added to cost of production (Matches, Sugar, Iron-steel) and increased the bur
den on consumers. 

Besides it may be mentioned that due to catastrophic fall in prices as a result 
·of depression as well as policy of intensive nationalism followed by the foreign count
ries, the value ofimports fell ~onsiderably after 1929. This naturally meant a loss 
of custom revenue. The Gover:rment therefore increased the field of revenue 
duties, and levied import duties on raw,rotton , Machinery l\Iill.stores and dyes. 
This naturally added to the cost of production and the Government had therefore, 
to grant increased protection. 

The main developments during the respective preriods are briefly as tmder :-

1923-29 : (1) There were no substantial changes in Tariff. 
It was an era of mainly revenue duties. 

1930-34 : (2) During this period t.here was expansion in field and increase of 
revenue duties. 

1935-89 : (3) The Government resorted to excise duties as a source. of revenue 
during this period to compensate the loss which resulted as a result 
of the policy of discriminating protection. 

Q=•tion 19.-The charges set out in pamgraph 4 of the note were made in the principk 
of discriminating protection in 1946 when the interim Tariff Board wa,. 
established. · What are your views on these deviations from the original 
policy as laid down in the Indian Fiscal Commission Report I 

An.m"er.-The changes no doubt mark some improvement in the approach to 
the problem but in our opinion, the terms of reference to the Tariff Board of 1945 
gave a restricted scope and contained nothing which could offer any real guidance 
to a Tariff Board in selecting an Industry for protection. Under the first con
dition, grant of protection to embryonic industries is denied while the conception 
of soundness of the industry referred therein is a very difficult concept to be pro
perly defined. As regards financial stability and efficient management, it may be 
stated that these are not the tests for adjudging the claims of industries to pro
tection, but assumptions on which the measure of protection should be estimated. 

The main consideration on which the eligibility of an industry for protection 
should be determined is whether it is an industry of sufficient national importance 
from the point of view of defence and security and maximum utilisation of human 
and natural resources. All other considerations must be suborclinate. 
Question 20.-Are yon satisfied that tkis policy of 1945 is being fully implemented f 

If not, please indicate w1161"e, in your opinion, the defect., in implemen
tation lie. 

Answer.-We believe that since the interim Tariff Board was appointed by 
the Government in November 1945 with the restricted scope, the work of the Board 
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until a year and a half ago, did not provide much ground for encouragement, becanse 
the Board has been prone to take restricted view of its functions. But after the dele
gation of further powers the Board itself has sho"n apppreciation of its functions at 
a time when it was practically the only sheet-anchor ldt for our struggling industries. 
"The reports on motor-batteries, cycles and sericulture breathe a practical under
standing of our industrial difficulties. 

It may, however, be pointed out that in considering the adequacy of protection 
undue importance should not be given to the size of the industry or to the 're
presentative ' cost. Thus after 1! years a case (textile machinery ) expressly re
ferred by the Commerce Department on an infant industry ground, was declared to 
be premature because the industry could not produce representative cost at the 
time of inquiry. In case the size of the industry is small it should be helped by 
way of subsidies. but in no case should be left at the mercy of foreign competi
t-ors. 

SECTION c. 
Review of the effects of past tariffs Policy. 

-Que..tion 21.- II' ould you attempt a broad analysis of the effects of the actual policy 
pur:med by the Gorernment of the day on the growth and development 
of our major indwtries und>r the follou·ing head8 :-

(a) Capital invested in the indu8try (paid up) 
(b) Rated capacity. 

(c) Output. 

(d) Emp1mJment of lnbour (Technical and non-technical). 

(e) Wage bill (Technical and non-technical). 
(f) Earnings of management. 

(g) Profits, earned and distributed, 

(h) Ex-u-orl.-s price and retail price ? 

-Que8tion 22.-Would yo" make a detailed analysis on the above line. particularly in 
respect of the following indu.strieg : 

(i) Iron and 8trel: (ii) Cotton TPxtile.•; (iii) !;uyar: (i\·) Paper and (v) 
J[atches! 

Pha8e gire your ansll'er for the follo!l'ing period.o; : 
(a) at the time when the protection U'ns given. 

(b) in 19-38-:39. 
{el in IMS-49. 

An.o;-wer.~ with Rpecial rr'ference to cotton 'Pextile lndu.<JtJ~y. 

Aus1Nr 

(a) Capital inye,;ted in the Inclustrv 
(Paid up) (in crores) • 

(b) Rated capacity Ko. of ~Iills 
Spindles installed 
Looms Installed 

(c) Output 
· Cloth woven in lllillion yards . . 
Yarn spun (Bales of 400 lbs.) in Lacs 

(d) Employment 

1939 1948 

:J7•47 38·98 73·01 
339 389 408 

9,506,083 10,059,370 10,265,841 
186,341 202,464 197,469 

2,990 
24·16 

1929-30 
614,039 

4,269 
32·58 

(1947) 
3,890 
33·45 

June 1949 
583,873 743,441 
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Question.-23 (a) :t:lea~e indicate the significant features, if any, in the structure ancl 
organtsatwn of the p>·otecled <Zncl a..o<i#ed industries with respect to

(i) the size of the units; 
(ii) th<Jir location; 

(iii) the development of combination.<, horizontal or vertical; 
(iv) the developments of ancillary ind,,;tries ; and 
(v) any other aspect that you may consider it necessary to mention. 

(b) Do you think that the form or manner in which protection or assistance· 
has been given to these industries has had anything to <W with these 
features? Which of these features are i-n the interests of our economy· 
and wkich are undesirable? 

Question 24.-If you consider that the undesirable features mentioned, if any, u·ere due 
to any defects or deficiencies in the control exercised by Government 
over the protected or assisted indu<Jtries, please point out such defects or 
deficiencies. 

Answer.-The number of units in the Bombay Province which enjoys the 
prominent position in the cotton textile industry has remained more or less same 
after 1932. On the other hand, number of mills in the States as well as the 
Provinces of llfadras, U.P., Bengal and C.P. has increased during the inter-war 
period. 

During the pre-war years some industries supplying mill gin stores and 
chemicals were established and under the shelter of the closed markets during the 
war, a number of ancillary industries have developed. Important among them 
are as nnder:-manufacture of bobbins, starch, roller skins, pickers, craft papers, 
textile machinery and tools, spare parts, etc. 

(b) The protection granted to cotton textile industry has no doubt helped the 
industry to maintain its present position because the protective measures were to 
a large extent of safeguarding nature. But it is difficult to assess the exact part 
played by the protective measures in view of the other factors that have assisted 
the industry. 
Que.,tion 2-5.-To what extent has the protection or assistance afforded to an ind11stry 

res11lted in- ' 
(i) its progressive mechanisation; 

(ii) the introduction of new economies and other technical improvements ; ana 
(iii) the optimum utili<Sation of indigenous raw material and lye-prcducts? 
Pl<Ja<Je i!lw;trate with examples drawn from yom· knowledge or experience_ 

Ansu·Cr.-Duringt the last quarter centui:-y, variouB t-echnical improYemenhi 
have taken place in Western Countries in the cotton tex.tile industry and _Indian 
mills have in many cases adopted these new methods which have resulted m pro
gressive mechanization and in introduction of ne,;: economi~s. Thus Dhabi ~lea~h
in" and hand dyeing have been replaced by machmery. High draft system m rmg 
spkrung. self-stripping apparatus ~n cards,. high speed wrap~g and ~vinding 
machines·, have been installed. With these Improvements, quality of Indian pro
duct has impro>ed a great deal. 

The quality of the Indian product has improved and the c?nsumption o_f long
staple foreign cotton has increased. Th? development o_f ancJI!ar_v: mdustr;es has 
resulted in greater utilization of the available .raw n:~aterml~ but still there IS con
siderable scope for development. of other anmllary mdustrJes. 
Qu<JStion 26.-Has the protection or assistance received by our industrie-s induced any 

substantial increase in the supply of-
(a) technical personnel required by tlte industries; 

(b) skilled labour; 
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(c) ~mi-skilled labour; 
(d) d stabilized indu.striallabour force? 

An-swer.-(a) The supply of technical personnel has increased to a certain 
extent. 

(b) Yes. 
(c) Yes. 
(d) Doubtful. 

Q~WJtion 27 .-To what extent, if any. has indt<strial researcl• been initiated and fostered 
by tlte protecled and. assisted industries? 

Answer.-Tire Textile mills in Ahmedabad have contributed Rs; 48 lacs and 
have in co-operation with the Government, established a Textile Industry's Research 
Assocjation to carry on research work on modern lines. 
Question 28.-Do you consider that the revenue tariffs imposed in the past have had 

any appredable effect on the growth and development of our· indu.stries 
and on the course of our export and import trade? If so, would you 
illustrate yonr finding with some examples drawn from the trade or indns
try of wliich y01t have knowledge or experience? 

Ans>Cer.-Riwenue tariffs have indirectly helped the growth of industries like 
sugar, match etc. 

Question 29.-(a) What were the broad effects oftlze tariff polivy pursued by Government 
between 192-3 and 1939 on the volnme, character and geographical dis
tribution of our (i) import; and (ii) export trade? 

(b) To what extent u-as the relative importance of our domestic and foreign 
trade a_ffected by this Policy during this period? 

An.s-wer.-It may be mentioned at the outset that many forces of great significance 
have influenced the course of foreign trade during the period under consideration 
Thus, depression, currency fluctuations and economic nationalism have all been 
operative. With the. small proportion and with a low level of protective duties 
and the sma-ll degree of positiveness, the effect of Fiscal Policy is comparatively 
small and in the medley of forces referred to above, it is difficult to distinguish the 
effects of protection on volume of trade. 

At the same time protection has certainly affected the character of our foreign 
trade. Many of the protected commodities figure less in the import trade while 
the growth of industrialists with the accompanying rise in the standard of living 
of the industrial classes has encouraged the imports of luxury goods, On the expor-t 
side, there were few outstanding changes in the character of the foreign trade. 

(b) Importance of our domestic trade has increased with the growth of indi
genous industries. 

Question 30 .-Do you think that the de••elopment of any of the protected indu.stries was 
hampered by the policies pursued or the measures adopted by Government 
u:ith regard to matter• other than protection? Pleaae ghe examples. 

Answer.-Yes. The Tariff Board of 1932 recommended protection to the 
Cotton Textile Indu<tr~ when its claim was overdue. But this grant of protection 
was followed by 1m penal preferences, Ottawa Arrcement and Indo-British Agree
ment which nullified the effects of protection as regards the goods from United 
Kingdom. The duties on imported cotton, dyes. machinery and stores had also 
adverse effect on the growth of the industry. 
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SECTION D 

FACTORS IN THE FORMULATION OF A NEW FISCAL POLICY 

Question 31.-What in your assessment is the relntive importance of the main changes 
in the pattern of our foreign trade which hat·e taken place in the periods:

{ a) 1939-45 
(b) 1946-19? 

Answer.-{a) 19.39-45: This was a period of war. The important manufacturing 
and _exporting countries were_ in':'olved in it. As a consequence, imports substantially 
declined .. There was also sh1ppmg shortage and Government had to regulate imports 
and restnct the same to Defence and essential requirements. During tllis period, 
there was demand of manufactured goods from India from the neighbourincr 
eountries which could not obtain the same from abroad. e 

Under the strass of these circumstances, there was substantial d0crease in the 
imports of foodgrain as well as in the manufactured articles, and the export of these 
items showed increase. The increase in exports of manufactured articles was signi
ficant bec.:1.use it was due to a certain extent to the increased industrial activity. 
In the war-time the country exrorted more than it imported, with the result that 
out of the export earnings considerable .sterling balancE's were built up. 

' 
(b) 1946-49: During this period, India has suffered from the deficit of food 

and food imports have increased to an alarming extent. As a result of partition, 
mw-jute and cotton haye become important items of imports. The value of imports 
of m~chinPrJ' hq,s increased prvgressivcly which amounted to Rs. 32 ·75 cror~s in 
1946-47, to 80·87 crores in 1948-49. With the relaxation of import control, the 
imports of luxury good• have gone up, but on the whole our export earnings on the 
pr.,sent scale are not sufficient to pay for our necessary imports. It has therefore 
become impeutive to step up our exports. 

Question 32.-Would you briefly analyse the effects of the (a) legi~lntive and (b) adminis
trative measures relating to the control and regulation of our foreign trade 
which Government hame had to adopt during these J>eriods cm-

{a) oi<r import and e.,;port trade and 
{b) the growth and development of our industries? 

A Mlcer.-During the second world ·war, the Government had to pl<1ce Yr\rious 
restrictions on the import and export trade. This gave an imretus to the growth 
of ancillary and medium size industries but the absence of key and heavy industries 
was acutely felt. On account of our strategic position, we were v.ble to capture 
foreign markets for some of our manufactured goods as there was no competition 
from industrialised countries. 

During the post-war years on account of various reasons, almost all the conntries· 
have to covtrol foreign trade. The problem of foreign exchange has assumed un
precedented impor<ancc. In our opinion, the Government of India has failed to 
follow a co-ordin'•ted and consistent policy during this crucial period. The rroblom 
of promotion of export tra.do has received prvper attention only recently when the 
ad verRc balance of t ade has reached abnormal !eYe!. As regards import trade 
control, in our opinion, the chief drdwbacks of the policy_ and the ma~ncr in which 
it has been implemented have been that it has resulted m (l) Blockin~ of money 
and foreign cxcha.nae and thus tic,h.tenincr of the cotmtris finances, (2) Frittering · 
away of mluable 

0 
foreign cxch;ngc, a';',d {3) Affecting some of the indigenous 

iudustiies adver.;ely. 

Question 33.-To what extent have these changes affected the f~tndamental premises 
on which the recommendatio1UJ of the Indian Fiscal Oommissicm 1921-22 
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were based? Please illustrate your reply, with examples drawn from 
the trade or iudustries with which you may be concerned or about whirh 
you may posse.ss adequate k1wwledge. 

An.swer.-The fun.damental premise on which the r~conunendll .. tion~ of the 
Iudhn Fiscal Commission 1921-22 were based was that the indusu·iel dewlopment 
was not possible without stimulous of protectiYe duties. During the pe1·iod of war, 
a number of industries developed without the aid of prvt_9etion. But this pro~c
tion b.cks the assur~1.nce of permanence and fails to give the sense of security which 
arises from the deliber<>te adoption of the policy of prvtection, and this is what has 
happened in the post-war years. A number of indnstries haw approached the 
Gover11ment for gra.nt of protection and in our opinion, without n('cessr..ry assistance 
by way of prutection, it may be difficult for these industries to stand against the 
fordgn competition. 

Question 34.-ln the light of your analysis a1ul appreciation what is the relative impor
tance you would attach under pre.sent day couditions to governmenta 
measures for the promotion of our trade aud iudustry which may be 
broadly classified uuder the follmcing heads-

( a) Fiscal measures; 

(b} Non- fiscal measures? 

Answer.-Both the Fiscal as well as the Non-Fiscal measures are useful an.<l 
n,eces:;ary hut between the two, in our opinion, fiscal measures ar~ more important 
and effective as direct and immediate measures of assistance. The Non-fiscal 
measures which would indirectly help industrialization in the long run, should also 
d'~scr\~e due attention. 
Question 35.-W auld you indicate the extent to which an appro-priate tariff policy can 

further our foreign trade and assist in the development of our industries? 
A·n.swer.-ln our opinion, an appropriate tariff policy can further our foreign 

trade and assist in the deYelopment of our industries to an appreciable extent. 

Question 36.-What, in your judgment, should be the objectives of tariff policy in the 
.short period? 

Anstcer.-In our opinion in the shore period, the Objective of the tariff policY 
should be the m.tiuteu.nce of maximum employment of labour and natural resources 
by gr.>nt of effective protection to industries. 

Question .37.-The minority report of the Indian l!'iscal Commission 1921-22 expressed 
the view "that there should be an unqualified pronouncement that the 
fiscal policy best suited for India is protection". Do yQU agree with tltis? 

Answtr.-Yes. 

Q><estion .)8.-lf -so, what principles and conditions would you lay do-wn for regulating 
the grant of protection or assistancd 

Answe;.-In our opirri_on the onl.y g~ding fllctor in tlris regard should be 
wheth(;r 1t ~~ an tn.d~try of 1mpor~ance 1u v1ew of national defence, security or signi
ficant .m vtew of the employment of labour and utilization of the indigenous uw 
matcrtJ.ls. 

Q uP-stion .39.-;-W a-uld yo":, ~n th~ application .of t!te formula or principles, if any, CYr 

"' th~ A.dmm.stra.twn of the poltcy tn general, like special consideration 
or prtonty to be gwen f<J any particular classes of industry? If so, please 
name the classes. 

Answer.-Yes. 

(i} E:istin?.~ndustries; (ii} Iud~strics important from the view poir1t of defence 
a.n_d. ~cu~1ty? (ttt} Key and heavy mdustries; (iv) Industries of economic importance 
uhhzmg 1ndtgcnous r.tw materials and adding to the employment. 
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Questwn 40 .--Do you agree with the view that the grant of protectwn should not be 

confined ~ infant industries, but should be considered, if necessary even 
before an >ndustry is established or when proposals for its establishmenJ 
are under consideration? 

Answer.-Yes. 

Question 41.-(a) Please indieate your views on the various alternative methods of 
protection, e.g.-

(i) protective import duty ; 
(ii) bounty or subsidy ; 

(iii) system of pool prices, e.g., the .Uluminium price pool which was in force 
till recently ; 

(iv) quantitative restriction of imports based on a guaranteed market for at 
least a percentage of domestic production (when such quantitative restric
tions can be imposed without conflict with pre-existing agreements or 
commitments)? 

(b) which of these methods should be the normal method? 
(c) Would you like the appropriate method to be detetmined in each case on 

its merits? If so, what are the conditians you would like to bear in min<l 
in selecting the method of protection? 

Answer (a) and (b).-The normal method in our opinion should be imposition of 
protective import duty. In case of key and. capital goods industries, bounties would 
be an appropriate form of protection • 

. (c) Yes. The appropriate method should be determined in each case on. its 
merits. 

Question 42.--What should be the Government's policy and procedure where the 
situation .. calls for only safeguarding or anti-dumping measures, as dis
tinct from substantive protection, whether for small scale or large scale 
industriiJl!? 

Answer.-We suggest that there should be a clear cut division of the Fiscal 
Law in two parts and that the anti-dumping legislation should be sep<.rated from 
the specific question of substantive protection,. In such cases, immediate action 
should be taken straight-way under the orders of the Chairmnn of the Trade and 
Industrial Planning Commission so that the Industry may get necessary assistance 
before any harm is caused. An inquiry if necessary may be taken up later on.. 

Question 43.-(a) What place would you assign to export duties in the tariff system in 
the future? 

(b) W auld you aiWocate export control (by duties or otherwise) for the purposes 
of-

(i) safeguarding the domestic consumer against critieal shortuges 1 

(ii) conser1>ing domestic supplies of raw materials for utilization by domestic 
industries? 

Answer.-Export duties may be levied for the purposes mentioned in (b) (i) 
and ( ii) 1>8 well as in the cases where India has monopoly. 

Question 44.-What fiscal measures, if any, would' you recommend to enable an 
established industry to maintain its exports? 

Answer.-One of the main handicaps to our export trade to-day is the price 
factor because prices of some of our main exportable commodiLies arc out o~ Iutey
n.ational pa.rity. In our opinion, such fiscal measures should be adopted whwh will 
rower the cost of production. This can be done by abolishing the import duties on 

18 M. of llom. 
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raw materials used by the industries. Reduction in Internal transport. rates fn.m 
the interior to the Ports will also be helpful. Sales-tsx should not be Imposed on 
articles of exports. 

In addition, measures which would ~p~rise onr products in ~· foreign 
countries by means of advertisements, exhibitions and propaganda carried out by 
the Trade Commissioner who may also supply the inform•t!on regarding the trends 
of the market, the tastes and requirements of the people, wJ!l be also helpful to the 
manufacturers. 

Question 15.-Have 11"" any comments on tl1e method by which tile Tariff Board at 
present.Ji'xes the quantum of protection (the method of comparing the fair 
seUing price of the domestic prodw;t with tl.e landed coBt of the imported 
prodw;t)? 

An.swer.-ln our opinion the method is not sc.tisfactory. It is very difficult to 
obtsin the correct data regarding prices from thn fvreign concerns. The experiences 
of the inter-...-u· periods h2.ve shown us that ti.e theory of compaz2.tive costs no 
longer holds the field in these matters. 

As regards internal prices, the question may arise whether a specific item should 
De considered in the cost dsta. Thus the industries will have to undergo heavy ex
penses for the purpose of housing. The tariff Board may not tske these expel\ditnres 
in calculating the price. Thus there may be unsnrmountsble difficulties. 

We suggest that the quantum of protectiol\ should be decided by consideration 
of reasonable profit which would keep the marginal umt of productiol\ in work. 

Question 46 .-'Would you recommend uariatiO'fUJ in duties to meet variat"iomi in import 
· costs? 

AMWU~Yes. 

Question 47.-Where protection is to be given by tari,ffs, what are the Clm8iderations 
which you think should govern the choice between the mrirJUs alternatiue 
farm$ of ducy such CI8 specific, ad valornm, C0'111girJUnd et.:. t 

Answer.-In our view the alternative form of duties should be applied with 
due consideration of the peculiarities of the product. 

Question 48.-Wkat do you think of the utility and practkability of tariff gtwta•'l 

Answer.->ye believe that tariff quotas as effective measure of protection, has 
I\Ot much praeticd value because by under-selling the foreign concerl\8 may cau~e 
injury to the indigenous industries. • 

Question 49.-Would you like a minimum tJr a mazimum duration to be laid down for 
protective measures? 

\ 

Answer.-:-I'!--o~ opini~n ~_definite period of protectiol\ should be laid down 
by the Comnuss10n m each mdividual case which should be re-examined at the end 
·of such period if deemed 1\Ccessary. 

Qu~ /il.-Having regard to:-
(a) the future 81ru4ure of our jtJreign trade: 

(b) the. anticipations reklting to the oourse of international trade (under
ly•ng the I!avana Oharter em Trade and Employmem) ; and 

(c) the broad lines of our Industrial policy as laid down in the statement of 
the 6tl1 April 1948, 

would. you aUempt a formulation of the objectives of our long'term jiacal 
polu;y1 
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A.nswer.-In our opinion., some of the important objectives of our fiscal policy 
sh,uH be:-

(1) National self-sufficiency in all possible spheres of life by protecting 
industries of r.ntion.al importance. 

(2) Mca.suxes should J:.e z.dopted which will inorease our bargaining power 
in the international trade. 

(3) ~o-ordh:ated development of large scale, small-scale an.d cottage 
mdustries should be encouraged . 

. (4) Effective measures should be taken to encourage our export trade. 

Question 52.-In order to facilitate the objectit>es of our fiscal policy, do ymt think it 
.would be necessanJ for Government or quasi-Government institutions to 

· participate ,:n foreign trade, (:.) in the short period and (b) in the long 
run? 

Answer.-No. 

QueJtion 53.-If your answer to the above quest-ion is in the affirmative, what form of 
.Government or quasi-Government organisation would yOIU recommend? 
What would be the limits to their activities, and what conditions, if any, 
would you impose on their f7Lnctions? 

.Answer.-The question does not P~rise. 

SECTJON E 

Non-fiscal measures for the promotion of Trade and Industry 

Question 54.-The Indian Fiscal, Commission of 1921-22 suggested several "supple
men!anJ measures" as an aid to the tariff policy which they had r<com
mended. Would you enumerate the non-fiscal, measures that Government 
should now adopt in furtherance of any approved fiscal policy both (a) in 
the short period and (b) in the long Friod? 

.Answer.-The Tariff policy may not be adequate to achieve full employment of 
productive and labour resources of the country, and hence supplementary measures 
would be necessary as an aid to tariff policy and we suggest the following for the 
consideration of the Commission:-=-

(!) Technical education.-The present education system needs a thorough 
overhauL Technical institutions of all grades should be started 
all over the country, 

(2) Proper and co-ordinated development of transport accompanied by 
a rationalised freight structure. . 

(3) Efficient marketing organisation in all the parts of the country. 
(4) Sound and extensive banking facility in all parts of the country. 
(5) Efficient system of commercial and industrial intelligence. 

Question 55-In particular, have you any special suggestion to make as to how 
Government could facilitate-

(a) the supply of essential industrial raw materials, where these are net readily 
available in the country; 

(b) the supply of essential plant and machinery; 
(c) the supply of clwap fuel or power; 
I( d) the provision of cheap, adequate and quick transport both for the move

ment of raw and semi-processed materials and their finished products, 
made available under a Scheme or rationali2ed freiglU-structure ; 
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(e) the supply of technWal personnel of different grades; 
(f) the supply of technical informationa bout indUiltrial metlwds and processes ; 
(g) the supply of indWltrial finance, both for Ulle as blodc and as working 

capital? 

Answers (a) and (b).-As regards supplr of e.ss<:ntial ind~st~ial raw materials• 
plants and machlnery, Government should g.ve p~Ionty to th~Ir rmports ove~ oth~r 
non-essential luxury goods. As a long term J?Olicy, productiOn of such t~gs m 
India should be actively encouraged. These Items should be placed under!<Open 
General licence and no duties should be levied on them. 

(c) Cheap fuel and power will help to reduce the c<;>st of production. As such, 
we suggest that the Government should take immediate steps to develop hydro
electric and thermal energy grids at suitable places. 

(d) There is still much scope for improvement in transport situation.~We 
are of the opinion that the improvement and rapid develo~ment of railways:·~nd 
construction of roads will be of great help to the trade and mdustry. The freight 
structure of the railway system should be revised on a rationalised basis. 

(e) The Government can help the Industry by establishing technical schools, 
colleges and Research Institutions. 

(f) Supply of technical information regarding industrial matters and processes 
will be of great help to the industrialists as well as the workers, and same should be 
furnished by means of exhibitions, cinemas,. lectures and such other ways. 

(g) The Government has established the Industrial Finance Corporation. It 
will .now enable the industries whether well established or newly established to obtain 
financial assistance. We are of the opinion that a single institution will not be able 
to cater the full needs of the whole country. We suggest that similar institutions 
on provincial basis should also be ests blished. 

Question 56.-How and to what extent could the trade and indWltry co-operate with 
Government .in the provision of 8'11Ch facilities? · 

Question 57 .-Do you think any special iypes of organisation would be necessary 
(a) to secure this co-operation betu:een indWltry and trade and (b) to provide 
for the orderly supply of the facilities enumerated in Q. 55 or for the supz;ly 
of such other facilities as may be considered necessary? 

Answer.-A Committee of the Trade and Industrial Planning Commission con
stituted on the lines of the present Central Advisory Council for Industries mtn 
representatives of different industries will, we hope, serve the purpose. 

SECTION F 

Fiscal polic?f in relation to Commonwealth Preferences 

Question 58.-Wh!'t are !J.OUr general views .on. the subject of imperial P'eference
parlte'ularly tn the l2ght of the z;nnctples underlying the General Agreement 
on Tariffs and Trade and the Havana Charter on world Trade and 
Emz;loyment? 

Answer.-We do not favour continuation of Imperial Preferences as such but 
~ould how~ver prefer trade agreements on bilateral basis with any country includ
mg countries of commonwealth on a reciprocal and mutually advantageous basis. 
Question 59.-The Indian Fiscal Commission of 1921-22 recommended that if the 

policy of. lmperi;;;.l :t:reference was adopted on the lines indicated in their 
Rq:.ort, •to al':fllCatlOn should be 'overned by the follcwing z;rinciples:

(a) that no pr~ference 8hould be g•anted on any article witlwut the approval 
of the LegtSlature; 
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'(b) that no preference given in any way slwuld diminish the protection 
required by Indian industries; 

(c) that preference should not involve on balance any appreciabk economic 
loss to India. 

On the asBUmption that the Scheme of Imperial Preference is continued, would 
you consider the abo.e principlP.s adequate? If not, would you formulate 
a comprehensive set of principks that may be applicabk to the circum· 
stances of the present? 

Answer.-In our opinion the principies are adequate. 
Question 60.-Would you make a broad analysis of the effects of the preferences granted 

and received by India and U.K. respectively under the Indo-British 
Trade Agreement of 1939, as modified by the provisions of the General 
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade under the following heads; 

(a) Expansion of trade; (b) Customs revenues; (c) Priu kvels of preferred 
commodities? 

Questi{)n 61.-Pkase attempt a similar analysis in respect of the trade between India 
on the one hand and the other Commonwealth countries and the British 
cownies on the other. -

·Question 62.-In what directi{)n and to what extent do you think the preferences on 
imports into India have affected the burden on the Indian conaumer? 
Gould you attempt a quantitative assessment with reference to some 
major :preferred imports? 

Question 63.-Is it possibk to make a sim«ar estimate of the extent to whwh our e.-r;ports 
have expanded as a result of the preferences received by us in the U.K., 
the Dominions and the other British Territories? 

Answer.-In view of the disturbed condition of trade during the War period 
and thereafter it is not possible to assess the effects of the preferences received by 
us in the U.K., the Dominions and the other British territories. 

Question 64.-Apart from the economic advantages that may be derived from these 
mutual preferences, do you think that they confer any bargaining strength 
on India vis-a-vis (a) the United Kindgdom and other commonwealth 
countries and (b) non-commonwealth countries? If so, pkase illus
trate your answer with some exampks. 

A nswer.-In our opinion, these preferences do not confer any bargaining strength 
on India. -
Question 65.-(i) In the light of your replies to the above questions, would you formulate 

your views on the desirability of continuing the existing system of prefer
ences between (a) India and the United Kingdom; (b) India and the other 
Dominions, and (c) India and tht other British territories? 
(ii) if you are not in favour of continuing the existing system, what 
mJd\fications would you suggest? · 

Answer.-ln our opinion, our policy in this regard should be to have trade 
relations on reciprocal and mutually advantageous basis with any. country of the 
World. The existing system of preferences between the countries mentioned above 
may net Jbe continued nuless they satisfy .the conditions referred to in Question 59. 

SECTION G 
Treatment and obligations of protected and assisted industries 

Question 66.-(a) Do you consider that industries receiving protection or assistance 
from Government owe a special obligatwn to the rest of the community 
as regards the manner in which they render their servicP,a? 
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(b) If so, please state your views as to these oiJligation.< under the fo71owi'ng 
hemk: 

(i) price policy awl price structure; (ii) wages awl cowiitiana of laiiaur; 
(iii) adoption of technological improvements; (iv) initiation of research 
in the technU]ue of production ami distribution; (v) training of apprentices 
and Government scholars ami stipendiaries; (vi) control over fhe distri· 
b'lttl'on of the product'! of portecred iwiuslri'!$ in certain conJingencie&. 

Answer.-rhe whole object of giving protection is t~ enable the in~ustry too 
build itself on sound economic foundation and to enable .1t to stand fore1gn cam
petition. During the period of protection, the community h~s ~o bear. certain 
burden, and therefore in our opinion industry does owe an oblig~t10n to nnpr'?ve 
the quality, to lower the cost of production and increase the quant1ty of product10n 
within a reasonable pe1"i~. 

{b) (i) Protected !ndustri~ ~hould maintain economic price~ and endeavour 
to reduce the cost of production. 

(ii) In our opinion, reasonable wages should be pai~ to labour in protected 
industries takinrr into consideration (1) capacity of the mdustry to pay {2) the 
cost of living in~ the locality (3) wages in similsr occupatiolll' (4) productivity of 
labour, etc. 

(iii) and (iv) The adoption of technological improvement "":d initiation of 
research are measures which will be of benefit to the industry. The mdustry should 
encourage such measUres. 

{v) The protected industries should train apprentices and scholars and stipen
cliaries, if required by the Government. 

(vi) As regards control over distribution, we are of emphatic opinion that the 
protected industries should not be placed on a different footing as compared with 
other industries. It may be added that the experience in the past of the controlled 
distribution is very disheartening and so we do not favour repetition of such 
controls. 
Question 67.-(a) Is it r.ece.sary to stipulate that no protected ar assisted industry 

slwuld engage in any restrictive practice in respect of {i) production 
(ii) distribution or (iii) prices? 

(b) What gweral principles w011ld you suggest to reguklte the right of associa,. 
tion or ccmbination of the differenJ units in a protected or assistEd 
industry? 

Answer.-(a) Yes. 

(b) The formation of association or combination should be encouraged so long 
as sue~ a~ ""'!ociation is formed wit? a view to enforce better methods of-production 
and clistnbut10n of product, to attam large scale economies and for efficient market
ing. But in case such an association indulges in restrictive practices the 
Government should intervene. ' 

Question 68.-Would you kly down any conditions ngarding the financial structure 
of the Industries receiting protection? 

A mwer .-In our opinion, no such conditions are necessary. 
Question 69.:--(a) Are you satisfied with the preBfnJ arrangements for the standard• • 

:zatwn a~ central of the quality of industrial products? In particulan-, 
de you thlllk that any spEcial arra1!gements for the control of quality of 
the :Products of protected ami assist<d iwiustries- are necessary? 

(b) If so, would y011 im:fose this duty an the protected ar assisted iwiustries 
throngh 81JCh spEcial arganizations as they may set up with the appro~al 
o.J Gove?'ment or would you &et up any special institutions outside these 
1ndustrus? 
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(c) W~ in y~r v!ew_should be the atructure and funr;tions of auch organi
satwn.s or •natdutlona? Should they be profeasionally expert bodi<B or 
be composed of rejJresentatires of d·ifferent intereata concerned? 

An.swer.-'Ye ~re in general agreement with the work done by the Indian 
Standards Ins~Itutu:n a.nd are of the opinion that the Institute should work in 
close co-operatiOn w~th ~he proposed Trade and Industrial Planning Commission. 
As regards standardizatiOn, we believe that as large number of varieties of cloth 
are prod~ced to meet the demand of varying taste it will not be practicable to 
standardize the products of cotton textile industry. 

Question 70.-Do you think that the obligations should be embodied in the relevant 
statut"'! dealing with protected or assisted industries or be left to be 
'f!rE~c~ihed by the tariff-making machinery on an ad hoc basi.s, in each 
•ndw•dual Ca.'le of an industry seeking protection or assistance 1 

~nswer.-It should be left to the tariff-making machinery to prescribe such 
machinery on an ad hoc basis, in each individual case. · 

Question 71.-(a) Do you consider that any apecial ;rominiatrative machinery is neceasary 
to ensure that these obligations of protected and assisted industries are 
duly dischargfd? If ao, what form of administratit" machinery would 
you B?Jggest? 

Answer.-In our opinion, the function should be entrusted to a special wing 
of the tariff-making machinery. 

SECTION H 

Organisation, M sthods and Procedure 

QuesUon 72.-Jn the light of '!jOUr repliea do ~o-u consider that the existing adminis
trative organisations will be adequate to deal with the 'frob/ems of imple
mentation t~at may aris' out of Gmernment's ac«ptanee of a comprf
hen.sive policy as regards (i) fiscal meaB?Jres and (ii) non-fiscal meaB?Jrea? 

.Anawer.-The problem of planned industrialisation will be of great impor
tance in the coming years and it will be necessary to co-ordinate the policies of 
the different Government Departments. It appears that the existing administra-_ 
tive organisations may not be adequate. It therefore appears that it will be 
necessary to reconstitute them. 

Question 73.-lf not what organisational charge. would you propose in the existing 
machinery or Goternment dealing with these subjtcts? 

Question 74.-(a) It has ban suggested that it might be necessary to set up one co'!'
prehe.nsive organisation (partaking of the nature of a Trade and Industn.al 
Planni'llg Commission) subdivided _into suitable Brane.hes to <!'al w;th 
the Planning and execution of t-an0us meaB?Jres, relat•ng to (1) tariffs 
(ii) other fiscal measur<s, and (iii) non-fiscal mfasures, etc. Do you. 
agree with thia vi<w? 

(b) If so, would you indicate the type or organisational chart that you Tuwe 
in mind? 

Question 75.-(a) Alternatively, would you prefer a series of &pecialiSfd organuation11 
dealing with these particular B?Jbjects? . 

(b) If so, how would you corelate the functions of these administrative organi-
sationa? · 
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Questwn 76.-.A s a further al~enwti~~ u-ould _you fawur only. one Technical O~gani
sation dealing unth Tariffs, lf.attng the other sub~ects to be dealt wtth by 
the different Ministries concerned more or less >1l the manner followEd 
at presmt? 

.Answer.-In our opinion, one comprehensive organisation such as the Trade 
and Industrial Planning Commission constituted (particulars as follows) would serve 
the purpose:-

The Commission may be sub-divided into suitable Branches dealing with 
protection, licensing of new Industries and such other problems. 

The membership of the Commission may be confined to a small number, say 
12. The Chairman of the Commission and one-third members may be nominated 
by the President of the Indian Union, while the rest of the members may be appoint
ed by the President by and with the advice of the Parliament. The Commission 
should have powers to take up Advisors and Assessors for particular investigation.. 
It may be aided by a permanent Secretary and adequate staff to maintain conti. 
nuous information and statistical data for investigation work. 

The Chairman of the Commission may be entrusted with the work of allocation 
and co-ordination of the duties among the members and he should function some-
what like a Chief Justice of a High Court. · 

Keeping in view the importance and magnitude of the work to be entrusted 
to the Commission, the terms, the status, emoluments and the period of appoint
ment of the members of the Commission should be placed on equal footing with the 
Judges of the Federal Court, so that the best men in the country may be appointed 
on it and it can be really independent of the executive. 

As regards protection, the cases of minor importance may be assigned to a 
single member who may dispose of the same like a Court of Summary Jurisdiction. 
In important cases the Chairman may entrust the work to a Committee of three 
members. 

Question 77.-What<ver may be the structure of the Planning and co-ordinatwn 
machinery that you may fatour, do you agree that a specialised organi
sation for tariff purposes is esswtial to the implementatwn of a scientific 
tariff policy? 

Answer.-We feel that a specialised organisation for tariff purposes is essential 
to the implementation of a scjentific tariff policy. 

Question 78.-lf so,_w'?"ld you agree with the rec?mmendotions of the Indian Fiscal 
Comm!SS>on of 1921-22 that the Tariff Board or th< Tariff Commission 
sluzuld be-

( a) a permanent body of high standing, 

(b) Consisting of m~mbers wha are of high ~ility, integrity and impartiality 
--preferably With a knnwledge of economics and a practical acquaintance 
with business affairs? 

(Paragraphs 302, 309-Ghapter XVJI). 
B ave you got any other ~iews on the status and strocture of an appro
priate Tariff Board or Commission? 

Answer.-( a) Yes. 

(b) Yes. 

For status and structure, refer answer to Question No. 76. 
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Que,'ion 79.-Wflat in your tiew, are the appropriate function-• of a Tariff Bo t•l? 

Do 1;ou agree with the recommendaticn8 of the Indian Fiscal Commission 
of 1921. ?2 on thi;, subject? (Paragraph 306, Chapter XV II). 

Answer.-In our view, function of the Commission should not be limited to 
protection but should extend to other correlated. measures as is done iu the U.S.A. 
and Australia. To elucidate, the followinu may be the additional functions of a 
~'ariff Board:- ~ 

I. Administration of custom law as in U.S.A. and Australia. 
2. Incidence and effects of revenue duties upon the industrial structure 

of the country. 
3. Schemes of bilateral agreement should be referred to the Tariff Board 

for opinion. 
4. It should make continuous s•udy of data regarding trade, prices, pro· 

duction etc. of each protected industry. 

Question 80.-Do you consider that the existing function8 of the present Indian Tariff 
Board as laid down in Goternment of India Resoluti0n8 of November 3, 
1945, November 26, 1947, and August 6, 1.948 (summarised in the note 
to Section P) are adequatf.? If not, what change<J would you sugge<Jt? 

An8Wer.-In our opinion, the existing functions of the Tariff Board are to a 
large extent adequate. Some changes as discussed above should be m~de when 
the Trade and Industry Planning Commission has been formed. 
Que<Jtion 81.-(a) Do you consider that the present structure and organisation of the 

Tariff Board, are 'adequate? if not, what changes would you suggest! 

(b) If not, what structural or organisational char.ge<J would you J'TOpose? 

An8wer.-Please refer to the answer to question 76. 

Question 82.-Do you think that the present pr•Jcedure under which an Industr1j's 
fitness for protection is considered only on application by thai indU<Jtry 
is sound? If not, how would you like it to be modified? 

Answer.-In our opinion, the normal procedure should be that fitness for pro. 
tection may be considered on application by the industry. The President of the 
Trade and Industry Planning Commission should also be given powers to initiate 
inquiries in deserving cases. 

QUe<Jtion 83.-In any case, should the present proudure be modified so far as small 
and unorganised indU<Jtrie<J are conurned? If so, in what direction! 

Answer.-As regards small and nnorganised industries, a single member of the 
Tariff Board ma.y hold summary inquiry on receiving applications from a speoifiod. 
number of manufacturers, or may be given powers to initiate such inquirie3. 

Question 84.-Where the procedure provides for an application for protection, should 
the application be addre<Jsed to Grn;ernment or to the Tariff Board? 

An8Wer.-The application for protection should be addresse:i to the Trade and 
Industries Planning Commission. 

(}uestion 85.-What modificdtion8 would you suggest in thf. present procedure to make 
it more expeditious? 

Answer.-In our opinion, when the application for protection is addressed to 
the Trade and Industry Planning Commission directly and it is empowered to 
investigate whether there is a prima facie case for protection, considerable time 
would be saved. The decision of the Board should be communicated to the 
President of the Indian Union for approval. If the President disagrees, the entire 
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question may be re-examined by another committee or the <;Jommission whos_e
decision should be finaL If this procedure is adopted the work Will be more expedi,_ 
tious. 

QueEtion 86.-Have you any improvements to suggest in the T_ariff B_oard's present 
working methods (induding the procedure for puhltc heartngs}? 

A"""'er.-It may be mentioned that certain information to be submitted ~o 
the Tariff Board which, in the interest nf the parties concerned, should not be dis
closed should be kept secret and discussed in camera. 

Question 87.-Do you consider that the Tariff Board's rEcommendations .•houW. 
normally be accepted by Goverr.ment and impkmented by it? 

A1!8tVer.-Yes. 

Questio7! 88.-(a) Having regard to the nature of the duties and funriions entrustea 
to the Tariff Board, do you consider that il shoUW. be placed on a .•tatutory 
basis? 

(b) If so, should the statute lay down only the composition and functions of 
the. Tariff Board or also i1iclude the general principks governing tariff 
policy, the general procedure to be foUmved in tariff enquiries and the 
manner of enforcement of the obligations cf protected or assisted 
industries? 

(c) To what extent wmdd such statutory prot'ision& militate against 
flexibility? How could the possibk risk of rigidity in procedure and 
admini.stration implicit in statutory p>O?;isions, (Jc either eliminated or 
reduced? 

.A1!81Ctr.-(a) Yes. 

(J>t rfhe statute should lay down the composition, and functions 
of the Industrial Planning Commission as well as the general principLs. 
governing tariff and the enquiries. 

(c) The provisions should be made broad enqugh to evade theo 
possibility of rigidity. The Chairman may be given powers to make
minor c1anges in the working of the Commission in consultation with the 
President of the Union. 

PART II 

Fiscal Policy in relation to Havana Charter on Trade and Employment and the Genua~ 
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. 

The Havana Charter on Trade and Employment which among other things aims 
at promotion and expansion of international trade by removing restrictions thereoru 
was signed by 53 nations including India at Havana on March 24th 1948. The posi
tion at present is that the signatory countries may accept the Charter as a whole or· 
reject it and 110 amendments can be suggested at the present etage. It would thus 
be observed t?at w~ ~ave to assess the advantages and disadvantages of the Char
ter as a whole m demdlng upon our course of action. 

It may be mentioned that, India is yet an under-developed country and still 
be~g in a form_ative state it 1s not possible to judge the.nature and extent of state-
8.SB1etance reqwred to develop our industries. .The Charter has specific provisions. 
in these regar~s and it is therefore apprehended that the acceptance of the Chartel" 
m~y not pernut !he grant of n_ecessary assistance to our industries-new and existing 
-:-~ every _case. Thus the disadvantages of the obligations under the L 'i'. 0. are
distinct while advantages from freer trade are doubtful. It may also be .ldded 
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that the development of industries and internal trade are more important to this·· 
cdountry than foreign trade. In view of these facts my Committee are unable to · 
a vocate t'fi t' f 
t . ra ' ca lOU o the Charter and do not feel called upon to reply to the Quos-
IOns 89 to 98. 

£ to As regar~ G. A. T. T. the Government spokesman ·has stated that the guiding 
ac rs taken mto consideration while granting tariff concessions were :-

(1) The. conce.;sions should not relate to 'products whlch were protected or in 
respect of Wh1c!; cla1ms for protection were likely to be made during the next three· 
years, and 

(2) The concessions should not result in excessive loss of revenue. 

~'! .this com:'ection, Government may not have the information regarding th<1' 
poss1bility of an mdustry approachlng for protection during the next three yearrf 
and they may grant concessions to other countries whlch may have prejudicial effect 
on such industries. We have therEfore to submit that before entering into new 
agreements the Government should ask for the opiuion of the Chambers of Com
merce regarding the possible ~ffects of such measures. 

As regards the tariff concessions already granted, it may he stated that economic 
and political changes of vast magnitude have taken place thereafter. The pattern 
of India's foreign trade is rapidly changing. As such, my committee are of opiuion 
that the entire question of tariff concessions should he reviewed at the end of 1950 in 
the light of new circumstances. · 

Memoran4um on .Pre~~ent ['rqblems of the Qotton Te:r:tile lndu&try 

A study of the commercial and economic history of India will reveal the fact. 
that the cotton textile industry of the country has flourished and developo.d inspite
of considerable_ odds and hitter competition. The last World War had a beneficial! 
influence on the industry enabling it to recover from the shocks of the depression that 
preceded the war. The War period also provided some prosperity which engen
dered hopes for further progress hut this war-time prosperity proved a temporary 
spell and the outlook has once again become gloomy. At present the industry is 
passing through a critical period and if immediate remedial measures are not adoptedi 
by the Government there is every possibility for further deterioration from whlch it. 
may prove difficult to retrieve the position. 

This background will enable the Commission to appraise and appreciate the 
difficulties- encountered by the industry. 

The first important problem is of the replacement and rehabilitation of the in
dustry. The industry has considerably over-strained itself during war and the post
war period in its efforts to meet the defence requirements and to relieve the shortage 
of cloth in the country. This has resulted in heavy wear and tear of the machlnery 
and plant. Its equipment is therefore in urgent need of replacement and renewals. 
Besides the industry has plans, for expansion and modernisation. During recent 
years in foreign countries, there has beon considerable progress in textile technology. 
In order therefore that the Indian industry should maintain its position in the world 
competition,it must carry out the recent improvements in processing and manufacture. 
and produce cloth of a quality which 'vould stand foreign competition. 

For _these purposes, the requirements of the industry are two-fold : 

(i} Adequate imports of essential and up to date machlnery, and 

(iij Adequate reserve fuude to provide for replacements. 

First we shall deal with the question of fuuds required by the in•lmtry for tlie
purpose. The total requirement of the industry can be estimated at about 79 crores. 
As against this, fuuds at present available to the :UUOedabad industry are about 7 
crores. It will be observed that these ftmds are far madequate for the needs. These' 
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'funds are built from depreciation an~ other reserves .. Under the present law and 
practice depreciation allowed and wntten off by the mdustry wor~<S ou~ at about 
4 per cent. of the block capital. This allowance. ~as been recently hbe~alised. by the 

·Government by certain concessions such as add1t10nal allowance for tnple shift wor. 
king. But we doubt whether these concessions will assist the industry to accumula. 
te. necessary reserves to meet the replacement cost and charges of_re~ewals wi~hin a 
stipulated period. This is because there has been a phenomenal nse m tl~e prwes of 
machinery and plant over the pre-war levels. T~e Government of India have re
eognised that the difficulty is real and the concesSI_ons allowed by them ~ere among 
the measures to enable the industry to meet the difficulty. The followmg passages 

'from the Finance l\Iinister's Budget Speech delivered on 28th February 1949 will 
!illustrate the point :-

" Replacement costs are also higher, and there have been complaints that the 
calculation of depreciation allowance for purposes of taxation on tho origi. 
nal cost of the asset involves great hardship. It has been suggested that 
industries should be allowed to revalue their existing fixed assets at the 
present day prices so that future depreciation allowance may be given on 
the basis of the revaluation. The Government of India considered this 
problem in all its aspects last October and came to the conclusion that 
while the difficulty complained of was real the solution proposed was not 

'practicable. It would give no assistance to those who have immediately 
to replace their worn-out assets and there was no point in giving a 
concession to others who, at some future date, may not be required to pay 
the high prices now prevailing. It was, however, realised that some 
relief should be given to those who were prepared to renew and re-equip 
their capital assets immediately, in spite of the prevailing high costs. It 
was decided that for all new plant and machinery installed during the 
five years from the 1st April, 1948, depreciation allowance at double the 
ordinary rate will be allowed. It has also been decided that if by 1st 
April 1953 there is a drop in the general level of prices, the different 
between the written down value of the assets and the corresponding 
value at the reduced price will be allowed as an additional deprecia
tion allowance. For existing plant and machinery it has been decided 
to grant extra depreciation allowance for increased wear and tear if 
triple shifts are worked. I trust that .these concessions will go a long 
way in meeting the complaints of industry in this matter. " 

The Indian Tariff Board in their Report on Cotton Yarn and Cloth Prices (1948) 
:have also admitted and endorsed the view :-

" It is true th~t in periods of stable or falling prices as well as in times of slow 
technological changes, the cost of replacement will, as a rule, be about the 
same as or less than the original cost of the block. In such cases the 
cost ?f r?placeme~! sho"!d be met out of the normal depreciation Fund. 
But ~ ~rmes of nsmg prwes replacement will involve a higher cost than 
the 0~1gmal value of the block. Lil<ewise, during a period of rapid tech
nological changes, replacement cost will be hiuher for at such a time re
r,lacement is ,!'ot merely the !nstalling of an°ide~tical plant but involves 

. betterment as well_, that lS the use of an improved and perhaps a 
bigger plan~ ....... While th~ ':'ormal depreciation fund should contribute 
towards wntmg down the ar~g~al cost of the block, special reserves would 
b_e necessary to meet the higher cost of replacomont du3 to infla. 
tionary prices and betterment of the plant. " 

. _In this context i~ is rele~an~ to refer to practice prevailing in England. There the 
BntJsh <?overnment lS contr~butmg 20 per cent. towards capital cost of replacement 
of machinery of the textile industry, as a measure of financial aid to stimulat<> th~ 
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dev~lopment of the industry besides allowing the depreciation on the existing plant. 
at Its replacement value . 

. I~ will be observed that it is essential for the industry to build up adequate dep· 
re.m":t10n fun~s and other reserves in order to meet the actual cost of replacement 
Withm the stipulated period. For this purpose, it is necessary that depreciation· 
should be allowed to be calculated at the full existing replacement value of the as
sets. 

No;v, we shall examine the question of imports of machinery and plant required' 
by the mdustry. Duri g the whole war a strict Import Control operated and imports 
o~ h~avy plant and machinery were practically uil. Even after the War, import res
tnctlons have continued; the result is that the import of textile machinery has bean 
very small. Although considerable capital goods have been imported during the 
year 1948, tel<tile machinery formed only a small percentage of the imports. The 
reasons are quite obvious. The Import Policy of Government is subject to frequent 
revision and changes. Imports of machinery and heavy plant require long-term 
planning and programme. Frequent changes upset such programme which resuits. 
in restricted imports of machinery. To cite an instance, recently the import 
of Ring Frames has been t0tally stopped all of a sudden. It is difficult for the indus
try to arrange and adjust its programme when such sudden changes are made. It is 
therefore necessary that in order that the industry can import its full requirements, 
textile machinery and plant should be exempted frqm Import Control and should be· 
allowed free import. 

In this connection it will not be out of place to mention that tho industry is. 
consuming large quantities of imported chemi~als and other stores. In order to. 
ensure smooth flow and supply of such matenals they should also be allowed. 
free import. 

New important problem of the industry is the increased manufacturing cost. 
The principal elements that constitute manufacturing cost are : 

(i) Cost of raw materials and stores and 

(ii) Labour cost. 

Before we attempt any broad analysis of these factors, it is relevant to remark 
that the manufacturing cost has risen so considerably that the Indian Textile goods, 
have lost its place in the world market. A comparision with the pre-war prices will 
indicate that the present prices have risen three to four times. The problem has. 
therefore become one of great embarrassment to the industry. 

The prices of all raw materials and stores consumed by the industry have con
siderablv gone up owing to the inflationary conditions rampant during the last War· 
and pre:Valent thereafter. To add to this there are substantial import duties levied 
by Government on imported raw materials and stores consumed b:f the ind~~ry. 
There is an imp"rt duty of -/2/- annas per lb. on raw cotton. ThiS centre IS =· 
porting 50 per cent of its requirement of cotton from abroad. The result is that 
a heavy burden i~ im)/osed on t~e ~dustry which adds to the '?'annfacturing cost .. 
Further the industry IS consumrng rmported stores and matenals worth crores of 
rupees. There is an import duty of 5 per cent and in some cases 10 per cent on all 
such imported articles. Tex~ile mac"!n~ry is imported from abroad an~ is ~o 
subject to a similar duty a':'d "?' our owruon the ?urden on ~he man~aeturmg c'?st IS· 

all the more increased consrderrng the infl.ated pnces o~ forergn mac~ery. It will be
appreciated that all snch duties on essential raw m~tenals and stores rmpose a heavy
burden and considerably add to the manufacturmg cost. 
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In this connection it may be mentioned that the Government had given ar: as
<surance when the lmp~rt Duty on cotton was first levied that it Will b~ r~nmdable 
oin case of goods which are exported. This assurance has not matenalised even 
--upto this date. 

It is necessary that the Import Duty on stores and raw materials should be 
, removed so that the manufacturing cost can be brought down to reasonable levele. 

There is another aspect of the problem which deserves mention. This Centre is 
. an inland town and as a result suffers a variety of disadvantages. It has to pay heavy 
· freirrht charges for imported raw materials and stores. It is therefore necessary that 
. this" centre should be allowed conce,.ional or special freight charges, so that. the 
manufacturing cost may go down and the centre can maintain its position vi&-a-vi.s 

. other centres. In this connection the question of cotton freight from Bombay to 
Ahmedabad deserves mention. Special freight rates were available for bringing 

·foreign cotton from Bombay to Ahmedaharl. The rate in January 1938 was Rs. 
-/8/6. As a result of an agreement arrived at With the B. B. and C. I. Railway the 

-rate was fixed at Rs. -/9-'8 for a period of three years and from 1st April1941 it 
was raised at Rs. -/l0/6. The latter enhancement WM agreed to as an emergency war 
measure. The agreement provided for negotiations to revert to the rate of Rs. 
-/9/8. after the cessation of the War. In complete disregard of this agreement the 
railway has raised the rates to Rs. -/12/7 from the 1st of April 1947. In spite of 
prote•t the rates have not been revised and restored as was agreed to. It is therefore 
necessary that the origin~tlrate of Rs. -/9/8 should be reverted to at an early date. 

"' 
Now we shall deal With the question of labour cost. During the recent years 

-both Central and Provincial Governments. have adopted and introduced schemes and 
measures of labour welfare. The working hours have been reduced. Besides, 
minimum wage has been established and wages standardised. 'rhe effect has been 
a general increase in wage bill.· Provision bas been made for holidays With pay to the 
industrial workers. The Workmen's state Insurance Act has imposed a further lia-

~ bility on the industry. The industry welcomes these measures which are calculated 
to improve the working conditions and living standard of the industrial labour. Ob
viously the cumulative effect of all such measures is that labour cost has consider
ably increased. It was anticipated that the welfare measures will also increase the 
productivity and efficiency of workers and thereby enable the indus.try to maintain 

·the level of manufacturing cost. But the expectations have been belied. On the 
.contrary, the workers have adopted go-slow tactics and loitering during working 
hours. Absenteeism has reached a record level. The result of all this is that the 
bnrdep. of laboUr cost has increased all the more and the manufacturing costs have 
stepped up. In this connection, it may be mentioned that. there ha• been a further 
increase in the labour cost by the Payment of high scale of Dearness Allowance and 
.ad-hoc bonuses. This centre is particularly hit in this behalf because it is paying 
.dearness allowance at the highest rate which has no precedent or parallel elsewhere. 

The remedy which, we trust, Commission will agree to reduce the manufacturing 
.cost which has considerably increased owing to labour cost is to introduce rationalisa
tion and other efficiency measures in the industry. Simultaneously it would be to 
-the benefit of the workers also. 

It m~y b_e pointe~ ou~ in t~s ~nnection that t~e cost of production pe.r nnit in 
·the Textile mdustry IS higher m thiS country than m others mainly due to the fact 
that more workers are employed here in a nnit than in the countries like U. K . 
. and U.S. A. To cite just one example, a spinner in England minds 912 spindles and 
.a doffer 1653 spindles as against 380 and 668 respectively here in India.- It is there
fore necessary th~t in order ~ a?just the cost ?f production and put the industry 
.on a sounder footing rationaliaation should be mtrodnced in all departments and 
,occupations. 
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~t this centro;. rationalisation was introduced to a small extent in the year 
-1.935 m so~e sectiOns of the industry by mutual agreement. Additional remunera-
-tion was giv~n to the workers who minded more machines. But during the subse-
quent years It has not progressed at all. The main factor responsible for thls was 
-the lack of sufficient response from labour. But the problem has now become 
very urgent and important with thP. reduction in the hours of work. It is 
the~efore n_ecessa.ry that the Gove=ent and the labour should co-operate with and 
-assist the mdustry for further introduction of rationalisation in the-industry and 
other efficiency measures in all occupations. . 

The above analysis will give a fair idea of ho\v the manufacturing cost has risen 
.and what remedies and steps are necessary to reduce the same. 

Before we finish up the question of cost we would like to refer to one or two points. 
'The manufacture prices of cotton textile is substantially high. In spite of this 
.additional burdens have been imposed by the Central and Provincial Gove=ents. 
'The Central Government have recently revived the Excise Duty on the cotton tex
tiles. It is levied at varying rates. The history of the fight of the industry against 
this during the British Rule is very well known. Its revival has no justification what
-soever. Government's argument "that it is necossary to replace the loss caused by 
the abolition of the salt Duty by developing such equally stable sources of revenue is 
no ground and the choic> of cloth for the purpose is not the least happy. Besides, 
it is a burden on the saleable value of cloth and will considerably hamper pro
gress particularly, in that sector of the industry which has specialised in the 
production of fine and superfine cloth which has been subjected to a heavy duty of 
25 per cent. 

Further there is imposition of sales tax by Provincial Government which has also 
-added to the saleable value of cloth. 

Another problem is the promotion of export trade of cotton textiles. During the 
last War owing to heavy requirements of defence services, export trade of thls com· 
modity had practically come to a stand-still. The continuance of export restrictions 
even after the war have severely affected the export trade of this commodity. Cotton 
piece-goods formed one of the most important commodities of the countries' e'>Port 
trade during the pre-war days. The present position is that there has been serious 

· decline in the export trade. The main factor responsible for thls is the disparity 
between the prices of home products and the foreign goods. It is therefore imper
.ative that the manufacturing cost should be reduced and the remedies and measure 
suggested for this purpose should be adopted by the Government. If the trade is to 
be promoted, it may be suggested that there should be no restrictions as such on 
export or otherwise. 

We would conclude now with a few observations on the problem of taxation which 
is common for all industries. The burden of taxation is really very heavy and has 
definitely impeded industrial development. Capital formation and private enter
prise are the essential requisities for industrial progress. The position will be there
fore that so long as the burden of taxation on industries is not reduced, necessary 
<>apital will not be forthcoming. _Besides, this burden has restricted the saving _capa
dty of the existing industries, With a result that they have not been able to build up 
sufficient reserves. 

Iu this context it may be mentioned that the question of a systematic revision 
of the entire taxation structure is long over-due and therefore it should be taken ?P 
at an early ·date. This will enable the Gov~rnment to afford the such-needed relief 
to the industry. 

These are some of the important problems of the textile industry in general and 
this centre in particular. 
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Memorandum on the ~Ueds of partition on Cotton Textile _Industry with particular 
reference to (a) Availability of Raw Material8, (b) Productwn and (c) Market for the 

finished products. 

It may be conceded that although the two dominions are constitutionally and 
politically divided and independent it will take some time before they can attain eco
nomic independence. It is in the mutual interest of both the countries if a harmonious 
economic policy is followed and healthy trade is carried on. India is favourably 
situated in industrial development while Pakistan's economy is predominantly ag
ricultural. India can cater Pakistan's needs of industrial products and manufac
tured goods while Pakistan can supply its surplus of food and non-food crops. In 
this light we can examine and analyse the effects of partition on the cotton t.extile 
industry of India under the following heads :-

(a) Availability of Raw materia[., : 

During the pre-partition days, the Pakistan areas produced roughly 1•17 mil
lion bales as against 2 · 27 produced '\ithin the Indian Union including Indian States. 
The output of Pakistan area thus constituted one third of the All-India total. From 
the consumption side, the All-India offtake ·of the Indian Mill Industry 
may be taken at an average of 4 million bales per year. On this basis, the raw 
cotton production of the Indian De minion falls short of the requirements of the 
domestic mill industry by l · 74 million bales. This is a frurly large gap and it 
would appear essential at first sight to substantially increase the cotton acreage 
as a provision against the possible difficulties in securing our requirements of raw cot
ton from Pakistan. But the alternative of increased domestic production to the 
need for importing Pakistsn or other foreign cotton is not practicable. The bulk of 
cotton grown in Pakistan is long staple type of the American variety and the produc
tion of similar medium or long staple variety cannot be stepped up over a short term 
by the Indian Dominion, the bulk of cotton acreage of which is devoted to short 
stsple. Even if this reversion is permitted by the food situation the additional 
growth will be of the short staple cotton more · of which is not wanted by the mill 
industry. The situation, therefore, is that for sometime to come Indian Dommion 
will have to import about l million bales of Americans from Pakistan. It ·is of course 
possible that the Indian Dominion may take increased imports from Egypt and East 
Africa and can reduce her dependence on Pakistan provided Foreign Exchange as 
well as the high prices of foreign cottons are not allowed to restrict the scope for such 
diversion. 

(b) Production: 

The deficiency in the supply of long staple variety cotton will have its effect on 
cloth p~duction. Medium and long staple types are quite essential for manufacture 
o~ med1um "?unt cloth. Unle"'!, therefore, necessary supply is ensured, the produc
tiOn o~ medium co~nt cloth ~ill be affected and the mills manufacturing this 
type will. have to divert therr production to finer counts. 

(c) Market for jinwhed products : 

. Out o~ 410 cotton mills~ the country, 15 are in Pakistan and the rest are in the 
Indian Umon. The production of cotton textiles in Pakistan is about 400 million 
yards ; as agaimt this, their cloth requirements mav he estimated at about 1000 
million yards, calculating on the basis of 16 yards p<r c"apita consumpt-ion. This gap 
betwe.el?- the s~pply and the demand for cotton textiles for Pakistan is very large. 
Supposmg India ?as an exp~rtable surplus. it has a flourishing market for its textile 
products. In this coute~t, 1t may he mentioned that before partition Punjab and 
Bengal consumed the maJor portwn ·of the total offtake of cloth hy the present Pakis
tan ~n:a"· . These centres were good markets for fine and fancy goods. .Ahmedabad 
spe<7alises m the production of such fancy cloth and it used to supply about 250 
million yards on an average per year to these centres. 
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FEDERATION OF GUJRAT l!DLLS AND INDUSTRIES, BARODA 

Que8tion 1.-Yes ; the economic background in the country as well as in the 
who!e world has fundamentally changed since 1922. The basic changes can be sum· 
mansed as follows :-

{i) With the loss of China and big parts of other South East Asiatic Countries 
as well as of the Central European Countries, the free trade area of the world has 
very materially shnmk in size. 

{ii) The rise of the United States of America as the World's largest single pro
ducer of man~actured commodities and primary products amounting to over 
60_per cent. ot the world's supplies has altered the entire balance of World's compe
titive forces in the world market. The U. S. A. has alone emerged as perhaps the 
world's single creditor country. 

{iii) The entire mechanical equipment of the manufacturing industry and trans
port system in India has worn out and has not been renewed or replaced during the 
last. decade and more ; thls threatens a complete break-down of our economy if a 
rapid replacement of old plants is not undertaken. In the event of war such a 
breakdown will spell a disaster. It would be very much more so, particularly be
cause our existing capacity is not enough for us from the viewpoint of natural self
sufficiency . The basic changes noted above necessitate a fundamentally new ap· 
proach to our problem. Any regeneration and eulargement of our industrial struc
ture cannot be based on the expectation of having expanding foreign markets. We 
must have a plan basing our future industrial expansion primarily on the National 
l\Iarket. Thls market has not been properly tapped or nursed and developed. Fruit
ful approach in this case would be the possibility of establishing a balance between 
industry and agriculture and b.etween urban and rural areas. 

(iv) The partition of India has also adversely affected the economic conditions 
of the Country. 

Question 2.-0ur agricultural situation has also undergone a fundamental 
change in the following particulars :-

{i) Production.-The Committee appointed by the Government of India for 
considering the technological possibilities of Indian Agriculture shows that the per 
acre production of food grains is steadily on the decline during the last 30 years. 
Added to this is the new fact that surplus grain producing areas in the West have 
been lost to Pakistan. Further, there is a pretty permanent factor adverselly afi'ect
ing agricultural production. Thls factor is the continued sub-division and frag
mentation of the agricultural holdings. Thls causes wide stretches of land to go out 
of cultivation. 

(ii) Oonsumption.-Consumption of food-grains in India has altered in composi· 
tion ouly to the extent to whlch procurement, imports and transport difficulties have 
affected the assortment of foodstuffs included in the per capita rations in different 
provinces. The main ~fficulty in th~s case _has been the necessity of meeting shor
tages in the total of gram supply and m particular types of grmns normally reqmred 
by any given section of population, the overall shortage problem has been rendered 
extremely acute owing first!Y to loss of surpl.us ~reas to Pakistan, ~econdly to the 
growth of population and thlrdly to the reductiOn m the nonnal supplies from Burma 
to very slender proportions. The p~ogramme of imports from the North and _South 
American Countries and from Australia has caused wheat and maize to be substituted 
for rice and millets-. Altol(ether the whole balance of various kinds of grains in 
the tot:tl supply has altered necessitating a change in the quantity and composi
tion of cliet of the people of thls Country. This is. quite ASide from the question of 
calorific valu~ of the diet in various parts of India. We have no adequate infonna
tion about this problem. 

International Trade.-The quantum, value, eomposition and direotiun ur our 
foreign trade in agricultural commodities has changed during the last decade. How
ever, the last 10 years have been years of control, restrictions, licences, permits, 

1 fl M_ of Com, 
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prohibitions, etc. It would be difficult to draw reliable conclusions from the •::<'sting 
facts of foreigo trade since trade has not been free but has been regulated accordmg to 
the emergency of the War and the Post-War years. 

Question No. 3.-0ur industries depend upon our agriculture for. supplies of 
raw materials and for the market of their products. To the extent of which the ge
neral productivity of a!!riculture, rises, the prices of raw materials required for 
industries will go down° and thus help in the reduction of the cost of production. 
Secondly, prosperous agriculture will provide an expandin_g mark~t.for our industrial 
products and reduce the necessity of dependence of our mdustr>es on the export or 
the necessity of exporting it. National market is always more dependable an<l 
secured and will therefore base our industrio1 progress on steady foundations and 
at least partially protect us from the wide fluctuations in the foreign trade caused 
by wars, currency, de-valuations, bi.laterial, trade agrooments, and trade cyd<B. 

Question No. 4.-A rapid mechanisation of om- agriculture and increased mecha
nisation of mining uiU provide a substantial market for aU sorts of agricultural and 
mining machinery and building materials, electricity and consequently electrical 
goods of aU kinds and transport equipment. The provisions of modern market 
and roads will provide additional demand for various kinds of agricultural goods. 

Question No. 5.-There has been some expansion of protected industries in the 
inter War period but not such expansion to appreciably change the National Income 
of India. Further the expansion has not been such as to make India self-sufficient. 
We arc dependent on foreigo countries for the supply of machinery and other capital 
goods. Without the.qe, establishment of new industries will be impossible. The 
progress during the world War TI ha.• been confined to the collSumers' good• ouly. 
The establishment of capital goods industries has not been possible. Indusltial 
progress has been artificial and temporary in character and not real and permanent. 
India ha.• began to modernise her industries, but she is yet far from-being industria
lised. 

Question No. 6.-The following types of Industries are not provided in our in
dust-rial structure. (a) (i) Machine tool industry (ii) L{)comotive steamship engines 
and aero-engines manufacture (iii) some basic heavy chemicals (iv) electrical equip
ment manufacture (v) manufacture of scientific instruments etc. 

(b) It would be difficult to be precise about our defficiency in respect of volume 
of production. The industries noted above are virtually absent. Their production 
has to begin from the search and has to reach a level where it satisfies aU national 
needs. Regarding consumers' goods industries one can roughly say that our cotton 
textiles, cement, railway track etc. should be substantially increased. 

(c) No Industry would run uuless the cost structure is met by market prices ; 
but if the market is artificially bolstered up by Tariffs, high over-head and operative 
costs may be sustained artificially. These appear to have been the case in India. 
Both have to fall and this is possible ouly with great technological improvement 
and introduction of scientific management . 

. . (d) We cons~der ~hat the qua~ty of ~anagem~nt has not been much open to 
cntlC18m though slight Improvement ts certa1uly poss1ble, if it is better equipped with 
technical knowledge and more up-to-date in costing. 

(e) Supply of capital depends on reputations for sound and honest managements. 
Small concerns are often known to have collapsed for want of capital. · 

In this respect, old experience of collapse of concerns acts as a deterrant to entry 
of new capital. Attempts have to be ma?e to red?ce t~e. mortality of existing con
cerns and to enable them to pay steady if not high diVIdends. This can be done 
by the Government sponsored and managed industrial finance corporations. 

(j) Availabilit-y of raw materials, fuel powers etc. Mter the Partition raw ma
te'"!als, like cotton. jute, h!des and skins etc. are not easily available and fudia have 
to rmpo~ them from Pakistan and other forei~ countries which add to the cost of 
productwn and adv~rsely affect the large Industry of cotton and jute. These 
and other raw matenals for the manufacture of finished products should be made 
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available in India at reasonable prices to the industry. Encouragement should be 
given to indegenous products of such raw materials. Fuel, i.e,_ coal, hard-coke, diesel 
oil etc. should be made available to the Industries at very reasonable prices and in 
adequate quantities. 

Power :-It should be generated from different rivers at an early. date to. 
expand industries and agricultural products. 

(g) Availability of high grade technical ability : India is short of highly trained' 
technicians for different industries. The Government should plan out for training: 
of thorough technicians and it should import foreign technicians to give training to. 
our people and send our selected candidates to foreign countries for necessary train-
ing in colleges and industrial concerns. _ 

(h) Supply of skilled and un-skilled labour : We have got abundant un-skilled 
labour, but skilled labour is not sufficiently available. So schemes for necessary 
training should be worked out and put into practice e.g., vocational training, 
apprentice scheme etc. 

(i) Efficiency of Labour :-Efficiency of Labour is going down day by day. 
There should be linking of wages and dearness allowance with efficiency i. e. work put. 
np. . We wonld suggest to have work-load for each category of workers ; rationalisa
tion should also be introduced in all industries so that our industries can compete 
with foreign industries by lowering t-heir cost of production. 

QueBiion No. 7(1):-Regarding small scale and cottage industries, certain genera 
observations can be made. It is now generally known that large scale mechanised 
industry is able •uccessfnlly to compete with small and cottal!e industry except in 
extremely delicate operations. Cottage industries have an extremely limited scope. 
in fancy goods, knitting goods, embroidery work, wood, stone and ivory work. Where 
agriculture cannot be a whole-year operation, they can come in. It is true that 
agriculture in many parts of India is a seasonal occupation, but with the provision of 
perennial irrigation it is likely to be whole-time. Only where it is not possible, 
cottage industry can come. Small scale mechanised industries like ginning and 
pressing of cotton, rice-milling, oil-pressing, leather works, and some processing 
industries are seasonal industries and if spread properly in relevant agricultural 
areas will feed in the idle time of cultivators by providing occupation to them ill! 
their off season. 

Question No. 7(2) :-There is no hard or fast rule about the relation between 
small scale, cottage and large scale industries. As cottage industries are confined to 
skilled hand work, they may stand as things apart and their field "ill be solely de
termined by the community's demand for art work. But small scale industries of the 
type mentioned above being complementary to large scale industries, there should be 
some quantitacive relation in them. Once the tempo of the large scale industrial 
development is settled, the plan of small scale industries would be ifso facia 
determined. 

Question No. 8.-The answer to question 7 covers this question also. 
. Q~Btions 9 to 1.'3.-We feel that in looking for JOapid industrial development of' 
mdustnes for India, the question of small scale or cottage industries need not receive 
considerations on the level of Fiscal policy. Questions conceming cottage industry 
are often based on sentimental considerations. To the ext<mt to which this is the 
case, _we have no opinion to give, though we should very readily subscribe to the view 
that m entering in a trade agreement whatever is possible for ghing ecouragerrent 
to the cottage industry particularly concerned with artistic ware sh<mld and ought 
t~ be rlone and a general directive to this effect mny be given tn our trade delega
tiOns. 

Question No. 14.-The Government had no genuine sympathy for mpid indus
t~ialisat'o• of the country. Assistance given under it to industries w,>< 15rudgingly 
g.ven. There was delay in the procedure of the tariff e • ''"ry machinery. The 
problem of industrialisation was more political rather th •n economic. 
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Qzu.stion N 0 • 15.-& noted above, while the weapon of tariff would be used by 
the Government to help industries, the manipulation of exchange rates was used to 
withdraw their help. This affected all industries. 

Qzw.stionNo. 16.-We agree that normally protection should ?e given to ~n in· 
dustrv if conditions laid do""Il by the Fiscal Commission arfl satisfied. But m re · 
gard 'to industries required for national defence this condition ~hould not app~y. 
This will include armaments and munitions industries and industnes concerned With 
the basic requirements of the population. 

Question No. 17.-We consider that the supplementary measure suggeste~ _by 
the Commission n.re not adequate. Government will have to take a more posn;1ve 
role in makinrr available to the iudustrv machinery and technical skill and adopt 
-"Ort of sche~e of planning and prio;ities. 

Question No. 18-Yes, the qualifications to the policy of descriminating protec· 
·tion as laid down by the Legislative Assembly in 1923 did effect the policy adversely 
But the diverse factOr which affected industrial development in India make it difficult 
for us to attribute particular results to particular causes ouly, for example, from 1930 
to 1939, India was suffering from very serious depre~sion. 

Question }lo. 19.-The changes set out in para. 4- regarding Government's re
orientation of the policy are in our _opinion, sound. 

Question No. 20.-So far as work of implementing the quality in 1945 is con· 
<eerned, we feel that it is satisfactory but the general control system established by the 
'Government works in such a dilatory manner that the benefit of protection is largely 
:lost, quota• of e.oal, supply of wagons, and many such things are not being attended 
<to with efficiency and promptness. Hence the total effect is stagnation and evcn
·tually loss. 

Questions 21 to 30.-We think it is not necessary to give here all qualitative and 
<J.Uantitative changes that had taken place in the industries noted in question 22 for 
the particular sort of policy pursued by the Government, becauser ecent.Jy the Tariff 
Board have fully enquired a.bout cotton textiles, iron and steel, sugar industries etc. 
from which all such details can be had. However, we have already said that the 
protection gi-oen by the Government has been halting and grudging and was governed 
by the political considerations more than by the best, economic consideration con
cerning the well being of the country. The actual development has been influenced 
by whatever protection wa. available. Exchange rates, manipulations, railway 
alignment, depression, competitive exchange, depreciation, tariff policy of the other 
countries and the World War II. The ouly industry which seems to have been 
benefitted by revenue tariff wa. the Sugar Industry. But even here the internal 
excise duty has in recent years equalised the competition of the interna1 and external 
supplies. 

& a broad conclusion, it can be said that protection has not by itself nor have 
Dther factors caused any change for the better in respect of mechanization, tcclmolo
gical improvemcntg, optimum use of raw materials,_ supply of technical personnel 
·Or skilled and semi-skilled workers. It can not be said that the protection policy 
.of the Government has significantly affected the volume, direction and composition 
·of our foreign trade except in respect of importing cotton textiles, iron and Steel 
<tnr1 Sugar. Our intport and e>.tJOrt policy is such as to affect the economy of the 
e?untry adversely, and therefore it requires thorough investigationand modifica
tiOn. 
. Ow>Aions 31 to 33.-It is our opinion that war time legislation and administra

ttve eo~trols s~ould not fo~m a p~rt of the permanent policy regarding the deve
iop~ent ?f foretgn trade and mdustnes even though during the war they might have 
assiSted ill some measure that development. War itself with its consequent rise in 
prrces was o. ra\)t<)r 1n that development. We have already said that something more 
than mere fiscal rr.o>Sures would be required if sound industrial development is to 
tak~ place. Further, too ~ncb _emphasis should not be laid on the development of 
fore1gn trade for reasons gtven ill answers to the first three questions. 
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Control should he as simplified ns possible. It should not be for more than ne
cessary period. Import and export policy shoul·l be chalked out considering all the 
factors in consultation with Commerce, Trade, Industries and ~nsu.mers. Before· 
entering into bilateral or multilateral agreements for imports and ~xports, industry 
and commerce should be consulted and taken into confidence. 

The Government oflndia formerly restricted our trade, then issued Open Generaf 
Licences for imports which resulted in heavy imports of consumers' goods and un
wanted indu.strial rro~ucts which dr.ained away foreign exchange and adversely 
affected our mdustnes like cotton texlales, healds and reeds bo bbino and such other 
industries. ' 

Questions 36 to 40.-We agree with the view that the fiscal policy best suite.! 
to India is protection. But nny protection given should be followed by quantita
tive and qualitative improvement in the industry protected. This would require 
the setting up of planned targots of production and costs top priorities should be. 
given to those industries which would ev@t)lally 1 roduce :Uachine teals, engines, Ar
maments, Scientific instruments and Electrical Goods etc. Protection need n'>t of 
course be confined to infant industries but may be extended to industries pro
posed to be started provided plan for it.• establishment ie absolutely certain. Further 
such protection may commence only when the new industry puts its products in the 
market. 

Questions 41 to 63.-All methods of protection have ultimately the objective of 
making the industry prosperous and developing it quantitatively. All methoda ennu
meraterl in Question No. 41 have been tried but it would be difficult to say which of" 
them is most effective nor would it be possible to say which of them can be norma]; 
method. We agree with Part C of Question 41 with the provision that the main con
siderations to the achievement of quantitative nnd qualitative improvement in the· 
shortest possible time. Safeguarding and anti-dumping measures are tempomry 
devices of protection of pa.rticula.- periods during certain critic<ll periods, much 
would depend on the nature of crisis. 

As "' rule, export duty device should not be lightly used unless the com-· 
modities a.~e a firm monopoly of the country or the consumer is suffering from: 
acute shortage temporarily; otherwise the harm to export trade and consequently 
to the industry would be very serious. 

Further, an industry must primarily mter for the homo market. Too much• 
dependence on forcig:> mar:,ets would be harm ul. h cases where the conditions. 
of an industry are such as would e."lable it easily to procure "n export surplus. 
over ac>d a ':Jove national requirments, the caso will have to be considered on its. 
own marits and bilateral trade agreements suited to the disposal of the surplusc 
may have to be resorted to. We agree with the method of tho preocnt Tariff 
Board in determining the quantum of protection and would add that a sliding 
scale of duties may be adopted to provide ag>tinst chang~s in landing prices .. 
In any case the difference between the Jan~ing cost of foreign product and the· 
fair selling price of its national competitor must govern the method of protection; 
but the ill·<erests of the consumers require internal prices low. A bounty covering· 
the Joss on the national products may be provided out of the receipts from the 
protective duty. A bounty keeps the Govern men\ as well as the incl.ustry con
stan'ly aware of their re•; omibility re:;ardin~ the progress of the incl.mtry. 
Import duty ancl. l ounty may therefore be advan'a~eously combined. in all" 
cases, whatever dut.v i< luvied must be ad •alorem. We would re
commend that protection would be fully assured for some minimum but fairly long 
period without which the industry's future is not assured. Revenue duties easily 
borne by the consu.mJ< but acting at the same time as protect-ive duties s~ould be 
used wherever possible. Where the interests of the poor consumers are mvolved 
duties with bounties are preferable. A re-classification of revenue tariffs may be 
made if it serves the interests of particular industries without loss of revenue to the 
Govcrllment. Long term fiscal monopoly must have for its objective, the develop
ment of industries with a view to increase industrial employment at least to 50 per 
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.,ent. of the total employable population. Any trade agreements entered into ough 
not to nm counter to this objective. 

A permanent quasi Government Organisation composed of Go~ernment Of;Iicials 
.and trading and manufacturing interests. should be set up to exan;me an? adVIse on 
.all matters of trade agreements with a VIew to protect the plan of mdustnal develop-
qnent. . 

Questions 54 to 57.-No"!·fiscal me";'ures suitable ~or adop~10n would naturally 
be concerned with the Items a ' to ' g enumerated m questiOn No. 55 as well as 
·with other matters. We feel that matters ' a ', ' c ', ' d ' are matters regardip.g 
which a National Government can speedily take positive steps in relieving the di
fficulty of industries. It would not be ~ecessary to set up any specia~ machinery for 
these purposes. They can be de,.lt with departmentally .. Regardmg Item !l, an 
institution like Industrial Finance Corporation would be of Immense use. In ques
tions relating to ' b ', ' c ', ' f ', however, a.o::sistance ~om outside countries 
would be necessary in the initial stages. Plants and t;,chmcal personnel should 
be made available even if their cost is very high. But the primary objective should 
be to make equipment and technical skill available within the country itself. The 
-provision of first class machine tool industry and a ~et wo~k of G~vemment subsidi
·sed technical schools would answer the purposes of mdustnal reqmrements, bnt that 
would be in the end. In the beginning, Government can alone secure both from 
'llbroad. 

At present transport particularly rail transport is not quite adequate to meet the 
full requirements of the trade and industries and therefore other alternative trans
-port system like road is being resorted to by the industries for movement of raw ma
terials and finished products but tenninal taxfoctroi duty and expansive road trana
;port and considerably to the cost. So necessary relief should be given by asking the 
municipalities and local bodies etc. to desist from levying such duties especially while 
the goods are in transit and to see that the road transport is cheap and the rates 
<>f terminal taxfoctroi duty should be nominal in proportion to the value of the 
materials. 

Excise duty on ardcles like cloth, sug>lX, spirits and spiricuous preparations etc .. 
·should be abolished or very considorably reduced. It should not form the basis of 
re,enue. We believe th!lt it was formerly imposed for checking its misuse, but at 
prosent it has gone out of proportion and should be reduced, so that the indmtries 
me.y get a spurt in development an<l. stand in foreign competition and cost of living 
'indox number may also go cbwn. 

Licence d"ties/fees on factories, spirits etc. also play a very iniportant part in 
"the clovelopment of inclustries. The Government should see that such licence fees/ 
·duties are not burcl~nsome on the industries. 

In all these matt<,rs, a continuous cooperation between the Government and the 
;represent&tives of Industry and Trade is essential. A permanent body consisting of 
;the representatives of both should be, therefore, set up fc•r the purpose. 

Questions 58 to 65.-Any scheme of Imperial or Commonwealth preference is 
'neccs·;u.ri.ly coloured by political consid•,rations. It can not by any mear.s be sa'd 
lthat so-c•lled Commonwealth constitutes anything like a r.atural economic 
-unit. CJmidemtion regarding preferences extcnde~. by _member-nations ofCommon-
-w..,_lth to each ot~er would be naturall;r determined by political factors. Speaking 
;pur~ly on econonnc gro'!"ds, we '"" d1sposed to opine that the gener.:tl I•rinciple of 
bu:y:mg ch;ape~ and sellm_g dl}arest should apply to all trading agreements with suit· 
_able mochficat10ns necessi~at<Jd ?Y the very nature of mutual bargaining. In all 
-the?; Common":ealt_h consl(hra~IOns, new have no place. True to our policy of 
:p~lucal neut_rahty m the confliCt between world power blocks, we should bargain 
With any nation ready to trade with us on the basis of consid•<rations of maximum 
-advantage. In entering into fresh commitments, the general commercial principle 
-stated above should be borne ia mind. ' 
. Quut~ 6_6 to 71.-We agree that all industries protected as well as unprotected 
have a~ oblig~tiOn to the community, wices should be fair, wages should be ade
-quate m relatiOn to the capacity of the industries to pay, conditions of labour should 
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be satisfactory, technological improvement should be r<>pid and upto-date, and re
search in the technique of production and distribution must be promoted and libe
rally helped. Apprentices should be tr<>ined on a planned basis. These are the 
obligations socially imposed on all industries especidly protected industries. Pro
tected industries should try to Nise output, raduce costs and lower prices. Wo should 
suggest th~t prvtected industries must have ad~quate capital resources so that steps 
for expansion ar~ not imposed by financial considerations. 

Special arr.tngements are required for controlling the quality 01f products of th6 
protected as well as not protected industries which can be done by the Indian Stan
d•rd' Institution. 

Question No. 71 (c).,--No. 
Q•Mstions 72 to 88.-We are in favour ofsettin~ up a permanent and comprehcn

sh·e orgmrisa.tion partaking of the natur~ of All-In<lia TrM1e and Industri..~l Planning 
Commission sub-divido.d into suitable br.1nehes dealing with <Ufferont aspects of 
industrial and tTa.de developments. A specialised organisation for tariff purposes 
would be an important section of the planning commission. Details of the org':'nisa
tions of the Planning Commission can be filled in afte_r good deal of e:lllperlence. 
But something of the ehar<>cter of the Ministry of Economic Affairs should be 
established undor which Planning Commission would work. The Planning Com
mission would deal with all long term problems. Shor" term and day to day prob
lems would be dealt with by other sections of the l\iinistry but there should be 
contitmous co.opeu-.ttion between the two. The Planning Commission would have 
to be divided into v<>rious departments concqrned with Industry, Agriculture, Com
moro-:l, Tr.m~poro and Finance. The Industry's section will have to be further 
sub-divi<V·d into differ-Jut sections dealing with separ.>te aspects of Planning. 
Tariff qu·3stbns wuu!d h»ve to be entr11sted to one of the sections. These are only 
tentative suggestions. 

THE SOUTHERN INDIA MILLOWNERS' ASSOCIATION. 
PART I 

SECTION A(I} 

Question 1.-Do you coMider that the economic backgrouruJ in the country has so 
altered since the IruJian Fiscal Commission reported i'n 1922 that it 
necessitates a fundamental change in the approach to the problems with 
whk.h the present Gommissio" is concerned ? 

We consider that the economic background of the country has fundamentally 
altered since the report of the last Fiscal Commission in 1922. 

l. In the first place India has become an Independent Nation capable of 
formulating its own policies and planning its own industrialisation. 

2. The partition of the country has resulted in great deficit of certain agl1cul
tural products and industrial raw materials such as jute and cotton. 

3. Thirdly the economic barriers have greatly upset the equilibrium of the 
country resulting in certain inflation of the forces tending to push prices and wages. 
Question 2.-Will you list the principal changes in our agricultural situation in respect 

of (a) production, (b) eomumption and (c) international trade in agricul
tural eommoditi~.? 

We feel that the production of agricultural commodities have not kept pace 
with the increased consumption in India. This has been further aggravated by the 
fact that., as a result of partition, many agricultural products in which India was a 
surplus country has been converted into a deficit area. The result of this has beeZJ 
our dependence on other countries for raw materials such as jute and cotton for 
two of our largest industries. 
Question 3.-To what extent, if any, have these changes affected or are likely to affect 

in "future the pace and directicn of our -iruJustrial progress? 
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Que..tion 4.-What are the basic improvement.'! in our agriculture and mi!'ing th'!! you 
would cou~ider urgently necusary a~ a support for any po!•cy of wten
sified industrialisation! 

As regards Agriculture, we feel that it is urgently necessary to make. ourselves 
self-sufficient not only with regard to our requiremen~s of food but. a~so w1t~ regard 
to those raw materials which are essential for the runrung of our baste mdustnes such 
as cotton and Jute. Self sufficiency in these will help us save foreign exchange 
particularly dollars which can be better utilised for the ~port of capital goods. 
Regarding mining we feel that development of. Hydro Electnc Sc~emes ~re far more 
important than development of mining. For mstance, the great mdustnal develop
ment made in Rome arens of Southern India can be directly attributed to the avail
ability of Power from Pykara and !IIettur Hydro Electric Schemes. 

Q~••tion 5.-What are the main direction in which our industria! development has 
progrused since the Indian Fiscal Commission reported in 1922? Please 
give your appreciation of the same. 

Considering the areas, popnlation and needs of India as a whole, our Industrial 
development has not been appreciable except in cases such as Cotton and Sugar. 
We can say that we are almost self sufficient with regard to our clothing and we are 
tending to became an exporting country in that respect. But with regard to the 
basic industries such as Machine Tools, Heavy Chemical and so on, we are of 
opinion that we have not made any considerable progress. 

Quution 6.-To what extent do you think our industria! develo]'ment still falls short 
of our essential requiremen~•! W ou!d you list our main deficienciu 
under the following heads! 

(a) Lines of manufacture which you consider essential; 

. All Basic Ind'!-"tries such as Iron & Steel, Heavy Chemicals, 1\Iachine Tools, 
Agncultural 11Iachmery etc. Secondly Defence Industries and thirdly Consumer 
Goods Industries. 

(b) Volume of production; 

Th? volume of production falls far short of our requirements in almost all the 
!ndus~nes tJda~. All efforts shonld be made to further production by greater 
mcent1ves and mcrease of Technical Education. 

{c) & {d) Overhead and operative costs; Quality of manauement; 
This will vary with th• Industry concerned but we are of the view that the deve

lopment of Technical Education would help to bring down manufacturing costs 
under these heads. 

{e) Supply of Capital; 

Capital has been traditionally shy in India. This has been further frightened 
away by t~e high level of taxation by the Government and threat of nature but in 
an Ind~tna!Iy backward counrty, all encouragement should be given for capital 
to 3ow mto ~~ust_ry and e.a":" reasonable profits, but the high level of taxation as. 
~e as ~he hmtt~tiOn of DiVIdends Ordinance have had an adverse result in the 
tr:;:aLom of Cap1tal. We are sure that concessions in these respects will greatly 
ac htate to ~he flow of Capital in the development of the existing industries as well 
as t e startmg of new ones. 

(f) Availability of raw material, fuel and power; 

t . Re~~r'f~~awb materials India is now deficit in Cotton and Jute for her indus
.nes. s ~ e th~ duty of the Government to make raw material available 
to all Ind~st~tes and while doing so they should see that the ultimate good of the 
:nsumer -~ 1? no way jeopardised in their eagerness to protect the Agriculturiet 

a spec• c tnstance we shonld like to mention the working of the Cotton Contra· 
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Order in India. today. While Cotton is controlled Kappas (Seed Cotton) is not· 
controlled with the result that Mills are unable to get cotton at controlled rates_ 
They are forced to pay very much higher rates for the purchase of Kappas while 
yarn and Cloth are rigorously controlled. Such anomalies would tend to discourage 
prod~ction and retard the growth of Industries. With regard to foreign Cotton the 
duty Imposed by the Government of Rs.lOO per candy, puts the Indian manufacturer· 
at a disadvantage with the Lancashire or Japanese :Manufacturers and if we are 
to compote with them on equal terms then this duty should be removed. As regards 
fuel and Power there is a tendency on the part of the Governments to nationalise 
these source of Power. The aim of such nationalisation should be to provide Power 
at the cheapest possible rates to the development of Industries and theEe should 
not be made into revenue making organisations which they can tap in at will 
to make up their revenue deficits. Any such move will discourage the growth of 
industries in India. 

There is also a tendency in India to produce on the part of the Agriculturist 
un-controlled commodities in preference to the controlled commodities because of 
the higher prices that they are able to get in spite of the fact that the land may not be· 
suitable to that particular commodity. The Government should fix the prices o! 
commodities in such way that the Agriculturist will be inclined to grow essential 
crops like Cotton and Food etc., rather unnecessary item. 

(g) Availability of raw material, fuel and power; 

All possible facilities should be provided for our technicians to be trained 
wherever possible and simultaneously Technical and Research Institutes should be 
started within the country for the furtherance of technic>! knowledge and help of 
foreign Technicians should be sought in the initial stages if necessary. 

(h) Supply of skilled and unskilled labour; 

It is a well known fact that production per manhour in India is lower than in 
any other Industrial country and it is most essential for industries that the scale 
and ability of our labour forces should be increased greatly if we are to stand 
on a par with other industrial nations. In order to achieving this, ·Training 
Schools should be started wherever possible with the cooperation and support· 
of the various industries on the one side and techinical institutions on the other. 
Further, we feel that so long as labour is not prepared to cooperate with the 
schemes of rationalisation in order to increase production per manhour and 
ultimately the standard of living for labour itself and reducing the cost of production,. 
any number of efficiency schemes on the part of the Government or the Industry 
is not likely to be frnitful. 

(i) Effi!!iency of labour. 
Answer to the above will help us to increase the Labour forces. 

Quution. 7-(a) Please give a broad analysis of the present positon of small-scale and 
cottage industries in the economy of this country. 

There has been attempt on the part of the Provincial Governments to foster· 
certain uneconomical Cottage Industries such as Khadi Scheme of the Madras 
Government at the expen,.., of the Public Tax-payer. While we are of the view that 
Cottage Inudstries of a specialised nature such as Ivory Crafting, Embroirlery Craft, 
Weaving and <>thPrs for which India has been traditionally famous, should continue 
and should be encouraged and we are definitely against the fostering of uneconomical 
and inefficient forms of manufacture which could be better done by machinery. 

(b) What shauld be the relations between:-
(i) small-scale and cottage industries and aJriculture and (ii) small-seale 

and cottage induatri•s and large-scale industries? 
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1. To supplement Agriculture, the Cottage Industries that are. started should be 
in some way allied to the main vocation and must supplemen! It. For example, 
Beekeeping, Aniwa] Husbandry, Diary Farming should be gtven preference to 
hand-spinning or hand-weaving. 

2. The large-scale industries and small-scale industries should suppl~ment 
each other and it should be the policy of the Government to see that there IS no 
clash of interest between these two. 

Question 8.-Do you think small-scale and cottage industries have a significant role 
to play in the economic development of our coun ry (a) un'd<r presem 
circumstmzces and (b) in the long run! 

SECTION .A (n) 

Question IJ.-Please enumerate the samll-scale and cottage indusfries wMch L'OU u·culd 
like to develop-

(a) as sUbsidiary to agriculture; 
(b) as supplementary to large-scale industries; 
(c) as other independent units of production. 

Question 10.-Which cottage industries you consider specially suited for export 
purposes 1 

Question 11.-Do you consider that protection to large scale industries has in any u·ay 
affected small-scale and cottage industries! If so, pletw .<fate how and 
what extent they have been so affected. 

(}ufBtion 12.-What in your view are the main handicaps from u·hich wwll-uale and 
cottage industries suffer at present! What steps u·ould you recommend 
for the removal of these handicaps-particularly with regard to-

( a) the supply of raw material; 
(b l supply of technical skill; 
(c) their technique of manufacture; 
(d) their structure and organi~ation; 

(e) supply of finance; 
(/) marketing facility; 
(g) any other form of assistance; and 
{h) posaible competition with large .ocale indu.stries 1 

{Juestion }.;.-What steps should be taken to ensure that the interests of •mall-•cale 
and cottage industries are safeguarded, trhen trade agreements 
with foreign countries are negotiated? 

We are of the opinion that small-scale and Cottage Industril'S have an impor
tant role to play in the economic development of our country hut thPy •hould be 
-confined to certain specialised trades and handicrafts where in<liYidu:~l •kill end design 
.and artistry, are far more important than mass production. Sine..·(' li1!1t,l !~as been 
tr~tionally fa~ous in these respe~ts, they should he developed from the• point of 
ve1w. of_not only mternal consumptiOn but exports. The Government should give 
.all poss1ble help to the development of such industries and we are of the view that 
these can best be developed on the basis of rural cooperative societies. 

If it is th~ int.ention of the Government to give encouragement to 
-Cottage Industnes, then they should give facilities for conversion of present Hand
looms to Power Looms, wherever possible through Industrial Cooperative•. 
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SECTION B 

<Question 14.-The Fiscal CommiBsion appointed by the GovernmEnt of India in 1921 
recommended "that discrimination should be exercised ir< the Eelection 
of industries for protection, and in the degree of protection afforded, so 
aa to make the inevitable burden 6n the community as light as is consistent 
with the due development of industria". On the strength of tl.is basic 
principle the Commission decided that an industry seeking protection or 
aasistance s/wuld sati-'fY three conditions enumerated in paragraJI, I of the 
note. Besides tariff protection the Commission recommended <·!so cer
tain non:fi.scal meaaures. · Are you satisfied that the pol;cy ree< mmen
ded by the Commission wa• fully implemented between 192~-19~9 ! 
If not, pleaae enumerate the rnain deviations from the policy ! 

We are of the view that the policy recommended by the Fiscal Commission, 
-was not fully implemented between the years 1923-39; for example, we would like to 
-cite the Indo-Japanese Convention which prevented tariff being imposed on ab-
normal low price Japanese goods being imported into India. We wo~d like to stress 
-the view that for future guidance no com ention should be made by the Govern
ment which goes against the spirit of the policy that tas been laid down. 

·Question 15.-Do you find any defects in the working of this policy! If so, please 
give details with suitable examples. 

Refer above. 

•Question 16.-Do you agree with the specific conditions laid dou-n by the Commission 
that normally protection s/wuld be accorded to an industry only if the con
ditions referred to in Question 14 are satisfied 1 

~ We are of the view that the specific conditions laid down by the Commission can 
be satisfied by very few industries with the result that very few of them could 
·claim protection in the context oft<>day and in view of the need for rapid Indugtriali~ 
'sation of India, we are of the view that the Tariff Policy pursued by the Government 
·should be such as to give the utmost encouragement to local industries. In order to 
.achieve this, we would suggest that the only conditions for protection should be as 
'to whether such an industry could develop in India in th~ National interest or not. 

•Question 17.-Do you consider that the "supplementary measures" for the protection 
of and aasistance to industries as recommended by the Commission in 
Chapter VIII of their Report were adequate and well conceivrd 1 

We consider that the supplementary measures for protection and assitance to 
Industries were well conceived. But we would like to point out that indiscriminate 
'imposition of Excise Duty and Salestax by the Provincial-and Central Governments 
.are serious burdens on the Industries. 

•Q'Ilestion 18.-In a Resolution passed in the Central Legislative AsS<mbly on the 16th 
February 1923, the principle of discriminating protection u·as acCfpted 
a" the basis of Government policy subject to the follouing g£neml quali
fications :-

,(a) that the principle should be applied u·ith ·due regard to the u·ell being o.f the 
community and to the safeguards mentioned in Q. 14. 

:(b) that in the application of this principle regard must be had to the fiwmcial need 
of the country, and to the then dependence of the Government of Indiq 
on import, export and excise duties for a large part of its revenue. _ 

'To what extent, if any do you think these qualifications affected the u·orking of 
the policy of discriminating protection between the years J92J and 1939 ! 
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Please give your comments if possible, separately for the following sub-
periods; (ii) lK0-34 (iii) 1935-39. · 

The policy of the Government in the past has been to use tariffs more for collec
tion of revenue than for the protection ofindegenous industries. We are of the view 
that tariffs should be used to protect and to develop national industries and this will 
ultimately yield greater revenue to tbe Government than by the short sighted policy 
for using tariffs for revenue only. 

Question 19.-The changes set out in paragraph 4 of the note were made in the principle 
of discriminating protection in 1945 when the interim Tariff Board was 
established. What are your views. on those deviations from the original 
policy as laid down in the Indian Fiscal Commission's Report! 

The deviation from the discriminating protection are an improvement on the 
original policy as laid down by the Fiscal Commission particularly clause 2(b) which 
says that protection should be given to Industry ifit was found to be in the national 
interest. 

Question 20.-Are you satisfied that this policy of 1945 is being fully impl£mented. 
If not, please indicate where, in your opinion, the defects in implementa
tion lie. 

It is being implemented. 

SECTION c. 
Question 21.-Would you atempt a broad analysis of the effects of the actual policy 

pursued by the Government of the day on the growth and development of 
our major industries under the following heads. 

(a) Capital invested in the industry (paid up). 
(b) Rated capacity. 
(c) Output. 

(d) Employment of labour (Technical & non-technical). 
(e) Wage bill (technical & non-techni·cal). 
(/) Earnings of management. 
(g) Profits earned and distributed. 
(h) Ex-work8 price and retail price! 

QueJltion 22.-Would you make a detailed analy•is on the abo<e lines particularl!f 
in respect of the following industries 

(i) Iron and Steel (ii) Cotton Textiles (iii) Sugar (iv) Paper (v) Matches ? 
Please give your answer for the following periods. 

(a) at the time when protection was given. 
(b) in 1938-39; 
(c) in 1948-49. 

Question 23._:_(a) P_leru:e indicate the significant features, if any in the structure and: 
. . orgamsatwns of the protected and assisted industries u ilk respect to : 

{t) the s!ze of the units; !!i) the~r location (iii) the development of combinations, 
honzontal or vert•cal; (w) the developments of ancillary industries and
(v) ~ny other aspect that you may consider it necessary to men!ion ;. 

(b) Do you_ thmk that the_ form o_r manner in which protection or assistance haa been 
w~~h ~ t:t:; •ndustrtes ~s had_ anything to do with these features_ 

ndes
. if e features are •n the mterests of our economy and which are 

u orable.! 
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Question 24.-lf you consider that the undersirable features 'mentioned, -if any, were 
due to any defects of deficiencies in the control exercised by Government 
over !he_ protected or assisted industries please point out such defects or 
deficmc•es. 

Question 25.-To what extent has the protection or assistance afforded to an industry 
resulted in-

(i) its progressive mechnizati07!; 
(ii) the introducti07! of new econmies and other technical improvements; and 
(ii•) the optimum utilisati07! of indigenous raw material and bye-products? 

Please illustrate with examples drawn from your knowledge or experience. 
Question 26.-Has the protection or assistance received by our industries indued any 

substantial increase in the supply of:-
(a) technical personnel required by the industries; (b) skilled labour (c) Semi-skilled 

labour (d) a stabilized industrial labour f6rce1 

Question 21 to 26.-Facts and figueres have been sent by the individual units of our 
Association to the Fiscal C<Ymmission. 

Question 27.-To what exent, if any has industrial research been intiated and fostered 
by the protected and a-ssisted indistries? 

As far as the Textile Industry in the South is concerned, a beginning has been 
made with the Cotton Textile Fund. It is proposed to establish a Research Ins
titute in Coimbatore to which the Industry and the Government will both make con
tributions and it is hoped that this Institute will start functioning in the near futnre. 
Question 28.-Do you consider that the revenue tariffs imposed in the past have had 

any apreciable effect on the growth and developme?i t of our industries 
and the course of our export and import trade! If so, u-culd ycu illus. 
trate your finding u:ith some examples dra·wn from the trade or industry 
of which you have knawledge or experience? 

Except in the case of Japanese low priced articles when they were being dumped 
in India at below cost the imposition of revenue tariffs in the past have not had any 
appreciable effect on the growth end development of onr Industries or on the conrse 
of our export and import trade. 

Question 29.-(a) What u·ere the broad effect of the tariff policy pursued by Govern. 
ment between 1923 and 1939 on the volume character and geographical 
distribution of our (i) import and (ii) export trade1 

(b) To what extent was the relative importance of our demestic and foreign trade 
affected by this policy duing this period! 

Question 30.-Do you think that the development of any protected industries Kas ham. 
pered by the policies pursued or the measures adoptfd by Gournment 
with regard to matters other than protection 1 Please git·e examples. 

Question 31.-What in your assessment is the relativeimportance of the main changes 
in the pattern of our foreign trade which have taken place in the periods:-

. (a) 1939-45 (b) 1946-49 1 
Question 32.-Would you briefly analyse the ~fleets of the (a) legislative and (b) 

administrative measures relating to the control and regulation of 
our foreign trade which Government have had to adopt during these 
periods on.-(a) our import & export tarde (b) the growth & develop. 
ment of our industries. 

Dnrin" the period 1939-45 the volume as well as value of our exports of either 
wholly or partly manufactured goods increased as a result of the war, correspondingly 
onr export of raw materials declined dnring the same period. The result of this 
has been the accumulation of Sterling Balances in favonr of India. 
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32 (b). At the end of the Wa~, because of lack of many types of impor_ted goods' 
which India. could not procure durmg the war years, the Government of India. allowed 
the import of many items of consumer goods as well as machinery tc be imported 
more or less freely during this period. The net result has been that India tcday· 
is partly an exporter of manufactured goods and an importer of certain ra.w materials .. 

As far as the Textile Industry is concerned owing tc the controls exercised by the· 
Government during the War years and prohibition of exports until recently, we have· 
lost valuable markets in Ceylon, Burma and other places. It has been a welcome· 
feature tc note the Government have now revised their policy tc a. certain extent 
a.nd are encouraging exports. 

Question 33.-To what extent /w.ve these c/w.nges affected the fu•ulamenuu premi.es· 
on which the recommendations of the Indian Fi&cal Commission 1921-22" 
were based1 Please iU11strate your reply "With examples drawn from 
the fr.ule or industria "With which you may be concerned or about which. 
you may possess adequate knowled{je. 

Since the War, local Governments have used the powers given them under the· 
Industrial Disputes Act drastically to increase labour costs and have also taken 
powers under various Provincia;! Acts to fix maximum and minimum prices for 
raw materials. In the case of sugarcane in particular the fixation of minimum cane 
prices under the Provincial Cane Acts can be used by Provincial Governments' 
tc give growers an undue benefit and thus nullify the effects of protection. 

Question 34.-ln the light of your analysis and appreciation w/w.t is the relative impor
tance you would attaih under present day conditions to gooernrnental. 
measures for the promotion of O'Ur trade and industry which may be 
broadly classified under the following heade : 

{a) Fiscal measures: (b) Non-fiscal measures! 

It would be difficult tc assess the value of the relative importance of Fiscal and 
non-fiscal measures regarding the development of Industries .. But what is essential' 
is that there should be co-ordination between these two policies in order tc industria
lise the country rapidly. But what we notice tcday is not only the lack of coordi
nation between the measures adopted in these two respects but what is done by the 
Centre is offset by the Provincial Governments. A glaring example of this discre
.pancy is the multiple incidence of salestax even on commodities for which the con
trolled prices ha.ve been fixed by the Centre. 

Question 35.-WO'Uld yoo indicate the extent to which an appropriate tariff policy 
can further our foreign trade and assist in the develapment of our indus
tries! 

It would be difficult tc assess the exact extent tc which a.n appropriate tariff 
policy can further our foreign trade and assessed in the development to Industries. 
But we can say that an_ al?propriate tariff policy coupled with other non-fiscal 
measures can greatly asslBt m the development of Industries. 

Question 36.-What in_yO'Ur judgement, shO'Uld be the objectives of tariff policy in the 
short pertodl 

The objecties of the tariff policy during the period should be a.s follows:-

1. To increase production both Agricultural and Industria,! by all possible means. 

2_. To protect ':'nd develop those industries that have como intc existence and 
supplied our essentml needs during the difficult period of war. 

3. To_help those Iniustries which can advanta.aeouslv export 80 a.s to be able tc 
ea.rn Formgn Exchange. o -
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QueJ~tion 37.-The minority report of the Indian Fiscal Commission 1921-22 expresseJ 
the view that there should be an unqualified pronouncement that the 
fiscal policy best suited for India is protection. Do you ngree with this? 

Yes. 
Question <8.-If so, what :principles and conditions, would you lay down for regulating 

the grant of protection or assistance 1 

The only principle that shonld be followed for regulating the grant of protection 
is whether the development of a particnlar industry is in the National Interest. 
Question 39.-Would you in the application of the formula or principles if any, or 

in the administration of the policy in general, like special consideration or 
:priority to be giren to any particular classes of industry1 If so, please 
name the classes. 

Bearing the above mentioned principle in mind each industry or class of industry 
should be treated separately on its merits. 
Q'Ufstion 40.-Do you agree with the view that the grant of protection sh011ld not be 

confined to infant ind11.8tries, but should be considered if necessary even 
before an industry is established or when proposals for its estahlish
ment are under consideration! 

The criterion of any protection shonld be as we have mentioned before, whether 
the Industry shonld be established in the National interest. 
Question 41.-Please · indicate yO'llr views on the various alternative methods of 

prottction e.g., (i) protective import duty. (ii) bounty or subs/dey ; 
(iii) system of pool prices e.g., the aluminium price pool which was in 
force till recently ; (iv) quantitative restriction of imports based on a 
guaranteed market for at least a percentage of domestic production 
(when &uch quantitative restrictions can be imposed without conflict 
with pre-existing ngreements or commitments)! · · 

(b) Which of these methods shO'llld be the normal method1 
(c) Would you like the appropriate methods to be determined in each case on it~> 

· merits! If so, wluU are the conditions you would like to bear in mind in 
selecting the method of protection 1 

It should be the duty of the Tariff Board to examine industry individually and to. 
decide on the most appropriate form of protection. But we are against any system 
of pool prices as they are unsuitable to the conditions of free market and competition, 
The condition to be determined :in selecting the most appropriate method of protec
tion should be the good of the consumer and the development of the Industry on 
sound lines. 

Qt~estion 42.-What shot~ld be the Government's :policy and procedure where the situ a. 
tion calls for only safeguarding or antidumping measures, as distinct 
from substantive protection, whether for &mall scale or large seal~ 
i~dustri•s1 

Where the situation calls for safeguarding against dumping either a quantitative 
restriction or a quota system sl:ould be resorted to. 

Qu06tion 43(a).-What :place would you assign to export duties in the tariff system in. 
the futur. ! 

(b) Would you advocatt export eontrol by duties or otherwise)for th~ purpose 

of:-
We do not favour the imposition of export duties as they are likely to restrict. 

our export trado and ultimately reduce production. 

(b) As regards export of manufactured goods, we wonld like to po'nt out that. 
since Dev&luation, Indian Textiles are the cheapest in the World Market and the 
Government should take this advantage and allow Mills to export and also to charge. 
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prices comparable to those of World love! without any restr~ction. At p~esent there 
is restriction on Mills in as much as they can 9nly sell the11' goods at 8 Yo over the 
ceilin" rates fi_.,ed by the Government through a dealer or 10% direct~y to 
the fo';..,ign country. This restriction should be remove~ so as to enable t~e .:Mills t_? 
exploit the foreign markets and to earn valu~ble Foretgn Exchang~. ThiS IS pa~r
cularly so when we have to pay very high prwes for our raw materials from outsrde 
which are uncontrolled. 

(i) safeguarding tlu. dome•tic consumer agaiwt critical shorta{]es : 

Yes. 
(ii) Conserving domestic supplies of raw materials for utilisation by domestic 

industries! 

Yes. We wonld SU""est that quantitative restrictions shonld be imposed so as 
to ensure that raw materWs which are in short supply in India itself are not. exported 
in any way. 

Que.tion 44.-What fiscal measur<s, if any, wculd you recommwd to enable an estab
lished industry to maintain it.s txport.s! 

If it is found to be in the national interest to encourage exports in a particular 
Industry the Gove=ent shonld give all possible stimulus to such an undertaking 
such as concessions in freight, a relief in taxation on profits earned abroad and 
as a last resort, subsidies. They should also make available stores, raw material 
etc., at the lowest possible cost. 

Question 45.-Have ~ou any comments on the method by which the Tariff Board at 
pcser.t jixts the quantum cj protection (the mdhods of comparing the 
fair selling pri« of the domestic JCrodud with the landEd cost of the 
imported pordud)! 

We are in general agreement of the present method of comparing fair selling 
priees of the domestic product with the landed product but in arriving at the fair 
selling price of the domestic product due allowance should be made for the 
freight differences within India itself and also to the fact that some units 
through no fault of their own may not be as efficient as others "ithin India itself. 
Question 46.-Would you recommend variations in duties to meet variations in import 

CORtS~ 

QuEstion 47.-Wl!ere protection is to l!e given by tariffs, what are the considerations 
uhich ycu think should govern the choice between the various alternative 
forms of duty such as specific ad valorem compounds etc., 

46 and 47 .-We are of the view that preference should be given to specific 
duties. -

Question 48.-What do you think of the utility and practicability of tariff quotas! 
Careful consideration should be given to the quantity of the indigenous manu

facturers before making use of tariff quotas. 

Question 49.-Would yoa like a minimum or a maximum duration to be laid down 
for JCTOtective measurES 1 

A mir~um duration should be laid down for any protective measures and 
not the maxunum ~ne. The duration itself should vary with the Industry concel'Ded 
and should be sufficwnt that the Industry to compete on equal terms with foreign 
manufacturers before proteetion is lifted. 
Question 50.-Are YO"-'. •G!i<]i~ with the existing system of revenue tariff classifiealion1 

If ?'o~,;w1Ult are •ts defect.s an-I what changes would you suggest! Can one 
~shng ·~stem be s~ 11Wdijie<l as to reduce the burden on the consumer 
w.thoid any anrec•able loss of revtnue to the puhlic exchequer! 

We are ?~the view that the present system of Revenue classification needs a 
complete reVlSlOn as many :naterials which were not previously regarded as materials 
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for Industrial use are now recognised as such and individual industries should be 
taken into consideration in such a revision. 

Question 51.-Having regard to :-
(a) the future structure of our foreign trade. 
(b) the anticipations relating to the course of international, trade (underlying the 

Havana Charter on Trade and Employment) and (c) the broad lines 
of our Industrial Policy a.s laid down in the Rtotement of the sixth April 
1948, 'llJ01Jld you attempt a formulai,ion of the objectives of our long-term 
fiscol policy1 

The objectives of our long term fiscal policy should be :-
1. Development of the natural resources of the country through rapid Indus

trialisation. 
2. Attainment of self-suflicienoy in the basic requirements of food and clothing 
3. The increase in the volume of export and import trade. 

Question 52.-In order to facilitate the objectives of our fiscal, policy, do you think it 
would be necessary for Government or quasi-Government institutions to 
participate in foreign trade (a) in the short period and (b) in the long 
run1 

We wish to state, we are against participation by Government or Quasi-Govern
ment institutions in any form of foreign trade. We should like to cite an example 
of the failure of attempts by the Central Government to purchase Yam and Cloth 
from the Indian Mills for sale in Pakistan the amounts relating to which are still pend
ing and in many cases the Government have requested the Mills concerned to take 
back the bales. Such confusion would not have taken place if the trade has been 
left to the usual trade channels. 

· Another example is the purchase of Sudan Cotton by the Government which 
was supplied to the Mills at an abnormal price and afterwards this cotton was not 
found useful to spin 60s and Mills lost heavily on this account. 

But as an alternative to Government Trade, a very efficient method would b<:> 
for the Industry to purchase on a Cooperative basis from other countries its 
requirements of raw materials and stores so that ultimately cheapness will result. 

Question 53.-If your answer to the above question is •n the oJfirmative what form of 
Government or quasi-Government organisations would you recommend! 
What would be the limits to thei1· activities, and what conditions if any, 
would you impose on their functional 

It does not arise. 

SECTION E 

Question 54.-The Indian Fiscol Gommission.of 1921-22 snggested several supple
mentary measures as an aid to the tariff policy which they had recommen
ded. W auld you enumerate the non-fiscal measures that Government 
should now adopt in furtherance of any approved fiscal policy both
(a) in the short period and (b) in the long period! 

Question 55.-In particular have you any special snggestions to make as to how Go
vernment could facilitate :-

(a) the supply of essential industrial raw materials where these are not readily 
available in the country; 

(b) the supply of essential plant and machinery; 
(c) the supply of cheap fuel or power; 

18 of M. of Com. 
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(d) tlw provision of cheap, adequate and ~uick traMpo;t bot~ for tM movement of 
raw and semi processed matei'Ulls and the.r fimshed products, made 
availahle under a sclwme of rationalized freight structure; 

(e) the supply of technical personnel of differe-nt grades ; 
(f) tl1e supply of technicaZ inforrnatirm about industrial methods and processe-S; 
(g) tM supply of industrial finance, both for use as block and as working capital! 

\ 
54 & 55. We are in general agreement with all the non-fiscal measures 

suggested therein. 

QWJStion 56.-How and to what extent could tlw trade and industnJ co-operate with 
Government in the provision of such facilities.! 

Question 57.-Do you think any special types of organisation uxnild be nuess~ry (a) 
to secure this cooperation between industry and trade and (b) to provide for 
tlw orderly supply of t/w facilities enumerated in Q. 55 or for the 
supply of such otlwr facilities as may be COMidered necessary.! 

56 & 57. In" order to facilitate greater cooperation between the Industry on the 
one side and the GOvernment on the other, Trade and Industry should be given pro
tected seats in the Provincial and Central Legislature. 

Question 58.-What are your general views on tlw subject of Imperial Preference
particularly in tM light of tlw principles underlying tlw general Agree
ment on Tariffs and Trade and the Havana Charter on World Trade 
and Employment! 

Question 59.-TM- Indian Fiscal Commission of 1921-22 recommended that, if the 
policy of Imperial Preference was adopted on the lines indicated in tlwir 
Report, its application should be governed by tlw following principles :-

(a) that no preference should be granted on any article without tlw approval of 
tlw Legislature; 

(b) that no preference given in any way should diminish t/w protection required 
by Indian industries; 

(c) that preference should not involve on balance any appreciable economic loss to 
India. 

On tlw assumption that tlw scheme of Imperial Preference is continued, uxnild you 
consider tM above principles adequate! If not, would you fonnulate a 
compreMMive set of principles that may be applicable to the circum
stonces of tlw present! 

58 & 59.-In view of the altered relationship between India and the other Com
~onw~th countri~ the principle of preference shoul_d be judged individually on 
1ts menta and use tt to our advantage m the formulattve period of our Industries. 
But it ie desirable to retain the freedom of having preferential tariff where it ie neces
sary, if thereby the country's trade would benefit. 

Question 60. W auld Y_OU make a ?road analysis of tlw effects of t/w preferences granted 
and recewed by Indm and U.K. respectively under Indo-British Trade 
agreement of 1939, as modified by tlw provisions of tlw General Agreement 
on Tariffs and Trade 'Under tlw following he<zd8. 

(a) Expansion of trade; 
(b) C'Uiitoms revenues; 

Question 61.-Pleas< attempt a similar analysis in respect of tlw trade between India 
on tlw_ one hand and tlw otlwr Commonwealth countries and tlw British 
ColQaies on the other. 
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Question 62.--;In what. directi~ and to what extent do y()U think the preferences on 
tmporl8 tnto Indm lmve affected the burden on the Indian consumer~ 
Could y()U attempt a quantitaJ,ive assessment with reference to some 
rrwjor preferred imporl81 

Question 63.-Is it posswle to make<> similar estimate of the extent to which ()Ur exporl8 
have expanded as a result of the preferences received by us in the U.K. 
the Dominions and the other British territories! 

60 to 63. In view of the abnormal Wartime conditions and inflated prices it is 
difficult to make any conclusions. . 

Question 64.-Apart .from the economic advantages that may be derived from these 
mutual preferences, do. y()U think that they confer any bargaining strength 
on India vis-a-vis (a) the United Kingdom and other Commonwealth 
C()Untries and (b) non-commonwealth C()Untries! lf so, please illustrate 
y()Ur answer with some examples. 

Question 65.-{i) In the light of your replies to the above questions W()Uld y()Uformulate 
y()Ur views on the desirability of continuing the existing system of pre
ferences between (a) India and the United Kingdom (b) India and the 
other Dominions and (c) India and the other British territories! 

(ii) If you are not in favour of continuing the exii!ting system what modifica
tions wculd you suggest 1 

64 & 65. In view of the Devaluation of currencies the whole question of Jm. 
perial Preference should be completely re-examined. 

SECTION G 

Question 66.-(a) Do y()U consider that industries receiving protection or assistance 
from Government owe a special obligation to the rest of the community 
as regards the manner in which they render their services! 

(b) If so, please state y()Ur views as to these obligations 1tnder the following heads: 
(i) price policy ,and price structure ; 
(ii) wages and conditions of kWour; 
{iii) adoption of technological improvements; 
.( iv) initiation of research in the technigue of product·ion and distribution; 
(v) training of apprentices and Government scholars and stipendiaries; 
(vi) control over the distribution of the products of protected industries in certain 

contingencies. 

(a) Yes. {b) {i) If the tariffs have been assessed correctly and fixed and the 
imports on that basis are allowed freely it will work as a corrective against any 
profiteering. 

(ii) We fully recognise that with the progressive development of industries 
there should be a gradual improvement in the living conditions of labour and in their 
welfare. In this connection there already exist the Indian Factories Act 1934 
safeguarding the interests of labour, supplemented by recent Central and Provincial 
legislative enactments in the form of the the Industrial Relations Act, Minimum 
Wages Act, Employees' State Insurance Act, etc. Besides it is also contemplated 
to enact legislation for Fair Wages. In as much as all these legislative measures 
will apply to the whole field of industries, we are of the view that no special legisla
tion is necessary for safeguarding interests of labour in. protected industries. 

3, 4 & 5. It should be the policy of the Government to make technical im
provements available to the various industries so that they can reduce the cost of 
production which ultimately result in the removal· of protection. · · 
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6. It should be dealt with as and when contingencies arise. But control 
should ouly be resorted in times of grave shortage and emergency. 

Que.stion 67.-(a) Is it nece.ssary to stipulate that 1w protected ~r assisted_indus!;u s"?ultf 
engage in any restrictive practice in respect of (•) productwn, (") dUJtn
bution or (iii) prices ! 

(b) What general principles would you sugge.st to regulate the "fJht o~ association or 
combination of the different units in a. protected or ass>Sted •ruiustry ! 

Industries receiving protection Or assistance should _be discouraged fr?m for~
ing combines or from resorting to any deliberate curtailment of productiOn or m-
crease of prices. · 

(b) It is impossible to lay down conditions beforehand nor it is necessary. 

Questian 68.-Would you lay down any coruiitions regarding the financial structure af 
the iruiustries receiving protection ! 

It will be difficult to lay down conditions regarding the financial protections. 
Question 69.-(a) Are you satisfied with the pre.sent arrangenunts for the standardiza

tion arui =trol of the quality af iruiustrial products! In particJJlar, 
do you think that any special arrangements for the cantrol af quality af 
the products of protected arui assisted iruiustrie.s are necessary! 

(b) If so, W01Jld you impase this duty on the protected or assistediruiustries through 
•uchs]Jf.cialorganization as they may set up with the approval of Govern
ment or would you set up any special institutions outside these industries! 

(c) What in your view •hmlld be the structure arui functions of such organisations 
or institutions ! Should they be professionaUy expert bodies or be .com
pos•d of representative.s of., the differem intsr>sts concerned! 

We would suggest the fixation of certain minimum standards of quality parti
cularly for the goods that are to be exported. With any Body that may be set up 
in order to establish and t<> maintain these standards of quality the Industry con
cerned should be fully associated. 

Questicn 70.-Eo you think that the obligations should be tmbodied h the relftant 
statues dealing with protected or assisted imlustries or be left to be pres
cribed by the tariff-making machinery on an ad hoc basis, in each indi
vidual cases of an iruiustry seeking protection or assistance ! 

Any applications should be left to the tariff making machinery on an ad hoc basis 
in each individual cases. 

Question 71.-(a) Do you consider that any special administrative machinery is neces
sary to ensure that thest obligations of protected ar.d assisted iruiustries are 
duly discharged! If so, what form of administrative machinery would 
you suggest ! 

(b) Or, W01Jld you prefer that this function should be er.trusted to a special wing 
of the tatiff-making machinery or of ar.y other existing organiwtion ! 

(c) Or, do you think that it win be necessary or desirable for Governmem to be 
represemed on the managetnent of prot.cted or assisted iruiustries in order 
to ensure that these obligations are carried out in the spirit in which they 
are conceived 1 

(a) & (b) We do not consider that any special administrative machinery is 
n~ to ensuret!'at the obligations of protected and assisted industries are duly 
dls<:harged. The Tariff Board should be able to watch the progress made by industries 
~ch have been grantedprot<>ction and review periodically <>n suitable recommenda
tions. 

(c) It is ll<>t desirable for the Government to be represented on the management 
<>f protect<'d or aesisted industries. 
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SECTION R 

Question 72.-In the light of your replies do you consider that the existing administra
tive organisations will be adequate to deal with the problems of imple
ment~ion ~hat may arise .out of Government's acceptance of a compre
henswe pohcy as regards { •) fiscal measures and { ii) non-fiscal measures! 

Question 73.-If 7lot, wluU organisational changes would you propoae in the existing 
machinery of Gove1nment dealing with these subjects 1 

Question 74.-(a) It has been suggested that it might be necessary to set up 07le compre
hensive organisation {partaking of the nature of a Trade and Industrial 
Planning Commission) subdivided into suitable branches to deal with the 
planning and execution of various measures, relating to {i) tariffs, (ii) 
other fiscal measures and (iii) n07i-fiscal measures, etc. Do you agree 
with this view ! 

(b) If so, would you indicate the type or organizational chart that you have in 
mind! 

-Question 75.-(a) Alternatively would you prefer a series of specialised organisations 
dealing with these particular subjects ! 

(b) If so, how would you correlate the functW..s of these administrative organisa
tions ! 

-Question 76.-As a further alternative would you favour only one Technical Organisa
tion dealing with Tariffs leaving the other subjeds to be dealt with by the 
different Ministries concerned more or less in the manner followed a 
present ! 

Question 77.-Whatever may be the strudure of the :r-lanning and coordinating machinery 
that you may favour, do you agree that a specialised organisation for 
tariff purposes is essential to the implementation of a scientific tariff 
policy ! 

72 t() 77. We think that the present machinery for the implementation of a 
-comprehensive policy as regards fiscal as well as non-fiscal measures to be insuffi
cient and that appropriate machinery should be set up not only for the coordina
tion of these two measures but also for the coordination between the policies of the 
Central "and the various Provincial Governments. We would also suggest that the 
Tariff Board should have adequate technical assistance in coming to their decisions 
on the protection of industries. 
Question 78.-If so, would you agree with the recommendations of the Indian Fiscal 

Commission of 1921-22 that the Tariff Board or the Tariff Commission 
should be: 

(i) a permanent body of high standing, 
(ii) C07lsisting of members who are of high ability, integrity and impartiality 

preferably with a knowledge of economics and a practial acquaintanJJ.e 
with business affairs ! 

Have you yot any other views on the status and structure of an appropriate Tariff 
Board or Oommiasi01i. 

Yes. 

Question 79.-WW in your view, are the appror-riate functions of a Tariff Board ! 
Do you agree with the recommendations ofthe Indian Fiscal Commission 
of 1921-22 on this subject! 

Question 80 -Do you consider that the existing functions of the present Indian Tariff 
Board as laid down in the Government of India Resolutions of November 
.1, 1!145, No.ember 26, 1947, arod August 6, 1948 (summarised in the note 
to Section B) are adequate ! If not, what changes would you suggest ! 
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79/80. The existing functions as laid down by the Government on 3-11-1945. 
26·11·1947 and 6-8-1948 are adequate. 
QuestWn. 81.-(a) Do you consider that the present structure and. organisation of the 

Tariff Board are adeqUate for the discharge of the duttes entrusted to •t 1 

(b) If not, what structural or organi.•ational changes would you propose! 
The present structure and organisation of the Tariff Board are adequate. 

Question 82.-Do you think that the present procedure un<k_r w_hich an ind_ustry's fit_
ness for protecti<m is considered only on appltCatwn by that .ndustry t8 

sound 1 If not, how u'Ould .you like it to be modified 1 

Yes. 

Question 83.-In any case, should the_pressent procedure be mo'!ified so far~ s;rnzn 
. and unorganised industrtes are conceNU!d ! If so, tn what dtrectwn. 

No. 
Questi<m 84.-Where the procedure provides for an application for p~ction, shauU 

the ar-plicatWn. be addressed to Government or to tiM Tariff Board ! 
In view of the delay caused by applying ~ the Government and the Governm~nt 

after satisfying themselves that there is a prima facie case before recommending 
to the Tariff Board applications should be received directly by the Tariff Bo~rd. 
and if they feel that there is a prima facie case then they should take up the question 
of protection. 

Question 85.-What modifications would you suggest in the present procedure to 
make it more expeditious ! 

Refer answer above. 

Question 86.-Have ~ou any imj:rovements to Buggest in the Tariff Board's pre.•ent 
working methods (including the procedure for public hearings) ! 

No comment. 

Question 87.-Do you cor.suur that the Tariff Board's recommendations should normally 
be accepted by Government and implemented by it 1 

Question 88.-(a) Having regard to the 11ature of the duties and functions entrusted 
to the Tariff Board, do you consider that it should be plactd on a statutory 
bam 1 

(b) If so, should the statu~ lay down only the compositWn. and functions of the Tariff 
Board or auo tnclude the general principle governing tariff policy, the 
general procedure to be followed in tariff enquiries and the manner of 
e1iforcement of the obligatior.s of prote.cted or asBisted industries ! -

(c) To what extent would ~h s~utory provisions militate against flexibility, 1 
~ow.~ the po88lble ~k of rigidity in procedure and administration 
tmpltctt <n statutory pravtsions, be either eliminated or reduced ! 

(a) Yes. The Tariff Board must be placed on a statutory basis. The 
statute should lay down the composition and functions of the Tariff Board and the 
!!ener~ princi:pl!"' governing Tariff Policy. But the general procedure to be' followed 
?' tarlf!" enqumes and the manner of enforcement of the obligations of protected 
mdustries sho~d be left to the decision of the Board itself. · 

!c) The statutory provisio?" should be framed in such a way as to allow the 
maxunum J!eedom to the tariff Board in their enquiry and no rigidity in procedure 
should !>? laid down. The ~tatute should also empower the Ministry to change the, 
composition ex':"pt th~ ~a~rman as often as is necessary for the particular industries 
t;~>at are under !fiVestJga.IOn subject to the members possessing the other qulifica
tions already laid down by Statute. 
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INDIAN NATIONAL SUGAR MILLS WORKERS' FEDERATION, LUCKNOW 

Memorandum syJ>mitte4 to (he Fiacal 0rYmmi88imt, Government of India, on behalf 
of lh;- Indwn Natwnal Sugar Mill Worker8 Federation (Affiliated to the Indian 
Nat~nal Trade Union Congrea8) by Dr. P. K. Choudhuri, Senior Vice
Prli8tdent. 

I 
The r!"pid e:-:pansio~ of the sugar industry in India. under the spoon-feeding 

of ~r~tect1ve. assistance IS undoubtedly a matter of great significance for the coun
try s mdustnal enterprise. In the year 1930-31 India had to import 9 Lakhs 
tons out of its 12 I.akhs tons of sugar consumed, whereas, in 1940, she, meeting 
~er b":re demands, started thinking of exports. The production of white sugar 
m India was only 1,20,000 tons in 1930-31. The tariff protection, besides creating 
a b?-ffer wall for the industry against foreign competitions has guaranteed it on a. 
b_asic w:orking condition, a. scheduled income of 10 per cent on the block C!'pital 
(mcluding taxes) for a. factory of 750 tons having a. crushing season of 100 days 
and."' recovery of 9 · 5 per cent. From its most wretched condition in 1930-31 
the mdustry reached its maximum production of 12 Lakhs tons in 1943-44. So 
far as t~e percentage of recovery is concerned although for lack of scientific methods 
of farn;ung and climatic conditions obtained in Java and other sugar producing 
countnes of the Pacific Ocean Area the Indian Industry has yet failed to reach 
a recovery at par with those countries, it is undoubtedly a great success for the · 
Industry to have reached a. recovery as high as 10· 28 in 1942-43 and 10·02 in 1943-
44 with a start of 8 · 89 per cent. immediately before the protection was given. 

Condition of wagea :-Before the war the total wage for a sugar factorv wor
ker was Rs. 7/5/- a month i.e. -/4/6 per day. It has gradually inoreased to Rs. 
1/13/9 per day in January, 1949. There has been a. corresponding increase in the 
sugar price from Rs. 6/6/7 in 1936-37 against cane price at the rate of -/4/- per rod. 
toRs. 35/7/- in 1947-48 against cane price of Rs. 2/- and Rs. 29/7/- against cane 
price at Rs. 1/10/- in 1948-49. The present labour cost works out at about 10 per 
cent. of the sugar price. The cost of raw material is about 60 per cent. of the sugar . 
price and the remaining 30 per cent is allocated in various heads such as cost of 
manufacturing including stores, depreciation, overhead charges, taxes and profits. 
Although no figures may possibly be availed on this score, the industry undoubtedly 
makes an appreciable saving in the manufacturing and labour allotted in the sugar 
price. In the year 1947-48 sugar price was fixed atRs. 35/7/- per rod. An additional 
income of Rs. 2/- per rod. was allotted to the Industry in the sugar price over 
and above the scheduled profit of 10 per cent. on the block capital. That has 
fetched an extra. income of about 5 Crores and 50 Lakhs of rupees to the Industry. 

From the rapid development of the Industry within the period from 1932-33 
to 1945-46 it is easy to appraise the total profits earned by it which made the in
vestment of such huge capitals possible. Moreover although it is not possible 
for us to place accurate figures, a peep into the accounts of the 130 sugar 
factories in India which have existed since 1934-35 will convince the Commission 
of our submission that most of these factories have already distributed a tota] 
dividend of 3 to 4 hundred per cents up-to-date. In the same way the total amount 
accounted for and realised as depreciation is apt to have reached a figure almost 
equal to the paid up capital of the Industry, if not at least to its 80 per cent. It 
is interesting to note that the owners of this Industry have, from the very start, 
lacked very hopelessly in wisdom and farsightness which are prereqwsites for the 
economic soundness of an industry. They have behaved just like traders who 
care to purchase a commodity from one market of a city and to sell it at another 
market at a bargaining price. It is shocking to find that 80 per cent. of the 
sugar factories of India have acoumulated no reserves to meet successfully 
slumps and crises. They stand at the sweet-will of the financing banks with whom 
they enter into a cash credit transaction. It is all the more shocking to find th~ 
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while the amount realised. from year to year as depreciation ought to have been 
kept reserved for the replacemen~ of old machineries_ h~ new and np-to-date ones, 
this appears to have gradually disappeared perhaps ill illVestments on some other 
units. 

Condilions of raw materials :;-For the_ ma~im?m efficiency and production 
-every industry has to be rationalised. RatiO~ali~atiOn does not. mean only stan
·dardisation of the man-power. The standard!~atiOnofthe machille-power as ~ell 
as maximum availability of quality raw matenals are also none the less essentml. 
'l'he sugar factory owners have long been raising a false cry of efficiency with a 
view to obtain permission from the Govt. to retrench man-power but the;y. have 
been conspicuously inactive and indifferent towards the other two necessities of 
-efficiency and production which are -up-to-date machineries and arrang,_ments to 
<;ecure quality of canes yielding maximum amount of sugar. Comparat1v~ ove_r
loading of staffs is not so much injurious to the lndus~ry as the shortcom~ng~ ill 
other two heads. The sugar mill owners of U.P., spe01ally of the eastern d1~tncts 
now cry for shorter seasons which ultimately affects the average productiOn of 
India as a whole but. in spite of such high profit£ earned under the parental car: of 
protection, t.he industry has not cared at all for the development of can:s ~n SCien
tific lines which only could keep it alive. The immediate result of this illdifference 
has been an abnormally shorter se..Son in the eastern districts of U. P. and Bihar
otherwise India could by this time undoubtedly stabilise her production to 1· 5 
millions tons ·per year. 

The sugar Industry is outstandingly ill-managed which not only affects its 
economy but also its efficiency. The expenses incurred on account of wages to 
workers are comparatively low whereas the overhead charges of supervision and 
management are too high. The salaries of the supervisory Officers range from Rs . 
.500/- to Rs. 3,000!- as generally against their academic qualifications and techni
cal efficiency which are not in keeping with the high remuneration given them. 
The obvious reason for this appears to be the undersirable and anti-social methods 
very often adopted by sugar factory owners whiclr make it incumbent on them 
to provide personnel of less technical skill at high remuneration only to aid and 
abet their corrupt practices. Really efficient technical personnel are essentially 
necessary for the enhancement of the efficiency of the industry. The remunera
tions of the Managing Agents or Managing Directors as salaries and also as commis
sion on sugar produced or sold and ill certain cases as a specified fairly high percen
tage on the nett profit, take away the cream of the profit and leave comparatively 
less fair amount to be apportioned by the share-holders, workers and for floating 
the reserve fund. Rationalisation of the expenses of supervision and management 
is of essential importance and there should be scope for efficiency-bonus to 
workers as an incentive for greater technical skill. Advance budgets of the pro
bable expenditure of various factories allocated in different heads of account and ap
proved by a pennanent composite board of technical and economic experte are 
worth a trial. The plantation industry under European management has long 
been adopting this method . 

. 1-Uitwle of ~he sugar mill OW>iers and the Sugar Syndicate.-Aithough with the 
thrivmg of the '!'d~ and consequen~ multiplication of sugar factories all over 
the country specurlly m the _U. ~- and Billa: there has been an automatic expansion 
of the area under c_ane cultivatiOn, the mill owners have practically failed in their 
duty of dev!'lopmg q~lity canes and their intensive production, which only 
<:an keep the mdustry ahve. !>foreover mal-practices have been not infrequently 
resorted to at the cost of the illeterate growers. Since the fonnation of the Indian 
Sngar Syndicate to organise and promote sale of sugar, utmost efforts have been 
~a?e to keep the ~gar rate at a high ebb. The monopoly and statutory recog
:mticn of the Syndicate, as the sole promoter of sales and fixation of basic prices 
has very adversely affected the consumers' interest as well. Moreover instanc~ 
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are on record where the Syndicate as the guardian of the Industrialists, has tried 
to put coersive pressure on the Government on the fixation of sugar price at its con
venience and choice. The Syndicate has obviously tried to feed 'the vested interests 
of. its constituents totally ignoring the greater interest of the country. It goes 
Without any fear of contradiction that the recent freezing of stock by the Govern
ment was an emergency created by the millowners under the protection of the 
Syndicate due to abnormal bargains at the cost of the country. A regular tussel 
has yet been going. on for the revision of the sugar price which, according to the 
Syndicate, ought to have been Rs. 30/4/- per md. The crushing season in the 
eentral and western districts of the United Provinces ought to have started by the 
third week of November at the latest owing to the large yield of sugar-cane in 
_their area and the consequent necessity of crushing canes totally before it is incon
venient for excessive heat of the summer season to prolong the season beyond reason
able limits. The Syndicate has undoubtedly been at the back of these coersive ten
dencies of its constituents. So the logical conclusion drawn from this intentional 
dead-lock in the industry leads to the fact that the Syndicate has outlined its uti
lity and should be dissolved forthwith and an all-India sale's organisation with an 
advisory committee composed of all interests should be formed to promote and 
regulate the sale of sugar. This organisation will have its branches in all sugar 
;producing provinces and States' Unions and push the sale and equitable distribution 
of sugar through consumers' co-operative societies. 

Private Ownership vis-a-vis Nationalisation.-The sugar jndustry has act~ally 
reached this stage at which nationalisation is easily practicable. The Indian NatiOnal 
Trade Union Congress which has, in its fold, the vast majority of th~ sug?'r 
workers of India, feels bold to give its pledge of maximum working effiCiency m 
case the Government decides to nationalise the industry. Majority of the sugar fac
tories of India have already given dividends to the extent of at least more than two 
hundred per cent. So in case of those factories whose dividends have already 
:gone at par with the paid-up capital and the amount drawn on depreciation has 
been at par with the price of the machineries the question of paying compensa
tion should not arise. Others which have not yet reached that stage should be ade
quately compensated. 

We entertain a firm belief in the succesS" of the industry under State owner
ship. It is then ouly that this premier industry of the country might stand ?n 
its own legs even without protective assistance after ouly a few years otherWlse 
all attempts to stop capitalistic bringling will be abortive and· spoon-feeding m~st 
have to be kept alive at all on behalf of the National Sugar Federation of the ~dian 
National Trade Union Congress. .We would appeal to the Commission to kindly 
submit its recommendation in favour of immediate nationalisation of the sugar 
industry. 

Claim of protective assistance :-The industry at this stage needs being given 
protective assistance for a maximum period of five years on the following condi
-tions:-

1. The extent of Government control should be determined by the technical 
personnel of the Tariff Board or any other committee suggested by 
it in case private ownership is allowed to continue. 

II. The factories should be located in areas ensuring maximum supply of 
quality canes and having easy transport facilities. 

ill. Balancing of unbalanced plants. 
IV. Improvement of manufacture by the production and supply of deve

loped and fresh canes, using ultra-modern methods of processing 
with co-related modern units and shortening of the process ensuring 
total loss of sugar in cane not more than 2 per cent. and the quality 
not inferior to D27. 
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V. Purcha.se of canes through a. single organisation i.e. ~e co-operative 
societies. 

VI. Financial and technical control of the factories should be made with 
very etrict scrutiny by the Government. 

VI!. These five years of protection should spent in developing collect~v~ 
- farms of canes with high fibres and high sucrose content and a muu

mum yield of 700 Mds. per acre. 
VIII. Intensive development of bye-product industries such as paper and 

card-board factories from baggasse vitaminised confectioneries fr?m 
sugar, east for animals and human consumption and road surfacmg 
materials from molasses, fuer and manures from Press Cakes. 

IX. Development of good roads and their feeders for easy and quick trans
port of cane so that fresh canes may be available for crushing. 

Tahle showing the number of suyar factories in the United Provinces and India and the 
conditwnof produdion from 1931-32--1945-46 

1931--32 
1932-33 
1933-34 
1934-35 
1935·36 
1936·37 
1937-3~ 
1938·39 
1939-40 
194.()..41 
1941-42 
1942·43 
1943-44 
1944·45 
1945·46 
J946-4·i' 
1947-48 
1948-49 

No, of rae- No. of rae· Sugar produced In Sugar produced in Recovery BeC'o"Very 
toties in tarles ln U. p, lndJa Jn U.F. in ]Ddia 

U. P. India 

14 32 73,000 Tons. 1,58,781 Ton~ 8.59 8.89 
sa 57 1,40,000 Tons ~ ,90,177 Tons e.6S s.ce 
60 U2 ?,i4,00P Tor:a 4,53,965 Tons 9.08 s.ao 
65 130 3,16,000 Tons 5,78.115 Ton~ 8.fi6 8.66 
67 137 5,30,000 Tons 9,32,1CO Tons o.s 9.29 
68 137 0,09,000 'Jons 1,11,400 Tons 0.65 9.50 
68 136 5,31,COO Tens 9,30,700 Tons 9.18 9.38 
69 130 3,20,000 Tons 6,50,800 'Ions 9.H 9.29 
70 145 6,60,000 Tons 12,41,700 Tons 9.3'; 9.45 
70 148 5,1a,:wo Ton11 10,95,400 'Ions 9.87 9.70 
70 150 :-J,82,DOO Tons 7,78100'Ions 9.8; 9.09 

" 150 6,12,500 Tens 10,70,700 TonR ]0.16 J0.28 
70 lbl 7,27,100 Tons 12,16,400 Tons il.l2 10.02. 
67 144 5,28,SOO 'Ions 9,~5,100Tons 10.:Z2 
67 150 5,15,000 Tons 12,00,000 Tons ]0.Q9 

5,25,800 'l'ons ]0.03 
(1,0:.!,600 Tons 
5,31,370lons 

9.g3 
9.{18 

Tahle 87wwing per capita consumption of 8'U(Iar in various countries of the world:-

United Kingdom • ,. 106 lbs. per head 
U.S.A. 97 

" " Brazil 34 " " " Australia. ,. -116 " " " France 52 
" " " Germany 52 
" " 

,. 
Cuba 88 

" " " Java. . 11 
" " " Japan 33 
" " " Union of South Africa. 47 
" " " India 27 
" " 

., (including 20 
lbs. gur) 

fro~ .the above table it ie evident tbat the per caJ'ifa consumption of sugar in 
India JS the poorest of all countries of the world only 7 per cent. So there iemuch 
scope yet _for expansion of internal trade by diverting more canes to sugar Fac
toi"_I~ which should ~ co~petent enough to make intensive productions. In 
~ contrw:t to this glarmg prospects there ie a gradual decline in cane yield 
m tbe m?st smtable cane growiog areas of eaetern U. P. and Bihar where about 
~ factones of the country are located. We hold the total indifference of the 
millo.wners to~a;<Is de~elopment of canes in quality and quantity solely 'res
pollSible for this rmpending calamity in the Industry. They have been mad,ta.fter 
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beg~?ng high profits behind the shelter of protection without earning to purse the· 
_available source of raw materials. 

If we exanrine the percentage of cane used for different purposes in 1943-44 
we find that only 25 per cent. of the total cane produced in the country was utilised 
by the sugar factories as against 50 per cent. in manufacturing gur. This is not 
at all encouraging for the industry. It also meaus that no attempts have been 
made to grow quality and high fibres canes in sufficient quantities more suitable· 
for sugar- factories only, with the resnlt that half of the cane of the country has 
been utilised in manufacturing gur. It also indicates that given proper attention 
to the development of quality canes, India conld easily produce at least 2 millions
tons of sugar. 

Lastly it is really a tragedy that in spite of India's premier position among the· 
sugar producing countries of the world and its great prospect for much higher pro-
duction, sugar has been very scarce in the country and selling at a very abnormal 
price. The Govt. of India shonld conduct a searching enquiry to find out where· 
sugar has gone. With the partition of India into two contiguous States and 
Pakistan's refusal to purchase India sugar on the plea of high prices and its inade
quate import of sugar from foreign markets there are reasons to apprehend that 
much of our sugar has gone away through resourceful intermediaries at high 
bargains to the rural areas of Pakistan where sugar was almost a myth. To what. 
extent the different sugar marketing organisations and the millowners are res· 
ponsible for this national tragedy the Government is to ascertain. · 

We again emphasis on our appeal for the immediate nationalisation of the 
sugar industry which is really practicable and requires only boldness of the State· 
for its materialisation otherwise this premier industry of the country will have ita 
doom's day in no distant future. 

THE C. P. AND BERAR MILLOWNERS' ASSOCIATION, NAGPUR. 

I am directed by the Committee of the C. P. and B'll'ar Millowners' Associa
tion, Nagpur, to refer to the Commission'b lettH No. l-Fis/A(5)/49, dated the 
25th June 1949 forwarding a copy of the questionnaire issued by the Commbsion 
and desiring the views of my Comn.ittee on the scope and purpose of the future 
fiscal policy in gen'll'ally and specia,lly their replies to the questions raised under· 
different sections of the Questionnaire. 

2. At the outset, I am desired by my Committee to point out that although 
my AI.sociation is directly concerned with the affairs of the textile industry in thi"' 
Province, in view of the fact that the future fiscal policy of the country is directly 
bound up with the general economic and agricnltural development of the coun
try as a whole, their views are not therefore mainly concerned with the textile in
dustry but generally cover the entire sphere of the trade, commerce and industry 
of the country. 

3. My Committee wish me to emphasise that it is essential to include snell
vital subjects as the effect of the existing structure of taxation on industry and the 
plae<. of foreign capital vis-a-vis the fiscal policy within the •cope ,,f the enquiry 
entrusted to the Fiscal Commission. 

4. Secondly, on account of the low-profit margius as ,, result of steep direct 
taxation, it has become ahnost impossible to raise capitsl for industrial and com
mercial projects, however sound and promising they may be. That means there 
is little scope for capital fo.xmation in the country at present, although the need 
for the maximum amount of capital formation was at no time greater for an eco
nomically backward country like India. The existing tax structure which has• 
admittedly been a lopsided one and unbalanced and wholly regressive in its effects 
on industrial development needs, therefore, to be exanrined in all its aspects in rela.
tion to the objectives of the appropriate fiscal policy that may be evolved, . 
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5. Anothe! important aspect which seems to require emph~s!s is in respect 
<>f foreign capital. Certain categorical statements made by the llfunst:JOY o~ In~us
try and Supply have legitimately given rise to fears :whether the full1mphcatiOns 
·of the policy of forei'lfl capital vis-a-vis the fiscal pohcy of the country have been 
properly assessed and realised. For example, the _recent . s~~ement mad~ b_y 
·Gov')l"nment that even in the sphere of protected mdustues when protectJo~ Is 
conferred on a particular industry, all the units of that industry, whether Indian
owned or not, will be automatically entitled to claim benefits of s_nch p~otection" 
:raises certain ve;ry pertinent issues in respect of th~ grant of spe~ml a~s1stan~e to 
·enterp,rises, the ownership and management ofwhich are essen~mlly m natiOn~! 
hands. Foreign conCEll"ns have al,ready been allowed to establish themselves m 
the count:t:y and the cases of some more a;re und<j!"stood to be unde.r consid<jl"ation. 
In this connection, my Committee would like to raise the important question as 
to whether the terms and conditions on which such foreign concerns are going to 

·be allowed to be established in the country will be in keeping with the main point 
·of the Statement of Industrial Policy, viz that the major interest> in ownership 
and effective control should always be in Indian hands. It should be made per
fectly clear that foreign capital will be treated on a footing of perfect equality in 
.every respect once it is allowed to enter the country. 

6. Before proceeding to give detailed replies to the questionnaire, my Com
mittee would like to make the following preliminary observations on the nature 
and working of the policy of discriminating protection and the need for a complete 
reorientation in the country's fiscal policy calculated to encourage and womote 
.:rapid industrWisation to the fullest extent possible. 

Policy of Di.arimi7Wling Protection. 

7. lfy Committee are definitely of the view that the policy of <Ustriminating 
·protection as enunciated by the Fiscal Commis•ion in I 922 in what is known 
as the Triple (Qrmui'LI·roved to be di•appointingly slow an<i..ineffectiye, ha~dly 
.appropriate to meet the reqnirc.ments of industrial development of an under-de>e· 
loped and agriculturaJ country like Indi>, which will be evident from the fact that 
during nearly twenty years of the oper.ltion of the policy ouly eight industries were 
developed or established under the shelter of protective tariffs. If a more liberal 
.and vigorous policy were pursued, India would have achieved her industrhlisation 
at a much fasw pace and would not have been found unprepared as she was on 
the eve of the second world w.<r. In view of the halting and half-hearted nature 
.of_protection given to variOus industries by Government, it will- be more appro
pri~te t? say that if some of the industries were d~veloped and stabilised during the 
-penod 1t wa.s largely due to the rising nationalist sentiment of the Indian people 
and the ~tiative and pioneering· spirit of the Indian industrialists. The policy 
'0~ protect~on played but a limited part, inasmuch as the protection given to indus
tnes was m a large number of cases essentially of a safegJJarding variety. 

8. Speaking with particular reference to the textile industry, it is common 
'knowledge that protectiOn to the industry was not immediately available when 
.aske?- for. Th~n, ouly_ a section of the industry, namely, yarn, was protected, 
leavmg the maJor sectiOn of the industry's manufactures, namely, cloth, unpro
tecte~. Wh~n at last ~ small measur~ of protection was conferred also on the 
weavmg section of the mdustry, certam other extraneous factors came into exis
tence, :Wh.en neu~alised the effect of that protection. !{ere, the ref<,ence is to the 
-deprecmtiOn whi~h took place in the Japanese and Chinese currencies which gave 
an enormous fillip to these two countries in their export trade with India. When 
at last "'?unter measures were taken, India in common with the rest of the world, 
entered ~to a prol~nged. trade d~pression accompanied by financial stringency 
an~ dr?P m commod1ty prices. This made things difficult for the industry in con
-s?lidatmg and strengthening its position. behind the tariff wall, and practically 
till the commencement of the world war, It was impossible for the industry to 
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make any substantial improvement so far as its financial position was concerned. 
It is unnecessary to enter into what happened aft~r the commencement of th& 
~ar,_ but it is t\l"ue that the wf>r gave an enormous fillip to the Indian cotton tex
t~le md':'stry! and helped it to improve its financial position. While the protec
tiv~ tar!ff rmght have helped to keep the industry alive in the imme<'.il.te pre-wa.r
p_eriOd, It was the wo!rla. war which really helped it to strengthen its financial posi
tiOn. 

9. It should not, however, be understood that the industry's present financia~ 
position is everything that could.be desired, but it should be pointed out that 
most of the profits made by the industry in the war period were drained off by 
Government. in the_ form of taxation. It is an admitted fact that during the war 
and_ immediately thereafter the industry was working practically to death. All 
maJor repairs and overhauling, which necessitated a shut down of some of the ma
chines were postponed-to avoid drop in production, and also on the ground that 
the necessary spares were not available. Replacements of capital machinery were· 
almost unobtainable, and even to day whatever small quantities are available are· 
~oming in at prices which are about three to four times the pre-war prices. Th<> 
mdustry's machinery is badly in need of replacement, rehabilitation and remodelling, 
and the industry should necessarily be placed in a position in which it would be 
able to set aside sums which would make good this need in the minimum number of 
years. 

. 10. It is a significant commentary on the pace of industrialisation during th& 
mter-war period that on the eve of the war our industrial structure was found to b& 
weak and ill-equipped inasmuch as even established industries such as textiles,. 
paper etc. found their supplies of essential raw and processed, raw materials and 
stores cut off on account of the war. Absence of chemical industries reveal the 
precarious nature of the country's dependence on such supplies from abroad, nor 
had India developed metallurgical and other subsidiary and auxiliary industries. 
which could meet the requirements of the established major industries. It is per
tinent to note that no basic or key industry worth the name was developed during 
the period. 

II. An explanation for this state of affairs is, in the view of my Committee,, 
to be found in the half-hearted and apologetic view of the Commission that ' India 
for many years to come is likely to concentrate on the simpler forms of manufactured 
goods.' Another factor responsible for slowing down the pace of industrialisation 
of the country was the ' iufant' industry argument which was recommended by the 
Commission and adopted liy Government as a basis for the grant of protection. 
While the Commission accepted the argument that an industrially backward 
country, full of industrial potentialities, can justifiably use protection with a view to 
meeting competition from industrially advanced countries, who have not only the 
initial advantages of an early start but also the advantage of established superior 
production technique, they failed to realise that the theory was applicable to a. 
backward country as a whole and not to an isolated iufant industry. In fact, 
instead of recommending a bold policy of protection, which alone could bring about 
rapid industrialisation in a backward agricultural country, redressing the balance· 
between agriculture and industry, the Commission recommended protection on the
' iufant' industry basis, more appropriate for industrially advanced countries than 
for an under-developed country like India. This error, in the view of my Committee,. 
vitiated the approach to the problem of Indian industrialisation and resulted in the 
piecemeal and restricted type of protection. 

12. The policy of discriminating protection again was based on a narrower and' 
incorrect view of the development of industries, inasmuch as the Tariff Board wor_ked 
on the basis of the theory that protection should be considered only for t~ose lines. 
in a particular industry which were already established in India and _not m respect 
of those which being mutually inter-dependent were capable. of ?emg develop~d 
and should have been developed. Instead of taking a dynarmo vrew, the Tanff 



-:Board at times seemed to adopt a static view of the need for protection and recom
mended protection only for selected products within each industry. This narrow 
interpretation of the principles of protection resulted in the neglect of the allied 
branches of the same industry for want of sufficient encouragement and protec
tion. 

13. The haphazard nature of the policy of protection is further illustrated by 
the recommendation of the Comnrission that as a rule the tariff protection should 
not be granted to new industries. This condition prima facie ruled out the case 
of potential in~ustries. which could have been developed under the promise of a full 
iledged scheme of protection. 

14. The conditions for the grant of protection as prescrihed in the triple formula 
were unduly restrictive in their scope and the procedure prescribed for the formali
ties connected with an enquiry into the claims for protection for any industry was 
dilatory and unduly meticulous. India with all the natural advantages which she 
possesses in respect of abundant supply of raw materials, sufficient supply of labour 
and a large home market would have easily attained an important place in the in
·dustrial world, if a bolder and a more liberal fiscal policy were adopted. 

15. The Fiscal Comnrission laid down as the first, condit.ion that if the industry 
is to qualify for protection it ' must be one possessing natural advantages, such as 
.an abundant supply of raw materials, cheap power, a sufficient supply of labour 
or a large home market. Such advantages will be of different relative importance 
in different industries, but they should also be weighed and the relative importance 
assessed.' In actual practice, in respect of several enquiries a rigid interpretation 
was placed on this oondition, and as a consequence the claims of several industries 
were turned down by the Tariff Board or by Government. Such a test when applied 
to an industrially backward country merely results in imposing unwarranted fetters 
on the industrial development of the country. In fact, if such rigid conditions had 
been imposed, countries like Biitain, Japan and Germany could not have deve
loped most of the organised industries which they were able to do under the shelter 
of a strong protectionist policy. 

16. The second condition, viz, that the industry must be one which with the 
help of protection either is not likely to develop at all or is not likely to develop so 
rapidly as is desirable in the interests of the country, is merely explanatory of the 
principles of protection and as such should have had no place in the formula. 

17. The third condition, viz, that the industry must be one which will even
tually be able to face world competition without protection is important, inas
much as it emphasises a necessary aspect of the principle of proteotion, that no 
industry which is likely to become a burden on the community should be protected 
except on broad national grounds. In fact, it should have been linked up with 
the first condition with the necessary proviso relating to the cost of an industry. 
It is necessary to bear in view an important difficulty which is likely to arise in res
pect of arriving at a proper forecast as to the future cost of production. However 
scientific and elaborate the method of estimating costs may be, this part of 
the function of the Tariff Board is likely to remain more or less a guess work as to 
the future which is conditioned by a number of unforeseen circumstances over 
which the industry may have no control. While all the relevant factors may be 
ta.ken into consi?eration, ability of the industry to face world competition eventually, 
mthout protectron, should not. be laid down as a condition precedent to the grant of 
protection. 

M<khinery and Procedure of the Tariff Board. 

18. As regards the machinery, procedure and formalities connected with the 
implem~ntation of the policy_ of discriminating protection, several defects have been 
fo~d m actu~I op"!ation. The establishment of a competent and impartial 
Tanff Board IS an mtegral part of the scheme of discriminating protection. 
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According to the recommendations of the Fiscal Commission, the Board wae to be a 
permanent body so as to secure consistent decisions and continuity of policy. Owing 
~ the failure of Government to put these recommendations into effect, the objec
~Ive of_ the Fiscal Commission was defeated and quick changes of personnel resulted 
m avoidable delays in completing the enquiries. AB the powers and functions of 
the Board were not defined in a statutory manner, there existed a great deal of 
S?ope for conflict in the interpr,etation of the principles Of discrintinating protec
twn between the Government and the Board. The Fiscal Commission had rightly 
suggested that the Tariff Board should have wider powers, but it is a matter of 
common knowledge that the powers of the Tariff Board appointed by Government 
from time to time were strictly limited. The Board had no initiative and could 
ouly investigate cases of those industries which were referred to it by Govern
ment. 

19. Another defect in tho procedure relating to the applications made 
by industries for protection was that the sa.id applications should first be sub
mitted to the Commerce Department of the Government of India fully stating 
the case for protection. The Department would forward the applications to the 
Tariff Board for consideration only if they were s ttisfied that" a prima facie rase 
had been made out by the applicant industry for protection. This procedure 
inevitably resulted in loss of time and consequont dilatoriness. 

20. Again, the recommendation of the Fiscal Commission that 'the Government 
should publish tl\e results of the enquiry promptly, whether it agrees with the 
conclusions of the Board or not' was, it may be pointed out, largely observed in its 
breach. Industries which were passing through serious difficulties and which, 
thtrefore, were in need of urgent assistance were made to wait by Government in 
respect of their decision for an inorclinately long time in a state of animated suspension. 
It is well known that in case of industries such as cotton textiles and sugar, nearly 
2 years elapsed between the date of reference and the final decision as to the action 
by Government. 

21. The object of my Committee in reviewing broadly the limitations and de
fects inherent in the policy of discriminating protection and the machinery of the 
Tariff Board constituted from time to time to implement the same, has been to 
emphasise the fact that the policy in force has failed to promote the cause of Indian 
uidustrialisation and, therefore, the principles laid down by the Fiscal Commission 
in 1922 need in the altered context of affairs to be completely overhauled and 
restated, to suit the needs and requirements of our industrial and economic develop
ment. While formulating such a policy, the Commission will have to take into 
consideration important factors such as the impact of war on our economic structure 
and the serious repercussions of partition on our country ; for example, as a conse
quence of partition two of our major industries, tm .. -tiles and jute, have been seriously 
affected in respect of the supply of their raw materials, viz. cotton and raw jute, 
and from being an exporter of these raw materials India is now reduced to the posi
tion of a net importer. In the opinien of my Committee, the greatest need of the 
country is a new perspective and a fresh approach to the urgent problem of all
round industrial and economic development. The plan and programme of industria
lisation outlined by the Government of India in their Statement on Industrial Policy 
are sufficient to indicate the tremendous leeway that India has to make up in the 
direction of industrial development. This, my Committee feel, can only be achieved 
by a comprehensive policy leaving the whole field of industrial development, barring 
·defence industries, to private enterprise with the necessary active assistance of 
Government. 

22. Before outlining the general nature of the new fiscal policy that would be 
necessary for achieving the task as mentioned above, my Committee would like to 
refer to certain important features which are likely to influence the formulation 
of our tariff policy. There will be a growing need for the intport of capital goods and 
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machinery, partly for the replacement of th?se indus tr!es whic? had ~een ov?r
worked during the war time and partly for meetmg the reqmr?ments _of new mdustnes 
proposed to be established. With the development of ne'Y mdustnes contemplated 
under the Industrial Policy, India will have to progressively reduce her exports 
of raw materials as a result of increased domestic consumption of the same and t<> 
that extent our traditional pattern of trade will have -to undergo a change, inasmuch 
as it will be necessary to increase the exports of ~anufactured and pro?ess~d goo~ 
by diversifying India's export _trade and developmg new markets. T~ will_ agam 
havE." to be closely linked up wtth our need for an e":~ort trade, .b?th w1th a vtew. to 
remedying the present adverse balance of trade pos1tton and ratSmg the purchasmg 
power of the people of the country. This necessarily implies that India will have t<> 
increasingly participate in international trade, subject, however, to the condition 
that the same is not detrimental to national interests. 

23. My Committee are strongly of the view that the policy of protection properly 
relat<>d to the task of industrial development alone will prove to be an effectiv<> 
method of utilising the vast resources of the country in men and material for th& 
maximum production of wealth, resulting in increasing national income and en
hancing the taxable capacity of the people and raising the general standard of 
living of the poople. The fiscal policy of the future should not merely be an instru
ment of industrial policy, but must be viewed as an integral part of the larger eco
nomic policy of the country as a 'whole. The situation, therefore, demands that & 

policy of full-fledged protection directly related to the country's need for rapid 
industrialisation must replace the halting and piecemeal policy of discrim.inating 
protection and the conditions and qualifications for protection which resulted in 
retarding the industrial progress of the country should be liberalised 
simplified under the new fiscal policy. As an industrially under-developed 
country, India should be perfectly free to make a legitimate use of protective measures, 
so as to expand production and employment at home and to raise the living standards 
of the p;,ople. The protective measures may be non-fiscal such a,s direct a,ssistanoo 
rendered by the State in such matters as finance, scientific research, transport etc. 
as well as of an indirect nature, in the form of tariffs, subsidies or bounties and 

_ quantitative restrictions. India as a backward country would be mainly using the 
protective measures for the developmental purposes and therefore should have the 
fullest fr&edom to utilise these measures for expanding and developing her established 
as well as new industries. 

24. The broad principles of the fiscal policy outlined above will necessitate 
the constitution of a new Tariff Board or any other suitable machinery with ade
quate powers for implementing the same. The Tariff Board should be a permanent 
!'"?Y ve~ with wide p~wers a_nd fun~tions b~ a statute : for example, whenever 
It IS convmced that there IS a pnma fac•e case, It should be authorised to undertake 
an investig~tion o~ its _own !IDtiative in respect of the conditions of a given in
dustry and Its specific difficulties. The Board must also have power to review from 
time to time the working of protected industries and report to Government th& 
progress made by _such indru:tries. In my Committee's opinion, the constitution 
?f.a_p;,_rmanent Tariff Board wtth adequate powers and functions and with necessary 
rmtmt1ve and freedom will be of considerable assistance in accelerating the pace of 
industrial progress in the country. 

2?. l\I~ Commi~tee's detailed replies to the various questions contained in the 
Questionnarre are grven below :-

Quest~ I.-Since the Fiscal Commission reported in 1922 various factors 
such as natiOnal strugg!e. for attaining political freedom, great depression in 1931, 
S&COnd world war, partitiOn of the country etc. have affected the economic struc
turb~f the. count:J> with the result that a complete change in the approach of th& 
pro ~ Wit~ w~ch the Commission is concerned has become absolutely necessary. 
The mam objective of the Commission should naturally be to bring about as rapid 
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·an industrialisation as possible with all such protective measures as may be necessary 
to foster and develop industries. 

Que.tion 2.-Generally speaking, the industrial developments of recent years 
have not altered the predominant position of agriculture in the economy of thEt 
country. Over a long period of years foodgrains production has tended to remain 
virtually stationary in spite of the Grow More Food Campaign. In the food sector 
of the agricultural economy, there has been deterioration, the steps taken by Go
vernment failing to improve the acreage under cultivation and production. Another 
important change in respect of agricultural production is the restriction in acreage 
under commercial crops due to the priority given to the production of food crops by 
the various legislative measures of the provinces. For example, there has been · 
a recorded fall in the acreage of cotton and jute even prior to partition and 
after partition the production has been very much reduced. The total production 
of cotton and jute in terms of bales was 5·1 and 6·8 million in 1938-39 whereas 
in 1948 it has been reduced to 2·1 and 1·9 million, thereby indicating that our agri
cultural economy has suffered in respect of two of the main commercial crops which 
had and have a high export value. In respect of international trade in agricultural 
commodities there has been a significant change in the traditional pattern of 
our trade which consisted of exports of primary products and raw materials and 
import of manufactured goods. On account of war time requirements and the 
pressure on demands for internal consumption, the revised policy of Government 
to preserve the use of raw materials and food products for internal consumption 
changed the old pattern of trade and steadily there has been a decline in the export 
of raw materials and an increase in the export of semi· manufactured, processed or 
manufactured articles. 

Qu..,tion 3.-The main changes in the agricultural situation are likely to affect 
in a large measure the pace and direction of our industrial progress. The vital 
importance of securing self-sufficiency in food may restrict the expansion in acreage 
and production of such agricultural products as are used directly as raw materials 
for purposes of industrial production or in the process of manufacturing industrial 
products. It would seem advantageous to strike a balance between the maximum 
development of agriculture for self. sufficiency in food and for the targets of indus
trial production set up over a period. Changes in consumption habits would also 
influence the demand for manufactured articles thus maintaining the pressure on 
the scarce raw materials. Further, in order that industrialisation may advance 
rapidly, imports of essential capital equipment and raw materials in some cases are 
necessary and the flow of these into the country is dependent on our capacity to 
pay which again depends on exchange resources available and the rate of our im
ports. From the point of view of the implementation of the industrial programmes 
alone it would be necessary to give equal attention to our agricultural situation 
in so far as both are mutually dependent in attaining the economic objectives of 
a higher standard of living and full employment. 

Questi~n 4.-Basic improvements in our agriculture should subserve the urgent 
needs of attaining self-sufficiency in food which would save us fm·eign exhang" and 
secondly of intensifying the production of crops that have a high export value which 
would increas& our foreign exhange resources while adequately meeting the re
quirements of the local industries. The urgent basic reform in agriculture would 
be to apply measures to increase the average yield per acre o~ all. agr~cultural pro
ducts which is far below that of any other country, by way of scientific unprovement 
in seed selection, application of manures, organic and chemical and educating the 
farmer in the latest methods of farming through demonstrat-ion of traotor culti
vation and use of improved implements. Reclamation of waste lands would in
crease the acreage under cultivation and such reclaimed lands could well be ex
perimented upon for growing cash crops or subsidiary food crops. Any policy 
of intensified industrialisation will not yield desired results unless the living standards 
of the agricultural population are raised and to that Mid iho above ba.aic reforms. 
18 M. of Com. 
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must be e:nlorced simultaneously. In order that our intensified industrial programme 
may be well supported in regard to the mineral requirements, there is need for strict 
conservation and plarming in utilisation of available resources. 

Question8 5 and 6 have been dealt with in the preliminary remarks. 

Question 7 1uj.-Cottage and small-scale industries have been an integral part 
of the national and rural economy of India. Even at present, cottage_ and S?>~· 
scale industries form an essential part of our rural economy. The agrlCulturJSt m 
India is not engarred in agricultural operations throughout the year. He pursues 
some subsidiary ;ccupation to supplement the income derived from agriculture. 
Most of the cottarre and small-scale industries have been in a state of decadence 
for the last many" decades. During the last world war, cottage industries like the 
handloom industry got a fillip, but that was ouly a temporary phase and with the 
restoration of normal conditions, they are likely to relapse into the pre-war state. 
The question of rehabilitation and regeneration of cottage and small-scale industries 
must be considered in a comprehensive manner. 

(b) (i) Our economy has unfortonately hitherto developed in a lop-sided manner 
and has been characterised by an unduly heavy pressure on land. Promotion 
and development of the cottage and small-scale industries will greatly reduce this 
heavy pressure on land and will greatly facilitate the evolution of a balanced econo
my in the country. This will also enhance the purchasing power of the agriculturists 
and give them the necessary wherewithal for the introduction of improvement 
schemes on their land. The relation between the cottage industries and the small
scale industries should generally be one of co-operation. In certain cases, however, 
competition has developed between them in the process of our economic develop
ment. For instance, in regard to hand weaving, small power looUJS have already 
started offering serious competition to the small handloom weaver. This is, however, 
inevitable as many of the small power industries have the quality of superior efficien
cy and the additional advantage of employing a large number of persons per unit 
of output than the cottage industries. 

(ii) Cottage and small-scale industries have played an important role in our 
national economy in the past, and even if a programme of large-scale industrialisa
tion is launched, there will be great scope for cottage and small-scale industries in 
the economy of th~ country. ~y judicious adjustment, it is possible to establish 
a mutually benefimal co-operation between large-scale industries on the one hand 
and small:scal_e and_ cottage ID:dustries on the other. Cottage or small-scale form 
of production JS particularly SUited for the better utilisation of the local resources 
and for ~he purpose of achieving local self-sufficiency in respect of certain types 
of essential CODSUlller goods like cloth, agricultural implements, etc. 

Question 8.-:-Wha~ver _the pace of_ la~ge-scale industrialisation, both cottage 
and small-scale mdustnes· will have a Significant role to play in the national eco
nomy both from short and long term points of view. 

. _Questions~ and 10.-There are good prospects for many of our couage indust
"':es m the fore'!l" markets. The expansion of exports of the cottage products would 
gtve a great stimulus to the development of our cottage industries. 

Question 11.-Protection to large-scale iD.dustries has not seriously affected 
smell-scale and cottage industries. 

QU'-'I:on 1e.;-The _following are the main handicaps from which our cottage 
and small-scale mdustt:i~. have been suffering; foreign competition, lack of cheap 
and . easy ~oney _ facilit1e:"• comparative high transport charges; low purchasing 

la
powkerfof th~ 1"Jlage population, absence of marketing facilities dearth of technicians 

c o nower generat bin f ' ' _..._ .••. T:Cj .•. , •. 
1
mg_ rna~ . eS, want o raw materials, illiteracy !ind taxation 

p ..... cww: y mumcwa t!IXes like 6ctroi• and terminal taxes. 
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Question 13.-There is great scope for the products of our various cottage in
•dustries in foreigu markets provided systematic attempts are made to introduce 
them in those markets. While entering into trade agreements with foreigu countries 
·Government should see to it that they contain provisions for the maximum offtake 
·of our various cottage products by those countries. 

Questions 14, 15, 16 have been dealt with in the preliminary observations. 

Q'liestion 17.-Amongst the supplementary measures recommended by the Fiscal 
'Commission, mention may be made of the following : 

(i) Technical education.--Shortage of trained personnel had in the past caused 
dffiiculties in the matter of successful expansion of industries in the country. An 
effici<mt system of technical education is a matter of extreme importance. The 
.·schemes of education s110uld be reorientated with a view to providing adequate 
-opportunities for mechanical and technical training. Attempt should be made to 
bring about a greater degree of co-ordination between industry and institutions 

•of industrial and technical training. Provision should also be made for giving the 
.necessary training and equipment to the craftsmen in the village for the development 
-of cpttage industries. 

(ii) Railway Rates Policy.-The whole railway rate structure needs to ):>e com
.pletely reviewed and overhauled with a view to subserve the changing pattern 
-of our trade, export and import, as the result of development of domestic production 
in respect of large classes of commodities. It is . necessary to observe that 
the newly constituted Railway Rates Tribunal is a move in the right direction, 
and it is hoped it will look into the anomalies of the present rate structure including 
internal freight differentials and evolve a national rates policy for fostering industries 
which exist and which may come into existence hereafter. The Tribunal will also 
:have to evolve a-more broad based classification of goods for purpose of rate fix
.ing. 

(iii) Measures against Dumping.-The character of protection granted to 
Indian industries was largely of a safeguarding variety calculated to tide over transi
tional difficulties. This was mainly due to conditions of unfair competition brought 
.about by monopolies, exchange depreciations, over-production and depression of 
.. world-wide character. In spite of conditions of unfair competition and the speci
fic recommendation made by the Fiscal Commission, Government did not p<ovide 
any anti-dumping legislation, apart from the Safeguarding of Industries Act, 
which for technical reasons remained a dead letter. The only safeguard available 
was in the form of a protective duty or something as revenue duty. The proce
dure adopted was not also conducive to the granting of immediate protection 
against dumping which industries needed. A fairly comprehensive legislation 
must, therefore, be enacted for the purpose of meeting the dangers arising out 
. of any category of dumping. The anti-dumping legislation should not be mixed 
up with the question of protection. As to the procedure, necessary action should 

-be taken by Government on the submission of prima facie evidence, followed 
.up by a subsequent enquiry by the Tariff Board . 

. Question .18 (a).-Please see preliminary observations. 

Question 18 (b).-ln formulating the future fiscal policy, undue emphasis should . 
:not be placed on purely revenue considerations of Govermnent, but the same 
should be related to the larger economic interests of the country as a whole. 

Question 19.-A comparison of the terms and conditions laid down by Govern
ment for the Tariff Board to investigate into the question of protection or assistance 
to war time industries in 1945 with the conditions known as the triple formula laid 
down by the 1922 Fiscal Commission does show a marked change in outlook and 
in accent. It may be observed ger.eraily that in the implementation of a fiscal 
_policy it _is not merely the question of liberalising conditions of protection but what 
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is more relevant is the spirit in which the conditions· are interpreted- ancf applied' 
with a view to bring about a rapid industrial development in· the country. 

Que•tion 20 .-Although there was inord~a~ ~ela;y: in the inquiries c?nd~c~ed. 
by the Board initially, the delay has been mmnmsed m the subseq':'ent ~qumes. 
My Committee hope that in future it will be an accepted conventmn mth Go-
vernnient that they will notify their decision within a period of two months of the· 
date of submission of the Repol't by the Board. 

Questions 21 to 27-The Association has already-replied to these questions and: 
furnished information and sources from which the relevant statistical data could: 
be obtained arid compiled. 

Question 28.-The revenue tariffs imposed in the past have had no appreciable· 
effect in general on the growth and development of our industries and on the course· 
of our export and import trade which were all determined by other extraneous 
factors. While revenue tariffs have no doubt constituted an important source of 
income to Government, they have failed to have a direct or indirect influence in. 
furthering our industrialisation and expansion of foreign trade. 

Question 21 .-(a) The changes noticed in the course of our. foreign trade· 
cannot in general be attributed to the tariff policy pursued by Government, al-
though they had the negative effect of preventing the growth and. development or 

i ndustries. 
(b) In a period of general contraction in trade consequent on the world de_BJ.'(s

sion it is difticnlt to measure the eXtent of loss or improvement noticed in our do-
mestic trade consequent on the tariff policy of Government. 

Question 31.-A review of the trends of foreign trade during 1939-45 an& 
1946-48 reveals that there has been a striking change in the composition and direc
tion of our external trade which has considerably alt&ed the traditional pattern. 
It is incorrect to say that this change is indicative of the growing industrialisation 
of the country. In the last two years it has become clear that our export capacity 
falla ohor'u of our import requirements and this has been further affected by the 
removal from our export list Gf staple exports, as jute and raw cotton, consequent 
on p"-rtition. The present position in respect of external trade is one of reduced' 
quantum in exports of traditional items and the gradual loss of markets captured 
during the war and an increasing flow of imports which make it difficult to main
tain the a~va:ntages ?ined during the war in the composition and direction of the 
trade. ThiS Is also mfiuenced by external factors such as a gradual fall in the 
world markets compared to an infia ted price level within the country. 

Q~U.Stion_3~.-The qu:stion cowrs vatious aspects of Government's industrial! 
an~ tra~e polic1es. -~lysmg the general effects on trade and industry of the various 
legmla~n:e and administrative measures taken to control and regulate our foreign 
trade, 1t_IS more than eVJdent that these measures have not been successful in planning 
our fore1gn trader, so as to help the growth and development of industries. 

Question 33.-The fundamental premises on which the Fiscal ~mmission. 
19~1-22, based their recommendations were that industrial development wili. 
~nng about new s~mrces of wealth, encourage accumulation of capital, enlarge pub
lic revenues, proVIde more profitable employment for labour and reduce excessive 
dependence of the coun~y o~ agriculture. These premises still hold good, in-
asmuch as the country has neither far advanced in industrial development nor- her· 
resources have been fully exploited. 

. ~ion 34.-It is extremely difticult to determine the relative importance. 
e1the! _of fiscal or non-fiscal measures m any definite manner under the pl'esent-day 
conditiOns. Under the present stat~ of o_ur economy, it i& necessa11y to combine
both &cal "'.'-d n'?Jl·'fisca} measures m a Judicial manner with a view to protecting: 
and developmg mdustnea. 
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>Que.•tio?t 35.-An appr'?J?ria~e tariff_ policy can lar~ely further the expansion 
-of our exteJ.nal :trade by facilitatmg t~e 1mports of essentml raw materials, capital 
·goods and machll\ery 1\ecessary for the lmplemel\tatiol\ of the programme of industrial 
-developmel\t. 

. Question 36-. -The objectives of tariff policy in the short period will necessarily 
be governed by post-war -economic sitl\ation prevailing in the coi\1\try •. ~ These 
'sho~d be (i) to .. maximise productiol\ both industrial and agricultural by all 
possible means; (n) to protect and develop the essential war time industries as also 
a n_umber of other industries ";hlch had come into existence dUJ:ing the difficult 
_per10d and hav-.; helped to susta.m the national economy ; and (iii) to develop &1\d 
.ass_ist such il\dnstries which can ·command al\ export market, so as to be able to 
.adJust the present adverse balance of trade in an advantageous mal\ller to the 
.countl'y. 

Question 37..--'Yes. 

Question 38,-The main conditions whlch should govern the recommendation of 
,protection by the Tariff Board should be :~ 

(i) that the industry• is sufficiently important from the point of view of 
the national interest and is in need of protection or assistance ; 
or 

(ii) that the industry is in a position to command an adequate home ma,rket 
or a potential ex_port market, and that the burden of such protection 
or assistance to the commi\1\ity is not excessive. 

It is not desirable to incorporate the consideration that the industry within 
.a reasonable time should 'be able to carry on successfully without protection or State 
.assistance as a condition precedent to the grant of protection. It is necessary to 
:reiterate that the conditions prescribed for the grant of protection should not 
be unduly -restrictive and stringent but must be liberally conceived. 

Question-39.-. -Priorities will have to be determined in the light of the industrial 
_policy as laid down hy· .the Government of India, which emphasises the primary 
need for expansion of production both agricultural and industrial and in particular 
·On the production -of capital equipment and goods 1\ecessary for meeting the basic 
.needs of the people and commodities the export of which will increase the earnings 
·of foreig11 exchange of the country. From this point of view, industries can be 
·classified in the following categories, viz. : 

(i) industries which are of strategic and national importance-defence in
dustries; 

(ii) basic and key industries which are essential for the industrial expansion 
of the country ; and 

(iii) all other industries which mainly comprise the consumer goods indus
tries. 

Question 40 .. -Ye&. 

Q~testioni/1.-Tariffs.-In spite of the fa~t ·that pr~tective_ technique _has 
:assumed new developments pa-rticuls.rly lD the mter-":"7 penod, tariffs yet continue 
-to pln.y an important part not only as a means of rms':"g revenue ~ut _also as an 
important instrument in the hands of the State to dJ!ect econom1c life and to 
-detennine the flow of international trade. Revenue dutJes occupy a very Jmportant 
_place in .modern public finance and ar? pr~arily intend~d to s~cure revenue t_o m~t 
public expenditure. 'Tariff duties levltd w•th th<: spemfic obJe~t of ;p:rot~cting Jn
:dustries are intended to bring about a most efficient and effective utilisatJon of na
tional .resowces. 
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Bounty or Subsidy.-Sub;,idies or bounties involve either direct financ!al. assi!.-. 
tance or may assume th~ form of indirect a~sis~ance in: the shape of remiSSIOn of 
taxes, drawbacks of·mnous sorts etc. The mdrrect as•Istance may be through the· 
grant of long term loans or credits to the manufacturers or exporters at low rates,. 
or the Government mav offer facilities through export credit insurance schemes. 
While the conditions in. India may not permit too frequent use of the method of 
subsidies or bounties in certain cases where the o:r:ont of subsidies has been best 
calculated to protect' the industry and can be j,';'stified on gronnds. of national 
policy, the Tmriff Board must be free to recommend such a measure if and when 
necesS8.ry. 

Pool Pric&<.-The pool arrangement was a war time expedient and.is not sui
table to conditions of free market and healthy competition. The system of pool 
prices as exemplified by the case of aluminium price pool is not th<)refore favoured 
as a method of protection. 

Quantitative restrictions.-As compared to tariffs and subsidies, the use of 
quantitative restiictions is the most effective technique of protecting industries 
against the inroads of foreign competition as also an important instrument of com
mercial policy for safeguarding the economic structure of a country during periods 
of eme;rgency. An industrially backward connt~-y like India must. have the fullest 
freedom to use quantitative restrictions both as a defensive and as a development 
measure. The Tariff Board should be free to recommend the use of quotas either
singly or in combination with tariffs, according to the needs and requirements of 
the industries and exigencies of the situation. 

Que.stian 41 (b) and (c).-The Ta~iff Board must be free and should be free 
to determine appropriate measures of protection in each case on its own merits. 
and may recommend such protection in any one of the forms of tariff aid, subsidy 
quota restriction or a combinatioD of these measures, accordinu to the needs and 
requirements of a given industry. "' 

. Que.stwn 42.-Please refer to reply to question 17 (iii)-measures against dum
pmg. 

Que<tian 43.-(a) The impooition of export duties is not favoured as a gen
eral rule, as they fall on the domestic producers and discourage production. 

(b) Yes. In respect of such consumer goods as are fonnd to be in critical 
shortage, export co':ltrol may be resorted to in the fonn of quantitative restrictions, 
on :" c":r<;ful balancmg_ of ~he needs of domestic consume<s and the requirements of 
mamtammg '?ur positw_n, m. tbe e::Port ~arkets. In regard to domestic supplies 
of raw matenals for utilisation of mdustnes in the conntry which are in absolute 
short supply, export of such raw materials should be prohibited. 

Questian 44.-An. established industry may be given an export stimulus by 
frn;r one o! the fo~owmg _three methods, viz. (i) subsidies, (ii)· tax relief and (iii) 
~~~ r~lief. While a direct_ method of subsidy is considered more effective foi" 

stim . tmg exports, t~e same. is likely_ ~ meet with objection from importing: 
'f,.nntn"'f, as representmg ~air competition, adversely affecting the terms of trade. 

an
1 

a ternatJve fonn of mducement, the profits of export trade may. be taxed. 
at a ower rate than the profits of home trade. • 

Question 45.-~he method generally adopted by the Tariff Board in .fixin the· 
q~i':t;::'t~! l'?tecti~m has. been that of computing and comparing the fair ex.;orks. a ty) fth ~Ir selling pnce for the home manufacturer with the landed cost (ex

ta':ren f:.to e 1~Jk~? product. However, certsin inherent difficulties have to be 
be given fo:":S~ d':e I:' t~t "'Jilting _the procedure. All?w":nce must generally 
the rt of reig erentials far traD£port of mdigcnous goods from 
arrivkg at acman~act~e. to other ports. There is also the practical difficulty i 

cura cos m numerous cases where particularly several ptod uats .;n 
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jointly _supplied and no system of cost accounting can work out the cost for each 
1tem w1th a_ cert&in degree of accu ·acy. The cost of foreign manufactures rlo_l!01L 
become easil rom arable to the cost of Indian manufactures, inasmuch as sinlilrs 
condi~ions do not prevail in o c un ne an sometinles tho foreign costs 
are distorted by fluctuations in exchange and methods of presentation of the ac
co:mts. Nor is it always possible to base the indication of the future course of 
pnces on the basis of current inlport prices. The concept of fair selling price as 
adopted by the Tariff Board which considered not only tliepreseiiH'Mr sellirig pnces 
but also tried to estinlate .the future fair selling prices was worked out on the basis 
of a representative firm and not on the actual cost of production of any particular 
firm. Normally in arriving at reasonable cost of production the Board took into 
consideration various elements in the cost of production, such' as working costs, 
overhead charges and the manufacturer's profit and the possible economies that 
were available to the factory which had the advantages of suitable location as well as 
efficient management. However scientific the nature of the attempt may be, th<> 
calculations regarding the future are more or less likely to be tentative and ap
proxinlate in character. There is another aspect, viz., the element of revenue duties 
m the cost of raw materials and machinery inlported by various industries which 
tend to inflate prices. It is submitted that while the same method may be applied 
in arriving at the necessary measirre of protection based on the calculation of costs, 
due regard must be given to certain special factors, such as high cost for capital 
goods and equipment during war and post-war periods and the replacement costs 
of the same. The object underlying the procedure as to arrive at the mininlum rate 
of protection necessary for safeguarding the industry, but the Board must also take 
into consideration a long term view and must see that protection is adequate enough 
to attract capital to the industry, maintain it at an up-to-date level of efficiency 
and promote utilisation of the natural resources of the country. Protection should 
not merely ainl at preserving the industry over a period of years, but must 
also seem to provide sufficient incentives to the industry to improve its technique 
and working conditions with a view to maxinlising the output and consequently 
lowering the cost of production. 

Questio'M 46 and 47.-When tariffs are imposed with a view to protecting 
industries, they assume various fonns, such as (i) ad valorem, (ii) specific and 
(iii) compound. An ad valorem duty is based essentially upon the value of the· 
commodity imported and is e>.'}lressed in tenns of a fixed percentage of the value 
per uuit. The specific duty is a definite sum charged upon each weight or measur& 
of the commodity inlported. In mixed duties the practice is to adopt either an 
alternative dnty, i.e., a specific rate or an ad valorem rate, whichever be higher, or a 
compound duty, i.e., a specific rate and an ad valorem rat.o both together. It is 
submitt.od that tariff valuation which is assessE'<l by means of a special combination 
of specific and ad valorem duties ;s specially advantageous, and the desirability of 
extending the same may be considered, particularly as a protective measure this 
system safeguards the interests of both the producer and the consumer during 
periods of price fluctuations. 

Question 48.-The system of tariff quotas is looked upon as an intermediatE> 
stage between the system of protective tariffs and iniport quotas. It is expected 
in course of tinle to pave the way for a return to ordinary tariff. To the extent. 
that it does not prevent the flow of'goods as under the system of absolute quotas, 
it is less restrictive and moderate in its effects. As to its utility, it can be used with 
advantage during comparatively normal conditions as a protective measure to safe. 
guard the interests of domestic industries without any serious restrictive influencE> 
on international trade. 

Question 49.-The protection granted to an industry should e>.-tend for a 
reasonable period so as to afford sufficient scope for the development and expan
sion of the industry. It is recommended that protection in the first instance should 
be granted at least for a period of five years and further extension must be subject 
to a review by the Tariff Board. 
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Questian 50.-The existing system of revenue tariff classifi?ation nee~s a 
thorough revision. The appointment of a small e:<Pert or techmcal Co~m1ttee 
to go into this question is suggested. This Comm1ttee should ru:ter sec?rt~g the 
necessary particulars regarding ~he materials or prod":c~ used by mdustr1es ill the 
various processes, prepare a smtable method of classifymg them. 

Question 51.-ln the context and terms of the Industrial Policy of Govern
ment as declared in April 1948, the fundamental objective of the long term fiscal 
policy should be not merely to serve as an instrument of .achieving ~he ainls of the 
above Industrial Policy but should be broad based and comprehensiVe to form an 
integral part of our larger economic policy. The larger economic policy of th!' 
<:ountry has for its ultinlate objective the increase of national wealth by the maXI
mum exploitation of the country's resources in industry, agriculture and man
power and the maintenance of a high and stable level of employment. In short, 
it should, through appropriate tariff measures and other methods of direct assis
tance, prevent unfair competition, promote the full utilisation of the country's 
resources and safeguard and protect the growth of industries. Secondly, having 
regard to the future structure of our foreign trade, the long term fiscal policy should 
aini at expanding our exports and in! ports along the altered course of trade noticed 
during the war period and also to diversify trade along new channels and to new 
markets. As to the objectives of the fiscal policy in relation to the anticipations on 
the course of international trade, it is necessary to stress that the Havana Charter 
<>n Trade and Employment and the obligations imposed under the Charter are likely 
to stand in the way of the development programmes of under-developed countries 
like India and the formulation of a full-fledged fiscal policy, including the adoption 
<>f non-fiscal measures, calculated to bring about a rapid industrialisation of the 
<:ountry. 

Questian 52-My Committee are emphatically of the view that at no stage 
eit~er !n the,pro~ess of inlpl?me_n~ their industrial policy or in the facilitating the 
?bJ<:ctn:es of their fi:s~l po~cy 18 1~ necessary for Government or quasi-Government 
institutiOns to part1?1pate ill foretgn trade, neither in the short period or in the 
!ong run. The !wo ISS_ues of State participation in industry and State participatior 
m trade are entirely different and the latter need not at all arise out of a policy ol 
State control and management or protection awarded to an industry or industries 
Arguments are often advanced to infer an inlplicit necessity for the State to en
eroach u_pon the normal ~phere of trading activities from the bilateral commitment• 
<>ntered illto bet_ween ~dia and certsin foreign countries as well as the development 
and gro~h of illdustnes under our industrial policy. Apart from the fundamenta· 
defects ill a syste'." of Stat:" trading ~t nms counter to the very basic principles ol 
freedom o~ trad': inherent ill the natiOnal economy of a democratic countty. Th< 
~eces~ary ~cent1~e to that d"!l';ee of !ffitiative and efficiency upon which progreSl 
18 bnilt up m busmess undertakings _will be !acking in any organisation of trade sci 
np by the State: Even from t~e. poillt of VI~W of practical results, with the lack o: 
neces~ary_ knowledg': _and traditiOnal exper1ence, it is doubtful whether a Stat< 
orgamzat10n can facil~tate t~e main objective of the fiscal policy, viz. the growtl 
and development of mdustries The result of Governme t t" · t" · th trad f rt · t" 1 . · n par 1c1pa 1on ill , 

e 0 "': am essen Ia artwles has already involved the country in heavy loss 
My Comnnttee, therefore, see no need or justification for the State enterin th< 
sphere of trade and are opposed to State trading in any shape or form. g 

· Question 53.-In view of the ans ers to th · · this question does not arise. w e preVIous questiOn, an answer t< 

Questions 54 arul 55.-The non-fiscal meas h" h G 
adopt for inlplementation and furthe f ures w tc. ov?rnment shoulc 
development may be briefly stated .:;,anced 0 ~ comp~eheruve p~lic~ of industria 
materials, plant and machinery . h unf erl.-supp y o essential mdustrial ra' 

• c eap ue and power ; cheap, adequate anc 
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'<jnick. transport for the movement of raw, semi-processed and finished products; 
technical personnel of different grades ; technical information about industrial 
methods and processes, and industrial finance and such other concessions and fa
cilities as may help the rapid industrial development of the country. 

. Questions 56 and 57.-In order to establish the necessary co-operation between 
md_u~~ry and trade and Government and to provide for the orderly supply of the 
:facilities of the non-fiscal nature, the constitution of an Active Committee consisting 
-of representatives of the Ministries of Industries and Commerce and accredited 
non-official representatives of trade, commerce and industry is suggested. The 
tra_de and industry can represent to this Committee their particular needs and re
qmrements and the assistance which they may seek from time to time in respect of 
:t~em. This Committee can also act as a Central organisation maintaining a close 
liaison between the industries on the one hand and Government on the other. 

Questions 58 and 59.-It is not possible to review the effects of the working of 
-the Imperial Preferehce on Indian trade and industry, as there are more than two 
opinions on the subject. Imperial Preference in the context in which it was first 
.applied to our tariff system was not popular, inasmuch as its application has ad
versely affected our trade and industry. The question now to be considered will 
;be whether it should be abandoned. altogether or whether the principle as such 
.should be accepted and provision made for the application of the same wherever 
it is found to yield beneficial results in the process of expansion of our trade and 
·development of industry. In other words, the principle of Preference should be 
judged on its merits and the uses to which it can be advantageously put in the 
formative period of our industries. The retention of the freedom of having a pre· 
ferential tariff wherever it is found necessary is desirable, and preferences given in 
<respect of any commodities should be judged separately on individual merits of the 
-case and the same should be negotiated on a reciprocal and mutually advantageous 
basis. 

Questions 60 to 113.-It is not feasible to examinP the effects of the preferences 
_granted and received by India on (a) expansion of trade, (b) customs revenues, 
.and (c) price levels of preferred commodities in view of the paucity of necessary 
·statistical data and the fact that the agreements have been entered into ouly re
-cently. It is only when normal conditions are established in the intemal economy 
-of the countries and the flow of trade is determined by peace time economic factors 
that it would be profitable to correct-ly evaluate the effects of preferences to know 
the advantages or disadvantages thereof. 

QUP..stiun 64.-Preferences are not likely to confer any bargaining strength on 
India vis-a-vis the United Kingdom and Commonwealth countries, They can 
confer ouly certain mutual economio advantages dictated by the relative hnportance 
-of the commodities or art-ides on which they would like to exchange preferences. 
In respect of non-CommonweaJ.th countries the existance of preferences "ith the 
United Kingdom may possibl v reduce our bargaining strength if there are com· 
modities with them which India is badly in need of or would like to import in large 
-quantities. 

Questiun 65.-The desirability of continuing the existing preferences between 
"India and U. K., India and the other Dominions and India and other British terri· 
tories will largely depend on the advantages or disadvantages derived from the same. 
Inasmuch as preferences in general with U. K. or- Commonwealth countries are 
likely to reduce our bargaining strength with non-Commonwealth countries, they 
should be continued ouly to the extent that they do not seriously affect our trade 
-with other countries outside the Common.vcalth. They should be subject to perio· 
-dical revision and modificntion. 

Qlte.•tion 66.-It is generally recognised that industries receiving protection 
.or assistance from Gor-ernment owe certain reciprocal obligations to the com
;nnmity as a whole, inasmuch as the latter undertakes willingly to accept the 
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burdens consequent upon the protection granted to industries. Such ll:'dustries · 
must therefore seek to s,chieve substantial progress by reducing cos!"' r~sultmg. from . 
the application of research in the technique of production, expans~on I? the siZe of 
opemtions and such other factors which contribute to econoDUes m the pro. 
cess of manufaeture. They have also a general obligation to other ancillary indus-· 
tries and services. 

(b) (i) The regulation of price policy and price structure of an industry is an 
extremely complex mechanism and under normal circumstances .n~ attempt_ should 
be made to interfere with the price structure of an industry, as. It IS d~ternn~ed by· 
factors affecting general price level as also price levels of other mdustnes whrch are 
related to the protected industry. 

(ii) With the progressive development of industries, there shoul<l be a gradual 
improvement in the living conditions of labour and. iu their welfare.. Recent Gov~m
ment legislation amply provides for such an improvement., and smce these legrsla •. 
tive measures will apply to the whole field of industries, no specia~ legislation is 
necessary for safeguarding interests of labour in protected industnes. 

(iii) and (iv) This has been dealt with in answers to questions 54 and i\5. 

(v) Protected industries should undertake the training of apprentices and. 
Government scholars and stipendiaries to the extent to which there is scope and. 

·capacity for the same. 

Question 67.-The formation of monopolistic combines which are likely to· 
pursue policies resulting in the adoption of restrictive practices in regard to pro
duction, distribution or prices, methods which are likely to prove harmful to the 
interests of the community as a whole should necessarily be discouraged. The for
mation of associations which are not intended to be monopolistic in character but 
have the primary object of regulating sales and distribution in a chea-p and economic 
manner should, however, be pernrissible. 

Question 68.-The financial structure of the industries under protection must 
admittedly be based on sound lines, and since the same is likely to be considered 
by the Tariff Board wlrile examining the cases of industries seeking protection, 
it is not necessary to lay down specific conditions regarding it. 

Question 69.-It is not necessary to make any special arrangement for the· 
control of quality of the products of the protected industries, as the Indian Stan·· 
dards Institution is understood to be functioning to attain the same objective. 

Question 70.-The obligations should not be embodied in relative statutes 
dealing with prot':cted or ";S"isted industries. This should be left "to be prescribed 
by the tariff making machinery on an ad hoc basis in each individual case of in
dustry seeking protection or assistance. 

<?ue.stion 71.-No special administrative machinery is necessary for imple· 
mentmg the obligations of protected and assisted industries. This function should 
be entrusted to the special wing of the tariff making machinery. 

Question 72-77.-The existing administrative organisation will not be adt· 
quate to deal with the problems of implementation that may arise out of Govern·· 
~~nt's acceptance of a comprehensive policy as regards (i) fiscal measures, and 
(n) non-fis~l measures. ~e fiscal, commercial and industrial aspects of every 
proposal will not ouly requrre the most careful scrutiny and examination but may 
also necessitate _technical inquiries in a number of cases. This aspect ~hould be 
entrusted to an mdependent authoritative body like a statutory Tariff Board which 
alone can take a broad and comprehensive view of the economic development of the 
country as a whole and recommend for the implementation of such fiscn.l and 
non-fiscal measures as are likely to achieve the objective of balanced industrial 
development. This naturally implies that the scope and functions of the Tariff 
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B?ard will have to be considerably enlarged and suitable organisational change& 
will ~ave to be effected for the purpose. The supreme need of the hour is not the 
appomtment of Committees or Commissions but the implementation of the pro
gramme of industrialisation and execution of the plans already formulated under the 
same. As to the suggestion that a comprehensive organisation of the nature of a 
Trade . and Industrial Planning Commission sub-divided into suitable branches to 
deal With planning and execution of various measures relating to tariffs, other fiscal 
measures and non-fiscal measures, be set up for the purpose, my Committee are of 
the opinion that while the function of planning may be entrusted to the Trade 
and Industrial Planning Commission, if and when such a body is deemed neces
s:'~· the function of implementing the fiscal policy should be entrusted to a spe
etalised organisation like the statutory Tariff Board. It is also suggested that 
B: technical organisation comprising of different sections pertaining to technical opera
tiOns, specialised investigations in respect of the conditions of industries, trade and 
co=erce, various aspects of tariffs and maintenance of relevant statistics, and 
costs accounts, should be ·attn.ched to the Tariff Board, to assist it at every stage 
of its work. 

Que;,Uon 78.-(i) The Tariff Board should be both permanent and statutory 
with its powers and functions clearly defined. A statutory position for the Tariff 
Board will not ouly confer on it high standing, but will also attract competent men 
of ability and integrity to serve on the Board. In addition, a permanent statutory 
Board will ensure consistency and continuity of policy and make for efficient and 
speedy despatch of work, as compared to the ad hoc boards, which were appointed 
from time to time for investigating the claims of industries for protection. 

(ii) The members of the Tariff Board should be men of ability, of integrity 
and of impartiality, other desirable qualifications being a knowledge of economics. 
and a practical acquaintance with business affairs. The Board should consist of" 
a C!illirman and a minimum of 5 members, the tenure of office being ordinarily 
five yc2.rs, members being removable either for incapacity, misbehaviour or an act 
of moral turpitude. The Boaxd should. also have two representatives of tratl.e,. 
commerce and industry as assessors. While Government officers may not . be 
excluded :(rom holding office on the Board, it should be ensured that two-thirds. 
of the members should be independent officials. 

Question 79.-The Tariff Board. should be one with sufficiently wide power 
so as to be able to undertake investigations on its own initiative, under certain,. 
circumstances and even review the progress of protected industries from time to 
time. While the Bor.rd should be mainly an advisory body in character and the· 
powers of final decision should naturally rest in Government, the range of power& 
and functions entrusted to it should be wide and comprehensive. It may be ob-
sel"\·ed. that the recommendations made by the Indian Fiscal Commission in 1921-22. 
as to the approFriate functions of the Tariff Beard did not merely confine themselves. 
to the investigations of the claims of tariff protection as determined by the triple 
formuh>., but included a large number of oth~r fun.ctions, such as re.Forting the 
effects of excise duties on Indian -industries, studying the effects of tariff Folicy on. 
the cost of living, besides enquiries into allegations of dumping and ccmplaints of 
discriminatory treatment in foreign countries and reccmmending assistance to key 
industries essential for national defence. The functions to be entrusted to the 
Board should cover those prescrited by the Fiscal Ccmmission of 1921-22 and those 
assigned to the interim as well as the reconstituted Tariff Boards of 1£45 and 1£47. 

Question 80.-W'hile the functions of the present Indian Tariff Board, as laid 
down from time to time since November1945 may be deemed to be adequate for the 
limited purpose for which they aTe intended, they do not cover the whole range. of: 
functions which a permanent statutory Tariff Board must perform for the imple
mentation of the country's long term fiscal policy. It is true that scme additional 
functions have been assigned to the present body, but the present machinery is 
intended to be an interim body primarily conc<;rned. with the question of w•r timec· 
industries. 
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Question 81.-The institution 'of a technical organiS!'tion to assi~t the :Board 
will greatly facilitate the work of the Tariff Board and mil be conductive to a more 

. efficient discharge of its duties. 
Que.stion 82.-The present procedu;re must be liberalised and the Tariff 

Board besides considering the case of applicant industil"ies must h~ve the nece~sary 
authority to investigate the cases of such industries, as are essential to the natiOnal 

. economy and deserve to be developed and recommended ways and means, mclud
. ing protective measures, deemed necessary for the purpose. 

Question 83.-0bs<rrvations made in question 82 should also apply to small 
. and unorganised industries. 

Que.stion 84.-The Tariff Board should be fully authorised to initiate inquiries 
or receive applications for protection, without the same being first submitted to 

·Government for its prior approval as to whether a prima facie case had been msde 
. out by the industry or not. 

Question 85.-TL.e inquiries by the Tariff :Board should be completed as ex
peditiously as possible, and Government must adopt the convention that their 

·decision on the Board's recommendation should be notified to the public within a 
period of two months of the submission of the Report. 

Question 86.-No observations to make. 

Que.stion 87.-The recommendations embodied in the RepO!I"t of the Tariff 
':Board in respect of any industry or problem having been made after an elaborate 
and impartial inquiry by a competent body should be normally accepted by Govern
ment. In case, Government have strong reasons for rejecting the recommendations 
of the :Board, the same should be published. 

Question 88.-{a) Yes. 

{b) Yes. Since the post-war fiscal policy may have to be modified to suit the 
· challoaing conditions, it is not advisable to embody the general principles governing 
·tariff policy, the general procedure to be followed in tariff inquiries and the manner 
of enforcement of the obligations of protected or assisted industries in the Act cons-
tituting the Board. 

{c) This is covered by the answer to (b) above. 

Que.stion No. 89.-The basic aim underlying the Havana Charter is the at
tainment of hlgh standard of living, full employment and conditioM of economic 
and social progress. India will for some years to come have to increasingly depend 
on industrially advanced countries for the supply of capital goods and technical 
pocsonnel, and in. spite of the large domestic market and plentiful natural resources 
the pattern of our export trade will hav·' to be developed on. a multilateral ba•is. 
Thls being so, we are naturally interested in promoting expansion of world trade. 

, Our own schemes of expansion and economic development "~II have to largely de
pend upon international co-operation and maintenance of hlgh level of employ
m~n.t and activity in other parts of the worlc. Viewed froll! thls angle, my Com
nuttee approve the basic purpose and objectives undtrlying the Havana Charter 

·on Trade and Employment. 

Questions 90 and 91.-My Committee are given to un.derstsnd that this 
·Chapter_ on Econo~c Dev~lopment and Reconstruction. was specially incorporated 
a~ the lllStance of mdustrJall;y backward and under-developed countries. It is per
tme~t to observe that the ~rtwles under the Charter recognise only in a partial and 

· qua!Ified m":nner the ~J?eCJal n~eds and requirements of underdeveloped countries. 
While the ":'ght to ~tilise partwular measures for the promotion of economic de· 
velopmen~ IS reco~d, the_ clause requiring the prior approval of the I. T. 0. 

·for Imposing certa1n. protective measures is re tained. It would have been more 
-appropriate if the right of the industrially backward and under-developed coun. 
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tries. to ";tilise protective m~asures such as quantitative restrictions were fully re
cogmsed m the Charter, subJect, however, to a subsequent review by the I.T.O. 

. Que.sti<»: 92.-~ncouragement of international flow of capital for productive
Investment 1s now mcorporated among the purpose and objectJv<· of the I.'l'.O .. 
Gov~rmnent's declaTed policy in regard to the position of foreign capital in Indi" 
spem_fies the te~ms and _conditions which rure not only in full accord with the 
reqmrements la1d down m the Charter but go a litt.le beyond. Generally speaking,. 
the :provisions in the Charter with the necessacy safeguards fairly meet with the 
reqmrements of India iY! respect of foreign investments. It should, howeve).", be· 
ensured that India will not be precluded from extending or confining direct gove;rn
mental assistance in the fol.'m of protective measures to industries the owne!'1'hip · 
of which is preponderatingly in national hands. 

Question 93.-0ommercial Policy.-An analysis of the various aspects of the· 
Comme,rcial Policy as e!'nbodjed in the Charter reveals that the Charter has failed. 
to show an adequate apJ;lreciation of the point of view of the unde;r-developed 
countries. Although it is true that several exceptions and reservations have been 
made in respect of various important sections relating to Commercial Policy, it 
is necessary to observe that the same have been largely inspired with a view to safe-
guarding the interests of the industrially advanced countries. Instead of conceding 
the right of industrially backward countries to resort to a legitinJate use of tariffs,. 
quantitative restrictions, subsidies, etc. solely for protective purposes, as a means
of bringing about rapid industrial development in these areas, the same has been 
hedged in by several conditions and limitations including the clause requiring prior· 
approval of the I. T. 0. However simplified, the procedure regarding prior ap
proval of the I. T. 0. may be, it does involve an unwaranted external interference 
with the competency of a country like India to protect her own industries by suit
able measures. In the case of agrarian countries which have the task of evolving 
ba)anced economies with a view to raising the depressed standard of livng of their 
peoples, these limitations are likely to act in an obstructive manner. As the pro
visions of the Charter stand at present, it is extremelydoubtful whether India can 
freely resort to various protective measures such as quantitative controls, tariffs 
and subsidies. It must be remembered that these are not made with a view to 
limiting volume of trade nor for discriminatory purposes, but solely for expanding 
production and employment at home in order to raise the living standard• of the 
people, an objective which is in consonance with the declared object and purposes 
of the Charter. 

Q11e.stions 94 and 9/i: Tm·iffs and Preferences.-The Charter requires each 
member of the I. T. 0., upon request frcm other member or members to enter into 
and carry out negotiations directed to substantial reduction of the general level of 
tariffs and other charges on imports and exports and to the elimination of Prefer
ences on a reciprocal and mutually advantageous basis. From the point of view 
-of India, in view of the fact that the protective duties are few in number and the 
general level of the same being moderate, there exists comparatively little scope for 
tariff reductions. There is, however, sufficient scope for reductions of tariffs and 
elimination of preferences on the part ofleading trading nations of the world. For 
this reason, it is maintained that it would be manifestly unjust to expect indus
trially backward countries to offer reductions in tariffs. It is also necessary to 
draw a clear distinction between tariffs imposed for restricting trade and manipu
lating balance of payments position and protective tariffs intended for develop-· 
ment of domestic production and increasing employment. 

Quantitative restrictions.-The Havana Charter requires general elimination of' 
quant:tat" o restrictions as a principle_ un~er speci~l circUJnst:ances and subject to 
certain exemptions. It is felt that India will be entitled_ to a.vMl hersel~ o_f the above 
exceptions during the period of her present un-balance m trade and CT1t1cal b!'la~ce 
of p"yments position. All the same, it wonld seem that the use of quant1tat1ve-
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which does not appear to be justified. If India is to proceed with her plan of in
dustrialisation, quantitative restrictions will beome necessary. In this view of 
the case it is ur~ed that necessary provisions should have been included in the 
Charter ~o as to ~nable backward countries to use quantitative restrictions as a 
prvtective measure to develop or establish industries which would otherwise be 
exposed to special difficulties. 

Subsidies.-While my Committee generally welcome the provisions in rela
ction to subsidies inasmuch as they provide sufficient safegu~rd against dumping and 
-other forms of unfair competition, they hold the view that the Havana Charter 
does not accord full recognition to the important role which subsidies can play in 

industrially backward and under-developed countries as a method of giving protec
-tion. My Committee strongly feel that though an industrially backward country 
-may not be able to make an extensive use of bounties or subsidies, the use of 
,subsidies for protective purposes must be definitely recognised. 

In the opinion of my Committee, the major defects in the various articles nnder 
·Commercial Policy are not likely to harm our trade or industry in the short period 
inasmuch as sufficient exceptions and reservations have been provided in the Char
ter whereby industries established between 1939 and 1948 can be protected as well 
as release from the va!ious ~bl!gations can be obtained during balance of pay
ments difficulties. However, It IS feared that from a long term point of view the 

·provisions regarding Commercial Policy are likely to impose restrictions on our 
freedom to utilise suitable measures of protection necessary for bringing about a 

.rapid industrialisation of the country. 

Questions 96, 97 and 98.-Have already been dealt with. 

Question 99.-My Committee are in agreement with the general objectives 
·underlying the General Agr~ement on Tariffs and Trade. As regards the provisions 
-relating to Commercial Pohcy, they do not fully meet with the needs and require
ments of an under-developed country like India. 

Question 100.-It is submitted that a proper evaluation of the General Agree
ment on Tariffs and Trade should be made having regard to the altered conditions 
and the COllSequent effects on the composition of our foreign trade. 

. Questi<?ns 101 ~nd 102.---,Since the co~cess~o':" reciprocally granted and re
ceived are m operation ouly over a short penod, It IS not possible to have a proper 
evaluation which can be made only sometime in 1950. 

Question 103.-The spirit in which the contracting parties are working the 
provisions of the a_greement can ouly be judged after watching the experience and 
result of the working of the same over a reasonable period of time. 

9uestion 104.-A decision ma:y: be d~ferred till the latter half of 1950 when the 
relative advantages can be exammed m a proper perspective. , 

As~\~ thhe ;uesiioCon of ~h~ attitude of India to the Havana Charter, it is 
su~ges a e _18ca mswn should give due consideration to the feasi
bili~:y: of recomrn~nding to Government the desirability of postpo · a definite 

· deciSIOn ~or a ~nod of about one y~r, particularly in view of th~ct that the 
country IB passmg through a transitional period. 

In conclusion, I am to express the hope that •he views of Co •t•-
th · · · · t f th my mmi """ on e vanous ISSUes ariSmg ou o e questionnaire will receive d d f'-' 
sideration of the Commission. ue an care w con-
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THE INDIAN NATIONAL TRADE UNION CONGRESS 

Need for overhauling fiscal policy 

It would be a. platitude to say that fiscal policy is an important instrument in 
,ghaping the industrial and financial organisation and activity of a nation, both on a 
. .short-range and long-range basts. 

It, again, would be a repetition of the commonplace knowledge to say that 
this instrument was utilised in this country by the former alien rulers naturally 
for th~ir own ends and to suit their own interests. 

The need therefore to scrutinise, re-orient and overhaul the whole of fiscal 
policy and programme thereunder is equally obvious. What is more, it is acute 
.and long overdue. 

Consideration of f•uu1·e policy more important 

.As indicated by the categorical and clear statement made above, we attach 
more importance to a consideration of the basis of the policy and its application in 
future, rather than to an examination of the defaults and defects, in the matter in 
the past. 

Setting of Socio-economic objectives : Basis of oltr approach 

Concentrating accordingly our attention on this main theme of the subject, 
it will naturally be necessary in the first instance to set down broad and basic out. 
lines of our national economy as we desire to and can evolve it, both on a short. 
range and long-range basis, keeping in view all the relevent and salient features of 
:the socio-economic make-up of our country andits potentialities. 

To us the following points seem to be clear in this connection :-

1. Our national economy must be developed on a self-sufficiency basis : Self. 
,sufficiency in respect of at least the vital needs should be attained regionwise and 
.an overall self-sufficiency ought to be reached on the national basis. 

2. l\fi.xed Farming and in most places Handloom Industry will thus be the 
.universal bulwork of our national economy ; while each region 'vill have its special 
-cottage industry or industries besides. This is true on a permanent basis for this 
~ountry and is the more so specially. in regard to the immediate and interim period 
.during which any speedy. and material progress with industrialisation involving 
huge fixed capital expenditure seems to be beset with several difficulties. 

3. Basic and large-scale industries will be developed on a national basis, i.e., 
such as may be indicated by the maximum combination of favourable factors. 
Priorities will have necessarily to be fixed very carefully in this connection. 

4. Auxiliary and multipurpose schemes like those for Transport and Hydro 
electric power development also must necessarily find their appropriate place and 
fit in well with the above. 

5. Equally important an aspect of our Socio-economy is that pertaining to 
Distribution ; and in this connection the I.N.T.U.C. has categorically demanded that 
all individual incomes should be brought within a range of Rs. 100 to Rs. 1,200. 

Out present difficulties 

The abov~ seem to be feusible objectives for our national economy. Lookins 
to the present state of affairs, however, it appears as if we shall have to start from 
scratch. For our economic condition-today is quite unsatisfactory indeed. We 
are forced to import large quantities of food-grain to feed our millions even on the 
existing under nutrition level. The production of raw materials for our main in. 
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dustries like cotton, jute and sugar is materially short of our requirement. The· 
organisation and efficiency of such industries as we have, leave mnch to be desired, 
and there is an universal complaint that they are really in a bad way. The trans
port system is still strained and inadequate, though latterly some improvement is
noticeable. Trade and commerce seem unfortunately to be only making matters
worse, with every conceivable malpractice appearing at some point or the other 
for narrow selfish interests of a few. Capital is made "Shy" and as it were a full 
blown conspiracy is gaining ground to thwart all attempts at rehabilitating our 
national economy and securing a steady, even if slow, rise in the standard of living· 
of the people. 

It is needless to dilate on this point. For already there is in this connection. 
any amount of laments and exhortations forthcoming from all sorts of people and 
many quarters. We have instead to point out to the obvious and already amply
proved futility of such laments and exhortations, and to the essential need, which 
this hard experience itself has demonstrated, of well planned and co-ordinated 
efforts, of concrete efforts. 

N wl for Pkrnning 

Let it be clear, therefore, that we attach a great deal of importance to planning
in the sphere of our national economy. This is conspicuous by its absence ; and a 
very heavy penalty for the default has to be borne by the people of our country 
today. The first and preliminary requisite, therefore, is to decide to and according
ly embark upon planned economy. It may be clarified that this would be quite 
consistent with the policy of controlled and mixed economy which our Govern
ment seem to have decided upon. It may further be asserted that the poor re
sults .so far accruing from this otherwise sound policy, can in fact and mainly 
be traced to the weakness in respect of planning for developing our National Econo
my on an inte!;'""ted basis, which thus would appear to be the necessary back
ground and a stne quan<m for success of any particular government policy or mea
sure in the sphere. 

Fiscal policy too must likewise form a part of and fit in well with such an in 
tegrated plan for development and pattern of the nation's economy. 

It may be clear at th_is stage that the basic plan may be a rather broad and 
general framework ; but 1t must be well-conceived and, what is equally im
portant, well-understood not only by those directly concerned, but, in its essentials, 
also by our people at large, so that everybody knows where he stands and what he is 
expected to do in the whole setting. 

For this purpose, as also for the purpose of unitv and continuity so essential 
if speedr and m~terial results are to accrue, the plati: must be adopted as a stabl~
and nuiform basiS for some length of time. 

Fiscal Policy must be an organic part of the integrated pkrn 

~is-a-vis these considerations, it is submitted that our fiscal olic and the· 
machinery thereunder must not be mere piecemeal and d h ad· p y f 
ministration of public finance . but they must b d a oc ]UDcts o our ad
and organic part of the comprehensive and integrateed evlelop"'! mdi· _to adpermanent 

. p an as m cate above. 
It lS needless to add that the organisat' nst · 1 

istics, information and IWsearch Sect" :~ m me ude a we~-equipped stat
investigations into the condition wori::n, w ~ should carry detailed and careful 
and their respective place in th~ countryng' an prospects of the various industries 

s economy. 
At the top, the Board itself should h b 

integrity and with a background of lo =~ a 0?t ~ membe':" o~ unimpeachable· 
socio-economic affairs. ng mentonous serv10e m the sphere of 

The Board should be free to take the init" t" . 
<'.xisting or new industry within its parview. 111 lVe m covering any particular 
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. !ts 1"c~mm~ndations should be considered by the National Planning Com
IDlSSion, whwh,. 1t should be clear from our foregoing remarks regarding planning, 
must be appomted at the earliest. 

The decisions of the National Planning Commission should generally be 
adopted by the Government. 

The need and possibility of immediate action 
Here a partinent question is raised. It is this that inasmuch.as the whole 

matter, in 1ts contents and by its very nature, is not merely economic but als<> 
socio-political, would it be feasible for the present Government to set to work 
ab~ut it .on ~he lines suggest_ed above, before the country gives a clear indication 
of 1ts mmd m the forthcommg general elections 1 
. Our unhesitating and ouly answer to this question is in the affirmative. This. 
IS for two reasons. Firstly there is the clear and inevitable need for such action, 
without which we shall be facing something like a complete disintegration of our 
socio-economic fabric. Secondly, we believe such action to be quite appropriate 
and possible for the present Government to undertake. The plan put forward by 
the Economic Programme Committee set up by the All India Congress Committee, 
can well serve as a broad basis for such action, for it may be noted that the plan is 
subscribed to not ouly by the Congress High Command but also by the leader of 
the present opposition party of Socialist. 

Warning against Doctrinnaire or Dogmatic approach 
A note of warning must however be sounded here against any merely doctrin

naire or dogmatic approach, which unfortunately is seen to be the destiny generally 
of all the enthusiasm over planning in evidence these ~ays. Bigotism and fanaticism, 
in any form or degree, are harmful in everything that affects the welfare and pro
gress of the community ; but in the socio-economic sphere their effects are almost 
disastrous, at any rate in the long run. It may sound commonplace ; but alas ; the 
need to emphasise it does exist, that economics do not lend themselves to any ar
bitrary cut and dry theories or formulre_ Even so, we generally find persons that . 
matter in this sphere are ouly too prone to submit to the obsolete pattern of 
economic thought left over by the former ruling race. 

It must be admitted also that there is visible equally unrealistic a reaction in 
the quarters at the opposite end. 

And the sum total of the whole situation is confusion. 
Greater initiative, alertness and steady efforts needed 

The haze has to be patiently and carefully cleared and the way to progress 
has to be found out with the aid oflandmarks which really exist and are not a mere
make-believe. 

In this way there may be no great chance of very speedy and impressionable· 
achievement. Yet for peaceful and lasting progress, which clearly is our objec-· 
tive, no other course seems to be better or even possible. 

But let it be realised that this seemingly modest course calls for alertness and 
unceasing and systematic efforts. In fact it calls for greater initiative and toil 
because it is a course which has concrete performance and not a mere utopia for
its objective. It must be admitted that this alertness, initiative and effort are 
to-day very much lacking in all concerned. 

Thus it is that we have to begin, Mit were, from scratch. 
Concl1tsion 

In these circumstances, a simple, practical and a short-term rather than a long
term plan, which can directly and comparatively easily be evolved from a realistic 
appraisal of our more pressing needs and potential resources to meet them, a plan 
which can thus be rearlily conceived, explained, understood !tncl co..<l,sequently im
plemented is our preliminary necessity.. _ _ . _. , . _ 
18 M. of Com. 
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This plan then should be the basis for the unified national activity, second in 
importance, if such comparisons there could be, only to our Constitution. 

Exaimining var-ious aspects 1;.. 

All this is said in unfortunately una~oidable general terms. :bet us however 
·.try to be as specifically clear about the subject as we possibly can. 

In this, we shall follow the natural sequence, as we have done when enlisting 
.a t the beginning, the 5 basic points for developing our national economy. Let 
it be clear, h owever , that the sequence does not indicate t hat in order of importance 
·Or time the next item is secondary or is only to follow the first. Such differentia
-tion would be arbitrary ; and in fact there would have to be simultaneous and al
.round drive involving a minimum programme in each of the important sectors, 
which must be co-ordinated inter se. 

Agriculture-:-Effects of pattition 

Let us, then, take Agriculture in the first instance. The most important fact 
to be kept in view as the background while considering for our immediate pur
pose this part of the subject specially, is the dislocation caused by partition and 
subsequent non-co-operative attitude of Pakistan. There have of course been 
some p!easa.nt expressions of goodwill and all t hat from both sides, especially from 
·ours ; but these have proved to be merely pious utterances befitting ceremonial 
occasions. When they were anything more and really sincere, their contents and 
.spirit were too sublime for the millions on either side of the wall to follow. This 
real position iiTational and unfortunate though it be, has to be understood and 
.accepted by us. · 

To meet it adequately we must put forth all our determination, discretion 
.and endeavour ; for the task is indeed extremely difficult. In brief it is this that 
we shall have to make good within a couple of years at the most, all our deficit in 
food-grain, cotton and raw jute. 

The problem of attaining self-sufficiency in regard ·to food-grain JS doubly 
·di.flicult because a material portion of the present acreage will have to be diverted w 
cultiva.tion of cotton and jute. The loss of the rice-growing land, which will grow 
jute instead, will be particularly heavier because on r ice the land feeds more mouths 
.than on any other food-grain. . 

It will be noticed, all the same, that we take this shift in production from that 
of food-grain to cotton and jut.e for granted. We see no alternative and the reasons 

for this are obvious to need special mention. 
I . 

Suggestions 
The following measures are indicated in the circumstances ·-
1. Utilization of all the cultivable land . 
:2. Increasing yield thereon, by 

(A) Supplyincr ·incentive to the cultivator by adopting a much more radical 
reform

0
ofland tenure systems than any which have so far been adopted 

and. which have more or less failed to create necessary material con
ditions, not to speak of a proper psychological background for such 
incentive. 

{B) Introducing an element of healthy- compulsion in the form of laws 
for Agriculture, such as the onethat was proposed-:and u·nfortunately 
dropped ultimate:ry in Madras, which would give powers to Govern
ment to issue directives for regional control, co-ordination and im
provement of agriculture. 

{C) Concentrating the activity of the Agriculture Departments and all the 
possible non-official agencies on the minimum, simple and provenly 
nff<>ctive essentials in rtlSpeot of the region concerned like the standard 
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rotation of .crops, only the best obtainable seed or strain the most 
suitable instrument and system of tilling and •o on. ' 

•(D) Developing initiative and collective action in the rural people : while 
each one enltivates his own field, all must be made conscious of the 
need for attacking their common problems together and must be led in 
c?ll~ctive action to combat erosion, water supply, sanitation and 
Similar problems. 

(E) Supporting the progress by supplementary measures both on volun· 
tary basis and, when necessary, by compulsion, as in regard to pre· 
vention of anti-social and wastefnl customs, etc. 

Two related p·roblems 
Even when all this is done it will be necessary to make their resnlts attained 

·go a longer way than at present ; and in this connection two most important and 
·serious considerations at once arise. 

Population 
The first is the one regarding our population problem. It is surprising, and 

when contrasted against its far-reaching and grave implications, it is disturbing 
·to find how little attention is being given to this aspect of our socio-economy. In 
fact it is a subject by itself. We can however only make a brief but clear state
ment here that those responsible to lead and govern this country must at once 
"take a realistic view of the whole question and see to it that we immediately begin 
ttackling it on the lines suggested below :-

A. Sterilising the whole of our begger classes, which shonld not be too diffi
cult considering the tendency of the beggers to concentrate only in 
our cities and towns. 

B. Raising marriageable age limits. 
C. Social enlightenment and uplift. 

Balanced Diet 
The other problem is of correct nutrition. It is admitted that the diet, even 

·on a\·ailable food articles, can be very much improved upon, so as to bring both 
-economy and better health. Very little is being done in this direction. This omis
•Sion too must be made good by popularising balanced diets evolved as nearly as 
possible to the current diet of the respective regions. 

Agriculture as feeding lndustMJ and Trade 
Coming ne>.-t to the point, where Agricnlture feeds the Industry and Trade 

-of the Country it will be realised that not only out of our immediate necessity and 
.as an expedienc-y, but in fact from the point of fundamental policy and permanent 
results also, our agriculture must be put on a footing. If, therefore, some of our 
.ambitious Induhtrial Schemes have to be postponed for the time being, let us not 
be disheartened but let our full effort be devoted to toning up our Agriculture, 
which will thus serve a sound basis for the rest of our socio-economy. 

A few suggestions, which we consider important have already been put for
ward in this connection. They pertain mostly to measures for improving and in
•creasing our Agricultural production. It will, however, be necessary to regulate the 
kind of produce also, in accordance with our needs of our internal consumption 
.and e>.-ternal trade. 

Apart from direct control measures to secure this object, Tariff Policy also 
·will have to be employed towards this end. 

To begin with, then, there cannot be allowed exports of any produce which 
.conld be utilised to make good our national deficiency in food on a balanced diet 
ibasis. 

Only second in order of degree but of the same kind of importance is thA c.se 
-ot' produce of raw materials for our Industries. 
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From the point of our Trade,-Possibilities of converting our priiuary produce· 
into manufactured or semi-manufactured articles, preferably through C~ttage
industries must be fully explored and the Tariff schedule modified a~cordingly. 
Thus it ~ould be advanta"eous obviously to the country to export 0~ Tanned 
Leather, Bone ·meal etc. h: place of Oil-seeds, hides and bones respecttvely. 

Apart from Tariff measures, it will be equally necessary to improve and stan~ru:
dise quality of the export co!"modities, to m~ise scope· for an? regulate acttVI· 
ties of middlemen and to discourage speculatwn. To secure thts, there must be 
the closest of co-~peration and co-ordination in the working of the Departments 
concerned. 

All these measures will to"ether have definite beneficial results on our Agri
culture which will then ser>e ~ a sound foundation for the whole of our economic
activities. 

Cottage I11dustries 

Next, we have to consider the question of productive- occupations amed with· 
Agriculture and Cottage Industries. 

The first thing that we haye to stress in this connection is the need to change
our conservative and predominently agronomical pattern of farming into what is 
called mixed farming. Thus, every possibility of irrigation, even that on a localised 
a:nd modest scale, must be fully exploited. Horticulture must be encouraged, 
and dairy also must become a necessary adjunct of each farm, though. of course, 
varying in size with the same. 

We think it necessary to point out in this connection tliat the iinpression often 
gathered and expressed rather easy goingly, that our cultivator has in him all the
experience and wisdom of ages past, cannot in fact be true- in all respe-cts and for all~ 
the time. At any rate, it must not be allowed to lead us to complacency and 
inertia ; though, of course, we must avoid the other extreme of rejecting wholesale
the old pattern and of proposing absurd substitutes.. 

If we thus approach the whole matter in a realistic manner and with the deter~ 
mination to introduce reform where necessary, we shall succeed, in course of the 
coming few years, to convert, with material and alround benefit, the present abnost. 
solely agronomical farnting into mixed farnting as suggested above. 

This, by itself, would provide larger scope for subsidiary productive occupa
tions in Rural areas. 

As to other cotta&e ind~es, it is well known how, being left to their own fate, 
t~ey ~a>e come to gn~f, ~th consequent disintegration of our traditional pattern 
ot socmeconomy. ~e tt may not be possible or even desirable to try to remould: 
that same pat~rn, tt would all the same be necessary, if we desire to attain wide
sprea~ econonuc recove_ry and. a general rise in the people's standard of living, t<> 
resuscmte our cottage mdustnes on a well considered plan. 

Sphere 

In this co~ection, it would be necessary, in the first instance to demarcate as 
nearly. as JJ?SSI~le tho sphere of the cottage industry from that of the large scale
manufacturmg mdustry. 

Thus t_he sp~ere of a~ and handicrafts is distinctly their own. When we
come to think of tt, .w~ _realise how little attention has been given in this direction, 
even ~hough potentmlit1es seem to be abnost uulintited there. It will be the duty 
of the Government~ therefore, to pick up all the remaining or developing elements iUJ 
t!ri" sph.er.e and ()~'."' them every encouragement and necessary help b measures 
like trammg facilities, loans, advertisements and sales services etc. T&, products 
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may form particu1ar1y 'import,.nt an item for our export trade ; and as such it 
would be in our interest not only to give th~"' protective treatment within the 
-<JOuntry, but also t<> populartse them outsi:l~ oy an intense propaganda drive. 

Coming next to the sphere of cottage industries vis a vis large-scale manufacture 
we would suggest that the latter should be made to ser.ve, as far as possible, our 
:cottage industries _and competition between the two should be particularly avoided. 
Thus the cottage mdustry of leather goods could be served by the large scale in
·d~~ry of leather tanning in the form of supp1ying cheap and well tanned leather. 
:Sunilarly, Te,.-tile Mills could be made to serve the handloom weaving industry 
and the competition between the two could be avoided considerably by concentrating 
the spinning process, as far as possible, in the mills and re.•tricting their weaving 
to counts above, say, 20's. 

As a broad and obvious principle, all those industries which involve simple 
processes and which are· linked directly either to the primary agricultural produce 
·On the one hand or to the consumers on the other are generally fit to be conducted 
.as cottage industries, in the first instance in the rural areas .and in the latter, in 
the urban areas also. · · 

Scope 

It would be easy to eulist quite a large number of cottage industries falling 
;in line \vith this principle. But it would not be much .worthwhile to do so. It 
.would, instead, be preferable, from the point of securing tangible results, to select 
-carefully a limited number only of such industries as will he most suitable to the 
~egion concerned and manageable so far as the part which the Government and 
-other institutional agencies have to play in their organisation and development. 

Initiative in OrganiJJation 

For, let it be clear that this part is of almost determining importance. The 
'individual craftsmen who C<>uld work as the pivot of the old cottage industry on 
:family wise basis, cannot by himself get any1vhere in the existing setting, where 
<>rgauisation is at least as important as productive skill and labour. In fact it is 
to be realised that the whole intiative will have to be taken through such appro
priate organisations by those who are responsible to lead and govern this country. 
:Such an organisation will have thus to survey and prepare the whole ground, select 
the lines to be pursued, evolve a definite plan, collect all the reqnisities for im
plementing it, and then ":"t the. craftsman or worker to his j_ob,. while the sale and 
.disposal of the output wtll agam be the task for the orgamsat10n. 

Machinery 

The or~anisation must of course be so adaptable as to make it progressively the 
;institution ';,ntirely of the class which it is meant to serve. From this point, a 
·Co-operative institution for each local and industrial area, federated at the district 
.and provincial levels for the purposes of mo_re specialised and effective supervision, 
-co-ordination and control than at present IS recommended. 

With the agency of such an organisation it should be possible to collect the 
necessary raw material in the regio? at the vario_us properly located points of manu
facture, to improve and standardiSe the techmque of manufacture, to tram per
sonnel, to supply the finance and equipment for the units '~here necessary and 
lastly to collect grade, advertise and sell th~ p~oducts. For t~IS pur~o~e there. ":'n 
be specialised subsidiar_y agencies a!'d o~gafi!sat10ns as for creatmg Trammg facilities 
and for supplying credit. The mam thing IS that the agency should be such as can 
,be relied upon and should enjoy full government recognition and adequate support 
amounting in fact to preferential treatment. 
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Sugglllltions 

The details can be worked out by a Cottage lnd~tries Boar_d~_wliioh sh<;>uld be
formed as an important "ing of the National Plannmg Comnussr~:m. While ;ea.
lising the need for a much closer an~ careful st'!dy of the whole ~ubJeCt at the tune, 
we offer here a few suggestions whrch we consrder to be rather nnportant from the
point of developing our cottage industries :-

I. Surveys should be undertaken for exploring the possi?ilities of developing 
the various cottage industries in the different regrons. 

2 Technical education and research work in cottage industries should also· b& 
· undertaken by the Government, as these Industries are unable to-

meet any such extra expenditure in. their present stage of growth, 
3. Subsidies and loans may be given by Provincial Governments. 
4. Power should be supplied at concessional rates. 
5. Concessional rates should also be given for Transport. 
6. Middlemen should be eliminated through Co-operative Societies. The 

existing law regarding co-operative Societies should be appropriately 
amended. 

7. Products of the Cottage Industries should be standardised .. 
8. Full publicity to create suitable market. within the country and outside· 

should be can:ied. 
9. While drawing Tariff Schedules and Tr~de agreements with other• coun

tries, particular care should be taken to protect the interests of the
cottage industries concerned. 

We may sum up by expressing our definite and confident opinion that only on 
strengthening our rural economy by improving agriculture and developing cottage
industries, shall we be able to evolve a well baJanced and therefore healthy 
national economy in place of the present lopsided and disjointed pattern. 

Role of organised I nduslnJ not w be belittled 

What we have stated above should not be construed to mean that we attach 
any the less of importance to development of large scale manufacturing industries
and all the other compone)lts of a modern and efficient socioeconomic system. We 
have, on the other hand, already stated that it would not be possible, nor would 
it be desirable, to try to return to the now obsolete pattern based solely on agri• 
culture and allied occupations. Our emphasis on the need for putting these 
primary factors on a sound basis has, therefore, to be viewed in its correct setting 
tJiz., of the necessity of strengthening the very foundation of the whole of our na
tional economy and of securing a well baJanced and uniform development in both 
its rural. and urba? sph_eres. The emphasis does not thus imply any belittling of the
role whrch organised mdustry has to play in our economic resconstruction· 
programmes. 

Basio Sugge.tions 

On ".careful consideration of this role against the realistic background of our 
. p_resent Cll'curnstances, we have to put forward the following three broad suggeB
tions :-

. 1. _We aught by all means and without loss of time ensure that our exiSting 
mdustnes are put on a sound and efficient working basis .. 

2. Govennnent should take the initiative and see to it that basic or key in· 
d~tries are set up one after another as demanded by fundamental needs of econo
nnc development of the country and as permitted by all the resources aYailable 
during the period of the short-tenn pbn, as suggested above. 
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3. Other projects coming forth on private initiative should,be examined care
fully but sympathetically and should receive each its due encouraaina treatment 
on the basis of its respecti>e and relative merits. o e 

Shift in Government policy necessary 

~n resp~ct of the first point, the objective should be to establish and attain 
definite opt1mum standards. It is indeed shocking to see how industries, everu 
th~se which affect our people most vitally, continue to be mismanaged, without 
~s 1t were, any serious cognisance being taken there of, not to speak of remedying 
·~· In this, we are perpetrating, with suicidal effects, the legacy of the former in
different Government of "not bothering about it" excepting for certain ad hoc 
qalls as those arising, for example, out of a clamour for protection. It may sound 
harsh, ~ut the truth .must be told that even after all the bitter experience we have 
bee':' gomg through, the consciousness that our organised industry is not the family 
:>ffarr of the few but is in fact the concern of the community, is still not developed 
m our Government to the degree of a living faith necessary for dynamic action. 

Let us make it clear that -we are not bringing in an argument for nationalisatioll! 
here. But our point is that the responsibility of taking the initiative and all the 
necessary and adequate action in pursuance thereof, to insist on the conduct of onr 
industries in the best interests of the community, lies on the Government, and they 
have to be more alert and active than heretofore if this responsibility is to be pro
perly fulfilled. 

It will be necessary for this purpose to undertake careful investigations into the 
affairs and working of the >arious industries, beginning with the more important 
ones in the first instance, and to suggest reforms therein. In fact it will be necessary 
to keep a rather close and continuous watch over them, with a Yiew to bring them 
up to the definite optimum standards as proposed abo,·e. 

The apprehension that such an approach will be treated by the capitalists as 
too much of an interference in their business, may be real, and may, in the beginning,. 
seem serious also. But as the Government's motive and determination for better
ment of the Industry in general interests will, in due course, become self-evident, 
such misgivings as may initially exist, will gradually be removed. The main 
thing is that all concerned have to be impressed that there is going to be a definite 
shift from the attitude of indifference and anarchy to that of an indulgent interests 
and discipline. The effect will be quite that desired and almost complete if the dls
cipline is enforced rationally and impartially, as between the capitalists and Labour, 
for example. Above everything, there must be that solicitude for vital interests of 
the people involved in the whole show, as will allow no quarters to impediments. 

Beneficial results expected 

By such an approach important conditions and factors in the working of our 
organised industry will be gradually but automatically standardised. This would 
be a very valuable gain, considering the anamolous state of affairs obtaining at 
present in the form of Cynical ya"!-ations in respect of even such important items lik& 
quality of product, profit-margm etc. 

It may be worth while incidentally to point out the significance of these two· 
items, though they have been mentioned merely to illustrate a certain point a hove. 

The factor of quality, then, will be found to have been generally neglected by 
onr producers ; and to correct this fault, it will be only too necessary to emphasis<> 
the simple fact that industrial development has not merely the quantitatiYe but. 
qualitative aspect also and that this aspect shows itself not merely in the final pro
duct hut in fact in all the stages leading and related to it. 
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· f r fit mar in is of evidently even greater import. In capitalia-

. The que~ttt?ntohe~~~vin" fo!f:ce behind all its industrial and commercial activity. 
ttc economy 1 1s o . b . . ~ of 1 te by our industrial 
1t is easv to understand therefore the complamt e1.ng m~e . ": , . 
.and commercial magnets that there is a slowdown lU the1r act1V1t.l' because the p.o-

fit margin has dwindled. 
But when we think of it more closely, we clearly find that the real thing is nrt 

that the rofi.t mar!rln is low, but that it is not uniformly ~ow. We are. thus firm y 
of the o:inion that a standardisation of the profi.t.margm at a level. m fact much 
lower than any seen to-day, will be quite wholesome not merely for the cons_umer, 
but also for the industry as a whole, inasmuch as there would be no pronuse of 

ter return for waiting and as such investment would not be. held up. Further, 
~confidently believe that such standardisati?n could b~ attamed ~~er Gdover-
ment supervision of our industries, conducted m a more 1ndulgent spmt an he p
ful manner than ever evinced. 

* * * * * * * * * 

Crying need for EcotWmic Civil Service 

. This leads us to point out to the virtual absence of what may be call_ed an 
Economic Ch·il Service and the crying need to evolve the same.. The pomt is 
-obvious and we do not have to labour at it. 

* * * * * * * * * 
Need for enabling legislation 

In order to be able to work on the lines suggested above, the Government will 
have to equip themselves with requisite powers for eliciting information regarding 
.and exercising, where necessary and to the essential extent, control on our organised 
industries. The need has been particularly demonstrated during the past few 
months when vitally important productive units, many of them sound economically 
also, closed down for extraneous reasons. 

It may be repeated that we are not entering here into any discussion over the 
-question of nationalisstion. For we are primarily interested in laying down prac
tical objectives and securing concrete results in respect of their attainment, here 
and now. As such, we have to lay stress on the inevitability of timely and ade
quate Govt. action when and any unit or section of an industry or the whole of it is 
found definitely to misbehave or bungle matters. . 

Legislation on the lines being proposed at the centre is therefore none too 
early or too strong a measure. In fact it is to be hoped that even industrialists, 
worth the name, will onJy support a policy of allowing them, even with beneficient 
<m"?urage~ent, to c~nduct the _affairs of the industry unhampered, so long as they 
do 1t e~c1ently and m general mterests : and to intervene effectively, when to the 
extent 1t becomes necessary from the same considerations of efficiency and com
muity's. interest. It is our definite belief that in cases of mismanagement, in- · 
tervent10n by Government would succeed in securing improvement ; and there is no 
need for diffidence or hesitation in taking the logical steps. For, the real job is in 
fact ~on~ by the Technical and Supervisory Staff whose co-operation will not be 
wantmg m the Go-:ernment's elfo~ to secur~ a change for the better. There will 
of course be the d1fficulty regardmg finance, but we shall deal with it, in brief, 
later_on: "W_e, however, do not advocate such action unless in well-considered and 
con~crng CJrcumstances. In this way, once it is taken and seen through effective
~y, 1t LS. bound to succeed in securing compliance to the standards expected of our 
mdustne,. 
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Regarding Bru<ic bui1UJtries 

_oicie by _side with the care to be devoted, as briefly indicated above, to secure 
efficient_ working of our existing industries in the Community's interests, the Govem
'?'ent ":ID have to take up the work, on a priority basis, · of setting up key or basic 
md~stnes. For it is mainly to these industries that we· .must tum for raising the 
·effic1e':'cy of our productive system. Iron and Steel plants, Machine Tool manu
:fac!unng works, Chemicals and fertilisers producing factories are some of the items 
which are already being considered and the whole country is ea«erly looking for
·war~ to the day that the schemes are given effect to and the plants are successfully 
put mto commission. In this respect there is hardly anything to say except this 
that the policy should be for the Government to take initiative forthright and I4 >1> 

>to allow the usual red-tapist-methods to hold up progress; 

Problem of Technical person'nRl 

In tltis connection the problem of securing necessary technical personnel may 
'seem to be difficult, but it will have all the same to be tackled. We shall have to 
invite a few foreign experts in the initial stage, but for the rest, we must make full 
~e of our own personnel, which, we are qnite confident, will uot be found to be 
madequate either in strength or calibre. We have, in fact, observed a paradoxical 
situation in this that while on the one hand there is a clamour about dearth of 
Technical hands, we find on the other hand considerable unemploymel}t even in 
"this type of personnel. It would therefore seem both necessary and useful, for 
.assessment of real position and also for the purpose of requisition as and when needed 
to catalogue properly all over available Technical and specialised personnel through 
.an agency like the various Employment Exchanges and preferably Public Service 
.COmmissions. 

Other Industries 

As regards setting up and for developing other industries, we may rely mostly 
-on private enterprise. There need be no deviation therefore from the policy 
.already announced by the Government, except when important gaps have to be filled 
in by Government themselves. The Government must of course attend more 
closely and effectively to it;; preliminary job of exploration of the potential fields 
.and promotion of every new prontising undertaking therein. 

Appropriate Fi-•cal policy 

The fiscal policy in this connection must also be accordingly reoriented. The 
former basis was too conservative in conception and rather malicious in its working. 
It is no use therefore to be involved in the deceptive wording which clothed it, 
and a clear break-off therefrom is strongly urged. · 

As to future, we do not think it would either be possible or desirable to indicate 
.any clear-cut and rigid basis. ·we would, instead, recommend a very elastic approach 
·of dealiug with each case on its merits and circumstances, the object being to en
.able every necessary and useful industry to tlmerge out successfully from the initial 
·difficulties and stand on its own without any more of such "nursing ". The period 
.of protection should of course be cut down to the ntinimum and during this the In
<lustry aught to be subjected t.o close and continuous supervision and necessary 
<:ontrol, as already suggested. 
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Changes proposed 

The main changes in the old policy wonld therefore he the following :-
1. Elasticity and comprehensive scope so as to cover any deserving case 

of necessarv and useful productive industry, if necessary on the ini
tiative of Gowrrnnent authority concerned itself, and in the manner 
befitting to the particular case. 

2. Close and cont.inuous watch over the affairs and working of the Industry 
in question and frequent examination of th~ . position '~ith_ a view to
cut down the period of protection to the nurumum.. ReJectiOn of tb.e 
old system of fL--<ing arbitrarily certain ad hoc penods. 

3. Supplementing fiscal measures with all the appropriate non-fiscal one!< 
also, amounting to "nursing" of the infant industry, so that t&e 
need for it is removed at the earliest and the industry is enabled t<> 
come out l'igorously on its owu. 

Certain rekvent points 

In the light of what has been said above cert-ain points become self-evident 
They are as follows :-

1. It is correct and therefore it would he proper-and usefnl t{)O, to make 
an unqualified pronouncement to that effect, that the fiscal policy 
best suited for Inma is protection. 

2. Grant of protection need not be confined to infant industries, but if indi
cated by the needs and the relevant circumstances of the particnlar 
case fitting in the plan as may be adopted accormng to our suggestion
already made, the proposal for granting protection should be consi
dered even before an industry is established. For as stated abo'>e, 
protection is no doubt needed for the industrial growth of the country. 
What is important howe>er is tl1at the right infant is selected and 
right protection is administered for the definite period only as 
required, the aims of protection being to end protection and not to-
perpetuate it. ' 

3. As t<> choice of methods of such protection we would prefer the appropriate 
method t<> be determined in each case on its merits. We think that 
!'"'?tective import duty would be the usual method, especially when 
Jt JS the case of ena hling our industry to withstand competition and 
dumping of foreign goods. Bounty or subsidy would be preferable
~o imp?rt duties when it is necessary to help the industry concerned 
m a drre~ ';ay and also to cheapen the product from the point of 
consumers m~e~st. We do not favour pool prices since they would: 
h~ve mo?opolistic f~tures and 'would tend t{) work against indi
"Vld~al dnv~ for efficiency and economy. Quantitative restriction 
of Imports IS a m:thod which may be suitable in certain particular 
cases ouly depenmng on factors like the possibility of correct assess
ment of the quantitative data involved, determination of an advan
tageous course on that basis and the limitations in following the same. 

4. Apart from what i~ stated above, it may be worth considering, it seems, 
!<> prevent dumpmg of fore_ign go~ds, if necessary, by banning their 
unport altogether for the time bemg, so as to enable our home indus· 
try to adjust itself t<> .meet the challange. 

Policy regarding export Trade 

5. As to our fiscal policy vis a vis ?ur export trade,_ we have already stated 
th~t the demands of our Internal consumptiOn in regard to our re. 
quuements of food and those of raw material for our industries should 
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be met first. All the other items should be developed to the utmost. 
for purposes of our export trade, which ought to be handled through 
regular organi..'<ations of approved export agents under definite and 
effective Government control so as to secure standardisation of quality
and fair price levels of the commodities and p!"ev;;ntion of speculation. 
It is needless to state that free trade is ouly possible between two equally· 
well.developed countries, otherwise the under-developed country 
remains undeveloped. Free Trade should, therefore, be deferred. 
even in principle until India achieves an economy comparable with. 
the industrially adyanced countries. This point, however, is of some
thing like an academic interest only. For, .in fact, there is hardly 
any Free Trade at all existing anywhere in the world to-day. 

Obligations of protected induatries 

_ . After having dealt with the aspect of Government's role vis a vis our Industries,. 
u 1s now necessary to indicate briefly some of the main obligations especiallv of the· 
assisted Industries. • 

Generally speaking, e..-ery industry is only an organisation for the service· 
()f. the community. But .industries receiving protection or assistance from the Govern
ment are more directly the con~ern of the Community and owe a greater respons-
ibility towards it. In 'iew of this, protected Industries must fulfil the following 
obligations :-

1. They must fall in fully with national policy in every respect. 
2. Their affairs must be treated as involving a high stake of the people of 

the country ; and must not therefore be hided from the latter as 
if they were smne pth;leged person or persons' exclusive concern, 
but should be eorrectly and clearly put before the public from time to 
time. 

3. Protection and or assistance must not be allowed to be abused through 
inefficiency, wastefulness, monopolistic tendencies and or profiteering •. 

It must be insisted that the organisation and working of a protected industry 
aught to be definitely superior to that of others in respect of efficiency and economy •. 

Government protection or eYen assistance involves a certain burden on the· 
consumers or the community. The very purpose in choosing to bear this burden 
would be frustrated if any the least inefficiency or waste in the conduct of the in
dustry concerned were tolerated, while the burden itself would ouly grow worse. 

Similarly monopolistic tendencies and profiteering would j;a~ount to de?eivi?gc 
the community to pay the price to that extent, ouly for the unfarr and anti-SoCial 
gains of the few vested interests. 

It is therefore incumbent upon the industries enjoying government protection .. 
or assistance , to serve the community in the best, cheapest and most efficient manner 
possible. 

Some relevent suggestions 

All this may seem to be too plain to need any special mention. But the task of' 
ensuring compliance to the requirements .indicated above, will c11ll for a good deal. 
of serious thought and well-plam1ed act10n. 

Thus the Fiscal Commission, while making its recommendations, will have to· 
lay down before it e\'en the general frame work of national policy, including of course· 
that in respect of nationaliz~ttion. 

On this point we haYe said pre\'iously that a firm adherence to the origina~ 
pronouncement m~de by the Go,·ermnent, coupled with the close and· continuous-
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supenision and necessary control that we have herein advocated wit~ the ~bject 
to secure standardisation of conditions and attainment of the defimte opt1muru 
standards that may be laid down, should be considered satisf~ctory for the present. 

Further, the Commission will have to suggest ways and means to enable a regular 
examination of the affairs of the Industry concerned and to ensure that they are 
conducted efficiently, economically and in the best interests of the consumers. 

In this respect, we think that while a specialised agenr.y o_f the nature more or 
less of "the Working Party., may be necessary and approprlllte so far as the In
dustry itself is concerned, co-ordinating machinery, .as for example, for the pur
pose of evoh·ing a fair price struct-ure , may also have to be set up. 

Minimum and immediate conditions regarding Labour 

At this stage may also be stat<>d our views regarding the obligations of the 
Industries concerned in respect of Labour. We may not in this connection 
:recount all the commissions and omissions of the past. Suffice it to say that Labour 
mnst be treated at least on par with capital in the present and immediate stage of 
·our Socio-economic development. This requires for the time and 1M mini•num and 
immedlate conditions, the following :-

1. A basic change in the attitude towards labour, recognising Labour as not 
merely a factor of vital importance in the productive machinery, 
but also as a worthy member of the Community. 

2. Paying at the lowest level not less than minimum living wages, occupa
tional differentials appropriate to skill and labour involved to other 
categories, dearness allowance at the rate not less than that required 
to compensate fully the rise in the cost of li\'iug at least on the mini
mum li\'iug wage level, and the share in profits as proposed in the 
note of dissent by our President, Shri Khandubhai K. Desai in the 
Report of the Profit Sharing Committee. 

3. Good working conditions, respectable treatment on the basis of equality 
of status, recognition of and full co-operation to Trade Unions with
necessary representath·e character ; resolving trade disputes through 
mutual agreement and arbitration. 

4. Effectiv·e. voice ~ ~egard to management in so far as matters affecting 
working conditions, wages and security of service of the workers are 
concern~, while in other matters also Labour should, as far as possible, 
be taken mto confidence and be welcome to offer suggestions. 

5. The maxi!"u"? po~ible relief s_hould be granted in respect of housing by 
adoptmg mtenm plans which can be implemented with the a'Vailable 
resources only and therefore without delays. 

While the fnlfillm:nt of ~he above cond~tions is expected of every industry 
.J.U general, protect_ed mdustne_s have ~ speCial responsibility in this respect ; for, 
emploY!"ent on farr m;andar~ 18-certaiuly one of the considerations in granting 
protectwn to a partwular mdustry. 

Our Approach 

It will be _seen that we hav: found it convenient and we believe it is proper 
. also to_ deal 'nt_h the whole subject of fiscal policy in its various aspects at their 
:res~trve pl_ace m the general settmg of our Socio-economv rather than as an isolated 
subject by 1tself. • ' 

:JliWYJ, Power-Plan18 and Transport SyBiem8 

. In th~ statement, we have not said anything separately and specifically re 
funes, po\\er-J?1antsand Transport systems. This is because of the fact that almost 
· •. e same COUS1 eratwns hold good in their case as in that of the basic or key indus--4,.-nes. 
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Finance, Taxation and Income-prices adjustments for Capital-formation. 

_ W~ may now inclicate briefly some of our ideas regarding finance, with which 
1s also linked the system of Taxation. 

In the first instance we wish to express it as our confident belief that our need 
fo~ finance_ would not be of an unmanageable magnitude. We expect that the com• 
Illltments m respect of our proposals for improving agriculture would not be very 
heavy, because the whole basis there is to make the rural people themselves 
do the needfuL Government's resources can therefore be spared for concentrated 
use on specific and thoroughly sonnd schemes like development of cultivable land. 

The requirements for development of cottage industries would of course be 
material, but considering each scheme, the investment would not be heavy in pro· . 
portion to the turn-over and besides the turn-over would be comparatively quick 
also. 

The most important item from the point of finance is of course of the schemes 
of Transport and Power development and of key or basic industries. But whatever 
the cost, which may have to be met even from borrowed funds, these schemes must 
be taken up and carried through so as to keep pace with or rather proceed just ahead 
of development in other Sectors. 

Dynamic approach needed. 

We are thus strongly in favour of adopting an enterprising rather than a con· 
servative policy regarcling finance. If our plan is fundamentally sonnd, befitting 
in respect of time and circumstances, and well-worked, the expenclitnre thereon 
is just good investment and it would be a pity to hold it up and thus perpetuate 
the stalemate in our economic life. This stalemate, we are convinced, has arisen 
because of absence of vigorous collective effort. If as a result thereof we only 
adopt an increasingly " cautions " attitude, which in effect means doing nothing, 
then not only will nothing be done but prospects of doing anything afterwards will 
dwindle down further still. If on the other hand the Government take a bold 
stride, making all our people enthusiastic and active about it, the lifeblood in our 
body economic would at once flow warm. It is time, therefore, for pursuing vigor
ously all our development schemes, not for dropping and cutting them. Any loans 
that have to be raised for the purpose, we repeat, is good investment ; and- the 
balance-sheet position of our conntry does certainly warrant it. 

Need for economy in Administrative expenditure. 

While we advocate such dynamic approach in regard to development projects, 
we wish to insist with all the emphasis at our command on cutting down atraight
away and materially the expenditure of our Governments. The present adminis
trative machinery need a complete overhaul, such that every personnel is employed 
strictly on a definite purpose fitting in the whole scheme, is made to put in his full 
quota of work and is paid neither too low nor too high. Inclia just cannot afford the 
present loose, unmanageably huge and extremely coslJy e.dmiuistrative organisa
tion. 

Revision of Taxation long overdue. 

From the point of finance and the comprehensive fnnctions which the Govern
ment are called upon to und~rhke in rebuilding our Socio-cconomy, it is essential 
to change our Taxation policy also. The present system, with so many and heavy 
indirect taxes, is very unfair to the average citizen. Protection duties, so far as 
this aspect of the matter is concerned, are not to be welcome ; but on a balance 
of considerations they have to be accepted as already stated.· It is only fair however 
that the taxation scheme is revised by adopting to the maximum extent possible 
direct Taxation and by clistributing the burden more equitably than at present. 
Death duties seem t~ be long overdue from this point as also from that of putting 
idle wealth to usQ. 
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Putting idle u·ealtl• to use. 

lt seems that at present such wealth is not being brought ~orth for investment. 
·This is because we are in a rather confusing position for some time. The moneyed 
people feel that the old setting perpetuating the richness of the ~c~ an~ poverty ~f 

·-ilie poor is going to be revolutionised. They are consequently Sittmg tight on the~ 
money and watching the times with forebodings and suspicions. The poo~, on .th~Ir 
part, have still not got enough to live by and srare. The remedy, we thmk, lies m 

·making it clear to the moneyed people that while the old ways have to end for g~od, 
·the new ones mean a more equitable distribution of wealth but no less of secunty · 
It may take some time for the adjustments involved and for the conviction and 

·.Confidence t<:> grow. But we feel sure that it can and must be brought home. The 
·"'Shyness " or "Strike" of capital will certainly end then. 

Price-Income adju.stmenfs. 

The other classes also cannot be left out of consideration in this connection. 
'But before indicating possibilities from their quarters it is necessary to say something 
. about adjustment of their incomes and the price structure. We think it would be 
unrealistic now to look forward to any immediate and material drop in price-le"<"els. 
Logically, therefore, w~ shall have to consider ways and means of stabilising ?llf 

. economy first on the basis more or les> ofthe present lewis. For this purpose we think 
it necessary that the incomes of those groups which have not been examined and ad
justed, should be so examined and adjusted to the existing price-levels. These 
groups include mostly the salaried class employees and workers in the unorganised 

'industries. On the other hand, incomes at the top should be progressively reduced 
both by direct and indirect measures. Thus ultimatelv the income-range 
should not he wider than Rs. 100 to 1200. • 

O~ce the immediate and miuimum adjustments befitting the present conditions 
.and pnce-level are made, a~ suggested abm·e, we should be able to attain a steady 
.and balanced economy, whwh then can lend itself to more rational and effective 
·controls~ as to enab.le us to bring it to nonnally, including of course a lowering down 
of the pnces. It ""ill be most essential howe..-er to take everv care to see that the 
very purpose of making these adjustments is not vitiated b; further deterioration 

·in the prices. positio~. It will b." particularly necessary for this purpose to make 
·every effort, I~espectr<e of anythmg else, to bring down the prices of food and cloth 
as fa: .as J?OSSI ble. T~ere must aslo he strict ~nd effective ratiouing cont.rol on com
modities m comparatively short supply. This coupled with adjustments we have 

.iluggested above, wo~d enable the bulk of our people to manage their livelihood 
.better and more easily than heretofore. 

Smal/.saviWJs. 

This would also open possibilities of small b t 'd 1 · . u "', e sea e saVlngs. 
Our banking organisations will have to b t d 

e urne to serre better in this setting 
All these measures, taken together would certainly 

·:finance. solve our difficulties of 

Prospects Hopeful. 

. We thus confidently hope that iven a c rr 
·i>e out of the bog and could be rehgbilit tedo ect lead, ?ur economy would soon 

a a on the desired JiJlf¥'. 
We. would be quite prepared an<! willin to 

-deputation to further clarify our po' t - ~ appear before t:lle Commission in a. 
m ot view, as may bu ne(!e&~ry. 
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Dr. V. K. R. V. Rao, UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR AND DIRECTOR, 
DELID SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS, UNIVERSITY OF DELID. 

l. It seems to me that the whole policy of protection h»s to be viewed in the 
-context of our economic policy which envisages the planned development of the 
-country's economy. The Government have ennounced their intention of ebtabli-
1Sbing " Planning Collllilission and one of ito ta;ks would ob,iously be to determine 
priorities in respect of indu>tri•l developments. Th• economy contempleted is a 
mixed economy, where r part of the industrhl sector will be directly operated by the 
:State either departmentally or, more probably, through public utility corporations, 
while the rest of the industri!tl sector is left to be operated by private enterprise, 
.subject to such governmental regulations as may qe prescribed from tinre to tinre. 

2. The first question which arises is with regard to industries that will be set 
up by Government. There is no doubt that before setting up such industries, 
•Government will undertake most detailed enquiries into the economics of such 
industries and would set them up only if tney are satisfied that such industries are 
.nationally necessary and economically justifiable. In other words, those industries 
that Government will set up would fall under the very class for giving protection 
to which the Fiscal Commission of 1921·22 took such strong exception in paragraph 
101 of their report. I quote "If applications for tariff assistance are entertained on 
behalf of industries which have not yet come into existence and the Tariff Board 
:has to consider not facts but the anticipations of the promotor, it will be a task of 
great difficulty to make & selection with any reasonable assurance of success. The 
·danger of loss to the commml)ty by extending tariff protection to such industries 
will be great", and yet, under a planned economy, industries are bound to be set 
up by Government On anticipation' and will presumably automatically enjoy 

.Protection either through tariffs or by other means. One example of an industry 
which has been set up by Government in this manner is the fertiliser industry in 
.Sindri ; and it is well-known that other industrial· units are under contemplation. 
While I am completely ir> favour of a planned economy and, therefore, the setting 
up of industries by Government, I think some economic safeguards will have to he 
provided for this Governmental sector of industry, especially when there will also 
be a large private sector to which presumably economic principles of protection will 
be applied. l\Iy concrete suggestion, therefore, is that :-

(I} The Tariff Board should be consulted by Government i:n the initial stages 
befora they actually set up a new industry or an industrial unit ; 

(2) that as far as possible, and subject to necessary exceptions in the case 
of defence industries, considerations which would normally .favour 
protection to private industries, should also apply to Government 
indubiries ; 

(3) the Tr.riff Board should be giwn the power to make periodic progress 
reports on such governmental industries. 

In my opinion, unless some such s!.feguards are provided, there is a danger of 
'Waste of national rasourc<s in one sector of the economy. 

3. As r~gards industries in the private sector, protection is obviously one of the 
well-known and well-tried methods for promoting industrial development and I 
-do not think it is necessary for me to &rgue the case for continuing a policy of pro
tection in India. I do not, however, subscribe to the view that protection should 
be given in an unqualified manner. Even the minority of the Fiscal Commisssion 
did not ask for a policy of unqualified protection ; what they objected to was the 

:rigid content of the qualifying phr<>se "discrinJ.ination" which th~ majority of .the 
Fiscal Commission adopted and made a necessary part of the policy of protectiOn • 
.I quote "while we agree that the policy of. prot?ction s~o~d ~e applied with dis
.crimination, we do not think that any qualific'lt10ns or limitat10ns should be made . 
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a condition precedent to its adoption". The real ques~ion, therefo~e, is not whether
there should be discriminating protection or unqu~hfied PI"?techon, but whe~her· 
the State should lay down the broad qualifications entitling an mdustry to protect_wn, 
or whether the prescribing of such qualifications should. be_l~ft to. be determmed 
on an ad hoc basis by the Ta:riff Board in the case of each mdiVIdual mdustry apply
ing for protection. l\Iy own view is that the legislature cannot esca~e the res
ponsibility for laying down, in however general a manner, the quahficatwns neces-. 
sary for the grant of protection. I base my view on the fact that any measure of 
protection will affect revenues, impose burdens, however temporary) on con.sum~rs, 
and lead to utilisation of national resources in cha.mels other than those whwh 
would have been followed in the absence of such protection. 

While espousilcg the view that the fiscal policy adopted by the legislature shou!d 
not merely be a simple declaration in terms of protection, but should als~ con~am 
the qualifications necessary for protection, I would suggest that the qualificatiOns 
laid down need not be as rigid and inflexible as those laid down by the majority of" 
the Fiscal Commission, in fact, I would even be prepared to advocate that the quali-. 
fications laid down for the grant of protection by the legislature may be treated as 
illustrative of what they have in mind rather than as the ouly conditions on which 
protection can be recommended by the Tariff Board. Thus, I would suggest a 
formula somewhat on the following lines :-

In view of the immense importance of industrial development in India and the 
ahnost insuperable difficulties in the way of such development in the absence of a 
given measure of protection from foreign competition, a policy of protection of" 
Indian industries is both necessary and desirable; such protection, however, cannot 
be had by any Indian industry as a matter of right, just because it is Indian and 
irrespective of its economics in a broad sense. In particular, an industry desiring 
protection should, as far as possible, satisfy the following conditions :-

(1) It must possess some natura.! advantages; by way of illustration of what. 
is meant by natuJ"al advantages may be mentioned either domestic· 
supply of raw materials or a large home market or some other compara-· 
tive advantJi.ges, such as labour or tradition or location, etc. 

(2) It must not require such a measure of protection as will impose an 
intolerable burden either ou the consumer or on the other productivE~ 
sectors of the economy. 

(3) Its cmrent level of costs should be such that it will not be able either to· 
emerge. o_r to surnve or to expand without protection from foreign. 
competitiOn, and 

(4) It must possess foreseeable prospects of an eventual reduction in costs,. 
and, therefore, of an ••entual reduction or even elimination cf the 
protection which it will be granted from foreign competition. 

It _will be seen that the conditions I have suggested as qualifications f0r 
p~otectwn are very much more liberal al!d, .in fact, in some respects fundamentolly 
different from those suggeoted by_the maJOllty of the Fiscal Commission. In p<.rti-· 
cular, I. would like _to dra~ attention to the fac; that the fvrmula I suggest envisages 
protecti~n to new md?stnes; and, at the same time does not lay down the rigid and 
rather difficult conditiOn that proo_f _must _be furnished that the industry will event
ually be ab_le to face world competition Without protection. What I am suggestiHg 
the;ef~re, IS not ~ policy of ."~cri~t~g protection" as recommeni'.ed by th~ 
ma,on.y of the FISc;al Coil11111ssmu, nor IS It a policy of unqualified protection as. 
some people would like to r~."oiD!"end. I ~~ the best description of the formula 
I have suggested would b<. nationally essential protectior.·· 

I must a':''? add that exception sho11ld be made as regards the satisfaction-()[ 
even the conditions ~ruggeste<l above in the caf!e of those ·industries which are dec
lar~ by Gove':""'ent to be essenti2.l industries from the point of view of nationaL 
policy. Even m the case of such industries, howe\·er, I would recommend that the· 
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6 xtent of protection to bo gh·en should be placed before the Tariff Board for its 
rec~mmendations and the Tariff Board should also possess the power to hold periodic 
reVIew of the working of such influstries . 

. ~- As regards the method of protection to be employed, I am of the emphatic 
oprmon that the main method should be tariff duties supplemented, in such cases 
~ may be nece:""'ry and financially possible, by bounties and subsidies. I am not 
m favour o~ usmg ·the method either of quotas or of guaranteeing a percentage of 

.the domestiC • market for purposes of protection. I am in favour of the method 
-<>f tariffs because -

(1) It gives the best incentive to the domestic entrepreneurs, 
(2) leads >to domestic competition with healthy consequences in terms of 

.improvements in quality of output and increase in efficiency, 
(3) gives •the consumer greater freedom of choice, 
( 4) ·acts as an incentive to the protected industry, at least to make an attempt 

to keep pace with progress abroad, 
(5) it·can be more easily reviewed from time to time and either increased or 

reduced as the case may be, and 
'(6) enables the public to keep a better watch on the use of protection for 

industrial development without, at the same time, exposing the country 
to the adverse moral and economic consequences that follow from a 
system of analysing and control of indh·idual industrial units by depart
mental officials. 

I must point out, however, that I am not suggesting the complete banning of 
:'quotas" or "pool prices" from the fiscal armoury ; I would only suggest that the 
former should be used mainly for purposes of dealing with the ad verse balance of 
payments or in implementation of bilateral agreements, while the latter should be 
used only in the case of commodities for which there is a nationally planned system 
of distribution, either directly through governmental channels or through channels 
rigidly controlled by Government. 

5. I am of the emphatic opinion that clear reterence shojlld be made in the for
mulation of fiscal policy to the obligations of protected industries. Protected indus
i;ries have an obligation to the community, as well as to the economy. Thus the 
widest possible opportunities must be given to the people of the country to share 
in the profits of protected industries, which means that there should be no monopo
lising of the bulk of the ordinary share capital of companies operating protected 
.industries by the promoters and their friends, but that full opportunity should be 
,given to the small man to subscribe to such shares. It also means that, as far as 
,possible, protected industries should be run by joint stock companies and not by 
individuals or firms or associations of individuals. Secondly, the protected industry 
:has the obligation continuously to strive for a reduction in its costs and for an improve
ment in the quality of its output. It has also the obligation to see that opportu
nities for employment and technical training should be open to all qualified persons 
.and not confined to friends and relations of the promoters ; in other words, the 
system of recruitment to jobs in. the protected industries has a semi-public aspect 
.and oannot be treated as one exclusively falling within the patronage of the 
promoters of such industries. Then again, protected industries have the obligation 
to see that they take a prominent part in the promotion of capital formation in the 
·Country, which means that there should be regulation of the distribution of their 
profits and specific provisions for the bnilding of reserves. Finally, the protecwd 
industries have the special obligation of seeing that conditions of labour and of 
service conform to national policy and that, in fact, protected industries behave as 
model employers rather than ~s employers const~~tly in need of publio rebuke and 

industrial unrest for the creat10n of decent condit10ns of labour. 

18 M. of Com. 
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6. If a policy of protection as outlined abo,·e is to be implemented •. i~ is obvious 
that tht:re should be some specific machinery for doing so. In my OJ?Unon, such ~ 
mnchinen· should not be a GoYernment department, but should constitute a. practl
callv autonomous bodv on the lines of the Tariff Board. The Tarilf !3oard should 
be a body set up by special legislation and deriving its "power a!ld func~lO.n fro~ such 
legislation and not from the departmental orders of any. smgle . mm1str;y m the 
Go>ernrnent of India. It should not be a body representative of dilferent mterests,_ 
but should be a body enjoy.ing a semi-judicial status and containing members who 
would command the confidence of the country for their integrity, ability, experience 
and objectivity of outlook. It is essential tha~ the Tarilf Board th~s consti~u~ed 
should have individual or groups of experts appomted on an ad lwc bas1s for assiStmg 
the ·Board either in examining claims for protection or in reporting on the 'working 
and progress of protected industries. Hearings before the Tariff Board should 
invariably be held in public, and persons representing labour interests or consumer· 
interests should have the opportunity to place their views before the Board on any 
application submitted by an indi,;dual industry. The conclusions of the Board 
should be in the form of recommendations to Government, the ultimate responsi
bility for decision being a matter for Government, at the same time, all decisions. 
of Government on the grant of protection should be placed before the legislature· 
for approval before the protection is actually granted, 

7. The extent of prot<>ction should be recommended by the Tarilf Board ; ob
viouslv a considerable measure of discretion should be left to the Board both in 
respect of the amount of protection recommended and the period for which it is. 
rec<>mmended. In general, however, I would agree with the formula of the 
"fair selling price" that would giye a reasonable remuneration to domestic capital 
and. at the same time, aYoid encouragement to inefficiency in production, but 1\;ll 
tend to stimulate efficiency and reduction in costs. Provision must be made for 
re'rision of the tariff duties recommended in an upward direction if circumstances. 
arose whi<:h warran1 ed uch action ; in such cases, howeYer, GoYemment sh( u.Id. 
obtain the opinion of the Tariff Board before undertaking such aetion. On the 
whole, I would not be in fa ,·our of a donn ward reduc-tion of the tariff during the 
period of protection, evt>n .if fa\ourable circumstances justifying such a reduction; 
and I woul?- rather leave to the ordinary laws of the land the task of appropriating 
to the P!'bhc exchequer a reasonable share of such extra profits, it being understood, 
of course., that with the expiry of the period of protection, the whole question will 
be exammed de novo. I would lay stress on this view, because I think that unless 
"there is som~ guarant.ee of the rate '?f protection for given period, it will be dificult 
to attract either capital or enterpnse or to stimulate effioienc\' in the protected 
industries. .. 

I attach a gre:'t deal of importance to the. necessity for keeping a continuous 
watch o.n the ""?rking and progress of protected mdustries ; I am also of the opinion 
that thls functiOn should properly be entrusted to the Tariff Board and not to a 
~o,-eynrnent department. In f':ct, I would strongly urge imposing a statutory ob
ligation on the !ariff ~oad to ISSUe an annual report on the progress and working 
of all P.rotected mdustr1es and would add that these reports should be placed tefore 
th<: legiSlature and a day or two allotted for their being specifically discussed in the 
legiS~ature. I~ follows. that th~ Ta~ Board should have the necessary powers. to· 
obtam the informatwn that It reqmres from the protected industries and that it 
should a~ have th;> staff n~cessary for the purpose of not only collecting but also
of a.nalysmg such informatiOn. 

• A.B. I have already po~ted out, the Tarilf Board's annual review of protected 
mdust:'es should not only mclude those in the private sector but should also cover 
those m the governmental sector. ' 

be 8d Obvtk. ons!y, industrial development of the kind envisaged a.bove will have to· 
un e:ta en m the context of a planned development of the countr 's natural 

and foreigii exchange resources, and must not only proceed side by sid! With deve-
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lo.prnent in the ag:icultural financial and serYices sectors in the economy, but must 
als? b~ accomp.atnecl by the ancillary deYelopment in the non-industrial sectors, 
wlucl~ IS essenttal for the industrial development. It becomes, therefore. a moot 
question whether the T~.r1ff Board should function as an a.nto•omous organisation 
or should lJ?erely be a. wmg of the proposed Planning Commission. My own personal 
:prefere~ce IS for makmg the Tariff Board a separate entity, not only because of the 
rmmenstty of the problems it will have to deal with but also because it will have some 
functi~ms which. w!ll be additional to those that {.m fall within the perview of the 
Plannm!! <;omm"';"ton. !'-t ~he same time, I need hardly emphasise the necessity for 
a close liaiSon bemg mamtarned between the activities of the Tariff Board and the 
Planning Commission. 

Indlll'trial development, then, takes its place as a part of the whole scheme of 
economic development. Among the many essential conditions for the facilitating 
of such development on both a comprehensive and a rapid scale, that of capital 
formation is, perhaps, the mpst important. I would emphasise what has already 
been stated by the United Nation's Sub-Commission on Economic Development, 
viz. that primary reliance should be based on domestic savings for capital formation. 
I am aware that in a country currently as poor as ours, domestic savings will not be 
sufficient to finance economic development on the rapid and comprehensive scale 
which we all desire; at the same time, I am a of the opinion that not enough attempts 
have been made in the country to tap its resources in domestic savings. I would, 
therefore, plead for an all-out policy for encouraging both the formation and the 
mobilization of domestic savings, pa"tly by an extension and improvement in the 
banking machinery, partly by a system of differential interest rates applied to small 
savings, and partly by a moro liberal governmental attitude to dividends. 

As I have already stated, however, domestic savings are not likely to prove 
sufficient and the country may have to rely on foreign capital, at least to some 
extent. The whole question of foreign capitaL however, is one that bristles 
with difficulty. Should we rely on private foreign capital or should we seek loans 
from foreign governments or should we rely on finances from international agencies? 
"\',':"hat is this '"economic climate" which foreign private investors desired in 
order that they might send their capital to the under-developed economies 1 Can 
the under-developed economies provide this 'climate' consistently with their 
obligations to their own national economies and peoples 1 Should we enter into 
bilateral inYestment treaties 1 'Vhat guarantees shall we give for foreign capital, 
and what obligations shall we impose on them 1 Can we concede the principle of 
"National Treatment" of foreign capital? Even a mere statement of these questions 
is sufficient to show the complexity of the problem ; and to discuss the whole matter 
would require a whole treatise by itselr. I would, therefore,.confine myselft.o stating 
my opinions in a somewhat dogmatw and summary fashwn, and leave tt to the 
Commission to ask me such questions as they may feel necessary for the purpose 
of better elucidation of my opinions. 

To beO'in with, it is my view that, of all forms of foreign financing, the one 
most consi~tent with the interests of under-developed economies is financing through 
international aaencies. I am not satisfied that the International Bank for Recons
truction and D~velopment is in a position to meet all the needs of under-developed 
countries · at the same time, the conditions which the Bank imposes for most of 
its loans, the high rate of interest that it charg~s, ~nd the ~anking orthodoxy that 
·s an inevitable adjunct of the sources from whwh tt draws 1ts funds, are such th~t 
~any schemes of development, vital to industrial growth an~ needing foreign 
financing, would, nevertheless, not be cate~ed for by the Intematw~al Ba~- That 
'is the reason why I outlined, ~an appendix to ~he report of the th.rd sessiOn of the 
United Nations Sub-CommissiOn on Econoffilc Developm~nt, pro~osals for t~e 
creation of a new international agency to be called the 'f!mted NatlOJ?S Econ?m1o 
D velopment Administration' or UNEDA. A copy of this document IS suhffiltted 
,h:rewith for the information of the Fiscal Commission. The proposal met with 
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scant sympathy both from the :International Bank a~d from ~he Unij<ed States, 
but it is gratifying to note that the Economic aud ~ocml Coun~Il has _asked f~r an 
investigation into the adequacy or otherwise of the e::nstmg agencies for 1nternatu~nal. 
financing. and that a committee of experts who recently reported on the su?Ject 
to the U.N. 0. have strongly favoured an increase in the resources of the In~ematwnal: 
Bank and a relaxation of its conditions of lending for financing econonuc d.Cvelop .. -
ment in the under-developed countries. 

I do not favour obtainiuu loans from foreiun governments, as such loons are' 
almost invariably accompanied either directly ~r indirectly by politi~l strinjlS ;. 
and to a country which has recently won its freedom such as ours, political! strings, 
of this kind would not be welcome and are not likely to be acceprel by public OJ!iuion .. 

As regards private foreign capital, it is very difficult to get any really autho
ritative statement on what safeguards foreign investors want. Safeguards against. 
nationalisation without compensation and against restrictions on transfers &£ pro
fits and capital have been given by national governments, including our own gn-,;em. 
ment, but these do not seem to satisfy the private foreign investors. American 
investors, in particular, desire guarantees by their own government and Prosident 
'rruman's Point IV programme takes acco'nnt of this desire and attempts to 
provide for such guarantees. Inevitably, however, the American Govel!IllX!ent 
wants to-re-insure its risks by arriving at bilateral treaties with conntries 
desirous of importing pri>ate foreign capital. At the same time, foreign private 
investors do not want restrictions placed on their freedom in the matter 
either of capital subscription or of appointment of directors or of recruitment 
of staff. They also desire not merely non-discrimination against other foreign 
investors, but also want 'national treatment' or non-discrimination against 
domestic investors. At the recent India-America Conference held under the 
jo:nt auspices of the Indian Council of World Affairs and the American Institute of 
Pacific Relations, some of t-he American delegates representinO' business interests 
went so far as to indicate that, in their opinion, a suitable econ~mic climate would 
include the maximum possible freedom from gowmmental ree:ubitions and res
traints, there~y by implication declaring their hostility to a planned eronomy. 
~nder these circumstances, I ~eel rathe_r difid~nt in making any recommendations 
m regard to the treatment of pT!vate foreign capital. I shall confine myself to stating 
my opinion that :-

(1) we should enter into no general or bilateral agreements in respect of th& 
treatment of private foreign capital, 

(2) we should. enter into ad "'?c arra?geme':'ts with each individual foreign 
enterpriSe that seeks to mvest Its capital in the country, 

(3) that al~ irnp?rts of private foreign capital into India should be subjected 
to li~n~mg, the grant of each licence being determined by mutual 
negotiati?n between Government and the investor concerned, the 
terms bemg fixed on the merits of each case. 

I believe t~at what ~have stated above is also what the Government of India 
~as been f0~~ 60• far m regard to the treatment of private foreign capital · and 

my un e n g IS correct, I would extend my strong support to this poli~y. 

I T 
90F~~ft;0~;o:d ~~ ~hsay a ~ord in regard to the Havana Charter of the 

opmlon" that the be~efu~ ::will e ~tails ~f J1:: Charter I would like to express the 
its industrial develo ments are :~ ~r on n . from the point of view of promoting 
development being ~ouched in v ry ms~bstantml, the clauses dealing with economic 
gations it imposes on member-c:;:e _an general term~ ; a~ the same time, the obli
of action in the realm of fiscal pol" tfles andllt~e restramts It places on their freedom 
tions in the case of under-develo ':I are we_ · efined; and though su~ject to exce~
tnte a significant reduction in tEe c~~u~t';esf ne~ertheless, :'re sufficient to constl· 
all sore how far the ide1tl of multilsu:' ryl s dree om of_actwn. I am also not at 

ra tra e underlymg the I. T. 0. Charter is 
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going: to be capable of pra.cticable of realisation within the coming few :;ears. Under 
the ctreumstances, I would like to suggest t~at Indi": ~eed not be in hurry to join 
the I. T. 0. and th~t s~~ should. follow a pohcy ofwaitmg and watching to see how 
~?-~Y other co~trie~ )om and m what way the organisation functions during the 
lllltia:Iyears of It5 eXIstence before making up her own mind. 

10. In c?nclusion, I may be permitted to draw the C.ommission's attention to 
the J?residentml address delivered b~ me at the last session of the Indian Eco
nomic _Conference where I had discussed the more general porblems relating to 
economic development. I am enclosing copies of this address in the hope that they 
:may also prove to be of some interest to the Commission. 

REPORT OF THE THIRD SESSION OF THE SUll-COMMISSION ON ECONO
MIC DEVELOPMENT 

21 MARCH TO 12 APRIL 1949 

ANNEx. A.-FINANCING OF BAsrc EcoNOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

Suggestions for the Creation of a New International Agency by V. K. R. V. Rao. 

l. Rea.<~ons for the proposed organization. 

Whereas at present there is no international agency for : 

l. Financing projects of economic development in under-develofed countries 
which are not financially productive in a banking sense. 

2. Aiding under-develofed countries in the preparation and for the execution 
their programmes of economic development, 

3. Co-ordinating the distribution of technical assistance made through the 
United Nations or its specialized agencies to the under-develofed countries and link
ing the same with financial assistance. 

4. Promoting or aiding in the execution of projects of economic development 
extending over more than one national frontier and not likely to be taken up by any 
one of the countries concerned, on its own initiative, 

It is hereby suggested that a new international organization be set up to be called 
"The United Nations Economic Development Administration, or UNEDA." 

2. Functions of the proposed organization 

The functions of UNEDA will be : 

1. To make technical assistance available to under-developed countries in 
preparing schemes for economic development. 

2 To co-ordinate the technical assistance for economic development at present 
available to under-developed countries withiP. the United Nations and its speciali· 
zed agencies, in order to see that different types of technical assistance are properly 
integrated and lead to a planned development of the resources of the country con
cerned. 

3. To assist under-developed countries !n obtain!ng materials, equipme~t 
personnel etc. required by them for the executwn of thmr programmes of economic 
development. 

4 To finance or help to finance such schemes of economic development as 
t be financed from the country's own resources and for which loans cannot canno . . 

1 be asked for on strict business pnnCip es. 
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5. Tv promote and, if necessary, undertake t~e directio~ and financin_g_ of re
gional developmental projects extending over nabonal fr.ontlers ~Il:d. n'?t likely to 
be undertaken by any one of the countries concerned on Its own lilltiative. 

3. Finance8 of the proposed organization. 

The fund of UNEDA will be obtained from cont~ibutio_ns by 11ember ~overn
ments. These contributions will be made by Members m therr o~n currencies, :-nd 
the commodities on which their contributions will be expended Will also be su?J~ct 
to the approval of the oovernments concerned. In addition, countr1es now recetvmg 
assistance from the Uclted States under European Re covery Plan may be asked to 
make special contributions after the completion of their economic recovery by 1952. 

4: Pnnciple8 of financial assistance to be rendered by t/i,; proposed organizatioi!.. 

I. Financial assistance will be given oniy to under-developed countries. The 
list of countries co~ under this category will have to be arrived at by interna
tional agreement. 

2. This assistance will be given only on the request of the countries concerned, 
except in the case of Non-Self-Governing and Trust Territories, in which ~es 
UNEDA itself may take the initiative by special arrangement with the Adminis· 
tering Powers concerned. 

3. This assistance will apply only to projects which cannot be financed, either 
by its International Bank for Reconstruction and Development or by Inter-Govern
mental finance or by private foreign investments, but which, nevertheless, are basic 
to economic de•elopment and are expected eventually to result in an increase in 
national produoti\"ity and a rise in the standard of linng of the people concerned. 

4-. Assistance will normally take the form of loans and not of grants, though 
terms of repayment will be liberal and the interest charged may be only nominal. 

5. Assistance "ill normally be made conditional on the receiving country pro
vidin~ a share oftbe cost of the projects. In fact, in many cases, the under-developed 
country may be asked to pro\ide for a 5[{ per cent. share of the costs involved. 

General remarka 
lTh"'EDA is not expected to function as a philanthropic body, ready to give away 

money to under-developed countries asking for foreign funds. While it is true that 
it "i!l be pri':"az:i!y concerned uith projects not normally passable by orthodox 
bankmg cntena, It does not mean the financing of wildcat or sentimental schemes. 
Projects for economic de,·elopment callin" for the aid of u'l\"'EDA will have to stand 
e~~nomic test, in the sense that their co';:,pletion -~ill result in raising the produc
tiVIty of the und~r:developed a;eaa and the standard of living of their peoples, 
largely by proVIdmg the basiC conditions for ensurino the efficient and successful 
operation of the more orthodox 1 projects of economic"' development that may have 
been undertaken by these countries, or that they may want to undertake. 
. ~DA will thus be essentiall! a complement to other channels of foreign 

iinancmg and mUBt not be regarded etther as an ajternative or a substitute to these 
ot:her channels. Moreo:ver! it will ?e expected to work in a business-like way; it 
will, _therefore, not begm tts ~ork m a grandiose and extravagant manner with a 
~ulbtude of schemes, but will be expected to take up specific projects of urgent 
Importance. and proceecl to expand its activities on the baqis of experience of 
results ach_teved.. The caution_ must also be added that the operation of technical 
and. financtal asaJStance by U~EDA will not involve the setting up of a new inter· 
nattona.l bureaucracy interfering in the internal administration or life of the under· 
devel?ped countn~s, but nil! be carri_ed out largely through the specialized agencies 
and, m all cases, m the closest possrhJe C'o~opPrat-ion n ith the gorf!rnm(>nts of the 

~An orthrJmr prr,jer·t. in ~d in the fienso of fme whir·h ,[!ene!'Ut(B enough in,·omo to inoot 
the mtcre.at and amortJzatJon Phnrges arising from its investment. 
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-<>ountries concerned ; and the a!sistance given will be operated in such a manner as 
t? promo~e natiom;l self-reliance and enable the countries concerned to be in a posi
. tion to dispense With this foreign assistance at a subsequent stage. Essentially, 
thhercfore, UNEDA will be an organization that will work on economic criteria and 

elp the under-developed countries to help themselves. 

Speaking realistically, I must confess that for the time being, at any rate, the 
hulk of ~he finances required by UNEDA will have .to come from the United States 
of Amenca, but the amount involved will be of a much smaller order of magnitude 

·.than_wh":t the Unit'd States of America is now spending on European Recovery Plan 
.an? rt. Will have the further advantage of being of a global character, fulfilling the 
·ObJectrves of President Truman's recent inaugural address, and functioning within 
~he framework of the United Nations Organization. 

The suggestions made above ob\Ti.ouRly represent a very rough outline and need 
.a good deal of detailed thinking before they can be the basis of concrete action, 
Neve~heless, I have thought it worth-while to put forward this idea in the hope that 
at~ntion may be drawn to the imperative need for something urgent and concrete 
?emg done by the United Nations for the rapid promotion of economic development 
m the under-developed countries ; and it is my belief that this cannot be done with
out the seUing-up of a new United Nations agency which will, on the one hand, act 
as a complement to orthodox foreign financing and, on the other, help to co-ordinate 

.and integrate the supply of technical assistance to under-developed countries. 

THE 'UNXVERSITY OF CALCUTTA 

Introduction 

The replies to the several question.'i, appended herewith are guided by certain 
general considerations which we regard as very important and to which we desire 
to draw the particular attention of the Commission inasmuch as they do not appear 
to have recei\·ed their proper share of attention in the questionnaire. 

In the first place, we think it important. to realise that, in the matter of fiscal 
policy, past experience, though important, is of considerably less significance today 
than it was, for example, in 1923, because of the very great political and economic 
-changes which have taken place in India and outside during the last two decades. 
Thus certain industries may not have shown much progress under protection in the 
_past, hut that, by itself, is not a disqualification for a continuance of protection today, 
if present and future considerations qualify it for that purpose. On the other hand, 
a case for the continuance of protection is not automatically made out by showing 
·that the industry made satisfactory progress, according to the criteria envisaged 
in 1923 or mentioned in Q. 25 of the present questionnaire. What we want to em• 
phasise is that considerations of the future particularly of the desired set-up for the 
whole economy, should be the principal guide of our fiscal policy. The questions 
.included under sect-ions B and C of Part I should not therefore receive too great an 
·emphasis from the Commission. 

Next, old fashioned fiscal theory, based fundamentally on classic&! economics, 
on which the Fiscal Commission of 1923 principally relied, is as misleading today 
as past experience in this field. In particular we have to bear in mind that recent 
theoretirnl work has shown that the case for free trade is much more ~ulnerable 
even in the case of mature countries than it was formerly supposed to be. Similarly 
it is now recognised that changes in the balanc~ of trarle, instead of c?rrecting them 
-selves throngh price ar:tjustm.ents ~s the clnss1~al theory supposed:,mduce c~ange$ 
,in the national income, the magmtude of which depends on the propensity tn 
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import"-a consideration the importance of which is. ob.vious·in .connection ·with the· 
questions falling under Part II. Further, recent theoretical work. ~onfU"IIls the 
popular idea that protection, even when it does no~ le~d 1>? a ._domestic monopoly 
or quasi-monopoly, distorts the pattern of income distnbutwn m the home co~try 
in favour of the particular factor of produotion which happens to he ~elatlv~ly 
soarce in the country concerned. In the case of India, the scarce ~actor I.s capit~l 
from which it would follow that, on distributional grounds, there IS a pmna fac.e 
case against the establishment of a protective tariff in this country. 

Two of the considerations noted above, namely those relating to the· weakness 
of the Free Trade case and to the balance of trade, might appear to stren~the:" the 
:-ase for Protection. But this appearance is due to th? no~io?- that P.ro~ectwn IS the 
only alternative to Free Trade. In reality the ant1thes~ IS subst~ntially betw~en · 
free importation and increased home-production, proteo~wn to pnvate enterp~e · 
t>eing only one of the alternative ways through which _such mcreased home productiOn 
can possibly be brought about. Such productiOn may v~ry -~ell take pl~ce 
throuah aaencies other than private enterprise. The deSirability of grantmg 
prote.;'tion to private ent<Jrprise does not neoessa_ril~ fo~ow from ~he d_efects of 
the free trade thesis, more so in view of tha distnbutwnal. consideratiOn noted 
above. 

It "ill appear from the considerations urged above that an essential prc-requ_i
site to the framing of a rational fiseal policy is a more carefully fonnulat<Jd eeonoiDio 
policy relating to priorities in the field of industrial production and to the place of· 
private enterprise in particular industries than is to be found in the Government of 
India's latest statement on industrial policy. 

Question 14.-The policy recommended by the Commission, unsatisfactory · 
as it was, was made worse in its implementation by being observed more in the · 
letter than in the spirit. Rigid compliance was ahnost always insist-ed upon with 
the three conditions laid down by the Commission, and if on occasions the Tariff · 
Board agreed to relax the conditions somewhat to meet a case of ob,ious injustice, 
the Government usually prevent-ed this and rejected the Board's recommendation. 
The case of the glass industry is typical in this category and it is well-known. The 
Tariff Board made a unanimous recommendation for protection being granted to · 
this industry, and held that its dependence on a single imported raw material, viz., 
soda ash, was not a sufficient ground for refusal of protection. The Government, 
however, took the most unsympathetic view of the case that was possible under the 
circumstances, and after sitting tight over the recommendation of the Board for 
three years, announced its decision to reject protection. 

Generally speaking, an industry was refused protection, if its interests clashed 
with t~e interests of British industries, however much it might have been suitable 
o~hern'ISe for the ~nt of pro~ction. In such cases, the Triple Fonnula op~rated 
With ahnost _mechamcal seventy. The cement industry, the locomotive industry, 
the woollen mdustry, and a large number of other industries which were refused
protection fall unde~ ~his category. _The heavy chemicals industry, which palpably 
~~led all the conditiOns for protectiOn, and whioh ran counter to British commer
Cial mter~sts! was granted some protection, but this last-ed for onlv eighteen months 
after which It was left to make shift for itself. · 

. The suprl~mentary measures of a non-fiscal character recomn1ended by the· 
FIScal Commission were gene~ally well-conceived, but, again their implementation 
wa.. half-hearted. The a_dopt_wn of these measures also depended upon the question 
whether they woulu conflwt "~th. British in.terests. Thus, steps were taken to counter• 
&.<c-t the ~ffec-ts of t":e depre~1atwn of Chmese and .J apane'e exchan!!es (e.g. in the 
~se of stJ!< ~-~~ scnculture mdnst'!') or to saf~guard an Indian industry (e.g. the 
t:'p!ate mu._try) fron;' ~he _dumpmg of Amencan and German products, but when. Th m~rests of ~me British mdustry were involved, generally: no action was taken. 

us, It was Widely alleged and substantiated with facts·and figures, that the· 
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~ailway_ rates in thls country were manipulated to serve the interests of British 
mdustnes bot~ as importers of Indian raw materials and e'--porters of manufaotured 
goods . to India. The Fiscal Commission endorsed the proposal of the Railway 
Committee for the appointment of a Railway Ra·"es Tribunal to deal with 
such ~OJ?plaint.s.. It is interesting to note that the recommendation of the 
Comm1ss1o~ was Implemented only last year, i.e., after nearly three decades, 
by the Nat10nal Government of Free India. 

Apart from a too rigorous interpretation being put upon the requirements of 
the tnple formula, departures in fundamental respects were made during 1923-39 
from the policy as enunciated in the formula. Thls was done in two ways, viz., 
(~) by the grant of preferential treatment to British goods, and (b) by a series of 
bilateral trade agreements. These departures from the original policy had the 
~ffect o~ reducing the degree of protection already enjoyed by a number of Indian 
mdustnes. 

Question 15.-The Fiscal Commission made it clear that the successful working 
of t~e policy recommended by them depended upon the existence of a permanent 
Tariff Board. Largely because the Government refused to appoint such a Board, 
various defects in the working of the policy manifested themselves. 

In the first place, the absence of a permanent Tariff Board resulted in conside
rable delay, amounting sometimes to two years or even more, in the adoption of 
necessary measures of protection in deserving cases. Thus no help was usually forth· 
coming when it was most urgently needed. 

For the same reason alsc, there could be no continuous watch over the progress. 
of a protected industry. Hence if an industry tended to take things easy under the
shelter of a protective tariff, and failed utterly to nationalise its technical and 
organisational positions, it was not possible, as would have been, had there been in 
existence a permanent tariff Board, to keep it on the right track through direct con
tacts, persuasions and admonitions, and also, if necessary, threat· of withdrawal of 
protection. 

Besides, the recommendations of the Fiscal Commission were framed on the 
hypothesis that monetary and exchange policies on the one hand and the general 
character of the structure of taxation on the other would not undergo any funda-
mental changes. In the field of monetary affairs, the series of events culminat
ing in the adoption of a new exchange rate at ls 6d and in the establishment 
of the Gold Bullion standard, and, later the world trade depression resulting in the· 
breakdown of this standard and the pegging of the Rupee to the Sterling, consti. 
tuted an entirely new setting calling for an adaptation of the fiscal policy to these· 
circumstances. As regards the structure of taxation, this also underwent material 
changes, particularly with the introduction of revenue excise duties at the Centre
and the steepening of the rate of progression of the income-tax during the years 
of depression while the introduction of Provincial Autonomy in 1937 initiated changes 
in Provincial taxation which, though not very marked up to 1939, nevertheless 
tended to accentuate the disturbance in the balance of the relative burden of taxes 
on different classes. Generally speaking, careful consideration was not given to these 
fu.ctora. Such consideration as was given in some cases, e. g., in the case of Sugar, 
did not take all factors into account and was not therefore entirely satisfactory, 
particularly from the stand-point of the relative burden on different classes. 

Account should also have been taken of the f.>r-reaching changes in externaL 
conditions ::.ffectin" Indian ;.,dustries during the inter-wa.r period. P"'rticul,r!y with 
the onset of the G;'eat Deprassion fundamental changes took place in the volume and 
composition of inte~national tr.>de and in the char..cter of commercial policies_ of 
the leading countries of the world. These changes called for a thorough-gomg: 
revision of our fiscal policy, and not a mere patchwork of the type made under the 
Ottawa agreements. 
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Qnestion 16.-Appears to be out of place iu Section B. It can ?e best con,idered 
rum~ with Qs. 38 and 51 which deal with factors in the formulatiOn of_ a new fucal 
policy, without aaticipating the replies to- these questioas, the follow~ observa
tions may be mode :-

The triple coaditions laid down by the Fiscal Commission to determine. eligi
bility for protectioa were too harsh, and they were to some. exte~t contradiCto~y 
to one another. Thus an industry which proved to the satisfactiOn of the Td.rlff 
Board that it possessed "natur~ advantages", thereby fulfilling the fi.r~t condiyon, 
had next to fulfil the condition that without the grant of protected 1t was not 
likely to develop at all" or "not likely to develop so r.-pidly as is desirable in the 
interests of the country". Thus, it is obvious that the more was the ~?t condition 
'fulfilled, the less would be the possibility of fulfilling the second condition. 

It was quite wrong to demand that all the three conditions must be fulfilled at 
the same time. If the development of an industry was desir.>ble in national interest, 
.and if such development was not likely in the absence of protection, i.e., if the second 
.,on)lition was fuJfilled, there would be a sufficient ground for the grant of protection, 
-even though the first and the third conditions might be very imperfectly fulfilled or 
(in some extreme cases) not fuJfilled at all. To revert to the ca•e of the glass industry, 
it fuJfilled all the conditions except for a min.,r disqualification that one of the raw 
materials, i.e., soda ash had to be imported. Soda ash accounted for only 7 to 10 
per cent. of the total cost of manufacture. For this slight flaw in the case, the 
industry was refused protection. If an industry which imports some of its raw 
materials is viewed unfavourably as regards its ultimate prospects, and if it is for 
this reason considered unsuitable for State assistance, the cotton ar.d jute textile 
industry of Britain, the iron and steel industry in .Jai"'n and a hrge number of indus
tries eh:ewhere, .would haT"e ne\er de\eloped. 

Thus, the triple formula of the Fiscal Commi."sion took a n.··!.rr ... nv Yic-w of the 
funetion of pr.J!ectjon. an~ hindt-re~ or prevented the d•:n·lopmc .. nt of mnn~· desi
r..~.ble or \:'.:::senual lndu:;:trlt:'.S. Perhil.ps th€'re was no other C'Ountrv whfre nlOrt' stiff 
stand .rt.l~ had been set for the gTd-Ut of prtJtec-tion. A.s has. b~en well observed, 
the ~ormula w?uld he-Ye_been q_uitc appropriate for well dcwloped industrial countries 
haT"Ing 2. y.:lativelr few m~ant mdustrres. It is entirely unsuit~hle for an industrially 
backwaru e-nd mainly agnculturd country anxious to attain a high degree of industrial 
development. 

Q_IM'$Iion 19.-:-~e changes made in 1945 in the original policy as laid d<>wn by 
th: F1scal ComnllSslOn_ha\·e been for the better, so far as they go but they ar~ not 
ad.quatc. The f:,llo~mg fw:ther changes ar~ essential to ensure a proper develop
ment of the Indian mdu,"irJa] econo!UJ- :-

(1) Condition (I) set out. in par<>graph 4 viz., that the industry 'is established 
and _conducted on so~nd bus1'!ess lines' is the only condition which is obligatory, 
but It ~ules out, :os did the Tr1ple Formula of the Fiscal Commission, the grant of 
protection to an m~ustry altogether new, one, that is, which can not yet be said 
1? be already establi~hed ?n sound lines. It is necessary, therefore, that this condi
tiOn should be modified m a suitable manner. 

. (~ Th~ question of gr<>nt of protection to a particular industry should be always 
~;e against th<:> back~ound of a planned industrial policy for the country as 
effe~ol~f s;J:,e poli~y of ple~emeal_protec~ion pursued so far has had no doubt the 
threate . guarding pa~twular Industries from economic bliZ>.?-rd• temporarily 

h rubng them, but. the1r effect from the all-r_ ound developmental point of view 
as not een so con'-picuous The l" f · · whi h k h - . - f-0 Icy 0 grantmg pr.,tectJOn only to industries 

oa-: c. sec sue . pr•>tectwn should ·J~o be altered in fe.Nour of a forw··rd fJOlicy of 
uerm(f pr.Jt<!ctlfJU to ~uitahle i 1 ·tr· T. · ~- · 

rt~:mlt ~d · . .1 . 1. .:, ncus ".:~. ne PJ.~HVI poli('y }Jur.~m·d so far haR 
, . e _ n,t an un_Ja <Ln<:·e_d (l.t·v-:.·Jr,pmul.t of our etonomv · for (·X·tm ·1·· it i. on! . 

co~l.·um··r..: rl'"•>od · uvl11 .. r1 - · · • f 1 " ' ~ }J ·' :-, ) 
in.d~tri~ .--~\·e been.~~ .. ti t'"'"U~Jllsl·o ·""r ll~ve received protection an(l c:.pital gnods 

~ a mo.-:~ wuo y n~g ected. 
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_Not only should our fiscal policy be fitted into the needs of a planned economy, 
out It should be also adjusted to our present import and export controls. 

QueJJtion 25.-(a) (ii) The question of appropriate location as a condition for the 
.gra~t of protection is of vital importance. The entire effect of protection may be 
nulhfi~d by the bad location of the inc'.ustry in question. When location is defi
rutely 1n:appropriate from the point of view of the marke~ or the source ofr~ w materW.l, 
the .T~r•ff Bo~rJ should insist on change of location l:ef.or• agreeing to grant pro
tectiOn. The steel baling hoops ind~stry was located in Kanpur and billets had to be 
transported from Cdcutta to K~npur and the finished products thence back to 
·Calcut~a. ~his tr.>ffic involved a ra.ilway freight of Rs. 83 per ton which could 
l>e avmded if the factory was set up in c~lcutta. 

Q~tion 31.-(a) During the war year• of 1939-45 important changes took 
place m the structure of India's international tr.>nsactions. The main features of 
India'~ balance of payments in the inter-war period can be summed up under the 
foll_o~ heads-(!) she incurred heavy obligations on service account and these 
<>bligat10ns were highly inelastic, 12) she was an exporter of primary products and 
the fluctuations in the receipts on merchandise account wer• very wide, and (3) 
gold movements, and to a certain extent, capital flows, acted as the balancing factor. 
Th<; ~·t two obviously constituted weaknesses in he.r balance of payments 
position. 

The changes that took place by the end of World War II were (1) a diminution 
in the obligations on service account-India in the meantime having accumulated 
a large mass of sterling assets and repaid most of her sterling debts on government 
account, (2) improvement in the terms of tr.cde owing to the relatively greater rise 
of prices of prim<:i..ry products and the significant emergence of India as an exporter 
of manufactur~tl ~.rti<:les, and (3) restriction of the scope of gold movements. 

At the close of the War, India's balance oftr"de position became much stronger. 
"But n,eYertheless thc·re are still some elements of weakness. Food which cUd not 
figure much in Indh's pre~w..-~r imp'Jrt~-hc·r net imports in this respect being on an 
a.ver~~ge not more than 0 · 5 million tons per annum now came to be imported vn a 
scale fiye or six times greater than before. Demand for certain types of machinery 
urgently required for heavy arrears in repairs and replacements could no longer be 
postponed. 

The. distinction between soft ancl hard currency areas which arose after the war 
gave rise to ano~her problem. _It now ?ecame essentW.l to achieve not ~erdy an 
over-all balance In the country's Internatwnal accounts but also a bahnce m respect 
of hard currency areas. 

Besides, there were remarkable changes in the dir.,ction and. distribution of 
India's foreign trade which are too well-known to deserve elabor .. tion. 

QueJJt-ion 31.-(b) The changes in the structure _of for.,ig':l _trade during 1946-~9 
have been far reaching. The main cause was certainly partitiOn, and Its econonuc 
consequences have nowhere been so specta~ular, as they have beer:- _in the altered 
pattern of the export tra.de of the Indian Unwn. As a result of partitiOn _the sourc~s 
of many staple agricultur.;l commodities and r.-w materials have been mcluded In 
Pakistan, now a foreign country. From an exporte~ of raw jute and r<>w cotto':l the 
Indian Union has been tra.nsformed into a heavy unporter of both these artt~les. 
Undivided India exported in the immediate pre-war year 690,000 tons o.fra.w JUte 
and 2 ·7 million bales of raw cotton. Now she is importing r.nv jute to the tune of 
about a millivn tons frvm Pakistan' and cotton to the extent of _one milhor: to':"' 
mostly frcnn that c?untry. A good potrt of the tot.tl ~xporis _of lnde.s ~n(l ~lUS m 
prepu..ri:itioned Indw. used to come from sour.:~s wJneh nc~m ftLll_ "1tl~1u P~J,.t:,ta~. 
But even. now the Indian Union's export capacity 1s not ll\('Oll.side:c::ole tn t.h18 
rospeet. v'lmt is required is a processing industry, for the profits ariSing out of the 
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processing are now being enjoyed by foreign countries. As regards oil seeds, India's 
export position should not deteriorate, foc the oil seed acr:'age mo~tly belongs to the 
Indian Union. But as a matter of fact P''r exports of oil seeds '!' 1948 .were. onl.Y 
a fraction of the pre·w,;.r amount of about 1·2 mi~lion tons. Thts deterwratwn ~ 
due to a large it1crease in internal demand. The nse and growth of the Vauaspat1 
industry is au importa11t factor to be considered in this respect. 

Jnte manufactures and tea have not lost ground among Imlian Union's export, 
resources. Exports of tea totalled in 1948 159,608 tons valued at Rs .. 55 ·8 crores 
against 160,000 tons valued at Rs. 23·4 crures of 1938-39. No country tn the world 
ever set itself such stiff standards for the grant of protection. Jute manufacturers 
have also retained their prominent position in the export trade. 

But it is obvious that the Indian Union will h..rdly be able to ever regain the 
old position of an almost mechanical surplus of exports over imports which was 
enjoyed by undivided India. 

'Y'e must be very careful to develop our export resour~es. A well-thought out 
plan 1S extremely necessary to stimulate our e>:ports to hard currency rtreas. Jute 
manufactures, tea, manganese and oil seeds are good hard currency earners. 

But there are many obstades to the development of our exports. One is the 
price factor. On account of high prices, Indian commodities are unable to with
stand competition of foreign goods in the world markets. Some commodities which 
can best win hard currency for us-such as tea, managanese and jute manufactures 
an; indeed being diverted from hard currency to soft currency areas because of their 
pnces. The value of such exports may be increasing but their volume has been 
reduced. Tnflation is at the root of these high prices. They are being diverted to 
s~ft curr.;ncy areas not only because Indian prices are pretty high but also because 
?ighe~ pnces in tenus of rupees are obts.iuable in soft currency areas, owing to acute 
~twnary conditions prevailing there. As the process of disinflation is intensified 
m. dollar markets without exchange adjustments, the diversion to soft currency areas 
will be great<or. 

On the import side, the most directly visible change is the large imports of 
food-stuffs.. The deterioration in the ratio of exports to imports is mainly due to 
these food rmports. They are also one of the principal causes of our deficit with hard 
c~ncy area~ .. In 1948 our food imports from hard currency areas cost the Indian 
Uruon 100 million. It was 33!% of the total cost of our food imports and 66J % 
?f our net deficit with hard currency areas. If India is able to bec()me self sufficient 
~respect to food by 1951, the ratio between exports and imports will considerably 
rmprove and the deficit will also be narrowed . 

. India's curTent tranBactions in 1948 with different areae 
(In Cror. s Df P.upees) 

STERLING AREA AREAS OTHER AREAS 

Receipts I I Payments R . I Payments Net Receipts Net Pay·. Net ece1pts i 
menta 

313·1 376·91-63·8 148·3 ~7-9 1 -49·61 80·71 92·8 -12·1 

. Quest~<»: 4-3.-In urging export control for safeguarding the domestic consumer 
agamst cnttcal s~ortag~s and covering domestic supplies of raw materials for the 
~efit o_f home mdu~nes, one may be apt to take much too rigid and exacting a 
VIew of mte:nal requ~ements. One should not forget that if export opportunities 
are ~ot_proVIded t~at ttself might lead to low production. The withdrawal of export 
restrictions or their removal altogether is not likely to be followed immediately by 
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such an o~tflow of materials as to be prejudicial to domestic interests. Foreign 
exchange 111 every country is not S<> plentiful as to be easily and thoughtlessly 
squandered away. There are certainly some commodities at least where export 
control c_an be immediately lifted. Vanaspati has a good case in this respect. The· 
case of ml seeds may also be seriously considered in this c01mection. . 

. ?'he framers of questionnaire have not raised the issue of destinational res
t':ctwns. It should have certainly O<!Cnrred to them for it is of vital importance in 
VIew of the post-war distinction between hard and soft currency areas and India's 
cnrrent deficit with dollar and hard currency areas. So long as this deficit persists, 
export restrictions must continue over destinations. The present restrictions appear 
to .have diverted exports to a considerable extent to hard currrency areas. IDgher 
pnces offered by soft cnrrency areas are, however, rediverting some of India's ex
ports, such as Jute manufactures, tea and manganese from hard cnrrency to soft 
enrrency areas. The present pattern of d,,stinational quotas may have to be conti
nued for some time, though not necessarily in the same rigid form as at present. 
It is imperative that careful attention should be paid to the development of those 
exporte particularly which are able to earn hard cnrrencies. 

Question 47.-The choice between various alternative forms of protection should 
depend npon the following considerations (I) the nature of the dutiable commodity, 
(2) the d~gree of specialisation to which the commodity in question may be subjected, 
(3) the degree of sensitiveness of the commodity to cyclical or secular price fluctua
tions, (4) adequacy of protective effect, (5) revenue considerations, (6) elasticity of 
home demand for the commodity and (7) administrative considerations. 

(I) Even if it is deemed to be desirable to impose a specific duty, it may not 
be practicable to do so uuless there is some definite and invariable physical quality 
or attribute of the dutiable commodity on which a specific duty may be based. A 
duty based on a physical condition which is not essential or peculiar to the commodity 
may easily be evaded. An ad valorem duty becomes the only choice in such cases. 

(2) If there are different grades or qualities of a dutiable commodity, an ad 
valorem duty affords a more or less equitable distribution of the burden of protection 
since the effective rate of protection varies with the prices of different qualities of 
the commodity. A simple specific duty suffers from a disadvantage in that the 
absolute amount of the duty tends to be the same on a cheap as on an expensive 
quality of the article. But this disadvantage may be overcome if the commodity in 
question admits of adequate specialisation. If it is possible to have a separate 
specific rate for every important grade or quality of a commodity, there need not be 
any excessive burden falling on the lower-grade articles which are presumably de
manded by· the poorer section of domestic consumers. If, however, the commodity 
does not permit of much specialisation, the protective purpose may be served, at 
the least cost of society, by the imposition of an ad valorem duty. 

(3) A specific duty tends to be less bil.rdensome but also less protective when 
. the price of a dutiable. commodity goes up, and more burdensom_e and also ov~

protective when the prtce goes down. An ad valorem duty has JUst the opposite 
-effect. If the price of the commodity in question is cyclically very much sensitive, 
a compound dut;r co~taining both specific and ~valorem elements se.:ms to be the 
best possible devtce, smce that would at o!'ce nntlgate the over-protective. effect ~fa 
purely specific duty and the under-protective effect of an ad valorem duty m a penod 
-of falling prices, and also lessen the e_xcessive burden o~ an ad va?orem du!y as we~ _as 
compensate the inadequate pro~ectiven_es_s of a specific duty 111 a pertod o~ nsmg 
prices. If the dutiable commo~ty exhl:b1ts a sec>;Uar downward !rend of pnces, . an 
ad valoren duty is the appropnate chmce. But smce the regresstveness of specific 
duties in the face of falling prices may be overc.ome by mean:' of 'mnl~ipliers' or 'c<;>· 
efficients' with which the amount of the duty IS altered pan pa~su mth cha!'ges 111. 

prices, specific duties might easily replace an ad valorem duty under these circnms, 
tances as welL 
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; II The protecth·e eff~ct of a specific duty is lhble to be fritt""' I awa.y un:lo 
conditions of rising- priees, while that of an ad ualorem duty dwmdles undet· rllllllg 
prices. A compound duty c~~taiuing both _spe~ific anJ a.d valorem e!emant~ there
fore assures a de"ree of stabtltty of protectiOn m all stages of a cyclical pnce fluc
tuation which ca';,not he obtained from specific duties alone or fro:n a:l valorem 
duties alone. But, as already noted, the short-comings of specific duties in this 
regard may be largely overcome by means of 'multipliers' or 'co-efficients'. 

(5) In strict theory, the ch~ice between d.ifferen~ forms. of pro~cti?n should be· 
made on the basis of a comparative assessment of theJr relative efficrencies for purely 
protective purposes. Revenue considerations sh~uld pl:'-:f no part in t~ matter. 
Nevertheless in the context of our.present financial position, the productiveness of 
alternative forms of protection should not, in our opinion, he altogether ignored, 
though the protective aspect of the proble!" should receive over-riding co~i?erat!on. 
If for example, it is found that the protective effect of an ad valorem duty IS IdentiCal 
wfth that of a specific duty, the final choice should be made on the basis of the re
lative advantages of the two alternative forms of protection from the revenue point 
of view. 

(6) The choice between specific and ad valorem duties cannot be scientifically 
made without consideration of the degree of elasticity of home demand for dutiable· 
imports. If the domestic demand happens to be relatively elastic, the protective 
effect will be greater for a specific duty than for an ad valorem duty in a period o£ · 
falliog import prices, and this protective effect is likely to be aggravated if falling 
imports prices are accompanied by falling domestic prices. The issue seems to be 
clinched against specific import duties, if Ol'er-protection is to be avoided. If, how
ever, prices at home and import prices move in opposite directions, the case for the 
imposition of specific duties becomes quite strong under the above set of circumstan
ces. 

In a peri<Yl of rising import prices unaccompanied by rising dom>Stic price•, nn· 
ad valorem duty will tend to be more protective than a specific duty. If tho d JnlCS. 
tic demand is elastic, the protecti\·eness of an ad valorem duty will be further en
hanced. If over-protectiveness is t<> be avoided, the case seems to be made out for 
the imposition of specific dut;es under these circumstances. The objections against 
the imposition of ad valorem duties, however, lose much of their force, if risin" impoti; 
prices are accompanied by rising domestic prices. 

0 

(7) From the purely administrative point of view, specific duties can be much 
more effecth•ely enforced than ad valorem duties. Since the basis of specific duties 
is some phy;rical attribut<> which is a matter of fact, while the ba'is of ad valorem 
duties is. valuation whic~ is a matter of opinion, specific duties offer far lesser scope· 
for evasion and corruptton than do ad valorem duties. Administrative conside'a. 
tio~ t~us.seem to clinch the issue in favou; of spe?ific duties with a high dogree of 
specJalisatton and supplemGnted by proper multipliera' or 'co-efficients'_ Generally 
spe~king, the imp?s!tion o~ ad valorem duties sho"!d be confined ouly to those cate
gon';S of co.mmodit•es whic~ do not offer any reliable basis for the imposition of 
specific duties. But even m these cases, the basis of valuation should be ~he.
domestic price rather than the price at the place of origin. 

Conclusions 

W:e favour ~ empif!cal approach to the p~oblem of framing our future pattern, 
of t:arlff protection. I~ IS neceR.'lary .to weigh carefully the pros and cons of alter
native ~orms o~ protectiOn for every Slllgle protected item. While a. specialised form. 
of specific dutieS should occupy the centre of the staue ther" is like!v to be mucb 
room fo~ comp~und duty, and so!'!~ room for purely a<t';,alorem dutiesaa well 88 for· 
alternative duties. Above all, It IS necessary to evolve a system which offers tbe. 
-~ amount of loop-hole for corruption and evasion. 
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Question 55.-(g) We are of the opinion that the recently established Industrial 
Finance Corporation should be empowered to take up redeemable and non-redeem
able p>:eference shares and even ordinary shares in the industrial companies applying 
for assiStance where such a method of finance would be clearlv suited to the needs 
of t~e part~cular case. T~e Government can further facilitate "the supply of finance 
~or mdus~nes by broadenmg the scope of the Finance Corporation and permitting 
1t to assiSt partnerships and limited. liability companies. 

Que•lion 74.-(a & b).-The essence of planning is the co-ordinated· develop
ment on all fronts simultaneously. Hence forward it will not be possible to treat 
tariff problems in isolation; they must be related to the over-all developmental 
measures adopW<l by the planning organisation. If this position is accepted, it 
follows that the setting up of a comprehensive organisation (by whatever name 'it 
may be called) is not only necessary, but essential. Quootions of dividing this or
ganisation into sections, dealing with the planning and execution of various measures, 
will have to he tackled by those who will be responsible for the planning work in 
general. In particular, it should be their concern to associate aa much of expert 
opinion with their own as poasible. The method of ad lwc Committees, consisting 
of such expert&, ought to be fully explored before the planning organisation comes 
to a decision of its own. The organisation proposed in this paragraph is therefore 
three-fold. First, an over-all planning machinery with general control of policy. 
Secondly, a Tariff Commission (and other bodies) helping to form that policy and 
executing the policy when formulated. One of its tasks 'viii be to keep in constant 
touch with the industries which have been granted tariff protection. Thirdly, ad 
hoe committees of experts which will conduct preliminary enquiries and submit 
report& to the Tariff Commission which will be responsible for co-ordinating the work: 
of these committees and referring their reports (with modifications essential for the 
co-ordination) for the consideration of the ·general planning organisation. 

Que•tions ii and i'8.-As the work oftarif! co-ordination is becoming more and 
more complex, it is essential that a special organisation for the purpose should be 
set up os an integral part of the planning organisation. That it should be a perma
nent body goes "ithout question. But the nature of the special experience required 
in a member of the Tariff Commission (as here envisaged) is 'vorth pondering over. 
We ha,•e supposed that enquiries relating to particular industries \viii be conducted 
by ad hoc committees consisting of recognised experts on those particular lines of 
industry. If this is so, the Tariff Commission should be composed not so much of 
business experts, as of Tariff experts. The technical nature of the work must be 
reflected in the composition of the body. 

Que.stions 8:! and 83.-This procedure has often been critidsed in the past and it 
is, of course, incompatible with somld planning. So far as the key industries are 
concerned, it is for the planning commission to take the initiative, set up targets 
and adopt such fiscal and non-fiscal measures a,s enabl~ the_ industries to ~each _their 
targets without undue delay. As regar~s other mdustr1es, VIZ., t~ose m ~vhiC_h J;>riV_ate 
enterprise will be allowed to operate (mde Statement on Industrial Policy) lt 1S dlili
cult to see how the initiative can be taken by the Planning Commission, but the 
consideration of application from industries seeking protection need not be the only 
method- it should be supplemented by giving powers to the Commission to conduct 
enquiries on particular industries as and when they think necesaary. So far as new 
induatries are concerned, it is worth considering wh~ther the m_achinery ?f _control of' 
capital Iasues should not work in close harmony wtth the Tariff CommlSSton (all of 
these being parts of the general planning machinery) in all such cases. 

There remains the case of small and unorganised induatries. _So far aa fiscal. 
measures are found suitable fo~ their development, they should be given_ the benefit · 
of those measures without bemg compelled to· ask. for th~m- 'For-t~. a ~ful. 
survey of their requirements will he ne~ary. It may be found that m thlB fiel_d. 
non-iiscal measures will he more approprzate tha.n·fiscal meagm-es. In any case, 1t 
will be for the planning organisation to take into aooount the r..aults of the, 8J!l'V6T 
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and accept such of its recommendations as can be fitted into the genera·l structure 
of a Plan . 

Question 81 .- We haw all along supposed that the policy regarding the suitability 
an<l the appropriate form of p10tection is to be formulated by the general plamling 
commission. The Tariff Board, as a constituent part of that comprehensive or-, 
ganisation, will be required to work in its own limited sphere. Therefore t he quesr· 
tion that calls for solution is the relation between the Government and the planning 
body, and not that between the Government and the Tariff Board, as at present. 
lt is difficult to see how the government can give up its ultimate responsibility, 
-especially in our present constitutional set-up. But if members of Parliament are 
.given som~ representation in the planning organisation, and if its reports can. be 
publicly discussed, the object of ensuring that recommendations are not pigeon-holed 
wm be adequately secured. Now, so far as the Tariff Board is a body of experts on 
tariff matters, its recommendations will constitute a. system which will lose in internal 
consistency if the government t ampers with them here and there. Therefore, so 
far as the level of tariff is concerned, we believe that the hands of government should 
.be tied by approriate conventions. Tho position should be accepted that the re
.()Ommendations of the Tariff Board are either to be implemented or rejected, but 
;implementation by parts would be worse than outright rejection. 

'DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS AND COMMERCE, CALCUTTA UNIVERSITY 

Question 89.- 0f t he basic objectives of the Havana Charter as laid do\1'11 in 
Chapter I , article l , the first is the most general and, in a sense, the most fundamen
tal. Our acceptance of this objecti>e is unconditiona.L A few words of explanation 
of this object i,-e may, however, be introduced here. The objective as stated in the 
charter runs as follows : " To assure a large and steadily gro"ing volume of real 
income and effective demand, to increase the production, consumption and exchange 
of goods, n,nd thus to cont ribute to a balanced and expanding ,world economy." 
It has to be noted that the world economic order aimed at here must be both expan
ding and balanced. In order that both these conditions are satisfied it is necessary 
not merely t hat t here should be a steadily growing volume of real income in each 
-and every country of the world, but also that the existing disparities between the 
levels of economic development of backward and advanced countries should be pro
gressively removed. In other words the world economy as a whole must be "ex
pandina" , and different sectors of the world economy must be mutually "balanced" 
and in ~rder to introduce such balance great economic disparities between different 

-countries must be eliminated. 

Subject to our unconditional acceptance of the first objective as explained above, 
·we accept the remaining five objectives stated in Chapter I of the charter in so far as 
-~ey are consistent with th~ first objective, and feel constrained to qualify our accep
'tance of the remaining objectives in so far as they are incongruous with or repug
·nant of the first. 

We consirler it necessary to point out that incongruity of the remaining five 
·objectives with the first one is not wholly lacking, and we feel it prope.r to draw 
attention to a few cases of such incongruity. The fourth objective stated in Chapter 
.I of the Charter envisages the promotion on a reciprocal and mutually advantageous 
basis of "the reduction of tariffs and other barriers to trade and the elimination of 
discriminatory treatment in international commerce' '. R eduction of tariffs and other 
barriers to trade should certainly be adopted where it is mutually advantageous, 
but what has not been mdicated in the statement of this objective and what needs 
affirmation, is that for the rapid development of backward countries contributing 
to the eventual emergence of a balanced 'Yorld economy, a reduction of t ariffs in 
such countries may well be inadvisable and the actual raising of tariffs and the adop
tion of certam ~arriers to trade may, for a ti~e, be desirable. In framing our ideas 



of tue ues1rat mty or otherwise of protective measures we have to treat infant and 
grown-up countries as belonging to categories significantly apart, and while dis
crimination between nations, as nations, is to be unreservedly condemned as repug
nant to the basic spirit of the I.T.O., it is quite pointless to ignore distinctions in the 
economic situations of difft>rent countries and to assume a false uniformity in the 
requirements of all countnes. What is necessarv is not the elimination of all dis
crimination as such , but the elimination of unprin-cipled cliscriminat!cn. We suggest 
that of the principles underlying wise and permissible discrimination , regard for 
unequal development of different. parts of the world should be one , ami considerations 
~rising from geographical contiguity (such as exists between , say , India ami Pakistan) 
may be another. 

Similar comments may be made on the stat-ement of the third objective which 
contemplates "the enjoyment by all countries, on equal terms, of access to the 
markets, products and productive facilities which are needed for tl1eir economic 
prosperity and development." 

The conflict between the first basic obil!'dive of the I.T.O. and some of there
maining objectives is not accidental, but is due, at bottom , t o an unrlue preoccupa
tion of the Charter with the task of freeing international trade of all those restrictive 
practices, wb ich appear to oppose the commercial interests of the economically 
dominant countries of the world, and to a relative neglect of the need of promoting 
a balanced world economy. The main emphasis of the Chart.er is on measures cal-

. culat~d "to encourage the international flow of capital for productive investment", 
"to promote the reduction of tariffs and other barriers to trade", and so on. While 
such measures are not necessarily unwelcome , they must be made subservient to, and 
shoulrl , if necessary, be modified in view of the supreme need of promoting a balanced 
and expanding world economy. In the Charter itself, measures designed to intro
duce free flow of goods and capital seem to have received prime attent-ion , and the 
need of promoting a balanced world economy has been accommodated only in so 
far as it consists with such measures. It is here t hat lies the origin of the basic 
weakness 0f the Charter and its objectives. 

. Qu.esti.on 90.-The provisions and safeguards for the economic developml'nt and 
reconstruction of backward countries fall far short of the requirements of Inilia. 

Question 91.-Re: Prot•isions: 

The provisions in the charter are quite unsatisfactory from t he point of view of 
supply of capital and technical skill to backward countries like India. Though the 
charter of the I.T.O. devotes a full chapter to the subject of Economic Development 
and Reconstruction, its actual contribution to the solution of the problem is insigni
ficant. 

Practically the only positive obligation which has been la.id on the organization 
as such in the matter is in respect of supply of technical advice. The organisation 
may tender such advice directly, or may merely assist a country to get suc;h advice 
from other quarters. AU that the Organisation is expected to do in the matter of 
supply of capital, mat{lrials, modern equipment etc. is to promote, in collaboration 
wi~h other inter-governmental organisation bilateral or multi-lateral agreements so 
as to assure "jm~t and equitable trea.tment for the enterprise, skills , capital, arts and 
technology brought from one Member country to another". It may also promote 
such agreements for the "equitable distribution" of capital and t echnical skill, but 
this is not an obligatory function and no machinery is provided for the carrymg out 
of such distribution. Altoget.her , one cannot help the impression that the Ol~aniEa
tion is more concerned with laying down conditions for the free 1ntemativ:1al flow ot 
capital than with the objective of securing to each country tl~at measure of capital 
and t echnical skill which it actually needs for its immediate purpn-,e of economic 
development and reconstmction. 
18 :M of Com. 
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It is suggested, therefore. that to give effect to the objective of the O;ganisatio_n 
as laid down in Chapter III, prbYision should be made for an agency mth. the pri
mary objectin~ of fostering the de,•elopment of backward countn~s and With su~
cient capital and other resources at its command. The recent U.N.$ 36m. plan for 
economic assistance to backward countries :may be regarded as an attempt in this 
direction. Such an agency will no doubt work in dose collaboration wit!' othey allied 
international or~anisations such as tlie World Bank and the IMF, but Its mam task 
will be to proi;ote economic development in backward countries. 

In the next place, the charter enjoins upon members non-discrimination as 
between foreign im·estments. This principle of non-discrimination will pre•en~ a 
capital-hungry country from offering better terms to another country from winch 
it receives Jarcrer supply of capital and that on better terms too, than from other 
countries. There can be no strict analogy between non-discrimination of products 
and non-discrimination of factors of production. 

Re : Safe~uards. 

Regarding safeguards, these fall short of India's requir~ments in the following 
.respects:-

(i) Our power to leYy proteeti\'e tariff is seriously compromised in the case 
Qf an industry the product of which has been the subject of a tariff concession by 
dirert negotiation with another <'ountry. To levy a protecth·e tariff in suC"b a case, 
we must get the prior approml of the Organisation which would be difficult to get 
as d'Cpending upon substantial agreement with all thf' countries affected by the pro

. posed measure. Failing such an agreement, we must wait for a period up to three 
year. (expirin;z on lst January 1951) when all tariff.concessions would be reYiewed. 

It is, in fact, too hard a condition to make a tariff concession irre,·orable for 
three years. This will not only hamper the grant of concessions but cause genuine 
F.Iffering tQ deseiTing home industries in need of protection. It is, therefore, sugges
ted that it should he possible to get release from any concession granted on six months' 
.notice, provided such release is required for protection of a home industry and such 
protection has been found justified on an examinatwn of the case of the industry 
by the Tariff Board. In arriving at its decision the Tariff Board will be required to 
consider any Report that the I.T.O. may think fit to submit on the matter. 

(ii) We have no power, except with .the prior appro•al of the Organization 
which would be difficult to get, to apply quantitatiYe restrictions even of a non-dis. 
criminatory character for protection of industries started after l\Iarch 24, 1948. 
Such restrictive practice is howe\·er, allowed for the benefit of industries started 
between Ist January, 1939 and 24th )larch. 1948, and the approYa] of the Organisa
tion i~ such cases, though necessary, is mandatory. There is no lo«ical ground for 
regarding )!arch 24, 1948, as a deadline for this purpose and such restrlction' should 
be allowed for t~e I!urpose ~f industries starteo/also after this date. It is not conten
ded th~tquanbtatn·e restr;ctions are in themselves particularly desirable, and it is 
not antimpat<:d that such restrictions will be Yery largely used, if allowed. But being 
more flexible and generally more effective, they haYe a place in the prot<"ctive 
a~oury and ~hey may b_e tak~n advantage of with discretion. It is suggested that 
th•m'use shoui:J be pc;nut~ed I':' under-deYe!oped countries like India for the develop
ment of new mdu>:tnesf t.e., mdustries started since 1939. 

Q~u~ir.,.n q:? .. -The :erms and cx::nditicn~ prorosed in the chmier with f{'Sf':'(·t to 
(a) existmg fore1gn capital and (h) new foreign investments, are couched in tnore or 
less_ general_ t~rms, and either too little or too mu<·h mav be read into them. A 
cap!t al-rece1vmg country is recognised as having the right. 

. (1) "t? take any approp?ate ~afeguards necessary to assure tho.t foreign 
mv~ent IS not used as a basis for mterference in its internal affairs or national polimes''; 
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I 
(2) "tQ determine whether and to what extent and upon what terms it will 

:a low future foreign investments, ; 

(3) :•t'? prescribe and give effect on just terms to requirement" as ro the owner. 
ship of extstmg and future investn1ents"; and 

(4) :'t? prescribe and give effect to other reasonable requirements with res. 
pect to extstlng and future inxt'stments"; 

The obligations undertaken by the borro"ing countries are as follvws : 
(1) "to provide reasonable opportunities for investment acceptable to them 

.and .adequate security for existing and future investments, .... "; 
(2) "to gh·e due regard to the desirability of[avoiding discreminaticn as 

.between foreign investments"; and 
_ . (3) "upon the request of any l\Iember ....•. to enter into consultation or 

partiCipate in negotiations directed to the conclusion, if mutually acceptable of an 
.:agreement" relating to investment opportunities, security or inYestment etc. 

It ~~s appears that while a capital-receiving country can generally determine 
the conditwns for the entry of new capital from foreign countries, it will not be quite 
free to vary the conditions after once foreign capital has been admitted. Any 
prescriptions it makes regarding the ownerships, or the working of foreign-capital 
must be ~'just, and "reasonable". In particular, as stated in Article 11, it must 
t_ake no "unreasonable or unjustifiable action within its territory injurious to the 
rrghts or interests of nationals of other Members in the enterprise, skills, capital, arts 

-or technology which they have supplied." 

The above may mean that a capital-receiving country must not discriminate 
.as between home capital and foreign capital in the matter of taxation. labour legis. 
lation, nationalisation etc. If so, the charter takes away >aluable rights of safe . 
.,guarding national interests in special cases. :Much would depend, however, upon the 
interpretation put upon the terms "just" and "reasonable", and upon the authority 
-qualified to give final verdict on such interpretation. It appears that such \'erdict 
.-ests, not with the borrowing country, but with some outside authority. Chapter 
VIII of the charter lays down a detailed procedure for settlement of all differences 
-between members, and differences with regard to the interpretation of what is "just" 
otnd "reasonable" in the context of restrictive prescriptions on foreign capital would 
certainly come under the purview of this chapter. The procedure includes arbitra• 
-tion in the first instance, and if arbitration fails to settle the dispute, it goes in suc
cessive stages to the Executive Board of the I.T.O. the General Conferences, and 
.finally, to the Court of International Justice. It is thus e\ident that the power of 
a country to regulate the acth-ities of foreign capital within its territory is i•, Borne 
measure at least subject to international control. 

Our opinion in this matter may be stated as follows : 

The charter should clearly demarcate certain purposes for which a member 
country should be absolutely free to regulate foreign capital and not depend upon 
a.areement with other countries. For example, power ~o regulate conditions of 
e~try of new capital, and to regulate the conditions for the expansion of the opera· 
tions of existing foreign capital should be absolutely vested in the capital recehing 
country. Only when variations are sought to be made in the conditions of business 
{)Dee given to foreig~ capital s~ould the abo:·e-mention~d proc~dur~ for arbitration 
etc. be applied. Tlus would grve valuable rrght to forergn caprtal m the matter of 

· <lOntinued enjoyment of existing privileges. At the same time, the capital receiving 
country should be allowed to res~rve the ri!lht to review, at sta~ecl ir~verval_ the terms 
on which it initially invited capital, and, If necessary, to nat10nahse fore1gn assets 
afte~ giving reasonable notice and with payment of due compensation. 

Prohibition of discrimination as between foreign investments is also unaccept• 
.able, for reasons already stated in reply ro Q. 91. 
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Quutions 93 and 94.-The broad lines of commercial poliey as laid down irn 
Chapter IV are acceptable subject, however, to objections on the grounds noted' 
below:-

(i) Sacrifice of authority to apply 'luantitath·e restrictions, even of a non-di~-· 
criminatory character, to safeguard industries started after !IIarch 24, 1948. This 
objection has been stated more fully in reply t{) . Q. 91. 

(ii) Sacrifice of authority for a period extending up to three years to prc;>tect 
on industry by raising our tariff in case the product ofthe industry has been preVIOUS· 
ly the subject of a tariff concession. This objection also has been stated more fully 
in reply w Q. 91. 

(iii) Although a country suffering from balance of payments ~culty is 
P''mutted w impose quantitati\"e restrictions w correct its external l;'ositJOn, such 
action may be challenged by any other member country on the questiOn of fact as 
to whether the actual position of the e>.-ternal balance justified the measures taken. 
ln such an e\"ent, the fiual decision on the question of fact would rest with the !li';F. 
Jt may be noted incidentally that on the DIF the United States commands a maJO~ty 
of votes. This seriously detracts from the value of the freedom t{) impose, quantita
tive restrictions on balance of payments ground. Kone but the country directly in
volved can judge the safety line for its resources of foreign exchange. While the 
authority for deciding the margin of safety regarding our foreign exchange resources 
should rest with our own government the DIF may be permitted t{) judge whether 
the quantitative restrictions adopteJ exceed the requirements of the situation. 

Quution 95.-The obligations under the Charter are not absolute in most cases, 
but are subject to various exceptions, commonly kno·wn as "escape clauses". The 
obligations should not prove harmful to our country if advantage is taken of these 
exceptions in appropriate circumstances. 

Question 96 .. - Yes, subject to the acceptance of certain modificatio,ns of the pro
visions of the charter along the lines already suggested. :Moreover, we should keep 
a continuous watch on how the provisions of the charter react on our economy, and 
allow the experiences thus gained w determine our future attitude. 

Quution 97.-Does not arise. 

PROF. D. R. GADGIL, BOMBAY 

Th~ main prc;>blem ~t before the Fiscal Commission is that of the protection 
and assistance J;<> md~es and th~ r~com~endations of the Commiasion will depend 
on the manner m whl:ch the <;ommia"'?n ':ews this central problem. It is generally 
expect~d that. the pomt of VIew of _this F1Bcal. Commission will differ greatly from 
the po~t of VIe": adopted by the F18cal CommL•sion of 1922. The writers of even 
the nunutes of dissent w_the report of the _1922 FL•cal Commis.•ion did not go beyond: 
advocating a somewhat Iibera~ mterp_retatwn of the conditions under which, within 
the general ~am~work of a la,.ses fatre economy, protection w an industry should 
be thought Justified and should be grante<!. There wa. then broad a!ITeement 
that Government could not be expected to go "much further than to re~ove or 
counteract ~he eff~ts of. _f~ctors that may temporarily or otherwis.i obstruct growth 
of normal md~strtal actiVJty. Governme_nt policy was looked upon as playing a 
role de_fimtely m the background, th~ mam development beuw left to the operation 
of_ordmary for?e.'i of what was considered to be an economY of free markets and 
pnvate enterpnse. 

. The attitude of even the stronflest champions of private enterprise in India. 
l8 no l?':'ger the _same today. Plamung has been adopted as a slogan not only by 
all political partieS but also by all shades of economic interests The t' •t f 
•he · dustrial Is · ted d · · · ac 1v1 y o • m pane appom unng war by the Government of India aQd the 
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type~ of recommendations they made take us far away from the philosophy of the 
'Working of natural economic fotces. The 'plans even of industrialists call for regn. 
l~ted development to take place in definite direction within a comparatively short 
ttme. If the planning point of view is adopted its results on the recommendations 
of t~e Fiscal Commission should be radical. The main essentials of the new point 
of vtew appear to be as follows: (l) The determination of taraets of growth of 
productive activity in important directions to be attained withfu. a given period. 
!2) The distribution of the targets ;, some detail over time and space. The first 
~v?lv~s some idea of the relative dimensions of the various targets and a broad 

·llldiCatmn of the steps by which the targets would be attained and the second in
volves <;Ustribution of t_he measure of intensification of economic activity in varying · 
prop?rtmns _over the different parts of the country and over successive years. In 
xelatmn to mdustriali.sation the latter means, in particular, the determination of 
the location of new industrial units. Economic planning has obviously many other 
aspects; only those aspects have been noted above which have direct connection with 
industrial policy. At the same time the close integration of industrial production. 
targets with targets in other fields of economic activity cannot be ignored. Many 
industrial targets are intimately connected with targets of agricultural production 
and production of other materials within the country. Industrial taraets are also 
intimately coruiected with targets of transport development and targets of import 
and export allocations of specific primary or manufactured goods. Progress of 
industrialisation as part of a plan, therefore, means the adoption of the technique 
of planning and of measures snited to that technique over the major field of economic 
actiYity. If there is any large well planned progress towards this objective there 
would be no question of considering separately or independently the problem of 
assistance to indi,idual industries and the machinery required to implement such 
assistance. In that e\·ent, protection to industries such as by way of import 
duties levied on the import of particular products would be part of a general scheme 
of a plan of import and exrort allocations framed as a part of the whole plan. .\!so 
the machinery for implementation of industrial targets and policy would not be 
required to differ in any essential from the machinery devised to implement general 
economic planning. 

The first point to he considered in connection "ith the terms of reference of 
the Fiscal Commission is, therefore, whether its recommendations are to be consi
dered as part of an overall plan which Government may soon frame or not. In 
the former e\·ent it may have to take a wide view and do such work as that of co
ordinating and collating and also perhaps re-examining the recommendations of 
the industrial panels and it may also have to go in fair detail int.o questions of the 

. general balance of payments and especially of the particular balance of imports 
or exports of important specific industrial raw materials and finished products. 

·The range of variation of the background conditions against which the Fiscal Com-
. mission may make its r.eeommendations can be indicated as follows : At one extreme 
it may visualise the working of a national economic plan, prepared and executed 
under the aegis of a central authority. Under such a plan detailed targets would· 
be laid down and various government agencies would operate directly and indirec
tly to see that they were attained. It may be that the Fiscal Commis~on _may 
consider that it is not permissible to adopt this view and that nothing m e1ther 
the terms of reference or the action of government regarding economic poli1Jy during 
the last thxee years will justify its adoption. At the other extreme the Commission 
.may take the view that the bulk of planning and pla_nning commissions is, in ths 
main, formal and empty and that even when 9:ny specific ,targets are me~tlO'_led by 
authoritv they are to be considered more as pmus hopes than as real obJectives of 
active rrovernmental policy, that at any rate it is unlikely that any effecth·e steps 
would be taken by Go\'ernment for their attainment and that controls in the domam 
of import and ?xport .policy and for t.he ~onservation of forei¥n exchange _resour~~s 
would operate mterm1ttantly and hes1tatmgly as heretofore; for the rest, mdustrial 

.development would be a matter. for the private inv7stor and enterpre'.'eur. It ~a! 
.not be possible for the .CommissiOn to_ take even this full matter of fact a realist10 
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view. It would then have to import into the situation a measure ofratio';'a~ty 
which may appear to be lacking in it at present. In whatever manner ~·he existmg
situation is rationalised the main differences will turn on the extent to whwh Govern
ment policy relies on private enterprise and to which private enterprise is supposed" 
to be gh·en freedom to act. 

In all this the dominant consideration is that if all industrial development i,. 
to take place through the actidties of private inwstors and enterprcncnrs it cannot 
be related to definite tamets and definite achie\·ements. GO\·ernment may make 
a plan and announce objoctiws. It may also, to a limited extent arl_?pt a policy 
by which prh·ate persons seeking profits are directed towards c~rtam end~ and 
repelled from certain others. The economic field will, ho,;ever, m the n!am be 
occupied by prh·ate enterprise actuated by the profit motl'l"e. 'Whether m fact, 
in a particular set of changing circumstances~ Go\errunent objectiYes are or are 
not attained would depend on the somewhat unpredictable total result of a multi
tude of prh·ate decisions. The point may be illustrated by reference to such pro. 
blems as that of the depressed areas in U.K. in the thirties. So long as the depressed 
area problem was tackled by merely means of inducements for the unemployed" 
to migrate or for new industry to settle in the area the end result remained uncertain. 
There was no direet GoYen1ment interYention and the state contented itself with 
attempt at manipulation of general conditions, under which priYate efforts operated . 
.Another illustration may be drawn from recent Indian experience. The Go\·ern
ment of India may desire a certain distribution of arable acreages between different 
crops. For bringing this distribution about it may conduct propaganda, offer 
subsidies or manipulate the prices of certain agricultural products. However, the 
effecti..-eness of propaganda or subsidies could not be forecast with any certainty and 
nnless the whole scheme of relati'l"e agricultural prices was under control and could 
be adequately manipulated e>en this important force would work with uncertainty. 
If, for example. cereal prices were pushed up in order to encourage production of" 
foodgrains, at the same time as cotton and groundnut prices mnved up even more 
t~an proportionately: cereal price manipulation should ob\iously pro'l"e ineffec
trve. ~n the _same time way results of Government att~mpts to encourage parti
cular mdustnal effort would derend on a great many external factors o\er which 
~o,erDrne!lt would not be exercising any direct control e.g.: condition£ obtaining 
m the capital and the commodity markets. 

T~e _point may be emphas~ed with reference to the questionnaire of the Fiscat 
Com~ISsiOn. It shou_ld be po;;s1ble for the Commission to assume agreement on a 
certaUl n~mb~r. of pomts .. Agreement eould, for example, be a~sumed in relation 
to ~he de~rrability_ of consi~er~ble o-:erall industrial expansion and the need for an 
actl>e oflic_ml pohcy for brmgmg tins about. Also, in the lio-ht of its terms of 
~efcrence: It does not appear to be very >mportant for the Co~mission to consider 
m a fundamental way questions s~ch as those of ag-riculture. population nnrl 
la~our. T~e u~duly large proportiOn ~f persons employed in agriculture, tho 
0' e:whelmmgl~ la_rge and growmg lndtan population or the comparntivelv low 
efficiency ~fall Jill;Ids of ~roducti\·e acti\"it_v in India may well be taken for 
granted .. So also IS the~e little room for difference of opinion ~n the need for 
large capital assets, obtamed e>en fro:n abroad if those are available on reasonable 
~rms .. '\ re~l problem, however, anses when the problems of the pattern of 
~ndustnalc•atwn" or_ the_ l_>alance of rayments are approached. Wnat for exam le 
IS t~et purpose fOi ':su~hsmg a pattern of industrialisation ? is it related to l~e 
mam e:1ance o ex:tstmg proportions f · · · · · h d t ·f · o '·anous achvlhel or bringing •thout a 
~nsat~~~e.si~: erz;;a~· sue~ tiJ_rc;portio~s _during a pcri~d of time? To cOn~i<ler nn 
bv man~ ccmmitt~~~~ JC ·neen mec .ant.;;7d and_ hand mdustry have been examined 
f,;r achiJving these hav~ t7e pbast .. ~_rtan~ tesu·able patterns and certain measures 
for sr-ecific industries ::h een hm tUate . ydAII-India or Prodncial Committees 
has heen universal . . c as am ?om m ustry or the country oil press. It 
or othen.ise has 80 e;,;..·~~~:dt~~~ilac~w~~f ~he type recommended by ~ommittees 

e m e ace of any strong economic pressure .. 
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In the same way there has been vague talk of a location pattern for industry. But 
as long a~ no stringent action in relation to big connurbations like Bombay or 
Calcutta '? taken th~ talk of dispersal and of an adequate solution of the problem 
of these b1g populatiOn centers is completely unreal. Each time the question veers 
back to. the c~ntral issue of the direct intervention in and direct responsibility for 
economic affarrs on the part of government. All recent considerations of·definite 
~overnm~nt objectives has led to emphasizing the need for direct government 
Intervention in economic activity if measurable results are to be attained. The 
most striking example of this is perhaps the recent report of the Export Promotion 
Com~ittee. ~he composition of this Committee did not appear to make it 
pre-disposed m favour of government intervention and yet it found itself 
co~pelled to mako recommendations in relation to trade, in jute and oil seeds 
which could only be con•idered as very far reaching. The issue may be made clear 
by analogy of the distincti6n between trying to obtain an increase in food 
acreage on the one hand by propaganda and subsidies and on the otl1or by Je!'isla· 
tion on lines of the Bombay Growth of Food Crops Act. " 

Recent declarations of Government policy have definitely renOtmced direct 
ownership and conduct of industry. It may be argued that detailed control and 
regulation of the operations of prh·atc industry may achie\'e the ends of a plan 
without direct ownership or conduct. It does, not, howeYer, appear ~hat Indian 
prh·atc enterprise "ill easily recondle itself to the set of detailed controls required 
for the purpose or that Gowrnmeut "ill desire to or will be able to enforce them. 
The protagonists of Indian private enterprise desire state assistance and protection, 
they also desire the continuance of many types of indirect controls. They, however, 
do not desire exactly the two types of controls which alone can guarant<le the attain
ment ,,f the sorial ends of production. These are production controls and controls 
over the distribution of the ultimate product to the consumer. The manner iu 
which the Textile Industry has been able to put off rationalization and standardi· 
zation of production is ouly the most notable instance of the shaping and working 
of th~ economic policy of the Go,·ernment of India. 

In the absence of the acceptance of ultimate controls the position differs from 
the 192:! position only in the follmYing particulars. Firstly, the reasons that will 
be found acc·eptahle for modifying the working of ordinary economic fore('~ may 
be more numerous unci more Yaried and secondly ofucial action taken. to provide 
assistance and protection may similarly be taken more often and may take yaried 
forms. But the main feature8 of the situation which "ill remain tmchanged are 
that (1) "ithin the manipnlaterl circumstances it is private enterprise alone that 
counts ancl (::?) the main bene.ficir.ries of the whole scheme of manipulations remain 
the priYate enterpreneurs; becun~e, howcn:·r much you may increase the contribu
tion to the States or to labour the 01\ nership of the instruments of prodnction and 
the ultimate control of the5e instrument~ (largely brought into bein~ by speeific 
action of Go,·ernment and r>t large costs to society) remain in the hands of the 
prh·ate inYestors and enterpreneurs. In these circumstances, it is obvious that 
(i) results of Government J?Olicy will be uncertain and (ii) that Go>ernment indus
trial policy 'muld not obtam anrl should not expect support from classes other than 
those of private investors and enterpreneurs. 

Xo comprotui8e appears po~sible in the _fnnda1~entals of ~olicy. A reg!me of 
indirect controls, as at present, mstPad of bemg socmlly nsefnl1s merely the mstru
ment of entrenching further the power of particular intere~ts. (In this connection 
I wnnld inYite attention of the Commission to H~e les~ors to be deriYed from the 
actiYitv of the Commodity Prices Board, and especw lly to t\1 o reports of that Board 
(1) 011 'controls and their c_ontinuance and (2) Yanaspati prices. For an evaluation 
of the indire<·t controls reg1me see paras. 26 of the former report). 

In my opinion, the real question of the fu~ure is not _wh~~ polic~· Gove~ment 
h Jld adopt in regard to protection and nsSJstance to mdiVJdual mdust.r1es but 
~0~ soon Government evolves an ovemU plan of economic development and how 
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actively and effectively this is. implemented by a. rapi~ progressive control, regula
tion and nationalisation of all important mecharnzed mdustry. 

I have treated, at some length, this question of the fundament&!-' of ~ffi~ial 
economic policy not only because I feel that it is at the ~ot o~ all policy.thmking 
in India today but also because it is relevant to the co~1deratwn of a. gr"":t many 
questions included in the Commission's questionnaire. Aim.ost all 9uest10ns mclud.ed 
in Sections I, II, ill, V and VI and questions (a) and (b) 1~ Sect~on IV and. (c) m 
Section VII have importance for the work of the ComiD!SSIOn clue~y when mdus
trialisation is thought of in terms of and as part of a plan of econo~c development. 
If it is not so considered, little difference in principle would remam bet,~·e.:n the 
problem as faced by the CoiD!llission of 1922 and that by the present CommiSSion. 

In 19~2 the protective duty was the main, almost the only known, instrument 
of policv. Today the instruments for giving protection and assistance are more 
varied; but the object in the use of the varied means will still be the same. Govern
ment decision would not take the form of quantitative production targets which 
are derived from a .,.eneral plan· the decisions wonld rather be on the lines of whether " . a particular economic activity deserves encouragement for its growth and develop 
ment whether conditions existing at any time are proper for the desired growth 
and whether if they are not, government can by any means at its disposal make 
them favourable in an adequate measure. Each consideration on these lines would 
be in relation to a specific economic activity and final decision in respect of it would 
depend on specific advantages supposed to be gained and the particular calculation 
of the disadvantages to be set off against the advantages by way of the cost to the 
pub!ic and to Government of tbe protection or assistance devices. 

In tllis context the main new recommendations regarding policy that the 
Commission would t<>day be reqtlired to make would be in connection with (d) of 
Section IV. This question would still be considered, as before, in relation to indi· 
vidual industries b•'t the definition of principles would be very much broader than 
before. It could, for example, be related to a wider ,·iew of economic objectives 
and to a more int~rgrated consideration of the working of economic society. 

There is, however, one other respect in which the condition of the backgrotmd 
against which the recommendations of the Fiscal Commission are mn<le would. 
even on a narrow interpretation, differ widely from those to the conditions of 1922. 
In 1922. Governmen.t intervention and regulation of any field of economic activity 
was entrre~y e_xcephonal. Today these ha>·e become normal lrdur.o .:>£ ull Atipects 
of econoiD!C ln_:e. Th~refore, all recommendations regarding policy must be made 
and evaluated m relatiOn to the regubtions and controls already in force. 

Iu this context the main field with which the Fiscal Commission is concerned 
is t~e field of foreign. trade. ~.~his field there operate at present, apart from pro
~ctJve and fiscal duties, prohib1tJo~ on so~e imports or exports, licensing of other 
~ports and expozt:'. agreements With specific Government regarding exports and 
rm~rts some of which are connected with quantitstive quotas etc. The indu.'ltrial 
polic.r of the future and. recommendations regarding it must be made in relation 
~this featur? of the fore~gn trade field. Is it likely that some of the existing restric
tions on fore1gn trade Will vanish and conditions akin to those of the twenties will 
soon be restored! I~ it ·possible and will it be proper for the Fiscal Commission 
to make re~mmendatwns on the assumption of such a return to the normality of 
& < compa:atn·e~y free t~ade regime 1 On any reasonable view of the matter such an 
assnmpt~on Will be highly unreal. The serious shortage both in monet.try and 
:~:odity fields. that our country labours tmder todav arc not likely to disappear 
cin Y ~ea~redJCtable future. Therefore, imports and exports controls and licen
. g : •. ti most probably bilateral trade agreements will continue to have an 
g::po . nt m. uen

11
ce on the field of economic policy in relation to which the Fiscal 

mmwwn LS ca ed upon to make recommendations. · 
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. _It will perhaps be one of the most important problems to be faced by the Com. 
_-nnssmn as. to how the continuing controls in these fields and the objectives sought 
to be a:ttamed by_ them are to be reconciled with the operation of the system of 
protectl?n and. ass~tance t{) industries which the Commission projects. The \'arying 
-and vaned oJ;>Jecti:ves of the pc,licy of control over imports and exports have been 
brou~ht o~t m brief in the notices included in the Fiscal Commission's printed 

·9.uestmnnarre. It has been also been indicated there that the exceptions allowed 
m. the Havana Charter and in the general agreements on tariffs and trade are very 
Wide, especially in relation to the balance of payments problems. It is clear that 
unless means are found to corelate the objectives and coordinate the working of 
'the export and import restrictions from the commodity point of view, with the 
monetaiY: ":nd other aspects of the balance of payment policy and with the duties 
and subsrdies required for assistance to industries, actjon on various fronts may 
·continue to appear and to be as vacillating and contradictory as in the past three 
Y~rs. In some ways this is, perhaps, the most important problem as aL•o the most 
-difficult one. It is, for example, quite likely that the answers given to any parti-
-cular question, such as that· of the desirability of certain imports from certain 
directions, may not be the same when given from the point of view of (1) essential 
consume~ or other needs {2) conservation of hard currency and {3) assistance or 
protection to Indian industry. It would, therefore, be necessary to think out how 
both in the making of decisions regarding policy and also in the operation of controls 
these conflicting points of view are both {1) given adequate consideration and {2) 
-determinately reconciled in a final manner. The apparent vacillations of govern
ment policy have arisen from not having provided for either of these essentials so 
far. Policy seems to be shaped today essentially by individual odhoc decisions, 
which by the nature of circumstance must be of a short term type, taken indepen
dently by various authorities in different departments in various controls and at 
various stages. An unsatisfactory result logically follows on the procedure. There 
-appears, however, to be no easy and short way out of the present situation. 

I would emphasise greatly the importance of this aspect of Commission's work 
not only because it· is crucial and difficult but also because it does not appear to have 
been given the necessary attention in the framing of its questionnaire. I draw 
.attention to this aspect "i.thout making any detailed suggestions because, in f!lY 
-opinion, the proper solution of the problems can lie only in the adoption of an active 
and 1 integrated economic policy. The attitude appropriate to a predominantly 
private enterprise field is an attitude that not only leads to but al,so dictates indivi
dual and odhoc decisions. This it does imitablv, because it assumes that the 
larger integration is achieved by the working of natural economic forces. It is 
-obvious that in India today the working of the mb:ed system of unregulated ec~
nomic forces and partial controls is incapable of achieving an integration and reconCI
liation of the numerous individual decisions-official and non-official, taken largely 
independently of each other. I do not believe that it would be possible to gu:Ud 
.against conflicting tendencies arising out of the various aspects of policy makmg 
unless the consideration of all of them was placed in the C!lntext of an overall 
-economic plan. It is only when the basic priorities are all deternrined in such a 
plan and concrete targets set out by it that the decisions made about various contr?ls 
could be ensured to operate within a reasonable margin of correspondence w1th 
each other. 

To sum uP the Fiscal Commission may think of the task as one of framing the 
industrial development side of a whole economic plan. In this case it will hav? to 
consider the problem of the pattern of industrialisation and the place of the variOUS 
types of industrial activity \\ithin it and other related general questions such as 
that of the balance of payments. On the other hand, it may take the view that 
future development will be brought about chiefly through pri\·ate efforts; in whiCh 
case the Commis.<ion will have to concentrate attention on the conditions under 
which and the objectives for which protection and assistance to individual industry 
will be held justified and the appropriate means through which it will be rendered. 
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This will be an approach similar to that of the approach of the 1922 Fiscal Commis
sion. However, the prevalence of a regime of partial controls over the whole field 
will complicate the prescription and evaluation of forms of assistance and this will 
be a new major problem that this Commission will have to tackle. 

Dr. R. BALAKRISHNA, M.A., Ph. D. (LOND.), PROFESSOR OF ECatlOMICS 
UNIVERSITY OF MADRAS, MADRAS. 

SECTION A (I ) 

Question I .-There has been a considerable change in the economic background 
of the country since 1922. By 1939 there was not only an economic awakening 
but a lso a sizeable progress in industrial de,elopment. The Second World War 
led to a . remarkable expansion under artificial conditions which has now to be 
conserved. The post-war years ha Ye not pro\ed equal to the task of mRintaining 
t he progress attained. 

The general economic pattern of the country at p resent has no resemblance 
t o that of 1922. Further, in its rela tion to the outside world the I ndian Economy 
has had to face se,·eral complications s ince t he war. . o much so, the one c·entral 
idea of offering inccnti\"e to industrial dc,·elopment which hns predominant in 1922 
has becom~ rela.ti,·ely unimportant as compared to the other issues wh irh are 
essentia l for maintaining the economy on an e\en keel. The Fiscal Commission 
cannot work in vacuo disregarding the other disturbing factors. 

Question 2.- (a) Apart from the shortages of agricultural produce· during war
hhe most imporbnt permanent change in our agricult ural situation has been caused 
by the partition of the country: The loss of Burma affected only our export po,:ition, 
but the creation of Pakistan has disturbed our self-sufficiency. The distribution 
of our economic emphasis will perforce be on the side of agricul ture unt il such t ime 
that our Yaluable food position is ob,·iated. The Fiscal Commission cannot ignore 
this chnnge in the situation. 

(b) Regarding consumption there has been a considerable difference owing 
to the flow of a greater proportion of the national income to t he poorer cia ses. But 
the on•rnll deficiency of food estimated has not much practical significance in a 
country like ours where such scientific diatetic standards ha,·e ne•er been maintained 
Life in India has Ia way!> been baRed on a rule-of-thumb and several classes of people 
ha ,·e not seen more than one meal a day. Their sun·h·al has always been due to 
their spiritual strength . One clef!-r proof of the disparity between the scientific 
ration standards and actual_ consumption is the existence of the black market,. 

(c) India has become a net importer of foocl of a considerable volume owing 
to poor output and partit ion. Only the commercial crop han• held their own as 
export products. E ven among them raw cotton exports have fallen. This 
position threatens to last nntil the effects of the partition on our agriculture i& 
relieved. 

Question 3.- 0ur industrial progress cannot be as rap.id as could hflv ,· been 
had pa rtition not taken place. Our attention has now tn be divided between rt:s
toring agt·icultw·al self- ufficiency and accelerating industrial progress. Perhaps on 
the industrial side we may have to encournge with protection and subsidicR much 
of the industries which may supply nwchanical equipment a..nd chemical fe rt,ilizers 
to agricul t ure. 

Question 4.- Increased agricultural output is a basic necessity for intensifying 
industrialization. Great er effi cienty in output would release the personnel re
quired for the increase in secondary and tertiary occupations. The mineral wealth 
of the country deserves better prospecting and more intensive exploitation. 
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H ereafter not only their home demand but the foreignd emand will also increase. 
Their exploitation should be continuous and not contingent on t he appearance 
of foreign demand as has been the case for instance of manganese. P robably a 
cert.ain <iegree of State control in this respect ma.y be necessary. 

Since 1922 t he greatest industrial progress has been with the metallurgical 
industries. The Iron and Steel industry bas been sponsored by t he Fiscal policy 
and the benefi ts are tangible. The cotton textile industry could have perhaps 
progressed equally well wit hout protection, but during its vicissit udes fiscal pro
tection was helpful. The Chemical industry on the acid side has developed owing 
to na.tural protection but on the alkali side t here has been no progress. The progress 
has only been in particular directions. It has not heen well coordinated . Con 
sequen tly several gaps in the structure of I ndian industry were discovered under t he 
pressure of war. 

Question 6.- (a) Machine tools, capital goods like textile machinery, agricul 
t ural machinery an<i implements, chemical fertilizers ; other than amonium sul
phate, locom ot ives and rolling stock. 

(b) Volumr of production should at least reach installed capacity. During 
po'3t-war yea rs it has fa llen below existing capacity. 

(c) OperatiYe costs have risen enormously owing to high labonr costs. Labour 
output has not increased proportionately . 

(d ) Unrler management there is much scope in I nrlia for Rf~tionalization and 
Scientific Management . lt has hardly been attempted. 

(e) Ca.pital formation has been affected by high direct taxation and a large · 
diversion of national income to middle and lower classes. They are still to develop 
t he saving habit. Besides as long as inflation lasts they don 't have much margin 
t o save. DissaYing is nlso not iceablP among the rich. These t~ndencies are inimical 
t o capital formation. 

(f) Raw material position ser iously affected by P arti t ion. Thrre is not much 
scope tv retriC\'e the position in t he immediate futnre. Healt hy tmu<' relations 
with Pakistan is the only solut ion. Hydro-electric power has to be denlopE'd still 
further owing to t he limit ed reserves of coking coal. 

(g) There is a shor tage of technical abilit y . Training centres in I ndia have to be 
established. 

(h) Supply of la.bour is not inadequate but efficiency is low. 
(i) What is worse is t he go slow tactics pra cti~d during recent years. Labour 

organizations have not inculcated a nati onal spiri t in the workers. Sectional in-
terest is elevated and nat.ional well -being is s~horflinated. 1 

Question 7.- (a) The most importan t is t he handloom \\·eaving industt·y . P ro
vides occupation to four-fifths of the workers in textile industry. "Jiainta.ins about 
ten million people. Though it provides only 30 per cent of the cloth consumed .it 
employs more t han 85% of the t extile workers. I t is not a decaying industry . 
There is a high proportion of the wage bill to t he total cost of production among 
them. Whereas in mill industry the proportion is only 25% it is 40 % in hand weav
ing 'vith mill yam and 75% in hanrl weaYing with handspun yam. 

Other small-scale and medium industries arc :-

Bengal:-Ricc mills, mill;; for pressing oil, hosieries, match factories and 
tanneries. 

Bihar & Orissa.:- Lac, mica, leather and oil. In these provinces people 
depend on tradit ional occupat ions. 

Central Provinces:-Shellae, oil mills, glass factories, flour mills, bra.ss and 
bell metal work. 
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"Unihld Provinces:-Bianket weaving, embroidery, carpet making, calico 
printing, etc. 

Punjab:-Sports gear, cutlery, tanning and shoe making. 

Bombay:-Leather handicrafts, metal handicrafts and gold thread. 

Madras :..,--Tanning, groundnut decortication,· silk worm rearing, etc. 

Most of them suffer at present from a number of drawbacks, o~ing to lack 
..:.f organization. Uniformity of products cannot be secured and quahty cannot be 
maintained. Appliances in use are antiquated and crude. They could b~ r.;fined 
without ariy fundamental alterations. Waste of time, energy_ and m~tenal ~· co
lossal owing to want of a rationalized technique of productiOn. Fma~ce IS ex
tremely lacking. The workers are in debt perpetually. Lack of effiCient sal~s 
agencies render them a prey to the exploiting middlemen. Therefore the margm 
of profit is reduced. 

(b) (i) In relation to agriculture they are of significance in providing subsidiary 
occupation. They will relieve the chronic under employment in agriculture. They 
will help in providing full employment in the agricultural sector and prevent sel)..sonal 
<!xodus. 

(ii) In relation to large-scale industries the problem is to ascertain the feasibility 
of dovetailing them with large organizations wherever it is technically beneficial. 
At certain stages it is more ecbnomical to adopt the small-scale organization. On 
the basis of the optimum scale of operations for each process of production there 
.should be a stratification offorms in each industry ; some large and others small. 

Question 8.-From a social standpoint. the small-scale industries would rectify 
·the un~venness of occupational opportunities in different regions. They can cover 
·the vo1ds left by the unfilled gaps in industrialization. 

. Fr?m an economic standpoint there is a technical necessity to organize certain 
p1dustnes on a small scale for efficiency. The optimum scale of their operations 
lS small. The nature of the product, the methods of manufacture and the conditions 
·of demand of certain industries are such that their operative efficiency is at its 
.maximum when conducted on a small scale. 

Thus they h~ve an important part to play in Indian economy. At present 
they could help mcrease output and meat the inflationary potential to a certain 
extent .. In the long rw;' ~he structure of industry would be more rationally designed, 

•occupat1onal opportunities would be increased and to a certain extent regional 
-balance could be restored. , 

SBOTION A ( ii) 

Quution 9.-(a) Rural industries like sericulture poultry farmina bee-keeping .. etc. ' e, 

(b) Handloom weaving, bell-metal industries and cutlery, sports gear, etc. 
(c) Artistic crafts and Urban industries. . 

. Que8 tion 10.-~or export only the artistic crafts would be suitable ; such as for 
Instance carpet makmg, bell-metal ware, carving and inlaying, etc . 

. affeJ?~~8~\:' ~I. dl The P?ce of cotton ya':' has risen owing to protection ad vcrsely 
generalothe co:::. "'?'d w~":vers;u ProtectiOn to large-scale industry will affect in 
·by enhanced in pg~ m ':;t~es ."! Y when the. raw materials of the latter are there· 
·oompetitive relati~:h. -:;Ise the. clssation of cheap imports standing in a 
-instance of rotecti ~~WI cot!"'ge ID< ustry products is an advantage. So each 
tage indust~es Nons oul~_be.Jud.ged in. relation to its repercussions on the cot-

. . • o generammtron IS possible. 
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Question ~ 2.-For. first part of the question refer aiiRWer given to Question-
7(a). Suggestw~ ror unprovements are : (I) To organize the handicrafts men in· 
voluntaiy associatiOns. Some moral pressure may be brought to bear on them .. 

(2) I'?provement in the technique of production, specification of commodities, 
eco~omy_ m the purchase of raw materials. All these could be done by the joint· 
deliberation of workers. · 

(3) Study of market conditions and appropriate designs of products can also. 
be done through such associations. 

(4) J?int installation of certain types of plant, e.g., a plant for preparatory 
processes m cotton textiles in a weaving centre for common use. · 

(5) !inance should pe supplied by the State. The advance can be made through. 
the medium of Industrial co-operatives to be formed by the workers. · 

(6) Supply of cheap electric power to cottage industries, 

. (7) Specialiti_es and_ quality products to be encouraged so that competition
with large-scale mdustnes may be avoided. 

Que-stion 13.-There is only a remote possibility of Trade Agreements affecting 
cottage industries. Foreign imports are not likely to 1>ffect them much. Of course 
the exports of cottage industries, if any, may be borne in mind while negotiating. 
trade agreements. 

SECTION B 

Que-stion 14.-The policy recommended was too fully implemented and hence· 
the trouble. The letter of the law was respected more than the spirit of it. . . . 

Que-stion 15.-The policy in its operation was defective both in principle and 
in administration. The triple formula has been extremely restrictive and it has. 
been applied with rigidity. The hampering effect of the policy has been the main. 
cause of the slow progress of economic expansion. The Fiscal Commission had 
a.lso made it clear that industrialization should not be forced but should be achieved 
gradually. A bolder approach was necessary for expecting tangible results. 

The glass industry was denied protection as soda ash was not available in the
conntry. The raw materials for soda ash were available in the conntry but it wa"' 
not being manufactured. So it was more a case of refusa.l of protection as another 
industry had not developed rather than absence of raw materials. •Similarly in 
the case of worsted absence of raw materials stood in the way of grant of protec. 
tion. "' 

The protection that. was ":ctually granted in Ind!": was either to ~etitralize ~h& 
nnfair conditions prevailing abroad or as a coun~rv~g measure :'gamst dUI?p~g 
or exchange depreciation. Therefore though the mtentwn of the FIScal CommiSSion 
was to grant " developmental protection" what was available was actually of the 
safeguarding variety. ' 

Que-stion 16.-No. The entire approach of the Fisca! <:Jommissio~ to the probl_em 
was extremely emperica.l in character. The first con~twn regarding raw matenals 
is one that resolves itself utlimately to costs of productwn. . Th?refore the necessary 
costs of production in each case would have been more sCiei_Itifi_c approach than 
a mere description of the natural advantages that _should eXIst m a country. T_he 

nd condition of the formula is a mere explanatwn of the first and h~ no olaun 
~~c~tand as an il_ldepe!'d?nt cond!tion. It is therefore superfluou~. Wit~ regard 
to the third conditiOn It IS very difficult for any Tariff Board to ~mecast with a?cu. 

• ·I ther an industry would be able to stand eventually Without protectiOn. A;;rt f~~:, an intelligent estimate of probabilities a definite statement in that respect 
is unma.qonable to expect. 
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Question 17.-They were well couc~h·ed but hardly followed. The stipulation 
of the Fiscal Commission that industries of national importance should receive 
special consideration has remained a dead letter. The Tariff Boards in India have 
also taken a static view of the course of industrial development. They have not 
devoted enough attention to the ramifications of an industry under consideration. 
L"nless the mutually dependent parts of an industry are also included new lines 
of production are apt to be neglected. A dynamic view of the economic structure 
would not only proYide for the protection of existing industries but also offer 
incenti>es for the !ITowth of allied branches. The exclusion of new industries from 
the scope of the pr~tective scheme is another very unfortunate feature of the policy. 
It pre>ented the genesis of se>eral useful industries in the country. 

Question 18.-There has been the O>erriding consideration in India that the 
revenue needs of the country ought not to be jeopardised and consequently there 
has been an O>ercautious application of the policy of protection. The measure 
of protection has also been extremely moderate as the most efficient producer is 
taken by the Tariff Board as the criterion for determining the degree of protection. 
On the administrati>e side the procedure has been very dilatory and vexa
tious. 

Question 19.-Here there is a· relaxation of the conditions governing the grant 
of protection. Emphasis is placed on the actual or probable costs of the industry 
based on its economic advantages. An important departure in policy in this respect 
is the alternative provided to the existence of natural resources in the shape of 
economic adTantages. That means even if some of the raw materials are not antilable 
in the country an industry may be entitled to protection on the strength of its other 
economic ad'\"antages. 

The clause about national interest is gh-en as an alternative to the natural. or 
economic advantages of an industry. Thus what was an additional condition and a 
<lOndition that was almost a dead letter has been raised to the status of a basio 

· principle. It is obvious therefore that the conditions of protection are liberalized. 
It is a change in the right direction. 

Question 20:-Unlike the reports. of the previous Tariff Boards the reports of 
the pr~nt Tar~ Board. are. not av:ailable. Except Press Reports of their recom
mendations no informatiOn IS available regarding the arguments adduced. Hence 
it is not possible to comment on the work of the present Tariff Board. 

SECTIO~ D 

Question 31.-The~e has been a decline in the quantum of India"s forei«n trade 
for a ~e~v yea':" precedill~ the outbreak of the second World War. In th.;" decline 
.af India s fore~gn trade, Imports have fallen to a greater extent than exports. The 
exports ?flndia have shown a greater tendency to improve than imports. Importa 
o~ machinery are steady at a hlgh level but imports of finished products ha,-e de
elined. Exports o: manufactured products have increased and ex orts of raw 
products have declined.. That_ shows with the aid of sheltered markels India may 
.be able to expand her mdustr1es. 

Rega_r~g direc~ion the share of the Empire and the United Kin"dom has 
b':"n. declining more ill respect of imports than exports. E\·en our export~ are ke t 
:,;;:ill .j.~= ~::?Irl fo~ through Trade Agreements than by means of natural f!.,. 
Till.1942-43 th.:'\~·ar ~~de~~f :.:k~':nto.hb~.to brea~ away fr'?m Empire moonings. 
with the years immediate! d" uc .j~erence ill our foreign trade as compared 
During the war Indian ex yor:,ece m~. e year 1943 was very bad for imports. 
the exigencies of war the share o~~:e lEn a ~etter position than imports. Owing to 

mpire was greater. 

,1000~81/: 0~· p~:;! deff~~~~ ~e natuy're, of _the economy that is finally 
· conom With central planning is devised 
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direct methods of control to insulate the planned economy may be more effective 
than fiscal measures.. Fiscal Measures would still continue to safeguard the private 
s~ctor. At present smce the economy is partly controlled there is a great neerl for 
direct methods . 

. QuMiion 35.-At the present time a tariff policy by itself may not be able to 
h;-lp much either trade or industry. In the first place, most of the economics are 
e1ther fully or partially controlled. Secondly, the Havana Charter does not permit 
free scope for tariff manipulation. We have to devise a tariff to suit the 
Charter. 

Qu~stion 36.-If the short period refers to the next two years the chief pre
occupatwn would be the dollar shortage necessitatina severe cuts in imports. As 
against this contingency tariffs would be absolutely superfluous. Only such of 
those imports from non-dollar areas which are competitive with local product 
may be regulated through tariffs if they are not to be subjected to clli·ect method of 
<:ontrol. 

However, if a longer period than the immediate future is being thought of, 
there should be no radical difference in tariff policy. The enquiries conducted 
dl'U'ing the transitional period should have reference to the long-range policy of the 
Government. 

Question 37.-Protection cannot be good for all time and under all circumstances. 
It is quite likely that assistance may be more appropriate and effective in some 
other form than through protection. It could be judged only on the merits of 
each case. 

Question 39.-There is not much advantage in priorities to particular classes 
of industries. What is needed is an integrated scheme of development for a 
country. In such a scheme the vital link should receive priority. 

Question 40.-0f course ; that has been one of the chief defects of the previous 
fiscal policy. An industry need not necessarily be in an embroyonic stage to be 
entitled for consideration. Even in the pre-natal stages industries should be assured 
.of the protection that they deserve. 

Question 41.-(a) (I) Protective Import Duty: Under capitalist planning pro
tective tariffs are essential for regulating through the price mechanism the activities 
of prh·ate enterprise, as State trading is not likely to appropriate the entire sphere 
of foreign trade. They should be available for protective purposes. It is wrong 
to think that they are irrelevant in a planned national economy. It may be true 
that in a fully planned socialised economy as in U.S.S.R. they are superfluous. 

(ii) Subsidy: Production· subsidies should be permissible as a price support 
as long as free enterprise has a sphere to function in a planned economy. 

(iv) Quotas have also to be employed for executing the production plans. They 
are a better means than tariffs for exercising administrative discretion in discrimina
ting between countries and as a more effective instrument for tariff bargaining. 
Quotas are also more flexible than import duties as instruments of regulation. 
They are not covered by treaty or most-favol'U'ed nation obligations. But it must 
be admitted that they are a non-conformable type of interference which destroys 
the price mechanism and free entcrpris_e .. Still a ~ystem of quotas which is a hal!
way house between a liberal and a socmhsed. trad~1g system has to find a plac~ m 
the commercial policies of democratic countries whiCh have embarked on plannmg. 
Then again to insulate the produc~io.n plans q':'otas are the ouly . mean.s am~ng 
countries which are not fully soClahzed. Tariffs would be relatively me~ect1ve 
for the pul')?ose. Quotas can be made less harmful than what they were m the 
inter-war period. 
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(b) None of them individually can be the norma.! method. There should be a. 

judicious combination of all of them. 

(c) Yes: It should be decided in each case on its merits. T~e conditio~s of 
selection are the degree of planning and whether the industry fa~s m the Public. or 
Private sector. Further, the ability of the industry to avail 1tself of protectiOn 
should also influence selection. If it is too weak, a price support in the shape of a 
subsidy may be necessary. 

Que.stion 42.-For safeguarding or anti-dumping it is best that direct methods. 
of control are applied. It is desirable that Tariffs are reserved only for long-range 
protective policies. 

Question 43.-(a) Export duties would have a very minor place. Only where 
the incidence is likely to be on the foreigner it may be imposed ~nd the proceeds 
may be used for fortifying the industry lest it should lose the foretgn market. 

(b) Against critical shortages and conservation of raw materials direct methods 
are always more effective and reliable. Export duties may not be of much· 
avail. · 

Question #.-Export subsidi<!S are not desirable and neither can India afford 
it. All fiscal help should be on the side of raw-material and plant equipment. Any 
import duties on them should be abolished. If that is not feasible a rebate on the 
duty paid by export industries should be allowed. . 

Question 45.-They are taking the most efficient firm as their criterion. This. 
is not scientific under product differentiation and monopolistic competition. The 
optimum size of the firm is never reached under such conditions. The average 
cost of a few representative firms may be a more satisfactory proposition. 

Question 46.-No. It would lead to unnecessary confusion and still may not 
achien• the object. · 

Question 47.-The price level, the nature of the commodity, and the degree 
of protection t<> be granted. 

Question 48.-Quantitative quotas are preferable to tariff quotas. 

Question 49.-A minimum is better as no one can say definitely when protection 
would become superfluous. 

Question 51.-0ur long-range fiscal policy can ouly fit in to the general scheme 
of Economic Planning. Unlike on the previous occasion the Fiscal Commission 
has now to prescribe within the limited scope available for tariffs to play a part
Then tariff policy was everything, but now it has to adjust itself to the limitations 
imposed on it. On the one hand there is the Havana Charter and on the other the 
need to plan. Neither of them will allow a free hand to tariff. Hereafter tariff· 
by itself cannot achieve much. 

Question 52.-State trading is done either to face national scarcity as in the 
"""? of food or as part of planning. It cannot come to the rescue of the fiscal 
policy. 

SECTION F 

Qu<-<tion 5B.-The ~oncept of Imperial Preference has now to be viewed from 
:' new perspective. It !" not the Havana Charter or the General Agreement that 
unpels the chan_ge. It IS the balance of payments problem which is bound to last. 
fo~ a longer peno~. than what is ima_gined.. To restore balance and revive multila
t"' ali•~ "e need Reg10~al Blocks·' havmg freer trade. This is the first stop in 
the r_evr.-al of worl~ multilateralism. For this purpose a convenient area like the 
Empue or the Sterling area has to be taken and within it freer trading relationships. 
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ought to be established. Such an area is non-political transcending natimal borders 
and will have nothing in common with the old concept of imperial preferen
ce. 

Question 59.-The principles laid down by the old Fiscal Commission are not 
relevant to the present issue. The Regional Block is for the co-ordination of a full 
~m':ployment programme. The patterns of economy in the area may be suitably 
adju~~ed. Trade may proceed in the area as far as possible on a basis of exchange 
st~bihty by price competition within a free market. It may be supplemented, 
With mut_u~ agreements, by reciprocal bulk-purchase agreements, quota restrictions 
and subsidies according to the aims of the developmental pro<>rumme in each part 
of the region. "' 

Que.stion8 61-65.-As I have suggested above an altogether new approach is 
needed. I am not in favour of continuing the existing system. 

SECTJON G 
Question 66.-(a) Yes, they do, but their freedom cannot be completely fettered 

on that account. 

(b)(i) Price policy should not be interfered with by the State except when they 
-exercise powers of discrimination in prices. ·-

(ii) Wages: They should conform to a fair wage fixed by the State. Conditions 
of work should be as prescribed by the State. 

(iii) Technological improvements and Rationalization would be subjected to· 
review by the Tariff Board in its periodic enquiries They will reveal th~mselves 
through cost conditions which should hereafter be the criterion for a claim for pro
tection. 

(iv) Research will depend on the resources of the individual firm. It cannot 
be forced qn all the recipients of the benefits of protection. 

(v) Training of apprentices, etc. should be compulsorily enforced. 

Question 67.-(a) An interpretation of restrictive practice is not easy. Undue 
interference in the internal working of an establishment may be resented by private 
enterprise. Besides it may not be necessary. Beyond general stipulations for tne 
maintenance of healthy competition the State ought not to go in restricting the 
freedom of action of protected industries. 

(b) Combination takes place purely on economic grounds. If protection gives 
rise to it there is no point in preventing it. Only when they develop a monopolistic 
position and tend to exploit that there will be a case for intervention. Even then 
the objective need not be to break the combination but to control prices, etc. 

Question 68.-It is much better to legislate about the financial structure of all 
industrial concerns, irrespective of the protection granted in order to prevent in
dustrial mortality. 

Que.stion 71.-No special machinery is necessary nor is it desirable to have 
govermnent representatives on the Board of Man?'gement. That is a fe~ture only 
of " Mbced Undertakings" where the State contributes part of the capital. The 
Tariff Board should be enlarged having a different nomenclature and ought to be 
entrusted with this work. 

SECTION H 

Que.stion 72.-Existin¥ organiz~tions are inadequate. The only change for 
the better is that the Tariff Board IS almost permanent and not ad hoc as 
hitherto. 

Question 73.-There should be an extension of the scope of the organizati?n· 
It .mould be a body capable of initiating enquiry not only in respect of tariff protection 
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but also about all allied problems of indliStrial development. It must be vested 
with powers to plan and suggest methods of industrial and commercial development. 
Consequently it would be more appropriate to call it as. a Board of ~ndustrial En. 
quiry rather than as a Tariff Board. Though an advisory ~oard It should be a 
statutory and permanent body with full powers to summon wrtnesses. 

Question 74.-Y es ; something on the lines suggested above. 

Question 75.-It is not advisable to have specialized independent organiZations. 
It will lead to difficulties in correlation. 

Que.stian 76.-No ; the ministries are the least fitted to be entrusted with that 
1 esponsibility. 

'Question 77 .-Yes ; as already mentioned even though t_he scope and effi~ac.Y 
of tariffs is relatively less in the present context of econolillc development still It 
cannot altogether disappear from the picture. So to implement there ought to be a 
specialized organization. 

Question 78.-Refer answer to Question 73 above. 

Question 79.-There should be an extension of its functione as indicated in the 
answer to Question 73. 

QuMtion 80.-Tbe functions of the existing Tariff Board are certaiuly wider 
than those of the ad hoc bodies constituted previously. But they do not go to the 
full length that is desired . Its functions ought to be much more comprehensi>e. 
As a matter of fact it bas not been made a permanent body and it is certainly 
not a statutory body. 

QuMtion 81.-The present structure is inadequate and unsuitabls for the en
larged scope of the Tariff Board. Tariff making is based on a knowledge of indus
trial conditions and trends of trade. The fiscal policy of the nation is equally 
important. So it should function in three or four sectors each making a continuowi 
study of the developments. The advantage of such an organization is that when 
an issue comes up for decision it could be most expeditiously dealt with. 

QuMtion 82.-The present practice of the exercise of discretion by the Govern· 
ment in selecting certain industries for enquiry should be given up and all industries 
seeking protection should have a chance of being heard by the Board. 

Question 83.-Whether an industry is small or large the above practice should be 
followed. · 

Question 84.-It should be addressed tQ the Tariff Board and the Board should 
appraise the government before commencing enquiry. 

Qveation 85.-Tbe above suggestions are all modifications of the present pro· 
cedure and_ they will be more expeditious. -, 

Que.stiort 86.-Not much. 

Question 87.-0n techni_cal matters the Government should not sit in judge· 
m~~t ave; the rec?mmendations of an expert body. It is only when it is not ad
nurustratively feasible that the Government can refuse to implement. 

b 
{}uestion 88.-(a) and (b) Cet!aiuly yes ; only composition and functions need 

e !aid down. The others can be inferred by the Board from the General Industria\ 
policy of the State. 

(c) By leaving the details undefined flexibility can he maintained. 
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DR. RADHA KAMAL MUKERJEE 

. The "!'olicy of p~otection S'J far followed has been one of discrintinating protec. 
twn. Th1s has led m some ~ensure. to a lop-sided industrial develqpment, parti
cularly the neglect of cottage mdnstrml production in the country. 

A fundament~! change in th~ approach to the fiscal policy is necessftry which 
:nay be charactenzed hy the axiOm of Full Employment of Productive Factors 
m a planned _scheme of balanced development of agriculture, small scale and large 
scale productwn on the one hand and a balanced progress of industrialisation in the 
advanced and backward r.egions and states in the new federal republic. 

Fullness of Employment should he considered as the bads of the new tariff 
po~cy in view. of the vast chronic unemployment and under-employment in 
agnculture (estimated at about &ix months inthe vear outside the zones of intensive 
farming and dairying) and the possibilities of development of cottage industr;rs 
that even at present employ about 12, million persons. · · 

Besides, dh·ersification of employment is necessary not only for the sake of 
economic stability but also for an all-round diffusion of scientific mechanical anl 
technical efficiency among the whole population associated with what is called 
Rurbanisation. 

The largeneRs of the possible <lomeRtic stable market is also favourable for a 
forward protectionist policy from this view point. 

Protcct.ive efficiency is so lOw, largely lluE' to lack of powPr development and 
of employment of modern machine tools and appliances rather than of any innate 
inferiority of the labour force that a condition of full employment cannot be reachecl 
if we continue to import all types of goods from other parts of the world with many 
times higher industrial and agricultural productivity than ours. 

The expenditure on. imports estimated at about six per cent of our national 
income is almost equrJ to total savings in the country and thus represents an excessive 
leakage from the investments multiplier. This itself is a symptom of our un. 
developed economy and chronic unemployment. If this rate of imports to Savings 
continues as at present even an improvement in n11tional income and investments
would accompany the use of improved purchasing power· in the count,ry for pro
viding foreign employment. 

Hence imports have to be severely restricted for ·at-taining the objectives of 
larger investment in Indian industries and other sections of domCdtic economy and 
of both specialisation and diversifiration of employment. 

Such a programme may also involve a restriction in the rnte of growth of 
exports but this will not affect employment adversely in the country due to the 
largeness of the domestic market. · 

Again, the programme obviously will be inflationary in the near future though 
not in the long run. But this will be associated with continuation of tho 
present policy of statutory fixation of. fair wag~s and profii;S a~d pric~ controls s<> 
long as there is scarcity. In fact real mcome Will grow and msl!'t.e of h1gher money 
costs there will be all-round improvement of the standard of livmg. 

For the implementation of tho policy of Protection for Full Employment, briefly 
oketched above, the home producer s.hould be p~t ?n an equal. b~eis with his 
foreign competitor through suitable tariff on the prmmple of equalisat10n of cost". 

Comparison of costs is difficult in a regime of foreign exchange _controls and 
blocked funds. But such difficulty has to be faced by an expert tanff board. 
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All home producUon should thus bo entitled to protection wi!eti1er large, 
medum-si1.ed, or cottage - larg~ inrlHstrios, small-scale and cottu.ge industries and 
a-gri<'nltnre. 

In such a policy much of the dem·•nd for industrial consumers' goods, and parti
cularly, quality goods will be satisfied through • development <>f small-scale and 
cott,1ge industries that h<tve to be protected against competition with foreign 
.similar or suhst.itute products. 

The largeness of the domestic market for cottage prodnction goods itself im
poses an economic obiif,ration to develop cottage industries for our own needs rather 
than for export purposes, although in a short-period an export drive is necessary 
t{) fill the gap in the balance of payments. · 

Both, the fiscal policy and induot-rial policy of tho country have tc. be •o trimmed. 
and co-ordinated as to serur~ the largest measure of emplo"nnent for the people 
in the aggregate, flistributerl between the various typC's and nnit~ of produ~t~on. 
lilly handicap which cottage produc"ion suffers from at present in compaiCison 
and competition "ith large-scale industry nt home has to be removed, ~~pec;:~lly 
in a short pPriod programme. 

Thus in the t<>xtile industry weaving of lower counts of cotton should he re
served es:clusivdy for the cottage workers while permitting the installat-ion of new 
cott<m mills. 

Similarly, any handicaps that a province or state suffers from due to ita general 
economic backwardness should be removed by a planned licensing and lotalisation 
of new industrial esta blishmeut. In fact, licensing should be properly utilized so 
as to briug about a quicker industrialisation of the less adv'l.llced province!! and 
a poised development on a regional basis. 

In certain cases, in addition to the t11ritfs, the design of ' mi..'<ing quoti\' should 
be utilized so as to distribute the benefits of a protective tariff to the best possible 
advantage t-o all regions and sectors of economy. 

Whenever protection is granted there should be a reg<dation fixing a minimum 
proportion of the raw material produced in the region for use by the industry. 
For instance minimum proportion should be luid down for the use of ,Jute, Cotton 
and raw wool and silk produced within the country. The pcrcent.'lgcs so fixed 
should be raised as the country re.'l.che.q the goal of self-sufficiency in these raw mater
ials. Similarly in the case of petrol we should have a minimum percentaoe of power 
alcohof t{) be mi:<ed "ith all in1ported petrol for the encouragement of ';,ur power 
alcohol industry as well as for self-sufficiency in this field. 

Agricultural protection must also be considered as a measure for establishing 
agricultural prices, for giving security to the agriculturist and for expanding agri
culture .. An;erican and Australian wheat, which may be sold in our country at 
an unfatr_pnce mny be "'real menace to our agricultnral stability and prosperity. 
Pakistan Jute and cotton may also threaten the marginal growers of these products 
in India in the near future. 

The rlisad\·antage of an o,·er-all protectional policy for an under-developed 
economy like ours is tha.t it c<:~.rrit"s the risks of 1·etaliation by foreign countries. 
But at the same time it enhances our bargaining capacity for bilateral trade
agreements. In fact these latter may be so utilized as to brincr about better eco
nomic e.o-operation for mutual advantage and expansion of for~ign trade. 

The aJt.,;nat~ve to snch a )'!'Otectionist policy is state monopoly of foreign 
trade regu~tmg Imports.accordmg to ~he ~ver-all necessities of a planned economy. 
But then, 1t would be difficult, and 1t m1ght well pro\'e impo~sihle to preserv~ a 
predominantly competitive characwr in internal trade and production. -
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SBRI P.R. MISRA, BEAD OF TilE DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS 
GOVERNMENT COLLEGE, PATNA ' 

Question 36.-The objectives of tarriff Policy in the short period may catc~ori-
cally be stated as follows :-

(1) Control of imports, 

(2) Improvement in our international balance of payment position and 
(3) State assistance to domestic enterprises. 

Question 37.-;-The fiscal policy best suited to India is not protection or free 
trade put c~m':" m a categoncal manner, but a policy which would best promote 
the economic mterests of the country keepinu in view our international balance 
of payments position and the interests of the .;'onsume:s. Thus there may be case 
where free trade would best serve tl:e interest of the country and a policy of pro
tection would be definitely harmful. 

Que.,tion -38.-Protection or State assistance may be granted to an. ndustry 
provided some of the following conditions, among others, laid down by the Indian 
Fiscal Commission, 1921-22, are fulfilled :-

(1) There should be greater State control in the manauement of such indust
ries e.g., the State may nominate some directo~s on the management 
to watch the condition under which the industry is working. 

(2) The role of managing agents must be definitely reduced to a miulmum if 
the industry is to enjoy protection. It is needless to dilate upon 
the evils of managing agents as they are well known and hence if 
an industry is to recehre protection or any type of State assistance, 
the influence of managing agents in the management or regulation 
of industry must be, by an act of legislature, drastically reduced. 

(3) Consumers Councils should be formed and !liven statutory representation 
on the hoard of directors ·of such industries. In some of the recently 
nationalised industries in the U. K., there is a definite provision 
in the act for the formation of Consumers Councils and the conditions 
relating to their working. I suggest that in orrler that the interest 
of consumers be safeguarded in the case of protected industries, Con
sumers Councils should be given a statutory representation .on the 
management and their functions be laic\ down by the State. 

The most important disadvantage of protection is that it entails a burden on 
the consumers through higher prices. In order that this disadvan

. tage mn.y be reduced to the minimum, it is necessary that the State may 
consider the view points of both producers and consumers before 
considering the nature and extent of protection which an industry 
needs. 

(4) There must be definitely a policy of limiting dividends to the minimum 
possible level in the case of protected industries. From past experi
ence~ it' appears that such a condition was not laid down and in future 
in order that the burden of protection may be reduced to a minimum, 
the legislature before granting protection should impose a condition for 
restriction of dividend. It would be anamolous that a protected 
industry should receive State assistance at the cost of the taxpayers 
and declare heavy dividends to the share-holders. 

(5) The remuneration of managing agents and other expenditure which 
ordinarily may bo permitted in the case of non-protected industries 
shoul<l be carefully regulated and duly scrutinised in tb.e case of pro
tected industries in order that prices may not be increased beyond 
a certain level and the incidence of protection may be reduce<\ to a 
mi.Jtimum. 
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(6) Statutory conditions must be laid down in the case of _Protected it~dustries 
for the building of reserve funds which may be util.tzed by tl~e mdustry 
in the lean years which may follow after the ~xptry_of pcrwd of pro
tection. The history of the Cotton Industry n

1
1 In <1

1
m sl,;?wsd ti1at -~:e 

industry did not build up adequate rcsen~e f~m( s anc. suuore ern y 
in a pe;iod of depression. For example, durmg tl~e etght boom years, 
1915-22. the Cotton Industry in Bombay was 111 suc_h .a prosper?us 
condition that it paid a sum of oYer Rs. 50 crores on d1·'·u.lends wl.uch 
worked out on an average to 53o/0 per annum on the paiCl-up cap1tal. 

In the case of protected industries, the payment of wages must be ret:ula~ed 
bv the State. so t,hat neither there should be a case for explOJta!ton 
oi labour nor as a result of labour-strikes. prorludion may be stopped 
and the burden on the Consumers, as a I'l"$Uit of it~ be increased. 
It is hi~hlv necessary that strikes and lockouts should not be per
mitted ii1 the case of protected industries. 

(i} Proteeted industries should also be inspected periodi(·ally to find out the 
efficiencY of their worldng. After all protection L-; based on the 
plt:>a that the domestic. industry is not able to f:1ce the foreiJ:!I~ com
petition on account of higher cost. Renee o~te of_ t~e con(htwns of 
protection must be that the industry should ratwnnh_s:' rtself and red:zce 
its cost so that it may be able to face world competJt!On at the earhest 
possible opportunity. 

(8) The produ2ts of suc-h itHlustries which are recPiYing protection ~hould 
be at ·the disposal of the State for distribution at fair prices. One of 
the most important eYils in the present economic strueture of the 
country is that on ac·eount of the lack of a. proper a~eney for distri
but:on, consumers pay heu,-y prices, e.[J., eYen though some industries 
receke protection, the dh;trilmtion has been entirely left t '1 the dis
cretion of the producers. There are some instance~ where the pro
ducers under the working of normal economic forces reapc~l hensy 
profits at the cost of consumers. The State also lost re,·enue due 
to such unearned increments in the value of products. It may be. 
laid down as one of the most important conditions that, before an 
indus~ry is grunted protec·tion the clistribution of its products must 
he regulated by a policy formulated and laid down by the State. 

The cases of cotton and sugar industries may be cited where prices 
increased and as a result of whieh, the stocKs increased in \·alue 
and neither the State nor the consumers receked any h~:nefit out 
of it. 

In concluding the abm·e conditions, I would reiterate that in the case of pro
tected industries, the production and distribution of the product must be regulated 
:"'d cam~ out by t!1e State. The State should not be a spectator having no voice 
m the affa1rs of the mdustry. Protected industries entail a burden to the State, 
t.he consumer has to pay a heavy price and as such greatest vi.,ilance shoulcl be 
exercised .by the State in the interest of the common man of tbe

0 

countrv. 
Question. -~.9.-I sugJ.::PSt the follo\\ing priority :- .. 

l. htdus~ri~s <;nmed and managed by the State should receive the first 
pnonty m the grant of protection. 

2. After such industric:-;, the cJaims of snch industries whcl'e the State is 
working on a partnership basis be considered. For example the 
Ship building industry. ' 

3. The cases of other industries which do not fall in classes 1 and 2 mentioned 
above may be considered provided they are subject to thorough State 
control and management in the-ir policy. 
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Q.uestion 4~.-No industry should be considered for protection till it is fully 
established and 1ts cos£ of production could be analysed and scrutinised for pur
P'?S"S of prote~tion. Protection is always based on a comparison of home price 
~th formgn priCe. If the industry is not in existence it is impossible to find out 
Jts home .cost of production, if protection is granted to such industries, it would 
be a leap m the dark and may result in a heavy burden to the consumers. 

If the cases of such industries in intere$t of the nation at large are to be consi
~ered at a_ll, ~hey should be entirely State owned and managed. Industries function
mg under pnvate enterprise should never be considered for protection before they 
have fully established themselves. 

Question 41.-The normal method of protection should be a protective import 
duty. Bounties or subsidies should ouly be granted in the case of such industries 
the product of which is essential for other industries and would thus raise their cost 
of productions, e.9 ., Iron and Steel industry. 

In view of the low revenues of the Government of India in comparison with 
other countries where bounties and subsidies were granted to a larger extent, they 
should not be ordinarily utilised as they would burden both the consumers and non
consumers of the product by the payment of additional taxation neceS&~ry for 
bounties. Import duties ordinarily burden the consumers. 

To the methods mentioned in Q. 41., I would add one more, namely qualitative 
restriction of import. Such restrictions may be necessary and desirable if the in
tention of the legislature is to grant protection ouly to a part of industry producing 
a certain quality of goods and not the whole industry. 

Question 43.-The question of export duties should be considered (apart from 
cases mentioned under (b), 1 and 2 of this question), from the point of view of the 
balance of payments position and the necessity for earning hard currencies. 

Question 46.-The duty should vary with variations in import cost ; a careful 
watch should be kept on the movement of prices in foreign countries of the indus
tries against which the domestic industries are receiving protection. 

This is possible now as in most of the important countries the Dominion haS 
Ambassadors and Consuls. Indeed, it should be one of the functions of the Trade 
Conm1issioners to inform the Government of the movement of prices of the protected 
industries to enable the Home Government to base its policy. 

QuEStion 47.-The main considerations in the choice of a specific form of pro 
tection should be :-

1. Administrative convenience, 
2. Stability of rates and absence of ambiguity, 
3. Government revenue, and 
4. The point of view of protection. 

The alternative form would naturally vary 'dth tlie type of the industry re
ceiving protection. 

In case specific duties are imposed, the State should fully explain the actual 
burden of the duty to the public, as, in the case of such duties, men with expert 
knowledge definitely enjoy an advantage over other in envisaging the full im
plications of the duty. 

QU<sticn 49.-The minimum period should vary between three to five years. 
The maxiroum duration for protection should not exceed ten years. · 

In each case, the industry should be subjected to annual examination to find 
out the progress made by it in rationalising itself. In no case should an infant in
dustry be allowed to remain an " infant " all its life. 
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Question ,H.-The long term objectives of the industrial policy mnst be based on 
the consideration that a major sector of our industry ~v~mld be o~vned (paFtly or 
wholly) and managed by the State. Under such condttlons, the t~terests of conJ 
sumers and producers would be harmonised as the _rr~fits of tho. mdustry woul 
form a part of the State revenues and would not be dtstrtbuted as gams to tho share: 
holders. l\foreover, the consumer may be prepared to share t~e burden of an a~di
tional duty if he has the hope that in future the profits of the mdus_try would ?nnch 
the nation. It is a poor consolation ~ the c~n~snmer t~at protectwn won!d m~us
trialise the nation and increase its natwnal divtdend as mcrea:'ed pro?-uc_twn_ wtth
out adequate arrangements and safeguards for a more eqllltable distnbutwn of 
wealth, ordinarily, increases the gulf between the rich and the poor. 

The second objective which may be kept in vie_,~ in the_ lon_g term _fiscal policy 
should be to improve our balance of payments pos1tJon whtch mdeed ts th_e crux 
of Iniia's econ0mic problem. An export drive of some of our products, which may 
neod protection to-day but would ultimately capture market abroad, may also 
be kept in view in the long term programme. 

Whatever methods we may employ in our fiscal policy and however high the 
hopes we may entertain, it remains true, mliortunately that our efforts and hopes 
may be defeated unless means are adopted to reduce our cost of prod~c~ion. It 
would be absurd to maintain that we can continue to adhere to the extstmg level 
of monoy-inc)mes irre>pective of the value of the money. A long term fiscal 
policy may take into c~>Sideration :-

1. Reduction of salaries and wagef?, 
2. Effect of devaluation, 
3. Tariffs plus bounties, and 
4. Trade pacts and treaties. 

Unless the internal cost structure is cut down and the volnme of inflation re
duced, a long term formulation of a tariff policy cannot be thought on scientific 
lines. 

The third objective of the tariff policy may be that the gain from it must, as for 
as possible, go to the State. This is possible if the State sets up institutions to par
ticipate in the foreign trade of the country. 

Question 52.-The objectives of tariff policy would be greatly facilitated if the 
State sets up a big public corporation to undertake the task of carrying out the 
major portion of the export and import trade of the country. It may be a purely 
Gov~rnment organisation or a quasi-Government institution in which the exporters 
and nnporters and Government may participate. Never before in our country was 
the need for such an organisation more important than it is today when huge wind 
fall fortunes are made by exporters and importers as a result of variety of factors 
the ~ourse of which is difficult to envisage. For example, as a result of devaluation 
the 1m porters and stockists of dollar goods made over-night fortunes without their 
benefit ?eing shar~d either by the State or by .the consumer. If the State were 
controlling the major sector of the foregin trade of the country, the profits would 
~ave gone to the State revenues without making the rich richer and caus
mg a bur~en to the C)mmon man in the country. The possibility of starting 
a CorporatiOn on_ ~he lines of U.K.C.C. which functioned during the war may be 
e;ra~ed to factlitate the underlying principles and objectives of a tariff policy 
etther m the short· or long period. 

Q_ues~u:m 5-1.-The organisation m~y be a Government or a quasi-Government 
orgamsatton, the capital of which may be subscribed by :-

1. the State (51%), 
2. exporters and importers, 
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3. the public, 

4. various institutions, e.g., Port-trusts and Corporations (Calcutta, Bom
bay and Madras). 

The limits o~ its activiti~s may in the beginning be confined to those items in 
our exports and 1m~orts. whwh figure prominently in our foreign trade. To giv& 
one. exampl~, th_e ent1re ?d trade may bAa State monopoly for reasons of nat-ional 
policy, ehmmat10n of m1ddlemen, and increased revenues to the state. 

Sbri C. R. Sreenivasan 

The stock-exchange provides the barometer reading to industrial life. The 
barometer ha_s been continuously falling these two years. Value of equity shares 
has dropped m a manner and measure calculated to frighten lingering investment 
demands. Few new f!oatations have been possible and no broker is willing to under
write the issue of new capital even for proved companies. The fact that Government 
have not come forward to borrow in the market even by way of treasury bills tacitly 
recognises the dismal conditions that rule in the money market. Many reasons have · 
been adduced for this unfortunate and undesirable development. Not. one of these
by itself is sufficient to produce the condWons that prevail but it cannot be denied 
that every one of these has rontributed to the result. It looks as though a psy
chological malaisse has been induced by the unsettled and unsettling conditions that 
continue to prevail in the country. 

The changeover from war to peace economy under conditions of short-supply 
of many essential goods, exposed to pent up demand, has led to uninformed and 
unintelligent control and let in corruption in many forms at many stages. The 
roconditioning of the country's economy following partition has thrown up many 
problems which are yet to be resolved in any satisfactory measure. The established 
industries of the country are faced with many problems in regard to replacements, 
raw materials, labour costs, distribution channels and controlled sales. Incentive 
to private enterprise has been seriously affected by lack of clarity or coherence in 
atate policy, as illustrated by the proposed amendments to company law, industries 
control bill and labour tribunal awards. While venture capital is virtually on strike, 
investment capital, normally integrated from savings of fixed income groups in urban 
areas, has been getting scarce under the twin impact of high cost of living a(ld hca vy 
incidence of tax. 

In the result of vicious circle has been created from which people look to Gov
ernment and Government look to people to break. That should he broken in com
mon ground. Ideological conflicts imported in an already complex situation must 
be resolved first and obviously the initiative here lies in Government hands. The 
time to set bounds to private enterprise or seek to control it to any extent is not yet 
come. There is ample ground for the state to cover many fiek's be~·or.d tho resour
ces of rrivate enterprise which should keep Government busy for many decades. 
Nationdisation in the context is therefore not a live ifSue and to canvass it under 
present conditions i• calculated only to import heat wi1hout light into the diEC~lS
s'on. The state has an inalienable right to nationalise any industry or enterprise 
in any emergency of war or peace. The clime.to for enterprise to flourish should 
first be created and it is only when production rewvers its equilibrium< and mo':es 
up to competitive standards that question of di.tribution of profits of enterpnse 
int£r se •hould engage attention. To this end the business profits tax should go, 
dh·idcnd limitation should go, Industries Control Bill should be dropped, Com
pany Law Amendments should be delayed and drastically revised and Labour 
Awards should be linked to output per man hour. 

When venture cnpital comes out, the next problem of creating and canalising 
investment capital should engage serious attention. Income tax particularly on the 
middle income groups, should be substantially reduced to afford opportunity and 
incentive to saving. It may involve some emba.rras~ment to Government at tl:e: 
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m)mont but on a loncr view it is both necessary and desirable. There is also more 
mJn9y in rural are:ts 'than in urban areas, a!ll~mg agricultural rather than industr~al 
cla,se; today. But no mac!1inery has boen devised yet to iutograte and canah<e 
them for n,tional purposes. Ways and means must be set in ~otion t~ gath~r the 
sm,ll and. mgleete<i swings potential scattered ovm; th? conntrys1~e. _It 1s a ~ustake 
to im:1gine that foreign capital will take risks that Indigenous capital Is not dtspo~ed 
to take. Further foreign capital can and should supplement and not supplant lll· 
digcnous capital. Such capital also is not to be woed and won. It is ?I1ly wh~n such 
capit11l offers itself for remunerative employment and seeks opporturut1es for mvest.. 
ment tl1at a fair de~l is pJssible. The finance for large scale projects must be sought 
at inter-gvvernmental levels and may be confidently expect.ed to be available when 
private enterprise finds free and full scope. 

In the field of commerce a regrettable development in recent years has been the 
short circnitin(f of established trade channels and improvising new ones presumably 
to stop profite~ring. The remedy has proved worse than the ~disease. l\Ien without 
exp3rience and resources are trading licenses and permits and the burden of the new 
found link has fallen heavily on the consumer. The question of state trading again 
is now b:;-ing seriously canvassed to make confusion worse confounded. It would be 
wise for the Government with its limited resources and with serious problems to face, 
to abandon schemes of this character and confine its rationing and control activities 
to eatablishod trade channels in public interest. Frequent changes in import res
trictipns have introduced and element of uncertainty and concern among trading 
circles to the dotriment of consumers' interests. These disturbances should be re· 
duced to the minimum. 

On the .food front also the battle must be won on the psychological front first 
?ofore production driYe yields any substantial results. The emphasis on scarcity 
10 recent yea>:s hl.S created a. widespread fear complex among the communit~t with 
the result that minimum resen·es are being kept in millions of homes and all that is 
produc-ed does not find its way into the market. Procurement effort with its une>en 
incidence and inadequate resources has but added to the burden of' distress among 
the poor and the needy. For short term results it would be wise to concentrate more 
on Intensive rather than extensive cultivation. Fragmented holdinus do not land 
thems.elves to mechani_sed far':'ing and efforts to gear up the cooperative machinery 
for th1s purpose can yteld no Immediate results. With the limited resources at the 
disJ?33al of p:vvinclal go,·crnmonts better results may be looked for from minor irri. 
gatlon wv::k_s, se3~ s~le~tiO? anrl ~anuring. The Government of India may take up 
the financ1~g of btg 1rr1gatw~ proJects as and when funds permit or loans are aYail~ 
able on a time schedule. It 1s not wise to engage on too many fronts in this respect 
and haste can only lead to waste. 

SIR SHR.I RAM, NEW DELm 
PART II 

Questwn 89.-Yes.-

QuP.AJtwn 90.-I should say, prim~ facie, yes; but only actual l!xperit,ncc can · 
·confirm or refute this impression. 

Question 91.-Does not arise. 

Question 92.-Yes. 

Question 93.-Yes. 

Question 94.-=-Does not arise. 

. Question ~5.-I do not expect any injurious effects on our trade and indust 
-lll the short vtew. As regards the effects in the long rnn I am not e "f •t · "J , sur 1 1 IS pOB31· 
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ble to do othe~ than consider the matter a priori, and in that view I do not see why 
our trade and mdustry should be adversely affected. 

Question. 96.-My :"n.swer to this question based purely on commercial and in
dus_trml consi:Ieratwn ISm ~he af!irm.ative; but I can conceive of political or inter
natiOnal considcrat.wns whwh may Justify delaying such adherence, and on that 
aspect of the questiOn the Government should be the best judge. 

Qnestion 97.-Does not arise. 

Qnestion 98.-I note that India will have a permanent seat in the Executive 
Bo'"d as one of the States of chief economic importance. 

Qne.>ti~n 99.-The answer to the first part is 'Yes'; the second part, therefore, 
does not anse. -

Q~e.stion 10 1.-I agree with the principles referred to in paragraph 5 of the note 
pr~fa?mg Part II of the Questionnaire and appreciate that in giving effect to these 
prn1c1ples a certain degree of bargaining and compromise is inevitable. :l\Ioreover 
the A;;reement is open to revision in December 1950. I do not, therefore, propose 
to go mto the det"ils of these concessions already settled provisionally. 

Question 101.-I think it is much too early to form a conclusion on this matter 
for, especially, in the extremely unsettled conditions of to-day, it is difficult to 
separato the different causes that give a rise to fluctuations in trade. 

Que.,tion 102.-I have no remarks. 

Qne8lion 103.-I have no remarks. 

Qwstion 101.-I feel that there should be a very careful preliminary examination 
about the middle of 19.')0 before the existing Tariff concessions are continued beyond 
the 1st .January 1951. 

Gen'!.ral 

If I may say so without impropriety, I think that our fiscal policy should ba 
practica 1 nnd rPalistic, not academic or ideological. I t>trike this note of warning 
partly in Yiew of the presPnt political atmosphere with its emphasis on abstract 
ideas and partly in view of the somewhat academic colour of some of the questions 
put. 

The object of fiscal policy, apart from having to raise revenue, is twofold. 
(a) internally, to achieve better distributive justice-this is done mostly by direct 
taxation or consumer subsidies or State Welfare Services-and (b) externally, to 
reconcile the conflict between the immediate interests of the consumer, which free 
trade might and often does help, with his remote and ultimate interests, if not as 
consumer, at least. as a citizen which free trade, very often, does not. And it is with 
(b) that this Commission will presumably be concerned. 

I do not attach much value to statistical research into what has happened since 
1922; for, (a) even under reasonably normal conditions, it is seldom easy to dis
entangle the effects of tariffs (it may be relatively more easy in the case of producer 
subsidies) from the effects of other economic forces, and (b) the greater part of the 
period since 1922 has been abnormal. .The immediate future also must be taken to 
be abnormal~ and a special warning is, therefore, necessary against entangling our~ 
selves in conjectural and, therefore, undependable, even if not deceptive, statistics. 
It is not. however, my intention that statistical studies should not be attempted 
at all. 

Arguably, at least a rough plan of the desired economy of the country should 
logically precede any attempt at a fiscal policy but, from a practical aspect, this is 
not a serious objection, for the exploration by this Commission may itself help in the 
better formulation of a plan of the country's future economy. 
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From a practical aspect, a sound protective pol~cy which pr?p~rly ba~anccs au· 
interests will have to confine its p:otection to ca.ses o<: (a) s~rategt~ md~gtnes-m~y· 
be even on a pcrmrnent basis: (b) nascent or_possibl_e mdustnes with pot~nt1al 
strength for reasonably long periods; and (c) anti-dumpmg emergency-obvwusly 
on a temporary basis. · 

I think, t.herefore, that the polic·y laid down in 1922 was at least _in its _!Jroad 
outline soUnd and does not need any radic..'ll change. The changes made 1n l9~t> were 
in the rirrht direction. Were it not for the Jinfortunak use in I 922 of the ambiYalent 
word 'discriminating' which lent itself to -punning_. nnd for the Ottawa. Pact an_d 
similar dubious acts which justified the play 'tq~ that word, and the free use of thiS 
pun in political discussions, >ery c:ften ~y persci~ '~ ho ~id no~ realise t!Ie pun_, that 
policy would not ha,·e been assoc;ated m the pub~c mmd With. anyt~11n& serwusly 
'\\"'t'ong1 In other words, if anythmg was "Tong. 1t was the llil~apphcahon of the 
pQlicy-not the policy itse!f. · 

There is also a feeling today that there is no machinery at present to stud:y the· 
effoots of prot-ection given to specific industries from time to time. Such machmery 
should be created, and also machinery for inspection, t-echnical advice and assistance· 
by way of study of export markets and so forth. 

Todav India definitely needs a protecti>e policy. I am aware that a large· 
;ect\on or" opinion in this country would welcome foreign capital, but I do not share 
that opinion. Qb,iously, foreign capital will not come in, if it is subjected to onerous
conditions. On the other hand, foreign interests, once planted inside a tariff wall, 
can easily circum\ent the usual restrictions applic.d to foreign capital, which, I take 
it, will also be applied in India, viz. the limit of shares to be held by aliens, quickly 
training local technicians, liability to be acquired by the State on payment of 
compensation and so forth. These problems cannot he soh·ed merely by !~gal 
formulae. But there is one aspect which J think needs special examination. 
Foreign interests can establish them£e1Yes securely inside the tariff wall and slowly 
swallow the smaller local concerns. This can happen in any industry, but I can 
think at once of sewing machines, bicycles, machine tools. in fact most enginC'ering 
industries and also certain basic chemicals. If foreign capital is allowed to come 
in, thi~ risk must be proY·ided against. 

I would make two concrete suggestions: (i) foreign capital should not b> allo\\·ed. 
on a scale bigger than would be sufficient to meet half the difference betweon the esti
mated consumption of India on a conservatiye basis and the exi.;;ting local production 
-the other half being resernd for local capital-and (ii) foreign concerns manu
facturing in India must be under obligation to sell at fair prices to loc~l Indian 
manufacturers essential raw or processed materials or parls. 

I do not, at this stage, attach much importance to the danger of local and foreign 
concerns jointly, through cart<>ls, exploiting the consumer ; for the remedy would be 
more or less the same as in cases of monopolies created by excessh·e protection ; and 
monopolies in non-protected industries, which seek tO oppress the consumer. would, 
probably, be fit industries for nationalisation. 

question_ 1.-Yes. Quite apart from ideological changes, particularly the _·n
creasmg desrre for and faith in a planned welfare State, there have been two out
standing factors, namely, (IJ the partition, into two political units, of what Nature 
flearly i~tended to_ be a Single economic unit, and (2) the persistent and immense 
mcrease m population unaccompanied by a corresponding increase in the indigenous 
fo~d supply. Incidentally, internat.ional developments since 1922 point, in my 
opm10n, to the greater need of India to be self sufficient today not only m respect 
of food but in : •Oil)lCC~ other things also, than in 1922. 

. question 2.-This question is primarily statistical, and I do not propose to go 
mto 1t. 

QuVItion 3.-Th~ partition of the country has already deprived India of a sub· 
stantml part of two Important and essential raw materials, namely, jute and staple 
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·cotton ; and while, on a long view, these materials can be grown in India to a greater 
extent than at present, the dependence on Pakistan, in the shorter view, must ob
viously affect the industries concerned, especially during periods of strained relations. 
Sin1ilarly, the shortage of local food supply can weaken the bargaining power of our 
·exports, especially in critical times. 

Q><estion 4.-India must become self-sufficient in the matter of food.· This can 
be done by utilising industrial and indigenous resources such as green manuring and 
proper use of nightsoil, city refuse and farm yield manure. The burning or washing 
away into rivers or seas of valuable manures should be stopped. Green manuring 
should be intensively resorted to. Greater importance should be given to wells, 
ponds, etc. Too much stress should not be la;d on reclamation, etc. and a fetish should 
not be made of this. First preference should be given to crops which are raw 
materials for Indian industries and which bring foreign exchange. By increasing 
high yielding crops India's food requirements can be easily met. The great problem, 
which is not really an agricultural problem but all the same is the cause of creating 
shortage of food, is the non-destruction of useless cattle, like monkeys, neelgayas, 
destructive birds, etc., etc. 

Incidentally, our forests need a more rational policy, not only as a source of 
weaith in timber and other forest products, e.g., lac, myrabolan, mahua, etc., but as 

.a help to agriculture, viz., village forests providing fuel, cheap timber, leaf manure 
.and pasture. 

As regards mining, the most important mineral for industry is coal, which, it is 
hoped, will not only he extracted on a conservative, scientific, and long-sighted plan 
with due regard, among others, to metallurgical needs, but be transported on a 
rational basis without regard to provincial jealousies and with a v;ew to minimise 
the cost to the country's industry as a whole. 

Though not a very important mining industry, the exploitation of pyrites of 
different kinds should, in my view, be undertaken on an extensive scale and imme
diately; for the entire Chemical Industry of the country is today dependent solely 
on import-ed sulphur. Our resources in Nickel, Lead, Tin, Copper, etc. should be also 
developed. 

Question 5.-I think that, on the whole, the major industries in this country 
have progressed substantially since 1922, though not to the extent they might have, 
if, during the recent war, steps had been taken to. develop industries as was done, 
for example, in Australia. Compared to European and American countries, India 
has no doubt lagged far behind in the last 30 years. Today, there is no doubt a 
general malaise in India, shown in the decreasing productivity of labour. Recent 
instability in the Government's fiscal policy has somewhat added to the difficulties 
of industries. I will now pass in review very briefly the major indmtries : 

Iron and Steel.-Not only have Tatas extended their capacity since 1922 but 
two other concerns, namely Indian Iron & Steel and Steel Corporation of Bengal have 
.come into existence. There is need for very much more steel and iron in the country. 

Cotton Textiles.-This industry is much stronger today than in 1922. The 
-country is not only self-sufficient but can supply markets abroad. The fly in the 
ointment, however, is the inclusion in Pakistan of staple-cotton-growing areas. 

Sugar.-This industry expanded at a much higher speed than had been expected. 
Over-production and price-cutting led to the formation of the Indian Sugar Syndi
cate ; but before the Syndicate could function for long, the war came. The industry 
is again in a difficult position now largely because of the high price of cane, which is 
necessarily linked up with the high price of food-grains and also because of un
economic allocation of certain factories. For various reasons, the future of the in
dustry neods close watching for some years more. 
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Cetnt'nt.-The cement industry has been growing and can grOw much further,. 
for there is so much of arrears of demand not only from ch·ilian needs but from the 
Government programmes of dams, roads, etc., and the programme of industrial 
expansion. 

PaFfr.-This hadustry has expanded substantially, but its further expansion 
is limited largely by the supply of raw mater~als. · . 

.J[atche&.-This industry also has very cons1derably expanded m the last 30 years. 
Incidentally, there is a moral to be learnt from this success to which I shall refer later, 
viz. the need to protect the local mhanow from the foreign whale. Side by side
with the large scale factories, a cottage hadustry also flourishes. The other indus
tries are comparatively less haaportant, and many of them, which were brought into 
e:rist<mce during the recent war, will probably need to be backed and developed, 
e.g., machhae tools, basic chemicals etc., both light and heavy. 

Ques1ion 6.-(<•) I thhalt there is a V<ry heavy deficiency ha respect of basic and 
heavy industries generally, namely, ship-building, aircraft manufacture, railway loco
motive!", basic chemicals, metallurgical industries-both ferrous and non-ferrous, 
particularly special kinds of steel, dye stuffs, distillation of coal, etc. 

There is one item, however, to which, in my opinion, sufficient attention has not 
been given, namely, the exploitation of pyrites. In my op'nion, it is very important, 
ha view of the dependence of the Indian Chemical Industry on foreign sulphur, 
now-a-days chiefly from America. Similarly, I thhalt we should develop our sources 
ofN;ckel, Lead, Zinc, Tin, Phosphorus, etc., so that when foreign suppli~s arc cut off 
we are not he! pless. 

(b) The reasonable requirements of India in respect of the various haaportant 
and essential hadustrial products may be seen from the reports made by the various 
Committees, nearly 30 of them were appohated about 3 years ago by the Industry 
& Supply Department of the Government of India. It will be necessary, however, 
to make adjustments ha the figures on account of the separation of Pakistan. It 
should also be remembered that usually consumption varies inversely with prices. 

(c) Comparative statistics ha regard t<> operative and overhead costs are scanty, 
but it is well known that our labour cost per unit of production is higher than in 
most of other countries. I think that our cost on overhea<!s also is high. 

(d) The passhag of hadustries in recent years, on a large scale, into new hands, 
without. experience of hadustrial management, may have impaired tho quality of 
management somewhat, but the urgent need in the country ror brhaghag down costs 
of production will, it is hoped, operate in the o~her direction. 

(') There is no capital available today, because (1) 'white' money is non-existent, 
thanks to heavy taxation and high cost of livhag, and (2) 'black' money will not come 
out, except t<> buy consumption goods or bullion or precious stones. 

(/) We badly need more power and at much cheaper rates which the projcc ted 
Hydro-electric schem:s will perhaps supply. I have already referred to our problems 
in respect of cott<>n, Jute, and sulphur. 

{g) High grade technical ability of the academic khad is available and can be 
quickly hacreased ha response to greater needs; but the ability based on j~dgment and 
practical experience can grow only side· by side with hadustrial expansion. 

(h) & {i) An urgent need ha this country is the better education of skilled labour 
and ~he. haculcation of a better sense of responsibility-particularly of the foreman 
er II!lBtn class. 

Quu!w7!8 7 &: 8 .-On the production side of the country's economy next to the 
foe? p~oblem of this ~ountry is that of finding work for the enormous s~plus popu
Jatioo. m the countryBlde. Only a small fraction of this population can be absorbed 
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in la~ge or ~edi?m industrie•, even if the country could solve the problems of urban· 
ho?smg, sao:tahon, etc. that would arise ; and, obviously, the best plan is to abso;b 
thiS surplus m cottage or small seale industries. For convenience, I shall hereafter 
refer to small and cottage industries as interchangeable terms. 

Some of the Provincial Governments have made enquiries in comparatively 
recent years into the cottage industries in their areas o,nd the result of these enquiries 
may be seen. 

Cottage industries have given way before large scale industries chiefly because 
of (a) the cheapness of the products of the latt.er, (b) changes in fashions, often the 
result of (a), and (c) the specious attractions of the towns, combined with the growing 
restlessness and the weakening of the general moral libra. The competition has 
been unequal, because (;) cottage industries lack cheap power-which must await 
extensive rural electrification ; (U) they also lack cheap and efficient tools, including 
small machine tools-this again is not incurable ; (iii) for want of organisation they 
get their raw materials in uneven quality and at very high prices; (iv) they have no· 
organisation for finishing, packing, or checking qualities ; (v) they lack finance and 
marketing facilities-there is a wide field for Co-operative Societies here; (vi) the 
hereditary skill of workers has to be re-educated and adapted to modern tools and 
use of electric power-this will not take long ; and (vii) till recently, large industry 
which created expensive urban problems did not always pay for them in full-but 
this is a thing of the past, and the future will more likely throw the balance on the 
other side. 

The competition would not be unequal in so far as large scale industry produces 
artistic goods at prices much cheaper than what cottage industries can produc~ even 
under the most favourable conditions. But more than anything else, uuless condi
tions in villages are made less dreary and at the same time the general craving for 
shallow excitement in the towns becomes less infectious, the revival of cottage indus
tries will not be a simple matter. We must not deceive ourselves on this matter. 
If Japan succeeded in this, it was because of the better standards oflife and character
all round in that country, achieved over a long period. To take only one aspect, 
producer-co-operation, on which cottage industries must depend, has been highly 
developed there ; in India, on the other hand, except to a limited extent in respec 
of Credit Societies, the co-operative movement has been a complete failure. 

The establishment of a proper balance between cottage industries and the bigger 
industries will not be an easy matter, and will require all the efforts of Government; 
and, in particular, it will need a large number of Government servants with an entirely 
new outlook. 

Basic and heavy industries must obviously be a large scale; and the real con
flict and overlapping is between medium industries and cottage industries. To the 
extent that it is administratively feasible, the State should discourage such overlap 
by rapidly creating conditions in favour of the cottage industries, viz. rural electri
fication, cheap and good tools and machine tools, co-operative financing etc. 

Question 9.-cottage industries can be of such a diversified nature that it is 
neither possible nor expedient to establish any necessary relation betwween them and 
agriculture. Some of them could be part-time industries for agriculture during the 
off-season, while others might be whole time, whether based on a local agricultural 
product or not. The day-to-day local need's are so many and so varied, viz. pots 
and pans, mats, baskets, cloth shoes, simple furniture and so forth. Local facilities, 
whether of traditional skill or of particular raw materials, should be exploited t<> 
the utmost, and through well organised co-operative finance, supportf;d by Go':e!"
ment both production and sale should be financed, so that centres of skill or traditiOn 
oan s~pply fairly wide areas. As adjuncts to large or medium industry, I can think 
of assembling bicycles, perambulators etc., hand-looms driven by electric power, 
light engineering jobs, and making of domestic utencils. 
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Question 10.-Suitable items for export would be f":ncy things of a s~perior 
artistic quality like brass-ware, ivory and .w?oden c~rv1n~s, rugs an~ bed-s~rearls 
of superior kinds, embroidered goods etc. ; It IS all a questi~n of creatmg particular 
markets abroad with a trained taste and adequate purchasmg power . 

. Question 11.-No. 

<Q•=tion 12.-See my answer t<J questions 7 & S. 

Question 1-1.-I cannot say. 

Questions 14 & 15.-I am not sure whether much will be gained. by a post
mortem examination at this stage as to the various acts of the old Government. 
_-\s already sta~ed in my general rama;:-ks, the Government of India's attitude after 
193-! was visibly different from its attitude before. Apart from the Ottawa Pact, 
which, probably, sacrificed to some extent the interests of India, I can think of 

. nothing else. 

Question 16.-While every one recognises that the policy of a Government 
should be fairly clear, it is, I think, 'nang to take such recommendations of Com
missions and Committees as though they were statutes and try to construe their 
words strictly and do a lot of hair-splitting. I think the conditions referred to by the 
Commission were, prima facie, all right. It is true that they did not refer to cases 
of protection "in the national interest", but su<'h cases, I should have thought, were 
to be taken for granted, for the simple reason that in any country and at any time, 
the ultimate national interest, taking-all aspects into account, must he the owr
riding consideration in any important matter. Again, I am not at all sure whether 
the additional conditions with reference to "natural and economic advantages" 
referred to in the terms of reference to the Tariff Board, 1945, are really more than 
a paraphrase of the first condition laid dmm by the Fiscal Commission of 1922. 
What is needed is a broad outlook in disposing of cases as they arise-and not skill 
in draftsmanship and in producing verbal formulre of pretentious accuracy. 

Questions 17 to 19.-In view of my remarks on earlier questions, I have nothing 
to say. 

Question 20.-I have no remarks. 

Questions 21 ": 22.-:-Tbese. questions, which are primarily statistical, are evident
ly for the appropnate mdustn<ll org misation to answer. 

Questions 2·3 & 24.-I ba,·e only two remarks to offer in this connection: (I) 
The :\~tches Indu"!ry, sta~d ~der for~ign auspices bas tended to be monopolistic, 
and thiS. te_ndency IS, I think, mherent m every industry which is in a very young 
stage ~Ithm t~e country, When a powerful foreign firm in the same industry 
comes '?-to l_ndia an~ gets. the shelter ofthe Tariff, it is true that even apart frcm 
the Tanff; bigger urnts mthin the country can absorb the smaller ones ; but this 
~n.dency IS ve~y much more pronounced in the case of big foreign concerns coming 
~Ide th.e Tarii!" "':'II .. (2) protection given through Customs duties alone cannt t 
diSperse md~es m different parts of the cou~try, which may otherwise be desir
abl?. A suboidy, on.the otbe~ hand, c.an be effectively varied from place to place with 
~ vmw to. seJ!aure such disJ?ers10n. It IS, of course, an entirely different matter whether 
mth a £partw f r case; bavmg regard to all the relevant factors, protection should take 

e orm o a subsidy or of Customs duties. 

Question 25.-I have no remakrs. 

Question 26.-To the extent that the · · d · 
fitted during the last 2 3 d d fr maJor m ustnes of the country have bent• 

or eca es om the policy of protectio tb h I tb · '· on the whole, improved the quality of thei te h . I n, ey ave, m..,.. 
labour. There is little d bt th !r c mea personnel and also of that of 
of aupervisory staff and ~r"labo,;t ~':J!he. wholehthh~ ahverage technical quality, both 

' Y IS muc Ig er than 20 or 30 years ago. 
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Question 27.-Bothin the Cotton Textiles and Sugar Industries, I know tha1 
progressive firms have initiated research. 

Question 28.-There is little doubt that the high revenue-duties from 1930 on. 
wards must, to some extent, have given a fillip to the development oflocal industries; 
but there is no readily available means of correlating these revenue-tariffs with the 
development of industries, stasistically or otherwise. Nor can I give any examples. 

Question 29 .-In the absence of sufficiently reliable figures of the ma!ffiitude of 
domestic trade, it is not possible to discuss this matter statistically. During the 
early thirties and in fact almost till the war, the balance of trade of the country was 
unfavourable, and we were balancing the trade by the continuous export of gold 
which had been accumulated over many decades. 

Question 30.-0ne of the standing complaints of industry in this country was 
that the Railway Rate policy favoured the importer rather than the industrialist; 
but this charge was not accepted by the Railway authorities. Anyway, I am not 
sure if anything will be gained by going into the merits of the dispute now. 

· Question 31.-I think the conditions of international trade in thjll?lvorld are 
still too unstable to justifY basing our policy on any inferences to be drawn from 
the vicissitudes of trade in the last decade. 

Questions 32 and 33.-I have no comments except that the frequent changes in 
policy (which may have been inevitable on other grounds) have upset the calculation 
of the industries affected by changes in Import & Export policy. 

Question 34.-(a) The present difficulty in the country in the way of industrial 
development is not so much unfair competition from abroad, as the acute shortage 
of capital, the very high cost structure of production and the low productivity of 
labour and in two major industries, namely, jute and cotton, the problem of raw 
materials. Until these problems are satisfactorily solved, the question of Tariffs 
may well remain in the background. The present excessive rate of direct taxation 
should also be substantially brought down, if there is to be any incentive for 
industrial expansion. 

(b) It will be necessary for Government to solve the problems referred to above. 
In addition, active steps should, I think, be taken for the training in a short time 
of a sufficiently large number of a superior class of foreign and to improve the pro
ductivity of labour, which has actually fallen. It is largely a matter of establishing 
good relations between labour and the management. the maintenance of discipline 
and of good standards of work. 

Question 3ii.-I have no remarks except that, on a long view, it will not be the 
advantay~ r-F India to maintain high prices locally and sell our goods abroad at low 
prices. 

Questio" 36.-I think that the Government might for the time being follow 
the present policy which regulates the Tariff Board. 

Question 37.-0n the whole I agree with the minority with certain reservations· 

Question 38.-I hav(l already answered this. 

Question 39.-Yes. In the case of these industries in which the local minnow 
may be swallowed up by the foreign whale, some protection is necessary to save 
the minnow. This may have to be non-fiscal. 

Question 40.-I am strongly of opinion that protection should be promised to 
industries yet to be established, if they otherwise satisfy the requisite conditions. 

Que.,tion 41.-My answer to this question is indicated in part (c) of the question. 
I should, if possible, prefer a bounty or a subsidy; but, unfortunately, except where 
the product is confined to a few standardised types capable of easy testing and 
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measuring, a bounty is administratively not workable. Again, a s:ystem of 'pool' 
prices can work only if a few manufacturers and importers arc mvolved: The 
quantitative restriction of import based on a guaranteed market for domest1c pro
duction can be justified only temporarily, while domestic production is "!letting its 
house in order. 

Quest.ion 42.-State trading might be the best solution. Otherwise. the policy 
and procedure may continue as at present, namely, the levy of countervailing 
customs duties for so long as may be necessary. 

Question 4-3.-Export duties are difficult instruments to handle and should 
not be resorted t<> except when, as in the case of jute when India was undivided, the 
country has a practical monopoly or even a temporary monopoly. Except as a 
measure of emergency in the national interest, for example, in order to further food 
production or in connection with the regulation of Foreign Exchanges, I would not 
advocate Export Control. It is unfair otherwise to try to benefit the domestic 
industrialist at the cost of the exporter. It would be more straightforward to give 
a subsidy to the domestic- industrialist. 

Question 44.-I would aut<>matically exempt all industrial products (except 
<>fa monopolistic nature) from all kinds of duties whether under the Customs Tariff 
or otherwise, except of course that the profits of exports would ordinarily be liable 
t<> Income-tax. 

Question 4-j.-No. 

Question 46.-No, except (1) in the case of countervailing duties against dump
ing and (2) when the Tariff Board or other body watching the situation suggests an 
immediate change in the duties. 

Question 47.-The primary consideration must be administrative. In the case 
of a commodity which is bnlky and does not vary very much in value, a specific 
duty is always better, but in the case of a high-value commoclity which moreover 
fluctuates in value, the Ad .-alorem duty is better. But the latter is more easy to 
abuse. Sometimes, practical convenience may suggest a composite Tariff. 

Question 48.-They are very useful in emergencies. 

Question 49.-I think protectiw measures should be for specified periods, for 
about 10 years as a rule, afWr considering the recommendations of the Tariff Board 
on the condition that efficiency is increased, cost of production lowered and quality 
improved. 

Question 50.-I have no remarks. 

Question 51.-0ur long term fiscal policy should, I think aim at a reasonable 
self-sufficiency in regard to most of the ordinary consumer goods, and as much 
self-sufficiency as possible in respect of basic and heavy industries. As regards food, 
we m_ust not ouly be self-sufficient but a little in surplus. It is all, ultimately a 
question of the rate of discounting the future. To what extent should we sacrifice 
the present advantages for the sake of better advantages later! The problem is 
very much like that of savings. India, however, is so vast and its potential so great 
and_ varied t~at it is possible to reach a high degree of self-sufficiency, without 
paymg t<Jo high a price for it. 

Question 52.-Whether G<>vernment or quasi-Government institutions should 
participate in foreign trade is, in my view, a matter to be determined not on abstract 
grollll:ds but on practical considerations from time to time. All that I can say is 
that m the immediate future it will not be advisable for Government to take up 
such tra?e on a large scale for the simple reason that it is not even partially equip
ped for Jt. An exception would be the trade with Pakistan for some time. 

Question 53.-Does not arise. 
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Question 54.-As regards the short,period, I have already answered this against 
question 34. As regards the long period, I think the Government should actively 
encourage industrial research and higher scientific education in the country generally, 
and more particularly education in Engineering and Chemistry. It should also 
develop the sources of essential raw materials. 

Question 55.-No, except that, {l) I think the Provincial Governments should 
be told not to tax either coal or electricity consumed in industry-At the moment 
there is alroost a stampede among local Governments and local Authorities to tax 
these things because they are all in serious budgetary difficulties-, (2) raw materials 
should not be taxed at any stage, (3) the Railway Rates Policy should be re-examined, 
and (4) there should be machinery for standardising and testing exports. 

Questions 56 and 57.-No remarks. 

Question 58 et. seq.-I think that the idea of Imperial preference as such must 
go. I do not, therefore, propose to answer the detailed questions. 

Question 66 et. seq.-I consider that protection must in all cases be temporary, 
i.e. till the need for protection ceases. Vested interests, in heavy capital un"isely 
sunk, must not be allowed to grow. If, within a reasonable time (say) 15 or 20 years 
at the most, an indust.ry is unable to dispense mth protection, obviously there is 
something prima facie wrong in the industry, and prima-facie it should not be pro
tected unless, in the national interest, i.e. industries basic for the armament industries 
and so forth or industries guaranteeing some rare materials during war; it is con
sidered expedient to maintain the industry at any cost, and, at the same time, it is 
not considered expedient to nationalise it. Since ordinarily the object of protection 
is to enable the local industry to set itself up in sufficient strength to resist compe
tition from abroad, I think that, while Government should give such industry every 
help and facility in the shape of technical advice, transport, supply essential raw 
materials and stores etc., it should not impose meticulous conditions about price 
policy, wages etc. Interference in such matters, however well-meant, does more 
harm than good in most cases; and straight-forward nationalisation might well be 
the lesser evil. Anyway, unless the Industry itself adopted a proper policy in respect 
of prices, wages, technological improvements etc., it would not be able to stand up 
to competition. If, on the other hand, the industry iij! short-sigl ted and does not, 
of its own accord, discharge these implied obligations, it will forfeit its claim for 
further protection, which might otherwise be given to it. The real thing to safeguard 
against is in respect of those cases where, owing to subsequent developments, the 
protection already given becomes excessive, and, obviously, the only remedy in 
such cases is to ask the Tariff Board to make further investigations and to withdraw 
or curtail the protection already given. There should, however, be a systematic 
and close inspection by competent Government officers on behalf of the Tariff Board 
to ensure that protected industries do in fact increase their efficiency, bring down 
costs and improve quality. 

Question 69 .-I think that the question of protection should not be mixed up 
with the question of standardisation and control of qualities. Force of competition 
coupled with increasing intelligence amongst consumers will, more or less,, auto
matically lead to standardisation and better control _of products. Obvrously, 
organisations for control and standardisation should be predominantly professional 
and technical. 

Questions 70 and 71.-Aiready answered. 

Question 72 et. seq.-I think, under present conditions, for many more years to 
come, it will be an advantage for Government to have a Planning Commission or 
some other body of that type to co-ordinate the various plans of development of the 
country, but the existence of such a C6mmission will not dispense with the need for 
a Tariff- Board. Similarly, if it becomes necessary to exercise closer control over 
industries generally-not merely protected industries-another body for that 
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purpose may also be set up. Any way, we u!ust not lose disproportionate time .and 
energy in the settlement of problems of mere organisation, but should get thmgs 
going. 

Q=tion 77 et. seq.-I agree with the views of the Commission of 1921-22. 

Que.stian 80.-I do not suggest any change. 

Question 81.-There is a feeling, rightly or wrongly, that the ":'ariff Board is 
not of sufficient permanency and does not have enough staff and eqmpment for the 
discharge of its duties; but i may be wrong in this respect. The Tari_ff Boards now
a-days seem t<> get through their enquiries more <;Iuickly than. !hetr predecessors 
did, but even so, it is, I think, desirable to expedtte the euqumes further· 

Questions 82 and 83.-I should imagine that the object of the present procedure 
is t<> discourage frivolous applications. But I do not see why there. should b~ any 
objection t<> the Tariff Board making recommendations suo motu m a partiCular 
industry, ewn without an ~prlication from that indu•try though such a cuRe may 
not often occur in practice. 

Questions 8.J and 85.-The whole thing really boils down to what should be th9 

machinery for st ifting frivolous applications, and on the _whole. I should pr~fer. the 
applications to go directly to the Tariff Board who could reject fr·volous apphcatwns 
without elaborate examination. 

Question 86.-Nil. 
Question Si.-With a properly con•tituted Tariff Board, I cannot imagine why 

the Gowrnmcnt should differ from the Board's conclusions; but, obdously, the 
Government must have, at least in theory, the power not to accept the Board's 
recommendations. 

· Que.stian 88.-0n the ground of flexibility, I should prefer a non-statutory basis. 

SHRI G. D. BIRLA, BIRLA HOUSE, NEW DELHI. 

I would not attempt to give answers to the questionnaire iS>ued by the Com
mission. I would rather put my views in a very general manner and propose to 
answer such specific questions as may be put t<> me when I appear before the 
Commission in person. 

Every proposal that we may formulate for the betterment of our economy 
should be judged only by one criterion-that is, how far will it contribute towards 
the increased national wealth and thus raise the standard of living of the masses! 
Anything that impedes the achievement of this objective must be cleared out of 
our way and anything that promotee the journey to the above end should be adopted 
as the 'ism' of the country. 

Looked at from t!tis ang!e, the;e could be no two opinions that the first thing 
~hat a poor counttJ: like ~dia, whtc? proposes to hnild up an edifice of prosperity 
m the shortest posstble penod needs IS· hard and still harder work. The implication 
of this translated into concrete form i• that:-

(!) E!v~n if a 54-honr week could no longer be re-adopted, a 48-hour week mu•t 
be the mmunum work demanrled from every citizen, of course, in his own line, be 
he a worker, a ?Jerk or a ~cher. Any attempt to reduce the working hours by the 
back door, as IS often bemg attempted, must be firmly res;sted. 

(2) Unnecessary holidays must be cut down and at least 310 days in a year 
should be prescribed .as the m~nimum working ooys. At present we are working 
300 or less day~. It IS the natiOn that pays for holidays. In other words, a larger 
number of holidays would only contribute towards greater poverty. 
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(3) Industries should be encouraged to open the'r own Canteens for providing 
balanced and good diet at reasonable cost and also medical help conducive to stamina 
and good health for hard work. 

(4) Bonus and other rewards should be linked up with production and 
attendance. ' 

(5) Rationalisation and other measures to increase production per man-hour 
should be encouraged. 

(6) All forms of idleness except for recreation should be discouraged. "And 
·on the seventh day God finished His work which He had made; and He reste:l on 
the Seventh day from all His work which He had made". Had He worked one d2y 
and rested six days, He would have been starved to death! 

But with what are the people to work hard! To work hard, we need a job. 
And for a job we need land aud factories with all their equipment. We need better 
transport, more roads, rail and ships. And for all this, we need new capite.!. 
Capital comes out of profit which is saved. It cannot come out of loss and ext"a· 
vagance. Hard work savings and investment, these are the first steps. Social 
.services, houses, more leisure and other things have to come after we ha~0 prodnaed 
new wealth. 

If we are to industrialise quickly,-we need capital, Indian and also foreign· 
I am not in favour of borrowing in foreign countries on the Governmental level. 
Private investors would not be interested in anv Governmental enterprise. 
Government bas planneJ a few things. Two steel plants to cost about 200 crores, 
a machine tool plant to cost about 20 crores, an electrical goods factory to cost about 
30 crores, and a few other things. Not one pie has been invested by private investors, 
Indbn or foreign. I don't think any forei::m r·opital is likely to be attracted to th~ 
·Country unless a fow things are done. The greatest handicap is too much regl· 
mentation and too high taxation. · 

The thousand and one "don'ts" directed by Government have killed all initia
tives. Looking at the following table• of Sugar production we find that since U:P. 
:and Bihar imposed their stranglehold on sugar, its production has beJ~ dwindling 
in these provinces. Whereas, in other parts of India it has been progressmg, though 
not much, again due to some sort of control by tho Centre. In U.P. and Bihar, the 
Sugar Industry is told when to produce and how to produce, at what price it should 
buy and at what price it should sell, from where to buy and to whom to sell, how 
much it should pay to the workers and how many of them it should r:mp_loy: E_ven 
molasses are controlled. \Vhy should any industry need talent and dnve if dlrectlves 
are issu~d by the Secretariat which must be obeyed, whether good or bad. Such 
a system may be good enough for driving cattle, but it is not what is needed for 
men. What is required is to let loose in an orderly fashion all the intelligenc' and 
<>reative talents of men which we have so long frozen. 

TABLE I 

Comparative Growth of Sugar Factories in ·the Various Provinces since 1.9JJ .. 1'! 

Name of Provinces 
(No. of cane factories working) 

1931-32 [~:{8.39 

U.P. 14 l if) 

Dihnr I~ 
... , 
··~ Madras 2 : 

Enst Pnnjnb . 3 
}Jombny . 2 7 
West Bengal & AsMm 8 
Orissa 2 
Indian States Jl -- ---

Totnl for India, 31 139 

1942.43 

71 
31 
10 

4 
9 
8 
2 

15 ----
!5n 

1946.47 
6;) 
29 
11 
10 
9 
2 
I 

17 

135 
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TABLE II 

{Figures in h<:s of tons) 
S6a8<>f> U. P. Bihar Rest of India 
1931-32 66,312 75,091 17,178 
1939-40 6,59,1>00 3,22,100 2,60,100 
1940-41 6,13,300 2,64,100 3,36,000 
1941-42 3,82,900 1,17,300 :t,77,900 
1942-43 6,12,500 2,37,400 2,20,800 
1943-44 7,27,100 2,12,400 2,76,900 
1944-45 5,28,900 1,69,900 2,54, 701} 
1945-46 5,25,600 1,78,600 2,40,600 
1946-4 7 5,25,800 1 ,48,20:> 2,46,600 
1947-48 5,71,000 1,79,400 3,06,300 

Now let us study the story of cloth. During the few months of de_control 
production went up to 401 million yards per month. Now we are producmg less 
than 300 million yarda per month. 

According to the "Eastern Economist" Index of Industrial Productior>, the 
~eneral index that was 126·8 in 1943-44 is now as low as 105·1. 

India (without Pakistan) produced about 50 lacs bales of cotton. Mter we 
started meddling and fixing an uneconomic price for cotton, the crop has come down 
to 24 lacs bales. The diversion of land from cotton to food has not given any 
increased production as could be found from the Government figures. According 
to the "Eastern Economist" Agricultural Index, the figure that was 106 in 1943-44 
was ouly 92 (provisionally) in 1948-49. Our capacity for cement production is 
nearly 3 million tons, but we have not been producing it. Even the normal ex
pansion of industry which used to take place before the war is at a standstill. If 
there were savings, which there are not people would not invest in new ventures 
with all sort of uncertainties and interferences. 

This does not mean that I am not in favour of a planned policy. I definitely 
am, but not in favour of pedantic paper plans. I believe in planned policy. Those 
who think that America or England had no plans when they built up their industries 
are making serious mistakes. They had their plans such as allowed a free play to 
all the creative energies of the people and on a very wide scale. And the result has 
been what we see today in these countries. Russia, on the other hand, with all its 
regimentation, if Collin Clark is to be believed, has not made any equally appreciable 
progress in her per capita national wealth. Our planning should be of the type 
of a 1Iunicipal Corporation which, subject to certain rules, pass the plans of buildings 
and give full freedom to the builder after that, without stipulating that the contrac
tor should buy bricks from A, mortar from B and cement from C, and then try to 
enforce its decision through an Enforcement Branch keeping the builder and the 
contractor under a constant dread of the police. This is not planning for construc
tion but for destruction. This is what is happening just now in India. Production, 
investment, savings, initiative are going down; poverty, misery and unemployment 
are goin~ up. This sort of destructive regimentation must go. The Planning 
Gommisswn slwuld plan to promote initiative and creati.-e tendencies of the people, 
suhject of course to certain elementary patterns. 

We cannot get capital in this country with such high taxation. The greatest 
investors are the middle and the upper middle class people. They are groaning 
under the burden of high taxation, direct and indirect, and can save little for invest
ment with the present high cost of living. With the Punjab ruined, Zamindars and 
Princes finish~, the high ta_xation has left no investor. Taxes ultimately raise the _ 
cost of productiOn and contnbute towards inflation. Taxes ther~forc in the interest 
of bring~g down the price as well as for promoting savings, investmen.'t and increased 
productwn, must be brought 'down. 

There was talk of nationalisation which happily now is receding in the back 
groun~. At present we ca~ socialise only the poverty and the misery. This can· 
not raise our standard of hfe. What we need at present is to socialise prosperity· 
In other words, we must create prosperity and then get everybody infected with it· 

I shall be glad to anower the questions that may be put to me. 
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Sir ChUllilal B. Menta, Bombay 

PART I 

Question 1.-lliy reply is yes. 

Question 2.-The principal changes in our agricultural situation, more specially 
due to the partition of the country, are as follows:-

( a) Substantial areas growing cotton and jute ha>e gone to Pakistan and 
the result is that the crops of both cotton and jute, so far as Indian 
Dominion is concerned, ha\e become smaller. 

(b) Consumption of Indian Dominion specially of cotton as well as oilseeds 
has increased. 

(c) As regards international trade, we have almost lost our export markets 
specially for cotton. 

Question 3.-The reduction in cotton crop will materially affect our textile 
industry. At present India has to rely on Pakistan and other foreign cottons and 
unless and until crop of medium and long staple cottons is increased in India, the 
textile industry will be under a great handicap. 

Although India has removed imrcrt duty on cotton from Pakistan, Pakistan 
continues to keep up the export duty on raw cotton from Pakistan. The amount 
of duty is a very heavy one and it makes the cotton of Pakistan comparatively 
dearer to India. 

In this connection it may be pointed out that import duty on cotton imported 
from other foreign countries than Pakistan is continued. 

In view of the heavy export duty on cotton from Pakistan and in view of India 
not likely to be able to grow sufficient quantity of medium and long staple cotton for 
at least ten years to come, it is necessary for progress of the textile industry of India 
that import duty on cotton from foreign countries other than Paki•tan should be 
abolished. 

Question 4.-The basic rr<tuirement in our agriculture is to increase the yield 
per acre by the use of fertilizers and increased supplies of water either through canals 
or through boring wells. 

In the above paragraph I have specially referred to cotton crop. The>c is no 
question of intensified industrialisation of textile industry, but there is the question 
of sufficient supplies of raw cotton to the existing textile industry. 

Questions 5 and 6.-Thesc are the questions which will be better replied to by 
the different industrialists interested. 

Question 7.-(a) The present position of small scale and cottage industry in the 
economy of the country is comparatively insignificant and requires to be properly 
encouraged. 

(b) (i) The relation of small scale and cottage industry should be subsidiary to 
/llgriculture. 

(ii) Small scale and cottage industries should be supplementary to large scale 
industries. But there can also be small scale and cottage industries independent 
of large scale industries. This can prosper only if the small scale ~nd c~ttage 
industries are properly protected from competition by large scale mdustnes as 

~ well as imported materials. 

Question 8.-Under the present circumstances and even in t~e long run sm":ll 
scale and cottage industries have a significant role to play m the economic 
development of the country. 



Question 9.-(a) Dairy industry can be subsidiary to agriculture. 

(b) There are generally a number of parts and minor equipments within the 
large scale industries which can conveniently be done by hand work, and such 
things can be supplementnry to large scale industries. 

(c) There are many works of Arts which can be independent units of production. 

Question 10.-Fine Art industries can be considered special!)'" suitable ·for ex-
p<•rt purposes. 

Question ll.-I do not think that protection oflarge scale industries has affect-, 
ed small scale and cottage industries. 

Question 12.-The main handicaps from which small scale and cottage industries' 
suffer at present are competition from large scale industries as well as imported 
materials and generally lack of appreciation for the products of the country. 

As regards the steps for the removal of these handicaps, the suggestions are 
that special facilities should be given to the products of small scale and cottage 
industries along with preference for the purchase of those products by Government 
departments, bearing in mind at the same time that in the beginning the quality 
may not be according to the present day taste of the users and the prices may be 
comparatively little dearer, but by patronizing such products tim@ would soon come 
when good quality products would be available at reasonable price~. 

Question 13.-The steps necessary to safeguard the interests of the small scale 
and cottage industries when trade agreements with foreign countries are negotiated 
are that special tariff preferences should be secured for the products of such small 
scale and cottage industries. 

Questions 14 to 20.-These arc the questions which will bP better replied to by 
the different industrialists <lf the country, but personally, I feel that policy of 
discriminating pro ecti<Jn in itself is basically wrong and not in the interests of 
the industries of the country. · 

Questions 21 to 27 .-These questions would be better answered by the different 
industrialists themselves. 

Quest.ion 28.-The revenue tnriffs imposed in the past have had a fairly good 
effect on the growth and development of different small industries and also reduced 
in some cases the imports of similar goods. 

Questions 29 to 33.-The same remarks as made under questions Nos. 21 to 27 
apply here also. 

Qw>..BVWn 34.-Relatively much more importance should be attached to the 
fiscal measures under present-day conditions for the promotion of our trade and 
industry. 

- Que.stion 35.-In the present state of Inrlian industries, India should look to the 
reduction of foreign imports as much as possible and for that purpose an appro
priate tariff policy can assist to a considerable extent in the development of our 
industries which would ultimately reduce the volume of imports. I do not think 
that a tnriff policy can be much successful in increasing the export trade and it is 
not necessary also. 

Que.stion 36.-For the short term period the objectives of our tariff policy should 
be to see that consumer goods are not import-ed to an extent and at a price which 
would affect adversely our existing internal industries of consumer good•. __ _ 

. Question 37 .-I do agree with the minority report of the Indian Fiscal Commis· 
SlO'_l 1921-22 that there should be an unqualified pronouncement that the fiscal 
pohcy best suited for India is protection. 
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Question 38.-The principles and co~ditions for regulating the grant ?i pro
tection or assistance should not be too trymg and should not expect very qmck and 
fine results from the industry. 

Questions 39 and 40.-I agree with the view that the grant of protection should 
be given consideration if necessary even before an industry is established or when 
proposals for its establishment are . under consideration. 

Question 41.-(c) I would like the appropriate method to be determined in each 
-case on its merits. 

Whenever the internal cost of production is high and the foreign prices are low, 
then the system of protective duty is prE'ferable whether the volume of internal pro
duction is sufficient for the internal requirements or not. 

On the other hand, whenever the internal cost of production is low and the foreign 
prices are nigh but the volume of internal production is not sufficient for internal 
.-equirements, then the system of pool prices should be adopted for distribution. 

Question 42.-The Government's policy and procedure where the situation calls 
for only safeguarding or anti-dumping measures as di~tinct from substantive protec
tion whether for small scale or large scale industries should be to raise the tariff walls 
to the extent that all dumping may cease, or whenever internal production is sufficient 
for internal requirements, then the imports shonld be prohibited. 

- Question 43.-(a) The place of export duties in the tariff system in the future 
should be rather comparatively small and attached only to those commodities and 
goods which may be the monopoly of the country or for which there would not be 
.any competition from any other country in the third market. However, export 
duties may be levied on those commodities and goods which may be necessary for 
internal requirements. 

(b) There shonld be export control for the purpose of safeguarding the domestic 
consumer against critical shortages as well as for conserving domestic supplies of 
raw materials necessary for utilization by the domestic industries. 

Question 4!.-Fiscal measures can help an established industry to maintain its 
-exports only temporarily. It is for the industry itself to be able to stand competition 
in the export markets. However, the industry should not be at any di;advantage to 
secure its raw materials etc. as compared with its competitor. For instance, at pre
sent there is import duty on foreign cotton. The millowner or the exporter who 
e;rports piece goods made out of that foreign cotton should get refund of the propor
tronate duty paid by him for imported cotton which at present is not refunded. 

Question 45.-No. 

Question 46.-Variations in import duties to meet variations in import costs 
should not be too frequent. 

Question 4 7 .-The considerations governing the choice between the various a 
ternative forms of duties such as specific, ad valorem, compound, etc. may depend 
upon individual cases of protection. 

Questions 48 and 49.-I would like a minimum duration to be laid down for 
protective measures subject to extension if necessary. 

Question 50.-I could not make out whether the question refers in its aspect to
wards affecting the industry or in its aspect towards general imports which may not 
have much bearing on the country's industries. If the question rela~s t~ the former 

-then the existing system of revenue tariff classification requires modification to a con
siderable extent. In that case much importance should not be given to los_s of revenue 
to the public exchequer, neither should importance be given. whether a litt.le burd.en 
<>n the consumer is reduced or not. Importance should be gtven from the mdustrtes 
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point of view. However, ~ the latter oa.se, fi~st importance should be given to tho
fairness to the importer which would automatically reduce the burden on the oo~
sumer and which may not result in any appreciable loss of revenue to the publio 
exchequer. 

Question 51.-The objectives of our· long term fiscal policy should be that tho
internal industries should be allowed to progress so that they may be able to supply 
the internal requirements . 

.As regards foreign trade, imports of industrial raw materials specially of raw 
cotton and capital goods will have to be continued for some years to come. 

On the other hand, it can be conveniently said that India will not have much 
to expert in the near future, except those commodities and goods which she is now 
exporting owing to the expected development in the internal demands. 

Question 52.-I do not think that it will be necessary for Government to facili
tate the objectives of our fiscal policy to participate in foreign trade either in tho
short period or in the long run. 

Quution 53.-Does not arise.· 

QuutionB 54 to 57.-

Question 58.-N ow that India ha.s attained independence, the question of imperia) 
preference should not and could not remain. But under the present world circum
stances there appears to be a necessity for bilateral agreements which are against 
the maio principles underlying the Havana Charter. 

Question 59.-If there is no imperial preference, the question does not arise
Even if the scheme of imperial preference is continued, it should, in future, he on tho
basis of bilateral agreements and not on imperial preference. 

QueBtionB 60 to 64.-

QUeBtion 65.-My reply is the same as for question 59. 

QueBtion 66.-(a) I consid~r tha~ fu~ustries receiving protection or assistanc& 
frvm Government owe a special obligation to the rest of India. 

(b) 

Q•~estion 67.-(a) It is necessary to stipulate that no protected or assisted indus
try should engage in any restrictive practice in respect of production, distribution and 
·vi•:es. However, there are occasions when certain restrictive practices have to be 
"' l<•pted and as such Government should have power to allow such practices if they 
are con.,;nced of the necessity of the same. 

_(b) A right of assoc~tion or co!"b!nation of different units in a protected or assis
ted ~dust~y ~o~d be g>ve~ on prm01ple that restrictive practices in respect of pro
duction, diStnbut10n and pnces may not be adopted except with the permission of the 
Government. 

9uestion 68.-In ~ase a~ industry applies for protection before being established~. 
and In case ~n estsblished_md~stry requires and receives protection, conditions 
should be laid down that RUffiment finances and technical skill are available. 

QueBtion 69.-

Que.stion 70.-I think that obligation should not be embodied i'l the relevant 
. statutes dealli!g with protecte~ or assisted industries but should be left to be prescrib

ed by the tariff. makmg machinery on an ad hoc basis in each individual case of an 
industry seeking proteetion or assistance. 
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Question 71.-(a) I do not consider that any special administrative machinery 
is necessary to ensure that the obligations or protected and assisi;ed industries are· 
duly discharged. 

(b) I would not prefer that this function should be entrusted to a special wing 
of the tariff making machinery or any other existing organization. 

(c) I think it would be sufficient if Government is .represented on the management 
of protected or assisted industries in order to ensure that these obligations are carried 
out in the spirit in which they are conceived. 

Questions 72 to 76.-

Question 77.-Yes, I agree that a specialised organisation for tariff purposes is 
essential to the implementation of a scientific policy. 

Question 78.-I agree that the Tariff Board or the Tariff Commission should be a 
permanent body of high standing consisting of members who are of high ability, 
integrity and impartiality with a knowledge of economics aud practical acquaintance 
of business affairs. 

Questions 79 to 88.-

PART IT 

Sir Chunilal B. Mehta, Bombay 

Question 89.-I do approve in general of the basic purpose and objectives under .. 
lying the Havana Charter on trade and employment. 

Question 90.-1 do not eonsider that the provisions and safeguards laid down in. 
the Charter for the economic development and reconstruction of backward and under
developed countries are adequate for the requirements of India. 

Question 91.-The provisions and safeguards of the Havana Charter fall far short 
of India's minimum requirements. For instance, at every stage importance is given 
to international trade while India under the present circumstancos is in need of 

·increasing internal trade as against the international trade. 

Under article 15 of the Havana Charter, auy member or say India contemplating 
the conclusion of an agreement of a preferential type or of a b.ilateral char;tcter, the 
member or India shaii have to apply to the Organization and the memlJor can get 
such permission only by a two-thirds majority of the members present for voting and 
that also subject to such conditions as the Organization may impose. Generally, 
it is a known fact that the International Organizations are working rather in a group 
system, and if the interests of different member countries are effected arlversely
which would naturally be the case-permission may not be granted or even if granted 
it may be with such stipulations that the desired results may not be achieved. 

It may be mentioned here that article 20 which is in connection with the general· 
elimination of quantitative restrictions is in itself sufficient for India to hesitate to 
accept the Charter. 

Que,tion 92.-While the terms and conditions proposed in the .Ohru:ter for the con
tinued employment of the existing foreign capital aud new foreign mv?stment are 
not much against the requirements oflndia, yet it may be pointed out .that m a number 
of countries such as United States and South Africa there is a tax levied on the earn
ings by way of dividends or interests of aliens. For instance, an Ind!an, _who e~rns 
some dividend or interest either in the United States or in South AfriCa IS reqmred 

' to pay a tax, because he is not the citizen of the country. On the '?ther hand, .under 
the Havana Charter, India has no right to levy any tax on tbe foreigners ~ho mvest. 
capital in India and earn interest or dividend, because the earners are aliens. 
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Question 93.-I am not in agreement with the broad lines of the commercial policy 
~ ,;et out in the chapter 4 of the Havana Charter. 

Question 94.-My objections are to aritcles 20 an~ 21 of the Charter. My ob
.ections relate to both short term and long term pertods. 

l Que~;tion 95.'--.Although there may not be any injurious effect on our trade and 
industry on account of our acceptance of the obligations of the Charter in the short 
period, yet to my mind it will definitely check the progress of the industrialisation of 
India in the long run. 

Question 96.-0n a careful balancing of pros and cons I do not approve of 
India's adherence to the Havana Charter. 

Question 97.-The basis of the broad lines oflndia's commercial policy should be 
industrialisation of the country without any restrictions, though India should co. 

-operate with other countries of the world, safeguarding her own interests. 

Question 98.-This question does not arise. 

Question 99.-I do not agree with the main principles underlying the general 
agreement on tariff and trade as laid down in Part I and Part II of the agreement. I 
cannot detail my objections under specific heads, as I have not got with me the copy 
of the Agreement. 

Question 100.-Whatever concessions are supposed to have been received by Inc 
are no concessions at all, because almost all the articles for which concessions a1 
said to ha..-e been received are common articles and required by the different countr 
of the world whether we have given any concessions in return or not. 

Question 101.-0n a careful examination of these reciprocal concessions I do 1 

consider that the provisions of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade have be 
on balance, .in the interests of India. The concessions received by India are practir 
no concessions . 

. Question. 104.-As a matter of fact, other things are not equal and as such 
tariff concessiOns granted to and received by India from other countries will hav• 
h recomidered in the light of latest developments. 
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